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p reface
Today there are numerous research teams worldwide investigating the use of microwave energy
for processing materials. With a few obvious exceptions, such as food processing and wood dry-
ing (all low-temperature applications), the majority of the interest and activity began about ten
years ago and has grown substantially in the last three years.
Research indicates that microwave energy offers many advantages over conventional heating
methods. These advantages generally can be divided into two categories. One is the reduction
in processing time and temperature, and the other the fabrication of materials with unique and/or
superior properties. Further, microwave energy appears to be especially advantageous for the
processing of many types of ceramics requir, %g high temperatures. This is due to the increased
coupling efficiency of ceramics with microwaves as they are heated and to the more uniform
(volumetric) heating provided by microwaves.

In spite of the great potential of microwave e ergy in the field of materials processing, there are
engineering and cultural barriers that must be overcome before its widespread use will be
realized. Examples of the barriers are the absence of a good Jatabase on dielectric properties in
the microwave range and as a function of temperature; a poor exchange of information among
researchers in the field; the absence of industrial equipment for large-scale/high-temperature
manufacturing; and the reluctance on the part of materials manufacturers to change from a
proven technology.
The mission of this symposium was to address some of these issues. One objective was to
assemble the experts in this emerging technology for the purpose of identifying problem areas
and defining potential solutions. A second objective was to explore new applications where
microwave energy can have significant impact. A third objective was to bring together research-
ers, materials fabricators, and microwave equipment manufacturers for the purpose of expediting
technology transfer and commercialization of important discoveries in this field.
Participants from seven countries presented 80 papers at the symposium. A combination of
keynote, invited, and contributed presentations provided excellent overviews of existing pro-
grams, microwave/materials interactions, measurements, equipment design, modeling, and
applications. This book contains 69 peer-reviewed papers from the symposium and will serve
as an excellent reference source for both newcomers to the field and well-seasoned veterans.
Briefly, what we have learned is that

"* There are differences between microwi., "nd conventional heating, but we do not fully
understand these differences or their origins. Although there is some agreement between
models and data, much research is needed here.

"• Substantial progress has been made in dielectric property measurements in the microwave
range in the last few years, and these mea,,urements should become more routine in the very
near future.
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* Exciting developments have occurred in equipment design at the research and development
level, but more work is needed before equipment is available for large-scale manufacturing.

0 Although the economics of m-icrowave processing appear promising, more analyses are
needed to nail down the benefits.

* As with any field, safety is a concern, but sufficient information is available to permit safe use
of microwave energy. Investigations are likely to continue in this area as new equipment and
applications emerge.

In order to ensure progress in this field, we plan to continue holding symposia on an annual
basis, alternating between the American Ceramic Society, Inc., and the Materials Research
Society.

David E. Clark
Frank D. Gac
Willard H. Sutton
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AN OVERVIEW OF MICROWAVE APPLICATIONS RESEARCH IN CANADA

SJ. Oda, Ontario Hydro Research Division,
800 Kipling Ave., Toronto, Ontario
Canada M8Z 5S4

ABSTRACT

Examples of microwave applications research in Canada are described to help illustrate the reasons
for the adoption of this energy efficient electrotechnology. Microwave processing of advanced
ceramics, mineral%, chemical synthesis and environmental wastes is being pursued as well as the
more traditional (common) applications in the food and rubber industries.

INTRODUCTION

In Canada the development of industrial microwave heating applications has been undertaken by
a number of research groups for over 25 years. Indeed, Edmonto.,, Alberta, Canada was the site
for the founding of the International Microwave Power Institute in 1966. This organization
continues to provide an international journal and annual symposium through which much of the
world's industrial microwave heating activity is disseminated. This review describes some of the
past and current Canadian activity in microwave heating. Table I summarizes the Canadian
activity in industrial microwave heating by individual organizations including their areas of
involvement. The following sections provide additional detail of micnr wave research activity
involving Canadian government agencies, universities, electric utilities and private companies.

GOVERNMENT (FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL) RESEARCH

Canadian government agencies, recognizing the potential benefits that industrial microwave
processing can yield, have provided funding assistance and some technical support for the
development of new innovative applications. As expected, these applications tend to emphasize
the improved energy efficiency, selective and volumetric heating that microwaves can provide.

Atomic Energy of Canada Research Ltd. (AECLU at Chalk River, Ontario is currently involved in
microwave applications research. Undertaking contract research for industry and government they
have one of the largest resources of microwave and RF equipment design capability in Canada.
One of AECL's laboratories has developed a microwave cavity system that can rapidly evaluate
the permittivity and permeability of materials up to l0oomC at 2450 MHz [1]. Ceramics including
aluminas, ferrites and silicon carbide are among the materials that have been successfully
characterized. In addition, AECL together with Voss Associates Engineering Ltd. (VAEL) have
recently produced a 2-part report reviewing the microwave heating and dielectric literature on

Microwaves 3



minerals, rocks, ceramics riad related materials [2]. The report provides a good review of
microwave heating studies related to minerals and suggests how available testing techniques can
be used to examine potential applications. In addition to the review (contribut•d by VAEL), the
report also includes tests performed by AECL on a selection of eight industrial minerals to
determine both real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant up to temperatures of about
8000C. The test procedure developed by AECL was used for the following mineral sample.-
serpentine, nepheline syenite, illite clay, kaolin, vermiculite, magnetite, talc, and talc plus 5%
binder (sodium si!icate). Tae technique is an effective and accurate method for obtaining
fundamental properties of materials.

The Canadian Department of Energy. Mines and Resources, through their Canada Centre for
Mineral and Energy Technology (CANMET), is also pursuing potential microwave applications.
CANMET has conducted preliminary microwave tests to reactivate spent carbon from a gold
mining operation [3,4]. More quantitative tests -,t Ontario Hydro's Research Division (5,48]
provided the following: (1) microwave energy can reactivate spent carbon; (2) microwave h3ating
provided a 95% regeneration of adsorption capacity (using the properties of virgin carbon) in 5
minutes as compared to 89% in 30 minutes for the conventional process; (3) microwave-reactivated
carbon has superior properties versus, conventional reactivation in terms of pH, apparent density
and adsorption capacity; and, (4) based on greater enL.,y efficiency, 915 MHz appears preferable
over 2450 MHz. A second phase has been started in 1991 to bring this potential application closer
to an industrial process.

The Ontario Waste Management Corporation sponsored a study to investigate the use of microwave
heating to reactivare carbon and recover perchloroethylene solvent for the dry cleaning industry
[49]. Preliminary test results indicate that a microwave energy requirement of 0.51 kWh/kg of
carbon will reduce perchloroethylene concentrations in the spent carbon to that of fresh carbon.
In addition, the initial resu'ts indicate that the importart properties of the microwaved and fresh
carbon are comparable (eg, colour removal efficiency and launderometer test).

The Ontario Ministry of Energy provides assistance to Ontario industry through its Enersearch
prograrn. This program has provided funding support for a number of potential microwave
applications including drying of pharmaceutical hard gelatin capsules, joining of alumina and
silicon nitride rods, sintering of alumina and silicon nitride ceramics, drying/slipcasting of
whiteware and debarking of frozern timber [6,7,54,55,64]. One example of an Enersearch-funded
project involved the use of microwave energy for drying of pharraaceutical capsules [7]. R & J
Engineering Corp. built a microwave-assisted dryer that has provided an energy savings of 35%
over the conventional drying system. (By incorporating microwave energy the drying time can be
shortened from 35 minutes to about 11 minutes.) In addition, because the microwave-assisted
equipment is shorter (6.6 m versus 12 m), the capsule production room can be smaller. This size
reduction is claimed to provide a further 35-50% savings in energy attributable to climate control.

The National Research Council of Canada (NRCC), through its Division of Electrical Engineering,
provided an invaluable technical resource for Canadian industry from 1965 to 1986 [8-23]. This
facility helped Canadian users through education as well as through the development and design
of a wide variety of microwave devices and instrumentation. Examples of their involvement
ranged from development of a rotary microwave processor for processing granular materials [23],
a waveguide applicator for sheet materials [17], to microwave instrumentation for measuring
moisture contents in web processes [15].

Microwaves
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UNIVERSIY RESEARCH

At the University of Alberta, W.A.G. Voss together with W R. Tinga continue to lead much of the
activity involving microwave heating technology. In 1966, with funding assistance from NSERC,
Voss and Tinga helped to organize the International Microwave Pewer Institute which continues
to provide a much needed technical resource for the international scientific community. Voss is
credited with over 74 publications involing industrial processes and material properties, as well
as biological effects. A few of the more rmcent publications are referenced [24-26]. W.R. Tinga
is also very active in the field of microwave techno' ogy and is the head of the Microwave Power
Laboratory at the University of Alberta (Department of Electrical Engineering) [25,27-30]. Of
particular interest are two papers authored by these individuals at a recent Materials Research
Society microwave symposium [25,26' . The first paper [25] describes the expanding application
of microwaves for processing natural and synthetic solids. It provides an approach that gives
attractive examples for potential microwave applications including: microwave-induced dry organic
reactions; microwav~e heating of solvents to accelerate chemical reactions; mineral and ore
processing with the zeolite family of particular industrial interest; and, advanced polymers,
ceramics, and composites (eg, carbon-fibre based composites). The second paper [261 describes
the development of a microwave materials analyser which promises to provide a more extensive
empirical characterization of mixed (imoure) material henting behaviotir. The applicator has
provided heating rates up to 7000C/s for various oxides and ceramic materials at 915 MHz. With
microwave-transparent refractory materials surrounding the sample (solid, granular, liquid or gas),
temperatures of greater than 15000C can be maintained in some materials. A 60 W solid-state
power source supplies the applicator with microwave energy and controls the temperature.

At the University of Waterloo D. Pei has been involved since the 60's in a number of microwave
research activities [32-37]. Indeed in 1967, Pei and Ford were among the first to use microwave
energy to heat solid compounds to temnperatures of ap to'1900*C [32] and to investigate its use for
two chemical processes [33]: production of hydrogen cyanide from ammonia and carbon, and the
direct dissociation of molybdenum disuiphide. Among other microwave heating studies conducted
at the University of Waterloo include: drying of sewage sludge and bread baking.

Itcole-Polytechniaue has been involved in microwave applications research since the early 60's.
R. Bosisio is credited for much of the activity at this university in the field of microwave plasma
and dielectric methods and measurement at high temperature [38-45]. A recent paper [381
involving his group gives dama on a 'model' dielectric/ohmic loss material (Nal in ethanol) from
which are predicted heating patterns at the two ISM frequencies, 915 and 2450 MHz. According
to Voss [31], 'thi is an important contribution in the most difficult area of electroheat'. Another
effort involves a collaboration between tcole-Polytechnique's LAIMO (Laboratoire d'applications
industrielles des micro-andes) and Hydro-Qudbec's LTIE (Laboratoire des technologies
dlectrochimiques et des 6lectrotechnologies d'Hydro-Qutbec) facility (see Hydro-Quebec entry).
The involvement at LAIMO is led by M. Giroux of the Department of Electrical
Engineering [52,53].

At O)ueen's University J. Wan is utilizing microwave energy in catalytic processes and destruction
of environmental contaminants including: methane decomposition to C. and C, hydrocarbons-,
dehialogenation of trichlorobenzene; and destruction Of SO2 and NO, by reduction rather than
conventional oxidative methods [46-49]. Research activities concerning the latter rely on the
selectivity and efficiency of microwave heating. By selecting a 'catalyst' that facilitates the
particular reaction as well as containing a strongly absorbing microwave sensitizer, the bulk of the
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reaction can take place at ambient temperature. A second benefit provided by microwave energy
is its ability to be pulsed, which provides some control of reaction temperature and reaction
selectivity.

At Laurentian University in Sudbury, Ontario, Smith, Gedye et al reported the use of microwave
energy (from a standard domestic microwave oven) to synthesize some organic compounds up to
1240 times faster than conventional reflux techniques (50,511. According to the authors, reaction
rate enhancement is possible because the polar molecules in certain solvents can absorb microwave
energy very rapidly (eg, water, methanol). This high rate of absorption is said to cause
superheating of the solvent when contained in a microwave-transparent pressure vessel. Reaction
rates of polar molecules in non-polar solvents were not increased appreciably by the microwave
technique. By optimizing the conditions of the reaction the authors believe that rate enhancements
of 200 are possible. One example cited is the reaction of benzyl chloride and 4-cyanophenoxide
dissolved in methanol and heated to form 4-cyanophenylbenzyl ethzr. This reaction, which
conventionally takes about 12 hours to produce 65% of the theoretical yield, required only 35
seconds to produce the same yield in a standard household microwave oven. As in many other
potential microwave applications, one of the major challenges will be to scale-up the process
without affecting technical or economic feasibility.

ELECTRIC UTILITY RESEARCH

Two of the larger Canadian electric utilities, Ontario Hydro and Hydro-Qudbec, have invested in
research facilities to provide technical support and development activities not only for the supply
of electrical energy but also for its effective utilization. A number of other utilities have provided
co-funding for projects carried out by others.

Ontario Hydro has been involved in industrial microwave applications research for the past several
years in order to help its customers use this electrotechnology effectively and efficiently [52-59].
While the initial focus of this research was to improve productivity of industrial processes, the
current activity is emphasizing the use of microwaves for environmental applications. The more
successful investigations conducted by Ontario Hydro include: microwaves to accelerate the drying,
and slipcasting of traditional ceramics that provided a 30-minute cycle compared to the multi-day
cycle common to a traditional ceramics plant [53]. Microwave heating trials were also performed
to reduce the volume of a hazardous sludge material to eliminate a potential environmental impact
[55]. Using the actual 45-gallon waste drum as the 'oven' or appli-ator and installing a suitable
source to heat the drum contents, microwave heating provides one approach that can dry the sludge
in the waste drums without removing the material. The obvious advantage of this approach is to
minimize handling and possible exposure and contamination. In a third application a hybrid kiln
combining microwaves with resistance heating to process advanced ceramics was developed at
Ontario Hydro [54]. This new heating device was built and tested to investigate the effect of this
hybrid technology on production rates and energy requirements for calcining and sintering a
selected number of ceramic materials. Even without any process optimization, test results on the
ceramics revealed significant reductions in both processing time and energy consumption. Based
on these promising results, a second phase was started to further refine kiln operation and expand
the range of materials tested in this device. An environmental application currently being pursued
on behalf of the Ontario Waste Management Corporation is described in a previous section.

Hydro-Oudbec's LTEE laboratories are involved in dielectric heating applications through a
university-utility collaboration [60]. LTt and LAIMO (of the tcole.Polytechnique) are partners
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in promoting the use of dielectric heating for industrial processes to help its industrial customers
improve productivity and remain competitive. As in the case of Ontario Hydro's Research
Division this collaboration has supplied R&D support for various dielectric heating applications
as well as conducting testing on behalf of industrial customers who wish to assess the feasibility
of a particular application. One investigation conducted by this partnership involves the microweve
preheating of shredded rubber. Used in the manufacture of carpets, the shredded rubber must be
mixed with vulcanizing agents and pressed into molds. Microwave heating was investigated to
preheat the rubber prior to molding and reduce pressing time. Preliminary test results indicate that
the pressing time can be reduced by more than 20%. Another evaluation conducted by LAJMO
and LTEE involved drying of the paper in damaged transformer bushings. A microwave applicator
was designed at LAIMO to facilitate drying which can be completed in less than 8 hours compared
to the days or months required by conventional convective oven drying.

Powertech (BC Hydro) has recently become involved in dielectric heating through a Canadian
Electrical Association state-of-the-art review that will identify existing and potential applications
of radio-frequency and microwave heating for hazardous waste treatment. The review will provide
a technical and economic assessment for each identified opportunity in comparison to conventional
treatment processes and include an estimate of the market and electrical load impact in Canada
over the next five years. Recommendations for further research and development on new
applications will be made and include suggestions for future work in cost-effective waste
management systems.

The Canadian Committee on Electrotechnolopies (CCE), as part of the International Union for
Electroheat (UIE), provides a coordinating function in Canada to provide a better understanding
of industrial electroheat technologies and their uses. These electroheat technologies include
microwave and radio-frequency heating. A portion of tgie CCE activities is promoting the efficient
and effective use of electrotechnologies by education (eg. annual visits to major engineering
faculties across Canada) and published material (a bimonthly publication entitled 'Electroflash').

The Canadian Electrical Association (CEA) sponsors research and development activities in support
of its Canadian electrical utility membership. Over the past several years, a number of
investigations has been conducted to support the development and understanding of microwave and
radio-frequency heating applications [52,54,75,77].

PRIVATE COMPANY RESEARCH

A number of Canadian companies are currently involved in microwave applications research.
Obviously many of these companies do not wish to divulge their exact involvement for proprietary
reasons; however, there are a few examples that can be cited.

Alcan International (Kingston Research and Development Centre) has been involved in microwave
applications research in food [62-64,67] and advanced ceramics [65,66,68,691. The latest reference
in the first set [67) involves microwave oven modelling systems for optimizing packaging design
that provides good background information (and references) on the value of mathematical
modelling systems. Although it will never replace experimental work, modelling can help to
provide a direction for empirical testing. The second set of references describe activity in
microwave processing of advanced ceramics. The joining of both high-purity alumina and hot-
pressed silicon nitride rods (12 mm diameter) using microwave radiation at 2450 MHz is described
[65]. Powers of 200 to 300 W resulted in joints with strengths up to 220 MPa and 600 MPa for
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alumina and silicon nitride, respectively. The use of microwave radiation at 2450 MHz is
described to sinter a large variety of ceramic materials to produce materials approaching theoretical
densities [66]. Up to 40 powder compacts averaging 10 gramns in weight have been sintered
simultaneously to demonstrate the feasibility of process scale-up. Both alumina and silicon nitride
were rapidly heated and sintered in times of approximately 60 minutes. Typically. energy
consumption can be as low as 3.8 kWh/kg. A comparison of the energy requirement for
conventional versus microwave sintering, based on multiple samples is included. References
[68,69] detail the properties of the alumina sintered at 2.45 GHz, indicating that sintering densities
in excess of 98% theoretical have been obtained in times of between 6 and 120 minutes; however,
only with sintering times greater than 30 minutes does the product have a uniform grain structure.
Based on sintering of 400 gram batches, microwave processing is estimated to provide a 90%7
savings over conventional sintering in an electric resistance furnace.

Ceramics Kingston, also located in Kingston, Ontario has also been quite active in microwave
processing j70-741. One reference (70] describes the preconditioning of ceramic powders using
non-intrusive microwave coupling agents to improve the microwave absorption characteristics. The
preconditioning technique for Alcoa A-16 alumina is described. This technique involves mixing
small quantities of a preconditioning agent with the ceramic powder. The mixed powder can then
be heated in a 2.45 GHz system either as a powder or a preform shape. Preliminary test results
suggest that the energy required for microwave sintering/annealing of alumina can be reduced by
as much as t0 to 20 times simply by replacing conventional powders with preconditioned ones.
With the addition of an 'appropriate' coupling agent, microwave sintczing at 2.45 0Hz of pure
alumina samples (1.5" green diamneter) up to 98% of theoretical density has been reported [71].
Because of the amount of time and care required to produce an economic benefit, this type oý
processing was questioned. In a third reference [73] the microwave calcination of Gibbsite to
produce ai-alumina was shown to be feasible at the bench-scale. Maximum surface area and
weight loss occur after about 5 minutes at a microwave power level of between 400 to 600 W.
Development for both sintering and calcinat~ion is being pursued by Ceramics Kingston. Finally,
Ceramics Kingston has reported the use of microwave technology (2.45 GHZ) to sinter metal oxide
varistors (72,74]. The electrical properties of the microwave-sintered products are comparable with
conventionally sintered varistors. Energy savings, productivity increases and added manufacturing
flexibility are also claimed by the authors.

Wardrot, Engineering Ltd. is investigating the use of microwave energy for rendering meat, poultry
and fish by-products (75]. The objective of the study, sponsored in part by the Canadian Electrical
Association, is to develop a microwave process that has the potential to improve environmental
control and product quality as compared to conventional rendering operations.

SUMMARY

This paper has reviewed the impressive amount of Canadian research into microwave heating. The
references provide an additional source of more detailed information. It is apparent from this
information that Canadian researchers have potential microwave applications that can meet the
needs of Canadian industry. New applications being actively pursued range from the processing
of ceramics, minerals and food to the development of more energy efficient ways to produce
chemicals, and manage hazardous wastes. As in most countries, the microwave oven has
promulgated experimentation in Canada that has been partly responsible for the recent popularity
(ie, affordability) of microwave heating for some researchers. The benefits of the technology, such
as selective and volumetric heating, arr, being recognized and adapted to meet the diverse
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requirements of materials processing. However, the particular advantages (and disadvantages) of
microwave heating at this scale should not be confused with the operation of large-scale industrial
processes. One of our main challenges is to more clearly understand what is happening on a small
scale in order to confidently transfer the application to a large-scale industrial process (while
maintaining the advantages observed in the laboratory). In Canada, this opportunity is being
pursued.

TABLE 1
MICROWAVE HEATING RESEARCH IN CANADA

GOVERNMENT RESEARCH

Atomic Energy of Canada Research Ltd. dielectric property measurement, applicator
design

Canadian Department of Energy, Mines mineral processing
and Resources (CANMET)

Ontario Ministry of Energy (Enersearch funding assistance program for energy-efficient
program) technologies

Ontario Waste Management Corporation processing of dry cleaning waste
(Ministry of the Environment)

National Research Council (Division of biomedical effects, feasibility assessment,
Electrical Engineering) equipment design

UNIVERSITY RESEARCH

Queen's University microwave 'catalysis', environmental
applications, chemical synthesis

Ecole-Polytechnique (LAIMO) plasma, dielectric property measurement,
industrial dielectric heating assessments (in

cooperation with Hydro-Quebec's LTEE)

University of Alberta dielectric properties of materials, applicator
design, microwave theory & instrumentation

Laurentian University microwave chemical synthesis

University of Waterloo biomedical effects, industrial process feasibility
assessment and equipment design
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TABLE I (CONT'D)

ELECTRIC UTILITY RESEARCH

Ontario Hydro's Research Division environmental applications, advanced ceramics,
mineral processing

Hydro-Qudbec's LTt rubber processing, paper drying, design

Powertech (BC Hydro) environmental applications

Canadian Committee on education in industrial electrotechnologies
Electrotechnologies

Canadian Electrical Association electric utility research & development

CANADIAN COMPANY
ACTIVITIES

Voss Associates Engineering Ltd consultation, design, feasibility assessments

Alcan Research advanced ceramics, food prodilt packaging

Ceramics Kingston Inc. processing of advanced ceramics

Wardrop Engineering rendering of meat, poultry and fish by-products

MBM Ceramics slilr'sting and drying of whiteware

R&J Engineering drying of pharmaceutical hard capsules
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MICROWAVE PROCESSING OF CERAMICS AT NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY

D. Lynn Johnson
Northwestern University
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Evanston, IL 60208-3108

ABSTRACT

Ceramic rods have been sintered in cold wall single mode microwave cavities
under a variety of conditions, including microwave heating and plasma heating.
High sintering rates, high density and fine grain sizes were achieved for 13-
alumina and A120 3 -TiC composites under favorable conditions. Thermal run-
away often was observed in a•umina during microwave heating if the heating rate
was more than a few degrees per second. On the other hand, microwave plasma
sintering of alumina was accomplished at very high heating rates (100 K/s).

INTRODUCTION

Berteaud and Badot used a TE10a (the value of n was not specified) cavity to
sinter alumina, and reported that a stable temperature near 1700 C could be
maintained with about 100 W/cra3.[1] At higher powers a runaway
phenomenon took place. Colomban and Badot[2] followed this work by firing
a-alumina in the same type of cavity. Their microstructures appear to indicate
that melting had occurred on the interior of the specimens. In 1979 they
published the paper with the optimistic title "Le Chauffage par microondes
methode de cuisson des ceramiques en 1990!" (Microwave Heating: Firing
Method for Ceramics by 1990!), in which they outlined the basic principles of
microwave heating of ceramics.J3] Perhaps their dream has not yet beer
realized.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Following the initial work of Berteaud and Badot, the present author and
Professor Morris E. Brodwin of the Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science began a microwave sintering program, commencing with the
design and construction of a TE102 rectangular cavity with a set of replaceable
apertures and a moving short circuit. (Eventually an adjustable aperture was
designed, built and utilized to significant advantage.) Specimens in the form of
tubes or rods were passed through the broad faces of the cavity at a position
corresponding to a maximum in the electric field of the empty cavity. Choke
tubes were utilized to mitigate leakage of microwave energy out of the cavity.
No insulation was used so that the temperature of the surface of the sample could
be monitored continuously by an optical pyrometer through choked peepholes in
the narrow walls of the cavity. For some experiments the choke tubes were
extended into the cavity, as shown schematically in Fig. I, leaving a gap of 25
mm where the sample was exposed to the microwave energy.[4]

specimen

B .... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-aperature short
circuit

choke tube

Fig. 1. Vertical cross section of TE10 3 rectangular cavity.
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A cylindrical TEt11 cavity was designed and constructed for the sintering of SiC
rods (see Fig. 2). When insufficient heating was observed, the interior of the
cavity was polished and silver plated. The cavity also was sealed so that
pressures up to 1 MPa could be achieved to suppress electrical breakdown of the
sintering atmosphere.

2-8

Fig. 2. Vertical cross section of cylindrical TE111 cavity.

In an independent study, alumina rods were sintered in gas plasmas excited by
microwaves. Initially, a reduced height waveguide applicator terminated by a
fixed short circuit was used for rapid pass-through sintering.[5] Recently, a
cylindrical TMo12 cavity was designed following Asmussen, et al.[6] and used
to sinter stationary alumina rod and thimble specimens in a variety of plasma gas
compositions. [7]
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first specimens attempted were isostatically pressed tubes of $-alumina*.
It was found that uniform heating was impossible to obtain. A localized high
temperature zone would develop on the side of the tube facing the microwave
source, but failed to spread around the tube. Increasing the power eventually
resulted in local melting. A similar result obtained even if the specimen was
rotated before and during heating. However, isostatically pressed 4 mm diameter
rods of the same material were heated and sintered successfully by rapid pass-
through sintering.

Specimens were rotated and translated through the cavity at velocities of 10-40
mm/min. The surface temperature and final linear shrinkages are plotted in Figs.
3 and 4. The shrinkage plateau of Fig. 4 corresponded to a final average relative
density of 92%.

1600 ................................................

S1500-

: 1400

Pq1300

1200

1100 . ......... ....... - .....
0 2 3 4 5

Specimen speed, cm/m in

Fig. 3. Surface temperature of 0-alumina rods as a function of velocity through
the cavity.

* Alcoa Industrial Chemicals, Bauxite, AR 72011
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"+ I
e.P.
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0 1 2 3 4 5

Specimen speed, cm/min

Fig. 4. Radial shrinkage of O-alumina rods as a function of translation velocity
through the cavity.

Although the heating rate was not measured directly, average values can be
obtained from the peak temperature measurements, translation rates, and gap
width over which the sample received microwave excitation. By this means it
was estimated that the highest average heating rate was on the order of 50 C/s,
but peak heating rates were probably in the range of 100 C/s at the highest
translation velocity. Stable hot zones could not be maintained at higher
translation rates.

Maximum temperatures within the specimens obviously were higher than the
surface temperatures. For instance, large grains indicative either of runaway
grain growth or melting were observed on the interior of specimens which had
a surface temperature of 1800 C. However, at the surface temperatures shown
in Figs. 3 and 4, the interior grain size was on the order of only 30% greater
than the surface grain size. This may indicate an axial temperature gradient
greater than the radial gradient in these rapid pass-through experiments. In
parallel with the observed density, the grain size also was independent of
specimen translation velocity, with the center grains being on the order of 2 jLm
in diameter.
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Our attention was then turned to the sintering of SiC in the TE 1 I cavity. It was
immediately observed that SiC could not be heated adequately in argon, the
atmosphere of choice in conventional sintering of SiC, because of breakdown.
All further studies were conducted in nitrogen because of its higher breakdown
strength, recognizing that a higher temperature would be required for sintering.
Rods 4 mm in diameter could be heated to about 1700 C in the as-machined
cavity. The interior of the cavity was then polished and silver plated, after which
the maximum temperature achievable rose 200 C. Finally, pressurization to about
I MPa made it possible to heat specimens to 2000 C, as shown in
Fig. 5.[8],[9] Of course, it is well known that SiC does not sinter in
nitrogen at this temperature.

2 0 0 0 - . . . . . . . . . . .. i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

1800-

S1600-

1400

300 400 500 666 700
Absorbed power, W

Fig. 5. Surface temperature of SiC rods as a function of power absorbtd for the
cavity as-machined, as-polished and silver plated, and as-pressurized with
nitrogen.
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Rods of a-alumina were sintered successfully if adequate precautions to avoid
thermal runaway were taken.[10] A final grain size of 2 #m was achieved
at densities of 99.9% for Baikowski CR30 alumina* containing 0.25% MgO, see
Fig. 6.

10-t0

0-m4

Fig. 6. Grain size as a function of porosity for microwave sintered Baikowski
CR0alumina.

The best results were obtained with A1203-TiC composites.[1 1], [12]
Here it was observed that the presence of the lossy TiC suppressed thermal
runaway. Thermal runaway was not observed in 4 mm diameter rods with TiC
concentratio~ns of 30% by volume or greater. Stable heating rates as high as 50
C/s could be achieved, as can be inferred from Fig. 7.

Two factors may have contributed to this result. First, the temperature
dependence of the effective electrical conductivity at the microwave frequency
probably is significantly less in TiC than in alumina, which would reduce
preferential heating of local hot spots. Second, the thermal conductivity is greater
in the composite than in alumina, which would permit more rapid dissipation of
the extra heat generated at a local hot spot.

*Baikowski Industrial Corp., Charlotte, NC 28210
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170�0 Alumina-30%wt TiC

1500-

S100460 

W

1300- 0
S200 W

1100

9000 10 20 30 40 50 60

TWE (SECOND)

Fig. 7. Temperature as a function of time for rods of alumina-30% TiC as a
function of time at various input power levels.

Temperature distributions in semi-infinite solids, slabs and cylinders was modeled
by Watters.[13] The general result for finite specimens was that temperature
gradients in alumina can be quite high. Further modeling of steady state
temperature distributions have included the effects of thermal insulation. Heat at
the surface of the specimen was assumed to be dissipated by both convection and
radiation. Figure Q shows the computed difference between the steady state
center and surface temperatures as a function of thermal conductivity for a 4 mm
diameter infinite cylinder for the following conditions: center line temperature
1600 C, dielectric loss proportional to exp(-leV/RT), surface emissivity 0.6,
temperature of surroundings 300 K, no thermal insulation, and uniform
microwave field throughout the specimen.

Of course, the temperature gradients can be reduced by enclosing the specimen
in thermal insulation. The calculated temperature difference is plotted as a
function of thickness of thermal insulation in Fig. 9. Here the density and
temperature dependent thermal conductivity of SALI* alumina fiber insulation
were used. T e insulation was assumed to have the same activation energy of
dielectric loss as the specimen (1 eV), and its absorption of microwave power at

*Zircar Products, Inc., Florida, NY 10921
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Fig. 8. Computed steady state difference between the center temperature, T0
(1873 K), and the surface temperature, T., of a 4 mm diameter rod as a
function of thermal conductivity. See text for a description of the
assumptions used.

80 . ...............

60o

;401 ,

E'4 206

insulation, mm

Fig. 9. Computed steady state difference betwcen center and surface temperature
of 4 mm diameter rods with a thermal conductivity of 5 W/mK as a
function of insulation thickness. See text.
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any given temperature and field was assumed to scale as its relative density (12 %
of theoretical). The thermal conductivity of the specimen was chosen to be
5 W/mK (approximates nearly dense alumina at the temperatures of inte'.rest),
while that of the insulation varied from 0.33 to 0.43 W/mK from 11 to
1600 C. It is interesting to note that substantial temperature gradients exist even
with thick insulation covering this small specimen. There certainly must be
gradients if any microwave power is absorbed by the specimen, since this power
must be transferred into the insulation at the surface of the specimen in the steady
state.

An alternative method of reducing temperature gradients that has been studied in
some detail is to immerse the sample in a plasma excited by the microwave field.
Kerner investigated the sintering of ca-alumina in a nitrogen plasma using both
translation and stationary specimens. [5] He observed stable heating rates
probably in excess of 100 C/s, with final temperatures possibly exceeding
1900 C. Sintered densities in excess of 99% were observed under these
conditions for Baikowski CR30 alumina doped with MgQ. The average grain
growth rates during sintering were on the order of 1.5 Asm/min with final grain
sizes averaging < 3 jim. Instantaneous linear shrinkage rates as high as 2.4 %/s
were measu~red at a translation rate of 30 mm/mmn. Densities approaching 99.9 %
of theoretical were achievable in less than 10 min in stationary specimens at
power levels of 400 W absorbed in the plasma. However, alumina was corroded
extensively by the nitrogen plasma if the specimen was Leld fixed in the plasma.

Kemer observed that alumina could not be heated to the sintering temperature
range in a pure argon plasma. .Recently Sweeney [7] completed a study of
microwave plasma sintering of alumina in argon plasmas to which diatomic gases
were added, and observed the conditions under which suitable heating can be
attained. She confirmed that alumina will not sinter in a pure argon microwave
plasma, but that additions of oxygen or nitrogen will raise the specimen
temperature and permit sintering. At low concentrations (10% and less) oxygen
results in higher densities than nitrogen, but the results converge at 15 % and
above.

Finally, Hsu investigated the heating of a variety of oxide ceramic materials in
He, H2, N2, and 02 plasmas.[14] Among other things, he showed that the
penetration of microwave energy through the plasma to directly heat the specimen
can be controlled to some extent by controlling the pressure and composition of
the plasma. It should be mentioned that microwave excitation was used in the
first plasma sintering study, and that a significant reduction in sintering
temperature was observed for alumina. [15],[16] It remains to be seen
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whether that enhancement was due primarily to the plasma or to the microwave

energy that penetrated the plasma to heat the specimen directly.

CONCLUSIONS

Rod specimens of 0- and a-alumina and alumina-TiC composites can be sintered
rapidly in cold wall single mode *applicators under certaia conditions. Alumina-
TiC is particularly amenable to this procedure, since thermal runiaway is easily
avoided. High densities and fine grain sizes can be realized. The sintering of
alumina specimens in a microwave excited plasma is much more easily controlled
than by miciowave heating alone in the single mode applicators.
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MICROWAVE PROCESSING ACTIVITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

D.F. Clark and D.C. Folz, Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Florida,
Gainesville, FL 32611.

ABSTRACT

Specific projects where emphasis is placed on the use of microwave energy as an
alternative beat source will be reviewed. Areas of interest include sintering and annealing of
superconductors, solid-state reactions, joining, self-propagating high temperature synthesis,
surface modification and white-wares fabrication.

BACKGROUND

Our program in microwave processing was initiated in 1987 with one graduate student
working with a 700 watt 2.45 GHz home microwave oven. A significant effort was expended
during the first six months in modifying this oven in order to achieve and contain the high
temperatures required for processing ceramics.

The material that we selected for preliminary investigation was YBa 2Cu3O7., a
superconductor below -92K. The rationale for this selection was two-fold. Previous work by
other investigators indicated that CuO was a fairly good susceptor of microwave energy, and
thus it should be possible to microwave heat mixtures of CuO, Y20 3 and BaCO3. Indeed, this
proved to be the case. A second reason for selecting this material system was the enormous
market potential. Figure 1 illustrates that ceramic superconductors can be sintered and
annealed in a microwave oven. Considerably less* time and somewhat lower temperaturcs are
required to yield equivalent properties as compared to conventional heating methods.

Typical Sintering Schedule
to achieve 60% theoretical density

1 . ....... ........ .... . . ............ ....... .

.. ..... ....

4W -

Figure I. Time versus temperature curve for YBa2Cu3O-.x processed using microwave
and conventional techniques.
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By 1989, we had learned to process a wide variety of materials in the microwave oven.
These included whitewares, electro-optic ceramics, powdered metals, alumina and glasses. One
of the most erciting discoveries was that microwave energy could be used to ignite and combust
mixtures of Ti and C, Mo and Si, Ti0 2, Al and C, and other powdered mixtures exhibiting
exothermic behavior. In one specific system, we ignited the interior nf powder compacts and
controlled the radial propagation of reaction from the inside to the external surfaces. The
reaction is shown below.

TiO2 + Al + C-,A120 3 + TiC + heat (1)

Samples prepared by this method are shown in Figure 2.

PROCESSING TIME:

S0 0
0:00 min. 6:00 mein. 8:00 min. 12:00 mrin.

Light Area: 4Ai + 3TIO2 + 3C (reactants)

Dark Area: 2AI 1O,/3TIC (products)

Figure 2. Samples of A120 3/TiC processed by combustion synthesis in a 700 watt
microwave oven.

The University of Florida sponsored a July 1989 workshop on microwave processing.
Engineers and scientists from national laboratories, equipment manufacturers and material
manufacturers were invited. The major conclusions from this workshop are summarized below.

Companies are interested in using microwave processing if it offers advantages
in the form of energy and time savings, or if it results in materials with
superior properties.

"* There is a need for basic science research to develop a better understanding
of microwave/material interaction.

"* Equipment manufacturers must work more closely with materials processors
for scale-up and product analyses.
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As a result of this workshop, the University of Florida established a close working
relationship with Raytheon Company, a major manufacturer of microwave equipment. Also,
a project was initiated with Florida Tile Division of Sikes Corporation, a leading U.S. producer
of ceramic tiles.

EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT

Our microwave processing facility consists of a 700 watt, single-mode applicator, a 6.4
kw multimode oven and several low power (500 - 800 watt) home microwave ovens modified
to meet specific requirements. The single-mode unit was installed recently and no studies have
been completed to date. However, we expect to use it for basic science studies in the near
future. One of the home microwave ovens was modified to provide in situ weight changes in
thu. matfrial during heating. Its design and use is described in another paper in these
proceedings. It is referred to as a microwave thermogravwaetric analyzer (MTGA).

The major workhorse of our group is the 6.A kw, 2.45 GHz multimode unit acquired
from Raytheon Company. This oven was designed originally to cure rubber and dry wood. We
have modified it for use at higher temperatures. A schematic is shown in Figure 3. A shielded
thermocouple and optical pyrometer have been installed to monitor and control temperature
inside a ceramic cavity. This cavity was designed to be transparent to microwaves and opaque
to infrared. We also have the option of using a cavity lined with a thin coating of SiC powder
that results in microwave hybrid heating of the sample. The atmosphere can be controlled to
a certain extent by flowing various gases such as argon and oxygen through the cavity.
Temperatures as high as 2000"C have been attained within moments, but it is more routine
to operate in the range of 800 - 1650"C.

Schematic of Microwave Processing Facility
6.4 KW(max.); 2.45 GHz.

I A -2 colo'
2350-c " Pyroinelor

Gas
Flow

K tp
Thermocouple M

with Incone.,

shielding Microwave S.ampei Crucible
Transparent

tnsuialion

Figure 3. Schematic of the microwave cavity design used at the University of Florida.
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FOCUS AREAS

Our major interest in microwave energy is its use in materials processing. We have
selected several areas of ceramic processing that we believe can benefit by the use of microwave
energy, either economically or through improved materials properties. These include:

* Solid State Reactions

* Joining

0 Superconductors

0 Binder Burnout

* Surface Modification

* Ultra-rapid Sintering

0 Glass Melting

Each of these areas is more fully described in other papers in these proceedings. Some
significant points of the research in these areas are highlighted below.

Solid-state reactions. Materials used in this study were AI203 powders, single crystals
of A120 3 and ZnO powders. Mixtures of A120 3 and ZnO were heated in a microwave oven
to yield the following reaction.

ZnO + A120 3 - Zn AI203 (2)

Both Zn diffusion and the reaction site were found to be enhanced under certain conditions 11].

Joining. Materials used in this study were 94 percent alumina substrates and alumina-
containing sols. The substrates were joined together with the sol and subsequently heated in
a microwave over to high temperatures. Joints nearly as strong as that of the bulk materials
were obtained when the materials were heated to 1600"C [2].

Suerconductors. Materials used in this study were YBa2Cu30 7- powders. Both
sintering and annealing were accomplished in shorter times than with conventional methods.
Comparable superconducting and environmental stability properties were observed [3].

Binder burnout. Materials used in this study were A120 3 powders and polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA). The objective of the research was to determine if microwaves offer any
advantage over conventional heating methods for the removal of binders. We constructed a
microwave thermogravimetric analyzer (MTGA) to facilitate data collection. We expect binder
burnout to become more efficient in the microwave oven as the sample size is increased [4].
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Surface modification. Materials used in this study were various compositions of Na2O -
A120 3 - SiO 2 glasses and KNO3. Microwave energy was used to carry out the following

reaction that resulted in chemically strengthened glass.

glass - Na+ + K+(molte wt) " glass - K+ + Na+(molte, "It) (3)

When this reaction was carried out in a microwave oven, the rate of ion exchange was about
four times faster than in a conventional oven under equivalent conditions. Additionally, the
microwave enhanced effects were glass-composition (structure)-dependent [5].

Ultra-ranid sintering. Materials used in this study were A120 3 powders of various
particle sizes. The objective of this study was to use a combination of microwave and
conventional heat to result in ultra-rapid and uniform heating. Using this technique, referred
to as microwave hybrid heating (MHH), samples with superior microstructure and properties
were produced, as compared to equivalent samples produced by conventional fast firing
methods [6].

Glass melting. Materials used in this study were simulated nuclear waste glass frits
obtained from Savannah River Laboratory. We demonstrated that these frits can be melted and
homog.-nized using microwave energy. Leaching performance of these glasses was at least as
good as those prepared with conventional methods [7].

SUMMARY

We have presented a very brief overview of the activities in microwave processing at
the University of Florida. Each of the focus areas will result in a master's or doctoral degree.
In some cases, a focus area will result in several degrees. Importantly, the results to date
appear sufficiently promising in some areas to suggest that technology transfer should be rapid.
Results from these studies will lead most certainly lead to a better understanding of microwave/
material interactions and reveal new applications for microwave processing.
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ABSTRACT

An interdisciplinary effort to address certain modeling, measurements, and characterization
aspects of microwave processing of ceramics was initiated at the University of Utah almost a year
ago. The FDTD method was used to model EM power deposition paterns in single-mode cavities,
some microwave sintering experiments were conducted in a multimode cavity and using SiC rods
as process stimulus, and a wide variety of dielectric and thermophysical properties were measured
on microwave- and conventionally sintered samples. This paper summarizes these efforts and pre-
sents initial results.

INTRODUCTION

Approximately a year ago an interdisciplinary team from the Electrical Engineering and
Materials Science and Engineering Departments at the University of Utah initiated a focused effort
to address certain modeling, measurements, and characterization aspects of microwave processing of
ceramics. This activity was motivated by an Enginee-ing Clinic research grant from Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL:). The Engineering Clinic team first identified areas where available
measurement research facilities and computer codes can effectively contribute to the overall project
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objectives of simulation of the microwave processing procedure and characterization of the sintered
ceramics. Research in the following areas was pursued:

* Simulation of microwave processing of ceramics in single- and multi-mode cavities.
* Microwave sintering experiments.
* Dielectric properties measurements as a function of temperature and over a broad fre-

quency band.
• Thermophysical and microstructural charactrization of microwave-sintered ceramics.

SIMULATION OF MICROWAVE PROCESSING OF CERAMICS IN SINGLE- AND MULTI-
MODE CAVITIES

It is believed that the simulation of the microwave processing procedure would provide
valuable information that may help in characterizing the heating process, identification of critical
parameters, and hopefully lead to future optimization of Oe process. Presently, sample sizes and
shapes, type and thickness of the surrounding insulaion, and Lie desirability of including a process
stimulus such as SiC rods are considered forms of art and- l'.ihly dependent on human expertise.
Modeling and simulation of the microwave heating process may help identify critical parameters
and stimulate critical thiunking towards their optimization.

The simulation of the microwa-ie sintering process consists of two parts. This includes the
calculation of the electromagnetic (EM) power deposition pattern which is then used to calculate
the thermal pattern. Solution procedures of these two calculations and samples of obtained results
are described in the following sections.

Calculation nf the EM Power Deposition Pattern

After careful examination of availble options in computational electromagnetics, the Clinic
team decided to use the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method to model the ceramic-insu-
lation samples in single- and multi-mode cavities. Figure I shows the modeled geometries where

b

I -CONDUCTING
BOUNDARIES

INSULATION - "-EXCITATION
PLANE

CERAMIC 
I

SAMPLE 
I

a

Fig. 1. The geometry of a microwave sintering process modeled using FDTD. The conducting
boundaries of the caviy may be assumed perfect conductors or conductors of practical
conducting values (10 S/m). The excitation plane was placed inside the cavity.
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it is clear that rectangular cavities of various dimensions were used in these analyses. The FDTD
solution procedure is described elsewhere [1-3] and a 3D computer code available at the University
of Utah was used for these calculations. The excitation plane was used to assume an arbitrary inci-
"dent electric field that is needed to initiate the iterative solution procedure.

Solution convergence to modes of empty cavities. To examine the convergence of the solu-
tion procedure and in particular the effect of the initially asstuned fields on the convergence rate,
solutions for several modes of an empty cavity were first calculated. Figure 2 shows the results
obtained where it is clear that convergence was achieved for several cavity modes regardless of the
initially assumed fields on the excitation planes. The possibility of using more than one excita-
tion plane was also examined and small differences on the convergence rates were observed. It
should also be noted that at frequencies off resonance, the field distribution in the cavity was much
smaller than that predicted at resonance.

200

600' ..
- 00'
oi

0 10 Is 20
Call Loi 1 Ireftes 1

1200

Istoo
600

oio.

-400

200,-

0 to Is 20
CelI 1-011g. 1 I dirsecti

Fig. 2. Convergence of the FDTD solution to cavity modes predicted analytically, (top) TEJIO
mode ,(bottom) TE20 1 mode.

Field distribution in a dielectric object within the cavity. We examined next the accuracy of
the calculated electric field distribution in a dielectric object placed inside the cavity. To help in
this evaluation a spherical object, for which an approximate analytical solution is available, was
utilized. Figure 3 shows the results obtained for three different values of er of thM dielectric sphere.
In general, good agreement can be observed with equation (1), the expression used as the arnalytical
solution.

:1 Er + 2
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Fig. 3. Flectric field distribution in a small spherical object placed inside a cavity operating at
TEOI mode. Obtained results when averaged throughout the sphere agreed with
equalion (1) to within 15 percent. Data was calculated for Er = 3, 6, and 10.

Field continuity at the dielectric boundaries. Another validation that needs to be checked in
the adopted solution is the accuracy of the results obtained in satisfying the boundary conditions
for the tangential and normal field components. For this purpose field components were calculated
at the dielectric interface. The results snowed that the tangential component of the electric field is
continuous to within 8 percent error, and that the normal component of the electric flux density is
continuous to within 5 percent error. These calculations were made for values of Er varying
between 3 and 10.

Typical specie absorption rate (SAR) results in ceramic samples. The absorbed power in
ceramic samples surrounded with insulation was then calculated for typical ceramic samples sin.
tered in a single-mode cavity. Typical results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

These results may then be used as an input in a thermal model to calculate the thermal pat-
tern (temperature distribution) in the ceramic-insulation object. These thermal calculations are
described in the next section.

Calculation of the temperature distribution patLrn

The following heat ransfer equation was solved numerically using the finite-difference
approach (4].

PD KV2T= W
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Fig. 4. Absorbed power distribution in a ceramic sample and surrounding insula Jon at the start
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Fig. 5. Absorbed power distributioo3 in a ceramic sample and surrounding insulation at 1400TC.
The ceramic sample is 1 cm cube and the insulation in this case is 1 cm thick surround
ing the sample. Using mixing rules. er and c; for the sample were 11.3 and 4.8e10
s/rn, respecuvely, while er and a for the P0-rounding inssulation were assumed 1.557 and
15.374e10" s/rn, respectively.
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where p. C. K are the density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity, respectively. W is the
input electromagnetic power distribution calculated using the EM simulation describeý&erlier.
Initial results are available from the developed thermal code. Additional validation of the results is,
however, still needed before their final publication.

MICROWAVE SINTERING EXPER~hIENTS

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory arranged to loan the University of Utah Clinic team a
microwave sintering system. The system consists of a modified General Electric microwave oven
and a programmable microwave-temp-rature controller (Micristar) with a dual-channel strip-chart
recorder for monitoring both temperature and input power vs. time. The dimensions of the micro-
wave sintering cavity are 40 x 40 x 24.5 cml operating at 2.45 GHz. Several ceramic samples of
2.3 cm diameter, and 0.7 to 0.9 cm in height were sintered in the oven. In all cases samples were
su.'ounded with cylindrical insulations of 7.5 cm outer diameter and 2.5 cm inner diameter. The
irsulation height was 4.5 cm and four rods of SiC were inserted in the insulation in a picket-fence
airangement to aid the microwave heating process. The temperature was monitored using a Pt-Rh
(fl-type) thermocouple. Alumina and zirconia samples were heated to temperatures as high as
1475"C. Typical temperature and input power profiles during the sintering experiments are shown
in Fig. 6. In all cases ceramic samples were glowing red to white hot while tF insulation stayed
near ambient, thus indicating appropriate microwave coupling to samples with negligible coupling
to the insulation. This also indicates that the actual sintering occurred under microwave heating
conditions and not by radiative transfer from the surrounding material.

100 1500

----- Powe.r e Profile

so ..... Temperature P rofile

80 9 100

40 600 E

20 300

2 3 4 0 7

Slntering time 4houri

* Fig. 6. Percentage input power and temperature profiles adopted in the microwave sintering
* iexperiments at the University of Utal. With the presence of the SiC rods in the insula-

tion surrounding the sample, sin' ering to 1475'C was consistently achieved. The desired
temperature and power profiles were programmed in the Micristar unit.
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DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES MEASUREMENTS

Knowledge of the dielectic properties of ceramic samples and insulation and their variation
with temperature and frequency is crucial in performing the EM and thermal simulation described
above. To help further develop the available data base, the Engineering Clinic team took on the
task of performing dielectric properties measurements. Extensive measurement facilities are avail-
able at the University of Utah including the HP 8510B Network Analyzer (45 MHz to 40 GHz)
and the HP 8753 Network Analyzer (300 kHz to 6 GHz). A wide variety of sample holders for
dielectric properties measurements is also available, including a lumped-capacitance sample holder
terminating a Kovar section of a transmission line (for frequencies up to 4 GHz and temperatures
up to 400"C). For cavity perturbation measurements an S-band rectangular cavity is used for mea-
"surements at 2.45 GHz and a cylindrical cavity with an adjustable plate covers the frequency range
from 9 to 11 GHz. Free-space measurement techniques are also available for measurements at X-
band and higher frequencies,

To demonstrate the accuracy of the measurement procedures, sample results are given in
Tables 1-3. These results are given for standard materials of known dielectric properties and over
various frequency ranges to demonstrate the available capabilities. In addition, preliminary results
for ceramic samples are given in Table 4.

Table 1. Measurement Results of the Dielectric Constant of Teflon using

Lumped-Capacitance Sample Holder.

Sample - Teflon

Published value 2.1, E -2el0"4)

Frequency Er ;r

0.8 GHz 1.88 0.0147

1.0 GHz 1.96 0.0221

1.2 GHz 2.09 0.0242

1.4 GHz 2.19 0.0250

1.6 GHz 2.20 0.0210

1.8 GHz 2.22 0.0188

2.0 GHz 2.23 0.0188

2.2 GHz 2.25 0.0198

2.4 GHz 2.30 0.0205

2.6 GHz 2.32 0.0228

THERMOPHYSICAL AND MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF
MICROWAVE-SINTERED CERAMICS

For complete thermophysical and microstructural characterization of microwave-sintered
ceramics, the materials science group of the Clinic team conducted the following measurements:
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Table 2. Measurement Results of the Dielectric Constant of Polystyrene and Lucite using
the Free-Space Method.

Frequency: 10.0 GHz

Distance
Material Thickness between E" E;

antennas

Polystyrene 2.662 cm 36.5 cm 2.39 0.0611

Polystyrene 2.662 cm 41.5 cm 2.42 0.0848

9Lucite .7228 cm 36.5cm 2.72 0.0618

Lucite 0.7228 cm 41.5 cm 2.75 0.0387

Table 3. Measurement Results of the Dielectric Constant of Standard Materials using a
Rectangular Cavity in the 2.45-GHz Frequency Range (Perturbation Method).

fs (GHz) Q factr Er Er

Empty Cavity 2.43992 1030.38
Insulation 2.43784 1026.03 1.557 0.0002-0.0008
Material

Empty Cavity 2.43606 1114.74
Teflon 2.42885 1111.29 2.03 0.00049
Glass 2.40369 827.72 6.147 0.059
Silicon Carbide 2.2681 25.67 29.36 -

0 Thermal diffusivity using camera-flash technique
. Density by fluid immersion
• Grain size using micrographs and linear intercept method
. Indentation fracture toughness.

Photo-Flash Procedure for Measuring Thermal Diffusivity

The measurement procedure basically involves coating a mildly polished cylindrical ceramic
sample with a thin (500 angstroms) layer of gold and coloring the gold surface with black ink [5].
The sample is then exposed to a pulse of heat from a camera flash. The light is expected to be
absorbed efficiently and the heat to be initially uniformly distributed on the front face of the sam-
ple. The sample is enclosed in a plastic box covered on the inside by black felt to protect the
sample from outside heat and light. A type-E thermocouple is then attached to the back of the
sample and recorded temperature is plotted as a function of !ime. Using the best fit linear approx.
imation of the temperature vs. time curve, the thermal diflusivity is calculated from [5]
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Table 4. Measurement Results of the Dielectric Constant of Si3 N-Based Ceramic Materials
using a Rectangular Cavity in the 2.45-GHz Frequency Range (Perturbation Method).

Base material Si3N4

q(01z) Q factor Er Er

1. SC-IIIA AY6  2.419136 1021.59 8.03 0.01146

2% A120 3

6% Y20 3

1. SC-1I1A AY6  2.419776 1021.86 7.91 0.01151
Microwave annealed

2. SC-128 AY3L4  2.420816 1039.87 7.93 0.00475

2. SC-128 AY3L4  2.420856 916.99 8.47 0.06621

Microwave annealed

3. SC-127 AL8  2.419328 1028.63 8.22 0.00904

3. SC-127 AL8 2.420768 1005.3 8.07 0.01962

Microwave annealed

4. SC-147 2A2384 1033.56 7.874 0.00805

AIN Y20 3

Empty cavity 2.43992 1051.69

a = 0.1388 L2/t 1/2 (3)

where L is the length of the sample and tl/2 is the half-time required for the sample to reach half
of its maximum temperature increase.

Measurements were performed on a 17.6-mm-long section of a 6.2-mm-diameter sample of
microwave-sintered SiC and the results are shown in Table 5. In two of the eight runs, aluminum
foil was used to reflect light onto the thermocouple to improve the observed flash point.
Measurements were also made on Si3N 4 samples. One set of samples was thermally annealed in a
microwave cavity. Work at ORNL has shown that this procedure leads to enhanced creep resis-
tance. Annealing procedure is expected to alter the microstructure; in particular, the grain size and
the nature cf the grain boundary phase. For example, it is conceivable that crystallization of the
grain boundary glassy phase would occur during annealing. The objective of the thermal diffusiv-
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Table 5. Thermal Diffusivities of Si 3N4 Sample.

Thermal Diffusivitv (mmiL2/se

1. As-Received 12.736t +0.164Si N4

(3% AV& - 6% Y20 3

As - Annealed 13.905 ± 0.217 (8.4% increase)
Si 3N4

2. As - Received 12.974 ± 0.238
Si N
(2111203 3% Y2 03 -4% La2O3)

As- Annealed 14.265±0.39 'Q !.% increase)
Si 3N4

3. As-Received 11.519 ± 0.154
Si N
(21 A1203 -8% La20 3)

As - Annealed 12.64 ± 0.131 (8.9% increase)
Si 3N4

ity measurements was to determine the effect of microwave annealing, if any, on the thermal dif-
fusivity. For comparison, therefore, measurements were also made on as-fabricated Si N4 materi-
als. Since cylindrical-shaped samples were not available, measurements were made on paral-
lelpipeds. As a result, the values obtained are rather approximate. Even so, the experiments
showed that there was -8% increase in the thermal diffusivity upon microwave annealing. These
data are given in Table 5.

Density Measurements

Density was measured on zirconia and alumina sample-. Density measurements were con-
ducted using a simple fluid immersion technique. The following equation was used to determine
density, p, from measured weights.

wwet - w 0 (4)

whem w = dry weight of the sampleW~wet = weight in air after having the sample boiled in water

WH2 0 = weight while suspended in water.

The densities are given in Table 6. The zirconia samples sintered to near theoretical density at
1475'C/1 hr. Alumina samples were sinterel at two temperatures: I 100C and 1475"C. At
1100C, the sample sintered to 3.72 gm/cm• which is -93% of theoretical density, while at
1475*C it sintered to 3.93 gm/cm' which is -98.25% of theoretical density. Density of -93% at
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Table 6.

Microwave Sintered

Fracte Grain
Densi Tou ehiness size

Material Conimdons z= 1 ifa m fuml

ZrO2-2 mol% Y2 0 3  1475"C 1 hour 5.92 14.5 1.10

A1203 1475"C 1 hour 3.93 4.5 3.60

A120 3  1100"C 5 hours 3.72 3.7 0.85

Silicon Nitride hot presscd at 1725"C for 1 hour.
later microwave annealed at 1400"C for 20 hours

Fracture
Deasi Toughn=

material Y

Si 3N4 - 2 wt% A203, 6 wt% Y20 3  3.35

Si 3N4 - 2 wt% A12 0 3 , 3 wt% Y203.6 wt% La20 3  3.34

Si 3N4 - 2 wt% A120 3 , 8 wt% La 20 3  3.37

Si 3N4 - 6.5 wt% AIN, 4 wt% A12 0 3  3.33 6.9

Silicon Nitride hot nrse t125 o or

no microwave nrocessira

Fractnre
Densi Toughtnes

MaL.caI

Si3N4 - 2 Wt% A120 3,6 wt% Y2 03  3.33

Si 3 N4 - 2 wt% A120 3 , 3 wt% Y20 3 , 6 wt% La2 0 3  3.38

Si 3 N4 - 2 wt% A120 3 , 8 wt% La2 0 3  3.45

Si3N4 - 6.5 wt% AIN, 4 wt% A120 3  3.32 7.2
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1 lO0"C is well above what is expected in conventional sintering at this temperature. No
significant difference in densities of Si3N4 samples was observed.

Determination of Grain Size using Micrographs and Linear Intercept Method

SEM fractographs of zirconia and altimina samples are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Zirconia
sample, which sintered to near theoretical density, exhibited a very fine grain size (-1.1 Irn) and
intergranular failure. Grain size was measured by the linear intercept method which is strictly
applicable to flat surfaces and not fracture surfaces. Thus, the measured grain sizes are rather
approximate. Grain sizes are given in Table 6. Alumina samples sintered at l100"C exhibited a
very fine grain size (-0.85 pim) while that sintered at 1475*C had a significantly larger grain size
(-3.60 pmn). An examination of SEM fractograph shows a substantial amount of transgranular
fracture in the sample sintered at 1475"C. Also, some porosity is seen trapped within grains,
indicative of grain boundary breakaway from pores.

Fig. 7. An SEM fractograph at a microwave-sintered TZ2Y: 1475"C/2 hours.

Measurement of Fracture Toughness by Indentation

Indentation techniques, as described by Anstis, et at. [6], was used for the determination of
fractuFe-toughness on zirconia, alumina, and Si N ceramics. Zirconia exhibited Kc of -14.3
MPaV m as shown in Table 6. This value is progabiy too high on account of the transformation
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Fig. 8. An SEM fractograph at a microwave-sintered alumina: 1475°C/2 hours.

which occurs under the indent, which tends to introduce uncertainties in the indentation technique.
Even so, the Kc obtained on microwave-sintered zirconia is similar to that sintered conventionally
and fnzasured in a similar manner. The indentation K. of alumina is between 3.7 and 4.5
MPa'4 m, again in the same range as for conventionally sintered alumina. The Kc of Si 3 N4 was
-7.0 MPaV m regardless of the thermal treatment.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A focused effort to model and simulate microwave sintering of ceramics in single- and
multi-mode cavities and to measure dielectric properties and thermophysical properties of conven-
tionally and microwave-sintered samples was initiated at the University of Utah as a result of an
Engineering Clinic grant from Oak Ridge National Laboratory almost a year ago. To date, the
FDTD has been used to model and calculate EM power deposition patterns in insulated ceramic
samples in single-mode cavities, and a finite-difference program was used to calculate the tempera-
ture distribution patterns. The accuracy of the solution procedure has been checked and sample
results for actual ceramic samples have been presented. Results of dielectric properties measure-
ments and thermophysical characterization of both microwave and conventionally sintercd samples
have also been tabulated.

Although significant progress has been made, challenges still remain. In the numerical
simulation area the Clinic team was unable to model large samples or overmoded cavities even
with the IBM 3090 Supercomputer. Along these lines, a research team at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) was able to parallel process various sections of th~e FDTD program to overcome
memory limitation and considerably shorten the Central Processing Unit (CPU) time. These par-
allel processing aspects of the FDTD code will be implemented in Utah. In the dielectric proper-
ties measurements area, accuracy of high-temperature measurements and problems with the thermal
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gradient along samples are still under investi-ation. Other remaining problems include the mea-
surement of temperature by a nonintrusive method. Finally, determination of whether improved
properties can be realized in a variety of ceramics sintered by microwave heating is the central part
of the future work. With continued support by ONRL of the interdisciplinary efforts at Utah, addi-
tional dielectric and thermophysical characterizations of conventionally and microwave-sintered
samples will be reported soon.

The Engineering Clinic Program supports teams of undergraduate seniors at the University of
Utah. Mr. Hal Kimrey from Oak Ridge National Laboratory has sponsored a clinic project in
1990 and is continuing his sponsorship through the 1991/1992 academic year. For more
information regarding the Clinic Program, please contact Dr. Magdy F. Iskander, program
director. Research sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, Assistant Secretary of
Conservation and Renewable Energy, Office of Industrial Technologies, Advanced Industrial
Technologies, Advanced Industrial Materials Program under contract DE-AC05-840R21400
with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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FUNDAMENTAL INTRACTION MECHANISMS BETWEEN MICROWAVES

AND MATTER

R.E. Newnham, SJ. Jang, Ming Xu, and Frederick Jones

Materials Research Laboratory
'The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT

A molecular and crystallographic view of the absorption of microwave
energy by ceramic materials is presented, with examples drawn from both structural
and electronic ceramics, together with the liquid and polymeric materials used in
processing them. Among the absorption mechanisms discussed are dipole
reorientation, space charge phenomena, ferrimagnetic resonance, and tails from the
far infrared. Other important topics include relaxation spectra, field partitioning,
and thermal runaway.

INTRODUCTION

Many different physical phenomena are involved in the microwave
processing of ceramics. Microwaves are electromagnetic waves ranging from Im
to 1mm in wavelength at frequencies flom 0.3 to 300 GHz. The interaction with
matter takes place through the electric field vector E(V/m) and the magnetic field
vector H(A/m) belonging to the microwave. The purpose of this paper is to review
the fundamental interaction mechansms between microwaves and matter.

ELECTRIC LOSS

When subjected to an electric field, materials polarize creating an electric
polarization P(C/n 2) equal to the dipole moment (C-m) per unit volume (m'3).

There are four important polarization mechanisms in solids , and three of
them lead to losses in the microwave region: (1) space charges arising from
localized electrical conduction, (2) rotating electric dipoles, and (3) ionic
polarization associated with far-infrared vibrations.

In discussing these phenomena, it is helpful to describe the losses in terms
of the real and the imaginery parts of the dielectric constant K*. The electric field of
the microwave is given by

E =Eoeit (1)
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where E0 is the amplitude of the field, o) is the angular frequency, t the time, and
- . The resulting electric flux density is

D = DoeKOiX6) (2)

where 8 is the phase angle associated with the time lag in polarizing the material.
The electric flux density (electric displacement) comes from the applied electric field
and the electric polarization:

D= COE + P = EE (3)

where eo(= 8.85 x 10-12 F/m) is the permittivity of free space, and the dielectric
constant is the relative pernittivity of the material

43K= D Dpei K

K - - =K-i.K (4)

The real part of the dielectric constant is in phase with the field

K'= -- cos8 (5)

and the imagiazy part is out of phase

K-= Do sin8 (6)

The loss factor tan 8 is K"/K.
As pointed out by Sutton (1989), the power absorbed per unit volume is

1 2 12()
W = jEjpxK = EpizOKtan8(7

Microwave absorption therefore increases with field intensity, frequency, loss
factor and dielectric constant . It is also important to realize, however, that in
microwave processing we are dealing with inhomogeneous materials. Generally
there are ceramic particles, organic vehicles, and porosity present in the green
ceramic body. In this case we must be aware that electic fields are also
"inhomogeneous (Meek, 1987). Flux continuity (Di= D2) is required across
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interfaces if both phases are insulators. This means that electric fields are largest in

regions of small permittivity.

CONDUCTION LOSSES

Most ceramics are wide band gap semiconductors with resistances that
decrease rapidly with temperature. Sintered alumina is an excellent high voltage
insulator with resistivity in excess of 1014 fl-m at room temperature, but it drops to
less than 1010 fl-rn at 400"C and 105 f-m at 1000C. Other ceramic insulators
such as steatite and procelain decrease even faster. At 4000 C the resistivity of
steatite is about 108 f-tn, and porcelain with its mobile alkali ions is only about 104

0-m.
Metallic behavior is observed in some transition metallic oxides. Rhenium

trioxide (ReO3) is comparable to silver and gold with resistivity less than 10-8 fl-m
at room temperature. RuO2, Ti203, PdO, and tungsten bronzes such as NaO.SWO 3
are also excellent conductors.

The importance of conduction losses in microwave heating is borne out in
the exp--'iments of Walkiewicz, Kazonich and McGill (1988). In this study a wide
variety of metal powders, inorganic chemicals, and mineral specimens were heated
in a microwave oven and the temperatures recorded as a function of time. The
results are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Microwave heated minerals, chemicals, and metal powders.
Temperatures were recorded after a few minutes heating at power levels near 1kW.
(McGill, et al, 1988) approximate resistivities are given in parentheses.

Metal gowders (10-6 - 10-8 Q2-m) Ox~ide minerals (104 - 1014J m)

Al, Co, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mo SiO2, A120 3, KAISi 3O8, CaCO3

Moderate heating to about 4000C Very little heating only about 80-C.

Alkali Hides (104 - 105il-m) Sufide semicondutrs (10-3 - l0-5fl-m)
KCI, KBr, NaCI, NaBr, LiC1 FeS2, PbS, CuFeS2

Very little heating. Only about 50*C. Easily heated to about 1000TC.

M edValent Oxides (10-2 - 10-4n-m) Carbon and Grahite (-10t'-m)

Fe304, CuO, Co20 3, NiO Easily heated to 10000C.
Easily heated to about 10000C

It is apparent from these observations that conduction promotes the coupling
of microwave energy into the powder. Transition metal oxides and sulfides such as
magnetite and pyrite are easily heated, but insulators like alumina and silica are not.
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Note, however, that metal particles are not heated as well, despite their high
electrical conductivity.

Metals do not heat as well as seminmetals and narrow-band semiconductors
because electric fields cannot penetrate much below the surface. Skin depth,8, is
defined as the depth at which the electric field drops to l/e = 0.368 of the surface
value. It is related to frequencyf, permeability p. and conductivity a by the relation

(8)

For copper, c = 5.8 x 107 D"lm-l, p-tLo, where gox is the permeability of free
space, and the skin depth is approximately I cm at 60 Hz and less than I p.m at
microwave frequencies. Since field penetration is propoitional to
microwave energy heats semimetals and semiconductors better than copper. Note
also that the resistance of metals increases wi:h temperature, unlike that of
semiconductors which show a rapid decrease. This promotes rapid heating and
thermal runaway for the latter, as explained later.

The inhomogeneous nature of green ceramics can be understood using the
Maxwell-Wagner model (von Hippel, 1954). For a two-layer system consisting of
equal amounts of conducting high-permittivity material (e.g., ferrite) and an
insulating low-permittivity material (air or polymer), the relaxation frequency at
which absorption occurs is

(o = O/I. (9)

This lies in the microwave region when the resistivity p, expressed in L2-m, is
about 10/K, where K is the dielectric constant. Hence, semiconductors and
semimetals have about the optimum conductivity for ceramic processing at
microwave frequencies.

OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS

Transition metal oxidee like magnetite with mixed cation valences are among
the best microwave absorbers with very rapid thermal runaway. In electroceramic
technology these mixed valency oxides are used as NTCR (negative temperature
coefficient of resistance) thermistors. The electrical resistance decreases
exponentially with increasing temperature. Typical of the NTCR thermistor
materials, also know as controlled valency semiconductors, are titanium-doped
hematite (Fe2O 3:Ti) and lithium-doped bunsenite (NiO:Li). Reacting hematite with
rutile in air yields

x 3+ 2+ 4. x(12 )Fe203 + xTiO 2 -- Fe.eFe ,x Ti03+ :O 2 (10)
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This is an n-type semiconductor in which electrons are transferred between iron
atoms of different valence

SFe3+ + e- ---- Fe2+ (I

p-type NTC thermistors are made from nickel oxide doped with lithiumn.

(lx)iO x . x . 2÷ .. +.
(I NiO + 2Lip4O2-+ Nii-ýxN iU (12)

The hole conduction process involves charge transfer between trivalent and divalent
nickel ions.

-4
Ni2+ +h- 4- Ni 3+. (13)

Doped nickel oxide has the rocksalt structure with lithium partially replacing nickel
in the cation sites. Ionic radii for Ni2+(0.84A), Ni3+(0.74A), and Li+(0.88A) all
favor octahedral coordination with oxygen.

The resistivity of Nii.xLixO ceramics decreases drastically with increasing
lithium content. The restivity at x=10-4 is about 1000 rhn and at x=0.I it drops to
0.01 11m. The color is another indication of increased conductivity. The green
color of pure nickel oxide deepens to black with increased doping.

For semiconducting compositions near Ni0.9 5 Li.050, the band gap is about
0.15eV. The physical origin of this narrow band gap is attributed to the weak
attractive forces bctween the negatively charged portion of the lattice where Li+
dopant ions are located, and positively charged regions occupied by the
compensating Ni3 + ions. Charge is neutralized best when these ions am next,
nearest neighbors, but under the action of electric field or temperature, the electron
hole located at the Ni3+ drifts away rather easily to other nickel sites. Polarization
of the surrounding oxide lattice also contributes to the band gap energy.

Electrical conductivity Y is proportional to the charge carrier concentration

n, the charge of each carrier q, and the mobility pt:

ca=nqj. (14)

In thermistors and other materials subject to thermal runaway, the :emperature

dependence of the conductivity is of great importance. Both n and gi are strongly
dependent on temperature. For a semiconductor, the carrier concentration varies
exponentially with temperature

n - exp (-E/kT) (15)
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where E is the energy required to liberate charge carriers, k is Boltzman's constant
and t is the absolute temperature. The temperature dependence of the mobility
depends on its physical origin. For most scattering processes, mobility follows an
inverse power law

p.AT-b (16)

in which mobility decreases with increasing temperature because of atomic thermal
vibrations, but a different temperature dependence is observed for hopping
processes. Here the mobility depends on thermal excitation, and increases
exponentially with temperature

tL ~ exp(E'/kT). (17)

E' is the energy observed in the hopping process. Summing up, the temperature
dependence of the electrical conductivity is

! o(- T) e-(E+vWr (18)

Since exponentials tend to dominate, the electrical resistance of a mixed
valency oxide can be described by

R = AeBfr. (19)

For the transition metal oxides used as NTC thermistors, R lies in the range 1-104
ohms, and B is 2000 - 6000*K. The temperature coefficient z describes the
fractional change in resistance with increasing temperature:

I dR B (20)

At room temperature, the resistance drops by 2-6%PK for a typical thermistor.
Resistance changes typical for thermistors made from transition metal oxides are
shown in Fig. 1
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of typical NTC thermistors.

THERMAL RUNAWAY

A typical current-voltage relationship for a transition metal oxide thermistor
is shown in Fig. 2. This is a so-called static characteristic in which the current is
set to constant value and the system is equilibrated. The steady state voltage and
temperature are then recorded for each current setting. Runaway takes place if the
current is not carefully controlled.
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Fig. 2. Current-voltage characteristic for a transition metal oxide thermistor.

Runaway takes place above TMAx and VMA.x
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The relationship between the I-V characteristic (Fig. 2) and the R-T
relationship (PiS. 1) is established by through Ohm's Law and the power balance
equationL:

R = V/I = AeB/T (21)

W = VI = AD(T-TO). (22)

W is the input power (watts), T the specimen temperature, To the
temperature of ambient, and D the coefficient in Newton's law of cooling. D is a
measure of the thermal coupling to the surroundings per unit surface area of the
specimen. When surrounded by air, the specimen is cooled by convective air
currents, and D ranges from 5 W/m 2K for free convection to 50 W/m2 K for forced
convection (Tummala). The values of D are substantially higher, typically 100 -
10,000 W/m2K, when in thermal contact to the surroundings takes place through
solids or liquids.

Converting Ohm's law and the power balance equation to logarithmic form
and summing the two, we obtain an expression relating voltage and temperature:

21n V = In AD + In (T-To) + BIT. (23)

Thermal runaway takes place when T exceeds TMAX and V exceeds VMAX. To
determine these conditions, we take the derivative of the voltage-temperature
relation at T = TMAX, V = VMAX and

2dlnV 0 1 B (24)
dT TA- TO T 2

B2A BT (25)
4 V

For B = 2000 - 4000 K, and To = 30*C, TMAX is in the range 45-851C, which is
not far above room temperature. Therefore many transition metal oxides are on the
verge of thermal runaway, as evidenced by the microwave heating experiments.
The corresponding values fo" input current and power are obtained from the
equation balancing input and output power using the appropriate value for D.

M[CROWAVE ABSORPTION IN SLICATES

Conduction losses are important in glasses as well. Fused silica has very
low tan 8 values (<0.001) over wide frequency and temperature ranges. Alkali ions
promote dielectric loss in glass. At low frequencies the loss is associated with ion
transport through the silicate network giving a space charge contribution to the
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dielectric permittivity. At 1 MHz the dielectric constant of sodium silicate glasses
containing 30 mol% Na2O. 70 mol% SiO2 are about twice as large as SiO2 glass.

Vibration losses become important at higher frequencies. Localized motion
of the alkali ion in silicate cages can lead to strong absorption in the microwave
range. The undesirable heating of Coming 9609 glass-ceramic cooking ware is an
excellent example (MacDowell, 1984). Sodium nepheline (Na4A14Si 4O16) is the
crystalline phase in this ceramic whose microwave losses are far higher than those
of natural nephaline (KNayAl4Si 4Q16). The glass-ceramic has a tan 8 of about 7%
at 2.45 GHz compared to 1% for the mineral nepheline. The high loss is attributed
to the "rattling" motion of the smaller Na+ ion occupying the crystallographic site of
the larger K+ ion. Sodium nepheline dishes are unsuitable for use in microwave
ovens because of the high heat-up rate. The rattling motion of alkali ions can be
pictured as localized conduction, or as a reorientable dipole between the cation and
the coordinating anion cage. In this respect it bears a similarity to the double
potential model used to describe proton motion in ice and ferroelectric potassium
dihydrogen phosphate.

In most glasses, the tan 8 values continue to climb with higher frequency.
These losses are especially prominent in lead-bearing glasses and can be thought of
as tails from far infrared spectra. The atomic motion associated with these losses
involve motions of heavy ions, or in some cases loosely bonded fragments of the
silicate network, against the more tightly bonded portions of the network.

TAILS FROM THE FAR INFRARED

Most people have watched the ghostly 'Tales from the Crypt," but few have
given much thought to tails from the far infrared. They, too, are rather cryptic in
that their origin is very obscure.

In crystals, infrared resonances involve the interaction of electromagnetic
waves and the electric dipoles associated with lattice vibrations. The "reststrahlen"
in alkali halides come from the excitation of a mode in which alkali ions vibrate out
of phase with halogens. The frequency of this peak moves toward the far infrared
and microwave region for heavy ions like Cs+ and P. Weaker bonding and heavier
masses both contribute to the frequency shift. This idea is utilized in choosing
infrared windows for optical systems.

Similar relationships are observed in polymer and composite systems.
Vibrational motions in polymers involve laige numbers of atoms (and hence large
masses) and weak secondary bonding forces between polymer chains. The
dielectric properties of polymers at microwave frequencies have been reviewed by
A.J. Bur (1985). High frequency dielectric losses arise from various portions of
the polymer structure. These include pendulum-like motions of bulky side groups,
crankshaft motions of the main chain, "freezing-in" motions accompanying the
rubber to glass transformations, and oscillations of the tiny crystallites present in
semicrystalline polymers. Generally speaking, the smaller segments of polymer
chains resonate at higher frequencies and are the last to be frozen out at low
temperatures.
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Poly (ethylene oxide) or PEO is a typical crystalline polymer with a melting
point of 60*C and Tg near -67*C. The helical chain has a backbone of carbon and
oxygen atoms:

I I I I

-C-C-O-C-C-O-
I I II

PEO has a modest dielectric constant of 4.3 at room temperature but a large
absorption factor (tan 8-0.1) in the GHz range. Microbrownian motions of the
main chain has been suggested as the cause of this absorption peak. Like glycerine,
this peak is strongly dependent on temperature and frequency. At -50*C, the loss
peak in PEO has dropped six orders of magnitude to the kilohertz range. (Connor,
et al., 1964).

In amorphous polymers it is often difficult to identify the origin of
microwave losses. Low density polyethylene (CH2)A has twice the microwave loss
level of high density polyethylene. (Amrhein, 1972). The tan 8 values increase
slowly with frequency similar to the behavior of the high Q resonator ceramics.
The higher losses of low density polyethylene have been attributed to the
amorphous regions where portions of polymer chains are able to oscillate in
response to the microwave field.

DIPOLE REORIENTATION

The loss spectrum of water illustrates the contributions of conductivity and
dipole reorientation to the dielectric constant. Fig. shows the classical relaxation
spectrum at room temperature. Water molecules have large dipole moments
because of their nonlinear molecular geometry. Under an electric field the dipoles
reorient easily at room temperature producing a large dielectric constant of nearly
80. At microwave frequencies there is a rapid decrease in the dielectric constant
accompanied by a large loss peak which is utilized in cooking foods. The presence
of water in meat and vegetables couples the microwave energy into the food. At
lower frequencies there is additional loss arising from conduction. The temperature
dependence of the dielectric properties at 3GHz and 1MHz are quite different. The
microwave loss peak moves to higher frequencies with increasing temperature
causing the 3GHz loss to decrease. On the other hand the I MHz loss increases
with temperature as the water becomes more conducting. It is interesting to note
that the dipole reorientation effects in water persist below the freezing point. The
dielectric constant of ice is almost as high as water but the relaxation frequency
drops rapidly into the kilohertz range and no longer couples strongly to
microwaves.

Other polar liquids behave in a manner similar to water. Table 2 lists the
microwave properties of several polar and non-polar liquids. Both the real and the
imaginary parts of the dielectric constant of polar liquids are orders of magnitude
larger than nonpolar liquids. Dipole reorientation is one of the dominant absorption
mechanisms in the microwave region.
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Many organic liquids show strong dispersion effects. Glycerol
(CH 2OHCHOHCH 2OH) is a highly viscous polar liquid with a boiling point of
290°C and a melting point of 18°C. Dielectric spectra taken over a wide range of
temperatures resemble the curious frequency - dependent curves of lead magnesium
niobate (PMN) and other relaxor ferroelectrics. The broad, diffuse melting
transition is accompanied by peaks in K' and K" which depend strongly on both
temperature and measuring frequency. When measured at 100 Hz, K" peaks at -
60'C, and then shifts rapidly to higher temperatures for higher frequencies. At 10
kHz the peak is at -40°C at 10 MHz, 0°C, and at 100 MHz, 25°C. Thus the
absorption maximum in glycerol moves rapidly toward the microwave region as the
temperature rises (Morgan and Yager, 1940).

It is this "tunability" of energy absorption that makes microwave processing
especially interesting. Unlike normal furnaces with broad band heat sources,
monochromatic sources such as microwave ovens and high power lasers offer the
possibility of shifting the heating from one constituent to another as reaction and
densification take place. Exploitation of this time-temperature-frequency feature
seems likely.

Table 2. Microwave dielectric properties of liquids at 3 GHz and 250C
(vonHippel, 1954)

K tans

Water (H20) 77 0.16
Methyl Alcohol (CH3OH) 24 0.64
Ethyl Alcohol (CH3CH2OH) 6.5 0.25

Nonlar Liguids
Heptane (CH 3(CH 2)5CH3) 2.0 0.0001
Carbon Tetrachloride (CC14) 2.0 0.0004

MICROWAVE RESONANCE SPECTRA

Piezoelectric resonances also give rise to loss spectra, sometimes at very
high frequencies. For thickness resonance, the fundamental frequency f is

f= I- i (Hz) (26)

where c is the stiffness (approximately 1011 N/m2 for an oxide), p the density
(-5000 kg/m 3) and t refers to the specimen thickness in meters. Millimeter thick
transducers have resonant frequencies in the MHz range, and extrapolating these
results to the microwave range, it is apparent that micron-size piezoelectric particles
will resonate at GHz frequencies. Ceramic grain sizes and ferroelectric domain
sizes are in the micrcn range and therefore show electromechanical losses in the
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microwave range. Experiments on LiNbO 3 crystals, bicrystals and ceramics
confim these ideas (Yao Xi thesis).

The microwave losses in BaTiO3 are shown in Fig.3. Note the drastic
reduction in loss in specimens placed under DC bias. With domain wadls locked in
position there is a large decrease in K.
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Fig. 3. Frequency dependence of the parameters of a poly-
domain barium titanate crystal in weak fields. 1) Per-
mittivity; 2) permittivity in a bias field of 10 kV/cm= 3)
loss-angle tangent; 4) loss-angle tangent in a bias field of
10 kV/cm.

Fig. 3 Dielectric permittivity and loss tangent of Ba(Tio.85Zro.1 ISn0.04)O3
ceramics change rapidly in the microwave region. Poling the ceramics inhibit
domain wall motion and lowers both K and Tan S. (Poplavko, 1964).

Dimensional resonances of a different sort are employed in the dielectric
resonators used in cellular mobile radios, marine satellite communications, and
microstripline filters for SHF-TV converters. Dielectric resonance involves
electromagnetic waves rather than the acoustic waves utilized in piezoelectric
devices. The resonant frequency is controlled by the dielectric constant K (= E/Eo)

and relative magnetic permeability PR = p./•o.
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f= c

X;K (27)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum and X the wavelength. Resonance occurs
when the specimen size corresponds to an integral number of wavelengths. High K
dielectrics reduce the wavelengths and miniaturize the microwave filters.

The microwave loss spectra of typical dielectric resonators are shown in
Fig. 4. Note that high K ceramics have higher losses than do low K materials, and
that the losses generally increase at higher frequencies suggesting that the origin of
these losses is in the far infrared. Tan 6 values for dielectric resonators are very
small, typically 10-3 to 10"4, and are probably associated with low frequency tails
of far infrared absorption peaks.

The lowest frequency infrared mode involves vibrations of the large cation
against the oxygen octahedra (Fig.5). The mode softens in high permittivity
ferroelectric perovskites and eventually condenses at the Curie temperature to give
spontaneous polarization. This helps to explain why high K dielectrics are
generally more absorbing than Low K solids in the microwave region. The infrared
peaks of dielectric resonator materials have been investigated by Wakino (1986).
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24000 Ba(Sn'AUXT1)0 3
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Fig.4.Microwave dielectric constants and loss spectra for ceramics used as
dielectric resonators (Wakino,1986).
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TIO6 Octahedra

Pbor Ba ions

Fig. 5. Far infrared vibration mode for oxide perovskites. The vibrational mode of

heavy ions of Pb or Ba, and TiO6 octahedra in the oxide perovskites.

MAGNETIC LOSS

Most of the interactions between microwaves and matter take place through
the electric vector of the electromagnetic wave, but the magnetic field vector can
also induce substantial microwave losses, especially in magnetic materials with
aligned spins. Some of the loss mechanisms in magnetic materials are listed in
Table 3.

Table 3. Loss mechanisms in magnetic solids (Chikaztnmi 1964)

HzriJ loss rising from irreversible domain wall displacements

Eddy urrntlo from field-induced electric currents

Magnetic aftereffects associated with electron diffusion, usually from Fe2+ to Fe3+

Dimensional resonances coming from electromagnetic standing waves

Magnetic resonance from precessional motion of unpaired dipole magnetic moments

Domain wall oscillations

The magnetic field vector of the microwave is represented by

H = HoeiQ (28)

The resulting magnetic flux density is

B = Boei(00-8 ) =Po0H+1 (29)
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where gto is the permeability of free space (4t x I0-7 H/rn) and I is the
rmagnetiion (magnetic dipole moment per unit volume).

The magnetic permeability g is analogous to the electric permittivity E.

SB Boe (30)
= =•O

and the magnetic loss factor

i =- (31)tannin

The relative permeability p.R -- pI/0o is the magnetic equivalent of the dielectric
constant.

The magnetic permeability of ferrites is strongly dependent on frequency.
The resulting losses arise from conduction, ferrimagnetic resonance, and domain
wall oscillations.

In magnetic ceramics, much of the microwave loss is associated with
ferrimagnetic resonance which is observed in ferrites with the spinel,
magnetoplumbite and garnet structures. As illustrated in Fig.6, ferrimagnetic
resonance involves precessional motions of the sublattice magnetization vectors
about an effective internal magnetic field He. The effective field is caused by
domain wall resonance or by magnetocrystalline anisotropy. High frequency
absorption in the microwave region is found in magnetic materials with large
anisotropy coefficients KI. Soft ferrites such as the manganese ferrites with the
spinel structure generally show the-highest loss in the MHz region whereas hard
fcrrites with the magnetoplumbite structure have much higher resonant frequencies
up in the GHz range.
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[BA

Fig. 6. Microwave resonance in ferrimagnetic oxides in which the sublattice

magnetizations IA and IB precess about an internal effective field He.

Sumam
The interactions between microwaves and matter are many and various.

Conduction losses from localized space charge effects are responsible for
microwave loss in transition metal oxides with mixed valence states. The
inhomogeneous nature of green ceramics can be modeled using Maxwell-Wagner
theory and thermal runaway follows a process similar to that observed in NTC
thermistors.

Alkali ions cause microwave loss in glasses and other silicates, especially
when loosely coordinated in a manner allowing considerable rattling room.
Oscillathig Na ions can be pictured either as localized conduction or as reorientable
dipoles. The two polarization mechanisms lose their identity in situations like this.

Organic compounds and polymers are useful in ceramic processing. Dipole
relaxation spectra are common in water, alcohol and other polar liquids, leading to
intense energy absorption in the microwave regions. Polymers also absorb in this
region of the electromagnetic spectrum with smaller segments of the polymer chain
resonating at higher frequencies and continuing to lower temperatures.

Localized resonances caused by piezoelectric electromechanical coupling can
also cause microwave loss. Domains in ferroelectric ceramics are on the right size
scale to promote loss in the GHz region.

Dielectric resonator materials such as ZrTiO4 utilize electromagnetic
resonance rather than electromechanical resonance. These are generally low - loss
ceramics but the tan 8 values increase with frequency, suggesting a loss mechanism
associated with infrared vibrations. Soft mode condensation in ferrcelectrics has a
similar origin.

Finally, not all microwave losses take place through the electric vector of the
wave. The magnetic field vector can initiate energy transfer through magnetic
resonance effects in which the unpaired electron spins precess about internal fields.
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Anisotropy effects in hard ferrites and oscillating domain walls often create the

internal fields.
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THEORY OF MICROWAVE INTERACTIONS
WITH CERAMIC MATERIALS

V. K. KENKRE
Department of Physics and Center for MicroEngineered Ceramics
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131

ABSTRACT

Very little is known about how microwaves interact with ceramics. We have
recently developed a theory of these processes on the basis of Debye relaxation of
interstitials, vacancies and bivacancies, and explained successfully thermal runaway
observations on silica, alumina, strontium titanate, zinc oxide and iron oxide, as
well as dielectric constant and loss factor observations on alumina, silica, and boron
nitride. The article addresses these results as well as their satisfactory correlation
with potentials for atomic motion and diffusion barriers obtained on the basis of ab
initio computer calculations, and our recent exploration of structure effects on the
phenomena of thermal runaway and microwave absorption.

INTRODUCTION

The following is a description of a theoretical attempt carried out in our group
within the last year to understand the interaction of microwaves with ceramic
materials. The motivation came from reported, in some cases suspected, in others
expected, and always, surely, desired, enhancement in sintering temperatures and
times under the action of microwaves. The context came from two specific
phenomena: thermal runaway, and loss factor measurements. The techniques used
were a combination of ab initio computations involving numerical methods,
Langevin procedures applied to stochastic nonlinear equations, and simple model
calculations of absorption of electromagnetic radiation. Results have been
satisfactory. They show agreement of the theory with reported findings in a variety
of materials and promise further insights into microwave interactions with ceramics.
Whether microwave sintering does or does not become a feasible industrial method
in the near future, the analysis reported below should find use in the difficult but
important business of the construction of a general picture of the way ceramics
behave under electromagnetic radiation in the microwave range.
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For the sintering background, we refer the reader to reports in the recent literature

[1-3] that microwave heating can lower the sintering temperature in several
materials by several hundreds of degrees and shorten the sintering time by several
hours. It has been suspected that microwaves not only increase the heating
efficiency by concentrating the heating process within the material rather than in the
furnace in which the material is placed, but also have basic consequences such as
more efficient atomic diffusion within the material. To understand microwave
effects on sintering, one must understand microwave effects on atomic diffusion.
To understand the latter, one must, ir, turn, acquire a cornprehensive picture of the
general phenomenon of microwave absorption in ceramics. Of the two areas we
have targeted for study, one is rather dramatic and consists of the finding that,
during microwave heating of a number of materials, the increase of temperature is
found to be gentle at first but explosive later when a threshold is reached, the
sudden rise of temperature being referred to as thermal runaway (1,4,5]. The other
target of our study has been dielectric measurements of ceramics, in particular the
temperature and frequency dependence of the loss factor and the dielctric constant.

RELAXATION OR RESONANCE ?

The first question that a theory of microwave interaction with ceramic materials
must address is related to an apparent paradox: there appear to be no oscillations in
ceramic materials with characteristic frequenacies in the microwave range. Standard
resonance absorption theory is based on an evolution equation of the form:

11'x dx 2 _ q "y a +x x-mq Ecos (1)

Resonance absorption means tlat the (microwave) radiation with electric field E is
absorbed by the material possesing an oscillation of a coordinate x with
characteristic frequency wo when the radiation frequency to is essentially equal to

coo. The effective charge and mass are, respectively; q and m. The primary effect of

the damping rate ai is to broaden the absorption line, c secondary effect being to
impose a slight shift ( to the low-frequency side) on the resonant frequency.

Typical co0 's such as those of vibrations in the ceramic are larger by 2 to 3 orders

of magnitude than microwave frequencies o which lie in the GHz range. In ligh: of
this disparity, it is obvious that a resonance mer-hanism is unable to provide an
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explanation of the source of microwave interactions in ceramics.

The resolution of this paradox lies in understanding that absorption of microwaves
in ceramics can occur by the relaxation mechanism (6] rather than by resonance.

The simplest way to understand relaxation is to notice that damping, which merely

broadens the resonance line when small, has a profound effect on the location of

the absorption peak when large. In the large damping limit, equation (1) is well

represented by

dx + rx = cE cos oi (2)

c being q/ma and r being wo 2 /a. The absorption peak is now nowhere near coo

but at r, which, in this limit of large a ( relative to o0 ), can be considerably

smaller - indeed by orders of magnitude as is the case in microwave absorption -

than the characteristic frequency w0 of the material oscillation. It is important to

observe that, in this limit, absorption can occur at field frequencies which cannot be

identified with, and are much lower than, all frequencies in the system except the

quantity r which one could call the relaxation frequency or, more appropriately, the

relaxation rate. The terminology arises because the lihysical origin of the absorption
is through a matching of the field period to a time characteristic of the relaxation

process that the oscillator undergoes under the combined action of damping and
natural oscillatory tendencies.

NONLINEAR POTENTIAL AND STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION
/

Through model calculations we have explored various possibilities regarding

characteristic motions within the ceramic materials. That work has resulted in our

suggesting vacancy or interstitial motion, e.g. bivacancy rotation, as being

responsible for microwave interaction through the Debye relaxation mechanism

explained above. This is in agreement with e,irlier ideas. As an initial step in our

analysis, we carried out a first-principles determination of the features of the
potential felt by these moving entities in several materials, a particularly simple

example being MgO which has a rock salt structure with a lattice constant of 4.21

A. In order to describe vacancy motion, we chose the CNDOI2 method ( Complete

Neglect of Differential Overlap version 2 ) as a reasonable compromise between the

level of sophistication and the amount of computational time, and considered
clusters of up to 30 atoms. The method and details of the results of the numerical
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calculation may be found elsewhere [7]. The important characteristic of the potential
which emerges from the numerical work is that it is generally periodic and
obviously nonlinear, i.e. anharmonic. The appropriate force term to be used in the
equation of motion is therefore NOT of the Hooke's form as in (I) or (2), but
possesses nonlinearity. The potential to be used is not of the harmonic form
(1/2 )0)0 2x2 but may be modelled simply by the sinusoidal form

U(X) =--!A 1 +Cos 2- X) (3)

where a describes the periodicity of the potential and A measures its height. The
evolution equation on which one may base a theory of microwave absorption is

d2x dx dU.(x) q
• - - + m cos ox + R(t)

Two characteristics of (4) distinguish it from earlier starting points such as (1). The
first is the nonlinearity of the potential U which is a consequence of the
mechanical interaction of the moving entity with the rest of the lattice. The second
stems from the term R(t). Tha: term represents the random force which describes
the thermal interaction of the moving entity with the rest of the solid. Our theory
of microwave absorption in ceramics is based on the interplay of these two
interactions. It will be seen that the coexistence of nonlinearity and stochasticity is
responsible for such behavior as thermal runaway.

TWO-STATE ANALYSIS AND THE T(t) EQUATION

The solution of (4) presents a non-trivial task. Contrary to the case of the harmonic
(I), on which most of the textbook descriptions of the absorption of
electromagnetic radiation are based, one cannot find exact solutions even for the
simple case of the sinusoidal potential given by (3). Analytic solutions are known in
terms of Jacobian elliptic functions for the undamped (a = 0), homogeneous (E =
0). and deterministic (R = 0) limit. The introduction of low damping allows one to
use the averaging method [8] to find approximate solutions. Scientists interested in
chaos have studied the deterministic undamped case. But their results are
appropriate for high electric fields which are not attained in microwave interactions
with ceramics since field intensities are limited by breakdown. Scarcity of available

results has led us to study (4) in a variety of new ways including the development
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of nonlinear Fokker-Planck equations to treat the stochastic element and the use of
perturbation techniques supported by numerical simulation. Rather than describe
that work here, we will consider a simplified two-state analysis which can capture
the essence of the evolution and lead us rapidly from (4) to an understanding of
phenomena such as thermal runaway.

An important feature of the nonlinear potential U(x) in (3) or (4) is that the
interstitial atoms or vacancies which are subjected to it, lie in the binding part of the
"wells at low temperatures but may be freed from them at high temperatures. With
attention on the two states provided by the nonlinear potential, let us make the
reasonable assumption that the relative population in the two states is given
statistically as a result of thermal quasi-equilibrium. A simple expression for the
fraction f(T) of the number of free entities to the total (both free and bound) number
is given, through Boltzmann considerations, by

f ()=-- (5)
l+e-T

where, for simplicity, we have absorbed the Boltzmann constant k through a
redefinition of A. Clearly, A measures the barrier the absorbing entity must
surmount to become free of its binding well. The role of the stochastic force R is to
maintain thermal equilibrium.

One can now address a phenomenon such as thermal runaway in terms of the
physical model which is a consequence of the above considerations. We assume
that the system consists of two species which we call the A-species and the M-
species. The former consists of absorbing entities and is typified by impurities and
inclusions whose relaxation times match the period of the microwaves and which
therefore absorb microwave radiation via the Debye rel-axation mechanism. These
entities are absent in systems which are found to be transparent to microwaves. In
such cases, the A-species entities are provided by aids which, when introduced into
ceramics which are naturally transparent to microwaves, cause the absorption of
radiation. Ahisorption by this A-species leads to an initial slow rise of temperature
with respect to time as the absorbed energy is redistributed in t,.e form of thermal
energy by the stochastic interactions. The increase in temperature causes an increase
in the fraction f(T): more carriers tend to be frme. Straightforward considerations to
be detailed below show that absorption in the free state is much larger than in the
bound state. This means that absorption increases sabstantially as more entities
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become free. Stochastic redistribution of the absorbed energy in the thermal form
increases T which in turn increases f(T which in its turn increases absorption.
The nonlinear feedback is responsible for the possibility of an explosive acquisition
of energy , i.e. for the dramatic phenomenon of thermal runaway.

It is important to understand that the behavior described is a direct consequence of
the interplay of the nonlinearity of the potential and the stochasticity of the random
term. The latter is responsible for the redistribution of the absorbed energy in
thermal form while the former provides the disparity in absorption betweeý the free
and bound states. The statement made above about the drastic difference ".etween
absorption of electromagnetic radiation by fre: versus bound charges can be
understood easily as follows. When an electric field representative of the incident
electromagnetic radiation is applied to the charge in question, the charge is
accelerated. The movement is opposed by friction forces which increase as the
velocity increases until the friction forces balance the electric force. A d.c. electric
field thus brings a free charge in equilibrium to a state of non-zero velocity. The
product of this non-zero velocity and the electric force is the rate at which power is
absorbed by the charge from the electromagnetic field. In the case of a charge
trapped in a potential well on the other hand, the effect is different. The velocity
increases under the action of the electric field but this increase is opposed by
another agent in addition to the friction force, -viz, the binding force which
constrains the particle to the well. In the absence of friction, an oscillation of the
charge occurs around the potential minimum. This minimum is displaced from the
original minimum. In the presence of friction, the oscillation decreases in amplitude
until the particle comes to rest at the new potential minimum. Thus, under the
combined action of the electromagnetic force, the binding force and the friction
force. the equilibrium state for a bound absorber is that of rest. Once this state is
reached, there is no absorption. By contrast, the equilibrium state for a free
absorber involves, as we have seen above, non-zero velocity. Heating continues in
this state.

When we incorporate these features into an evolution equation for the temperature
Ttwe obtain

dT

Here P is the power and kA and kM are proportional to the absorption coefficients

of the A-species and M-species, respectively, as well as to their total number in the
material. The last term in (6) describes losses through radiation pathways. Its form
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and dependence on T would be generally different from that used in (6) if other
modes such as convective decay were dominant. However, we use the form shown
both in order to follow standard procedure and because excellent confirmation for
the term is found in our applications to specific observations.

APPLICATION TO THERMAL RUNAWAY OBSERVATIONS

We have encountered rather diverse shapes of the time- temperature curve in our
study of the data on various materials and equation (6) has been able to describe
them all satisfactorily. One of the types is characterized by a sudden increase in
temperature and no saturation within the reported observations. It is typified by
chromia. Another shows only a slight effect, i.e. near-linear rise of temperature.
Silica provides an example of this behavior. A third kind of observation,
exemplified by iron oxide, is a rise followed by te'mperature saturation. A fourth
type combines all these tendencies into an S-shaped curve which includes the gentle
rise, the steep increase and the saturation. Alumina typifies this behavior.

Equation (6) addresses all these shapes naturally. If km fMT is dominant, and is

not overwhelmed by the T4 term within the range of observations the sudden rise

and no saturation appear as obvious consequences of (6). If kM and the T4terms

are both negligible the linear rise arises naturally. If kM, alone is negligible, but the

T4term does dominate at high temperatures, the rise and saturation emerge as a
consequence. Finally, the full equation (6), with all terms significant, corresponds
to the S-shaped curve as in alumina.

The specific observations we analyzed are on strontium titanate of initial porosity of
53% during the process of sintering via microwave heating [4], on silica for
microwave heating (5] at 500 W for 7 min; on zinc oxide [1), the heating time
being also 7 min; on silica at power levels of 1000 W. 1500 W, and 2000 W
respectively [5], on iron oxide [1], and on alumina of initial porosity 50%
undergoing microwave sintering [4]. A comparison of the observed curves and the
theoretical fits shows excellent agi-eementý We refer the reader to refs. 9 and 10 for
the relevant figures. The results are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Parameters Deduced from Thermal Runaway Observations.

material kA(deg/min/W) kM(deg/min/W) A(deg) o1(I/s/deg 3 )

silica 3.9 x 10-2 8.5 5400 0.35 x 10"12

silica* 1.8 x 10.2 8.8 5600 0.35 x 10-12

zinc oxide 9 x 10-2 30 2800 0.46 x 10.12

ferric oxide 1.6 0.96 1.7 x 10-3 0.5 x 10-12

alumina 8.1 x 10-6 72 2600 1.9 x 10-12

str. titanate 1.1 x 10-2 230 3600 4.1 x 10-12

multiple power levels

Several comments are in order. Although a1 has been taken as a fitting parameter it

is related to the Stephan-Boltzmann constant ; through

$ I
Si (7)

where S and V are the surface and volume of the sample and CV is its specific heat.

The magnitude of the universal constant a is known to be

a=5.68x 10-12 Wcm-2deg- (8)

We have been able to show that typical values of the surface-volume ratio and known

values of the specific heat lead to extremely good agreement of oI with values

obtained from our fits. An example is alumina in which the value deduced from the

above calculation is 2 x 10-12 s"I deg"3 whereas the value obtained from the fits is

1.9 x 10-12 s"I deg"3 . This agreement certainly supports the view in the literature
that the loss of heat by radiation is indeed the major factor responsible for temperature
saturation in thermal runaway. Furthermore this means that a, need not be taken to

be a fitting parameter ".n our theory [9,10]. The deduced magnitudes of A also appear
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to be compatible with usually accepted values of energy barriers for defect formation.
While not identical to the latter, they do not differ by order-of-magnitude factors. It is

remarkable that a two-parameter theory ( the adjustable parameters being kM and kA )

fits the large variety of observed shapes of the temperature-time curves so well. A
complete microscopic theory of the phenomenon, which is under way, is expected to
obtain these two adustable parameters also from ab initio calculations, making this
theoretical development free of adjustable quantities.

APPLICATION TO DIELECTRIC LOSS MEASUREMENTS

In order to provide independent experimental suport for the basic assumptions of our
theory described above, we have applied them in a context different from that of
thermal runaway, viz. dielectric measurements on ceramics.For reasons of space we
do not describe the relevant formulae here, except for mentioning that they involve
straightforward application of the ideas explained above and that they address the
complex dielectric constant

-e =e - i (9)

and the loss factor

ta,=L (10)

which is related to the absorbed power P through the well-known relation

P =E)E EA, tanS (1
2 (1

Reference I I may be consulted for full details of this part of our theory. We have
found reasonable fits to data on both the real part of the dielectric constant and the
loss factor in several materials including sapphire, boron nitride, and fused silica.
Experiments are available [12] at 3.5, 35 and 94 GHz. In our fits to observations of

Ho 12 on alumina at 3.5 and 35 GHz we find that the deduced values of the energy
barrier A in units of temperature lie between 3000 and 7000 K and that the relaxation

time "t responsible for absorption through Debye relaxation is
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T =0.8 x l 0-,Os (12)

This latter result is particularly satisfactory because It/ lies close to the frequency of
microwaves used in the experiments, thus ensuring internal consistency of the theory.
The value of the energy barrier A also agrees with values for ionic and vacancy
motion [13].

GENERALIZATION FOR f(T) AND STRUCTURE EFFECTS

Among the directions in which we have extended the theory explained above is the
exploration of structure effects through the generalization of the simple two-state
assumption of our model and of the corresponding expression (5) for the fraction
f(T). It is clear that such a generalization based on phase space considerations leads to

(p.Pr2.s)-Ut 1)

f dx dp e AT

f,( T)=(. P/2m).U(z) (13)

f dx dp e AT

-nti, rg$ion

The phase space integration is carried out over the entire region available to the
moving entity in the denominator of (13) but only over the "free" region in the
numerator. For a representative 1-dimensional systein one can reduce (13) to

f(= ekt mef"c* kT (14)

U(X)

fdx e T
enits ags

- -The integrations over the momentum have been carried out and the comhplementary
error function introduced in (14). For the sinusoidal potential U(x) given by (3) it is
possible to obtain

- ./-e fc li(i +cosy)
dye 2" erfc ....

"f 21 0  
2kT
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which involves the modified Bessel function I0 while for the square well potential in

3 dimensions one gets

f (T)=c a (16)

l +re-•

In appropriate limits these expressions can be shown to lead to

1+e ker

In the first form of (17) we explicitly see the effect of the structure factor r which is
the ratio of the volume of the free region to that of the bound region. In the simple
case r = 1, we recover the two-state result of (5). This theory [11] has been useJ to
extract the value of the geometrical factor r for alumina ( found to be 0.58 ) by fitting
the predictions to observations of the loss factor at 3.5 and 35 GHz.

CONCLUSIONS

We have described a simple theory of microwave interactions with ceramic materials.
Debye relaxation as the mechanism for absorptidn and a crucial interplay of the
nonlinearity of the potential and the stochasticity of the random force are its essential
elements. A simplified treatment based on a two-state description of the phase space
available to the absorbers subjected to the nonlinear potential was found to lead to a
satisfactory explanation of thermal runaway and dielectric observations c , a wide
variety of materials. Extensions of the theory along generalized phase space
considerations were also described. Among the topics currently under investigation
are ab initio calculations of the parameters of the theory for a wide range of materials
and the study of anomalous power dependence and saturation effects observed in
several materials.
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ABSTRACT

This work examines the structure of an oxide material heated conventionally and
in a 2.45 GHz electromagnetic field. Also examined is the structure of the initial
starting powder. Of particular interest is the surface structure and the interior bulk
structure. TEM analysis indicates that the particle structure differs depending on
the processing technique. Based on these findings, a preliminary heating model is
introduced which is based on the presence of a liquid phase during sinte-ing. The
presence of this liquid phase may account for the apparent lower activation energy
for sintering others have reported since their work presumes sintering is due to
solid sate processes.

INTRODUCTION

The technology of microwave processing of ceramics, gla3ses and composite
materials is of great interest because of the real advantages that have been
demoristrated by many researchers. Many of the claimed benefits depend on an
accurate measurement of temperature in the piece being processed. A number of
methods are used to measure temperature in a microwave field. In the author's
opinion all of these methods, in one way or another, have serious deficiencies.
During the years that one of us (Meek) has been involved in this area he has seen

. ,-+, numerous examples of where the apparent temperature measured did not reflect
the microstructure observed. This paper will give examples of the above and
discuss recent work that shows that the temperature in a dielectric material
composed of more than one grain or composed of more than one dielectric
constant region will differ. In practice the proposed model put forth by Meek [ 1]
suggests that the local temperature depends most importantly on the local dielectric
constant and other secondary properties such as heat capacity and density (which
also affects local dielectric constant).
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BACKGROUND

Over the course of several years one of the authors (Meek) has observed
microwave sintered microstructures which appear to only be possible if higher
than measured temperatures were reached during the process cycle. Some
examples appear in earlier papers by Meek and his co-workers [2-5].

Figure 1 shows the fracture surface of a sample of zirconia sintered at 18000 C (as
determined using an IR meter) in a 60 GHz electromagnetic field. The sample
took ten minutes to heat from room temperature to 1800'C and was held at 1800'C
for I second The microstructure appears to be one that would occur at a much
higher temperature. Similarly, Figure 2 shows the microstructure of a fractured
surface of a sample of Apollo I I simulant material sintered at 11 50"C (as

'J77-

n, r L e rcr-4T• |9 X lop-

Figure 1. Fractured surfa.e of zirconia sintered at 1800'C for 1 second.
tll- 10.0 KV UW0 28 M - X 650. PIJ I it,"5

Figure 2. Fractured surface of Apollo I I simulant material sintered at
"11500C for 45 minutes.
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determined using an IR meter) for forty-five minutes in a 2.45 GHz
electromagnetic field. Here it appears that the intergranular regions were melted
during sintering. This material was examined to determine if the individual grain
structure differed from the conventionally sintered material.

EXPERIMENTAL

The material used in this work is Apollo 11 lunar simulant powder with
composition as shown in Table 1. The details of sample preparation are described
elsewhere [6]. The initial powders were in the form of pellets of 0.9 cm diameter
and approximately 2 cm length. These pellets were made by cold pressing in a
piston-cylinder apparatus at 700 psi and then isostatically pressing in rubber
sleeves to 50,000 psi.

Table 1. Simulated Compositions (weight percent).

All A15 A16

SiO2 42.03 46.52 45.26
TiO2  7.48 1.40 0.58
A1203 13.59 17.10 26.22
FeO 15.74 12.05 5.82
MnO 0.20 0.17 0.07
MgO 7.86 10.42 6.39
CaO 11.98 11.17 14.76
Na2O 0.44 0.43 0.45
K20 0.14 0.20 0.13
Cr20 3  0.30 0.27 0.12
P20 5  0.11 0.20 0.13
S 0.13. 0.07 0.07

One set of samples was then sintered in a 2.45 GHz microwave furnace. Another
set of samples was sintered conventionally at 1 150°C for 4 hours. The sintered
samples were then ground to small agglomerates using a pestle and mortar. A
small amount of agglomerates was further put into a small test tube, methanol was
added and tht; tube immersed in an ultra-sonic bath. After 30 minutes of vibration
the liquid appeared cloudy. The cloudy suspension was then poured onto a small
piece of mica and dried. A very thin carbon film (about 100 A) was evaporated
onto the mica and finally the thin film was floated off the mica substrate into clean
distilled water. A small piece of thin film was then picked up with a copper grid.
In this way we are able to break up the agglomerates into small individual grains
or small grain clusters. The unsintered powder specimen was also made by this
method.

An Hitachi H-800 scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) was used
to evaluate the sintered samples. The accelerating voltage was 200 KeV and
electron probe size was about 40 A. Under the STEM dark field image mode, we
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used the convergent beam electron diffractioil (CBED) method to study the

sintered powders because by using this method one can analyze very small

regions of the order of the probe size (in this case around 40 A).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of the Grain Structure

For conventionally sintered samples using TEM the CBED patterns obtained from

both edge and center of the particle showed several diffraction discs which

commonly occur in a crystal structure (see Fig. 3a edge and 3b center).

Comparing these CBED patterns with those for unsintered particles, the

timsintered particles also showed similar crystal diffraction features as found in the

conventionally sintered Apollo 11 simulant material.

in the case of microwave sintered samples, the CBED patterns obtained from the

edge of a particle showed a central diffused disc (Figure 4) which indicates an

amorphous structuyt. The center of the particle had similar diffraction discs

(Figure 5) indicating a crystalline structure. The estimated thickness of the

amorphous surface layer is in the range of 500 A.

Figure 3a. CBED pattern obtained from edge of conventionally
sintered Apollo 1I simulant particle indicating a crystallb.
structure.
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Figure 3b. CBED pattern obtained from center of conventionally
sintered Apollo 11 simulant particle indicating a crystalline
structure.

Figure 4. CBED pattern obtained from the edge of a microwave sintered
Apollo 11 simulant particle indicating an amorphous structure.
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Figure 5. CBED pattern obtained from the center of a miLrowave
sintered Apollo 11 simulant particle indicah'rig a crystalline
structure.

The existence of a surface amorphous layer suggests the possibility that the
microwave sintered samples may have undergone transient liquid phase sintering
during a portion of the sintering process. This phenomenon may help explain the
so-called "apparent lower activation energy for sintering" as reported by others
[3]. Generally, the activation energy of liquid phase sintering is lower than that of
solid state sintering, although in the case of microwave sintering the occurrence of
a liquid may be in a transient manner.

Based on the above results we introduce some thoughts on sintering in a

microwave field where a transient liquid phase may occur.

The Interaction of Two Dielectric Particles with a Microwave Field

Figure 6 shows two spherical particles of a dielectric material present in a
microwave field. Equation I (Kelvin eq.) relates the partial pressure over the
curved particle surface to a flat surface %here X is the neck radius and rn is the
capillary radius. Po is the pressure over the flat surface for the condition X>>rn,

and 1 -, ,1
rn X

ln-P- 7M
P, pRT rn (1)
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Where = surface energy of particle
M = molecular weight of material
p = density of material
R = gas constant
T = temperature in Kelvin

r(n)

R

Figure 6. Two spherical dielectric particles in a microwave field.

From Eq. 1 we see that since rn has a negative curvature then tn P-o is and
P 

P

negative therfore PO will be less than 1.

Following this argument we see from Fig. 6 that the work of one particle against
the other is [7]

AP~dVn = YdAn (2)

where APc is the variation in the capillary vapor pressure, dVn is the change in the
neck volume, y is the surface free energy and dAn is the incremental change in the
neck area. The volume of the neck region is g x 4 /2R and the surface area of the
neck region is x2 x 3 /R where R is the particle size. Substituting dAn and dVn
into Eq. (2) we have

M X 8oave (3)
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Consider now the Clapeyron equation which is

dP &H (4)

where T is temperature in Kelvin, P is pressure, AV is the volume change for the
phase change from solid to liquid and AH is the heat of fusion.

Then we have

In- T m= M L" p-is-)•. A P

Tm AHf PS (5)

where T6 is the melting temperature of the material which makes up the capillary
region and Tm is the melting temperature of the particle bulk region. For the case
where Tn J Tm a temperature gradient will be set up across the particle from its
center to its surface. M here is the particle mass, PL and PS are the densities of the
liquid and solid materials in the capillary region and APc again is the change in the
capillary vapor pressure. It should be emphasized here that APc is negative due to
the concave curvature of the surface. Substituting Rc of equation (3) into (5) we
have

In.:.m = -M- _L. L 3 1<0
Tm AHf (PL "O-S) 8 fl;06Sg J (6)

Therefore, T,6 < Tm.

Consider the affect on the capillary pressure of an applied microwave field. From
Panofsky and Phillips 18] we have equation (7) which relates the change in
capillary pressure between two dielectric plates submerged in a dielectric liquid.

PA - PD = Sea[E2 dk12 dg-j 1(7)

We assume here that the liquid is incompressible and PA - PD is the change in the
capillary pressure where PA is the maximum pressure in the capillary under the
influence of the electrostatic field and PD is the capillary pressure in a region
outside of the electrostatic field. Here g represents the affect of gravity on the
liquid, e is the permittivity of free space, E is the electric field intensity, and
dk/dg is the rate of change of the local dielectric constant with respect to g. Using
the Clausius-Mossotti relation for an incompressible fluid results in

P Prc (k-l) [?+kE
PA" PD= [_•+ k EB (8)
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where Et and En are the tangential and normal components of the electric field
intensity on tie surface.

PA - PD is the capillary pressure induced by the presence of an electrostatic field in
the liquid. While the affect here is due to an electrostatic field, the presence of a
superimposed microwave field may create a higher concentration of point
imperfections at the particle surfaces which could enhance the electrostatic field.
Let APE represent this contribution to the capillary pressure. Sintering in a
microwave field then may cause an increase in the capillary pressure by the
amount APE. This increase will affect the vapor pressure over the liquid in the
neck region and from equation (5) the ratio of TýI/Tm will also be affected. For
example, an electrostatic field of 0.2V across a space charge region of 50A will
result in a reduction of the melting temperature of the material in the interparticle
region of 2220C if that material is aluminum oxide.

The next section divides the sintering process into three stages and introduces
steady state relationships Ahich describe the heat input from the electromagnetic
field during each stage.

Preliminary Model for Transient L-quid Phase Sintering

The steady state equations presented below are meant to be only the initial part of a
general sintering model in which the time varying nature of the heat flow and
temperature gradients formed during sintering are taken into account. Ultimately a
set of general expressions such as equation (9) will be developed.

dQ = d (t, T, Mi, Ci, ... ) (9)

AL
T f (t, T, Mi,APe...) (9')

where Q = heat input into particles

AL"L- =- shrinkage of particulate system

t = time
K- mass of ith material

h heat capacity of ith material
APe = contribution to capillary pressure to electromagnetic field

Recognizing from the above that the electric field intensity and power density is a
point function varying with local dielectric constant lets start with a model which
expresses the heat input into dielectric particles in the presence of a 2.45 GHz
electromagnetic field. We will examine how this distribution of heat input takes
place over the course of the sintering process. For the first stage we have:

Q CMAT (10)
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where Q = the heat input to a particle
C = the particle heat capacity
M = particle mass
AT = particle temperature minus the particles initial temperature

Further we may now express the partitioning of the available energy (in the form
of heat) to the particle-air matrix as follows. We consider the region between the
grains to include a small surface layer of each grain

Q = MsCs (Ts - To) + MACA (TA - TO) (11)

where M3 = mass of solid particles
Ts = tenperature of solid particles
To = initial temperature of solid particles and interparticle medium
Cs = heat capacity of solid particles
MA = mass of interparticle medium
CA = heat capacity of interparticle medium
TA = temperature of interparticle medium

Changing equation (11) to a unit volume basis by dividing by the bulk volume VB
yields:

PSC -VA (Ts -To) + pACA -V& (TA To)(B = B PSCsB (12)

where Ps = density of solid particles
Vs = volume of solid particles
VB = bulk volume

PA = density of interparticle medium.

We now introduce TI, the total porosity as:

I VA== VSTI=VB "VB (13)

and equation (12) becomes

Q
S= PsCs (1-1TO ATs + PACA TI ATA (14)

Equation (14) describes the fir'st stage of the sintering process from a non-
dynamic point of view in that it shows how the htat is divided between the solid
particles and the interparticle media without any liquid forming.
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The next stage of sintering may be described as solid state with the introduction of
a liquid phase. This liquid phase may or many not be transient depending on the
system under study. We will assume for this analysis, however, that it is
transient.

In this stage the interparticle media contributed by each particle surface results in a
liquid formed by the melting of a thin surface layer of each solid particle and the
heat input is expressed as:

Q = (Ms - ML) CsATs + MACAATA + ML AHf (15)

where ML - the mass of the liquid
"•If = heat of fusion of the solid

Again converting to a per unit volume basis we have

Q= (P V PL -V) ATSC + PACA -A ITA + M-- t~ (16)

and expressing this in terms of porosity we have

Q= psCs (1-n) ATs - pLCs YL ATs + PACANATA + PL -V !-AHf (17)
VB V3  V

where Vn = the neck volume and in this case is equal to VL for a transient liquid.

During stage two, a liquid emerges due to the preferential coupling of the
electromagnetic field to the particle surface. Once the liquid forms, the capillary
pressure is enhanced in the electramagnetic field by APE and the capillary vapor
pressure is also enhanced further driving down the melting temperature of the
material between the particles. This also increases the temperature gradients
present in the powder compact.

The last stage then will be a combination of solid state sintering and liquid phase
sintering. During this stage the heat input may be described in a similar manner as
above.

Starting again with the heat input expression we have

Q = (Ms - ML) CsATs + MLCLATL + MACAATA + MLAHf (18)

where ATL = the liquid temperature minus the melting temperature
CL = heat capacity of the liquid

Again considering heat per unit volume we have
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(V PL ATSCS + P&L-V-L ATLVB vBI VB

+ PACA ATA + PL LHf (19)

YB Y3

and introducing 11 the total porosity yields.

Q -pCs (I-TI) ATs - pLCS YATs + PLCLATL
V - sVB

+ PACAN.ATA + PL -V AHf (20)

VB

Equation (20) relates the partitioning of the available energy in the electromagnetic
field between the various phases (or regions) present in the dielectric media. Very

likely large temperature gradients exist on a microscale within this dielectric
media. These temperature gradients may act as a driving force for sintering
according to Searcy [9]. 'le reported that relatively small temperature gradients
influenced sintering of various ceramic materials. Braudeau, Morell and Monty
[10] reported that a 6°C/mm temperature gradient near 1600*C measurably
increased the rate at which 10 ým grooves in alumina surfaces decayed. Very
likely the local temperature gradients present in dielectric materials heated using
microwave radiation far exceed 6*C/mm.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the experimental results of TEM analysis of microwave sintered and
conventionally sintered oxide material, there exists a difference in grain structure
between these two methods of heat treatment. The microwave heated grains have
an amorphous surface layer that is approximately 10% of their diameter while the
conventionally heated grains appear to be all crystalline. The presence of a
amorphous surface layer on the surface of the microwave sintered grains suggests
the presence during sintering of either a transient liquid or a permanent liquid
phase. If one assumes the presence of a transient liquid phase during sintering,
then the preliminary model developed here offers an initial description of the heat
distribution during the sintering process in a microwave environment.
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MICROWAVE ENHANCED DIFFUSION?

J. D. Katz and R. D. Blake
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87544

V. M. Kenkre
Department of Physics
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87544

The observation of more rapid reaction and/or sintering during microwave processing of
ceramics has lead to speculation that microwave processing results in *enhanced diffusion".

The loss mechanisms by which microwaves interact with a crystal lattice have been reviewed.
These mechanisms were evaluated with regard to the atomic theory of diffusion. The potential
for these loss mechanisms to influence atomic diffusion, and thus produce enhancement will
be discussed.

Existing evidence, both direct and indirect, regarding microwave enhanced diffusion has been
reviewed and will be discussed along with recent experimental data.

INTRODUCTION

The use of microwave radiation for materials synthesis and processing is a rapidly expanding
field. There have been numerous reports of enhanced diffusion during microwave processing.
These reports fall into two categories. The first consists of indirect evidence of diffusion such
as observations of enhanced sintering, grin growth or reaction zonesl'-3]. These types of
observations do not provide clear evidence of enhanced diffusion since interpretation is
difficult for complex processes such as sintcring, grain growth and chemical reaction.

The second body of evidence is much smaller and comprises direct measurements of
diffusivities and activation energies for diffusion during microwave heatingl[61. Fathi and
Clarkl4l report an increase in width of the reaction zone of approximately 3 times for the ion
exchange of potassium into a sodium-aluminum-silicate glass. This data indicates an increase
in the diffusivity of approximately one order of magnitude. Patterson and McCallunlS1 have
implanted titanium in sapphire and studied the diffusion after conventional and 2.45 GHz
microwave annealing at 1000'C. Preliminary results from this study indicate that there is no
difference in the concentration profiles between the conventionally and microwave annealed
samples Janney and Kimreyl61 report activation energies 40% lower for the tracer diffusion of
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oxygen in alumina annealed using 28 GHz microwaves. They obtained activation energies of
710 and 410 kJ/mol for the conventional and microwave samples respectively which is
equivalent to an increase of approximately two orders of magnitude in the diffusivity for the
temperatures studied.

To understand how a microwave field might influence diffusion it is helpful to look at the
factors which control diffusion. Substitutional diffusion can be represented by the following
atomistic formula:

D = fAo2 Nw (1)

where D is the diffusivity, f is the correlation factor, Ao is i geometric constant, N is the
conzentration of vacancies (i.e., the probability that an ion has a vacant next nearest neighbor,)
and to is the jump frequency. The correlation factor corrects for the fact that only vacancy
diffusion is purely random. The jumps of a diffusing ion are dependent on its previous jumps,
and hence, "correlated". It follows from the above formula that a microwave field can only
influence the rate of diffusion in two ways. The first and most obvious is by altering the jump
frequency, w, and the second is by changing the correlation factor, f.

Electromagnetic energy can be dissipated in a crystalline dielectric through several loss
mechanisms. These mechanisms include electronic polarization, ionic vibration, ion jump
relaxation, conduction and interfacial polarization.

Electronic polarization and ionic vibration are resonance phenomenon and if operable during
microwave heating have the potential to directly change the ion jump frequency. Electronic
polarization would alter the energy barrier to be overcome by the jumping ion and ionic
vibration would alter the frequency of attempted jumps. Microwave frequencies are in the
range of 109 to 1010 Hz and the ion jump frequency is of the order of the Debye frequency
which is about 1013 Hz. Application of resonance theory shows that resonance, and hence, an
ionic vibration loss mechanism, is not possible for any reasonable damping force sinco these
two frequencies differ by three to four orders of magnitude. This has been explained in detail
by Kenkre(7]. (It will be shown later that in the unlikely event that ionic resonance did occur it
would actually result in a lower diffusivity.) Since electronic polarization occurs at even higher
frequencies than ionic vibration, this loss mechanism is not thought to be operable at
microwave frequ'2cies either. It can thus be concluded that electronic polarization and ionic
vibration are not important loss mechanisms for microwave heating, and therefore, microwave
heating does not influence diffusion by altering the jump frequency.

The second way by which the diffusivity might be altered is by changing the correlation factor.
This is a much more plausible way of causing an alteration in the diffusivity when considering
the remaining loss mechanisms. Ion jump relaxation in a crystalline ceramic occurs when an
aliovalent ion and vacancy form an associated pair. (An aliovalent ion is an impurity cation or
anion with a valence different from that of its host sublattice.) An aliovalent ion-vacancy pair
has a dipole moment associated with it which responds to the applied electric field. The
vacancy is thought to jump around the aliovalent ion to align its dipole moment with the
electric field 81. Interfacial polarization occurs at a structural inhomogeneity such as a grain
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boundary, dislocation, or vacancy cluster. In an ionic lattice there will be a localized disruption
in electroneutrality at such a structural inhomogeneity with a net dipole moment which will
align itself with the applied field.

An example of ion jump relaxation might occur due to the solution of impurity CaC12 in a KCI
lattice as follows:

Ka
CaC--> Ca' + VK + 2Cla (2)

Where CaK is a calcium ion on a potassium ion site with a + 1 net charge and VK is a
vacancy on a potassium ion site with a -1 net charge. For reasons of electroneutrality the
calcium ions and the vacancies form pairs which have a net dipole moment. This situation is
illustrated in Fig. 1. For the case of no applied electric field the dipoles are randomly oriented.
Figure 2 illustrates the situation after the electric field has been applied. The dipole pairs are
aligned in the direction of the electric field.

0000000
00000000
Q@QQQQ00

No Electric Field

Figure 1. Schematic representation of vacancy-impurity pairs with random orientations.

Ion jump relaxation can also result from the formation of intrinsic Schottky or Frenkel pairs.
An example for the rase of Schottky pairs in alumina is as follows:

null VAI + 1.Vo (3)
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Where VAI is an aluminum ion vacancy with -3 net charge and Vo is an oxygen ion
vacancy with a + 2 net charge. Each aluminum ion would associate with an average one and a
half oxygen ion vacancies to form a dipole. The loss tangent of Coors AD-995 aluminalt l is
reproduced in Fig. 3. The loss is seen to increase exponentially with temperature. This
behavior can be explained by extrinsic defects in the linear region of the curve and the
formation of intrinsic Schottky type defects in the exponential regionl'l].

00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
000000000@000000

o- Electric Field

Figure 2. Schematic representation of vacancy-impurity pairs aligned with the applied
electric field.

Conduction is mostly of interest at low frequencies. This type of loss mechanism occurs when
vacancies are not associated with other defects, and hence are not localized. Unassociated
vacancies are much more mobile than associated pairs and migrate to align themselves with
the electric field.

Since both intrinsic vacancy formation and lattice jumps are thermally activated we may
express them by Arrhenius type equations as follows:

N = exp(-Gf/kT) (4)

w exp(-G m/kT) (5)

Where G1 and Gm are the Gibbs Free Energies for vacancy formation and motion
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respectively and Y is the Debye frequency*. Equations 1, 4 and 5 may be combined to

produce the following equation:

D - fAo2lexp1 [(Gf+Gm)/kT] (6)
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Figure 3. Loss tangent of Coors AD-995 alumina as a function of temperature at 35 and
3.5 GHz. From reference 6.

*The effect of an ion reso'aanc. Ios mechanism would be to replace the Debye frequency with a lower primary
lattice vibration frequency. The lower frequency would result in a decrease in the jump frequency (as calculated
from equation 5) and a commensurate decrease in the diffusivity. Any forced oscillations induced by a microw•-ve
field can be described by an equation of the type used for a damped harmonic oscillator which is as follows:

dr 2
/•, 2 

+ 2#dx•dt + xz - 0

where 2B is the damping factor and Y is the Debye frequency. The solution to this equation is:

x - xOeX'p(-)cosV I

where the new primary vibration frequency, Y'' -- (V 2 L, o 2)1/2 and Y,' is the frequency of the
forced oscillation. If L,'< Y, then P > va'.
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The Gibbs Free Energies may be expressed in terms of the enthalpies (H', Hm) and the
entropies (SfSm) for formation and motion as follows:

Gf- H- TSf (7)

Gm Hm - TSm "(8)

Substituting equations 7 and 8 into equation 6, we obtain the following equation for the case of
intrinsic vacancy concentration controlling:

D _sfA02&exp(Sf/k+Sm/k)exp-[(Hf+H')/kT] (9)

For the case where extrinsic vacancy concentration controls, the concentration of vacancies, N,
is as follows:

N , [G] (10)

Where [Cij is the concentration of impurity ions. Equations 1, 5 and 10 may be combined to
produce the following equation:

D _ fAo2[Ci]-exp(Sm/k)exp-(Hm/kT) (11,

Since the diffusivity has been shown on numerous occasions to be thermally activated we may
express the diffusivity by an Arrhenius type equations as follows:

D - Doexp(-Q/kT) (12)

Where Do is the pre-exponential factor and 0 is the activation energy for diffusion. By
comparing equations 9 and 12, we see that the pre-exponential factor can be expressed as
follows for the intrinsic case:

Do -fAo 20'exp(Sf/k+Sin/k) (13)

and for the extrinsic case comparing equations 11 and 12,
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Do -fAo 2 [Q-i-exp(S'/k.) (14)

Similarly the activation energy for diffusion is the sum of the enthalpies for vacancy formation
and motion.

0 - H+Hm (15)

The model of the ion jump relaxation loss mechanism involves a vacancy jumping around the
aliovalent ion to align its dipole moment with the electric field. Clearly such a loss mechanism
would involve a change in the correlation factor. Similarly, the interfacial polarization loss
mechanism would alter the correlation factor. Conversely, these two loss mechanisms do not
involve any enthalpy changes, therefore, any alteration to the diffusivity wo- !. result from
changes in "Do* the pre-exponential factor, rather than to the activation energy for diffusion.

EXPERIMENTAL

Some preliminary experiments have been performed using the alumina(Al203)-
chromia(Cr203) system. This system was chosen for two reasons. First, the alumina-chromia
system is ideal, and therefore, as will be shown later, the comparison of chemical and tracer
diffusivities is much easier. Second, this system is something of a model system in the field of
ceramics and much information is available on it including diffusion data from studies by Oishi
and Kingery,[11l and by Stubican and Osenbachlt 21 among others.

In the alumina (or Corundum) crystal structure, the oxygen ions reside in a close packed
hexagonal lattice and the smaller aluminum ions occupy 2/3 of the octahedral interstices.
Since the alumina-chromia system is "ideal", it exhibits complete solid-state solubility with
chromium ions substituting for aluminum ions on octahedral interstitial sites.

0

The alumina used in this work was Sumitomo grade AKP-50 . The diffusion couples were
prepared by conventionally sintering green alumina pellets in air to full density to produce 1
cm X 1 cm right circular cylinders. Chromia was then plasma sprayed onto the top surface of
the cylinders. The as-sprayed layer was about 30 microns in thickness and relatively uniform.

The microwave annealing was performed under flowing argon in a facility consisting of a 2.45
GHz, 6 kilowatt microwave power supply and a cubic, 2 ft on side resonant cavity.
Temperature was measured with an Accufiber Model 100 Multi-Channel Optical Fiber
Thermometer§. The diffusion couples were enclosed in a low density insulation casket made
from yttria stabilized zirconia board supplied by ZicarW. The insulation casket comprises a
black body so temperature measurements could be made using an uncoated optical fiber.

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Ltd., O:aka, Japan.
§Accufiber, Inc., Beverton, OR.
/Zircar Products, Inc., Florida, NY.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The concentration versus distance profile for an alun ;-chromia diffusion couple, which has
been microwave annealed at 1750"C for twenty mini - was obtained by microprobe analysis
and is presented in Fig. 4.

II
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Figure 4. Cation concentration profile for a chromia-alumina diffusion couple
microwave heated to 1750"C and held for twenty minutes.

Boundary conditions were satisfied for a Boltzmann-Matano1 3,14] diffusion analysis. This type
of analysis yields the interdiffusivity which was defined by Darkenl15l as follows:

D - DONAi + DANcO (16)

where DAI and Do. are the chemical diffusivities and NA! and Ncr are the mole fractions of
aluminum and chromium respectively. The interdiffusivities for NA, =NO ,0.50 obtained in
this study are presented in Figure 5.

The data available in the literature for aluminum and chromium ion diffusion in alumina are
for tracer diffusivities. The interdiffusivity is related to the more familiar tracer diffusivity as
follows. First we defme the relationship between the chemical and tracer diffusivity after
Darken[151:
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Dc sD o(I + dn 7 o/dlnN) (17)

*

where D c, is the tracer diffusivity and 7c, is the activity coefficient of chromium in the
alumina-chromia system. Since the alumina-chromia system is ideal, 7 Ai = 7Cr = 1, and
therefore, In AI = In 7a - 0, and equation 16 simplifies to:

D= D oNAi + D AINa (18)

Temperature °C
1750 1700 1600

-24 I I
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C -26-
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-28 • .
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Figure 5. Calculated and measured interdiffusivities for the alumina-chromia system.

We may now calculate the interdiffusivity for the alumina-chromia system at NAI - No = 0.50
using data from Qishi and Kingery, and from Stubican and Osenbach. This data is indicated by
the dashed line in Fig. 5. Two interdiffusivities obtained to date in this study, appear to lie on a
line parallel to the interdiffusivity calculated from the literature. The interdiffusivities
measured in this study are approximately three times that of the literature values. Since the
two fines are parallel the activation energy for diffusion is the same, the pre-exponential is
greater for the microwave case by a factor of !ni-ee.
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In the unlikely event that vacancy defects are intrinsically controlled (i.e, Schottky defects
dominate) the observed enhancement is due to a correlation effect. For extrinsic defects
dominating, the observed enhancement simply means the concentration of extrinsic defects is
three times higher.

While this preliminary data seems to indicate that a microwave field does not lead to an
enhancement in diffusion it is by no means conclusive. One major criticism involves the u.e of
a susceptor to heat the high purity alumina, which has a very low dielectric loss at room
temperature, to a temperature where it will couple to the microwave field. Because of the use
of a susceptor it is not certain how much of the heating was due to the microwave field. For
future experiments a hybrid microwave-electric resistance furnace will be constructed. Using
this furnace a diffusion couple could be heated conventionally by electric resistance elements
to a temperature at which it couples to microwaves and then the resistance elements would be
turned off.

CONCLUSIONS

Relaxation type loss mechanisms are thought to be operable during microwave heating of
crystalline ceramics. These loss mechanisms will influence the correlation factor for diffusion.
To estimate the magnitude of the change to the diffusivity, the correlation factor must be
recalculated. it should be noted, however, that the correlation factor usually has a small effect
on the diffusivity, less than an order of magnitude. Any alteration to the correlation factor
would show up as a change in the pre-exponential factor of the diffusivity.

In order for resonance type loss mechanisms to occur, unrealistically high damping forces
would have to be present because of the large difference between the natural lattice vibration
frequency and the microwave heating frequencies. For this reason resonance type loss
mechanisms are not thought to occur during microwave heating.

The experimental results reported herein show a small, factor of 3 increase in the
interdiffusivity of microwave annealed samples. The observed enhancement was minimal and
may have been caused by an increase in the correlation factor as a result of a relaxation type
loss mechanism. A more plausible explanation for the observed increase in interdiffusivity,
however, is a higher concentration of extrinsic defects in the diffusion couples used in this
study then in those used by Oishi and Kingery and by Stubican and Osenbach.
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ACTIVATION ENERGIES FOR THE DIELECTRIC LOSS FACTOR/
AC CONDUCTIVITY OF SOME POLYCRYSTALIWNE CERAMICS

Ralph W. Bruce, Electrical Engineering Department, MS 14B, United States
Naval Academy, Annzpolis, MD 21402-5000

ABSTRACT

By analyzing the temperature dependence of the dielectric lor3 factor/AC
conductivity, the activation energy can be determined. Analyses will be
presented based upon material type, % of the major phase, density and
frequency. Trends in the material's behavior, when placed in a microwave
field, can be determined from these analyses. Additionally, from the
determination of the temperature at which a material's AC conductivity begins
to change rapidly, the onset of a material's change in phase may be indicated,
e.g., the onset of sintering. In particular, it has been determined that the
dielectric loss constant of A12 0 3 has two activation energies, one in the range
of .16 to 1.15 Kcal/mole for low temperatures (< 700YC) and one in the range
of 9.22 to 692 Kcal/mole for high temperatures (> 7000C) at a frequency of
3.5 Gl-Iz and samples from 85% to 100% A120 3.

INTRODUCTION

Various authors have referred to the activation energies of the electrical
conductivity of ceramic systems that can be sintered in a microwave furnace
[1-3]. In reviewing these comments, the question arises whether or not the
use of an activation energy (EA) model could adequately represent the
electrical dynamics of a ceramic during sintering. In knowing something about
the E^s of a material, some relation could be developed that would predict
how the material would behave in the presence of a strong microwave field.
The purpose of this paper is to therefore look at the activation energies of
some polycrystalline alumina and describe the resulting trends. In this way,
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it is hoped that a better theoretical understanding could be achieved about
the interaction of ceramics with strong microwave fields while at highi
temperatures.

To accomplish this objective, the equation relating the interaction of
microwaves with materials is stated and secondly, data from known sources
on the dielectric behavior of ceramics as a function of temperature are
presented. From these data are derived the activation energies of the
materials which are then interpreted.

MICROWAVE-MATERIAL INTERACTIONS

The basic reason for the current interest in microwave-material interactions
is the energy absorption that occurs when a material is placed into a strong
electromagnetic field at microwave frequencies (300 Mhz to 30 Ghz). It is the
resulting temperature rise that is being exploited to bring the ceramic material
to the temperature at which it will sinter. This temperature rise (AT) can be
expressed as a function of the power absorbed (P.W), the time of exposure to
the microwave energy (At), the density of material (p) and the specific heat
(Cp) by the following equation [4]:

AT kA
PC,

The power absorbed, Pa.. is related to the dielectric properties of the
material (the relative dielectric constant, c,, and the effective dielectric loss
factor , i%;"), the frequency of the incident microwave energy (f in Hz), the
permittivity of free space (co = 8.854 x 10-1 F/in), the internal electric field
strength (E in Volts/in), and the volume of the material (V in mn) by [5]:

P.., = 2n %4E12V (2)

This relationship holds under the assumptions of an incident uniform plane
wave and for a constant E field within the volume of the material. It is the
effective dielectric loss factor (f") that is of most interest in the present
discussion. T'his parameter is comprised of several factors having to do with
various electrical relaxation mechanisms in solids. It is expressed as [5]:

e- emw +ed + e+ + 21rfeo 3
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Where: Euw": Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarization loss
This phenomena is normally noted in heterogen-
eous materials

Ed. Dipolar losses which are usually encountered
in the microwave region of the frequency band

Ei": Ionic losses which are usually encountered in
InfraRed portion of the frequency band

Ee": Electronic polarization losses which are
encountered in the optical region of the
frequency band

or The DC electrical conductivity of the material
which is temperature and material dependent.

Finally, the AC (alternating current as compared to the DC-direct current)

conductivity is that portion of Equation 2 given as:
0Ac = 2(4)

It is this conductivity, comprised of several factors, that is the focus of the
present study.

ACTIVATION ENERGY
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Figure 1. Plot of Eef" versus Temperature at 3.55 GHz [7]
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Table 1. Values for cr, i", aA, ln(a~c), and I/T versus Temperature (T) for
General Electric Alumina A-923 (97%) at 3.55 GHz [7]

Temp. E f ,AC ln(aAC) 1/T

(CK) (xX03) (mS/m) (lffK xl03)

298 9.31 3.63 .717 -7240 3.355

372 9.41 3.95 .781 -7.156 2.688

457 9.58 5.08 1.003 -6.905 2.188

554 9.72 6.80 1.344 -6.612 1.805

629 9.84 8.86 1.749 -6.349 1.590

703 9.96 11.16 2.203 -6.118 1.422

835 10.17 16.27 3.214 -5.740 1.198

978 10.42 22.40 4.424 -5.421 1.022

1073 10.63 28.17 5.563 -5.192 .932

1176 10.86 35.84 7.078 -4.951 .850

1246 10.98 43.92 8.674 -4.747 .803

1298 11.17 50.27 9.927 -4.612 .770

1323 11.22 56.10 11.079 -4.503 .756

1382 11.38 68.28 13.485 -4.306 .724

1405 11.41 114.10 22.534 -3.793 .712

By plotting the natural logarithm of aYc versus the inverse temperature (IT),
the activation energies of the materials can be derived and compared as a
function of % of the major phase. The AC conductivity is derived from the
data for the dielectric loss factor (c. ") using Equation 4. Data for dielectric
loss factor, the AC conductivity, its' natural logarithm, the temperature (T)
and the inverse temperature (lT) for Alumina' is given in Table 1. The

General Electric A-923 (97%) [7]
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Figure 2: Plot of ln(UAc) versus 103/T

for General Electric Alumina A-923 (97%)

plot of e;" versus temperature is given in Figure 1. This graph sho',. the
typical exponential increase that is common to oxide ceramics. Above 973 K,
the very sharp increase in c"a depicts what has been termed "thermal
runaway". The plot of ln(a~c) vs I/T is given in Figure 2. From this graph,
it can be seen that there are two linear segments, designated the High-
Temperature Region (HTR) and the Low-Temperature Region (LT..,
indicating two activation processes. Using the following equation an
standard techniques for determining activation energies, th-! EA for the LTR
is .57 Kcal/mole and 31.99 Kcal/mole for the HTR [6].

EA - -k(SLOPE) (S)

k is Boltzman's constant and SLOPE is the slope of the line. The lowest
three temperature values were used to calculate EA for the LTR and the three
highest values for the HTR. This analysis was extended to look at the EA's
of a number of other aluminas from a number of manufacturers. These data
are given in Table 2.

DISCUSSION

In reviewing the data form Table Z it quite obvious that the EA^s do not
follow a set pattern though some general comments can be made. As all these
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data are in the 3.0 to 4.0 G11, frequency effects are not demonstrated. Since
density and %A1203 are generally related, the discussion will be limited to the
%A1203. This %A120 3 shows a trend of increasing EA with increasing purity
for both temperature regions. What can not be said, specifically, is why there
is such variation between samples of the same purity but from different
sources. In general, each manufacturer adds different materials to affect the
sintering rate. As these specific compositions are generally proprietary,
correlating these data with specific sintering aides can not be done at this
time, though that is one specific goal for subsequent study. Additionally,
microstructural effects such as grain size, porosity, etc., may also play a role.
These last parameters are not determinable from the electrical data
published.

One limitation of this data is that the tan 65 is limited to a practical upper
value of .01 due to the accuracy of the measuring equipment [8]. This
restricts the upper limit of temperatures for which data could be obtained
especially for the low EA materials. This results in limiting the accuracy of
the determination of the activation energy for these materials. Included in the
data in Table 2 is the temperature at which tan 6 equaled .01 (in most cases).
Like the EA's, there is little correlation between this temperature and the %
purity.) The final topic for discussion is the meaning of the existence of EA's for the
two temperature regions. According to most discussions in this area, the EA
for the LTR is due to dipolar losses [9]. But as the temperature rises, the
conductivity of the material increases significantly due to dipolar relaxation
losses, charge transfer and a broadening of the infrared absorption spectra [9].
These would account for this very large increase in the conductivity though
the extent of each contribution is not easily determined. The effects of charge
transfer can be differentiated to some degree by looking at the effects of
purity for a given manufacturer upon EA. From this it can be deduced that

* this large increase in conductivity is directly related to charge transfers which
are more pronounced in materials of lesser purity. Additionally, as the purity
is changed by adding conductivity modifiers (i.e., sintering aids), so is the
temperature at which sintering begins to occur. It could therefore be said that
by modifying the conductivity in known ways, a convenient sintering
temperature can be chosen.

As a final note, the modeling of the AC conductivity would be based upon
two separate thermal rate equations for each of the temperature regions
rather than just one as has been indicated in previous work [1-3]. The above
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analysis assumes that the rate equations are driven by Boltzman's statistics
which give rise to the two activation energies. More recent work suggests that
traditional Boltzman's statistics do not completely hold for ceramic materials
at high temperatures in high strength microwave fields [10]. In this recent
analysis, nonlinear effects of the interaction of microwave energy with lattice
phonons could explain, in part, the very rapid increase in temperature seen
during microwave sintering. Whether or not this new view or a more
traditional approach is the most appropriate, the modeling of this sintering
process is not easily accomplished.

CONCLUSION

By looking at the EA's of polycrystalline cerarmics, two temperature regions
directly related to dipolar relaxation in the lower region and dipolar
relaxation, charge transfer and infrared spectra broadening in the upper
region are evident. A further study relating specific sintering aides to each of
"the activation energies would be needed to pin down the direct contribution
of each conductivity mechanism to the EA.
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MICROWAVE ENHANCED PYROCHEI CAL REACTIONS OF PuO 2,
U02, AND U308

E. F. Sturcken, L. E. McCurry
Building 773-A, Rm C-160
Westinghouse Savannah River Company

" "Aiken, South Carolina 29808-0001

ABSTRACT

Experiments in the high level cells at WSRC have established that PuO2
has an extremely high absorption factor for microwaves: temperatures in
excess of 1000OC were reached in less than 5 minutes with a multi mode,
2450 MHz, 600 watt, microwave oven. In other microwave heating
experiments, stoichiometric compositions of PuO2-UO2 were prepared
and U30 8 was reduced to U40 9.

BACKGROUND

A strong coupling of microwave energy with uranium oxide was reported
by Paul A. Haas(')• Haas observed a 'glowing" area in a sample of U0 3

gel spheres being microwave dried as part of a nuclear fuel preparation
process. Dry U03 did not heat, but U30 8 and U0 2 heated strongly so
Haas deduced that the U0 3 was reduced by traces of NH3 and organic
"materials remaining in the gel after washing..

COUPLING MICROWAVE ENERGY WITH PuO2

Experiments in the high level cells (HLC) of the Savannah River
Laboratory (SRL) demonstrated that PuO 2 had an extremely high
absorption factor for microwaves.

Note: This paper also appears in Ceramic Transactions Vol. 23: Nuclear Waste Management IV.

M/av
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The experiments were performed in a microwave oven* that was
remoted, [2], for use in high radiation fields. The oven had a nominal
power rating of 600 watts. A 17.6 gram sample of PuO2 was inserted into
a cylindrical MgO crucible, .032 m (1.25 in.) OD X .025 m (1.00 in.) ID X
.064 m (2.5 in.) length, and the crucible was mounted in a block of fused
quartz foam insulation. The sample was run at a microwave power
setting of 100 percent. The sample heated rapidly and glowed with a
cherry red color in less than 3 minutes,Figure 1. The photograph is of
poor quality due to its being taken behind 4 ft of lead glass shielding in
the SRL high level cells.

Fig. 1 Plutonium dioxide heating in a microwave oven.

The power was turned off to prevent damage to the microwave oven,
since for this first experiment, a cover of insulation had not been placed
over the MgO crucible. The experiment was repeated two more times and
gave the same result. The sample was located near the center of the
microwave cavity but was insensitive to position because of the small
amount of power absorbed.

Model MDS-81, CEM Corp., Matthews, N.C. 281205
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One can calculate the microwave power absorbed, Pab ,by the PUO 2

using the expression:

Pab =Cp K m (Tf-T 1 )m/t (1)

where Cp is the specific heat, K is the conversion factor from calories to

watts, so K = 4.184 joules/cal, T, and Tf are the initial an final

temperatures in degrees centigrade, m, is the sample mass in grams
and, t, the time in seconds required to heat the sample from T1 to Tf.

Using equation (1), the power a-..orbed by the 17.6 grams of PuO2 in

going from room temperature to 1000 0 C, in 200 seconds, is about 25
watts, whereCpfor PuO, [3], is 0.C'^11 at230 C and 0.0810 at 10000C.

Hence, assuming the majority of 'o'%ve- delivered to the microwave
cavity is absorbed by the sample and the heat transfer within the sample
is good, one should be able to rapidly heat kilogram quantities of
plutonium oxide to 1000 0 C with a 2 kilowatt microwave power source.

FORMING PuO2-U0 2 SOLID SOLUTION

In a second HLC experiment, 17.6 grams of U02 was added to the 17.6
grams of PuO 2 in the MgO crucible and the mixture stirred thoroughly.
The MgO crucible was fit snugly into a cylindrical hole in a fused quartz
foam insulation block and a second fused quartz foam insulation block,
with a cylindrical hole, was fit snugly over the top of the crucible.

The assembly was inserted in the microwave oven and heated at a
power setting of 100 percent for 30 minutes. At the completion of the
experiment, it was discovered that the top and bottom insulation blocks
had melted next to the MgO crucible and fused to it; indicating that the
crucible temperature had reached a minimum of 1600 oC and probably
much higher. The PuO 2-UO2 mixture appeared to be a sintered mass in

the bottom of the crucible, Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope
(SEM) analysis in the SRL "Contained' SEM and x-ray diffraction
confirmed the formation of a one to one solid solution between
PuO 2 and U0 2 .
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Chikalla's phase diagram, [41, of the system PuO2-U0 2 indicates that the
solid to liquid transition temperature for a one to one solid solution is
2600 0 C. The melting point of PuO2 is near 2300 0 C and the melting
point of U0 2 near 2700 o C.

~ 4~l4

Fig. 2 Microwave sintered PuO 2- U02 in MgO crucible. Note the space
adjacent to the crucible where the insulation melted away.

MICROWAVE REDUCTION OF U308 TO U40 9

A 3.36 gram sample of *depleted' U30 8 powder was heated in a 600
watt, microwave oven' for 30 minutes at 100% power. The sample was
contained in a 0.016 m (0.625 in.) OD X 0.010 m (0.375 in.) ID X 0.051 m
(2.00 in.) length boron nitride, BN, crucible.

The BN crucible and cover was contained in a 0.032 m (1.25 in.) OD X
0.025 m (1.00 in.) ID X 0.064 m (2.5 in.) length MgO cylindrical crucible.
The MgO crucible was fit snugly into a cylindrical hole in a block of fused
quartz foam insulation. A fused quartz foam cover was also fit snugly on
top of the MgO crucible.

"Model RMS-150, Floyd Inc., Lake Wylie, S. C., 29710
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The three walled containment was designed to keep the fused quartz
foam insulation from melting.

Boron nitride was selected because it is transparent to microwaves and
sublimes at 3000 oC. The sample was small because only a .016 m
diameter rod of BN was available to fabricate the BN crucible.

Scanning electron micrographs were taken of the sample after
microwave heating. The grain boundary structure, Figure 3, showed that
the U30 8 powder had sintered.

Fig. 3. SEM back scattered electron image of, U40 9

microwave sintered from U30 8 powder.

X-ray diffraction patterns of the sintered material showed that the
structure was U4O9 . According to the literature, U308 begins to

decompose at 13000 C and continues to decompose with irncreasing
temperature until it becomes U0 2 which then melts at 2700 0 C. Some
melting of the fused quartz foam insulation occurred adjacent to the
MgO crucible so the sample reached a minimum of 1600 0C.

It was also noteworthy that such a small quantity of material, 3.36 grams,
was adequate to develop temperatures in the neighborhood of 1600 oC
and higher in the crucibles and insulation.
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UNUSUAL OBSERVATIONS

Even though the U308 powder was dry in the experiment described
above, the lid was pushed off of the BN crucible and a small amount of
oxide escaped when the microwave power was first turned on. The
power was turned off, the lid placed back on and the experiment
continued with no further problems.

To investigate the cause of this behavior, thirty grams of the U308 stock
powder, from which the above sample was taken, was microwave
heated in an alumina crucible for one minute and the sample observed
through the microwave oven window.

As soon as the microwave power was turned on, particles throughout the
powder began to spark and occasionally light up like tiny arcs or flames
and some fine particles on the sample surface became airborne. The
"Ostart up' behavior of the U308 powder was reproducible, even after it
was heated to cherry red, in less than 3 minutes, and cooled down.
The rapid heating may be a kind of plasma heating, in which the U308
particles, interacting with the microwaves, discharge small "lightening
bolts'.

CONCLUSIONS

The strong coupling of PuO 2, U0 2, and U308 with microwave energy
has many practical applications in the nuclear industry. Some of these
applications are discujssed in the following paragraphs.

Remote Operation in Nuclear Pyrochemical Facilities-Microwave
technology offers the potential to considerably reduce furnace heating
times; to *pipe' microwaves into high radiation cells and glove boxes and
thereby greatly simplify equipment maintenance; to reduce facility size
and nuclear wastes and to develop new and more efficient chemical
technology, e.g., in the area of recovery and purification of plutonium.

Microwave Sintering Of Pu0 2 for Space Applications- PU0 2 pellets,clad
in iridium, are the heat source for a number of thermoelectric generators
in spacecraft.
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PuO 2 is produced by plutonium oxalate precir'.tation and calcination.
PuO2 ,with a larger particle size, is needed to ..implify pellet fabrication,
improve safety and increase the power density of the pellets.

Microwave Heating to Produce Nuclear Fuels and Other Nuclear Alloys-
Nuclear fuels are prepared by alloying PUO 2, UO2 , or U 30 8 with the
desired material, e.g., aluminum, in conventional furnaces. The heat
treatments are lengthy and require remote operation of electrical and
mechanical equipment that is large ard maintenance-intensive.

The solution chemistry of PuO2 , produced by 'firing' at high temperature,
may be improved by alloying it with U02 as shown above.

It may be possible to heat lossy ceramics located in outer space with
microwaves transmitted from the earth and use them as heat sources for
thermolectric devices in space vehicles.
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RADIOFREQUENCY SAFETY ISSUES IN INDUSTRIAL
HEATING SYSTEMS

John M. Osepchuk, Raytheon Research Division,
131 Spring Street, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

ABSTRACT

Potential RF hazards for industrial heating
systems become especially noteworthy as microwave/RF
power in the realm of 10's of kilowatts are employed.
A review of the RF bioeffects literature and safe
exposure and emission standards is presented.
Techniques for suppression of RF leakage are discussed.
Thresholds for sensation, pain and RF burns,
particularly under conditions of field concentration,
are reviewed.

INTPODUCTION

The use of electromagnetic energy in the
radiofrequency range of the spectrum (0-3000 GHz) for
purposes other than information handling has spread
slowly from power frequencies (25-400 Hz) upward. The
startling success 1 of the microwave oven at 2.45 GHz
has led to an explosion of activity, ranging from food
processing and medical applications to diamond growing
and a variety of ceramics applications . Although
ISM (Industrial, Scientific, and Medical) applications
exist 3 at a broader range of assigned ISM frequencies
(see Table 1), most activity exists at 2.45 GHz. The
frequencies, 5.8 GHz and higher, are relatively unused,
but it is important to preserve more optimum
alternative frequencies to 2.45 GHz.
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Although ISM industrial practices are somewhat
4standardized (see reference texts4), power levels up

to now have been "high" (many kilowatts) mostly at
non-microwave frequencies. There are some very high2
power (>100 kW) systems at 0.915 GHz, but at 2.45 GHz
most of the activity is exploratory at levels less
than 5 kW.

In time, many applications will go to high power
(25, 50, 100 kW . . .) for better process efficiency

and economy. In addition, there are some signs 5

(world-wide) of the resurgence of the Solar Satellite
Power System Concept, where gigawatts of microwave
power would be transferred from space systems to earth.

Table 1. Frequency Alocations for ISM Applications PSN-I-1026

Frequency, MHz Region Conditions

6.765--6.795 worldwide special authorization with CCIRb limits;
both in-band and out-of-band

13.553-13.567)
26.957-27.233 worldwide free radiation bands
40.66-40.70

433.05-434.79 selected countaiea in free radiation bands
Region I

433.05-434.79 rest of Region I special authorization with CCIRb limits

902-928 Region 2d free radiation band

2.40-2.50 X 103 worldwide free radiation band

5.725-5.875 worldwide free radiation band

24.0-24.25 worldwide free radiation band

"61.0-61.5 special authorization with CCIRb limits:

122-123 worldwide both in-band and out-of-band

244-246

Ref. 13.
& CCIR - "International Radio Consultative Committee" of the International Telecommunications Union

(rTU).

Region 1 comprises Europe and parts of Asia; the selected countries are the Federal Republic of Germany,

Austria, Liechtenstein, Portugal, Switzerland, and Yugoslavia.
• Region 2 comprises the Western hemisphere.

RF BIOEFFECTS AND HAZARDS

Thousands of papers on RF bioeffects, most in the
"microwave" range, have been published--most of them in

the last twenty years. Surveys and reviews 6 ' 7 of this
literature show that RF bioeffects are thermal in
nature. Even if some of the "non-thermal" effects
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exist, they play a significant role in hazards only in
the presence of heating. Radiofrequency heating
effects, however, may not always be equivalent to that
from other forms of heating because of the greater
penetration of RF heating and heterogeneous heating.

There are subtle aspects of thermal damage 6 ' 7 , but
we will concentrate on classical burn thresholds.

The temperature of biological cell death is where
the rate of protein destruction exceeds the rate of
repair to such a degree that cell metabolism fails.
This threshold temperature is a function of time at
temperature, and is best estimated from the classic

8work of Moritz and Henriques This threshold curve is
shown in Figure 1. Cne can see that a skin temperature
of 65 0 C will produce a burn in one second, but a
temperature of 450C results in a burn only
after 3 hours.

0 -

L -1-fo

Fig. 1: Threshold Temperature vs. Tme at Temperature for

Skin Fums (Moritz and Henriques)

For very short exposure time or for very high
frequencies where penetration is only skin deep, it may
be useful to employ the heating equation for water ,

dT 0.239xlO-3SAR (watt/kg) (OC, sec.) 1)
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Vote that the ANSI C95 parameter of 0.4 W/kg
corresponds to less than 0.00010 C per second rate of
temperature rise. (SAR a specific absorption rate.)

Burns require less power in the case of high
frequency radiation (e.q. >10 GHz) where absorption is
only skin deep and energy focusing to small areas is
possible. Above 300 GHz the safety rules 9 for laser
energy absorption applies, where a few joules or less
can result in burns if the spot is small enough. In
practice RF burns are most likely when contact with a
"hot" conductor or aperture is made by the human body.
Contact or quasi-contact exposures thus present more
potential hazard than "radiant" exposure.

The estimates of contact burn threshold come from
10the work of Rogers0. For body impedance 500 2, the

burn threshold corresponds to 20 watts dissipated in a
few seconds in a volume of 1 cc.

If the energy is concentrated at a point, then
burns can occur with absorbed powers as low as
0.20 watts 1 1 . The threshold measured above 0.25 GHz
should roughly apply at lower frequencies as well.

Rogers10 points out that the threshold sensation
for low frequency currents (<100 kHz) is variously
described as "tingling or pricking" (a shock-like
sensation, Reference 5), but high frequency currents at
>100 kHz produce a threshold sensation of warmth.

Thresholds for sensation, pain, and burns from
contact currents have been detailed in the

10-13literature0 . Thresholds for sensation of
discharges between a conductor and the body are also
discussed

1 1 ' 1 4

Classical studies 1 5 show that at frequencies above
10 GHz, sensations are perceived at a few mW/cm2 in a
few seconds but at 2.45 GHz sensation is perceived at
20-50 mW/cm in a few seconds. Pain is perceived when
the skin temperature exceeds 45°C1 6 . Studies at
2.45 GHz show that tissue exposures at several
hundred mW/cm and minutes of exposure, are required to
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heat the tissue to pain. Above 10 GHZ, because
absorption is superficial, pain will occur in seconds.

In microwave or RF diathermy, it is said 1 7 that
"the pain sensors are a reliable and sensitive means
for alerting the patient to an unsafe temperature."
This applies where heating is normally maximum near the
skin. In the unusual situation of a focused deep
heating spot, this rule would be controverted. This is

ispossible in some cases of animal heating but has not
been reported in the case of diathermy or hyperthermia.
Thus the suggestion19 that it is possible or probable
for a microwave heating injury to occur without pain is
not well founded.

Little data on sensation and pain thresholds
exists below 2.45 GHz. Protection against damage
afforded by sensation and pain may be reduced at lower

, frequencies20.

CAVEATS ON THERMAL BASIS FOR INJURY

- Injury from microwave/RF exposure has a thermal
basis in addition to deleterious effects from
sensations, for example, the "startle" effect. One new
confirmed microwave effect that might be undesirable 1 5

21is the microwave auditory effect2. For short pulses
(<30 psec) of energy at frequencies between 0.3 GHz and
3.0 GHz, one can induce in some animals and man an
auditory sensation if the energy flux density exceeds

20.04 mJ/cm . This is unlikely to happen with ordinary
radar pulses without exceeding average power exposure
limits.

There have been and continue to be reports of
"non-thermal" effects in bioeffect experiments
sterilization21 , and more recently polymer

22processing2. Up to now, such confirmed effects have
eventually been found associated with non-uniform
heating. It remains to be seen if there are effects
associated with "micro-thermal" principles 2 3' 2 4
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SAFETY STANDARDS

Safety of microwave equipment is generally assured
* !by an emission standard such as that imposed on

microwave ovens 2 5 by the FDA-that is, 5 mW/cm 2 at 5 cm
from the surface of the oven. The primary reference
"for safety is the exposure standard. In this country
the generally applicable standard is ANSI C95.1-1982.
In Figure 2 there is presented a capsule guide of the
proposed revision2 6 , depicting maximum exposure levels
(MPE). The reduction of averaging time at frequencies
above 10 GHz is necessary to prevent skin burns.

HAZARDOUS INTERFERENCE

Actual hazardous aspects of ambient microwave/RF
radiation derive more from interference phenomena27 or
the more remote possibility of sparking and ignition
of fires. Sensitive instrumentation, without shielding
"and filtering, can suffer interference at levels as low
as 1 pW/cm2 . In fact, early demand pacemakers were
reported to be inhibited at such low power densities by

29many RF sources. Extensive studies by the Air Force
have shown that modern pacemakers which incorporate
shielding and filtering are unlikely 3 0 to suffer

2interference even at 10 mW/cm
"/• Some new issues relate to pressure for spectrum

sharing with communications systems and the possibility
of new sources of hazardous interference31

HAZARDS PECULIAR TO MICROWAVE HEATING

There are some peculiar hazards related tooverheating (time). One is the possibility off superheatin2 in small objects. As shown in the

literature3, at 2.45 GHz small objects approximating a
* sphere can develop peak heating in the center. This

can lead to superheating (above boiling point) and the

3
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subsequent release of energy in a small explosion1,
This can be demonstrated with a small beaker of water'
-100-200 ml in microwave ovens under the right
conditions 3 3.

This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 3 where
spherical phantoms with a cloud point at 51*C are
heated so as to show internal hot spots.

LEAKAGE SUPPRESSION

In order to minimize personnel exposure and
interference, it is important to achieve good seals2 5

in the microwave power apparatus and appropriately
designed screens for viewing or ventilation. The
proper use of interlock systems on all doors or access
apertures becomes increasingly important as power
levels rise into the tens or hundreds of kilowatts.
Accidental absorption of such power may cause
significant injury in seconds. occasionally,

- introduction of glass or plastic tubing for gas or
liquid flow is done by creating a circular hole in the
oven wall and then attaching a metal tube with

Fig. 3. Samples of Phantom Material Heated in a Microwave Oven
Sekusui Glue R-500 (water and polyvinyl alcohol), cloud temperature of 51 C
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proper gasketing. If the tube inner diameter is well
below the cut-off dimension for the fundamental
waveguide mode (TE 1 1 ), then the leakage is attenuated
roughly by 32 L/d dB at 2.45 GHZ, where L is the length
of the tube and d is the inner diameter of the tube.
If the metal tube contains a plastic tube carrying the
liquid, then one should consult the literature 4 for
more specific design information.

ELECTROPHOBIA

This is a phenomenon in which there is widespread
fear of electromagnetic fields.

Science-based standards for EM fields are based on
presumed thresholds of effects and hazards. Recently,
these standards have been attacked by a provocative
journalist and some unwitting allies from the
engineering community. These attacks center around
uncritical acceptance of recent research suggesting
"weak field effects and a proposed policy of "prudent
avoidance."

The restoration of a rational approach to EM
fields has been a goal of various organizations like
the IEEE Committee on Man and Radiation (COMAR), the
International Microwave Power Institute (IMPI), and the
Electromagnetic Energy Policy Alliance (EEPA).

CONCLUSIONS

Heating of personnel during brief exposure
(seconds) to microwave/RF power can be a serious hazard
as system power levels increase to many 10's of
kilowatts. Protective measures include use of
interlocks, leakage detectors, and personnel training.
Hazards related to explosive or flammable properties of
materials being processed are a possibility but
difficult to generally predict. In contrast to these
real hazards, most of today's public concern about
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exposure to microwave/RF energy is part of an
Electrophobia for which public education is the
ultimate antidote.
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ABSTRACT

Computational techniques and numerical modeling are expected to play a significant role in
developing the area of microwave sintering of ceramics. There is no doubt that before the full
commercial utilization of this technology, detailed understanding of the basic nature of the
microwave interactions with materials as a function of frequency, geometry, and temperature must
be developed. Tradeoffs between the use of single- and multi-mode cavities should be clearly
understood and the shapes and sizes of ceramic. samples suitable for this technology must be
identified. To this end, numerical techniques may help in a wide variety of ways including
moocling realistic sintering experiments, the development of a basic understanding of the physical
and geometrical aspects of microwave interactions with materials, and in the development of an
expert system that integrates simulation and analysis software with the developing human
expertise and material data base. This paper describes roles that may be played by computational
techniques and software tools in the area of sintering of ceramics. In particular, a simulation
software package based on the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method will be discussed.
The CAEME (Computer Applications in Electromagnetics Education) software for EM
education/training will be described a:id the advantages of developing an expert software system
that emulates humans by logically performing tasks, accessing simulation software, and by
interfacing with dielectric and thermal materials data bases will be described. Example results of
simulated sintering experiments in single-mode cavities are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

With the continued interest in the area of microwave sintering of oexamics and the continued
publication of results inferring advantages of microw3ve over conventicnal sintering, there has
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becn a significant need to better model the microwave sintering process and simulate these
interactions in a realistic fashion. Modeling a microwave sintering process in a single- or multi-
mode cavity is not a simple task, particularly for cases where insulation is used to contain the heat
and when complex sintering arrangements such as those that utilize silicon carbide (SiC) rods to
initiate and/or accelerate the heating process. Simple models and one- or two-dimensional
numerical codes are often useful but three-dimensional models and solution procedures are certainly
needed to reasonably and accurately model realistic sintering experiments. There are several
electromagnetics techniques that may be used in 3D modeling of a microwave sintering process.
This includes techniques based on an integral equation formulation, on the direct solution of
Maxwelrs equations in differential form, and on the utilization of vector spherical wave expansions
to describe the fields inside and outside the dielectric object (ceramic sample and surrounding
insulation). Table 1 summarizes the basic features of these solution procedures and outlines
advantages and limitations of each [1, 2].

Based on the comparison described in Table 1, the group at the University of Utah decided to
use the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method to model the microwave sintering process
in a single-mode cavity. The following section describes the solution procedure and presents the
models used and some of the obtained results.

In addition to the use of computational techniques to simulate sintering processes, these
techniques, when used in an education/training mode, can provide significant insight into the
fundamental aspects of microwave interactions with materials. For example, FDTD has been used
to demonstrate wave reflection/transmission at dielectric interfaces and the Finite-Difference method
has been used to calculate electric field distribution in a 2D parallel plate capacitor with a dielectric
object of arbitrary dimensions placed between the plaies [3]. A large collection of software has
been developed by the NSF/IEEE CAEME Center on Computer Applications in EM Education.
The Center's objectives, avenues for participation, and a list of the available software are described
as is a brief proposal for establishing a knowledge-based system [4] for microwave processing of
ceramics. Aspects of a desirable knowledge-based system for microwave sintering are summarized
and an example of a similar system recently developed by the Utah group for electronic packag2
design is described.

FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIME-DOMAIN MODELING OF MICROWAVE SINTERING IN A
SINGLE-MODE CAVITV-

From Table l it may be seen that modeling microwave sintering using FDT V' provides the
following advantages:

a. The technique is particularly adequate for modeling inhomogeneous objects which is
important in simulating real sintering experiments involving ceramic samples
surrounded by insulations of different materials.

b. It is based on the solution of Maxwel's equations in differential form. The numerical
solution is hence localized in nature and the resulting matrix is sparse. Such a matrix
characteristic is attractive from the parallel processing point of view which may turn
out to be essential in modeling of large samples in multi-mode cavities.
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Table I. Comparison between basic formulianon. applicability, and computationalefficiency of numerncal techniques based on integal. differenual. and
spherical wave expansion formulatons.

Integal Opert Differeial Opeator Spherical Expansions

Basic Using Green's functon Directly from Maxwell's Muldplr - pan-
formulation differential euation sions .re used

inside side the

Appucamon Suitaole for interior and Suisaole tor interior proo- Suitaole tor interior ano
exterior boundary value lems and bounded regions exterior boundary value
problets including trhomogeneous problems

Special efforts are needed Special efforts are needed Special effort is needed near
for handling inhomog.neous for handling exterior and convex surfaces
nedia unbounded renons

Comoutanonai The -.-suiting matrix equa- The resuiring mat• x is Lauger Expansion tunctions are
Efficiency ton is smaller but dense but sparse complete and procedure uses

much fewer tkO- 15%) of the
number of terms used in
integal operator techniques

The choice of the appropn. Lends itself directly to Self-validaton is vet anotherate Greens function may efficient iterative solUtion am-active feature of thisresult in sinificant reduction procedures tehnique
it, mamx size

Finite-d~fference time-do-
main and finite element
methods -are attracuve for
parallel ornte

Tune aro Ie- Has been appited tbr ottm. Has been apped7 For ont, Frequency-domain tech-
quencv domain but most commonly used in and its time-do.uain solution nique is suitable for per-
soluuons frequency domain is gaining popularity fecdv conducting and pene-

trable objects
Used for -both perfectiy Used for both dielect-ic andconducting and penetrable coduc'virt objects
obiects

A•aicionaj Hsgnly adaptaoie tor Some etfons neen to be The expansions used near
charactensocs hybridization with ciher focused on its hybndizauon convex boundaries and

techniques to improve its with other modal expansion within an artificial sphericalaccuracy and numerical or boundary value tech- boundary surrounding theefficiency. Examples niquis to help apply it to 3D objects are of question-
include hybridization with exterior problems. able accuracy, although in
physical optics. geomet-rcal many cases provide practical
theorv of diffraction and the Eficient time-domain analv- results
use of a wide variety of sis procedure is needed toapproaches to deal with edge deal with dispersive
singularities and to handle dielecmcs

_ electrically large ob.ects _
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The limitations of the FDTD procedure are often associated with modeling exterior and
open-space type problems, such as those of scattering by perfectly or highly conducting objects.
In microwave sintering in a single-mode cavity, however, the calculation domain is well defined by
the cavity walls and neither the sample nor the surrounding insulation is perfectly conducting [5,
61. In other words, the questionable accuracy of absorbing boundaries and staircase-type modeling
of the FDTD is not expected to play a role in our present application (2].

Mathematical formulation of the FDTD is based on the finite-difference representation of the
time and spatial derivatives in Maxwell's equations [7]. We, like others, used Yee's cell to
systematically relate the various electic and magnetic field components at different time steps. In
modeling microwave sintering experiments in single-mode cavities, we initially used Model 1 of
Figure I and subsequently improved the calculations by utilizing a more accurate feed model as

MODEL 1

II CONDUCTING
BOUNDARIES

INSULATION -AEXCITATION

CERAMIC 
-

SAMPLE

a

Figure 1. A model of microwave sintering experiment in a single-mode cavity. Two
rectangular cavities were used for these calculations. An X-band cavity of
dimensions 2.286 x 1.016 x 1.524 cm3 and TE 10 1-mode resonance at 11.829

GHz, and an S-band cavity of dimensions 9.144 x 4,064 x 8.128 cm 3 and
TE101-mode resonance at 2.45 OHz. Insulated samples of different dimensions
wer modeled.

shown in Figure 2 [8]. In Figure 1, a 1 x I x I cm 3 ceramic sample was surrounded by
insulation of variable thickness. Rectangular cavities of two different dimensions were used to
model sintering experiments in the X and S bands. The first cavity is 2.286 x 1.016 x 1.524
cm 3, suitable for modeling sintering at 11.829 GHz (TEl 0 1 mode), while the other is 9.144 x

4.064 x 8.128 cm3 , suitable for modeling sintering experiments at 2.45 GHz. The excitation
"plane was placed inside the cavity as shown in Figure 1. The cavity walls were assumed to be
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made of copper of conductivity a * 5.7 x 107 S/rn. The FDTD computation domain was designed
to include a volume of width equals to three cell sizes to simulate the wall losses and account for
the feld's penetration in the cavity walls.

8.18 Cm

4.1 Cm

Excitation..._.

Plane W/d = 0.25

,'mov,' Cavity f 0 = 2.45 GHz
Absorbing Cavity with Iris fo = 2.43 GHzBoundary

Figure 2. An improved modtl for simulating microwave sintr-ing of insulated ceramic
samples in single-mode cavities. The model utilizes realistic feed arrangement
to help improve the calculation of the SAR distribution, the cavity Q, and the
shift in resonant frequency as a result of the coupling iris

To examine the convergence and accuracy of the solution proc.Jure, an empty cavity was
considered first. Figure 3 shows the convergence of the FDTD solution to a cavity mode
irrespective of the initially assumed fields on the excitation plane. In addition, a dielectric sphere
was placed at the location of maximum electric field in the cavity, and the obtained FDTD solution

of the internal fie'ds was compared with •t expression Fi = 3 IEIutl based on the quasi.

static approximation [8]. The obtained results are shown in Figure 3 of a companion paper in this
proceedings [8] where it may be seen that the FDTD results are in good agreement with the quasi-
static values. Figure 4 shows that the FDTD results satisfy the boundary conditions.
Specifically, the tangential electric fields on boundary A are continuous, and the normal electric
field components on boundary B are discontinuous by the ratio of er. The convergence of the
solution to the appropriate cavity modes, and the agreement of the calculated electric.field
components with the quasi-static calculations for the special case of a dielectric sphere, provided
confidence in the accuracy of the developed FDTD code.
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Figur 3. Convergence of the FDTD solution to the cavity mode regardless of the initially
massmed incident fields on the excitation plane . (a) Convergence to the expected
TE 10 , mode at I11.M2 GHz and to almost uer fields at two other fEmquencies.
11.238 and 10.646 GHz. (b) Convergenc to the TE201 mode at f 16.404 GHz.
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With this confidence in the accuracy of the FDTD solution realistic microwave sintering
experiments were simulated. Figure 5 shows the field distribution inside a TEl 0 1 -mode cavity
with the sample, and Figures 6 and 7 show the specific absorption rate (SAR) in ceramic samples
surrounded by 0.5-cm-thick insulation. Figves 6 and 7 illustrate the relative SAR in both the
ceramic sample and the surrounding insulation at two different temperatures and for a specific case
of an insulation thickness of d = 0.5 cm. Several other results for varying thicknesses of the
insulation have also been calculated.

In Model 1, however, it was observed that the presence of the excitation plane within the
cavity is similar to the case of strongly coupling the EM fields in an experimental cavity. It
results in lowering the cavity Q. Therefore, to improve the abiliky of the developed FDTD model
to accurately calculate the Q of the cavity, a new excitation procedure was utilized. This is shown
in Figure 2, where an inductive iris was used to facilitate exciting the cavity from a waveguide
section. An absorbing boundary was itsed at the end opposite to the excitation aperture in the
waveguide section to eliminate reflections from this end. It was, however, observed that with this
new excitation, the FDTD solution did not converge in the cavity region. Oscillations occurred
and the fields inside the cavity failed to reach steady state. Upon careful examination of the
frequency of the oscillating fields, it was observed that the frequency slightly shifted from 2.45
GHz to 2.43 GHz due to the reactive impedance of the iris. Changing the excitation frequency to
2.43 GHz resulted in a convergent solution and accurate calculation of the cavity Q as well as the
SAR distribution in the sample and the surrounding insulation. Based on an assumed cavity walls
made of copper of conductivity equals to 5.7x 107 S/m, the cavity Q was calculated to be
approximately 8000 which is in good agreement with experimental expectations. With this,
it is believed that the developed

iamfl it 22 23 24 25 26 -7 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

1i 599 628 661 700 743 788 822 841 850 848 838 816 730 7r4 689 648 613
19 593 624 661 708 769 843 885 905 911 910 900 879 334 759 697 648 609
20 584 614 653 709 792 945 983 985 98 1 980 975 935 7SI 697 640 599
21 1 82 369 V69 380 418 5 751 678 619 580
22 549 66 926" 48 417 416 407 401 -401 405 413 412 478 652 57 5S1
23 S26 525 504 414 385 407 416 417 416 416 415 412 402 378 40S 492 5I0
24 507 497 468 412 404 412 420 423 424 424 421 416 407 397 403 457 483
2i 496 482 45 12 411 417 423 427 428 425 424 418 411 404 403 442 468
26 492 477 45 112 413 418 424 428 430 429 426 419 412 406 403 43$ 463-
27 496 482 454 412 411 417 423 427 429 428 425 418 411 404 403 442 468
28 507 497 463 412 405 413 42,0 424 425 424 421 416 407 397 403 4S7 483
29 526 S2U 504 414 385 407 416 418 417 416 415 412 402 378 406 492 511
30 549 566 592 664 4U6 417 417 407 402 401 405 413 412 478 652 579 551
31 569 596 632 690 762. L547 422 382 370 369 380 418 r40 751 678 619 580
32 584 614 654 709 792 946 983 966 983 982 981 976 936 782 698 640 599
33 94 623 662 709 770 843 886 905 911 9g1 880 835 760 697 648 609
34 599 629 662 701 74"4 789 822 842 850 849 839 817 781 735 689 649 614

Figure 4. Intenal awd external electric field distributions inside a dielectric sphere of er =
3. The results were obtained using the FDTDI solution and illustrate the
continuity of the tangential electric field components at boundary A and normal

electric flux density component D- = E at the interface B. FDTD results thus
satisfy the boundary conditions.
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fr =2.450 GHz
Insulation around sample 0.5 cm

tooo Temperature 1400°C
900
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Figure 5. Field distribution inside at TrE 1-mode cavity with a Ceramic sample inside.

The sample is 1 cm3 cubic alumina surrounded by 0.5-cm-thick insulation.

The dielectric properties of the sample and the insulation at 14)00 C are

Ceramic er 413

50% densealumina a m64.06 x 10O6 S/m

Insulation tru 1.557

12% dense alumina fibes a n 15.37 x 10-6 S/m

and at 1400( C are

Ceramic = 11.327

96% dense alumina o a r.8o x 10-3 S/m

Insulation r 1.557

12% dense alumina fibers o 15.37 x 10-6 S/in
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fr 2.450 GHz
Insulation around sample - 0.5 cm
Magnitude in Ceramic = 9.16E-6
Ratio Pins / cer 0.3
Temperature 2.5°C
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Figure 6. The specific absorption rate (SAR) of an insulated alumina sample at 25* C.
Dielectric properties of the sample and insulation are given in Figure 5.
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fr2.450 GHz
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Magnitude in Ceramic 1 I.39E-6
Ratio Pins! / ce 0.1
Temperature =1400"E
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'0500
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Figure 7. The specific absorption rate (S AR) of an insulated alumina sample at 1400* C.
Dielectric properties of the sample and insulation are given in Figure 5.
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single-mode microwave processing model is the most accurate one available to date. The field
distribution and SAR results for insulated ceramic samples heated at 2.43 GHz are shown in
Figures 8and 9.

With the successful development of the FDTD model, efforts are now under way to extend
this model to multi-mode cavities. Initial experience with a new multi-mode cavity has been very
exciting and detailed results will be presented in future publications.

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTATIONAL TECHN IQUES AND SOFTWARE TOOLS

Besides using computational techniquos to model and simulate microwave sintering of
ceramics, computers and software tools may be used as educatior~a1!~iiing aids to help inter-
disciplinary groups review and understand fundzmental aspects of microwave interactions with
materials. To date, there is also commercially available software that may aid in the development
of an expert system that emulates human expertise and logically int.-grates available software and
the developing data bases. This section will briefly summarize some ongoing activities in these
SueaR

COMPUTER APPLICAT1ONS IN DEVELOPING A FUNDAMENTAL UNDERSTANDING
OF THE PHYSICAL ASPECTS. OF MICROWAVE INTERACTIONS WITH MATERIALS

Computational' techniques and modern software tools including computer graphics and
authoring software may provide a unique opportunity for an interdisciplinary group, such as those
working in our area' (;fmicrowave sintering, to carefully examine and fully understand the comp' ex
nature of microwave interaction with materials. Through preliminary microwave sintering
experiments, say in home-type microwave ovens, may of us learned the complex nature of this
process and its high dependence on the material type and shape, as; well as on the type and size of
the surrounding insulation. The behavior of the electric- and magnetic-field components at
dielectric interfaces between samples and insulations needs to be understood to he!p explain some
thermal runaways at these interfaces, as well as to optimize the role of insulation in a microwave
sintering process. In addition, many of us encountered problems with the use of thermocouples
when used in monitoring sample temperatures. In single-mode cavity sintering experiments, it
may be noticed that the orientation of the thermocouple inside the cavity plays a role in its level of
interference with the electromagnetic fields and in the magnitude of the resulting temperature
measurement errors. In addition, difficulties are often encountered in tuning cavities and in
predicting the effect of sample size, loss tangent, on the Q and the resonance frequency of the
cavity.

Many of these physical and geometrical aspects of microwave interaction with materials are
available in textbooks. Most of the available presentations are made in an abstract and highly
mathematical fashion that often obscures the underlying physical aspects of these interactions.
Modern computational techniques and software tools with their attractive features such as
interactivity, visualization, graphical presentation of results can play a significant role in helping
interdisciplinary groups such as ours to understand the physical aspects of microwave interaction
with materials.
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fr= 2.430 GHz
Insulation around sample 1.0 cm
Magnitude in Ceramic = 1.88E-6
Ratio Pins/Pcer = 0.35
Temperature =25 0C
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Figure 9. The specific absorption rate in a I cm3 cube ceramic sample surrounded by 1-
cm-thick insulation. At 250 C. the dielectric constant of the insulation was
taken as er = 1.557 and the conductivity a = 15.37 x 10-6 S/m and for the
ceramic sample, e, = 4.13 and co 64.06 x 10-6 S/m
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To this end, a large collection of software packages developed by the NSF/IEEE Center for
Computer Applications in Electromagnetic Education (CAEME) may be of great value. The
CAEME Center, funded by NSF, is managed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) to provide broad participation by universities and professional societies across
the country. The Center is in its second year of operation, and thus far has sponsored the
development of more than 15 software packages for electromagnetics education. These packages
cover broad aspects of EM interactions with materials including fundamental aspects of fields,
wave propagation and reflections, solutions of electrostatic and magnetostatic problems,
transmission lines, waveguid~s, and concepts of radiation. A list of the packages is included in
Table 2. To illustrate the relevance of the CABME software to the area of microwave sintering of
ceramics, let us consider a few examples. Consider the placement of an insulated ceramic sample
in a microwave cavity. It is desired to visualize the electric-field distribution with and without the
sample. If we assume an approximate 2D analysis, software packages such as Nos. 1, 12, and 15
listed in Table 2 may help in the visualization of fields within and around a dielectric object. They
may also be used to demonstrate the role of the sample dielectric properties and the shape and size
on the field distribution. Field values at interfaces between different materials may be calculated
and the effect of placing a metallic fin (simulating the insertion of a thermocouple) near the sample

I may be investigated. Software packages such as Nos. .7, 8, and 12 may be used to demonstrate the
significant difference in placing the metudlic fin parallel or perpendicular to the electric field in a
waveguide. Field configurations in ,:ifferent modes in waveguides of different cross sections,
including rectangular, circular, and sectotal waveguides, may be visualized using software package
No. 7.

Other software packages, such as Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 13 in Table 2 may be used to study the
fundamental aspects of electromagnetic fields and to visualize their reflection, transmission,
standing-waves, and polarization properties in dynamic fashion. The question-and-answer sections
in software package No. 4 and the laboratory experience in software package No. 2 significantly
help in emphasizing basic ideas and enhance the ability to physically interpret obtained results. A
study of the fundamentals of transmission lines and their transient and steady-state analysis are
discussed in software packages No. 5 and 6 of Table 2. Many interesting aspects of reflection,
standing waves, and impedance-matching techniqres may be studied using these packages.

An introduction to computational techniques that may be used to simulate realistic sintering
experiments (such as the finite difference method described in an earlier section of this paper and
also the method of moments) is included in the software package No. 10 in Table 2. In addition to
tutorial sections, examples illustrating the various aspects of the solution procedure were given.
The user may then use the software for designing or simulating cases of interest, including
microstrip lines, ridge waveguides, and TM scattering by dielectric objects. The two videos in
software packages No. 3 and 11 of Table 2 provide an exciting opportunity for reviewing tutorials
on the basic concepts and fundamental aspects of electromagnetics. Video 3 is based on laboratory
demonstrations, while Video 11 was prepared based on dynamic computational simulations using
the FDTD method described in earlier sections of this paper.

CAEME is in the process of publishing the developed software in a book which will
include diskettes of the software [8]1.

1 For more information on CAEME and the availability of the software, please contact one of
the authors (M. F. Iskander) at (801) 581-6944.
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Table 2. List of Software Packages Available from the NSF/IEEE CA.ME Center.

Software Description
Package
Number ______

"Electromagnetic Code for Solving Static and 2D Dynamic Field Problems on a
Personal Computer," (IBM PC and compatibles), J. E. Lebaric, M. Melton, and J.

I Engel, Rose Hulman Institute of Technology

2 "Electromagnetic Waves" (IBM PC and compatibles), W. L. Stutzman. Virginia
Polytechnic

"3 "Experimental Demonstrations for Teaching Electromagnetic Fields and Waves."
Video, Markus Zahn, MIT
"Visualization of Fields and Waves Using Hypercards" (Macintosh), Rodney Cole,

4 University of California at Davis
"Nuline --- A Time. and Frequency-Domain Transmission-Line Analysis" (IBM PC

5 and comatibles). F. M. Tesche, Tesche Associates, Dallas. Texas

6 "Simulator for Signal Propagation on General Multiconductor Transmission Lines"
(IBM PC and compatibles). L. Carin, Polytechnic University, New York

"7 "Interactive Software Package for the Analysis and Visualization of
Electromagnetic Fields Inside Cylindrical Waveguides" (IBM PC and compatibles).
A. Z. Elsherbeni, University of Mississippi

8 TFinite-Difference Solution of Rectangular Waveguides with Metallic Fins" (IBM
PC and compatibles), Syracuse University

9 "Three-Dimensional Antenna and EM Field Displays on Personal Computers"
(IBM PC and compatibles), J. C. McKeeman, Virginia Polytechnic

10 "Software Package for Introducteri Couise on Computatonal Electromagnetcs"
(IBM PC and compatibles), M. F. Iskander and 0. Andrade. University of Utah !

II "Computer Generated Video for Teaching Some Concepts in Fundamental
Electromaenetics" (Video, V. Cable, Lockheed Corporation

12 "Simulation of EM Phenomena Using FDTD Technique" (IBM PC and

compatibles), K. Li and R. Shin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

13 "MwEM* (Macintosh), K. Lonngren. University of Iowa

14 "Computer-Aided Instruction for Theory and Design of Linear Antenna Arrays"
(IBM PC and compatibles), S. J. Blank, New York Institute of Technology -

15 "Boundary Element Software Package for Solving Electrostatic Problems" (IBM
PC and compatibles), P. Levin, Worcester Institute of Technology
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DEVELOPMENT OF A KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEM TO DESIGN EXPERIMENTS FOR
MICROWAVE SINTERING

The development of a knowledge-based system for designing experiments for microwave
sintering of ceramics in single- and multi-mode cavities represents another aspect of the role that
may be played by softwar-e in thi area. A knowledge-based system is a software that simulates the
performance of a human expert and makes effective use of available infoirnation. It logically
integrates analysis software, educational software, and data bases, and may be designed to provide-
nonlinear program navigation. It may also provide other benefits, including:

aL Integration of available software that addresses various aspects of the sintering process.
This r':y include microwave simulation software, software for calculating temperature
distribution patterns, and materials properties data base. With the continued
developments in this area, additional software may be added or modified to improve
modeling, simulation, and understanding capabilities.

b. The availability of a knowledge-based system helps in the propagation of knowledge
and consequently speeds up commercialization of this technology.

c. Knowledge-based systems help in the capture and distribution of expertise and in an
interdisciplinary area such as microwave sintering of ceramics may help preserve
experiences by individuals and some of the knowledge otherwise considered endangervt

d Knowledge-based systems may also be designed to include tutorials, possibly using
CAEME educational software.

At the University of Utah a knowledge-based system for electronic package design was
developed for IBM. Figure 10 shows the various components of this system. Electronic package
design is similar to the microwave sintering process technology insofar as its interdisciplinary
aspect. In ttL- software developed at the University of Utah, NEXPERT [9] was used to develop
the shell that contains the logical interaction between the various software packages and the. design
rules. The shell also coordinates access to the devices and materials data base included in the
knowledge-based system. The shell was designed to access software for electrical, mechanical, and
thermal analysis of electronic packages as well as a broad data base for material properties and
device characteristics. Many design rules and checkpoints were included in the shell to help
evaluate the obtained results from the simulation software and route consequent evaluation steps in
a logically structured fashion. For example, if the electronic package design passes the wireability
test and constraints, the knowledge-based shell may focus the analysis on electrical characterization
of the packages to examine parameters such as cross-talk and various impedance mismatches.
Based on the results from the electrical analysis, the expert system may suggest changes in the
package design and hence rerun and check the wircability tests, or, if successful, will continue with
other characterization aspects such as thermal and mechanical analysis. From the above
discussion, it may be seen that considerable experience and a large number of evaluation rules go
into the development of the shell. It simply emulates human expertise in the electronic package
design.

We believe that the development 'of a knowledge-based system for microwave sintering of
ceramics is timely and may have a significant impact on the rapid and effective commercial
utilization of this technology.. The availability of software such as NEXPERT for the
development of the shell, the inclusion of the FDTD 3D modeling software, and the inclusion of
tutorial software such as that available from CAEME as well as dielectric and thermal properties
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Figur 10. General flow chart of a knowledge-based system for electroni package analysis.

data bases, make the development of a useful and self-contained knowledge-based system possible
and certainly within re.tL•

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented various different roles that may be played by computer modeling,
numerical techniques, and available software tools in the area of microwave processing of
materials. In the area of training and understanding the fundamental aspects of EM interactions
with materials, we described the CAEME software that provides a broad coverage of the funda-
mentals of electromagnetics theory and engineering. Videos of computct-generatd movies and ofexperimental demonstrations of basic concepts and laws of electronagnetics are among the
products of the CAEME Center.

The use of the FDTD method to model and simulate realistic microwave sintering in bingle-
mode cavities was also discussed. It is believed that the developed model which accounts for the
coupling characteristics of the feed irs, and accurately calculates the SAR distribution inein sulated

ceramic samples of complex geometres is the most accurate available to date. TIhe developed
model also calculates the Q of the cavity and the shift in the resonance frequency as a result of the
reactive coupling of the iris. Results illustfating many of these featureoa were presented. f

Finally, the idea of developing a knowledge-based system to help maintain progress in the
area of microwave processing of ceramics was discussed. A well-designed knowledge-based system
mimics human expertise agnd may provide effective use of the developed simulation software,

including tutorials and dielectric and thermal properties data bases. With the availability of
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software such as NEXPERT suitable for the development of the system's shell, we believe that
this suggestion is timely and is certainly worthy of serious consideration.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELNG OF SINGLE-MODE EXCITED
MATERIAL LOADED APPLICATORS

Ben Manring and Jes Asmussen, Jr.
Michigan State University, Dept. of Electrical Engineering

East Lansing, MI 48824-1226.

Numerical modeling of the electromagnetic fields is investigated for a
circular cylindrical cavity loaded with a coaxially positioned, circular
cylindrical, homogeneous, lossy dielectric. Solution for the eigen-
frequencies is accomplished by mode-matching techniques where the
cavity is divided into a coaxial material-loaded waveguide region
terminated on either end by an empty waveguide region. Fields in
each region are expressed as infinite modal expansions. Appropriate
field components are matched across the region boundaries to form an
infinite characteristic matrix whose complex determinant is zero for
eacn of the complex resonant eigenfrequencies, The model is used to
describe tesonant conditions for conductors and lossy dielectrics
including nylon and alumina.

INTRODUCTION

Even though microwave cooking, drying, material processing, and other applications
have been common uses of microwave power for over forty years, the design of
specific microwave applicators is usually an empirical process. Whether multimode or
single mode, microwave processing applicators are designed by a trial and error
procedure. This experimental methodology is necessary because exact theoretical
models have not been developed for applicators loaded with lossy materials. The
development of models for such applicators would improve the understanding of
microwave processing/heating and would enable the rapid design of optimized and
controllable microwave processing systems.

As an initial attempt to model a lossy material loaded cavity the present investigation
is concerned with the mode-matching solution for a circular cylindrical cavity of
radius b and length L,, loaded with a coaxially positioned, circular cylindrical,
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isotropic, homogeneous, lossy dielectric of radius a and length I located at height h
above the cavity bottom. The general loaded cavity configuration is pictured in
Figure 1. A numerical model for such an applicator is described and single mode
solutions are investigated as functians of load dimensions and complex dielectric
constant. The importance of these solutions becomes apparent when it is recognized
that microwave energy is transferred to the material through these single mode
coupling windows.

b

Re g Ion

Region If L5

Region Ill

Figure 1. Coaxially Loaded Circular Cylindrical Cavity.

METHODOLOGY

The solution of electromagnetic boundary value problems in a region enclosed by
conducting walls is usually accomplished in '.)ne of two ways: 1) finite element
methods, or 2) mode-matching techniques. In cases where either the enclosing region
or the material inside the region is irregular in shape or highly inhomogeneous in
composition there is little choice but to use finite element methods to determine the
resonant characteristics of the structure. However, if it is possible to consider the
structure as a series of contiguous regions where the electromagnetic fields in each
region can be written in terms of an expansion of simple modes, then the resonant
characteristics of the system may be determined by mode-matching techniques.

If the nature of the resonant structure meets the above conditions, mode-matching
offers the advantage over finite element analysis in understanding the modal composi-
tion of the electromagnetic fields. Knowledge of the modal composition of the fields
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can be extremely useful in understanding and designing applicators for optimal
processing of a variety of loads. By examining the modal coefficients and how they
change with applicator and load parameters, process cycles can be intelligently
designed and predicted.

LOADED CAVITY CONFIGURATION VARIATIONS

The general configuration of Figure 1 may ass ume one of two special cases depending
upon the shape of the load. Figure 2 shows the case where the load length is equal to
the cavity length, i.e., h = 1hz L, and I = L,. This configuration is referred to as
cavity-short type. When I < L.,, as shown if Figure 1, the configuration is referred
to as cavity-open type. The cavity-open type configuration includes cases where the
load is more elongated and rod-shaped and cases where the load is flat and disk-
shaped.

Load
Ma te r I alI

b

ý202

Figure 2. Cavity-Short Type.

In addition to the various geometrical configurations of the cavity and load, the
dielectric constant of the load must be considered. For lossy materials, the dielectric
constant, i, is com.plex.

For most materials, e' falls into the range of I to over 100 while e" varies from 0, for
a lossless dielectric, to over 10,000 for a good conductor. It should be noted that in
general e' and e" can also be functions of spacial coordinates (non-homogeneous) and
directional (non-isotropic), although here we consider only homogeneous and isotropic
cases.
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NUMERICAL MODEL

As shown in Figure 1 the cavity is divided into three regions. Regions I and III are
empty waveguide regions while region II is a coaxially loaded waveguide region. In
"order to solve for the eigenvalues of the cavity system, the eigenvah.0o for each of the
waveguide regions must be found first. The empty region solutions can be either TM
or TE with eigenvalues given by the zeros of Bessel's functions of the first kind and
their derivatives. The constitutive relationship between the wavenumber and the
propagation constants in the empty regions is

W 2 JA Co = k2 = k 2 + k 2' (2)

where k,, with b the cavity radius and X a zero of an ordinary Bessel's function

for TM modes or of the derivative of an ordinary Bessel's function for TE modes.

The fields in the coaxially loaded region can also be divided into TM and TE solu-
tions for phi-symmetric (n=O) modes. For non-phi-symmetric modes the fields are
neither TE nor TM and the eigenvalue equation is more complicated. The coaxially
loaded waveguide eigenvalue equation is given in Equation (3) where i is the com-
plex dielectric constant in the load region and the F's are combinations of Bessel's
functions of the first and second kind using Harrington's notation. 2

V. w. - U, -o0
V- =kp1 kok2 P0(k, 2 F2 'F 4 - kiIF2 F4 ') (=0 for TEn.o solutions)

W,, uk=,I kP 2 (1kPk2 Fl'F 3 - eokIF, F3 ') (-0 for TM,. 0 solutions)

(3)

2 -

k .i, a k I + 2

2 2 2 2(J PO. C2•O.-/k2 + 'Y

"Equation (3) is also the characteristic equation for the cavity-short type geometrical

configuration with

(4)

where L. is the cavity length and q is an integer.
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The solution to the general open-type configuration (Figure 1) involves finding the
waveguide modes in each of the three regions, writing the field solution in each
region as a sum over all of the modes for the region, and matching Et and Ht.
fields at the region boundaries. The field matching equation yields an infinite matrix,
which must be truncated to finite dimensions for calculation. The determinant of the
matrix set equal to zero is the eigenvalue equation for the cavity system. This
equation must be solved using a complex root-finding routine. Convergence to a
solution determines how large the matrix must be to provide an accurate result. 3

The results in Figure 6 belov were for a 5x5 matrix. The eigenvalue equation is
solved after the following configuration variables have been specified: a, b, L., 1, h,
e', and e'. The numerical solution to the eigenvalue problem computes the loaded
cavity complex resonant frequency and coefficients for the modal expansions.

EXAMPLE SOLUTIONS

Cavity-Short Type

A resonant frequency solution to the cavity-short type configuration for nylon is
shown in Figure 3. The inside diameter of the cavity is 6" while the nylon rod
through the cavity axis is 1" in diameter. Empty cavity and short-type numerical
solutions from equations (2) and (3) are plotted as shown by the solid lines indicated
in Figure 3 while the experimentally measured points are represented by open squares
for the empty cavity and crossed circles for the short-type loaded cavity. Figure 3
demonstrates excellent agreement between theory and experiment.

3.1' Cavity-Short Type TM0 1 2 mode

I Cavity dia. 6", Nylon Rod Load dia. 1"
"o cr - 3.0 - j0.039

2.9-

C r 2 .7 -

L..

, 2.5-
C
0
C
0
OV 2.3 - Empty Cavity TheoreticalW_" 0 Empty Cavity Experimental Points

0-0 Loaded Cavity Theoretical

2.1 0 Loaded Cuvity Experimental points
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Cavity Eigenlength (cm)

Figure 3. Cavity-Short Solution for Nylon.
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A similar plot for alumina is shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows how the resonant
frequency would change with a hypothetical change in the imaginary part of the
dielectric constant for a cavity-short type heating configuration. It is interesting to
note that as the loss factor increases from zero, the resonant frequency for a const2nt
cavity length first drops, then rises again as the loss factor continues to increase into
the range where the material becomes a good conductor.

Alumina With Hypothetical Loss Factors
3.00-

N 6" Diameter Cavity, 1" Diameter Load

- 2.75- TM0 1 1 mode

a.,
.. : C 2.50.

P 2.25.
LA.

Co 2.00.
0 o- Alumina: c - 9 - i 0.1

0(n s.-- Alumina- v -= 9 - j 10) 1.75-I 17 o-e Alumina: =- 9 - j 100

m-e AJumina: v = 9 - j 1,000
1.50 -, Alumina: c - 9 - 10,000

• I 4" II " I "

4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0

Cavity Length (cm)

Figure 4. Cavity-Short Solution for Alumina with Hypothetical Losses.

Cavity-Open Type

A solution for cavity-open type TM modes when the load is a conductor has been
attempted in the past. 4 However, due to a neglect of the TEM contribution in the
loaded region, the solutions were in error. Figure 5 shows a plot of the open-type
solution for the TMo12 mode in a 6" diameter cavity with a 0.5" diameter conducting
rod in the center for various rod lengths. As can be seen by examining Figure 5,
experimental points coincide very well with the theoretical solution.

Figure 6 contains a plot of the resonant frequency versus load length for a cavity-open
type configuration with a 0.5" diameter nylon load in a 6" diameter cavity. Experi-
mental points are included for comparison with the theory. At either extreme, when
the load length was zero (empty cavity) or when the load extended the cavity length
(cavity-short type), the open-type solution gives the correct result. For other load
lengths there is also good agreement between theory and experiment, although it must
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2500-
6" Diameter Cavity. 0.5" Diameter Rods
Cavity Length= 15.65 cm

S2400- Experimental paints: 1cm, 3cm, 5cm. 7cm,
9cm, 11Icm, 13cm

>%2300- Empty
Cavity

C'2200-T 12md
U..

C2100-
C
0

o.2000-

-0Mode-Matching Solution coaxial
*Experimental Points Resonator. c.--

0.0 G.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0!6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Sample Length /Cavity Length

Figure S. Cavity-Open Solution for Conducting Load.

2.440 TMOI12 mode. 6' cavity. 1/2" nylon rod
N a..- empty cavity resonant frequency

2.3 .38 I

2.4,30 3.03 - jO.039

C

C
0

0) resonant frequency
from short-type solution -

2.410 ~ 2.41174 aHz n (
*--o Theory (5 x 5 mnatrix)

2 m0 e. Expe imentol Data.............
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Figure 6. Cavity-Open Solution for Nylon Load.
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be noted that the condition number of the characteristic matrix becomes too large to
give accurate results at 16 digit precision if the matrix is truncated at more than five
by five.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that mode-matching provides an accurate means of calculating the
modal wavenumbers and resonant frequencies of circular cylindrical cavities coaxially
loaded with conductors or lossy dielectric materials. From this information the modal
fields can be calculated and spatial energy dissipation in the load determined.
Although there exists a numerical instability for large characteristic matrices for the
dielectric load open-type solution, good agreement between theory and experiment is
still possible. It is hoped that by using extended precision in the numerical calcula-
tions, even better agreement will be achieved.

"ITe information made available by this technique is a valuable contribution to a more
precise understanding of electromagnetic cavity heating of lossy materials. In addition
to an exact understanding of heating materials in the circular cylindrical cavity,
general trends in the change of resonant conditions with dielectric properties and load
size and shape provide insight into the microwave heating of other materials variously
configured in other applicators. This information should make predictive control and
design of microwave applicators a viable alternative to the trial and error methods of
the current technology.
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MODELING MICROWAVE HEATING OF CERAMICS
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ABSTRACT

A method to simulate microwave heating of ceramics which has a temperature
dependent dielectric property is developed here. In this simulation study, the
impedance method is used to find the microwave energy absorbed by ceramics and
a non-linear finite element method is used to determine the dynamic temperature
profile in the ceramics during microwave heating. Using the developed method, the
thermal runaway phenomenon in the microwave heating of ceramics is successfully
simulated.With detailed analysis of the microwave energy absorption pattern in the
ceramics, the effects of dielctric properties on microwave energy ibsorption by
ceramics are discussed. The causes of non-uniform heating witi. microwave
energy that has been observed in our laboratory are also investigated.

INTRODUCTION

The use of microwave '-•rgy is a new and exciting approach in ceramic
processing. It has already been used in sintering, joining and melting of
ceramics[l]. Since microwave heating is a volumetric process, it could provide
uniform heating so that the temperature gradient which is observed in conventional
rapid heating methods can be avoided. Rapid and uniform heating are important in
the joining and sintering of ceramics. On the contrary, non-uniform heating is often
observed in our laboratory with microwave sintering or joining. Therefore, it is of
practical interest to simulate the phenomenon of microwave heating for better
control and more efficient use. In spite of the significance of the rroblem, there is
no comprehensive analysis available which would describe the behavior of ceramic
materials exposed to electromagnetic radiation. Research by Iskander (2] and
Watters et al. [3] has revealed some of the mechanisms of microwave heating of
ceramics. However, the simulation of microwave heating of ceramics with a
temperature dependent dielectric property is still lacking. In this paper, a method of
simulating microwave heating of ceramics with temperature dependent die-lectric
properties is developed here. The impedance method is used to find the microwave
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energy absorbed by ceramics. A non-linear finite element method is developed to
determine the dynamic temperature profile in the ceramics during microwave
heating. Using this developed method, the thermal runaway phenomenon in the
microwave heating of ceramics is successfully simulated.With detailed analysis of
the microwave energy absorption pattern in the ceramics, the effects of dielectric
properties on microwave energy absorption by ceramics are discussed. The
causes of non-uniform heating using microwave energy that has been observed ir
our laboratory are also investigated. In doing so, a better understanding of
microwave heating of ceramics is realized.

THEORY

In order to simulate microwave heating of ceramics, it is necessary to find the
electric and magnetic field strength inside ceramics and the absorbed microwave
energy. Electric and magnetic fields are linked by Maxwell's equations, a group of
linear differential equations. Assuming an e-i(t harmonic time dependence,
Maxwell's equations can be expressed as follows,

V* (eo~r E)=p,

v. (gigt H)=o (2)

Vx E=j QogoitrH (3)

VxH oE-j o•E (4)

where F and go are the permitivity and permeability in the vacuum, E. and I are

the relative permitivity and permeability of the material, a is the conductivity of the
material. E and H are the electric and magnetic field strength, respectively. The
propagation of enzrgy in the electromagnetic field can be deduced from this
equation system and leads to Poynting's theorem

P =f[ExH']dS (5)

which states that the mean energy, P, flowing into a surface, S, depends on the
amplitude, distribution and prevailing phase of the electric and magnetic field.
By using Gauss' law, equation 5 can be converted into the volume integral which
can then be resolved into three single integrals
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01 f

+0 ,ý E E)dv (6)

The first two integrals take account of the magnetic and electric fields respectively
while the third represents the necessary dissipation in the dielectric in a general
formr. Therefore, the energy converted into heat by the alternating field is

P=Poe(H (E*) E)dv (W) (7)

It increases according to the frequency , the square of the electric field strength and
the imaginary part of the dielectric constant. Once the profile of e as function of
temperature and the electric field strength in the homogeneous body are known, it
may be possible to study the thermal runaway conditions through the
source-incorporated heat-diffusion equation. The diffusion of thermal energy in a
homogeneous bound volume V is determined by the partial differential equation

PCmt: E. vT (W (8)

where p, Ci and Kh are the mass density , specific heat and thermal conductivity of
the material, respectively. p is the microwave energy density absorbed by the
material. At the boundary of the volume V, the boundary condition

c aT.4. 4

K.n*VT =h(T-)+EG( TP To= (9)

must be satisfied, in which h is the heat convection coefficient, E and ar are the
emissivity of the material and Stefan-Boltzmann constant. To is the ambient
temperature. The initial condition is

T (r , 0) =T (0
(10)

This heat diffusion equation is analogous to the forced Fisher equation

=TTx +G(T) (II)
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which is known to have chaotic behavior for specific initial and boundary
conditions as investigated by Fisher [ 41 in 1937 and Rothe [5] in 1981.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

For simplicity, a ceramic slab with finite thickness under plane wave radiation
is considered here as depicted in figure 1. The incident electric field is a
monochromatic plane wave propagating in the z-direction and is polarized along the
x-axis. To account for material iion-linearity during microwave heating, the slab is
further divided into layers so that the finite eleraent method can be used accurately.
It is assumed that each element has the same material properties during the
microwave heating process at each temperature step. Since the ceramic slab is
assumed to be very large, the problem becomes one-dimensional. In the following
discussion, layers with smaller thicknesses will be considered as different media
since they may have different material properties such as dielectric constant and loss
factor which are functions of temperature during the microwave heating process.

2 k-1 k k+l n-1. n

Z1 Z2 Zk-I Zk Zk+1 Zn-i
E

Incident':
Wave

z
SZ

Reflected
Wave

To Slab
sources

Figure 1. Ceramic Slab.

To simulate microwave heating, of ceramics, the microwave energy absorbed by
the ceramic slab must first be calculated. Therefore, the electric and magnetic fields
in the ceramic slab have to be determined first. The electromagnetic field inside a
dielectric body of aibitrary shape is difficult to determine. For the model considered
here, an impedance method [61 is applied and proven to be effective to account for
material non-linearity.

The application of the impedance method can be described as follows. When an
electric fleid is incident on the ceramic slab, which is now assumed to be composed
of several different layer, multiple reflection will occur in the different layers
leading to positive and negative traveling waves. A generalized reflection coefficient
is defined for any layer as the ratio of the incident and reflected field. Hence, the
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total field can be represented by the positive traveling wave and the generalized
reflection coefficient. In the first layer, the incident field is known and the reflected
field is unknown. For the Nth layer, the generalized reflection coefficient is zero
bet.ause there is no negative traveling wave. The total field impedance, which is

complex and position dependent, is defined as the ratio of electric fielId over the
magnetic field. For the Nth layer, the total field impedance will be equal to the fieldI
impedance for that layer. At an interface, the total field impedances for adjacent
layers are equal due to the field boundary condition at that interface. With this
boundary condition, the total impedance at different interfaces can be found. Hence,
the reflected field in the first layer is found. By using the boundary condition that
the electric field is continuous at each interface, the electromagnetic field strength in
each layer is readily found. The resulting field can then be used to calculate the
microwave energy absorbed by that layer.

When the microwave energy absorbed by the slab is known, the heat diffusion
equation can be used to calculate the temperature variation with time and position.
Since the dielectric constant and loss factor are functions of temperature, the
microwave energy al.usorbed by the ceramic slab is also a function of temperature.
Hence, the heat diffusion equation becomes non-linear. A non-linear finite element
method is therefore needed to find the dynamic temperature distribution profile. At
the surface of the ceramic slab, radiation link elements are used to account for
radiation heat loss. Conduction loss is neglected since the radiation loss is the prime
heat loss at high temperature. The detailed implementation of the non-linear analysis
is as follows. The time step to do the non-linear analysis is designated first. The
temperature at the end of time step is then estimated. The material properties at the
middle of the temperature increment are used for each media. The microwave
energy absorbed by each media with different dielectric properties is calculatcd
according to the technique described above. The temperature distribution is then
obtained by using power absorption data. The computed results will be compared
with the prior estimated temperature. Such an iteration procedure will continue until
the difference between the estimated and calculated temperature reaches a prescribed
value.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microwave Energy Absorption by Ceramics

By using the technique stated above, the effects of the dielectric constant and the
loss factor on the power absorption by ceramics are considered. Figure 2 gives the
comparison of power absorption by ceramic slabs with the same dielectric cons'ant
and different loss factors. The increase in loss factor will dramatically increase the
ability of the ceramic slab to absor)., microwave energy. Figure 3 shows that with
the increase of both dielectric cons :ant and loss factor, the uniformity and ability of
power absorption by ceramics are also increased.

Simulating Mficrowave Heating of Ceramics

The developed non-linear flijite element method is used in this case to find the

dynamic temperature profiie of a cerairric Glab under plane wave radiation
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considering changes in both the dielectric constant and the loss factor with
ýemperature. The analysis procedure is displayed in figure 4. The data of dielectric
constant and loss factor change with temperature are taken from Fukushima et
al. 7]. The incident microwa ye power flux is 30kw/rn 2. The microwave frequency
is taken to be 6 GHz to be consistent with the dielectric data.

.0

-(9.0,O. )
-=9.0,O0.01)

*-,, \ ,' ,.

0. 0.1 0.2 0 .. 0.4 01. r0.6
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Figure 2. Microwave Power Absorption for
Slabs with Different Loss Factors.
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Figure 3.Microwave Power Absorption for Slabs

with Different Dielectric Properties.
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"The mass density, specific heat and thermal conductivity are taken to be 4g/cm 3,
1.125 j/g oC a,,d 10w/cm 2 , respectively. The thickness of the plate is taken to be
5.08 cm. The finite element analysis routine on ANSYS is implemented in the
calculation. The calculation is done on a VAX-i 1/780 computer. The CPU time is
79 seconds.

nltInpualt~n

rml~i eleen

==h
Inpt inta tmaat u ocosat rcorigt

andc~c physnclI parmeter

Figure 4. Procedures for Simulating Microwave Heating of Ceramics.

Figure 5 gives the temperature variation with time at 0.Olm inside the slab from
the microwave incident plane. The temperature increases slowly at the beginning
-er,d rapidly after 600eC.

Figure 6 displays the temperature profile over the thickness of the slab. An
appreciable temperature gradient is observed. This temperature gradient is caused
ty non-symmetric microwave radiation of the ceramic slab and radiation heat loss at
the boundary, which subsequently results in a non-uniform power absorption by
the ceramic slab. If symmetric radiation is realized. i.e., microwave radiation is

from both sides of the slab, the uneven heating will result from boundary radiation
heat loss only and the center of slab will have thc highest temperature. Hence, the
radiation heat loss at the boundary is the main contribution to the non-uniform
heating, with microwaves observed in our laboratory where the ceramic sample is
melted a' the center while the boundary is still intact. In order to prevent this effect,
good insulation must be used at the boundary. Also, in practice, the ceramic sample
needs to be rotated continuously to prevent any uneven radiation. Figure 7 shows
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the variation of total microwave energy abs.,rbed by the ceramic slab verse the
temperature variation at 0.01 m inside the slab from microwave incident plane. It
indicates that as the ceramic becomes hot, its energy absorption ability is increased.
Therefore, thermal runaway is realized in microwave heating.

2000'
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d. 0 d .4
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Figure 5. Dynamic Temperature Profile 0.Olm
inside the Slab from th, Incident Plane.
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Figure 6. Temperature Distribution over the Thickness of the Slab.
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Figure 7. Total Microwave Energy Absorbed by slab vs. Temperature.

CONCLUSION

A method of modeling microwave heating of ceraxrics is developed here. The
results show that increasing the dielectric constant could increase microwave power
absorption uniformity while increasing the loss factor could increase the material's
ability to absorb microwave energy. It is found that non-uniform heating observed
in the laboratory can be caused by boundary radiation loss and non-uniform
radiation by the microwave source. Through this research, it is observed that the
dielectric property of a material at elevated temperature has a very important role in
designing microwave processing technique. In microwave sintering of ceramics,
the green sample changes its microstructure during microwave heating. Its dielectric
properties change with not only temperature but also microstructure. Hence, the
characterization of the dielectric property of ceramics during microwave sintering is
very important. In doing so, we are not only able to control the sintering process
but also able to understand thoroughly the mechanism of microwave sintering.
Therefore, we need to develop a method to dynamically characterize the dielectric
property of materials with temperatures as well as model microwave heating for the
ceramic samples of complicated shapes.
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Microwave Heating of Ceramics
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ABSTRACT
The heating of a ceramic slab under TM-illumination is modeled and analyzed in

the small Biot number regim- The steady state temperature is nearly constant in
this limit and its value is a function of the microwave power. This function is mul-
tivalued when the electrical conductivity is modeled as an exponential function of
temperature. Limiting cases and examples are presented and physically interpreted.

INTRODUCTION
Although the use of microwaves to heat and dry materials has gained acceptance

in many industries, the basic understanding of these processes still remains some-
what empirical due to their highly nonlinear character. This is certainly the case
with ceramic sintering. The mathematical description of this process is fraught with
nonlinearities; the electrical conductivity which is present in both Maxwell's equa-
tions and the heat equation is highly temperature dependent at the temperatures
required for sintering. Moreover, the thermal boundary conditions must take into
account both convective and radiation heat loss. The result is a highly nonlinear
initial-boundary value problem.

In previous works we have studied the heating of both electrically very thin [1,2]
and very thick [3] ceramic slabs. In both cases the temperature distribution had
little or no effect on the electric field. In this paper we will give the results for a
slab of thickness comparable to a wave length where the temperature distribution
significantly affects the electric field. For conductivities which increase with tem-
perature we deduce an S-shaped response curve relating the slab temperature to the
microwave power. The upper branch of thi; curve owes its existence to a nonlinear
skin effect wherein the interior of the slab is shielded from the microwaves. Under
the proper conditions this curve clea-&, ex Jlains the expeiimentally observed
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phenomenon of thermal runaway which results in the destruction of the ceramic by
melting [4,5].

3 FORMULATION

The formulation we now present assumes a time harmonic electric field and,
in general, a time dependent temperature distribution. Although the governing
equations do not admit exactly such a physical solution, the equations we present
are in fact the leading order equations of an asymptotic theory. This theory is
based upon the fact that the time required for heat to diffuse an electromagnetic
wavelength is much larger than the period of a microwave. It yields the standard
time harmonic vector wave equation for the electric field and an averaged diffusion
equation for the temperature distribution in which the electromagnetic source term
has been integrated over a microwave period.

Within this framework, we assume that a plane, time harmonic electromagnetic
wave of frequency w impinges normally upon an isotropic ceramic material which
fills the region 0 < x < d. A portion of the wave scatters from the nterface z = 0,
a portion penetrates the slab and heats the material, and the remaining portion is
transmitted through the interface z = d. In the free space regions x < 0 and x > 0,
the electric field is given by the real parts of

E = Eo[exp(ikx - iwt) + p exp(- ikx - iwt)]k, z < 0, (1)

E = Eo[r ezp(ikx - iwt)]k, x > d, (2)
respectively, where E0 is the strength of the incident field, k = W cV•, c is the
speed of light in free space, r is the transmission coefficient, and p is the reflection
coefficient. Both r and p are to be determined.

The electric field which penetrates the ceramic and interacts with the material is
given by the real part of E = [U(x)exp(-iwt)]k, where U satisfies

d 'U -k ,21[1 +.i a(T/TA) JU = 0, 0 < x < d. (3)
j dz2 + wl

In this equation tj is the permittivity of the ceramic, which is assumed to be con-
stant, ki = V , Eo is the permittivity of free space. TA is the ambient temper-

C
ature in the absence of microwave radiation, T is the temperature of the slab in the
presence of radiation, and a(T/TA) is the conductivity of the slab. At the ambient
temperature. TA, the conductivity takes the value aA, i.e.. C(1) = VA- Implicit in
the definition of k, is our assumption that the magnetic permeability of the ceramic
is identical to that of free space, p0.

From the continuity of the tangential electric and magnetic fields at x = 0 and
X = d, we deduce that U and its derivative are continuous there. Combining this
fact with (1-2) and eliminating r and p , we find that U satisfies the boundary
conditions

dU
d+ iU = 2ikEo, = 0. (4)

dU
ikU = 0, z =d. (5)
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Within the ceramic region the electromagnetic wave interacts with the material
and increases its temperature through ohmic and dipolar heating. The temperature
evolves according to the equation

OT 01T.T a(T/TA)lUl2  0 < < d, (6)
-T 2K 57I 2K(

where t is the nondimensional time which was scaled with respect to the time
required for heat to diffuse an electromagnetic wavelength. In (6) K is the thermal
conductivity which is assumed to be constant. We also require that the temperature
satisfies the surface heat balances

K07= h(T - TA) + se(T - T), x =O, (7)Ox

-K- = h(T - TA) + se(T4 
- TA), x = d, (8)

ax

where h is the convective heat constant, s is the radiation heat constant, and e is
the emissivity of the surface.

The nonlinear character of the problem is now apparent: the electric field prop-
agates through the ceramic and affects the temperature distribution through its
presence in (6). This in turn changes the electrical conductivity of the material, a,
which affects the propagation through its presence in (3).

Analysis
We begin by integrating the equation (6) across the width of the slab. Then,

using integration by parts on the term involving the second derivative and applying
the boundary conditions (7-8), we obtain

O'jTdx = -N(T 1 ) N(T 0)+ : a(T/TA)1U12 dx (9)

ShZ TA) + Le T4 (0

N(Z)= Z T (Z -T.) (10)

This states that the rate of increase of thermal energy equals the power added by
the microwave source minus that which is removed at the surfsce by convection
and radiation. A steady state temperature distribution Will be achieved when these
powers are equal. When this occurs we have

!od

N(TI)+ N(To)= . a(TITA)IUI dx. (11)

The form of (10) suggests that the two nondimensional parameters

B, = hd/K and B2 = sedTAlA" (12)
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play a fundamental role in the description in the heating process. The parameter B,
is the Biot number (61, which is a measure of the relative effects of convection and
conduction, the constant B2 is the radiation equivalent of the Biot number which is
a measure of the relative effects of convection and radiation. Typical values for Bi
and B2 of a ceramic slab are of the order of 0.0001 (2,7]. In a recent study (81 we
have exploited the size of these parameters to obtain an asymptotic approximation
to the steady state solution of (3-8) as B, -- 0 with B2/B, held fixed. That is, tVe
effects of radiation and convection were weighed equally. In this limit we found

T=To+O(Bj) an~d U= o+O(B1 ) (13)

where the term O(BI) represents an error which is of the same order as B1, To is a
constant, and U0 is the electric field satisfying (3-8) with T replaced by To. We note
here that the temperature is nearly constant because the slab is almost thermally
insulated when B 1 - 0.

We obtain the relationship between the steady state temperature To and the
applied microwave power, in this limit, by combining (11) and (13). It is

2N(To) = O2TOTA d IVUO 2 dx. (14)
2K Jo

This formula implicitly gives To as a functional of the electric field UO within the
slab. A more transparent version of this relationship is

Gp 2 B) (15)

CrA

Q = - j Uo/Eo0 " dx (16)

where v = To/TA and p = daAEO/hTA. The parameter p is the dimensionless ratio
of the power generated by a uniform electric field in a slab of thickness d and con-
ductivity aA to the power lost by conduction at the slab surface with temperature
TA. Since p is proportional to E02, the relationship (15-16) implicitly gives the tem-
perature To as function of the incident power. This is our fundamental relationship
which we '.ýý.ve also derived in a more rigorous mathematical manner in Reference

LIMITING CASES
We shall now deduce from our above results two limiting cases which we have

studied elsewhere. In the first limit we take d - 0 and hold k, and k fixed. This is
the thin slab approximation in which the solution of (2) reduces to Uo = E0 . In this
limit the electric field is uniform throughout the ceramic. Equation (16) remains
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valid and Q becomes one. The resulting expression is identical to the one obtained
in Reference [1] which was deduced by a formal mathematical approach.

The second limit is the case where d - oo and a - 0, independently. First, we
let d -+ oo with k and k, held fixed. In this limit we deduce that U0 behaves as
a damped plane wave which propagates into the slab. Computing Q and inserting
the results into (15-16) we obtain an expression for p as a function of v. Taking
the limit of this formula as a - 0, we obtain the result presented in [31 which was
obtained by completely different reasoning. This is the case of a very thick ceramic
slab with weak losses.

EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS
An examination of the conductivity data in [9] shows that the exponential repre-

sentation
a(TITA) = CAeZp[x(T/TA 1)] (17)

is an appropriate conductivity model for certain ceramic materials. Substituting
(17) into (15-16), performing the necessary integration to obtain Q from (16), and
inserting these expressions into (15) implicitly gives v as a function of p. Figure I
displays this relationship for B2 /BI = a = 0.1, GA/WEI1 = i = 0.001, k1d = 1.414,
kd = 1, and k = 0.78. We observe from the figure that v is a multivalued function
of p; the lower and upper branches represents stable steady state temperatures
by virtue of our analysis found in Reference 8. The middle branch accordingly is
unstable. When the power is increased steadily from zero the temperature follows
the lower branch until reaching the first critical power, p,1. At this point the
process of loosing thermal energy to the surrounding medium is saturated, in the
sense that any increase in microwave power will destroy the possibility of a steady
state temperature distribution. Thus, when the power is increase beyond this point
the temperature jumps to the upper branch at v,2. If the temperature Vc2 is greater
than the melting temperature. then'the sample will melt and the ceramic slab will
be destroyed.

We next show the effect of changing the thickness of the slab. d, in Figure 2.
In all three cases we kept a = 0.1, X = .78, and j- = 0.001 and set (kd,kld) =
(1.,2.),(.25-.5), and (.0625,.125). We find that the effect of decreasing d is to
decrease Pc2 and increase the corresponding temperature. Thus, as d - 0 the
curve approaches the result of the thin slab [8] where the hysteresis effect is lost.
Since the electric field is a constant in the thin slab model, it is clear that the
hysterisis effect is caused by the temperature dependence of the electric field in the

present theory. The upper temperature branch comes about because the electrical
conductivity begins to quench the electric field within the ceramic and this in turn
reduces heating.

On the other hand, we observe from Figure 2 that Pc2 increases and v,2decreases
as d is made larger. In the limit as d - x the curve will become monotonic so th'at
a given p yields only one value of v. Thus in this limit, we reproduce the thick slab.
results [3].
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CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a simple mathematical analysis of a microwave irradiated

ceramic slab in the small biot number limit in which he slab is essentially insulated.
The relatively small amount of heat loss at the surface accounts forthe multivalued
temperature response as a function of microw;.,ie power. The upper branch of
the temperature response curve owes its existence to a nonlinear skin effect which
tends to shield the ceramic at high temperatures from the incident microwave.
This multivalued response gives a plausible explanation for the thermal runaway
phenomenon which often occurs in the microwave sintering of ceramics.

This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Under Grant No. AFOSR 91-0252
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ABSTRACT

Models for nonthermal effects on ionic motion during microwal e heating of crystalline
solids are proposed to explain the anomolous reductions of activzaion energy for diffusion and the
overall faster kinetics noted in microwave sintering experiments and ot'ier microwave processing
studies. Radiation energy couples into low frequency elastic oscillatiu.is, generating a nonthermal
phonon distribution that enhances ion mobility and diffusion rates. it is argued that the effect of
the microwaves is not to reduce the activation energy, but rather to render the use of a "Boltzmann"
thermal model inappropriate for the inference of activation energy from sintering-rate or tracer-
diffusion data. Mechanisms are discussed for how such photon/phonon couplihg might occur.

INTRODUCTION

Numerous researchers have investigated the use of microwave radiation for sintering
ceramics.(I] Most of these studies have been motivated by the expectation of more uniform and
rapid heating, since the microwave radiation is absorbed directly inside the object, rather than
depending on inward conduction from the surface. Thus, microwave sintering might yield some of
the advantages of hot pressing (microstructural uniformity, strength, theoretical density, etc.) while
permitting efficient, pressureless processing of complicated, premachined shapes, as in
conventional sintering.

Experimo-ntal results supporting such expectations have been recently reported.[2-4]
Moreover, the da. reported in these studies suggest that different microscopic mechanisms for the
motion of ions are responsible for the differences between microwave and conventional sintering.
For example, experiments with alumina suggest an apparent reduction in ectivation energy of 60-
70% during microwave sintering when compared with conventional (pressureless) sintering.[2]
Specifically, the activation energy inferred from Arrhenius plots of densification rates for the
conventional process was 575 kJ/mole (- 6 eV), compared to an inferred activation energy of 170
kY/mole ( - 1.8 eV) for the microwave process. In both approaches equal bulk "temperatures" were
maintained based on thermocouple measurem'ents. in similar measurements with single crystal

sapphire,[3] microwave heating was observed to yield enhanced tracer diffusion kinetics ior 1802"
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For the single crystal experimer.ts, empirically inferred activation energies for ion diffusion based
on a thermal process model were 20% lower for microwave versus conventional heating.[3]

NONTHERMAL HYPOTHESIS

In another paper,[5] we argued that for the parameter regimes relevant to sintering, the
activation energy is largely determined by intrinsic characteristics of the polycrystalline compound-
-i.e., the atomic bonds and molecular structure. Hence, it is very improbable that microwave
heating alters either the atomic/molecular structure or the activation energy. For an alternative
explanation, we must recognize that inferring activation energy values from plots of logarithms of
densification rates versus inverse thermocouple readings assumes two things:

1. the ion thermal motions are characterized by a thermalized Maxwell-Boltzmann energy
distribution, and

2. the measuring device (e.g., ihermocoupie, IR pyrometer, optical fiber) provides an
accurate measure of the average kinetic energy of the ions--specifically, the
"temperature" for a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

In the case of microwave sintering, it is possible that one or both, of these assumptions is
incorrect. Thus, the effects of the microwaves would not be to reduce the activation energy, but
rather to render the use of a "Boltzmann-like" thermal model inappropriate for the inference of
activation energy. In particular, we propose that the microwave radiation excites a nonthermal
phonon distribution in the (poly)crystalline lattice. This translates into a ncnthermal (i.e., non-
Boltzmann) (nergy distribution, thereby enhancing the mobility of crystal lattice ions.
Ultimately, this leads to enhanced pC -t defect diffusion and to enhanced sintering rates. It is also
believed that similar nonthermal effects are responsible for unusual observations reported in other
microwave heating processes.(6] In the remainder of this paper, we briefly review candidate
channels for resonant genaration of nonthermal phonon distributions ane then outline how the
corresponding nonthermal ion energy distribution, can lead to apparent enharcenent of point defect
mobility.

GENERATION OF NONTHFRMAL PHONON DISTRIBUTIONS

In conventional sir.tering, hot gas molecules collide with surface ions of the ceramic
compact. Thus, kinetic energy first transfers to those ions on the macroscopic surface, followed
by subsequent conduction to the ceramic bulk interior. Since the surrounding gas molecules have
a Boltzmann distrib,:ti'rn of random thermal motion, it is reasonable to assume that this heating
process maintains a thermal, Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for the random vibrations of ions in
the (poly)crystalline lattice, i.e.,

th (E) E (f)

where E is the ion energy and T is the temperature (in energy units). Corresponding to this
thermal distribution of ion vibrational energy is a "thermal" partitioning of ion vibrations amonrgst
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the lattice phonon frequencies--i.e., a thermal phonon distribution.[71 Since the phonons obey
Bose-Einstein statistics, the thermal phonon distribution can be written in the form[8]

fth(o)) = 3 j 3 dr (2)
2x 2 Va3  Iw/T

where V is the volume, va is the acoustic speed, and we have used the Debye approximaflon.[9]
For conventional vacuum sintering, radiant heat transfer would dominate. However, one can
expect that the resistively heated oven element--characterized by a thermal energy distribution--will
radiate a "thermal" photon spectrum. In heating the ceramic specimen, this thermal radiation
spectrum should also lead to a thermal Boltzmann energy distribution--i.e., "reciprocity". Hence,
conventional heating can be expected to lead to thermal ion energy and crystal phonon
distributions, regardless of whether conduction or radiant heat transfer dominates.

Microwave heating, however, involves a time-harmonic perturbation of the lattice
through ionic polarization. If the microwave frequency satisfies resonance with one or more
normal mode oscillations, then a considerable amount of coherent, oscillatory motion will be
pumped into those resonant modes. The resulting nonthermal phonon distribution will be
determined by dynamic balance between the excitation of the resonant phonons and the nonlinear
"thermalization" of these driven phonons into other phonons. It is also reasonable to expect that
the net ion energy distribution resulting from microwave heating will not be a pure Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution. This is usually the case in resonant microwave heating of other kinetic
dielectric media (e.g., plasmas).

Elsewhere, we have analyzed channels for resonant coupling of microwave radiation to
normal lattice modes.[5] Here, we will summarize the results of that discussion. In general, there
are two classes of possible resonant coupling. The first possibility involves direct resonance
between the microwave field and localized normal oscillations in the lattice. Localized normal
lattice modes at microwave frequencies may be associated with "weak" surface bonds or
concentrations of point defects. This is more likely to occur in polycrystalline ionic solids,
especially in the green, pre-sintered state. Localized excess charge concentrations can also lead to
direct microwave frequency resonance with phonons.[5] Causes of localized charge imbalance may
include transition metal impurities, although we expect the impurity fraction to be extremely
small in high-purity ceramics. Free surface, grain boundaries and dislocations (because of their
structural role in the creation of lattice vacancies and because of the difference in formation energy
of intrinsic cation and anion vacancies) can create localized excess charge in the lattice even in
high-purity compounds not containing transition metal cations. Thus, in polycrystalline
compounds, the possibility exists for stimulating microwave-frequency phonons near extended
lattice defects. Further discussions on these and other "microwave-regime" lattice resonances can
be found elsewhe.(lO]

The second possible class of resonant microwave coupling involves coupling between
electromagnetic (microwave) and elastic (phonon) traveling waves.[11,121 Because of the large
difference in phase velocities of the electromagnetic wave (near speed of light) and the elastic wave
(acoustic speed), such coupling is necessarily a nonlinear, multi-wave mixing process (e.g.,
inverse Brillioun scattering). Ordinarily, one does not consider structural ceramics as examples of
nonlinear dielectric media. At the elevated temperatures characteristic of sintering, however, a
nonlinear dielectric response can be expected due to the large ion vibration amplitudes.[5,12]

We have identified several candidate channels for nonlinear three-wave resonance. First is
a mode in which two large amplitude electromagnetic waves with frequencies w I and o02 couple
with a low frequency (radio frequency or lower) elastic wave having frequency fla- The feasibility
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of this process depends on the microwave power source having an operating frequency bandwidth,
Aogco in the range 10-6 : Ato/o < 10-2 (a very realistic assumption). The two electromagnetic
frequencies would fall within the microwave source bandwidth Il - co21 < Aw. Resonant energy
transfer to the elastic wave would occur when col - o)2 = Ca.

A second three-wave mixing channel is possible between two elastic waves, with
frequencies 121 and Q2, and the electromagnetic wave with (microwave) frequency mier. In this
case, energy is resonantly transferred from the electromagnetic wave to one of the elastic waves--
say, the second one at f02--if toem = Kl2 - f021.

NONTHERMAL ION ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS

It can be expected that a lattice characterized by a nonthermal phonon distribution will be
likewise characterized by a nonthermal ion energy distribution. We are unsure (at this time) what
forms the nonthermal phonon distribution and nonthermal ion energy distribution acquire during
intense microwave heating. However, it is clear that point defect mobility (and thus sintering
rates) is most sensitive to the high energy tail of the distribution, while measurements with
standard temperature diagnostics (such as thermocouples) are more sensitive to "bulk" features of
the distribution. This distinction has important implications which we illustrate by assuming a
particular form for the nonthermal ion energy distribution and showing the implications for
enhanced ion mobility.

To begin with, we imagine an idealized crystal lattice in which an ion finds itself situated
beside a point defect (vacancy), as in Fig. 1. The mobility of the point defect--directly relevant to
the diffusion flux and sintering rates--is proportional to the probability that a neighboring ion will
surmount the potential energy barrier Vb and thereby effect an ion/,acancy exchange. The
probability that a neighboring ion will occupy the vacancy can be calculated by integrating the ion
energy distribution functil~a f(E):

P(E > Vb) = f f(E) dE (3)
fVb

For a thermal process, we can take the ion energy distribution to be the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution of Eq.(1).

As mentioned earlier, we are still uncertain of the form of the nonthermal energy
distribution induced by microwave heating. However, for illustrative purposes, we assume that the
energy distribution induced by microwave heating consists of an energetic, superthermal ion
population superimposed on a "thermalized" background of ion energies. We model this by a"two-temperature" energy distribution:

i ((1-Ee"E) 2b + A( (I -A)3)2 ev's/
fnt (E) = Tb 3122  )st

where Tb is the "bulk temperature" in energy units (as measured by a thermocouple, for example),
Tst is the characteristic energy of the superthermal (nonthermal) component of ion energies, and A
is the fraction of ions in the superthermal component of the distribution function. As we shall
see, even small deviations from a thermal energy distribution (i.e., small values of A) can
significantly affect point defect mobility, as characterized by the probability of ion/vacancy
exchange--i.e., Eq.(3). Examples of the tw,' distributions are portrayed in Fig. 2.
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Fig.l. Idealized crystal lattice and associated potential energy function in the presence of a
poin defect (vacancy)
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Fig. 2. Examples of thermal and nonthermal distributions, according to Eqs. (1) and (4).
For the nonthermal case, A = 0.1 and Tst = 4 Tb.
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For illustration, we calculate Eq.(3) for both a thermal fEq.(1)] and a nonthermal [Eq.(4)]
ion energy distribution. For the nonthermal case, we consider the particular distribution plotted in
Fig. 2, for which Tst = 4 Tb and A = 031 (a small deviation from the thermal distribution). For
both distributions, it is assumed that a conventional "temperature* diagnostic (such as a
thermocouple) would measure the mean energy of the distribution, (E). For the thermal
distribution, (E)th - Tb, while for the nonthermýd distribution, our particular choices of A and Tst
yield (E)nt - l.3Tb which we approximate as (E)nt - i.3Tb - Tb (for reasons that will be clear
shortly). In Fig. 3, we plot Eq. (3) as a function of the normalized bulk temperature Tb/Vb for
both the thermal and nonthermal distributions. We ooserve that the probability of point defect
motion is significantly enhanced (by orders of magnitude) for the nonthermal distribution,
especially at lower values of Tb/Vb. In view of this large difference, the 30% error associated with
the approximation (E)nt - 1.3Tb Tb is not considered serious.

100

2
O 101 ,O

tU 3~c10*
10-4 

do

50 10.0
.6/C 10. 1

0o 10-7 ''- nnhra
CO0

I

M.. 10" nonthermal
1.10 -- -.... thermal10 I

10 "-11 1

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

normalized bulk temperature, Tb/Vb
Fig.3. Probability of point defect motion for both a thermal energy (Maxwell-Boltzmann)
distribution [Eq.(])] and a "two-temperature" nonthermal distribution (Eq.(4)]. For 'the
nonthermal case the deviation ftom thermal distribution is slight: Tst = 4 Tb and A = 0.).

The reason that a small, 30% difference in the mean energy (E) (between the thermal and
nonthermal distributions) leads to orders of magnitude difference in the probability of point defect
motion, P(E > Vb), is that the excess energy in the nonthermal case is distributed in the high
energy tail, where P(E > Vb) is most sensitively affected. In like manner, we hypothesize that a
similar phenomenon is responsible for the observations of apparent enhancement of diffusion and
sintering rates during a comparison of microwave versus conventional heating of ionic solids.
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SUMMARY

We have proposed that observations of enhanced diffusion and sintering rates in
microwave (versus conventional) sintering are due to a nonthermal energy (or phonon) distribution
induced by the intense microwave radiation field. This is most likely the case if the microwave
radiation resonantly couples to specific elastic waves or normal modes of oscillation in the crystal
lattice. The possibilities for coupling to normal mode oscillations appear greater in
polycrystalline media (versus single crystal) due to additional effects associated with surfaces, grain
boundaries, and concentrations of point defects. Alternatively, microscopic spatial nonuniformity
in microwave heating may yield several populations of ions, each characterized by a different
"temperature". Averaged over a macroscopic region, this would appear as a nonthermal energy
distribution, similar to the one considered in this paper [cf. Eq. (4)].

While the exact nonthermal energy (or phonon) distribution during intense microwave
heating is still unknown, we have explored a hypothetical nonthermal ion energy distribution.
This exercise established that even small deviations from a thermal distribution could lead to large
changes in the mobility of point defects. Several important questions can now be posed: (1) what
are the exact forms of the lattice phonon and ion energy distributions during intense microwave
heating of ionic solids?, and (2) what are the exact mechanisms for microwave-to-phonon energy
transfer during microwave sintering? Future work at the University of Wisconsin is focused on
these and related questions.
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NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE MODELLING OF MICROWAVE FIELDS

Claude Lorenson, Christine Gallemeault
Alcan International Limited, Kingston R&D Centre
PO Box 8400, Kingston, Ontario Canada K7L 51-9

ABSTRACT

The popularity of microwave processing of materials continues to grow and as a result
there is a need for numerical models that can help the design of cavity and applicators
for specific applications. The Method of Moments and a Finite Element Method have
been used to predict the heating behaviour of dielectric materials In mufti-mode cavities
at S.45 GHz. A brief description of each method will be given and comparative
strengths and weaknesses will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

There is a continued growth In the popularity of microwave processing of materials.
The potential for increased productivity, reduced costs and Improved material
performance are the major reasons for interest in this technology. In order for these
benefits to manifest themselves in the end products, there is a need to Improve our
basic understanding of the radiation/matter interaction and to Improve the distribution of
electric fields inside microwave furnaces. Mathematical modelling can be a very useful
tool with which to improve our understanding of these problems. Until recently, there
was very little activity in the modelling of microwave heating phenomena in multi-mode
cavities. This paper will briefly describe two techniques that can be applied to such
problems and will present some examples in the use of modelling for materials
processing.

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

Mathematical modelling is the representation of real life phenomena In terms of a set of
mathematical expressions. The degree of complexity that can be Included In a model Is
related to the computer memory needed to specify the problem (geometry) and the
processing time needed to obtain solutions. Because of these limitations, the degree of
reality Incorporated In a model can be limited. These limitations can also Influence the
choice of numerical techniques used in solving a problem. A Finite Difference
method (refs. 1 and 2), a Finite Element method or the Method of Moments could be
used. We will describe the latter two techniques that have been used for material
applications in our research eff ort.
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THE METHOD OF MOMENTS

This method has been used extensively for electromagnetic modelling in the field of
radar cross-section and to predict radiation patterns of antennae. In these applications
the scattering bodies are far away from the source and the electric field of interest is in
the far field regime, which is the simplest numerical condition. However in microwave
processing near field regions must be included since typically the load to be treated is
close to the source (-30 cm). In an application like radar cross-section, the interesting
quantities are the reflected fields, all surfaces modelled are good conductors and there
is no need for loss mechanisms to be included. In microwave processing, thie load to
be treated is lossy and this, in addition to the need to examine near fields, poses an
additional complexity in the use of the Method of Moments.

In order to simplify the numerical computations, many electromagnetic scattering
problems are solved in the wire-grid approximation. Since a conducting wire mesh
behaves electromagnetically approximately like a solid surface, it is possible to replace
the surfaces of interest with a coherent wire grid. Some care has to be taken with
respect to the mesh size (smaller then the wavelength), the wire spacing and the wire
radius. Good operating rules are known for these parameters and the theoretical work
deriving them can be found in refs. 3 and 4. When building a model, the furnace walls
and any reflecting elements inside the cavity are replaced by a wire grid (figure 1). As
far as the load is concerned, you can also replace the solid with a wire grid but typically
the grid has a higher density (because the wavelength is smaller in the material). This
is apparent in figure 1 where the load here has er',=9 and the density is higher then the
walls of the cavity. At 2.45 Ghz, A=~12.2 cm so the walls need tc have a wire spacing of
-3cm and about -1cm in the load (i.e. Aair=1 2 and Aload" 4). In order to predict the
power density in the load, it is necessary to add lumped elements to the load wires to
represent the dielectric material properties. A resistor and a capacitor in parallel are
added at eqch node of the wires. The resistor is related to c"r and the capacitor to r'r

The source of microwaves in this particular model is represented by a number of strong
emitting dipoles (4 typically) located near the roof of the furnace. Some empirical work
is needed in the beginning to test which configuration of antenna give the most realistic
field (infra-red imaging is a useful technique here). When this configuration is known,
all models for a given furnace can t'se the same. In the Method of Moments, plane
waves emitted from the antenna propagate in the space defined by the wire grid, some
fields are reflected and some are absorbed in the load. This electromagnetic scattering
problem is formulated in terms of induced currents in all the parts present (load and
walls). The field absorbed by the load induces current in the lumped wires and the
power absorbed can be calculated. There are many ways to solve for these induced
currents (see refs. 5 and 6) and most of them are based on integral equations. These
integral equations are dorived from Maxwell's equations and the boundary conditions of
the problem of interest. The Method of Moments is a set of procedures to transform
these integral equations into a set of linear equations from which the currents can be
extracted using known matrix algebra techniques. The mathematical details of
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this technique is beyond the scope of this paper but the interested reader can consult
ref. 7. The model developed using this technique for the material described above
required 1550 dipole modes (number of unknowns) with storage requirements of 10 Mb
for the complex array to be inverted.

Figure 1. Moment method wire grid model for 1/4 oven and load.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the electric field in the empty furnace. This type of computation is
necessary to make sure that the model can reproduce the incoherent mode pattern
found in a multimode cavity.

In this figure, the bottom plane is the reflecting surface at the bottom of the cavity and the
light gray pattern represents a certain (iso-surface contour) value of the electric field for a
5 cm region above the cavity bottom.

Figure 3 shows the power density inside the load (in this case the extent of the
boundaries represent the load not the oven walls), it is qufte clear that we have two hot
spots near the edge of the load (c'r=9 ,•'r- 1 .6 ). Again the bottom plane represents the
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Figure 2. Elecftic field for an empty oven.

bottom of the load and Iso-surface contours (the light gray 3D shape) emerging from the
bottom represent the high values of the power absorbed through the depth of the load..
Obviously, in order to reduce thermal stress, we would like to 'spread' this heating zone
and that can be accomplished experimentally by adding reflecting elements on top of tthe
load. The model prediction for the power absorbed in the presence of these reflecting
elements is shown in figure 4. Cleaidy the load will now be able to heat more uniformly (at
least until the dielectric properties changel). Heat transfer and temperature dependence
of the dielectric properties is not taken into account here. Furthermore all of the results
are qualitative since we are interested in the spatial distribution of the power delivery
rather than the absolute values of the fields or absorbed power. This example shows
how a modelling technique can help in designing improvements inside the furnace.

There are thrue important limitations related to the application of this technique. They
are geometric, microwave source and materials modelling constraints. The modelling of
circular or elliptical shapes Is difficult because of the way we build our grid, i.e. it is
difficult to handle curved surfaces and have the correct lumped impedances. For the
same reasons we are limited to rectangular furnaces. This is an important limitation
since in some applications for continuous processing we need more freedom in our
choice of geometry. In terms of materials, it is easy to model homogenous, *non-
composite* materials but other kinds of materials are either impossible (metallic
laminates) or a giant 'bookeeping nightmare', as it is difficult to keep track of the
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different impedances needed in the model and furthermore the boundaries between
different types of materials become nebulous. In terms of modelling the source, it would
be desirable to have the physical waveguide launch itself modelled instead of relying on
secondary effects from antennas because it would then be possible to test how the
power level has an effect on the processing and also if there is advantage in using
shields near the launch. By relying on a secondary technique to represent the source as
we do in the Method of Moments, neither of these tests are available.

Figure 3. Power density for the load calculated by the method of moments.

THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (FEM)

Knowledge of the limitations inherent in the Method of Moments leads one to examine
other techniques such as the finite element method in order to address these issues. The
finite element method is based on variational principles. A finite element analysis
determines the electric field distribution by minimizing the energy in each element. To
calculate the field it is necessary to build a model of the furnace, the air and the load with
threedime;.sional pieces that can have various shapes and sizes. As In the previous
technique when the dielectric constant is higher, the mesh density is higher. Because
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the elements are ncl conflned to be rectangular prisms, different shapes of furnaces or
loads can be modelled which is a big advantage for this technique. Figure 5 shows a
quarter model of a rectangular furnace with a dielectric load in the centre (the centre line
is the closest to the viewer). This model consisted of 6700 elements and required
2 hours of CPU time on a convex C240. Notice the higher mesh density in the load and
the transition me.sh from dielectric to air. In this model the waveguide feed is located in
the centre on the roof of the oven. Using this technique, the exact electric field at the
launching point can be used. In th"s case it is a TEt 0 mode in a WR-284 waveguide. In
FEM, we can put the waveguide feed anywhere and also we can use any shape of
furnace we need which is important when considering continucus processing.

Figure 4. Power density for the ioad in the presence of reflecting elements calculated
by the method of moments.

The transition mesh from high to lower mesh density can be a source of problems when
calculating the electric field. A 'non-physical" mesh would manifest itself by a very high
density of electric field in that region when there is no reason for such behavior. Such a
transition mesh creates artificial boundaries that breaks the piecewise continuity needed
for a coherent solution throughout the model.
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Figure 5. Finite element mesh for 114 oven and load.

In terms of material modelling, FEM can handle a larger variety of problems because of
the ability to mix layers of different materials with different conductivities or dielectric
values easily. If we want to model metallic laminates, all there is to do is to use surface
elements for the metallic parts. In FEM we can use line, surface or 3 dimensional
elements, bringing versatility to the different configurations of materials that can be
treated. Of course not only the electric field can be deduced but also the power
absorbed in the load and the induced current in the different conductors if there are some
in the model. When looking at magnetic materials, FEM gives the best way to predict the
magnetic energy density since all elements have their own material properties, including
permeability, attached to them.

One of the drawbacks of FEM is that model building is more tedious especially with
regards to construction of the transition mesh or air present in the furnace. As a result
"quick runs' to test a few alterations to a furnace are not as practical. However

commercially available preprocessors and automatic meshers are available and do help.

CONCLUSION

Because of the clirrent interest in microwave processing and the challenging problems
thai lurk in the future in terms of scale-up and continuous processing, there is a need to
establish mathematical models that can guide our understanding of heating mechanisms
and the design of applicators. This paper presented two techniques that have proven
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useful in our experience. Specific applications have been presented or discussed and
the limitations of the techniques have been explained. Mathematical modelling will never
replace experimental work, but it can provide direction for the selection of the important
tests to be performed experimentally.
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MEASUREMENT OF DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES IN THE FREQUENCY RANGE OF
300 MHz TO 3 GHz AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY

Johanna B. Salsman
U. S. Bureau of Mines
Tuscaloosa Research Center
Tuscaloosa, AL 35486.

ABSTRACT

As part of the research effort on investigating the effects of microwave energy on the chemical
and physical properties of minerals and ores, the U. S. Bureau of Mines, Tuscaloosa Research
Center has conducted an extensive research program on identifying those properties of minerals
that are affected by microwave energy, namely the dielectric constant and loss tangent. The
objective was to establish a reliable data base for predicting the effects of microwave heating on
minerals.

The dielectric constant and loss tangent of minerals, commonly referred to as the dielectric
properties, were determined utilizing the theory of microwave propagation through an open-ended
air filled coaxial line that was terminated at its open end with the particular mineral under
investigation and measuring the reflection coefficient of the mineral with a network analyzer.
From the measured values of the reflection coefficient, the dielectric properties of the mineral
could be determined.

The dielectric properties of powdered minerals with medium to high electrical conductivities (tanS
>!.01) were measured in the frequency range of 300 M.Hz to 3 GHz. Since the minerals were
prepared as powders, techniques were used to relate the measured dielectric properties of the
powdered minerals to the dielectric properties of the mineral at its theoretical or natural density.
Also, these measurements were performed as a function of temperature, from 250 to 325* C.

The results of the dielectric constants and loss tangents using this method were determined to be
precise within ±5 pet. This report describes the method of measurement and discusses the
results of the Bureau's investigations into dielectric properties of minerals with the inclusion of
typical measured data.

INTRODUCTION

Major research efforts are underway woildwide on the use of microwave energy in various
processing techniques. Deterrents to these research efforts are the lack of sufficient data on the
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electrical properties of materials (including minerals) and the lack of personnel trained in
microwave processing technology. It is very likely that microwave energy may offer many
advantages to minerals beneficiation and processing techniques; however, it is difficult to exploit
these advantages without an understanding of the electrical properties of minerals. At the
microwave heating frequencies, 30 MHz to 3 GHz, these properties are often referred to as the
dielectric properties of minerals, namely the dielectric constant and the loss tangent. The
dielectric constant determines how much energy can be stored insa material while the loss tangent
is proportional to the amount of energy that is lost as heat. The product of these two terms, the
dielectric loss factor, determines how well a material will absorb microwave energy.

Microwave technology is beginning to find many successful uses in industrial applications other
than food preparation. Recent investigations of the use of microwave energy as a heat source
in materials processing techniques have shown several advantages over conventional methods of
heating. For example, studies conducted on microwave processing of ceramics and composite
materials have shown improved mi,-rostructural properties in the final product along with a
reduction in energy requirements and processing times (1-3]. However, research is limiited in
this area because the dielectric properties of minerals and most materials at microwave heating
frequencies are virtually unknown. In order to predict whether microwave energy may be a
viable tool for use in the minerals industry, these properties must be known, otherwise trial and
error methods are the only alternative.

MEASUREMENT OF THE DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF MINERALS

The Bureau of Mines, Tuscaloosa Research Center has developed a successful method for
measuring the dielectric constant and loss tangent of minerals using an open-ended coaxial line
and a network analyzer that has an operational frequency range of 300 kHz to 3 GHz. This
method is very versatile since it allows for the measurement of the dielectric properties of
minerals at microwave heating frequencies. It is also capable of measuring liquids, solids, and
powders. The measurement system incorporated a heating device and a variable density chamber
to allow for the messurement of dielectric properties as a function of temperature and density.
The combination of all these various capabilities in the measurement system significantly adds
to its overall effectiveness and versatility.

Theory of Messurement

The method of measuring the dielectric constant, c,, and loss factor, c,* involves placing the
mineral sample, the load shown in figure 1, at the end of an open-ended coaxial line and
measuring the input reflection coefficient, r*, as seen at the end of the line. By knowing I", the
dielectric properties can be determined.

4 r----------

C Er

L-------------i

Figure 1. The Equivalent Circuit of a Sample at the End of a Coaxial Line.
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Mathematically, the input reflection coefficient can be calculated from the expression given in
the following equation [4]:

1 -J a6z(C.,,* + (1)
1 •j#Z(C* + C,)

where r- is the complex input reflection coefficient, Z) is the angular frequency, = 2sf, f is the
frequency, C. and Cr are fringing capacitances associated with the coaxial line, Z. is the
impedance of the coaxial line, and z: is the complex dielectric constant.

Rearranging equation 1 and solving for 4," yields:

-r" _, (2)

jwz.c.(1 + r*) C.

The complex dielectric constant, c,", can also be expressed by:

C," = C,' - j," (3)

where c,' is the dielectric constant, and c," is the loss factor. Similarly the complex input
reflection coefficient can be expressed as:

I"= -cosjp + jrsin~p (4)

where r is the magnitude of the complex input refection coefficient and 'o is the phase. By
substituting equations 3 and 4 into equation 2 and separating equation 2 into its real and
imaginary parts, the dielectric properties can be determined. Equations 5 and 6 are the
mathematical representation of the dielectric constant and loss factor, respectively, and may be
used to calculate the dielectric properties of the load at the end of the coaxial line, given all other
terms in the equations are known or can be evaluated.

, . -2r i, _ . (5)
,z.c.(z + 2rcosp+ r  c.

e," .=i (6)
*z.c.(, 2rcosq, + r (

Since 7, is the impedance of the line and is constant and the values of r and p are measured,
one only needs to determine the values of C, and C, the fringing capacitances of the line, to
determine the dielectric constant, loss factor, and thus the loss tangent of the material at the end
of the open-end coaxial line.
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Determination of Co and Cf

The determination of C0 and Cf can become quite cumbersome and tiring; however, it is crucial
to the measurement technique 15]. First, solve equations 5 and 6 in terms of the capacitances
C f and C , respectively.

-2Fsin-eCf.-I , - e"C. (8)
wz.,'(1 + 2rcosp + r *(

From equations 7 and 8, C. and C, can be determined through an iterative process. The
procedure begins with placing materials of known dielectric properties at the end of the open-
ended coaxial line and measuring the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient at the end
of the line, i.e. the input reflection coefficient.

For a first approximation, assume Cf equal to zero. Using equation 7 and a material with high
dielectric properties, calculate a value of C.. Using this value of C., place a material with low
dielectric proverties at the end of the coaxial line and measure the input reflection coefficient.
From equation 8 calculate a value of Cf. Using equation 8 again and this new value of C,
calculate a new value of C. with measured reflection coefficient data from a new material with
high dielectric properties. Call this new C., Col. In order to judge whether these values of
capacitances are suitable values of C. and C, compare C. and Co,. If they are not equal, the
iteration must continue a number of times using the last calculated values of Co, or C.1 , and C,
until the values of the capacitances C. and C., converge. This process must be repeated for
every measurement frequency since the fringing capacitances change with frequency.

Selection of Reference Materials for Determining Capacitances

The high loss materials chosen to determine the fringing capacitance were saline solutions since
their dielectric properties could be calculated as a function of temperature, normality, and
frequency [6]. Two of the low loss materials used were obtained from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology and were cyclohexane and 1,2 dichloralethane. Other low loss
reference materials used were air, perchloralethylene, and teflon. The dielectric properties of
the perchloralethylene and teflon were measured previously by a technique developed by the
Bureau and compared favorably to referenced data [7]. Saliue solutions of normalities other than
those used to determine the values of the fringing capacitances were used to evaluate the errors
in the measurement procedure. Table I gives the error for a 0.2 normal saline solution measured
by this technique.
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Table 1. A Comparison of the Dielectric Properties of Measured and
Calculated Data for a 0.2 N Saline Solution

1 Dielectric constant Loss factor

Frequency, Measured Known Pct Measured Known Pct
MHz value value diff. value value duff.

36.07 71.5 75.86 5.72 928.29 914.73 1.48
45.41 73.49 75.86 3.12 736.57 726.66 1.36
57.16 74.35 75.86 1.99 584.69 577.30 1.28
71.97 7S.14 75.86 .95 464.34 458.67 1.24
90.60 75.46 75.85 .51 368.88 364.47 1.21

114.05 75.58 75.85 .36 293.07 289.68 1.17
143.59 75.64 75.85 .28 233.00 230.31 1.17
180.77 75.74 75.85 .15 185.33 183.21 1.16
227.57 75.78 75.84 .08 147.62 145.86 1.21
286.50 75.78 75.84 .08 117.74 116.29 1.25
360.68 75.81 75.83 .03 94.14 92.90 1.33
454.07 75.75 75.81 .08 75.55 74.46 1.46
571.64 75.79 75.78 .01 60.81 59.99 1.37
719.65 75.66 75.74 .11 49.45 48.71 1.52
905.98 75.55 75.67 .16 40.65 40.02 1.57

1,089.23 75.41 75.59 .24 35.19 34.63 1.62
1,309.55 75.24 75.47 .30 31.08 30.40 2.24
1,648.62 74.83 75.25 .56 27.04 26.55 1.85
2,075.49 74.85 74.90 1.40 23.85 24.09 1.00
2,612.89 74.81 74.35 .62 22.37 22.86 2.14
3,000.00 74.43 73.88 .74 22.74 22.67 .31

Determination of Density Effects

Natural minerals come in all shapes and sizes. Many minerals are not found in nature as large
solid pieces, but as tiny fragments mixed with all types of other minerals which have to be
separated in order to acquire a pure sample. In the process of separating the minerals, the
samples had to be pulverized to a powder. However, the measured dielectric properties of this
powdered mineral did not represent those properties of that mineral found in its natural state; thus
methods needed to be explored for determining the dielectric properties of a material at its natural
or theoretical density using data on a powdered sample, (i.e. without the influence of porosity
and high surface area effects).

Stuart Nelson [8] has been conducting research on evaluating the dielectric properties of various
materials for the U. S. Department of Agriculture for several years. During his studies, the need
arose to determine dielectric properties as a function of density and relate this information to
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thorse properties at a different density. After considerable evaluation, the Bureau used Nelson's
technique and incorporated the method into its measurement system.

It was found that the linearity of c,' with the density of a powdered-air mixture can be expressed
ats

where m is the slope of the line and p is the density of the air-powder mixture. The dielectric

constant for air at zero density is unity for the mixture.

The quadratic dependence of c,' and e,* on density was expressed by Kent [9] as

'ap + bp+l1 (10)

e,= -cp 2 + dp + 0 (

since at zero density, e,' =I and e,* = 0. (a, b, c, and d are constants for a given material at
a given frequency.)

It becomes obvious that when squaring equation 9, equations 9 and 10 become equivalent, where
a - m2 and b - 2m. Thus, if this relationship holds. measurements of the dielectric constant
of a powdered sample at any one bulk density, along with the p = 0 and c,' -I intercept, will
provide enough information to determine the dielectric constant at any density including that of
a solid material.

A linear relationship between the loss factor and density can also be obtained by completing the
square of equation I1I as shown below.

(12)

where e =dl14c. However, a single measurement will not suffice for the evaluation of c: since
the constant e must be determined. Two measurements will be sufficient for the determination
of the loss factor although, as more measurements are taken at different densities the evaluation
of the slope term for both the dielectric constant and loss factor becomes more precise.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The measurement system consisted of an open-ended coaxial line that was connected to a
computer controlled network analyzer where the opposite end of the coax was placed against the
mineral sample. The reflection coefficient at the coax-mineral interface was measured by the
network analyzer in the frequency range of 300 MHz to 3 GHz and the dielectric constant and
loss factor of the mineral were computed as described in the theoretical section of this paper.
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The Coaxial Line

The air filled coaxial line was constructed of type 307 stainless steel and was fitted with a 7 mm
APC flange in order that it could be easily fitted to the network analyzer. It was necessary :o
have a very rigid coaxial line since hard, solid samples were to be measured. The termination
port on the network analyzer had an impedance of 50 ohms. For matching purposes, the coaxial
line was designed and constructed to mai:tain the same impedance by the expression given in
equation 13 and shown in figure 2 [10].

r

Figure 2. A Cross-Section of A Typical Coaxial Line

Z. - 60 ln(b"a)I/F7 (13)

c,' in equation 14 is the dielectric constant of the material filling ,he coaxial line, 'b' is the radius
of the outer conductor, and 'a' is the radius of the inner conductor. In order to maintain an
impedance of 50 ohms, from equation 14, it was necesary to maintain a ratio of 2.3 of the
conductor radii, b to a.

It became necessary, however, to insert a thin spacer at the end of the coaxial line. The purpose
of the spacer was twofold: 1) it held the center conductor in place preventing it from moving off
center inside the coaxial line, and 2), it prevented materials from creeping up into the line during
the measurement procedure. To compensate for the spacer at the end of the line, the conductor
ratio in equation 13 was adjusted to maintain the 50 ohm impedance. Using 2.1 for the dielectric
constant of the spacer material, the ratio was calculated to be 3.54. Thus the radius of the inner
conductor was reduced by an amount to maintain this ratio, but only for the end of the line where
the spacer was positioned as shown in figure I.

Spacer Material. r

Figure 3. The End of the Coaxial Line Where the Spacer Was Placed.
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The coaxial line was also designed so impedance standards for calibration of the test equipment
such as a short circuit and a 50 ohm matching load could be secured at its end. Calibrating the
system at the end of the coaxial line enabled the measurement of the reflection coefficient at the
end of the line. This eliminated the necessity of dealing with signal delays that are inherent in
the system when adding an electrical device of a given length away from the calibration port of
the measurement equipment.

The Network Analyzer

The reflection coefficients were measured with a network analyzer' in conjunction with a
transmissioalreflection test set. Th0 Ie network analyzer had an operational frequency range of 300
kHz to 3 GHz. The test set was connected to the coaxial line. The analyzer supplied a signal
to the end of the coaxial line and measured the magnitude and phase of the applied and reflected
voltage by means of a high resolution synthesized signal source and a dual channel three-input
receiver. Comparison of these voltages gave the complex reflection coefficient at the end of the
coaxial line. The reflection coefficient could be displayed as real and imaginary parts or as
magnitude and phase in rectangular or polar/Smith chart formats. In addition, a microprocessor
within the network analyzer could compute the impedance at the end of the line from the
reflection coefficient data. Through design, the coaxial line was capable of fitting impedance
standards at its end which enabled reflection coefficient measurements at the end of the coaxial
line.

The network analyzer was controlled by minicomputer that was programmed to transmit the
control signals necessary to sweep the analyzer frequency and record the reflection coefficient
data at each frequency step. Data from the analyzer were transmitted to the computer where they
were analyzed to determine the dielectric properties of the material at the end of the coaxial line.

The Heating Device

The heating device consisted of two small semi-circular electric heaters 7.5 cm in height that,
when placed together, left a 5 cm opening in the center. The opening provided enough space to
place the mineral sample and the coaxial line. The coaxial line was mounted on a stand which
also supported the heaters. An insulating box housed the heaters and coaxial line, and was sealed
to maintain an inert atmiosphere around the sample during the heating period. A positive pressure
of argon was maintained in the box to eliminate oxidation of the sample while heating. A K-type
thermocouple was positioned along the side of the coaxial line to measure the surface temperature
of the material during the heating and measurement cycle.

The Density Chamber

In order to vary the densities of the powdered mineral samples and measure the dielectric
properties of the minerals at various densities, a variable density chamber was designed and
constructed. A cylindrical chamber was constructed of a very low-loss material. The choice of

'Hewlett Packard Model #HP8753A*
'Hewlett Packard Model #HP85044A*
*Reference to specific products does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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the low-loss material ensured that none of the transmitted signal was reflected from the density
chamber which would interfere with the dielectric property measurements. The density
measurements were accomplished by placing a predetermined amount of the powdered mineral
into the chamber of known volume. The floor of the chamber was actually a piston that allowed
a volum change inside the density chamber. The open end of the coaxial line was fitted with
a grounding plate and was secured on the top of the density chamber. Once the chamber was
filled with a mineral sample, the piston was moved in a vertical direction until the sample. was
seated against the coaxial line. The Smith Chart display on the network analyzer indicated when -

the coaxial line and the mineral were in contacted electrically. The movement of the piston floor
was calibrated to determine the volume change inside the chamber. By knowing the weight and
volume of the sample, the density of the powder-air mixture was calculated. Figure 4 is a
drawing that depicts the apparatus including coaxial line, heating device, and density chamber.
Figure 5 is a photograph of the complete measurement system.

-To Netivoric Analyzer

Coaxial Line Surface Thermocouple
Gas outlet r -- -- -- ----- - -- -- -- - -1-

PoInternal

Sample -T

ICalibrated
Jack

I------------------------

Figure 4. The Holding Apparatus Constructed for Measuring the Dielectric
Properties of Minerals as a Function of Temperature and Density.
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Figure 5. The Equipment for Measuring Dielectric Properties.

RESULTS

The dielectric properties of over 60 minerals have been measured using the technique described
above. For every mineral measured, the measurement frequency was swept from 300 MHz to
3 GHz at 27 MHz intervals. Each mineral was measured at a minimum of three different
densities and, at each density, dielectric property data was taken at temperatures of 250, 750,

100*, 1250, 1750, 200*, 2250, 275*, 300', and 3250 C. It was found that the dielectric
properties of the minerals generally increased with increasing temperature, indicating that the
materials become more absorbent nf microwave energy as they were heated. However, the
mineral chalcocite, Cu..S, displayed a very different trend. While beating the Cu.S, the dielectric
constant and loss factor decreased after the mineral reached l00* C instead of increasing as was
expected. After investigating this phenomena, it was found that Cu2S experienced a phase change
at 1000 C, where its crystalline structure changed from an orthrombic to isometric [1ll. None
of the other minerals evaluated displayed similar characteristics. However, crystalline phase
changes of the other minerals occurred at a much higher temperature than the capabilities of the
measurement system. If the heating device were capable of temperatures above 3250 C, it is
believed that similar changes would have been observed. Figure 5 depicts the dielectric constant
and loss factor in graphic form for the mineral chalcocite as a function of frequency and at
different temperatures.

As an example of typical dielectric property data, figure 6 displays the measured data in graphic
form of the dielectric constant and loss factor for the mineral chalcopyrite, CuFeS, in the
frequency range of 300 MHz to 3 GHz. The data is shown for the temriperatures. of 250, 100
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200, and 300o C. The trends in the dielectric properties for cbalcopyrite were similar to those
observed in all the minerals measured by the Bureau.
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r-igure 6. The Dielectric Properties of Chalcocite at Elevated Temperatures
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Figure 7. The Dielectric Properties of Chalcopyrite at Elevated Temperatures.

CONCLUSIONS

A technique for measuring dielectric properties at microwave heating frequencieo was developed.

The measurement system is completely computer controlled and will allow for the measurement

of materials (tanb > 0.01) in the temperature range of 25* to 325° C. The measurement system

was designed to measure the dielectric properties of liquids, solids, and powders and techniques
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to determine powder density effects on dielectric properties was incorporated into the system.
To date, the Bureau of Mines' Tuscaloosa Research Center has measured the dielectric properties
of over 60 medium to high-loss minerals and will continue to provide basic data on the dielectric
properties of materials at microwave beating frequencies as a function of temperature. It is the
desire of the Bureau to aid in developing ncw and improved minerals and materials processing
techniques and it is believed that an understanding of the dielectric properties of materials at
microwave heating frequencies is one of the ways to accomplish this goal.
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A HIGH TEMPERATURE MICROWAVE DIELECTROMETER

yleiguo Xi, and W.R. Tinga
Elec.Eng.Dept., University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada, T6G 2G7

ABSTRACT
A microwave dielectrometer has been developed for measur

dielectric properties of various oxides and ceramics at up to at ,,:ast
1200 0 C. This system uses a re-entrant coaxial cavity with a hollow
center conductor both as a microwave heater and as a test chamber. A
small cylindrical sample is easily introduced into the cavity through
an insertion hole and tested in the frequency band of 3GHz while being
heated by a tunable 60W solid state source of 915MHz. The sample
temperature is measured with an optical fiber thermometer. The speed,
convenience and accuracy of this system may make instant on-line
measurements possible.

In this paper, the sample loading effect and the hole effect on
the characteristics of the cavity are discussed based on the results
from our mode-matching analysis. The theoretically predicted
calibration curves for determining dielectric constants and loss
tangents are provided in polynomial form. Error estimations are also
included. The system setup is described and part of our experimental
results are presented to demonstrate the system performance.

INTRODUCTION

Dielectric measurements at room temperature and at high
temperature differ in techniques rather than in principles. However,
only little research has been done on high temperature methods due to
technical difficulties. Some researchers used electrical heaters and
invariably met with difficulties due to thermal Insulation and
expansion. Others utilized microwave heating which is obviously fast
and well localized. However, this approach has also encountered
certain difficulties. The main problems involved are the interference
of the heating power with the test signal and the microwave heating
dependence on the varying material properties, Though some progress
has been made, temperatures can only reach several hundred degrees and
the range of measurable materials is limited [1-31.

Our microwave dielectrometer discussed in this paper is able to
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heat various materials, including oxides and ceramics, and measure
their dielectric constants and loss factors to temperatures above
1200 0 C. Three main features characterize this system. (1) A coaxial
re-entrant cavity serves both as a microwave heater and as a sample
test chamber. By virtue of a stronngly focused E-field in the
re-entrant gap, a heating rate up to 700 C/sec. can be achieved. The
high heating rate, together with the small sample volume used,
alleviates problems due to the cavity's thermal expansion, thus
ensuring a higher measurement accuracy. (2) Heating and testing are
conducted at the same time but in different frequency bands - 915MHz
and 3GHz. As a consequence, the test signal can be easily separated
from the heating power by a high pass filter. (3) The use of the
sample insertion hole greatly eases sample preparations and avoids the
typical air gap problem, making instant on-line measurements possible.

CAVITY CHARACTERISTICS

The re-entrant coaxial cavity shown in Fig.1 is a quasi-TEM
resonator with TEM field in the coaxial section and TM fields in the
gap section if the wavelength A>2(rz-rl). Consequently. it can be
represented by a section of uniform transmission line terminated by a
capacitance which expresses the effect of the gap field.
Unfortunately, such a capacitance is not only frequency dependent but
also varies nonlinearly with sample load [4]. It is further
complicated by the modified gap fields due to the presence of the
insertion hole. Experimental results have shown that the sample
inserted through the holes results in significantly different loading
effects on the cavity [5]. To understand these characteristics, we
resort to a numerical approach for field analysis, using a
mode-matching formulation. The resonant frequencies calculated by
this program are virtually the same as those measured. The following
discussion is based on the numerical results 161.

L '

Hetn Teupling pouvigi

[Hollowcenter conductor Tes tube

"" I 2rol Sample

l e'1 Testing coupling pon "S........." l •. ..... ................. ECZZZZ

Figure 1. Cross section of coaxial cavity used as high temperature
dielectrometer;rs=0.25,ro=0.375,rs=1.244,r2=20.0,D=0.3,in cm.

Numerical results show that the presence of the holes in the
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re-entrant gap causes the gap capacitance or the gap E-field to
decrease but the effective sample length to increase. This can be
demonstrated by the calculated Ez field distribution shown in Fig.2.
It shows that (1) the peak gap field moves from the center to the edge
of the hole;(2) the field propagation into the hole is cutoff; (3)
the insertion of high permittivity samples and the use of a test tube
enhance the hole effects. To maintain an insertion hole below cutoff,
the hole diameter should be kept under A/(1.3lVer').
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Figure 2. Distribution of E-field in the gap and hole area; rs=0.24,
ri=1.23, r2=4.51 L=20.5, D.=0.3, in cm, er'=20; In the test
band at about 3GHz.

The resonant frequency shift produced by a sample Is plotted in
Fig.3. These results reflect the gap field variations shown in
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Fig.2, which means the weaker the gap field, the smaller the shift in
resonant frequency. Dielectric measurement sensitivity is determined
by the slope of the frequency shift curve. Therefore,the hole effects
lower the sensitivity but extend the measurable range because a
smaller degree of detuning tends to lessen some difficulties such as
mismatch and bandwidth requirement for the heating source in practical
measurements. More significant is the extended linear range caused by
the hole's presence. We see that curve(c) is almost a straight line
up to Cr'=80. This is not only a consequence of a reduction of the
gap field but also an outcome of an extension of the hole field upon
insertion of higher permittivity samples which offsets the saturation
phenomena evident for the normal case of curve (a).

100 ..
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N 60 and ho dor (roeO)

S4oi (b) with hot*
c! 40 wthu to holder

Lr -roldr$

20 (c) with hole
t %d ho de r

r 0 =0.37©M}
0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Cr' -1

Figure 3. Resonant frequency shift produced by sample in the test
band at about 3GHz; rs=0.24, ri=l.23, r2=4.51, L=20.S,
D-0.3, in cm.

The loading effects in the heating band are demonstrated in Fig.4
by the resonant frequency shift and the filling factor. The frequency
shift does not increase linearly with er' because the hole effects are
less significant at a lower frequency but the detuning for Cr'=80 is
nearly the same as In the test band. The filling factor, F,is defined
here as the ratio of stored energy in a sample, Ws, to that in the
whole cavity, Wc, I.e, F=Ws/Wc. According to perturbation theory, the
energy dissipated in a sample, WD, is directly proportional to its
stored energy and Wo=Wstan6=WcFtan8. This indicates that, for a.
constant loss tangent, a higher filling factor means more energy
dissipated in a sample. Fig.4 shows that the filling factor increases
non-linearly with the dielectric constant. Therefore, the dissipated
energy increases not only with the the loss tangent but also with the
dielectric constant; both are normally temperature dependent. As a
result, the matching condition of a sample loaded cavity will vary
greatly while the sample is being heated. A dynamic matching scheme
is usually required.
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DIELECTRIC DETERMINATION

For a given cavity and frequency band, the resonant frequency
shift produced by a sample can be readily calculated by the
mode-matching analysis and thus a calibration curve can be established
for determining

40

Filling factor F
30

Z20 Frequency shift Afo

10

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

er'

Figure 4. Dielectric loading effects in the heating band at about
915MHz; rs=0.24,ro=0.37, ri=1.23, r2=4.51, L=20.5, D=0.3, cm.

the dielectric constant from the measured frequency shift. For
convenience, this curve can also be expressed by linear equations

Cr' =l+l.77(Afo) 15Cr' 510 (1)

with an absolute error 5±0.1 and

cr'=2.687(Afo)-3.9 l0<cr' 575 (2)

with a relative error <2%, where Afo is the absolute frequency shift
in MHz. These equations correspond to our cavity dimensions shown in
Fig.l and to the frequency band of 3GHz in which we measure. The
accuracy of the determined dielectric constant depends on the
uncertainties of both calculated and measured Afo, i.e.,

Afo- )•(SWfO)caic.+a(AfO)meas.) (3)
a(afo)

Since Afo is a relative parameter which can be calculated and measured
quite accurately, the uncertainties of 8(Afo)catc. and (Afo)meas. can
be made less than ±0.05MHz which produces a maximum Ser' of ±0.13. It
should be noted that a 1% of variation in sample radius as seen in the
unavoidable looseness of a solid sample will cause a 2% error in Cr'.

This error would be much larger if a sample holder was not used 16].
The loss factor can be determined from the drop in cavity Q after
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a sample is loaded. Using the perturbation theory, the loss factor
can be written as

r' fo(cr'-) (/Qo'-I/Qo) (4)
2Wfo

where Qo and Qo' are the cavity" Q before and after the sample is
loaded. This equation is found to be a valid approximation only for
er'<530 if rs=O.25 and D=O.3cm. For better accuracy, the loss factor
can be calculated from

Cr" " I/QO' -I/Qo) (5)
F

where the filling factor, F, can be calculated by the mode-matching
program and exoressed by a polynomial

cr"/F=IOOOX(2.1+O.128cr' -O.00277cr' 2+2.525X10" cr' 3-1.108XlO- 7 r' 4)

The accuracy in the determined loss factor is mainly affected by
the errors in Q measurements. In a reflectometer setup, the maximum
error of measured Q is estimated to be ±-10% and ±47. if the directivity
of the directional coupler Is 30dB and 40dB, respectively.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The testing and heating system is shown in the block diagram of
Fig.5. A scalar network analyzer (HP 8756A) is used in a reflectometer
setup to measure the reflectiorn spectrum of the cavity before and
after a sample is Inserted, frum which the frequency shift and Q
change, and therefore, the. dielectric constant and loss factor are
determined.

Swe~eper cmue

Computer coupler A iy

Eaetere

N t a Flter me

r

Figure 5. Measurement system.

The cavity is the coaxial re-entrant cavity discussed above and its
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dimensions are given in Fig.l. The gap width is adjustable via a
non-contact movable bucket short circuit which is designed to give an
effective short at both the heating and testing frequencies. The
inner surface of the cavity is gold-plated, giving a Q-factor of about
3000 and 1500 at 3GHz and 915MHz, respectively, when it is empty. The
cavity has two coupling loops, one for the testing and the other for
the heating channel.

The sample is contained in a fused quartz tube with 0.71cm OD X
0.Scm ID. As it is tested, the sample is heated simultaneously by a
60W solid state 915 ±20MHz power source. The heating source provides
readouts of the incident and reflected power. A three stub tuner is
used for matching the loaded cavity.

A high pass filter is connected between the analyzer and the
cavity to prevent the heating power from being coupled into the
analyzer which is operated at the test band. It presents very low
insertion loss at 3GHz but about 60dB insertion loss at 915MHz.

The surface temperature of the sample is measured with an optical
fiber thermometer . A lightpipe probe is positioned at the gap
center and the edge of the inner conductor and hardly disturbs the
microwave field. It has a temperature range from 500 - 20000 C and
responds almost instantaneously. Its resolution is as high as 0.1 0 C
at 2000 C but accuracy depends on the placement. We found that the
temperature reading does not vary greatly with the probe-sample
distance from the sample but will be misleading if the probe does not
aim at the sample properly.

Dielectric and temperature measurements are carried out
automatically via computer control. The maximum sampling time is one
second and would be less if the analyzer could transfer its data
faster. Conversely, the heating rate can be slowed down by reducing
the output level of the heating source.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using the high temperature dielectric measurement system
described above, various materials, such as zeolite, silicon carbide,
mullite, alumina, cupric oxide, soda lime glass and the like, have
been tested. The system is first checked by measuring a number of
well characterized liquids at room temperature and the obtained
results are found to agree well with the published data [6].

Dynamic data of zeolite powder (3A, 0.88g/cm3 ) being heated by a
fixed power level of 25W at 915MHz are presented in Fig.6 to
demonstrate the inter-relationship among dielectric properties,
temperature and heating rate, and the reflected power from the cavity.
When the heating starts, the loaded cavity is tuned to be overcoupled
and 207% incoming power is reflected. As the temperature of the sample
is rising, the sample becomes lossier, whereby the cavity is first

* Model lOOC, Accufiber, Beaverton, OR, U.S.A.
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brought into a critical coupling or matched condition and then shifted
into an over-coupled condition which again raises the reflection. At
a critical temperature (about 2000 C for zeolite), the sample's loss
and heating rate increase exponentially. Temperature run-away would
take place if the net power into the sample was increased and the heat
loss was eliminated. Instead, the heating enters a stable phase. We
found that local melting of zeolite occurs around 7000 C and cavities
may thus formed in the sample. Density changes will invariably lead
to erroneous dielectric data. Therefore, local melting should be
prevented. Moreover, a significant thermal expansion occurs in most
powder samples. To control the density, it is necessary to press the
sample before heating it.

5 Temperature. q

US4 V- ,,¢,l € • I "

iL -S I. " , , €C 3

2001-

•....•----• • ~LosFato r*

0 5 10 15 20 25
Time(sec)

Figure 6. Dynamic heating curve of zeolite powder at a fixed input
power of 25W at 915MHz, showing varying
dielectric properties, temperature and power reflection.

fig.7 Is the heating curve of mullite rod (MV20, McDanel) up to
1300 C. It is difficult to heat the sample at the begining due to the
sample's low loss at room temperature and the heat loss via
conduction. *Therefore, the sample is inserted without using the holder
to avoid the contact with metal walls. During heating, the power
level is adjusted to maintain a moderate heating rate of about 30 0C/s.
The frequency of the heating source is tuned to follow the changes in
reconant frequency. The stub tuner is held at a fixed but optimum
position which can keep the reflection less than 10% for an entire
period of the test. For a long heating period, the cavity's thermal
expansion will cause the measured dielectric constant to be higher
than the true value. This error can be counteracted by adjusting the
gap width.

FIg.8 shows the temperature dependence of she dielectric
properties of silicon carbide powder (500mesh, 1.88g/cm ). The data
are taken while the sampie is cooling down after being heated to about
10000 C. The cooling curve is selected because the dielectric
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properties of silicon carbide during heating are found to be rather
unstable. Besides, the sample seems to have a high thermal

*8.5 2.5

w

6.s 2 '

C o

"D it.5e C
* r

43 0U

45...... + .. .. I..I .S

300 , 500 700 900 1100 1300
Temperature(0 C)

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of dielectric properties of mullite,
measured while the sample is being heated by a 60W, 915MHz
heating source.

conductivity which means that the heat loss via conduction becomes
more significant. In order to heat the sample to as a high temperature
as possible, matching has to be conducted dynamically. However, the

35 ............ ' .. ........ 12
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Figure 8. Temperature dependence of dielectric properties of silicon
carbide powder, measured while the sample is cooling.

adjustment of the tuner may disturb the resonant .urve in the testing
band, thus endangering the measurement reliability. On the other
hand, the measurement taken during the cooling period is far mcore
stable and consistent, but it is applicable only to thermal!y
reversible materials. The microwave heating behavior of SIC needs to
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be investigated further.

CONCLUSION

A high temperature microwave dielectrometer design has been
presented which is shown to be capable of measuring the complex
dielectric constant versus temperature curve up to at least 1200aC, in
about 20 seconds, while the sample is being rapidly heated by 60 w of
915 MHz microwave power. Small cylindrical samples, of non-critical
length, are easily inserted via the use of a hollow coaxial center
conductor. Calibration of the cavity is based on a mode matching
analysis which accurately predicts the sample loading and hole effects
on the cavity characteristics. Dielectric data on the behavior of
silicon carbide and mullite with temperature are given to 13000 C. The
use of a hollow center conductor is also shown to linearize the
dielectrometer response up to a dielectric constant value of 80.
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Abstract

Three different submicronic alumina powders have been analyzed. The sintering and
microstructural evolution of the different green compacts have been studied by dilatometry
ard SEM, respectively. Dense (>99%th) alumina samples were used for the measurement
of the dielectric properties at 20 GHz. The dielectric properties have been related to the
impurities content, grain size distribution, porosity, etc. The important effect of small
quantities of MgO in solid solution on the microwave absorption of alumina compacts has
been pointed out.

INTRODUCTION

The characterization of the dielectric properties of ceramic materials at high frequencies (I -
100 GHz) has recieved an increasing interest in the last few years due to the needs of very
different emerging technologies like microwave heating for fusion applications,
microelectronics, microwave sintering, warm superconductors, etc. Alumina is one of the
best known ceramic materials although with respect to its high frequency dielectric
properties (specifically the loss tangent) it does not show R reliable behaviour in different
samples of the same quality produced by different suppliers and even in samples of the
same origin but different batches.

The origin of the observed microwave absorption and the effect of the different types of
defects, dopants or microstructural characteristics of alumina ceramics are not clearly
defined at present. As an example of this situation, the dependence of the loss tangent with
the grain size is a matter of controversy. Some authors claim that fine grained alumina has
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increased losses due to the higher number of grain boundaries [1]; however, recent results
indicate that it is possible to obtain fine grained alumina with low losses and even that there
is no grain size dependence [2].

In the present work the effect on the dielectric properties of the sintering time, grain size
and microstructure of several alumina samples produced using high purity powders of
different origin and characteristics has been studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Aluminas with similar characteristics and different MgO content have been selected for this
study. These powders have been labeled as follows: (1) Condea HPA-0.5 without MgO,
(2) Condea HPA-0.5, Mg with 0.05 wt% MgO as sintering aids and (3) Baikalox
(Baikowski) powder with very low MgO content (0.003 wt%).The characteristics of these
powders are reported in Table I.

Table 1. Characteristics of the Alumina Powders.

ALUMINA POWDER SAMPLE 1" SAMPLE 3

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS (wt%)

SiO, 0.006 0.054
Fe2O3 0.002 0.1
TiO2  0.01
CaO 0.002 0.008
MgO 0.002 0.003
Na2O 0.004 0.02
K20 0.01
Al203  99.97 99.36

SPECIFIC SURFACE AREA (m2lg) 10 9

MEAN PARTICLE SIZE (pam) 0.5 0.25
Sample 2 has the same charactenstics wth 0.05W-ofMgO.

Green compacts have been obtained by wet bag isostatic pressing at 207 MPa (30.000 psi).
Dynamic sintering has been studied by means of dilatoretric measurements. Static sintering
behaviour has been also investigated by heating samples at 1550*C for holding times 1,
1.5, 4 and 50 hours in an electric furnace. The grten and final densities have been
determined by Hg and H20 inmersion methods, respectively.

The microstructure of the sintered s.mples has been observed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) on polished and thermally etched surfaces. Grain size distribution have
been evaluated on SEM micrographs by using an image analyzer. By this method the
spherical equivalent diameter is evaluated considering that the area enclosed by the closed
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boundary of a grain is equal to that of a circle. At least 150 grains per sample have been
measured.

The dielectric properties (permitivity and loss tangent) have been measured at 20 GHz at
room temperature from the resonant frequency and quality factor of the cavity with and
without the sample inside the cavity (3]. Our cylindrical cavities work in the TEen mode
with halfwidth around 1 MHz. The diameter of the cavity is 20 mm and the length can be
varied between 9 to 45 mm. They are made of brass and the powder is coupled through a
longitudinal slot situated in the cylinder wall. With this system it is possible to measure the
permitivity in the range between I to 30 with errors lower that 0.5 % and loss tangent
values as low as 10' with 10% error (4]. The samples are disk shaped with 10 mm radius
and 3mm height. The flatness between the samples faces is better than 5 Am.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dynamic sintering measurements reveal that no significant differences between the starting
alumina compacts with and without MgO addition exist. The addition of MgO does not
modify the sintering rate of alumina, although it leads to slightly higher final densities. This
is in good agreement with other authors (5], but no reduced initial sintering rate for doped
alumina has beeu observed, as proposed by other authors [6]. The resulting fired densities
were higher than 99%th.

Figures 1-3 show the grain size distributions of samples 1, 2 and 3 at different sintering
times. As can be observed, when MgO is added the grain size distribution shifts to lower
values. Small MgO additions prevent discontinuous grain growth and allow the material to
be sintered to nearly theoretical density. The effect of MgO can be observed in Figure 4,
in which SEM micrographs of samples I and 2 heated at 1550@C/50h are shown.
Discontinuous grain growth occurs in the undoped samples. Also, there are pores inside the
large grains. For these trapped pores the diffusion distance to the next grain boundary is
very large and nearly impossible to eliminate. The effect of the dopant is that pores remain
at grain boundaries until they are eliminated.

The obtained permitivity values are the typical ones observed for policrystalline alumina
17]. There is neither dependence on the powder origin nor on the sintering time. The small
differences between the samples can be correlated with density effects (Figure 5).
Theoretical estimations for ceramic materials with spherical pores predict a linear
relationship between porosity and permitivity as long as the porosity does not exceed 10%
[8]. In the case of alumina a linear relationship with a slope of about 0.13 [91 has been
observed, which is in good agreement with that obtained in the present work (- 0.17).

Conversely, the loss tangent values show a marked dependence on the powder origin.
Figure 6 shows the loss tangent as a function of sintering time. For the powders I and 3
there is no dependence on the sintering time, whereas powder 2 shows a slight dependence
for very long times. The powder 2 (MgO doped sample) has loss tangent over a factor of
2 greater than the others. This can explain the differences observed between the samples
obtained from differents companies or even between different batches of the same material.
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Figure 1.- Grain si- distribution of sample 1 at different sintering
times.
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Figure 2.- Grain size distribution of sample 2 at different sintering
times.
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Figure 3.- Grain size distribution of sample 3 at different sintering
times.

Figure 4.- SEM micrographs of samples I (a) and 2 (b) heated at 1550*C/50h.
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Figure 6.- Loss tangent versus sintering time of samples
1(*), 2(o) and3 (A).

Figure 7 shows the loss tangent values as a function of grain size. From this figure it is
clear that there is no dependence of the loss tangtmt on the grain size distribution. This
result is in agreement with previously mentioned results for high purity alumina grades [2].

It is interesting to point out that the only difference between the powders 1 and 2 is the
addition of MgO to 2 as a sintering aid. This indicates that MgO is responsible for the
observed increase in the loss tangent values. Many authors agree that precipitation of spinel
at grain boundaries takes place for MgO concentrations k 0. 1%. Consequently the MgO
in sample 2 (0.05 wt %) must be in solid solution ( 10, 11].

Solid solution of MgO in AO,0 lattice induces the formation of oxygen vacancies and
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prevents exaggerated grain growth and consequently affects the microstructure of the fired
compacts. Therefore, the observed increase in the loss tangent values can be explained by
either the microstructure changes or the increase in the concentration of oxygen vacancies.
The first possibility can be disregarded because no dependence on the grain size from the
samples prepared using the same starting powder has been observed (Figure 7). Then, the
higher losses observed in sample 2 must be related to the high oxygen vacancy
concentration. The slight decrease of loss tangent value detected in MgO-containing samples
with the sintering time may be associated with precipitation phenomena.

It is also interesting to point out that powders 2 and 3 have been produced by different
suppliers and the type and amount of impurities are quite different. However, there are no
significant effects on the dielectric properties, indicating that not all the impurities induce
the effect observed for MgO.

M0-

sape -1 * , 2()ad,()

a **

1.0 2.0 3.0' 4.0
M4ean grain size (Mmn)

Figure 7.- Loss tangent versus mean grain size of
samples l(*), 2(0) and 3(A).

The microwave absorption (directly related to the loss tangent) can be expressed as the sum
of contributions from the conductivity of electrons or ions and relaxation processes. With
respect to the last one, two kinds of contributions can be identified: I) large defects like
clusters and dipoles and 2) polarization mechanisms associated to point defects or intrinsic
polarizability of the lattice. The formation of oxygen vacancies gives rise to Mg-vacancy
dipoles and different types of clusters [12]. These defects induce very strong absorption
processes at low frequencies as well as changes in the polarizability, which means that the
effect of MgO on the high frequency dielectric properties can be associated with a, low
frequency maximum or with a higher lattice polarizability around the MgO. The low
frequency maximum could be due to the ionic conduction induced by the presence of the
oxygen vacancies or dipolar effects that appear as a consequence of charge trapping at the
Mg-vacancy sites. It is known that MgO can induce very strong absorption processes at low
frequencies (1Hz to 10 KHz) [13]. It seems reasonable to relate the observed effect of MgO
in the loss tangent with these types of defects.
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These results open the possibility to control the microwave absorption of alumina by the
control of dopants. This fact can be considered of great interest in emerging technologies
like microwave sintering, radiofrequency heating, etc. More reseach is required in order
to clarify the role of other possible dopants and the mechanism by which MgO changes the
high frequency loss tangent of alumina ceramics.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results obtained in the present work, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(i) It has been proved that permitivity does not change with the powder origin; it only
ch-nges with the density.

(ii) Loss tangent depends neither or. grain size nor on sintering time, but shows a marked
effect (increases by a factor of -2) with the addition of small quantities (0.05 wt%) of
MgO.
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DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF CERAMICS AT MICROWAVE
FREQUENCIES
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Hughes Aircraft Company
El Segundo, CA 90245

The dielectric properties of alumina and silicon nitride have been determined using modified
rectangular microwave waveguide techniques from 220 to 900*C over 8-12 GHz and modified coax
techniques from 250 to 5000C over 2-18 GHz. The coax techniques were used to determine the
temperature and frequency dependence of the dielectric properties of silicon nitride and of phosphate
bonded alumina reinforced with silicon carbide whiskers. The coax techniques provide broadband
dielectric property data that can be applied to the understanding and enhancement of the coupling
behavior of ceramics, especially in the initial heat-up period of microwave processing.

INTRODUCTION

In a recent review of the state-of-the art in microwave processing of ceramics by Sutton, it was
pointed out that one of the major obstacles to its widespread application in the ceramics industry is
the lack of dielectric properties data for many ceramic materials (1]. The objective of our study
was to develop a method for high temperature dielectric property measurements over 2 to 18 GHz
at elevated temperatures and to perform measurements on silicon nitride and a silicon carbide
reinforced alumina composite. Measurement of the dielectric properties becomes particularly
important when considering the effect of impurities or the addition of sintering aids on the
microwave coupling of these materials as a function of temperature [2.3].

In Table 1 the advantages and disadvantages of three measurement techniques are compared. The
resonant cavity is best for low loss tanget materials but is limited to a very narrow band, is very
dimension sensitive and requires multiple fixtures and samples to cover the 2 to 18 GHz frequency
range.

The waveguide method has the advantages of a convenient rectangular sample shape and is the least
sensitive to the sample dimensions. However, a disadvantage of the waveguide method is that it
requires five sets of waveguides, samples, calibrations, and measurements to cover the 2 to 18 GHz
range. In addition the size of sample required for the lower frequency waveguides becomes very
large.

In contrast the coaxial fixture covers the full bandwidth with only one small (7 mm outside
diameter) sample and one measurement. More importantly the correction for the air gap is much
less complex than for the rectangular waveguide due to the radial symmetry of the electric field.
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Table 1. Transmission Line Measurement Approach Comparison

I. RESONANT BEST FOR LOW VERY NARROW BAND
CAVITY LOSS TANGENT (<0.1) REQUIRES MUL TIPLE

FREQUENCY SAMPLE POINTS
VERY DIMENSION SENSITIVE

2. WAVEGUIDE SIMPLE SAMPLE MODERATE NUMBER OF
FIXTURE SHAPE BANDS - REQUIRES

5 OF EACH TO COVER 2 TO 20 GHz
LEAST SENSITIVE WAVEGUIDES
TO DIMENSIONS SAMPLES

CALIBRATIONS. MEASUREMENTS

3. COAXIAL COVERS FULL BAND COMPLEX SAMPLE SHAPE
FIXTURE REQUIRES ONLY ONE VERY DIMENSION SENSITIVE

SAMPLE SOME COMPLEXITY
EASIEST TO CALIBRATE WITH CENTER CONDUCTOR

The disadvantages of the coaxial fixture include the sample shape complexity, the dimensional
sensitivity and some complexity with the center conductor.

Measurements were based on a modification of standard transmission methods [4] in specially
prepared high temperature waveguide and coax fixtures at Hughes. The Hughes coaxial fixture
differs from other high temperature coax fixtures in that it involves a dual port transmission
measurement which inherently provides greater sensitivity than the commonly used single port
techniques.

The free space method used by W. Ho is readily adaptable to the use of a furnace to obtain
dielectric properties measurements at elevated temperatures [5]. However the free space method is
limited to frequencies greater than 30 GHz. Since most commercial microwave heating equipment
operates at 0.915 and 2.45 GHz, some at 5.8 GHz and a very few at 28 GHz, the dielectric
properties obtainable by the 7 mm coax in the 2 to 18 GHz range would be quite useful in
developing the data base necessary for widespread utilization of microwave processing in ceramics.

While the Hughes coax is limited to ultimately 900*C, by its current materials of construction, it
has only been used in dielectric measurements to 5000 C. The temperature range of ambient to
5000C is of interest in studying the behavior of ceramic materials during the initial heating period
in the sintering process. It is expected that the Hughes coax fixture will be useable to 900°C with
further refinements.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The elevated temperature transmission line microwave measurements system schematic diagnrn is
shown in Figure 1. The transmission line measurement utilizes an HP85 10B network analyzer, an
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Figure 1. Elevated Temperature Transmission Line Microwave Measurement System.

HF834OB sweep generator and other associated components controlled by an HP9000 computer.*
The primary source of error which must be taken into consideration is that of the air gap. The air

gap error was not corrected in the waveguide but was corrected in the coax fixture based upon the

radial symmetry of the electric field. A diagram representing the cross-section through the coax

fixture and the test specimen is shown in Figure 2. The relation for the effective dielectric
constant, eff' relative to the magnitude of the air gaps is given as follows:

In (d/a)

eff
[ln(d/e) + (lia )ln(c/b) + ln(b/a)]

where a is the outside diameter of inner conductor, b is the inside diameter of the sample, b - a is

the inner air gap, d is the inside diameter of the 7 mm coax fixture, c is the outside diameter of the

sample and d - c is the outer air gap. These dimensions are shown in Figure 2. The usefulness of
this relation in providing an air gap correction was demonstrated first for the outside diameter (OD)
correction in Figure 3 and for the inside diameter (ID) correction in Figure 4 using a series of

specially machined Rexolite** specimens. The correction in the measurement software controlling
the network analyzer totally eliminated the air gap effect for up to a 5.5% OD gap [(d - c)/c] and for

as much as a 13.5% ID gap [(b - c)/a]. The magnitude of the gap correction can be seen by
comparison of the corrected and uncorrected data in Table 2 and in Figures 3 and 4. The program
was able to correct for air gap dimensions larqer than the anticipated gaps resulting from thermal

expansion mismatch between the metal fixture and the ceramic specimen.

* HP denotes products of Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, CA.
**Rexolite is a polymer product of Union Carbide Co., Danbury. CT.
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Table 2 Gap Dimensions of Rexolite in Coax Fixture at 220C.

NUMBER LENGTH(mm) OQUTSIDE DIAMETER(mm) INSIDE DIAMETER(mm)
RX-01 4.059 7.264 3.200
RX-02 4.084 7.264 3.272
RX-03 4.064 7.264 3.594
RX-04 4.069 7.264 4.572
RX-05 4.072 7.209 3.175
RX-06 4.069 6.858 3.175
RX-07 4.072 5.842 3.175

Figure 2. Coax Gap Error Considerations (Coax Gap Error Relationship).

Uncorrected Correoted
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Figure 3. Coax Gap Error Considerations (Outside Diameter Correction).
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Figure 4. Coax Gap Error Considerations (Inside Diameter Correction).
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In the present study specimens were machined from disks prepared from submicron alumina***
mixed with 10% phosphoric acid**** and from 0 to 5 weight percent silicon carbide
whiskers*** **. The materials were mixed, screened -200 mesh, and then cold pressed with a
uniaxial pressure of 10,000 psi. The disks were then cured at 750 0C for 4 hours. After
machining, the specimens were dried in a vacuum oven at 150 0C for more than 24 hours. The
specimens were stored in a desiccator until the dielectric measurements were performed to prevent
misleading results due to the absorption of moisture from the atmosphere.

The dielectric properties of silicon nitride* were determined from 250 to 9000C in the X-band
waveguide. The same silicon nitride* was measured in the coax fixture along with a silicon
nitride" and mixtures of phosphate bonded alumina with 0, 1.0, 2.5, and 5.0% (by weight) SiC
whiskers. The gap sensitivity measurements for the coax fixture dielectric properties were
performed on a series of Rexolite specimens at 220C. The air gaps in the Rexolite specimens were
machined so that they accounted for the anticipated gaps resulting from the difference in thermal
expansion coefficients of the metal coax fixture and various ceramic test specimens.

- f I -I

E0 - 1
4 so - I

.12 L 9 t i

0 9 10 11 12

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 5. Dielectric constant (real component) of silicon nitride
(Kyocera 220) over 8-12 GHz from 220 to 900 0C.

0.7

0.1 .1
~ 01

9 0 10 11 12

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 6. Dielectric constant (imaginary component) of silicon nitride
(Kyocera 220) over 8-12 GHz from 220 to 9000C.

* Silicon nitride 220M, slip cast, Kyocera, Nagoya, Japan.
** Silicon nitride, Toshiba Ceramics, Tokyo, Japan.

* Alumina, Grade A-16-SG, ALCOA, Bauxite, AR.
Phosphoric acid, reagent grade, J. T. Baker Co., Phillipsburg, NJ.

0**** Silicon nitride whiskers, ARCO Specialties Co., NC.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the dielectric constant determination (real and imaginary components respectively)
are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for the silicon nitride* in the X-band waveguide with temperatures

from 250 to 900 0C. These results are uncorrected for air gaps. The air gap between the test sample

and the waveguide increases with higher temperatures due to the higher thermal expansion

coefficient of the metal waveguide compared with the ceramic test specimens.

The same silicon nitride* was measured in the coax fixture with the results shown in Figure 7 for

both the real and imaginary components of the dielectric constant for 250, 2000 and 5"0°C each

over the 2 to 18 GHz frequency range. The coax results for another silicon nitride** are shown at

250 and 500°C over the 2 to 18 GHz frequency range in Figure 8. The values obtained were 7.5

+1- 0.5 for the real and 0.2 +/-0.1 for the imaginary component of the dielectric constant which

compare favorably with the values reported by W. Ho at 35 GHz (Er = 7.5 - 8.8 at 23°C), [5]. The

S14 -25* C"

-- 12 200°C -

a" 10 5 00"C

2 Real Component

2 Imaginary component

02.0 3.8 5.6 7.4 .2 11.0 12.8 14.6 16.4 18.2

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 7. Dielectric constant vs. frequency (2-18 GHz) of silicon nitride (Kyocera 220)
at 250, 2000, and 5000C.

12 - 251 C

0 10 - 5001C

Real Component

S2

2 Imaginar C nent

2.0 3.6 5.6 7.4 9.2 11.0 12.8 14.6 16.4 18.2

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 8. Dielectric constant vs. frequency (2-18 GHz) of silicon nitride (Toshiba)
at 250 and 5000C.

* 220M, slip cast silicon nitride, Kyocera, NagoyaJapan.

* Silicon nitride, Toshiba Ceramics, Tokyo, Japan
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broad spectral results of the coax method points out that the narrow band waveguide results may be
in question. As seen in Figure 6 the imaginary component of the dielectric constant as measured
in a waveguide increases anomalously at lower frequencies but remains relatively constant when
measured in a coax as shown in Figure 7. It has been determined that this effect is caused by the
controller software and that it can be resolved with program modification.

The dielectric constant real and imaginary components were determined for a series of phosphate
bonded alumina samples with silicon carbide reinforcing from 0 to 5.0% by weight. The real
components are shown at 25TC and 500°C in Figure 9. The imaginary components are shown at
250 and 500T in Figure 10. It can be seen that at 250C the effect of the SiC whisker additions is

18

16 Weight Percent SICiw

0.0%
14

Io 12 0.5%12 12

O. 1.0%
10 2.5%

8

2.0 3.8 6.6 7.4 9.2 11.0 12.8 14.6 16.4 18.2

Frequency (GHz)
Figure 9. Dielectric constant (real component) vs. frequency (2-173 Ul-iz)

at 250C for 1-5% SiCw/AI203 + 10% H3P04.
(Gap error correction and 10% curve smoothing).

12
o) Weight Percent SiCwL 8 1.0% 5

0" 6 5.0% Real Component

U

407

S2 Imaginary Component
0 P T -

2.0 3.8 5.6 7.4 9.2 11.0 12.8 14.6 16.4 18.2

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 90. Dielectric constant (imaginary component) vs. frequency (2-18 GHz)
at 500C for 0-5% SiCw/A1203 + 10% H3P04.
(Gap error correction and 10% curve smoothing).
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negligible. However at 500*C the increasing SiC content resulted in a clearly discernable increase
in both the real and imaginary components of the dielectric constant. The higher imaginary
component values for the dielectric constant would be expected to enhance the coupling of the
composite with microwave radiation so that faster heating rates would result. It is apparent that
mocification of the composition of ceramic materials is a critical part of optimizing a material
system for microwave processing.

Microwave processing of ceramic composites is a complex process. However it is possible, with
semi-empirical shape factors, to develop methods for predicting the dielectric properties of
discontinuous fiber, whisker and particulate reinforczd composite systems. The Hughes coax
measurement technique can be used to determine the shape factors necessary to design composites
optimized for microwave processing.

CONCLUSION

A high temperature broad frequency band dielectric properties measurement capability has been
achieved with a Hughes coax fixture design. A method for correcting coax air gap errors was
developed and incorporated into the measurements software. The coax fixture demonstrated
sensitive broad band capability to 5001C for silicon nitride with dielectric constant values which
compared favorably with published data. Increasing concentrations of SiC whiskers in a phosphate
bonded alumina composite resulted in an increase in both the real and imaginary dielectfic constant
values at 500°C. The Hughes coax design was shown to be a uscful method for determining the
dielectric properties of ceramic materials up to 500°C in the frequency range of 2 to 18 GHz. The
dielectric properties data obtained with the Hughes coax system will be usefui in predicting the
response of ceramic materials during the initial heat up period of microwave processing
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FREE-SPACE MEASUREMENTS OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE, COMPLEX
DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES AT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES

R. D. Hollinger, V. V. Varadan, V. K. Varadan, and D. K. Ghodgaonkar
The Research Center for the Engineering of Electronic and Acoustic Materials &
The Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT

A free-space microwave setup has been used to measure the dielectric constant
and loss tangent at temperatures up to 850 °C in the frequency range 8 - 40 GHz
for several ceramic materials. The setup and technique are described, and results
are presented for both commercially available fired ceramics and a green alumina
sample during and after initial binder burnout and firing.

INTRODUCTION

As higher demands are placed on the properties of ceramics, rrore techniques
for in situ monitoring of these properties during processing and sn.tering must be
employed for real time feedback and quality control. Recently. ;nicrowaves have
been investigated for use in indu'strial processing of ceramics, glasses, and
composites. The main advantages of microwave heating already explored include
reduction of sintering time with very low grain growth and a reduction of input
energy. These advantages result from the rapid increase of the loss tangent with
increasing temperature resulting in thermal runaway. The thermal runaway
depends on the dielectric properties, size, and shape of the ceramic particles as
well as the porosity of the pressed ceramic. It is not yet well understood how
these parameters affect sintering. Varadan et al. [1] have suggested that since
experimental determination of loss tangent during sintering is time consuming,
theoretical research involving computer simulation should be employed.
However, some benchmark data must be collected to verify and refine theoretical
models.

Even when microwave power is not being used to process the materials,
remote nicrowave sensors can be used to measure the properties of the material
during processing. This is the situation for the present study. Microwave
sensors are ideally suited for this because the antennas can easily be thermally
isolated from the process. Also, for anisotropic materials such as composites,
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polarization effects can be measured to characterize the anisotropic properties.
In addition to process control, microwave characterization as a function of

temperature is important for measuring a material's performance and suitability
for particular applications. These include radomes, high temperature absorbers,
microwave joining of thermoplastics, and basic materials research.

Synthesized HP Vetra PC-308

Sweeper Technical

0.01 - 40 GHz Computer

HP 8510B
Microwave HP 82906A

Network Analyzer Printer

S Parameter
Te HP 3497A

"Data Aqulsitlon/
0.045 40 GHz Control Unit

Port I Port 2

Coaxial Cables

Mode Fiberfrax Thermal Insulation Spot-Focusing
Transitions Horn Lens

Antenna

Test Samphe s a SvR
Electric Therm couple Sb d
Heating Power
Panels Controller

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of high temperature, free-space, microwave setup.

EPERIMENAL

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The spot-focusing horn lens
antennas have a 3-dB beamwidth of approximately one wavelength, a focal

i distance of 30.5 cm., and a depth of focus up to ten wavelengths. Diffraction
• I effects at the edges of the sample are negligible if the minimum transverse
; J dimension of the samplt is greater than three times the E-plane 3-dB beamnwidth

of the antenna at its focus [2]. The antennas are separated by a distance equal to
twice the focal distance (61 cm) with a sample hoider placed at the common focal

2r
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plane of the two antennas for measurements at room temperature. For
high-temperature measurements, the furnace with a high temperature (HT)
sample holder is placed at the common focal plane of the antennas. The HT
sample holder is made from quartz and it can hold planar samples of cross section
15.2 cm x 15.2 cm. The furnace uses resistive heating panels on the top,
bottom, and two sides. The front and back are enclosed only by a glass wool
thermal insulation which is virtually transparent to microwaves due to its low
density.

The measurement system is fully computer automated. An HP 3497A Data
Acquisition/Control Unit (DA/C) is used for interfacing the computer with a
thermocouple and SCR current controller. The thermocouple is placed in contact
with the test sample near the spot focus of the antennas. The temperature control
algorithm has been tailored to this particular furnace for optimal convergence and
control. The computer is also interfaced with the HP 8510B Network Analyzer
(NA). When the temperature reaches the set point, the NA is prompted to take a
sweep. The computer then sets the time domain gating and downloads and stores
the S-parameters. The furnace is again heated and the process continues until the
maximum desired temperature is reached.

The measurement system is calibrated using a free-space TRL calibration
technique. The letters TRL' represent the three standards used in the calibration,
namely Through connection, Reflect or short, and Line delay. A detailed
discussion of this technique as applied to this setup and the resulting accuracy is
described by Ghodgaonkar er al. [2-3]. However, due to the design of the
furnace, the sample holder is freestanding and it is difficult to place the sample
holder exactly at the reference plane during and after calibration. Therefore, some
additional steps are taken to minimize errors due to the incorrect positioning the
sample. The first step is to perform free-space TRL calibration with the standard
room temperature sample holder and measure S11 and S21 of the sample. Next,
the furnace and NT sample holder are placed between the antennas and TRL
calibration is performed again. Then the sample is placed in the HT sample
holder in the furnace. The position of the sample is adjusted such that the
measured SI and S21 are close to the values obtained with the standard sample
holder. Then SII and S21 are measured at room temperature and stored in the
computer. The sample is heated from ambient temperature to 850'C in steps of
50*C and the S-parameters are measured at the 50'C intervals.

Because it is impossible to place the sample exactly at the reference plane a
correction factor is used to numerically introduce an electrical delay and
magnitude offset to account for the slight mis-positioning of the sample. The
measured data is corrected as follows. SlX)

S C S11 Hr1
S1i -RT I1 (1)

11STD

S21 FRT ST21 (2)
21

where the superscripts C, STD, FRT, and HT indicate corrected, standard room
temperature sample holder, furnace room temperature, and furnace HT data,
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respectively. From Eqs. (1) and (2) it can be seen that when the furnace room
temperature data is substituted for the raw HT data the corrected data is identical
to the standard room temperature data.

The transmission coefficient (S21) is less affected by sample placement errors
because translation of the sample does not change the beam path length and small
angle rotations only refracts the beam slightly. The same is not true for S 11. This
was seen experimentally in that the correction coefficients were an order of
magnitude smaller for S2 1 than for S11. Therefore, complex S21 only was used
in the calculation of the complex dielectric constant, but the correction factors
were still used.

DATA INVERSION

In deriving the equations to be solved for computing relative complex
permittivity (Fr = Er' + i Er") from the measured values of S21 we refer to
Ghodgaonkar et al. [2]. We assume that the relative magnetic permeability of the
planar sample of thickness d is Lr = l+Oi. S21 is measured using the measurement
system described above. The complex transmissicon coefficient, S21, can be
written in terms of the parameters F and T:

l2 -I2 (3)

'where F, the reflection coefficient of the air-sample interface, and T are given as

rZ= 'l (4)

Teikd T = e(5)
In Eqs. 4 and 5, Z,, and k are the normalized characteristic impedance and
propagation constant of the sample, respectively, and are related to er by

1 (6)

k =koX (7)
where k - (2n / X0) and X0 is the wavelength in free-space. By use of Eqs. 3
through we obtain S2 1 in terms of e. However, this cannot be solved explicitly
for er so an iterative technique using an initial guess for Er is used. Unique
determination of eT can be achieved using the time domain response of the NA.

The method given by Eqs. 3-7 is not very accurate for loss tangents less than
0.025. So, where possible the thickness resonance method was used. This
technique utilizes the minimum in the magnitude of SI when the thickness of the
sample is an integer multiple of a half-wavelength. The sharpness of this
minimum can be related to the loss tangent (tan 8) of the material by the following
formula,

r Af
tan -(8)
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where fo is the frequency at the minimum and Mf is the difference in frequency
between the two points which are 3 dB above the minimum. Note that this is not
a Q-factor which uses the frequencies at the half power points. Equation 8 can be
derived analogously to the resonances on transmission lines derived by Jordan
[41.

Free space TRL calibration accounts for the errors in the S-parameter
measurements due to multiple reflections between the horn lens antennas and the
surface of the sample, sample placement errors and the effect of the glass wool
windows at the front and back of the furnace. Other sources of errors are
temperature gradients in the sample and the thermal expansion of the sample. The
spot-size of the focused beam is around one wavelength (2-4 cm range for 8-18
GHz frequency range). The estimated temperature gradient across the 2-4 cm
spot-size region of the sample is less than 50* C for a temperature of 850 *C.
The materials tested have coefficients of thermal expansion in :he range 10-5 to
'10- /0C which results in negligible error in dielectric measurement.

In order to see how the properties of the glass wool insulation change at
elevated temperatures, the empty furnace was heated from room temperature to
850*C making measurements every 50*C. This data shows that the phase Of S21
varies by ±3.50 and its magnitude by ± 0.1dB. The magnitude of S1 is nearly
-60 dB at room temperature and increases to -40 dB at 8500C. From these error
limits the resulting errors in dielectric constants and loss tangents can be
calculated.

For the samples discussed in this paper the accuracy of dielectric constant
measurement is better than ±2%. For materials with loss tangents greater than
0.025, the measurement accuracy in loss tangent is better than ±2%. The
measurement uncertainties are large for materials with loss tangent less than
0.025. For low-loss materials, the loss tangent can be calculated from the
thickness resonance whenever the sample is an integer multiple of a
half-wavelcngth thick. This method gave more accuracy for low loss materials
down to loss tangents of 0.005. This was verified by measuring several known
materials using this method. The lowest loss tangent that could be measured
satisfactorily was that of a PVC (polyvinyl chloride) sample, which we measured
to be 0.005 at 14.4 GHz and which has been reported [31 to be 0.0051. Factors
limiting the accuracy of this method are that the minimum dips below the noise
floor or near the noise floor where measured values S are sensitive to the type
of time domain gating used. In the case of HT loss tangent measurements, the
accuracy is limited by the somewhat large uncertainties in SI but this is
moderated by the fact that this method depends more on relative m.-gnitudes of
S, I rather than the absolute magnitude. In case of very low-loss materials ( tan 8
< 0.004), the thickness resonance gives a definite conclusion regarding the
maximum value of the loss tangent.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the variation of the dielectric constant with temperature for
quartz (sample thickness is 0.653 cm) at 15 GHz. The data deviation is within
1% of a straight line fit and the overall trend is an increase of about 5 % from 25 to
850 *C. The loss tangent of 3x10-4 is too small for any present free-space
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method. Variations of the dielectric constant for quartz are similar to the variations
measured by other investigators at 35 GHz [5].

4.05

Quartz C 15 GHz"

S3.95
eN

3.85

3.'75 - - , - - , . . . - - , -
0 200 400 600 800 1000

Temperature (CC)

Figure 2. Dielectric constant of" quartz at 15 GHz. for temperatures 25 to 850 °C.

Figure 3 shows the dielectric constant and loss tangent for silicon carbide
Hexoloy SA (sample thickness 1.27 cm) plotted from 8 to 40 GHz. Because SiC
is a semiconductor, even just a small increase in temperature causes it to become
highly conductive. In fact, above 150'C it is so conductive that the transmission
is near the noise floor of the NA (-60 dB). It is also interesting to note that the
dielectric constant and loss tangent decrease with increasing frequency which is
expected for the frequency regime above the dipolar relaxation frequency.

Figure 4 shows the dielectric constant and loss tangent for a green alumina
sample. The 11.5 cm. diameter by 0.75 cm. thick sample was prepared by
pressing 0.1 g±m high purity cc-alumina powderl mixed with 2% (wt.) poly vinyl
alcohol to a pressure of 172 MPa (25000 psi.). The density was calculated to be
about 45% of the theoretical density. The curve labeled 'Green' shows the
dielectric properties of the sample with the binder still present while the curve
labeled 'Pre-Fired' is for the same sample measured a second time when the
binder had been burned out. The effect of the binder is easily seen by comparing
the two plots. At around 500'C the binder has burned away and the two curves
agree very closely. The reason the pre-fired curve changes suddenly at 100°C is
most likely due to absorbed moisture being driven out. The dielectric properties
of a commercially obtained 98% dense fired alumina sample were also measured.
The dielectric constant varied linearly from 9.4 at 25°C to 10.6 at 850'C while the
loss tangent varied linearly from about 1.2x10"3 at 250C to 20x10.3 at 850'C as
measured using the thickness resonance. Comparison of these values to the ones
shown in Fig. 4 indicates how the dielectric properties change with density.

'Baikowski International Corporation, Charlotte, N. C.
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Figure 3. Dielectric constant and loss tangent of Silicon Carbide Hexoloy SA forfrequecies 8 - 40 GHz and temperatures 25 - 150 'C.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that free-space microwave techniques have the capability of
accurately measuring the complex dielectric properties of materials at high
temperatures. Some prelimiary results have also been shown for monitoring the
binder burn out in a green alumina sample. The limited maximum temperature in

S....this paper is due to the limitations of the furnace, not of the measurement
technique or thermal isolation, and modifications would allow monitoring of
sintering also. Here we emphasize free-space techniques because neither
waveguides; nor any other guided wave structures permit in situ, thermally
isolated process monitoring. In cases where microwaves are used for the
processing, the same microwaves can be used for measuring dielectric properties
and tuning the system for optimum performance.
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both in the green state during initial burnout and firing and after the first firing.
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ABSTRACT

A single mode microwave heating device which operates at 2.45 GHz was
modified to simultaneously heat and characterize ceramic materials. The equivalent
circuit derived by Marcuvitz [9] to model the ceramic rod in the waveguide was
used in the formulation. Three crystal detectors on the impedance analyzer were
used as a reflectometer to measure the reflection coefficient of the load, so that
transmission line measurements can be automated. The measured reflection
coefficient at different temperature is a function of the dielectric constant and loss
tangent of the ceramic material. The Newton-Raphson method was successfully
used to solve a nonlinear complex equation. By using this system, a 94% alumina
rod was heated and characterized and experimental results are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave processing is receiving more and more attention in the material
research field, especially in ceramic processing. Microwave heating has many
advantages such as rapid and uniform heating. It is useful in the sintering and
joining of ceramics. Research work by Tian et al.[1] has shown that microwave
sintering results in rapid densification and ultra-fine microstructure. Fukushima [2]
has shown that by using microwave heating, ceramics can be joined and a higher
strength than conventional joining can be obtained. Theoretical work by Yu et al.[3]
has shown that the increase of dielectric constant and loss tangent with temperature
can lead to uniform and enhanced microwave power absorption in ceramics.
Hence, the dielectric properties of the ceramics at high temperature must be known
so that microwave processing can be controlled.

Dynamic heating and characterizing of ceramics has the advantages of obtaining
a high heating rate and requiring a simple sample. It allows for measuring dielectric
properties of ceramics at elevated temperature, monitoring the puzzling microwave
sintering ceramics process and studying the variation of dielectric properties with
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temperature, heating rate and microstructure. It has been studied by D. Couderc et
al.(1973)[4] , Areneta et al (1984) [5], Fukushima et al. (1987) [6], J. Jow et al
[7] as well as J. Asmusse et al. [8]. Here, a single mode microwave heating device
which operates at 2.45 GHz was modified to simultaneously heat and characterize
ceramics materials. The equivalent circuit derived by Marcuvitz [9] to model the
ceramic rod in the waveguide was used in the formulation. Three crystal detectors
on the impedance analyzer were used as a reflectometer to measure the reflection
coefficient of the load, so that transmission line measurements can be automated.
The measured reflection coefficient at different temperature is a function of the
dielectric constant and loss tangent of the ceramic material. The Newton-Raphson
method was successfully used to solve a nonlinear complex equation. By using
this system, a 94% alumina rod was heated and characterized. The experimental
results are presented.

MODEL DESCRIITION

The model to be used to characterize ceramic dielectric properties is depicted in
figure 1. As given by Marcuvitz [9], the effect of a ceramic rod in the waveguide
can be modeled as the electric elements ZA and ZB in the equivalent circuit. In this
model, ZS is the impedance of the variable short, whereas ZI is the impedance of
the iris. P1 and P2 are the distances from the center of the ceramic rod to the
position of iris and variable short respectively. The measured reflection coefficient,
r, and resulting impedance, Z, can be expressed in terms of ZI, ZS, ZA and ZB,
i.e,

i l l (1)
7 1ZAB

where

Z-Zo(anh()PI) (2)•-- Zo
Z0 Ztaii(Ypl)

ZIZo -tanh (TPI) (3)

Z0 -ZI -anh (ZP)

ZAB =ZB + ZA (ZB + ZS) (4)

(ZA + ZB +ZS )

Zs + Z. tarh( P2) (5)ZSC Z0
70 + ZS tanh )P2
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In the case when the dielectric constant and loss tangent are small, which is true for
many ceramics, ZA is also very small and can be neglected in the calculation.
Hence

1 +! + 1(6)

By solving the complex equation

-"L_ z.L +- =o (7)
~ZJcZ4MeZA

the complex permittivity ( e'-je" ) can be deduced. The impedance of the iris and
variable short can be obtained by measuring the reflection coefficient with a
network analyzer system. The system was calibrated by using a one port calibration
technique before making the measurement. It is displayed in figure 2.

ZB ZB

(r'Z ZI ZA ZS

PI P2
Figure 1. Dielectric Characterizing Model.

MEASUREMENT OF REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

The reflection coefficient can be measured by obtaining the voltages from the
microwave detectors on the impedance analyzer. In the transmission line as
described in the figure 3, the voltage [10] at the position of the detector is

l((ZOVI +) e' (8)

Iv 1=Iv 12(l+ p2 +2pcos(0-0) n=1,2,3) (9)

where p and 8 are the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient of the load

and ýn is the phase shift corresponding to the distance from the nth detector to the

load and back. By solving Eq. 9 for three detectors, p and 0 can be found.
For a crystal detector, the input microwave power is linearly proportional to

In 2. In the low microwave power region, the output voltage from the detector is
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linearly proportional to the input power passing through it. Because the range of the
voltage from the detector is large in this experiment, the linear relation between the
output voltage and input microwave power will not exist. Therefore, the nonlinear
relationship between output voltage and input microwave power must be
obtained.To acquire this relationship, a matched load was connected to the position
of the cavity in the microwave heating device. The input microwave power from the
reading of the control panel and output voltage from the detector were recorded
simultaneously. A typical relation is displayed in figure 4.

Synthesizedw HP Vectra PC-308

0.01 - 40 GHz Computer

HP 8510B

Microwave HP 7440A
Network Analyzer Plotter

S -ParameterI

Test - !Set ]HP 82906A

Port 1 Port 2

Coaxial
Cable

[jE](0 Variable Short

Wavxgwde Iris Matched Dummy Load

Transition

Figure 2. Network Analyzer System Measuring
impedance of the Iris and Variable Short.

Soure load

Figure 3. Three Detector Reflectometer.
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Figure 4. Output Voltage from Detector vs. Input Microwave Power.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP ANT) CHARACTERIZING PROCEDURES

A schematic diagram of the automated dielectric characterization system is
shown in the figure 5. As a main controller, we use the combination of a HP9826
personal computer and a HP3494 data acquisition system. The output voltages from
crystal detectors are related to the input microwave power. The voltage from the
temperature controller is linearly related to the temperature . The voltage from the
linear voltage displacement transducer indicates the position of the variable short.
Those voltages will be collected by a HP3494 data acquisition system controlled by
the algorithm written in HP BASIC. The geometric data of the ceramic rod,
waveguide dimensions and operating frequency are inputted in advance to the data
file. To increase the experimental accuracy, the EIP578 frequency counter is
connected to the characterizing system to monitor operating frequency.

Upon turning on the microwave generator, the variable short is adjusted to the
resonating position so that the microwave power can be absorbed by the ceramic
rod efficiently. The output voltages from the three detectors, the voltage from the
temperature controller and the voltage from the linear voltage displacement
transducer were acquired by the data acquisition system at the prescribed
temperatures. These raw data were then transformed to the input mdcrowave power
at each detector, temperature at the time of measurement and the position of the
variable short respectively according to the proper calibration formulas. The
magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient were found by solving the
nonlinear Eq.9. Eq. 7 is used to set up a complex nonlinear equation to find the real
and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric constant

In solving the complex equation, the real and imaginary parts of the function
F(xI, x2) are assumed to be f56 and f2 . Te complex equation therefore becomes
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f, (.X2)=RC(F (X, 2))=0

f2(X1'X2)--Im(F(x1' 2))=0 (10)

Let X denote the vector of value ( x 1, x2 ) then, in the neighborhood of X, each of
the function fi can be expanded in Taylor series

f.(x+SX) (fAX) + 1 +xj o(+x2) (11)
j-1 J

By neglecting terms of order 8X2 and higher, a set of linear equations for the
corrections 8X that moves each function closer to zero simultaneously, namely

2

X t ij c% = Oi (12)
j-I

where

at.
.- -=-f (13)
4 ax.

Matrix equations can be solved by Krammer's rule. The corrections are then added
to the solution vector,

= x.° + 8xi i=1,2 (14)Xi i

and the process is iterated to convergence.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A Coors AD-998 alumina rod with a diameter 0.8 cm was used in this
characterization experiment. Since the imaginary part of the complex dielectric
constant is usually small, the simplified formulation was used to retrieve dielectric
properties. The thermal run away phenomenon was observed during the
experiment. Figure 6 gives the temperature rise with time. The measured real and
imaginary parts of the complex dielectric constant are given in figures 7 and 8. They
both increase with rising temperature which agrees with the afore mentioned
theoretical prediction.

CONCLUSION

The system developed here can be used to measure the dielectric properties of
ceramic rods. It is also applicable for characterizing the microwave sintering
process which should shed light on the mechanism of sintering during microwave
heating.
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METHOD FOR CALCULATING AND OBSERVING MICROWAVE
ABSORPTION BY A SPHERE IN A SINGLE MODE RECTANGULAR
CAVITY

H. W. Jackson and M. Barmatz
jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91109

A new theory of microwave absorption by a lossy dielectric sphere in a single mode
rectangular cavity has been recently developed. The absorption was treated in the
framework of an electromagnetic scattering problem. That theory is summarized
here and calculated results that bear on optimizing the processing of materials are
illustrated. Methods for observing power absorption and other results predicted by
the scattering model are discussed. Cavity perturbation theory provides a bridge
between theoretical calculations and experimental observations, and a special
problem that arises when an established version of cavity perturbation theory is
applied to spheres is identified, analyzed, and resolved. The direct problem of
predicting shifts in frequency and Q from model calculations is discussed for a
sphere in a cavity when the sphere's complex dielectric constant is known. Also,
the inverse problem of determining the complex dielectric constants from measured
values of those shifts is considered. The small sphere limit, where an electrostatic
or quasistatic model is valid, is treated in detail, and planned work on parallel
problems for larger spheres is described.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave heating in single mode cavities is being studied at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory as part of NASA's Microgravity Science and Applications program. A
goal of this program is to develop efficient techniques for containerless processing
of materials in the microgravity environment of space. In a typical containerless
processing application, a material will be positioned inside a chamber, for example
by acoustic forces.1 Then microwaves will heat the isolated sample to elevated
temperatures where the material may be melted, sintered, or dried without being
contaminated by a supporting crucible and some of its physical properties may be
measured in a noncontact manner. Predicting, monitoring, and controlling each of
these processing stages so that the quality of the processing is improved with
optimum heating efficiency are areas where theory can contribute to this developing
technology. For example, predicting and controlling the temperature profile inside
a sample to prevent cracking while cooling are areas where theoretical results
should be beneficial. The complex dielectric function is part of the input data for
theoretical calculations bearing on these matters. In some applications, these data
are not available, particularly at high temperatures, and it will1 be important to
determine the complex dielectric function from a combination of experimentally
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measured shifts in frequency and Q, and rcsuits of a theoretical model and cavity
perturbation theory. Results of this research have a broad range of applicability
including contained as well as containerless processing.

Subsequent sections of this article report on progress that we have made in treating
some of these matters. First, a recently developed theory of microwave absorption
by a spherical sample in a rectangular cavity is summarized. Next calculated results
of that theory relevant to improving efficiency of microwave heating are illustrated.
Then cavity perturbation theory is considered as an aid in predicting and monitoring
microwave absorption by a sample. First, general theory is treated, and then
perturbation theory results are applied to small spherical samples.

THEORY OF MICROWAVE ABSORPTION BY A SPHERE IN A SINGLE
MODE RECTANGULAR CAVITY

Scattering Model

Absorption of microwave power by a lossy dielectric sphere in a resonant
rectangular cavity has recently been treated by a new method based on
electromagnetic scattering theory.2 In this model, a resonant mode of the empty
cavity is resolved into plane wave fields and results of Mie's3 scattering theory for a
transversely polarized plane progressive electromagnetic wave incident on a sphere
are utilized. The electromagnetic fields in the cavity containing the sphere are
expressed approximately as a superposition of fields from the individual Mie
scattering problems. Absorbed power is calculated by evaluating the time average
Poynting vector and integrating its radial component over the surface of the sphere.
Results of this model will be most accurate when the sample is much smaller than
the cavity and is far from all cavity walls, so that effects of multiple scattering will
be minimidzed.

Calculated Results for Microwave Power Absorption

The usefulness of the scattering model2 can be illustrated with calculations of
microwave absorption that exhibit dependences on the complex dielectric function,
position of a sample in a cavity, sample radius, and other experimentally
controllable parameters. A variety of structure is exhibited in the calculated results
and much of that structure has obvious utility in optimizing conditions for heating a
sample efficiently. Examples of that structure for a range of dielectric constants are
displayed in Figs. 1 - 3. All of these results are for spherical samples of radius a=
3 mm. The cavity has perfectly conducting walls, and edge lengths of Lx = 10.250
cm, Ly/Lx = 1.776, and Lz/Lx = 1.463. The cavity is excited in a TM550 mode
at frequency f = 8.39 GHz, with empty cavity wave number k = 1.759 cm-1,
which yields ka = 0.528. The dimensions of the cavity were chosen so that the
TM550 mode is separated from the nearest mode by -180 MHz. A characteristic
electric field strength in the cavity is fixed at 20 V cm-1. For this particular mode,
the field strength is equivalent to the maximum electric field intensity.

Each figure. shows the power absorbed by a sample and the quality factor Qs
associated with absorption by the sample in the loaded cavity as the sample moves
on a straight line path that passes through the center of the cavity, that path being
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parallel to the x-axis. The calculated curves predict that the samples of alumina and
coal will be maximally absorbing where the electric field intensity E takes on its
maximum value. On the other hand, barium titanate, having a larger imaginary
component of the dielectric constant, F,", is predicted to be minimally absorbing at
the same location and maximally absorbing where E assumes its minimum value.
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Figure 1. Absorption and sample Figure 2. Absorption and sample Q
Q versus position for versus position for single
alumina using r,' -- lump coal using 4' =8.4
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Figure 3. Absorption and sample Q Figure 4. Microwave absorption
versus position for barium versus ka for alumina
titanate using 4' = 300 and sample at cavity center.
," = 159.

Figure 4 displays another kind of interesting structure in the microwave absorption
as a function of ka. Other than the radius, the parameters used in these calculations
were the same as for Figs. 1 - 3. The peaks and valleys in the absorption curve
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reflect the resonance structure of the alumina sphere. Some of the peaks are very
sharp, and they are associated with resonances in the sphere involving spherical
harmonics Yjm with high values of !. That sharp structure may have useful
practical implications not only in materials processing to achieve efficient heating,
but also in device applications. An electrostatic approximation, based on Eqs. (9b)
and (10), was used to calculate the dashed curve in Fig. 4. The electrostatic results
account for a background on which resonance effects are superimposed.

METHODS FOR OBSERVING ABSORPTION AND OTHER PREDICTED
RESULTS

Cavity Perturbation Theory

Methods for observing power absorption and other predicted results of the new
scattering theory will be discussed in this section. Such methods are directly
applicable in verification tests of the theory and in monitoring and controlling
materials processing. They can also be applied to the inverse problem of
determining the complex dielectric constant from experimentally measured shifts in
frequency and Q. Cavity perturbation theory can provide connections between
theoretical predictions and experimentally observable quantities, and will be
considered in this context in what follows.

In Altman's4 treatment of perturbation theory for a sample inserted in a cavity, one
considers electric and magnetic fields such that

E(r,t) = E(r)e-' t , H(r,t) = H(r)e"' t , (1)

together with

((2)

.U= '+ i/t"= pop, = YAWg+ i0"), (3)

a•= o'- on",oJ" -- (4)
2Q

The following fundamental formula of cavity perturbation theory is derived from
Maxwell's equations when those equations are applied to a small sample in a high Q
cavity:

f__ E- I~[e b E + q.u - ý PO H] dv
-4U (5)

26 4U
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In Eq. (5), a4, &D, po, E., and H. refer to the empty cavity, whereas
o, e, p, E, and H refer to the cavity containing the sample. Vs and V are the

volumes of the sample and cavity, respectively, and U is approximately the time
average energy stored in the cavity. U is essentially the same whether the cavity is
empty or loaded, and is given approximately by

S[to E: ,E. + po I* Io]dv. (6)

Next, Eqs. (2) - (4) are substituted into Eq. (5) and it is tacitly assumed that the

integralsf, o E: * E dv and J' Mo H: H dv are real-valued. Equating real
and imaginary parts of the ensuing equation, one finds the following results when
the sample is non-magnetic, so that pu = uo

A- ro (F" fo(.-1v E• E dv (7a)
(0 4U V,

Q Q Q E.* E dv. (7b)
2U V8

The two left hand members of Eqs. ý7a) and (7b) respectively define A, the relative
real-valued frequency shift, and Q , the change in Q1 associated with power
absorbed in the sample. Eqs. (7a) and (7b) can be combined to obtain

Q;j = - = = 24" (o0'- ag) (8)
(W'-1) 0'

A fundamental formula for Q2 based on Wabs, the power absorbed by the sample,
is given by

Q -I b, (9a)

In view of Eqs. (8) and (9a), it appears that one can directly obtain information
on Q•', and in turn Wabs, by measuring the relative frequency shift. Since Q1 is
hard to measure accurately, but A is easy to measure accurately, this could be a very
useful result, not only for verifying the scattering model, but for other purposes as
well. However, we have found that Eqs. (7a), (7b), and (8) are of limited validity,
and are correct only for certain special experimental conditions. For example, it
turns out that they are valid for a cylindrical sample of small radius in an axial
electric field. However, they are not correct for spheres, even for very small
spheres, whenever ," # 0. This will be explained shortly. For spheres, one
must measure 02 itself to obtain direct data on Wabs.
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Understanding and eliminating the source of failure of perturbation theory for
spheres is still important if one wishes to predict the frequency shift or solve the
inverse problem of determining the complex dielectric constant from measurements
of Q;' and A. These matters will be analyzed next.

The power, Wabs, can be evaluated directly from the joule heat, j E, in the
sample. This provides a fundamental formula for Q1, as follows:

La E .Edv
Q '0 E= E dv. (9b)

(A), U W' U 2U -"

Eqs. (7b) and (9b) contain two different expressions for Q1, and under some
conditions they represent quite different numbers.

Notice that Eq. (7b) contains E., referring to the empty cavity, but Eq. (9b)
contains E, referring to the field inside the sample. To understand the importance
of this difference, consider a small spherical sample and suppose that ka<<l. In
this case, it is usual to assume that an electrostatic approximation is valid. In
electrostatics, the electric field E inside a dielectric sphere placed in a previously
constant field E. satisfies 5

3
E - E. (10)

'+ 2
The fields E and E. usually differ appreciably. In an extreme case, for barium
titanate where P,' = 300, they differ by a factor of about 100. Similarly large
discrepancies also occur in results for Q1 calculated using Eqs. (7b) and (9b).
This suggests that something is not quite right with cavity perturbation theory, and
that it needs to be generalized. This issue cannot be settled completely within the
context of electrostatics.
We shall consider the hypothesis that these cavity perturbation results are of limited

validity because the integral v E' * E dv is treated as real-valued in deriving Eqs.

(7a) and (7b). One can show that E will not be real-valued inside a sample if
r" * 0 there unless the condition Q- = /.' is accidently met. This result
can be established by considering the wave equation

VxVxE - k2E = 0 (11)
where

2 = , 2 (12)

and using Eqs. (2) and (4). A corollary to this result is that E, can be chosen as
real-valued since 4' = 0 for the empty cavity. From these conditions it follows
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that E: * E dv is complex-valued in general, although in special cases it may be
real-valued as a result of integrating. These results can be expressed by writing

f E**Edv = R + iI
v (13)

where R and I are real numbers.

Substituting Eqs. (2) - (4) and (13) into Eq. (5) and then equating real and
imaginary parts of the ensuing equation, one obtains the following results for a
non-magnetic sample wherep =p

"A - eo[(r'- 1)R- ,"I]+-Teo[e"R+( 4 ' -)I . (14)
4U w'

For a high Q cavity, the term involving wo "lo ' (2QW' is negligible, and one
finds that to good approximation

A C-o, " -_ [(W' 1)R- O"1]. (15)

Also, one can show that

Q'_ Q-1 Q.' _ [,"R +(e' -1)1]. (16)
2U

The quantities R and I are given by Eq. (13). The modified cavity perturbation
formulas in Eqs. (15) and (16) are valid under more general conditions than those
found in the version of perturbation theory that yielded Eqs. (7a) and (7b).
Perturbation Theory Applied to a Sphere

The generalized cavity perturbation theory developed above will now be applied to a
lossy dielectric sphere. First, we will consider small spheres, where ka<<l; and
later we will briefly consider a relaxation of this condition, where the sphere radius
may be larger.

Altschuler6 has treated small spheres by perturbation theory in an approximation
where the field inside the sphere is given by

E E E. (17)
S+ 2 (,' + 2) + i "

We will call this a quasistatic model. In this formula for E, the complex dielectric
constant occurs rather than just r', as in the electrostatic model, Eq. (10). For Eq.
(17), E is complex-valued inside the sphere whenever r," 0 and E. is real
valued.
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As a partial check on the quasistatic model, we have calculated the microwave
absorption for barium titanate, for which F" is large. In Fig. 5, those results are
compared with a curve based on our scattering theory with the same parameter set
as used for Fig. 3. The penetration depth 8 for barium titanate is 0.638 mm, and
the product k8 is indicated by the arrow in the figure. Agreement between the
curves is very good at small radii, about up to a = 8, but rapidly deteriorates beyond
that. In the quasistatic model, the electric field is constant inside the sample.
Therefore, one expects this model to deteriorate and ultimately fail for a > 8.

BARIUM TrTANATE

-SCATTERING

40 MODEL
.OAsDEAL= - Figure 5. Absorption versus ka

I? for barium titanate for
2 scattering and quasistatic

models. The sample is
m10 at the cavity center.

00. ~ 0.06 0.10 0.15 0.20

ka

When the quasistatic model formula for E is used in our modified version of cavity
perturbation theory, Eqs. (13), (15), and (16) yield

E 0 3 ( c ,' - W e ,' + 2 ) + )2] V

4U (e,' + 2)2 + (e6,)2 1 Eo 12 (18)

and

I = Coe ", 9 V 1E 12 (19)
2U (er' + 2)2 + (e,")2 V 0

Also, Eqs. (9b) and (17) give precisely the same results for Qi' as Eq. (19), thus
demonstrating that for this model, the modified cavity perturbation theory results
for Q• are consistent with direct evaluation of joule heating of the sample.

As Altschuler 6 has shown, the inverse problem of determining the complex
dielectric constant from measured values of A and Q1 can be easily solved in the
case of the quasistatic model. This will be demonstrated next. Substituting Eq.
(17) for E into Eq. (5), evaluating the integral, and defining a quantity G by

G 4U Q (20)

GTE, 1E, 12 [ 2 - 5 .(0
one can solve the ensuing equation for e,. The result is
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4 "4 + i4 E= Rel+ 2 G + i Im ~ . (1o -I -o G I1 -1G
These results are valid for small spheres, where the quasistatic model is applicable.
The sphere radius must satisfy ka << 1 and a < 8 in this case. The restriction to
small radii is a serious disadvantage when r," is so large that the penetration depth
is very small.

In conclusion, we have presented predictions from a new microwave scattering
model for absorption by a spherical sample in a rectangular cavity. The results
cover a range of values of the complex dielectric constant and indicate an inverted
absorption behavior as a function of position for certain materials. Additional
results for absorption versus radius for alumina exhibit sharp resonance behavior
superimposed on a smooth background. We have also derived modified cavity
perturbation expressions as a bridge between theory and experiment and applied
them to small spheres. The good agreement found with known results helps
establish confidence in this approach. We plan to extend these methods to larger
spheres, where the electric field inside a sample can be evaluated from the scattering
model. We have already treated shifts in Q for larger spheres. Using the modified
cavity perturbation theory, we will also predict shifts in frequency and determine
complex dielectric constants from measured shifts in frequency and Q for larger
lossy dielectric spheres inserted in a cavity.
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MEASUREMENT OF CAVITY PERTURBATION TO DETERMINE THE MICROWAVE
ABSORPTION OF A SPHERE IN A SINGLE MODE RESONATOR

J. L. Watkins, C. 0. Hagenlocher, and M. Barmat~z
Jetc Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91109

Experiments have been conducted on materials in a single mode microwave resonator to test
predictions of a new theory of microwave absorption by a lossy dielectric sphere. Two different
experiments amc reported here. An analysis of cavity perturbation for verifying the new absorption
model revealed a limitation of a standard form of cavity perturbation theory and led to a
modification which generalized its application. The first experiment tested the validity of the
modified theory. The cavity perturbations of a nylon sphere were used to caiculate the complex
permittivity using the standard perturbation theory and the modified form. These permnittivity
values were compared to that determined from cavity perturbation using a thin nylon rod where the
standard and modified forms agree. The results show that the modification is necessary to correctly
apply perturbation theory to spherical samples.

The second experiment confirmed the theoretical prediction that under certain sample conditions the
power absorbed by a sphere in a resonant cavity can be maximum at a location in the cavity where
the empty cavity electric field intensity is a minimum. The prediction was checked by comparing
the measured power absorbed by a nylen sphere and a graphite sphere as a function of position in a
single mode resonator under identical conditions.

INTRODUCTION

As part of NASA's Microgravity Science and Applications program to develop efficient methods of
processing materials containerlessly positioned in the space environment, the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) is studying the use of microwave technology as applied to material processing.
Requirements for space-based processing include the ability to position, heat and remotely measure
the thermophysical properties of a material. Microwave technology can be used to help satisfy all
three of these requirements and offers a number of features that make it attractive for space-based
material processing. When considering the efficiency, weight, and size of microwave ovens versus
alternative methods of heating, microwaves are superior for many applications. The co~mplex
permittivity of processing materials can be determined in a non-contact manner and microwaves
can even be used to exert positioning forces on most materials. Current embodiment of these ideas
is an integrated single mode microwave oven/acoustic positioner which includes the ability to
rapidly measure cavity perturbations for determining thc complex permittivity of heated samples.2
Figure I diagrams a ground-based prototype of this device. The cavity acts as both an acoustic and
microwave resonator. The moveable plunger is used to tune the acoustics for sample positioning
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while a tunable microwave source provides energy for heating. In order to better apply microwave
methods to this type of cavity, it is necessary to understand the microwave behavior of materials in
a resonator. Recently, a theory of microwave absorption by a sphere in a rectangular cavity has
been developed at JPL.[I] Application of this theory [2] has led to some new predictions on the
behavior of materials in a single mode resonator. Experimental work done to support some of the
predictions of this theory is described in this paper. First a description of the apparatus is
presented followed by a discussion of cavity perturbation experiments prompted by theoretical
issues and results of sample heating as a function of position in the single-mode resonator.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The microwave oven system shown in Fig. 2 is designed to be able to heat materials and also
permit measurement of the cavity perturbations for determining dielectric properties. The output
of the microwave sweep oscillator is amplified by the 40 watt TWT and applied to the resonant
cavity oven through a critically coupled inductive loop. The incident and reflected power are
sampled at the cavity entrance and each is detected by both a power meter and a diode. The incident
power is used to level the sweep oscillator output. In addition, powr in the cavity is measured
using an under-coupled transmission probe. All power measurements can be read and stored by the
computer.

The oven itself is a cylindrical cavity with the length and diameter both equal to 4.78 cm. Both
the heating and reflected power measurements described in this paper were done with the cavity
excited in the TM010 mode at 4.8 GHz. Small holes in the cavity walls provide optical and
mechanical access to the sample. Samples under study are supported in the oven by a thin (I mm
diameter) quartz pedestal. The temperature of the sample is monitored by a remote IR temperature
sensor* through one of these holes. The temperzture can be fed to a furnace controller which
adjusts the microwave power so that the sample follows a progammed temperature profile.

Cavity perturbation measurements are made by taking a swept-frequency reflected power spectrum
of the cavity. These spectra are taken automatically and very rapidly; the computer steps the
microwave frequency via the dc FM control and then reads the incident and reflected power at each
frequency step. By fitting the resultant reflected power spectrum to a Lorentzian curve, the cavity
resonant frequency and quality factor can be determined. When these parameters for both the empty
cavity and the ca,ity with a sample inserted are combined with a suitable cavity perturbation
model, the complex permittivity of the sample can be determined as described below.

CAVITY PERTURBATION MEASUREMENTS

Examples of reflected power spectra are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The Lorentzian fits provide
the cavity resonant frequency and quality factor. The measurements shown were made on a nylon
ball located at the center of the cavity and a thin nylon rod located on the axis and extending all the
way through the cavity. These two geometries were used to test cavity perturbation theory.

The established form of the cavity perturbation equations we used is for non-magnetic materials
and can be written as (3]

* Everest Interscience Inc., Fullerton, CA Model 2401
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A r. Of f' = E EdV(

E0 QEdV (2)
2U v

where 6'.d, E and 0o., Qo, E. are the resonant frequency, .uality factor, and electric field of
the cavity with the sample present and absent respectively, Qs is the quality factor due to the
sample itself, E = Co (4' + i 4" ) is the complex permittivity of the sample, and the integral is
over the volume of the sample. U is the time averaged energy stored in the cavity and cn be
calculated from knowledge of the unperturbed ca 'ity field Eo. By measuring A and Q, ard
assuming a form for E, one can determine 4' and 4"

These equations were examined to see if they could be used to connect predictions of the
microwave absorption theory developed at JPL with experimental measurements. In this process,
it was recognized that the equations were not valid for all sample geometries. The problem lies in
the fact that their derivation assumes

fI. E; -E W (3)

is real. Thi. assumption is only true for limited sample geometries and cavity modes; in
particular, it is valid for a thin cylindrical rod on the axis of a cylindrical cavity excited in the
TMOIO mode where the electric field is axial everywhere but it is not valid for a sphere under the
same conditions. By allowing the integral to be complex, the equations can be rederived in a form
applicable to the spherical sample.

Using E = E, for the nylon rod. the integral discussed above is real and both forms of
perturbation theory give the correct values for the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity

F' =2.99, "F=0.0276. (4)

For the nylon sphere, however, the standard perturbation theory gives

f' =2.99, 4"=0.0177. (5)

Comparison to the values found for the rod yields

S(rod - " (ball)
= 0.357. (6)

Using the modiiied cavity perturbation theory for the sphere
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4' =3.03. 4" =0.0297. (7)

Again comparing to the rod values gives

" (roc - 4" (ball)
= -0.076. (8)4"' (rod)

It can be seen from these data that the modified theory gives consistent values for the complex
permiiuivity for both geometries and that this more general form is a more correct application of
perturbation theory.

POWER ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS

In the treatment of absorption by a non-magnetic material in a microwave field, the absorbed
power is simply the Joule heating in the sample which is written

I *., v

Pabs C. C, o44 E E dV, (9)

where E is the electric field inside the material, " is the relative loss factor and the integral is
over the volume of the sample. The above expression is exact, however, in general E is not
known and some assumptions must be mrze to use Eq. 9. For small samples, it is customary to
assume that (1) the sample radius is much smai'ir than the microwave wavelength a/i. << I so
that the integral can be approximated by

v E° 0 E dV =E, 12 V2  (10)

and (2) the field in the sample is proportional to the unpenurbed field

E = AE, (II)

where A is real-valued and depends on the geometry of the sample. (An additional assumption
here is that 4 " remains constant. In general it changes with temperature and can affect the
relative power absorption.) For a sphere, one usually assumes the electrostatic approximation

3
E =- E,. (12)4+2

In the approximation of this treatment, the absorbed power, which is proportional to the
electromagnetic energy that would be found in the volume occupied by the sample if the sample
were removed, is given by
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Pabe IEo t2. (13)

According to this argument, the relative power absorption of a material can be determined at each
point in a cavity in which the uneu fields are known.

When microwave power is applied to the cavity the sample will reach a steady-state temperature
which can be determined by considering the energy balance, (Power lost by radiation, conduction,
and convection) = (Microwave Power absorbed). If the temperature difference between the walls
and the sample remains small enough, the thermal losses will be dominated by the conduction and
convection terms which are linear in temperature. In this case, we expect

T CP~b, 1CEo,. (14)

Figures 5 and 6 show the temperature and power absorption profile of a 3.3 mm nylon ball and a
3.3 mm graphite ball along the radius of the cylindrical cavity compared to the energy distribution
in the empty cavity. The electric field strength is held constant inside the resonator. The linear
dependence of temperature with absorbed power is clearly seen.

The nylon heats qualitatively in accordance to the simple power absorption model presented above.
The graphite, however, beh~ves in exactly the opposite manner, i.e. its maximum power
absorption occurs where lE0 I' is a minimum. (The temperature decrease near the cavity wall is
where the ball is physically exiting the cavity.) These experimental data show that the standard
power absorption model breaks down in the case of graphite. Apparently the presence of the
graphite sample modifies the local electric field in a non-negligible way and the assumption that

Enn, Eo (15)

becomes invalid. A microwave absorption mode: which can predict this type of "inverted"
behavior needs to take into account perturbations to the local field caused by the presence of the
dielectric material. In fact, a theory of microwave absorption by a lossy dielectric sphere in a
single mode rectangular cav•., [ 1.21 which directly handles the interaction of the microwave field
with the sample has been developed at JPL and does predict this behavior.

Future work is planned to extend these measurements to a sphere in a rectangular single mode

"vity to allow quantitative comparisons to the microwave absorption theory.

CONCLUSIONS

The first experiment demonstrates that a proposed modification to a standard form of cavity
perturbation theory is required in order to properly treat the case of a sphere in a resonant ca-.ty.
The second set of experiments show that nylon and graphite heat maximally in different positions
in our resonant cavity and demonstrate the weakness of the usual assumptions made in treating the
absorption of microwaves by an arbitrary material. These experimems support the prediction of a
new theory (I], reported at this symposium f 2]. of microwave absorption by a sphere in a resonant
cavity.
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PRACTICES OF ULTRA-RAPID SINTERING OF CERAMICS USING
SINGLE MODE APPLICATORS

Yong-Lai Tian
Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Shanghai, China, 200050.

ABSTRACT

This is an overview of practical aspects for ultra-rapid
sintering of ceramics in single mode applicators. The
efficiency and performance of microwave systems can be
markedly improved by innovative designs. Discussion will
focus on the main problems and their solutions in
microwave sintering such as arcing, temperature
heterogeneity, thermal runaway, cracking and inability to
heat up ceramics with low loss factors.

INTRODUCTION

Rapid sintering of ceramics using microwave energy offers
many advantages which are impossible with conventional
heating techniques. Fine grain size , high toughness and
substantial energy saving have been achieved by microwave
sinteringl, 2 . A high heating rate and a short processing
time are crucial for these applications 2' 3 . Microwave
sintering of ceramics can be performed in both multimode
applicators and single mode applicators. In review of the
literature1", it is interesting to note that most of the
rapid processing of ceramics were carried out in single
mode applicators. This may be attributed to the fact that
a single mode applicator has some advantages over a
conventional multimode applicator in rapid processing5 .
For instance, the single mode applicator can yield
higher electric field strength and couple more energy
into ceramic samples than the multimode applicator can.
High heating rates of 102-103 C/min can be readily
achieved in a single mode applicator whereas the heating
rates in multimode applicators are much lower. The single
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mode applicator allows on-line electric feedback for a
precise control of the process. In addition, a single
mode applicator can be used to diagnose the variation of
material properties with electromagnetic field that may
lead us to a better understanding of some fundamental
principles of the microwave-materials interaction6 .

The control of rapid sintering of ceramics in a single
mode applicator is technically more complicated than
that of other heating processes. Due to the complexity of
the microwave-materials interaction, many practical
problems are encountered in the process of microwave
sintering such as thermal runaway, sample cracking,
arcing and plasma, and inability to heat ceramics with
low dielectric loss factors. Although many theories have
been put forth and numerous experiments have been
reported in the microwave sintering field, little has
been mentioned about the practical problems. The purpose
of this paper is to discuss, based on the author's own
research experience, the following aspects which are
indeed very important for performing rapid sintering of
ceramics in single mode applicators.

(1) How to heat ceramics which are nearly microwave
transparent at ambient temperature.

(2) How to improve the energy efficiency of a single mode
applicator.

(3) How to improve the temperature uniformity and avoid
thermal runaway.

(4) How to avoid the cracking induced by thermal stress
and phase transformations.

SINGLE MODE APPLICATORS USED IN RAPID SINTERING

Various types of single mode applicators, e.g. TE1 •,
T010, TE011 and TE111 , have been applied to rapid sintering
of ceramics. The configurations of two commonly used
single mode applicators, TE10 and TEM11 , are schematically
illustrated in Fig.l and Fig.2, respectively. TE
rectangular cavity exhibits a uniform electric fiel.
parallel to the axial direction of the sample. It can
also be precisely tuned and coupled for high energy
efficiency. TE0 11 cylindrical applicator shows a special
electric field pattern which has a maximum field sti'ength
at the sample surface and a minimum in the sample center.
The high field at the surface can compensate for the
surface energy loss due to radiation and convection end
thus improve the temperature uniformity. CLylindrical
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applicators with mirror coated inner walls may offer
additional energy savings by reflecting the thermal
radiation back to the sample7.

HEATING CERAMIC SAMPLES

The first step of microwave sintering is to rapidly heat
the sample to a high sintering temperature. Some ceramics
e.g. SiC and P-Al 2O3 , are microwave absorbers. Heating
these ceramics in a single mode applicator would not be
difficult. However, some other ceramics, e.g. pure a-
A10 3, are nearly transparent to microwaves at ambient
temperature. Heating these ceramics from room temperature
to sintering temperature is very difficult. The possible
approaches for intensifying the energy absorption of
ceramics are as follows:

(1) Raising microwave power input.
(2) Improving the energy efficiency of the applicator.
(3) Raising microwave frequency.
(4) Using microwave absorbers as additives.
(5) Protecting samples with insulation to save energy

losses.
(6) Microwave and conventional hybrid heating.

Approaches 3,4,5, and 6 will not be discussed in this
article due to the limitations of their specialized
applications.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF SINGLE MODE APPLICATORS

The energy efficiency of a single mode applicator, Eff,
is given by the equatio. 8 "1 0 ,

P. 4) 2+([-200) (1) 0

where P is the energy absorbed by the sample, P1 is the
incident power, P' is the coupling parameter, Q' 0 and Q0
are the unloaded quality factor for an applicator with
and without the sample inside the applicator,
respectively; w. is the resonant f'equency and Aw is the
difference between the working frequency and resonant
frequency.
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The energy absorption of the sample, P,, can be increased
by either raising the incident power, P,, or improving
the energy efficiency of the applicator, Eff. Raising the
incident power would seem to be a simple way to couple
more energy into a sample. However, it was experimentally
demonstrated that the increase of incident power P1 was
limited bT arcing and the plasma generated in the
applicator 1. In order to increase the incident power,
either high vacuum (< 10's torr) or high pressure can be
introduced to suppress the arcing and plasma generation.
For some ceramics, e.g. SiC and SiN., sintering in high3 &
vacuum may cause the problems of decomposition and
vaporization. The pressurization not only suppresses the
plasma generation but also inhibits the decomposition
and the vaporization. However, the use of vacuum and
pressurization in regular sintering processes is not
convenient or necessary. By improving the energy
efficiency of the applicator, E1f, some ceramics with low
loss factors have been successfully sintered in a single
mode applicator1 °.

It is seen from Eq (1) that a high E1, mainly depends on
(1) a critical tuning and coupling (JA=0, P'=l) for a

minimum power reflection, (2) a low ratio of Q',• for
less wall loss. Since Q'q is proportional to the
reciprocal of the dielectric loss factor (1/crtan6),
therefore for samples with high loss factor, Q' 0 - QV
the wall loss is negligible and the energy efficiency is
not sensitive to Q0. For samples with low loss factors,
Eff becomes sensitive to Q.. A high Q. factor is necessary
to achieve a high energy efficiency, Eft.

CRITICAL TUNING AND COUPLING

Tuning is performed by moving a short circuit to
compensate for the shifting of the resonant frequency
(AG). The shifting of the resonant frequency, U), is
mainly caused by two factors: (a) the stability of the
magnetron frequency and (b) the dielectric constant, e.
Since the variation of e with temperature for many
ceramics is insignificant4,' only a slight adjustment of
the position of the short circuit is needed during the
sintering process. However, for sintering ceramics with
low loss factors, the wall loss of the short circuit must
be minimized in order to ensure a high Q0 factor for the
energy efficiency. Many desicins of the short circuit have
been well established' . Tuning of a cavity is usually
not difficult in microwave sintering.
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Coupling is performed to compensate for the shifting of
the impedance of the applicator. The shifting of the
impedance mainly depends on the dielectric losqs factor,
ertan612. Since the dielectric loss factor. e rtan6, for
many ceramics changes markedly with temperature, the
impedance of the applicator is widely shifted during
heating. A plate iris has been long used for co~upling. It
has the advantage of negligible wall loss and thus can be
used to construct a high Q. applicator for sintering of
low loss factor ceramics2. However, the use of the plate
iris is limited because its size can not be adjust.ad to
compensate for the wide shifting of impedance during the
sintering process. Alternatively the adjustable iris has
been developed for continuous coupling adjustments. The
design of the adjustable iris consists of two sliding
gates and two choked flanges as shown in Fig.1 6 . The
size of iris can be changed by moving the gates. The use
of an adjustable iris significantly improved the
coupling efficiency as shown in Fig.3. With a plate iris
of 37.5 mm , the maximum temperature of a Y-TZP sample
was 1250* C with 800 W incident power and it was 1800' C
with 200 W power when an adjustable iris was used1'5.

INFLUENCE OF Q FACTOR ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Although the adjustable iris improves the coupling
efficiency significantly, it may also reduce the Q.
factor because of its complex structure. This complex
structure causes additional energy losses on the wall of
the component. For instance, when an plate iris of 25 mm
was replaced by -an early designed adjustable iris, th .e PO
factor dropped from 2400 to 300. This adjustable iris
worked well in sintering of Y-TZP, P-Al 0~ and Al 0 -TiC
composites, but was incapable of heating pure AV,03samples because of arcing and rapid warming of the
adjustable iris itself. In contrast, the samples of pure
A103 were successfully sintered in the same applicator
wi h a plate iris of 25 mn'2. This example confirmed the
fact mentioned earlier that the energy efficiency becomes
very sensitive to the Q.factor when heating microwave
transparent materials . Therefore, for the purpose of
sintering low loss factor ceramics, the internal
structure of the adjustable iris has to be optimally
designed to minimize the energy loss. We modified the
early version adjustable iris and developed a new version
through the use of some innovative design. The tests of

the new adjustable iris exhibited some encouraging
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results, the Q0 factor was raised to 1700 which is close
to the value, of 2400 for a near lossless plate iris.
Using this new adjustable iris, pure alumina (CR30)
samples (tan6 - 5x10'4) have been rapidly heated and
sintered at 1700" C. Fig.4 shows the difference in
heating rates using the new design 'high Q' adjustable
iris and the old 'low Q' adjustable iris 10 .

TEMPERATURE HETEROGENEITY

It was generally observed from our rapid sintering
experiments that the temperature of ceramic samples was
often radially and axially ncnuniform. The temperature
was always higher in the center of the samples than at
the surface. Fig.5 shows an example of the variation of
axial temperature profiles of A1203-TiC rod samples with
different compositions and temperatures in a TE,
applicator. Although the radial temperature gradient is
difficult to measure experimentally, it may be inferred
from the grain size measurements. It was observed that
the surface grains of a microwave sintered alumina sample
were smaller than those in the center2 . Based on the
experimental observation, we hypothesized the thermal
dynamics, as shown in Fig.6, to display the variation in
radial temperature of a rod sample during a microwave
sintering process 14. At first, the temperature gradient
increases with the increasing temperature, t=1. At the
transition stage t=2, where sintering has begun, the
temperature gradient reaches its maximum. As the sample
densifies in the stable sintering stage, the thermal
conductivity increases and the temperature gradient
decreases.

THERMAL RUNAWAY

Thermal runaway was a serious problem often observed in
microwave sintering in those ceramics which had a low
thermal conductivity and whose dielectric loss factor was
strongly temperature dependent. Fig.7 shows a typical
temperature profile of thermal runaway in an alumina
sample14. At temperature below 1000' C, heating was slow
because the dielectric loss factor was very low in this
temperature regime. A uniform hot zone in the center of
cavity was observed. In the temperatures range from 1100
to 1400" C, the heating rate was markedly accelerated.
The hot zone started to shrink rapidly to a tiny bright
spot and the temperature reached the melting point almost
instantly (10-20 seconds as shown in Fig.7). The melting
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usually started in the center and spread rapidly

outward.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE TEMPERATURE UNIFORMITY

The temperature heterogeneity and the instability of
ceramic samples during microwave sintering are influenced
by many factors related to both the operation parameters
of microwave hardware and the properties of materials. It
was concluded in our previous experimental study that the
following conditions were the major causes of the
temperature heterzgeneity and thermal runaway"'.

(1) Low thermal conductivity.
(2) Rapid increase in dielectric loss factor with

increasing temperature.
(3) Large size and complex geometry of the sample.
(4) High heating rate and high processing temperature.
(5) Nonuniform electromagnetic field.

COMPUTER SIMULATION OF TEMPERATURE PROFILES

It is difficult to experimentally measure the temperature
distributions and variations inside ceramic samples
during rapid sintering. As a result of the limitations of
the experiments, a numerical program has been developed
to compute the dynamic temperature profiles of a
microwave heated ceramic rodITP.. This numerical thermal
analysis makes it possible to quantitatively evaluate the
contribution of each factor listed above.

The thermal physical model of this computation is
illustrated in Fig.8. A cylindrical ceramic sample, e.g.
A1203 , is placed in a rectangular applicator. Heat is
generated within the shaded area of the sample, where a
constant electric field is assumed for simplicity. The
instantaneous temperature distribution T(r,z,t) inside
the sample is a solution of the heat equation:

pC,(T aT_ I [K(7 aT + aT +0 (2)at p ar ar• [a (•

where Cp(T) and K(T) are the specific heat and thi
thermal conductivity of the material, respectively. Both
are temperature dependent. p is the density of the sample
assumed constant during heating. The heat generated
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inside the material, Q, due to the absorption of
microwave energy, is given by

Q-K'ertan8E 2  (3)

where K' is a constant and the electric field, E is
assumed as a uniform distribution, crtan6 is the
dielectric loss factor which is also a function of the
temperature. Eq(2) is subject to the following boundary
condition:

K()aT Izd/2 1.49 (T,- TO) '/4

where the first and second terms on the right hand side
are energy loss at the surface through convection and
radiation, respectively. T1 is the surface temperature
and To is the ambient temperature. e, is the emissivity
and a. is the Boltzmann constant.

This equation was numerically solved by an explicit
finite difference method16 . Some typical results,
illustrated below, show the behavior of the temperature
distribution of various samples under different heating
conditions.

Fig.9 shows the dynamic temperature variation of an 8mm
alumina sample with the coupled microwave power. At low
power levels (100W and 200W) the steady state
temperatures were reached. As rower increased to 400W
thermal runaway occurred within 40 seconds.

Fig..10 shows computed two dimensional temperature
distributions of an 8mm alumina rod heated under
different microwave power levels. It can be seen that
even in a uniformly distributed electric field,
nonuniform temperature distributions were observed in
both the radial and the axial directions. It can also be
seen that a high heating rate and a high temperature may
enhance the temperature gradient.

Fig.ll shows a plot of the radial temperature profiles
for different sizes and densities of samples. It can be
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seen that the temperature difference between the surface
and the centers of the samples increased with the
increasing sample size and porosity. These results
indicated that for those samples of large size and poor
thermal conductivity, the center of the sample might
start to melt while the surface is still well below the
normal sintering temperature. The stress between the
shrunken part in the center and the un-shrunken part at
the surface might cause cracking.

All the foregoing computed results are consistent with
our previous experimental observations. Fig.12 shows a
good agreement between the computed results and. the
experimental measurement for the axial temperature
profiles of an 8 mm alumina rod heated with 200 W.

CRACKING INDUCED BY THERMAL STRESS AND PHASE
TRANSFORMATIONS

Cracking of ceramic samples frequently occurred during
rapid sintering of ceramics. Once the cracking initiated,
arcing and plasma generation occurred simultaneously in
the local cracked area. This resulted in a rapid drop of
the sample temperature. A high temperature gradient and
a rapid heating rate are the major causes of cracking.
This type of cracking usually begins at the onset of
dens ification and grows along the boundary between the
hot zone and dark area where the highest stress is
induced as a result of difference in shrinkage between
the hot area and the cold area.

Phase transformation induced cracking was observed in
microwave sirtering of Y-TZP samples"3 . Commercial Y-TZP
powder always contains a few percent of residual
monoclinic phase. When the ZrO2 monoclinic phase
transformed into the tetragonal phase during heating, the
high volume change (9%) 1" associated with this
transformation induced high stress and thus caused the
cracking. This type of cracking usually occurred in the
center of the. sample where the phase transformation
temperature was first reached.

SOME PRACTICAL APPROACHES TO AVOID THERMAL RUNAWAY AND
CRACKING

The thermal runaway and cracking may be avoided by two
major approaches: (a) changing the properties of
materials to improve the thermal conductivity, and (b)

2% Microwave.,
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Fig.12 A comparison of computed results with
experimental data for axial temperature
profiles of a 95% A1 2 0 3 rod heated with 200 W
microwave power.
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Fig.13 Temperature profile of A12 0 3 sample
controlled by varying microwave input power.
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carefully controlling the heating rate by varying the
input power.

Thermal runaway did not occur in high thermal conductive
ceramics, e.g. SiC and ZrO2. Therefore, adding conductive
fiber or powder into low thermal conductive matrix not
only improves the microwave absorption of the sample, but
also eliminates the thermal runaway. For instance, 20 wt%
Tic was found to be a transition composition for A1203-
TiC composites above which thermal runaway was
eliminated1'4.

For low thermal conductive ceramics, such as alumina and
mullite, thermal runaway can be avoid by a careful
control of the input power during the sintering process.
Fig.13 shows a typical example for the sintering of a-
A1203 

2 . A large constant power was applied in the
preheating stage of a low temperature regime. In the
transition stage of 1000-1400" C, the heating rate was
reduced by varying or pulsing input power, as shown in
Fig.13, to avoid the acceleration of the temperature rise
and thermal runaway. As the sample began to densify, the
thermal conductivity increased and the temperature
gradient decreased. The sample finally reached a steady
state temperature in the stable sintering stage.

As mentioned earlier, the thermal stress induced cracking
was mainly caused by either large temperature gradients
or high heating rates. Therefore, the two approaches
mentioned above can be used for avoiding cracking. In
addition, by improving the strength of green samples
before rapid sintering, such as presintering green
samples to 70-80% TD using either conventional or
microwave heating, the chances of cracking may be reduced
significantly".
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MICROWAVE SINTERING OF ALUMINA CERAMICS IN A SINGLE MODE
APPLICATOR

D. S. Patihl+, B. C Mutsuddy+
Institute of Materials -Processing
Michigan Technological University
Houghton, Michigan 49931

James Gavulic, M. Dahimene
Wavemat Inc., Plymouth, Michigan 48170

ABSTRACT

High purity submicron powders were sintered in a single mode cylindrical
cavity applicator CMPR-250 operating at 2.45 GHz in the TMO12 mode. The
alumina powders could be sintered from an initial green density of 60 % to a
final density close to theoretical. Rapid heating rates at very low power level
were achieved. Uniform microstructure and relatively small grain size in the
microwave sintered alumina were evident. The initial results of this study
demonstrate the potential applicability of a single mode applicator for sintering
alumina ceramics.

INTRODUCTION

When microwaves penetrate and propagate through a dielectric material, the
internal electric fields generated within the affected volume induce translational
motions of free or bound charges and rotate charge complexes such as dipo~es. The
resistance of these induced motions causes losses and attenuates the electric field,
and volumetric heating results due to these losses. Absorption of the
electromagnetic energy inside the material is direct when the material couples
with the microwaves, con.equently, high heating rates can be achieved. The
interaction being a direct one, this particular kind of heating source has a low
thermal inertia. Energy can be quickly deposited or removed from the material.
These are the advantages of microwave heating. However the heating is limited by
several factors In certain materials that are transparent to the microwaves at
room temperature, and would require preheating to some critical temperature.

"Permanant address : Laser and Plasma Technology Division
Bhabha Atomic Researcn Centre, Trombay, Bombay 400 085, INDIA.

+ Member, American Ceramic Society.
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Microwave and radio frequency dielectric heating ýs easy when a material is
polarizable, which efficiently converts the energy absorbed from the oscillating
electric field into the thermal energy in the lattice [1, 21.
The power absorbed by a dielectric in an electric field is given by

P -2 nf e (E2/2) tan a(1

where
P - power absorbed In the material

e- dielectric permittivity
f - frequency of the Incident radiation
E - electric field strength
tan a - loss tangent of the material

The equation (1) provides an approximation of P and shows if's dependence on
the variables. The losses in the ceramics. at microwave frequencies are not fully
understood and are possibly due to ionic mrigration, ionic vibration and electronic
polarization. It is evident that many ceramics do not display high loss factors
[3, 41. The absoption of microwave energy in the material is determined by the
depth of wave penetration which varies with temperature and frequency. The
power available at the surface falls off exponentially. Therefore, size of a given
sample will determine the frequency f at which the sample can be effectively
heated. For the frequencies in t'ýe r.f. band, the dimensions are in meter. At
microwave frequencies dimensions decrease to a few centimneters.

Temperature and impurities, however, can have a significant effect on the
energy losses in ceramics. Conduction losses are typically found to be
predominant at higher temperatures. The loss tangent and conductivity are
directly related. In some cases Introduction of impurities can be used to Increase
the conductivity and loss factor to the desired level. As the losses go up the depth
of penetration decreases, opposing uniform sintering. On the other hand decreases
in the thermal conductivity of the material with temperature plays a significant
role In obtaining the desired heating profile.

The rate of heating Increases with temperature for ceramics like A1203. It is
therefore necessary to control the power to prevent thermal runaway. Again, in
order to Induce absorption of the microwave energy in the materials it Is
sometimes necessary to preheat the material before it effectively starts to couple
with the microwaves [5). Sintering aids which might couple at low temperatures
and bum off at higher temperature may be an alternative to the preheating
problem.

Rapid heating of materials minimizes segregation of the impurities to the grain
boundaries while a decrease In sintering time reduces grain growth 151,
Temperature gradients In conventional heating cause greater .pore elimination at
the surface 161. Heating Internally (thereby creating higher Internal
temperatures) while cooling the surface will definitely be helpful In providing
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more uniform final pore elimination. Gorl uniformity of the microwave sintering
is not an easy objective to achieve and requires a knowledge of the materiars high
temperature microwave properties as well as ability to modify and control them.

Microwave applicator and system design a!low significant flexibility
(depending on the designer's ingenuity) in controlling these factors. Many
ingenious designs for applying the microwave power to process materials have
been reported in the literature. The difficulties encountered in efficient
microwave heating of the ceramics can be reduced by using a tunable resonant
cavity. Single mode resonant systems can be designed to yield very high electric
field strength. Since, power absorbed by the material is proportional to the
square of the electric field strength as shown in equation (1), use of a single
mode applicator helps in inducing absorption in materials having low dielectric
loss.

Microwave sintering of A1203 has been tried by several investigators [7, 81.
The purpose of this study is to show the feasibility of using a single mode
applicator for sintering alumina. The objectives are also to avoid the use of
binders and/or susceptors around the samples.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Equipment set up

Single mode/controlled multimode cavities appear to have an advantage over
conventional multimode applicators. In a single mode cavity one has the
flexibility of focusing energy at a given location of the sample. We used
Wavemars single mode, internally tuned resonant cavity CMPR-250 described
by Asmussen et.al. [91. Some of the empty cavity modes that are individually
excited in this applicator are TEl 10, TM012, TE211, TE011&TM111
(degenarate mode) and TE 1 11.

The experimental system consists of a variable power-CW microwave power
supply 3 KW-operating at 2.45 GHz, 2 circulators and matched dummy loads,
power meters (that measures the incident power Pi and the reflected power Pr),
a coaxial input coupling system, single mode cavity and Accufibre temperature
measurement system.

When the applicator is loaded with a material, 1he resonant modes are shifted
from empty cavity resonant modes and probably become hybrid (combination of
more than one) modes. Depending on the material's properties and position in the
cavity, new cavity modes may be encountered. The mrterial is kept on the cavity
base plate on a boron nitride platform in the centre of the cavity. The material
can be viewed through a copper screen window. Power is fed to the cavity through
an adjustable coaxial input probe.

Adjustment of the short length Ls and coupling probe position Lp are made
manually. Short and the probe positions are measured within 0.1 mm by
micrometer indicators.

Model 100 C, Accufiber, Inc., Beaverton, OR 97005.
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To provide uniform heating, the sample dimens'ons are limited to half a
wavelength. At 2.45 GHz dimensions are limited to approximately 6 cm. A larger
size sample will require lower frequencies.

This single mode applicator has the ability to focus and match the incident
microwave energy into the process material. This is accomplished with single
mode excitation and internal cavity matching. The matching is labelled "internal
cavity* since all tuning adjustments take place inside the cavity.

The input impedance of the microwave cavity is given by

Zn- Rin + j Xgn (2)

Rin and J Xin are the cavity input resistance ard reactance and represent the
complex load Impendance as seen by the feed transmnission line. At least two
Independent adjustments are required to match th~s cavity load to a transmission
line. The probe and sliding short tuning of the cavity applicator provide these two
required degrees of freedom. Continuous tuning is require as the material's
dielectric properties change during processing.

The ceramic pellet is encapsulated in a small amount of fiber Insulation and the
sample is irradiated by the microwave energy by first adjusting the probe and
cavity length positions to excite a specific loaded cavity resonance (to match the
cavity applicator to the iniput transmission system). The specific mode selection
depends on the shape and location of the ceramic pellet. For a cylindrical pellet
kept in the center of the cavity, the TMO 12 mode with its electric field along the
cavity axis is a logical processing mode. For flat samples, TE modes will be a
suitable choice.

Once adjusted for a match in the pre-specified mode, microwave power is
applied and is absorbed in the cavity with minimum reflected power, and heating
of the material begins. This changes the material properties and the 0 of the
cavity. The change in materials complex dielectric constant results in the shift in
the cavity resonance and hence the change in the applicator input impedance.
During heating, the applicator length Ls and probe length Lp are adjusted
manually to maintain reflected power to a minimum (i.e. the applicator is kept
tuned as the material's properties change). Since the tuning distance., are a few
mm, the tuning process can be quickly performed either manually or with small
motors. Thus tuning also can be utilized as a sample input power control
technique.

The ability to tune a cavity gives freedom of mode selection and also allows
different material loads to be matched to a constant frequency power source. The
flexibility in tuning during the operation cancels the variation in the cavity
resonant frequency caused by cavity expansion or contraction due to changes in
ambient temperature. The changes due to relative humidity in air inside the
cavity can also be cancelled.

Sample preparation and experiment

We used two grades of A1203 powders for this sintering study. A16SG* (Alcoa)
and Sumitomo alumina grade AKP-3OMG**. The manufacturers quote the surface
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area of the powders to be 8.6 and 7.1 m2/gm, respectively. Average particle
size is 0.52 and 0.41 gim, respectively.

The powders were rolled with the alumina grinding media and isopropyl
alcohol. The slurries wehe dried under an IR lamp and the powders were sieved
through a 100 mesh screen. The sieved powders were cold isostatical~y pressed
into 25.4 mm dia. x 25.4 mm height pellets at a pressure of 276 MPa. The
A16SG A1203 pellets were calcined at 1000 C for 1 hour. The AKP-30MG pellets
were kept in the oven at 100 C for 12 hours to remove the moisture. No binder

-~ was added during processing. The green densities of the pellets were around 60 %
of the theoretical density.

The pellets were embeded in the A120 3 fiber insulation and the insulated pellet
was kept in the centre of the base plate of the cavity. The incident microwave
power was coupled with the help of the coupling probe. Tuning of the particular
mode was accomplished by adjusting the position of a sliding short and the
coupling probe. A hole of - 3 mm diameter was drilled through the insulalion to
view the sample surface by the accufiber optical pyrometer through a non-
radiating opening on the wall of the cylindrical cavity.

Accurate temperature measurement was restricted by three factors. First, a
thermocouple was tried but the leads started to act as antenna causing a loss of
microwave energy from the cavity. Second, error in the sample temperature
measurement was due to the interference from luminous fiber insulation at high
temperature. Third, the emissivity of the sample which is also temperature
dependent, varies during sintering due to morphological changes.

Nonetheless, the recorded temperatures which were probably below their true
value did provide some relative temperature differences between the samples.
Efforts are now being directed to get the true estimate of the temperature and
with some more improvements we will be able to measure the temperature of the
sample to a reasonably good accuracy.

The samples were processed according to the schedule shown in Figure 1. To
compare the results of the microwave processing with the conventional
sintering, a similar sample of A16SO was sintered at 1650 C for 1 hour with the
heating and cooling rate of 200 C/hour.

The densities of the samples were measured by the Archimedes principle.
Specimens were cut from the sintered samples and the surfaces were polished to
a 0.25 ;Lm finish with diamond paste. The samples were chemnically etched to
reveal the microstructure. Both the chemically etched and fractured surfaces
were examined using a scanning electron microscope (JEOL**, JSM-820).

"Alcoa, Aluminium Company of America, Pittsburgh, PA.
Sumitomo Chemical Company, Ltd., Osaka, Japan.
JEOL, USA, Inc., Peabody, MA 01960.
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Fig. 1. Microwave sintering schedule of alumina ceramics

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Results on te microwave sintering of the alumina specimens are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1 Results on various samples
.....................................................

S. No Sample Heating mode Temperature Time % Densification
C (Surface) (hours)

.....................................................

1 A16SG Microwaves 1200 1.2 97.76
2 A16SG Conventional 1650 17 98.68
3 AKP30MG Microwaves 975 4 100

.....................................................

The density of the sample using microwave sintering was 97.76 % of the
theoretical for A16SG. To get a similar density using conventional sintering we
had to use a temperature of 1650 0. The conventional process took a long time
(200 C/hour heating/cooling rate with 1 hour hold at 1650 C) as compared to a
total 72 minutes for microwave processing. The sample AKP-30MG was sintered
to theoretical density.
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The microstructures of the various samples are shown in the Figs. 2-4. A
slight variation in the microstructure was observed as we scanned the different
regions of the sample. These variations suggest that the electric field intensity is
different at the centre as compared to the edge. The difference in grain size may
be due to the high electric field intensity at the centre.

Based on our observations, sintering can be potent!ally divided in .wo stages:
preheating and sintering. During preheating tha samples are heated for a few
minutes at a constant input power of 300-400 watts. Attempts to reach the final
sintering temperature by raising the input power without preheating the sample,
resulted in hot spot formation, arcing and eventual cracking of the samples.

A uniform hot zone can only be formed when the sample is properly insulated.
The gradual increase in sample temperature is required to achieve uniform
densification.

The thermal runaway phenomenon which is frequently observed in microwave
sintering was avoided through proper insulation of the sample and by careful
control of input power.

Densification of the samples was noted by the reflected power meter. As the
material's absorption decreased aftcr the densification and the minium reflected
power increased.

Fig. 2. Fractured surface of the microwave sintered alumina A16SG
(SEI, 5000X)
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Fig. 3. Fractured surface of the conventionally sintered alumina A16SG
(SEI, 5000 X)

Fig. 4. Fractured surface of microwave sintered alumina AKP30MG
(SEI, 5000 X)
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The observed uniform microstructure can be explained in the light of rapid
heating rate. The sample passes more rapidly through the lower temperature
regime where surface diffusion is relatively more dominant and the fine grained
structure is raised rapidly to a high temperature where densification dominates
grain growth.

CONCLUSIONS

High purity submicron A1203 powders have been densified from 60 % initial
green density to near theoretical density by using a tuneable single mode
applicator operating in the TMO12 mode at 2.45 GHz. The time required to
achieve similar density with conventional sintering is much higher as shown in
Table 1.

Our preliminary results show the potential use of microwave energy, without
any need for susceptors around the sample, to achieve full densification of fairly
large (25.4 mm dia. x 25.4 mm height) alumina samples.
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MICROWAVE SINTERING OF ZIRCONIA-8 MOL % YTTRIA

M. A. Janney, C. L. Calhoun, and H. D. Kimrey
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6087

ABSTRACT

Microwave sintering of zirconia - 8 mol % yttria in a 2.45 GHz microwave furnace
is described. The nominal sintering temperature of the zirconia is 1375"C in the
conventional furnace, but is only 1200"C in the microwave furnace. Difficulties
were encountered in producing uncracked sintered parts in the microwave furnace
because of the low thermal conductivity and rapid change in dielectric properties of
the zirconia. An indirect heating method was developed to alleviate these problems
and to make heating more uniform.

INTRODUCTION

This investigation was concerned with the sintering of yttria-stabilized zirconia,
using microwave heating. Microwave firing has been demonstrated to reduce tie
temperature required for sintering of a number of ceramic materials1 -3. Thus it was
conjectured that the sintering temperatures of the zirconia could be lowered

Research sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, Fossil Energy Advanced
Research and Technology Development (AR&TD) Materials Program, DOE/FE AA
15 10 10 0, under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

All samples in the study were prepared from TOSOH powders, either TZ3Y (3 mol
% yttria) or TZY (8 tool % yttria)*. A thermocouple well, 15/64 in. (6mm) diam
by 1/2 in. (13mm) deep, was drilled in the microwave samples; this ensured good
contact during firing between the sample and a molybdenum-sheathed, Type C
thermocouplet temperature probe embedded in the part. Sample densities were
determined by Archimedes principle using ethanol as the suspending fluid.

The microwave furnace used in this study was built in-house. It consisted of a
water-cooled aluminum vacuum vessel, 20 in. (50 cm) diam by 24 in. (61 cm)
long, with integral mode stirrer, forward and reflected power meters, microwave
safety interlocks, and ports for Ar and N2 gas feeds and thermocouple penetrations.
Power was supplied by a 2.6 kW, continuously variable, 2.45 GHz microwave
generator*. The microwave power was controlled either manually, or through
feedback control from a standard PID controller.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Initial Sintering Siudies on ZrO2 -3 mol % Y20 3

The initial microwave sintering experiments were conducted using a techniq. that
was developed for our previous work on aluminal. The part to be sintered was
buried in bulk zirconia fiberf which was contained in an insulating crucible made of
alumina fiberboardl, Fig. 1. A 1/8 in. (0.3 cm) diam molybdenum-sheathed, Type
C thermocouple embedded in the part was used to measure the temperarare. The
use of the zirconia bulk fiber ensured that the insulation closest to the zirconia part
had microwave heating characteristics similar to those of the zirconia part being
sintered. This arrangement was designed to help to reduce thermal gradients in the
part being sintered. For the alumina case, this arrangement had been quite satis-
factory. For zirconia fired at 2.45 GHz, additional measures were needed as will
be shown below. The alumina fiberboard crucible acted as the primary thermal
insulation because it was heated very little by the 2.45 GHz microwave field.

The first set of zirconia sintering experiments at 2.45 GHz was universally
unsuccessful. Severe cracking of the zirconia was encountered irrespective of the
thermal cycle, including rate of heating (from 0.5 to l10C/min), intermediate temper-
ature soaks (at 300 to 5000C), and the peak sintering temperature (from 1000 to
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13000C). "Runaway" heating conditions were routinely encountered during which
the thermocouple temperature would rise rapidly, even though the microwave
power into the furnace might actually be falling. Figure 2a shows a typical part
after sintering. Note the "onion"-type structure that developed during firing.

The electric field distribution in the 2.45 GHz furnace that was used in this inves-
tigation is non-uniform. It was hypothesized that the non-uniform sintering which
was observed in the present investigation was caused by variations in the electric
field, which in turn led to thermal runaway conditions in a small volume of
material. To test this hypothesis, sintering runs were made in a high-uniformity,
28 GHz microwave furnace in which the worst-case variation in the electric field
strength is ± 4% of the mean value4 . The result for a ZrO2 - 3 mol % Y20 3 part is
shown in Fig. 2b. The part sintered to high density (>99.9 % td) at 11500C with
no cracking or warping, even though a very high heating rate (-30°C/min) was
used.

Approach to Improved Microwave Heating of Zirconia at 2.45 GHz

Based on the sintering experiments outlined above, it was concluded that control of
the heating of the zirconia to a temperature of 600 - 700 0C was necessary in the
2.45 GHz microwave furnace. To accomplish this, a combination of "indirect" and
"direct" microwave heating at 2.45 GHz would be required. Crack-free zirconia
parts should be the result. An approach was developed that utilized a "picket fence"
of SiC rods surrounding the zirr-onia part, which is shown in Fig. 3. The "picket
fence" arrangement consists of five SiC rods (0.25 in. [0.64 cm] diam x 4 in. ( 10
cm] long) mounted vertically in a 4 in. [10 cm] diam circle, giving a spacing
between rods of about 6 cm. Zirconia bulk fiber is placed around the part, and the
entire construction is enclosed in an alumina fiber crucible. This arrangement was
chosen to facilitate controlled indirect heating of the ZrO 2 at low temperatures and
controlled direct microwave heating at high temperatures. At low temperatures,
SiC absorbs most of the microwave power in the furnace and heats faster than the
zirconia. The zirconia therefore is only heated indirectly by conduction of heat
from the SiC rods at low temperatures, and the negative interactions of the zirconia
with the microwaves such as hot spots and thermal runaway are avoided. As the
temperature of the zirconia and SiC rods increases, the relative amount of micro-
wave energy absorbed in the zirconia increases because its dielectric loss factor is
increasing faster than tha, of the SiC. At the sintering temperatures of 1000 to
1250IC, all of the heating of the zirconia was provided directly by the microwaves.
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The final processing factor required to produce crack-free parts was a slow heating
rate. At rates of 10, 20, and 30*C/rmin, thermal runaway was encountered even
when the "picket fence" approach was used, cracked parts were produced in all of
these cases. To produce crack-free parts, a heating rate of 2rC/min was used up to
500*C and a rate of 3.50Ctrin was used from 500TC to the sintering temperature.
Using these techniques, excellent quality parts could be produced repeatably.

Arcing was a problem at times during the firing of zirconia using the "picket fence"
approach. The problem was eliminated by introducing a small N2 flow into the
cavity.

Densification of ZrO2 o 8 mol % Y20 3

The sintering study on the ZrO2 - 8 ol % Y20 3 system involved a side-by-side
comparison of the sintering behavior in the 2.45 GHz microwave furnace using the
"picket fence" arrangement and in a conventional tube furnace. The sintering
conditions were kept as close to the same as possible in the two sets of ext. -r-
iments. The same heating rate (3.5 OTijjin ), gas atmosphere (Ar - -1% N2), and
soak times (lh at temperature) were used in both.

The sintering results summarized in Fig. 4 clearly demonstrate the presence
"microwave effect" for the sintering of ZrO2 - 8 ol % Y20 3 in the 2.45 C..
microwave furnace. Nearly full density, >99% td, was obtained at 1195°C in .

microwave furnace. In contrast, to achieve the same density conventionally
required a temperature of 13751C. Not only is there a shift in the curves, but the
differential in the sintering temperature increases as the sintered density increases.
Similar behavior has been observed for the sintering of high-purity alumina3. In
that system, a reduced apparent activation energy for sintering was demonstrated in
the microwave case. It is hypothesized that a detailed study of the microwave
sintering kinetics for zirconia would also demonstrate a reduced apparent activation
energy for sintering. The shift in the sintering curves also supports our earlier
hypothesis that the "picket fence" would not shield the part being sintered from the
microwave field. Obviously, if the heating of the part were due only to indirect
heating from the SiC rods, then the sintering curve for the "picket fence"
arrangement would be identical to that for the conventional furnace.

Both microwave and conventional firing produced a microstructure that exhibited
an essentially normal grain structure (i.e., soap bubble type) with most of the.
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residual porosity residing at grain boundaries and grain edges. The grain size of
the rnicrowavc sintered zirconia was -2.2pm (99.47% td) and of the conventionally
sintered zirconia was -3.5gim (99.35% td). This behavior is again similar to that
observed for the sintering of alumina, where finer grain sizes were observed for
microwave sintered material as compared to conventionally sintered materiall3. It
is conjectured that microwave firing enhances the mechanisms that lead to
densification, such as volume and grain boundary diffusion, over those that lead to
coarsening of the microstructure, such as surface diffusion and evaporation/
condensation. The exact mechanism that causes the microwave field to enhance
one type of diffusion over another is not known at the present time. That finer
microstructures have been observed in both alumina and zirconia, however, lends
support to the hypothesis.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Zirconia is an extremely challenging material to process in a 2.45 GHz microwave
furnace. The combination of (1) dielectric properties that change rapidly with
temperature and (2) very low thermal conductivity make zirconia difficult, if not
impossible, to fire in a "normal" manner in the microwave furnace. A "picket
fence" approach using SiC rods was developed, which combined with a slow firing
rate, -3.5*Clmin, was successfully used to produce good parts in zirconia at 2.45
GHz. Sintering results usiug the "picket fence" showed that a "microwave effect"
exists for the sintering of zirconia, whereby the sintering temperature is reduced by
100 - 150 0C as compared to conventional sintering. Microwave firing also
produced a finer grain size in the final fired part.
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MICROWAVE (HYBRID) HEATING OF ALUMINA AT 2.45 0HZ:
I. MICROSTRUCTURAL UNIFORMITY AND HOMOGENEITY

Arindam D6 . Iftkhar Abmad. E. Dow Whitney and David E. Clark
Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering.
University of Florida.
Gainesville, FL 32611.

Microwave (hybrid) heating (M-H) is a unique combination of microwave (MW)-
material interaction and conventional radiant/conduction mechanisms that facilitates
the attainment of very high heating rates in a 2.45 GHz. multlmode MW cavity.
Microstructural uniformity and homogeneity of dry-pressed green samples of pure,
"undoped alumina with (MHH) relative to conventional fast firing (CFFI has been studied.
The confluence of the two heating mechanisms (with MHH) results in an improved parity
in temperatures across specimen cross-sections vis-a-vis CFF and stand-alone MW
(SMW) sintering. This enhanced parity in temperatures (with MHH) can be said to be
responsible for the better microstructural homogeneity and improved mechanical
"properties relative to CFF. Sintering of larger (20 gin v3. 6 gmn) samples with MHH shows
evidence of a definitive mass dependance on the MHH phenomena. Larger masses show a
better parity In temperatures between the surface and interior of the sample.

.•Consequently, this results in enhancements In the homogeneity of the microstructure,
and improved and more uniform mechanical properties relative to the smaller MHH and
CFF samples.

INTRODUCTION

MW sintering Is a technique that offers enormous potential for the fabrication of
ceramics and ceramic composites with improved microstructures. Work in this area by a
number of researchers [1-7) demonstrate the efficacy of MW sintering from the
standpoint of lower sintering temperatures and smaller grain sizes compared to
conventional sintering. This has been attrilbuted to enhanced diffusion and a lower
activation energy for sintering that Is characteristic of MW energy [2-4].

In order to apply the benefits of ultra rapid heating to MW sintering. a technique
that makes use of both MW-matertal interaction as well as conventional radiant/
conduction heating mechanisms has been developed. 'Hybrid heating using MW energy'
(MHH) 18-101 makes use of radiant/conduction heating to rapidly heat samples through
low temperature regimes to a critical temperature above which the microwaves couple
readily with the material. A heating rate of up to 7500C per minute for pure, undoped
alumina In a 2.45 GHz, 6.4 KW (max.) multimode cavity, making use of less than half the
peak power output, has been attained with this technique.

Microstructural homogeneity (parity In grain sizes and porosity across sample
cross-sections) Is difficult to achieve with conve'itional techniques. Although stand-
alone MW (SMW) sinterlng has been surmLeu to result in more homogeneous
microstructures compared to conventional techniques [21, no evidence to support that
premise has been presented. Past efforts (with SMW sintering) [71 indicate non-
uniformities in the form of appreciable differences in grain sizes between the surface and
Interior of sample cross-sections.
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It Is suggested that an improved parity In temperatures between the surface and
the interior, that is unique to MHH is responsible for the enhancements in
microstructural homogeneity and mechanical properties relative to CFF.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A pure. undoped. commercially available alumina was used. The alumina
designated A-16* was a 99.97% pure alumina grade (as received) with an average
"particle size of 0.48 gom. a broad particle size distribution, and a surface area of 4.697

-The experimental set-up for the MHH is illustrated in Figure 1. MHH was effected
in static air in a 2.45 G•_z. 6.4 KW (max) " mrultimode cavity, with the sample enclosed in
a silicon carbide lined susceptor. Temperature monitoring was effected by inconel
shielded 'K'-type thermocouples#(for temperatures up to 11000C) and by two color
"infrared pyrometry## (for temperatures above 110000). A peak heating rate of the order
of 15000C in 120 sec (7500C per minute) for pure undoped A-16 alumina at a power
output of around 3 KW was attained.

CFF (conventional fast firing/ isothermal sintering) was effected in static air by
inserting the samples into a resistance heated tube furnace+ which was preheated to the
sintering temperature. The samples were stationed in alumina boats which in turn, were
slowly inserted into the heat zone of the tube furnace. Temperatures were read off a B
type Pt-Rh thermocouple 4(with digital display) which was kept in contact with the
alumina boat and the walls of the alumina tube of the furnace.

In order to understand the heating mechanisms (and temperature gradients
"across the sample cross-sections) characteristic of MHH and CFF. experiments designed
to obtain simultaneous surface and interior temperature profiles under actual conditions
of heating were Initiated. The experiments comprised stationing Inconel shielded 'IV type
thermocouples on the surface and in the interior of the samples, and heating the samples
as shown in Figure 2. The samples were heated under conditions of SMW heating. MHH
and CFF. Twenty five gm dry-pressed green samples. with a cavity (core' at the interior
were used. For the MHH experiments, in addition to the 25 gm sample. an 8 gm dry-
pressed sample was also used (to study the effect o f mass on the MHHI. For the CFT the
specimen had to be pre-sintered to around 1000oC.- for sufficient green strength. ai.J to
be able to withstand the high heating rates and thermal stresses.

In order to compare ultra rapid sIntering using MHH with CFF, and study the
mass dependence of the two modes of heating, 6 gm and 20 gm cylindrical pellets of A-16
alumina were cold pressed to 4000 psi. (green dezsity-52%). These were then sintered in
the MW oven under hybrid heating conditions a, 15000C, with a holding time of 30
minutes. Identical green compacts were also fired in the preheated resistance tube
furnace under isothermal heating conditions at the same temperatures and holding
times as the MHH samples.The samples were then scanned from the surface to the
"interior as shown in Figure3. The five positions from fne surface to th2- interior and back
to the surface have been designated A. B. C. D, and E, -espectively.

Bulk and relative densities of the sintered samples were obtained by the
Archimedes density method. The samples were then polished using standard
ceramographic techniques, and thermally etched at a temperature of 14500C for 30 min.
Microstructures representative of both the surface and the Interior of each sample were
obtained by a scan of the transverse cross-section of the polished and etched sample
section in the SEM. as shown in Figure 3. Grain intercept lengths and porosities were

* Aluminum Company of Amnirlca (Alcoa) inc.. Pittsburgh. PA.
"Model Radarline QM;P 2101B-6, The Raytheon CampaYiy, Waltham. MAL

# Omega Engineering Inc., Stamford, CT.
UN Ratio Scope 8. Capintec Inc.. Fair Lawn. N.J.
+ Model Sola-Basic, Lindberg, Watertown, WI.
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computed from the SEM micrographs using standard quantitative stereological
techniques. Average grain sizes were determined from measured average lineal grain
intercept lengths according to the equation (111

grain sin - 1.56. grain Intercept legth (1)

The resulting data were plotted, correlated and compared.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surface-Interior Temperature Profiles

Simultaneous surface-interior temperature profile measurements were carried
out for samples heated by stand-alone MW heating (SMW}. conventional fast firing (CFF3,
and MW (hybrid) heating (MHH). A uniform temperature distribution across the cross-
section is vital to densification (and coarsening), and is perhaps, the single most
Important factor contributing to microstructural homogeneity. Twenty five gm dry
pressed samples for all three chnIques were employed. In addition to this, the
temperature profile for an 8 gm sample heated by MHH was also obtained.

Figure 4(a) Is an illustration of the temperature profile obtained for the pre-
sintered 25 gm sample, heated to 12000 C by CFF. As is evident from the profiles, for the
short soaking times (- 30 minutes) e ,,loyed fc? sintering the CFF samples, the interior
of the samples, for most of the sintexv! tume, do not experience the same thermal , -
histories as the sample surfaces. "h,,' iLdaerences in temperature at the surface and the
interior translate into microstructural inhomogeneities, as will be discussed in the
following sections.

Figure 4(b) shows the surface interior temperature profile obtained for the
alumina sample subjected to SMW heating. The alumina did not heat up beyond 5000 C.
even with power levels as high as 5 KW. However, even at the low temperatures that the
sample was heated to. the interior of the sample was at a significantly higher
temperature than the surface. This Is a direct consequence of the inverse temperature
gradients that Is characteristic of SMW heating. This disparity in temperatures between
the surface and the interior may be expected to Increase with an increase in temperature.

Figure 4(c) is a plot of the temperatures experienced by the surface and the
Interior of an 8 gm sample heated by MHH.When the MW power is switched on. the SIC
from the susceptor heats up quickly. This in turn, transmits heat to the surface of the
alumina sample by radiation. The surface of the alumina specimen heats up and
conducts heat to its Interior by phonon conduction. This process continues until the
entire sample heats up to a temperature of about 8000C, above which, the alumina
absorbs microwaves readily. The onset of MW heating causes the interior of the sample to
heat up (owing to the inverse thermal gradients characteristic of MW heating). However.
the surface of the sample which receives heat from the susceptor, also conducts heat into
the interior of the sample. Thus, the interior of the sample which Is subjected to heat from
these twin sources, heats up to a higher temperature than the surface, Besides, heat Is
also lost from the sample surface by dissipation, to the atmosphere, as well as the
refractory bricks below. This disparity in temperatures (40-600C at 12000 C) between the
surface and the interior is reflected in Figure 4(c).

The surface-interior temperature profile for the 25 gm sample heated by MHH: is
illustrated in Figure 4(d).The heating process is very similar to that for the 8 gm hybrid
heated sample. However, owing to the larger mass the process of heat conduction to the
Interior takes a longer time. Equivalent temperatures are realized at the surface and
interior of the specimen throughout the sintering (soaking) time.

It is this parity in temperatures that is responsible for the more uniform and
homogeneous microstructures obtained with the MHH process relative to CFF. Since the
masses of the specimens used for sintering studies (6 gm and 20 gm) are very close to
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those employed for the surface-interior temperature profiles (8 gm and 25 gin). the
profiles were used to explain the differences In the sintering phenomenologies. and the
consequent disparities In microstructures.

MW (Hybrid) Heating vs. Conventional Fast Firing of A-16 Alumina: Mass Dependence

A In order to effect a comparison of MHH and CFF, Identical 6 gm dry-pressed
samples of A-16 alumina were sintered using both techniques at 15000 C. with a holding
time of 30 minutes. Previous work by D6 et al. 19-111 have elucidated these results In
detail. The surface-interior temperature profiles showed that a better volumetric heating
and a significantly better parity in temperatures was observed with the larger samples.
Subsequent efforts were therefore directed towards sintering larger (20 gin) dry-pressed
samples under the same state conditions as the smaller samples (15000C for 30 minutes)
by both MHH and CFF. The 20 gmn. CFF samples did not survive the excessive thermal
stresses caused by the temperature gradients (thermal shock) and fractured into
fragments each time.

Representative transverse cross-sections of sample portions (polished and
thermally etched) were then scanned from the surface to the interior as shown in Figure
3. The results from the microstructural analysis and sterealogical computations for the
20 gm MHH specimen were incorporated with those from the smaller (6 gin) MHH and
CFF samples, and will be discussed here.

The relative densities of the 6 gm MHH and CFF samples were 96% and 87% (of
the theoretical), respectively, while that of the 20 gin. MHH sample was 98% of the
theoretical. sintering having been carried out under the same state conditions of time and
temperature.

Figure 5(a) is a plot of the volume fraction of porosity (computed stereologically) as
a function of the nample thickness. The 6 gm CFF sample showed very significant
differences in porosity from the surface to the Interior with a maximum porosity of
around 23% at the center, whereaz the porosity for the 6 gm MHH sample ranged from
4.06 to 5.8%. The porosity for the 20 gm MHH sample was only 2%.

Figure 5(b) is a plot of the ave. grain intercept size (GI) versus sample thickness for
the 3 samples. The 6 gm MHH sample exhibited somewhat larger GI sizes than the CFF
sample (average G1 size -1.41 ILm relative to 0.70 gim for the CFF sample), with the largest
grains at the center. The CFF sample (6 gin) showed an appreciable variation In the GI
size distribution across the cross-section, with grains progressively increasing from
surface towards the interior, and then dipping drastically in size at the interior of the
specimen. The ave. GI size of the 20 gin MHH sample was 0.75 ;m. with very little variance
across the sample cross-siection.

The enhanced microstructural uniformity and homogeneity for the bulk MHH
sample (in spite of the inhomogeneities in the starting green microstructure) can be
explained by the temperature distribution across the sample cross-section. As discussed
earlier (Figure 4 (d)), the bulk (20 gin) MHH sample experiences nearly the same
temperature (15000C) across it's entire cross-section for the full length of the soaking
time due to the confluence of the twin heating mechanisms that characterize the MHH
process. This is In contrast to the temperature gradients experienced by the 6 gm CFF
sample (interior significantly cooler than the surface which is at the sintering
temperature) and the 6 gm MHH sample (sample interior at an appreciably higher
temperature than the surface which is at the sintering temperature). It is this equanimity
in temperatures between the surface and the interior of the bulk MHH sample for the
entire period of sintering. that culminates in the enhanced densification (microwave
enhanced diffusion) relative to the CFF specimen, and reduced grain growth as compared
with the 6 gm MHH sample. Further. it Is this parity in temperatures that is responsible
for the dramatically improved mnlcrostructural uniformity throughout the bulk (20 gm)
MHH specimen.i M The microstructure-mechanical property correlation Is reflected in plots of the
mechanical properties (mlcrohardness, fracture toughness) as a function of the
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thickness of the 3 specimens (Figures 5(c) and 5 (dQ}. Figure 5(c) is a plot of the Vickers
microhardness vers, is sample thickness. The enhanced densificatlon. and uniform grain
and pore sizes ac,.s5 the cross-section of the bulk MHH sample is reflected in the
enhanced and uniform variation in Vickers hardness numbers (20.06 - 20.54 GPa). The
hardness values for the 6 gm MHH sample ranged from 17.26-18.83 GPa. while the
variation for the 6 gin CFF sample was of the order of 6.60-9.96 GPa.

Fracture toughness values were extrapolated from diamond indentations.
measuring the propagated crack lengths. and computed. using the formulae suggested by
Evans and Charles (121. Trends very similar to those shown by the mlcrohardness
numbers are reflected in the fracture toughness (FMc) values. The 6 gm MHH sample had
appreciably higher values of fracture toughness (3.5- 4.17 MPa m 1/2) relative to the CFF
sample, with the highest value at the center. The variation for the 6 gm CFF specimen was
in the range of 1.8-3.0 MPa ml1 /2, with the lowest values at the interior of the specimen.
The 20 gm MHH sample displayed the highest and the most uriform values of the
fracture toughness numbers. They ranged from 4.56 to 4.80 MPa m 1I/2 with the highest
values at the center of the specimen.

CONCLUSIONS

MW (hybrid) heating facilitates the attainment of perhaps the highest possible
heating rates (7500C per minute) attainable with pure, undoped alumina in a 2.45 GHz.
untuned. multimode MW cavity.

MHH results in more uniform microstructures and superior properties vs. CFF
under the same state conditions of temperature and time. MHH of larger masses result in
better volumetric heating, and consequently, an enhanced parity in temperature across
the cross-section of the sample. This translates into higher densities, smaller grain sizes,
better microstructural homogeneity, and improved mechanical properties. Larger
masses, when subjected to CFF, fracture due to large temperature gradients and high
thermal stresses across the cross-section.

Enhanced and homogeneous sintering of larger monoliths with MW (hybrid)
heating in a 2.45 GHz. multimode cavity is the most significant accomplishment of this
research. 'Mlcrostructural uniformity with MW energy', appears to be vindicated with this
work. This novel technique for the ultra-rapid sintering of ceramic materials using MW
energy holds tremendous promise for the fabrication of advanced ceramics, composites.
and bulk monoliths with uniform microstructures, and consequently. enhanced
mechanical properties and reliability versus SMW sintering and CFF.
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MICROWAVE (HIBRID) HEATING OF ALUMINA AT 2.45 GHZ-
12. EFFECT OF PROCESSING VARIABLES. HEATING RATES AND PARTICLE
SIZE

Arindam D6, Iftlkhar Abroad, V. Dow Whitney and David E. Clark
Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611

Microwave (hybrid) heating (MHH) Is a novel combination of microwave (MW)-
material interaction and conventional radiant/conduction mechanisms that facilitates
the attainment of very high heating rates in a 2.45 GHz. multlmode MW cavity. Dry-
pressed green samples of pure, undoped alumina were fired under similar conditions by
MHH and conventional fast firing (CFF). The effect of proceasing variables (temperature,
time) and heating rates on MHH and CFF were investigated. The effect of particle size on
the MHH phenomena was also studied. MHH has been shown to result in accelerated
densification (higher densification to coarsening ratios) relative to CFF under the same
conditions of temperature and time. Higher heating rates with MHH result in higher
densities and smaller grain sizes. Smaller starting particle sizes with MHH also
culminate in the highest densities and the largest grain sizes similar to conventional
firing.

INTRODUCTION

Fast firing of ceramics and the consequent microstructural benefits In terms of
higher densities and smaller grain sizes has been the subject of extensive research [1-31.
The higher densities and smaller grain sizes were attributed to a rapid transition to
higher temperatures which caused a suppression of surface diffusion and other
'coarsening without denslfication' mechanisms that exist at lower temperaturest31. At
higher temperatures, the predominance of the mechanisms of grain boundary and lattice
diffusion that cause denstficallon, lead to rapid shitering and densification with little or
no coarsening.

The use of MW energy for the sintering of cerarrics, although a relatively new
development, has seen a proliferation of activity in recent times. The potential of
microwaves for the firing of ceramics at lower temperatures, and with smaller grain sizes
compared to conventional sintering techniques, have been demonstrated unequivocally
14-81. This has been attributed to higher diffusion and a lower activation energy for
sintering that is characteristic of MW energyt4,61. However, although the use of MW energy
for sintering serves to accelerate the process. preheating the material to the critical
temperature at which it starts to couple efficiently with the microwaves is still a problem.
especially at the low frequency of 2.45 GHz. Longer times are spent In heating up the
sample to the critical temperature range above which MW-material Interaction and
consequently, rapid heating occurs readily. This, as well as the higher diffusion rates that
are associated with MW heating, may be the reason for the appreciably higher grain sizes
(with microwaves) reported in a recent study on the 'comparison of conventionally fast
fired and MW fired alumina'[19.
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In order to apply the benefits of fast firing to MW sintering, a technique that
makes use of both MW-material Interaction as well as conventional radiant/conduction
heating mechanisms has been developed. 'Hybrid heating using MW energy 110-13)
makes use of radiant/conduction heating to rapidly heat samples through low
temperature regimes to a critical temrwrature above which the microwaves couple
readily with the material. A peak heatli.g rate of 7500 C per minute for pure. undoped
alumina in a 2.45 GHz, 6.4 KW(max.) multimode cavity, making use of less than half the
peak power output. has been attained. Advantages of this technique over CFF. In terms
of significant enhancements In the homogeneity of the microstructure and improved
mechanical properties (under the same sintering conditions), have been demonstrated
1I0-131.

E • LUER]•EAL PROCEDURE
Two grades of pure, undoped alumina were employed. Typel(designated A-16)

was a 99.97% pure alumina grade (as received) with an average particle size of 0.48
microns. a very broad particle size distribution, and a surface area of 4.697 m2 /g. This
was used for a study of the effect of processing variables (time. temperature) on
specimens sintered by MHH and CFF. under the same state conditions. 'Type
2"(designated AKP- 15. 30, 50) was a very high purity (>99.99%) undoped alumina, and
comprised 3 grades of varying particle size distributions, and average particle sizes and
surface areas of 0.68& 3.5 m 2/g). 0.39g (7.5m2/10, and 0.23 Vx (10.9 m2 /g) for AKP-15, AKP-
30 and AKP-50. respectively. These were used to study the effect of particie size on the
MHH phenomena.

However. for the study on the effect of heating rates on MHI-I. the AKP-50 grade
of ultra-pure alumina powder was used after rendering it free from hard aggregates by /'
ultrasonication and centrifugal sedimentation. The average particle size of the AKP-50
powder dropped from 0.23 g (as-recetced) to 0.19 g after processing. The hybrid heated
samples were sintered under the same state conditions of temperature and time. with
only a variation in the heating rates.

The experimental set-up for the MHH has been described and illustrated
elsewhere [10,131. MHH was effected in static air hi a 2.45 GHz. 6.4 KW (max) *"*
multimode cavity, with the sample enclosed in a silicon carbide lined susceptor.
Temperature monitoring was effected by Inconel shielded K'-type thermocouples#(for
temperatures up to I1000oC) and by two color Infrared pyrometry## (for temperatures
above 1 100°C). A peak heating rate of the order of 15000C in 120 sec (7500C per minute)
for pure undoped alumina at a power output of around 3 KW was attained.

CFF (conventional fast firing/ isothermal sintering) was effected In static air by
inserting the samples Into a resistance heated tube furnace+ which was preheated to the
sintering temperature. The samples were stationed in alumina boats which in turn, were
slowly inserted into the hot zone of the tube furnace. Temperatures were read off a 'B'
type Pt-Rh thermocouple O(with digital display) which wa' kept in contact with the
alumina boat and the walls of the alumina tube of the furnace.

Bulk and relative densities of the sintered samples were obtained by the
Archimedes density method. The samples were then poli.hed using standard
ceramographic techniqucs. Samples sintered at 1000, 1200, 1300 and 14000C were
thermally etched at 995, 1195,1290 and13900 C for 3.3.3 and 2 hours, respectively. The

*-Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa) Inc., Pittsburgh. PA.

' Sumitomo Chemical America Inc.. New York, N.Y.
*** Model Radarline QMP 21011-6. The Raytheon Company, Waltham, MA.
# Omega Engineering Inc., Stamford. CT.
## Ratio Scope 8, Capintee Inc., Fair Lawn, N.J.
+ Model Sola-asic, LUndberg, Watertown, WI.
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samples sintered at 15000 C were etched at 14500 C for I hour. Microstructures
representative of both the surface and the interior of each sample were obtained in the

Grain intercept lengths and porosities were computed from the SEM
micrographs using standard quantitative stereological techniques. Average grain sizes
were determined from measured average lineal grain intercept lengths according to the
equation 131

graInsie - 1.56. graintereptngth

The resulting data were plotted, correlated and compared.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

Effect of Processing Variables on the Sintering of A-16 Alumina: Microwave (Hybrid)
Heating vs. Conventional Fast Firing.

Identical green samples were sintered using MHH and CFI at 1300, 1400. 15000 C.with holding times of 15, 30, and 60 minutes at each temperature.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) are plots of the relative density and densificatlon rate against

holding time, respectively. Densification rates were computed from the Fig. l(a) by
normalizing the plots with respect to the starting green density, and plotting the slopes of
the 3 line segments (from each line) against time. to yield Fig. l(b). The densification rates
for MHH at each temperature and time were appreciably higher than those for the CFF.
This is consistent with the results reported by Janney et al. [4,141, and Mhan et al. (5]. and
the enhanced densificatlon may be ascribed to the inc-eased diffusion rates attributed to
MW energy- the 'MW effect' (141. One other factor that may be partly responsible is the
higher temperature (temperatures 50-800 C in excess of the sintering temperature)
experienced by the interior of the MHH samples relative to the specimens sintered by
CFF 1131.

Figures I(c) and 1(d) are plots of the average grain intercept (0l) size and grain
growth rate (microns per minute) as a function of the holding time. respectively. Although
the MHH samples displayed somewhat larger grain sizes than the CFF samples, the
disparity in grain sizes was minimal, and almost comparable. This Is a significant
improvement over the results reported sometime earlier in a similar study, 191 making use
of MW energy alone for the sintering process. The appreciably smaller grain sizes for the
MHH samples in our case may be attributed to the faster heating rates --the culmination
of both MW-material interaction and conventional radiant/conduction mechanisms that '

contribute to the densiflcation process. This is a pointer to the fact that there is indeed a
heating rate effect on the MHH phenomena, as will be discussed in the following section.
The somewhat larger grain sizes with MHH. relative to CFF can be attributed to three
reasons. Recent work by by Janney et a]. (14,16) has demonstrated that the activation
energy for grain growth with microwave energy is about 20 % lower than that for
conventional sintering (480 vs. 590 kJ/mol). Besides this. the higher temperatures at the
interior of the MHH sample 1131, as well as the preferential interaction of the microwaves
with the porosity (7) also serve to accelerate densification as well as grain growth.

An interesting aberration in the form of a dramatically higher GI size was shown by
the CFF sample that was sintered at 15000C for 60 minutes. There was anomalous grain
growth and pore coarsening at the center of the sample. The reasons for this anomaly are
not well understood.

Figure 1 (e) is a plot of the average grain size versus relative density, normalized
with respect to the sintering temperature. From this graph, and those for the
densification and grain growth rates (Figures 1(b) and l(d)), It is evident that MHH yields
significantly higher densities, with comparable or somewhat larger grain sizes (a higher
densification to coarsening ratio) relative to CFF, under the same conditions of time and
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(Cont'd.) A- 16 aluminax: MW hybrid heating vs. conventional fast firing

(e) Average Grain Intercept (GI) Size vs. Relative Density

temperature. The fact that the densification rates for MHH are significantly higher than
S"...the grain growth rates relative to CFF. are consistent with results reported by Janney et

at. 1151, which suggest that the difference In activation energies between MW and
conventional sintering for densification (160 versus 575 WJ/mol. respectively) are far
higher than the difference In activation energies for grain growth (480 versus 590 kJ/mol,
respectively). These results clearly show evidence of accelerated sintering and
densiflcation occurring In the MHHii specimens relative to the CFF samples.

Effect of Heating Rates on the Sintering of AKP-50 Alumina: MW (Hybrid) Heating vs.
Conventional Fast Firing:

For this set of experirnents a more reactive (fine) powder and a better green
microstructure (free of aggregates and agglomerates) was desired, so that any difference,
In the MHH phenomena, owing to variation in heating rates alone, would be evident. The
ultrapure, ultraflne (-0.23 )1) undoped AKP-50 alumina powder was chosen. This was
rendered free of hard agglomerates by ultrasonication and centrifugal sedimentation.
The average particle size after processing dropped to 0.19 g. Identical dry-pressed green
samples (6 gin) were then sintered at 15000C for 15 minutes by MHHl, using heating rates
o(750. 375, 150 and 620C per min, and also by CFF (heating rate-15000C per min).

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are plots of the relative density and grain intercept (GI) size,
respectvely, versus heating rate (OC per min).The 01 sizes were computed as an average
of GI sizes from the surface and the Interior of the specimens. Although the CFF sample
was sinitered using the highest heating rates (IS00oC per min). the MHH samples sintered
"at heating rates of 375. and 7500 C per min had higher densities (97.8 and 95.7 versus 95.4
for the CFF sample). Also, the GI size for the 7500C per rain MMH sample was the lowest.
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Figure 2. Effect of heating rates on the sintering of AKP-50 alumina:
MW (hybrid) heating vs. conventional fast firing.
(a) Relative Density vs. Heating Rate
(b) Average Grain Intercept (GI) size vs. Heating Rate.
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and that for the 62°C per mrin MHH sample was the highest The CFF sample had a GI
size intermediate between those of the 1500C per rain and 620C per min MHH specimens.

These results show evidence of the influence of heating rates on the MHH
phenomena, relative to CFF. Although the CFF sample was sintered using the highest

/ heating rates, the higher density and lower GI sizes for the samples sintered by MHH
using appreciably lower heating rates is a pointer to the enhanced diffusion process
accredited to MW energy. It can be concluded that for the samples sintered by MHH at the
high heating rates of 375 and 7500C per min. densification is enhanced at the cost of
coarsening, relative to the CFF sample. This is due to the fact that these specimens make
a very rapid transition -through the lower temperature range where surface diffusion-
controlled coarsening predominates, to the higher temperatures where the densifying
mechanisms of lattice and grain boundary diffusion are predominant. This results in
higher densities and smaller average grain sIzes (higher densiflcatlon to coarsening
ratios) relative to the CFF sample. For the san',aes sintered by MHH at the heating rates
of 62 and 1500C per minute, it can be surmis .d that the densification to coarsening ratio
Is comparable or lower than that for the CFI specimen.

Efect of Particle Size on the MW (Hybrid) Heating of AKP Alumina:

"The particle size distributions of the three AKP powders and the sintering cycles
employed are illustrated in figures 3(a) and 3(b). respectively. Sintering was carried out at
temperatures ranging from 10000 - 15000C in the 2.45 GHz MW oven with a constant
holding time of 30 minutes. under hybrid heating conditions.

The post sintered relative densities and resulting grain sizes are illustrated in
"figures 3(c) and 3(d). respectively. Grain sizes for the samples sintered at 10000C and
12000C could not be computed accurately owing to incomplete densification and
problems encountered with thermal etching.

The trends observed for the samples sintered at 14000C and 1500CC are pretty
much analogous to those known for conventional sintering. Smaller starting particle
sizes, and consequently larger surface areas result in higher densities, and larger grain
sizes, owing to a higher driving force for sintering. densilicatlon. and grain growth.

CONCLUSIONS

MW (hybrid) heating facilitates the attainment of perhaps the highest possible
heating rates (7500 C per minute) attainable with pure, undoped alumina In a 2.45 GHz.
multimode MW cnvlty.

MHH results in accelerated densificatlon (higher densiflcation to coarsening
ratios) as compared to CFF, when sintered under the same state conditions of
temperature and time.

MHH Is significantly influenced by heating rates. in a manner similar to
conventional sintering. Higher heating rates result in higher densities and smaller grain

The influence of particle size on the MHH phenomena is analogous to
conventional sintering. Smaller starting particle sizes culminate in the highest densities
and largest grain sizes. This may he attributed to the higher surface area. and
consequently, higher driving force for sintering.
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MAGNETITE AS A SINTERING AID FOR MICROWAVE CONSOLIDATION
OF SODA-LIME GLASS

Y.H. Kao and J.D. Mackenzie
Department of Materials Science & Engineering
University of California Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024

ABSTRACT

Magnetite, Fe3" 4 , is a strong absorber of microwave energy, which can be used to enhance
heating in microwave transparent or low absorbing matrices. To examine the heat generation of
magnetite for ultimate use in materials consolidation, magnetite was dispersed in relatively low
absorbing soda-lime glass particles. The effects of magnetite weight fraction, microwave power,
and sintering time on temperatures and bulk properties of the sintered specimens ame presented.

INTRODUCTION

The lise of microwave electromagnetic radiation is attracting increased attention as an innovative
method of sintering ceramics. Strong microwave couplers such as magnetite (conductive and
magnetic) are especially important as particulate additives for selective enhancement of heating in
microwave transparent or low absorbing matrix ( 11. Because magnetite exists naturally in iron
ores, it is a cheap source of raw material for microwave consolidation and fabrication of materials
[21. This investigation examines the sintering of magnetite powders in a soda-lime glass matrix,
and the properties of the consolidated materials.

EXPERIMENTAL

Industrial-grade magnetite from Alfa was dispersed in a matrix of relatively microwave transparent
soda-lime glass spheres from Flex-O-Lite. Particle size distributions of the constituents were
determined with & particle size analyzerd. The degree of nonstoichiometry of the magnetite was
determined through its weight gain in 02 using thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) at a heating

rate of 50 C/min to 9500 C. An approximate assessment of the accuracy of TGA was determined
by comparing theoretical weight gain with that of 99.999% Fe3 04 from Alfa chosen as the
standard. The thermal properties of the glass were determined using differential thermal analysis
(DTA) at a heating rate of 400C/min in order to simulate a similar fast hiating rate in the
microwave heating of magnetite.

Thirty-gram specimens were made containing 5, 10, 15, 30, and 45 wt% magnetite. The
constituents were dry-mixed until uniform, water added, pressed uniaxially to 12,000 lbs. in a 4.50

IMicromeritics, Norcross, GA Model # 5000D
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cmx 2.50 cm metal die, and air-dried. Greenbody densities were determined from the dry masses
and Nimensions of the specimens.

Processing was conducted at 2.45 GHz in a 900W multimode microwave applicator2 (44 cm x
33.5 cmx 25.5 cm). In the center or the applicator was placed an insulating firebrick vessel (11.3
cm x 10.0 cmx 6 cm) and vessel cover (11.3 cm x 10 cm x 1 cm), containing a cavity (3.0 cm x
6.5 cm x 2.5 cm) for the specimen. The sintered specimen densities and porosities were
determined after a 5-hour boil and a 24-hour soak, according to ASTM Standards (C373-88).
Temperature measurements were made using a dual wavelength infrared pyrometer3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Materials Characterization and Chemical Reaction

Particle sizes and shapes of the magnetite powders and the glass spheres are compared in Fig 1.

IILI

la. Magnetite Powders (593x) lb. Soda-lime Glass Spheres (339x)
Figure 1. Comparison of Particle Sizes and Shapes.

The irregular magnetite powders had an approximate surface area of 6m 2/g. Their equivalent
spherical diameters ranged from I to 15 prm, with 50% of the cumulative mass occurring at 5 .lm.
(The particles shown in Fig. Is are agglomerates.) The diameters of the solid glass spheres ranged
froml5-50 p.m, with 50% of the cumulative mass occurring at 27 p.m. Thus, the magnetite
particles were approxintately 5 times smaller than the glass spheres.

According to Alfa, the industrial-grade magnetite was 97% pure. Impurities included water, water-
soluble salts, and traces of various elements such as Si, Mn, Mg, Na, Cr, Zn, Cu, Co, Ba, Te, and
Ag. The degree of nonstoichiometry of magnetite is important, since electron hopping from Fe2 +
to Fe3 + is responsible for a fraction of the dielectric susceptibility and loss 13]. The oxidation of
stoichiometric Fe30 4 occurs between 350 and 4000 C [41, and is given by

2 (FeO.Fe2 O3 ) + 1/2 02 3 Fe20 3  (1)

2 Litton Systems Inc., Minneapolis, MN Model #, 1052
3 Mikron Instrument Co., Wyckoff, NJ Model # M77
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with a theoretical weight gain of 3.455%. The TGA of 99.999% Fe30 4 gave an average weight
gain of 3.30 wt%. This resulted in a 5% error from TGA, assuming the powder was
stoichiometric. The calculations for determining the Fe 3+/Fe2+ ratio were based on these
assumptions : (1) only the oxidation of Fe2 + contributed to the weight gain, (2) all Fe2 + ions
were converted to Fe3 +, and (3) the Fe3 + valence did not change, since Fe20 3 is stable up to

13900 C [51. With these assumptions, the general equation for the oxidation of nonstoichiometric
magnetite can be written as

2 (x FeO [l-xl Fe203 )+ x/2 0 2 -* y Fe20 3  (2)

where x was the amount of Fe 2 + ions, and y was the total amount of hematite produced.
Industrial-grade magnetite had an average weight gain of 1.91%, giving a Fe2 O3/FeO mole ratio of
2.18. Thus, industrial-grade magnetite deviated significantly from stoichiometry.

Soda-lime gless had a chemical composition of 73%SiO2 - 15%Na 2 O - 7%CaO - 4%MgO -

I%A120 3 by weight. The glass transition range was 550 to 610 0C, softening temperature was
7000 C, and crystallization temperature was 12900 C.

Microwave Processing

A specimen of just soda-lime glass spheres did not develop necking when processed at 900W for 1
hour. However, when magnetite was added, it quickly generated intense heat to consolidate the
glass spheres. Figure 2 shows the generalized sintering progress for a specimen. Stages a, b and c
resulted from short sintering times and/or low microwave powers. Stages d and e resulted from
long sintering times and/or high powers. Stages dl and eI were exhibited by the lower magnetite
content specimens (5, 10, and 15%) which had deformed from their greenbody shape. Howeve-,
"stages d2 and e2 were exhibited by the higher magnetite content specimens (30 and 45%) which did
not loose their original shape.

The consolidated, glassy parts of the specimens were always found first in the central regions of
the specimens shown in Stages dl and d2. Consolidation occurs when the glass sphe --s at high
temperatures (>7000C) lose their spherical shape and flow into the pores of the specimen. Then as
temperatures increased beyond that of Stages d I and d2, the amount of viscous glass increased from
the central regions to the boundari _s of the specimens shown in Stages eI and e2. These results
are particular to soda-lime glass because a temperature diftkrence of say about 50oC around the
softening point would cause the viscosity to change by about an order of magnitude (2x010op at
600oC; 4x 107p at 700oC; 7x 105 p at 8000C (61). Furthermore, good thermal insulation is an
extremely important parameter which can reduce temperature gradients, improve the uniformity of
the sintered specimens, and enhance the heating ability of magnetite. Using firebrick insulation
with a cavity much larger than the specimen resulted in poor insulation, uneven heating profiles,
and greater likelihood of thermal runaway.

Effects of Magnetite Content on Bulk Properties and Temperatures

Different mass fractions of magnetite resulted in different greenbody properties, because the
magnetite particles were much smaller than those of glass. Green porosities were calculated from
(theoretical density - greenbody density) / theoretical density x 100. The green porosities of 5, 10,
15, 30 and 45% magnetite were as follows: 40.9, 40.9, 39.1, 34.3, and 30.6%.
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di el

a b c

CI Fe304 and unconsolidated glass (T<I000c) d2 e2

* Fe203 and unconsolidated glass (Q00OC<T-s7OoC)

* Fe203 ano consolidated glass CF>70OC)

Figure 2. General Progress of Si ritering.

Table I shows the change in porosity, the rmal porosity, e d the final sintering stage for each
specimen. Maximum temperatures can be estimated rough!ybasesd on the information in Fig. 2.

Table 1. Reductions in Porosity, Sintered Porosities, and Final Sintering Stages for Various
Specimens.

40% Power for 50 Minutes (Set A) 50% Power for 25 Minutes (Set B)

Magnetite Porosity Final Porosity Porosity Final Porosity
(%) Reduction .(%) Reduction (%)

(%) (N)
5 0 41 (not sintered, b)
10 30 11 (dl) 37 4 (el)
15 15 24 (between dl& el) 30 9 (between dl & el)
30 23 11 (e2) 15 19 (e2)
45 22 9 (e2)

Compared to Set B, Set A was process-d at 10% lower power for twice as long. For each
magnetite content, significant differencL-s in porosities existed between Set A and B, although
different processing :onditions produced roughly the same sintering stage. Set B suggests the
existence of a minimum percentage of magnetite required for densification for a particular power
and heating time. For the insulation system used, this minimum was between 5 and 10%
magnetite. As the amount of magnetite exceeded the minimum value, a specimen exhibited the
largest porosity reduction and the lowest final porosity. For both sets, as magnetite content was
increased, the porosity reductions decreased and the final porosities increased. This can be
attributed partly to the smaller amount of glass available for viscous flow in higher magnetite
content specimens. However, for even higher content specimens, the porrsity reduction increased
at 30% magnetite for Set A and at 45% magnetite for Set B, while the final porosities decreased.
Figure 3 shows higher surface temperatures at shorter times with increasing magnetite content.
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The properties of consolidated magnetite/glass composites are the consequence of two primary
densification mechanisms viscous flow of glass and solid-state diffusion of the oxide.

1100'

1000- A a AA A6Am Key:

IH A

44
800- * a

700'-
4 6 8 10 12 14

Time (min.)

Figure 3. Surface Temperature Profiles for Various Magnetite Content (wt%) at 60% of 700W.

Effects of Microwave Power and Sintering Ti1me on Bulk Properties

For both 30 and 45% magnetite, the reduction in porosity increased as the percentage of incident
power increased from 30 to 50%, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Increase in Porosity Reduction With Microwave Power.

Power (% 30% Magnetite 45% Magnetite
.1 (25 minutes) (25 minutes)

30 6 1
4014 10I 50 1 16 I 22

Porosity reduction also increased as sintering time increased, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Increase in Porosity Reduction With Sintering Time.

I15% Magnetite, 40% Poe 0% Magnetite, 40% Power I45% Magnetite, 50% Power
10 (45 min.) 14 (25 min.) 22 (25 min.)
15 (50 Min.) 7 24 (50 min.) 24 (35 min.)

Notice that a 15% magnetite specimen would have to be processed for much longer than 50
minutes at 40% power to reach the same porosity reduction or sintered porosity as a 30%
magnetite specimen. Indeed, a 15% magnetite specimen processed at 50% power for just 25
minutes was found to exhibit 30% porosity reduction or 9% sintered porosity. This effect was

* also observed with other specimens at other processing conditions.
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II

Microstructures

In low magnetite content sperimens (5, 10 and 15%), the glassy, fracture surfaces of the
consolidated composite did not show glass in its original spherical shape but were extensively
consolidated. An example is shown in Fig. 4. For this particular specimen, the original locations
of the spheres are apparent from the positions of the small pores, which were due to the
unconsolidated space between the original spheres. Thus, extensive necking (>700oC) between
spheres occurred. The large pores were the products of the extensive sintering. (Optimization of
the sintering conditions was not the objective of this investigation.)

~/

Figure 4. Microstructure of 5% Magnetite Specimen Processed for 25 Minutes at 60% Power.

The fancturf surfaces of 30 and 45% magnetite specimens were also glassy, but with many
spherical pores (see Fig. 5a) comparable to the sizes of the original glass spheres. Glass spheres
in the greenbody did not touch but were embedded individually in the oxide. Dens.fication
involved tle flow of glass into the pores of the oxide, Ps wer :is the self-sintering of the oxide.
Figure 5b shows *vidence of smooth fracture surfaces around the spheri-"al pores, which indicates
the presence of glass around these pores.

Figure Sa. Microstructure of 30% Magnetite Specimen Processed for 50 Minutes at 40%
Power.
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Figure 5b. Microstructure of 45% Magnetite Specimen Processed for 25 Minutes at 50%
Power.

Specimens of 30 and 45% magnetite all had bWack cores surrounded by an outer, red oxide which
was identified as hematite by XRD. However, the inner core was not identifiable. The XRD
pattern of the black core was different from those of Fe30 4 , FeO, and ca-Fe 20 3 . The TGA
analysis of the ground powders heated in air gave no weight gain, indicating that there were no
detectable ferrous ions. The ground powders prior to TGA had a brown streak (red indicates a-
Fe203 (71), and did not turn red upon TGA heating. Since temperatures are usually higher on the
inside than the outside of a specimen hes.t-d by microwaves, some reaction or solid solution
between the oxide and the glass in the inner core were possible.

A rough estimate of the average power Pay generated by the oxide is determined from

Pav - I/ {m mfCpoxide (T) dT + m Cpglass,mean AT) (3)

where t is the sintering time, m is the mass of the constituents, Cp is the heat capacity, and AT is
the temperature increase. The microwave heating of 30% magnetite at 60% power of 700W for 6
minutes reached an approximate internal temperature of 1000°C (see Fig. 3). Based on heat
capacity data for 20.4%Na2O - 9.6%CaO - 70.Owt%SiO2 glass 181 and for hematite [9], this
specimen generated an average power of 95W. The average power supplied from the magnetron is
420W. The efficiency for the energy conversion is roughly 23% by microwave heating. For a
typical conventional furnace operating at 1000W power and 20oC/min heating rate, the efficiency
is approximately 5%. Microwave heating seems to operate more efficiently, due mainly to the
high heating rate and low power necessary for heat generation in highly lossy materials.
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CONCLUSIONS

Microwave heating of magnetite has been shown to enhance heating in relatively low absorbing
soda-lime glass matrix. The porosities of magnetite-containing specimens decrease with increasing
sintering times and increasing percentages of the on-time of the magnetron. Increasing the
magnetite content increases the temperatures of the specimens. However, a minimum amount of
magnetite is necessary to enhance heating. For the same power and time, the low (-5%) and high
(30 and 45%) magnetite specimens produced the lowest final porosities and the highest porosity
reductions. The microstructures of the consolidated areas in the low magnetite content specimens
(5, 10 and 15%) did not shbw glass in its original spherical shape, and were well-densified. These
specimens deform from their greenbody shape during processing while high magnetite content
specimens (30 and 45%) retain their initial shapes. Using high magnetite content to sinter glass
particles with diameters near a few tens of microns can lead to many large, closed pores in the
specimens comparable to the initial sizes of the spheret, even though no spheres were left after
sintering. The bulk properties of magnetite/glass coltposites are determined by both viscous flow
of glass and sclid state diffusion of the oxide. The degree and uniformity of sintering is largely
influenced by the quality of thermal insulation.
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RAPID SINTERING OF HYDROXYAPATITE CERAMICS BY MICROWAVE PROCESSING

Y. Fang. D.K. Agrawal, D.M. Roy and R. Roy
"Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT

Completely densified hydroxyapatite ceramics were successfully sintered in a 500 W
microwave oven within 5 - 10 min at sintering temperature of 1100 - 1300°C. Compared with the
hydroxyapatite ceramics sintered by the conventional method, the microwave sintered
hydroxyapatite ceramics have the following characteristics: denser microstructure and finer grain
size, as well as the improved mechanical strength, and the process consumes a small fraction of the
energy and time of conventional sintering.

INTRODUCTION

Using gels of AI203 and SiO 2, Roy, Komarneni and Yang (1,2] first showed that the
extraordinary rates of temperature increase (hundreds of degrees per min) could be attained in
microwave field in heating such ceramic materials. Microwave sintering, although well known
(3] for 'errites and other lossy materials, is in its infancy for white or non-lossy ceramics. It has
been proved to be a new, rapid and highly efficient technique in ceramic fabrication. A fundamental
characteristic of the microwave sintering is that the heat is volumctrically generated right inside the
material processed, instead of being transferred from outside by thermal diffusion as in a
conventional sintering process. As a result, the efficiency of microwave processing depends on the
properties, especially the dielectric loss' factor of the material. Tnermal runaway, a typical
phenomenon usually encountered in microwave sintering, is noticed as an abrupt increase of
temperature in the materials at temperature rates of hundreds of degrees per miin. For many
materials, such a high heating rate will result in destruction (4]. However, under certain
circumstances, thermal runaway may just offer one a unique means to achieve new materials with
novel properties.

Hydroxyapatite (Ca 10(PO4)6 (OH)2, HAp] is the major constituent of all mammalian's hard

tissue. Hence it is obviously an important candidate material in biomedical applications, because
of its excellent biocompatibility with the bones and teeth of vertebrates. The first successful
microwave sintering of a HAp ceramic sample (1.4 g) was done in this lab two years ago, in a 600
W, 2.45 GHz microwave oven at its 80% power input 15]. Since then, a series of advances have
been made in this area. In this paper, some results on the rmpid microwave sintering of HAp
ceramics are presented, and the positive contribution of thermal runaway to the high-efficiency
microwave sintering is discussed.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Two HAp powders were usrd. Powder A (-325 mesh), synthesized by the hydrolysis of

brushite (CaHPO 4.2H20) followed by a "ripening" treatment with CaCI2 (6], had a BET specific

strface area of 47.4 m2/g, and needle-shaped single crystallites, with an equivalent spherical
particle diameter of 0.04 pmn. Powder B (only slightly ground), was prepared by a precipitation
method [7] followed by hydrothermal treatment in a Parr bomb at 200*C for 48 h. This powder
had a BET surface area of 40.7 m2/g, with single particles having a nearly granular morphology
and an equivalent spherical particle diameter 0.047 pam. Before use, both powders were heated at
50"C to remove free and adsorbed water. With these powders, circular pellets of 1.27 cm (0.5 in)
dia. were uniaxially pressed at different pressures to get various green densities.

Table 1. Processing Conditions of Microwave and Conventional Sintering of HAp Ceramics.

Batch Starting Sintering Trigger Time Total Processing Density, %
Powder °C, min min Time#, min Green/Sintered

I. Thermal Runaway Unsuppressed Microwave Sintering
I-I A 1200 10 3 15 - 51.4/- 92.1
1-2 A 1300 10 2.5 35 - 51A/- 95.5
1-3 B 1100 5 11 20 - 60.0/- 99.7

II. Thermal Runaway Suppressed Microwave Sintering
Hl A 1200 10 --- so 42/79.5, 47/86.5

lIl. Conventional Sinterina
rn-1 A 1200 120 --- 360 51.4/89.4
In-2 A 1300 120 --- 390 51.4/93.6

# Does not include cooling time.

Two types of microwave sinterings were carried out. 1. Microwave sintering with thermal
runaway. This was carried out at 1100 to 13001C in a 500 W commercial microwave oven. A
porous zirconia cylinder was used for insulation around the specimens, covered with a thick

Fiberfrax cushion for further insulation. The details of the arrangements are described elsewhere
(1,81. In this type of sintering, temperature was controlled only when it nearly reached the desired
sintering temperature. II. Thermal runaway suppressed microwave sintering. The sintering was
carried out at 1200"C in a 1000 W microwave oven**, with silicon carbide bars of large mass as
microwave absorber. The samples were placed on a platinum foil and exposed to the microwave
field. In all the microwave sintering experiments, temperature near the specimens was monitored
with a Pt-Pt1ORh thermocouple. For comparison, conventional sintering was carried out at 1200
and 1300*C for 2 h in a 5 kW programmable electric furnace, with a temperature rate of 5*C/min
in both heating and cooling. Table I lists the processing conditions of all sintering experiments.

*Carborundum Co., Niagra Falls, NY Form C733-B.
**CEM Corp., Matthews, NC Model MAS-300.
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"The microwave sintered HAp ceramics were characterized for density, microstructure, and
phase compositions. Diametral tensile strengths (9] of some samples were measured at a crosshead
speed of 0.051 mm (0.002 in) per min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microwave Sintering with Thermal Runaway (Batch I)

The thermal runaway in. the current study has the features as shown in Fig. 1. In Batch I-I
and 1-2, the thermal runaway took place at 3 min, and total processing took only 15 min (Table 1).
Fig. 2 shows the density of the pellets in Batch I-I and 1-2, sintered for 10 min at 1200 and
13000C, respectively. Compared with those conventionally sintered at the same temperatures, it
can be seen that microwave sintering, although involving shorter period of time (only 8.3% of the
conventional), resulted in higher sintered density, especially when the green density of the pellets
was higher When green density was over 43%, microwave sintering at 1200°C for 10 min
achieved about the same sintered density as achieved ty the conventional sintering at 13000C for 2
h. The densities of the specimens sintered by microwave processing at 13000C for 10 min were
even higher.
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91000

:800 3/ "

-~ - 2
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200 2 1 /

0 60 '.
0 2 4 6 30 35 40 45 50 55

Time, min Geeen Oensity, X

Fig. 1. Typical features of the thermal Fig. 2. Density of sintered HAp. 1. By
runaway in the microwave sintering (with microwave, 13000C, 10 min. 2. By micro-
porous zirconia as insulator and heating aid) wave, 1200°C, 10 min. 3. Cony. 13000C,
of HAp. 1. Batch I-I. 2. Batch 1-2. 2 h. 4. Conv. 1200 0C, 2 h.

The significance of green density as related to the sintered density is further confirmed in the
results of Batch 1-3. The specimens in this batch had green density of 50 and 60%, respectively;
when microwave processed at 1100 for 5 min, both pellets were fully densified. The average grain
size of the sintered pellets was only about 0.2 tun. These sintered samples were also phase pure as
determined by a careful XRD analysis on both as-sintered surface and the bulk powder of the same
sintered pellets. The full densification of this batch of samples is attributed to h-gh packing
efficiency, excellent sinterability of the starting powder as well as the quick, high-efficiency
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Fig. 3. A comparison of the as-sintcrcd surface of hydroxyapitite cecramnics sintcred by

(A, icerowave processing, 1200TC. 10 min- (B), conventional method, 1200*C, 2 h.
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microwave sintering. Notice that Powder B used in this batch was ultrafine, with granular
morphology, which enables higher green density and better sinterability. Since the average particle
size of Powder A was about the same as Powder B, it is the needle-shaped morphology of Powder
A that hindered the pellets in Batch 1-1 an 1-2 from being further densified under the experimental
conditions. Particle size distribution (not studied) might have also played an important role.

The morphology of the as-sintered pellet of microwave processing at 1200*C for 10 min (I-
1) was different from that convrcntionally sintered at the same temperature for 2 h (Fig. 3). Th1,
microwave sintered sampler showed even and uniform surface, while the conventionally sintered
sample showed granular outlines. Obviously, microwave sintering, even in much shorter time
(8.7% of the conventional sintering), resulted in more intensive mass diffusion. Certain secondary
crystallization was noticed in the samples sintered at 1300*C by both microwave and conventional
processes (Batch 1-2 and 111-2), but the average grain size in the microwave sintered sample was
only half of that of conventionally sintered sample. This limited grain growth is attributed to the
quick and efficient microwave sintering. Without applying any pressure, the sintering process of
ceramics is always accompanied by densification and grain growth. Compared with the
conventional sintering, while the densification process is substantially enhanced in the microwave
sintering, the rate of grain growth is relatively retarded.

Thermal Runaway Suppressed Microwave Sintering (Batch II)

TWo groups of samples (2 pellets each) with green density of 42 and 47% were sintered to
79.5 and 86.5% density, respectively. The corresponding results achieved in the thermal-runaway-
unsuppressed microwave sintering (1-2), with the same green density and same sintering
temperatture, are 79.4 and 90%, respectively. In the thermal runaway suppressed microwave
sintering, even though the time required to reach the sintering temperature (1200°C) was much

* -. 1longer (40 min vs. 4 min, Fig. 4), the density of sintered sample did not show any increase. This
clearly indicates that the thermal runaA ay did play an important and positive role in the rapid
microwave sintering of HAp ceramics.
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goo 1 2
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Fig. 4. A comparison of heating curves of microwave sintering of HAp
ceramics. 1. With thermal runaway. 2. Thermal runaway suppressed.
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It was reported that the triggering of thermal runaway is directly related to the mass of the
material processed (1]. For a specific material with a reasonable loss factor, within the penetrating
limit of the microwaves, the absorption of microwave energy is directly related to the area or the
mass of the material irradiated. In the experiments of Batch 1, however, the use of zirconia cylinder
shielded the thermal runaway of the sample itself, because the mass of the samples was much less
than that of the zirconia cylinder and zirconia has a high microwave absorption efficiency.

Contribution of Thermal Runaway

The high efficiency of microwave sintering involves two aspects, the high efficiency of
NN volumetric heating without thermal giradient and the substantial reduction of time required for the

heating prior to and during sintering. In microwave sintering, thermal runaway makes it possible
to reach sintering temperature within a couple of minutes which would otherwise take a few hours
in a conventional sintering. In conventional sintering, the heating rate depends not only on the
capacity of furnace, but also on the thermal shock resistance of the material itself. The thermal
gradient at high heating rates could make the material crack or break.

Fi. . niorit o Hp ermis sitrdbmcowvpoesngih

thema ruuwy, t 10"Cfo 3 in ten 20*C or7 in(A.Bfr

sintng. B). ftersintring

Fig.sse 5.p Upcmns hniformity of Hhp cr mics oav sintered bylmicrowaveeprocessing wit

Fig. 5, in which imprinted samples were sintered with thermal runaway. The uniiorm shrinkage
could not have been achieved if there were any significant thermal gradients. The following factors
may explain wh) there is no deleterious effect on microwave sintering (Batch 1):
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1) Although the thermal runaway was not triggered directly by the processed material under
study but mainly by the zirconia cylinder, as the runaway was triggered in the cylinder, the
temperature of the sample was brought up, and according to the relation between loss factor and
temperature (10], its dielectric loss factor would increase with temperature. This would make the
material absorb more microwave energy and further increase the temperature, and so on. This
reasoning actually indicates that the thermal runaway took place in the processed material at about
the same time it occurred in the zircontia cylinder. The hysteresis between the two must not have
been significant, otherwise the damage in the material would be apparent.

2) The size of the HAp.sample also makes a significant difference. Since in this study the
pellets processed were thin, and no doubt the thickness of these pellets was within the penetration
limit of the microwaves, there was no. significant thermal gradient within the sample or between
the sample and the nearest surrounding of the samples during the thermal runaway or the sintering
process.

From the above, it is clear that, under certain circumstances the thermal runaway condition
contributes significantly to the microwave sintering of HAp ceramics. Actually, it is the thermal
runaway that made the rapid sintering of HAp ceramics successful. Both dense and porous HAp
ceramics with some novel properties have been successfully fabricated by microwave processing
recently in this lab. The relevant resulLi ar.- being published elsewhere.

The diametral tensile strength data of the microwave sintered HAp ceramics and some of the
conventionally sintered sampl~es are plotted in Fig. 6. The data from both sources seem to follow
the same density-strength relation. This indicates that microwave sintering substantially improves
the sintering efficiency but does not bring about any change in the structure. As shown
previously, with the HAp specimens of the same green density, microwave sintering results a
higher sintered density than conventional sintering. So that the enhanced mechanical strength of
the microwave sintered samples is attributed to tie denser microstructure of the sintered bodies.
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Fig. 6. Diametral tensile strength of HAp ceramics.()
Conventionally sintered. (o) Microwave sintered.
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CONCLUSIONS

HAp ceramics have been fabricated by microwave processing with a porous zirconia cylinder
as insulator and a heating aid. Thermal runaway positively contributes to the highly efficient
microwave sintering, and results in a substantial reduction in the processing time and energy. At
the same time, the grain growth can be significantly suppressed while achieving full or nearly fPll
densification. Sinterability, thermal stability, and the dehydration of the starting material are
important factors for successful microwave sintering.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF YBa2Cu 307.x USING MICROWAVE ENERGY

A.D. Cozzi, D.K. Jones, Z. Fathi, and D.E. Clark. Dept. of Mat. Sci. & Eng., Univ. of Florida.
Gainesville, FL 32611-2066
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ABSTRACT

Discs of YBa2Cu,07 ., were sintercd at 2.45 GHz in a Raytheon model QMP2101 B-6 microwave
oven using hybrid heating. Heating YBa 2Cu30 7., solely by microwaves is feasible, but a silicon
carbide susceptor was used to insulate the discs and provide a more uniform thermal
environment. In order to begin with a uniform green microstructure, the discs were slip-cast
from a non-aqueous dispersion containing fine YBa2Cu3,O., powder. The effects of varying
times and temperatures on the microstructural uniformity, densification, and grain growth were
investigated using optical and quantitative microscopy.

INTRODUCTION

The discovery of superconductivity in oxide systems by Bednorz and MUller' attracted
many scientists to the field of superconductivity. The subsequent findings of Wu, Chu, -and
coworkers? of a relatively easy to fabricate ceramic superconductor with a critical temperature
above that of liquid nitrogen prompted many researchers to investigate the properties of these
new materials.

Microwave interactions with materials have proven to be a valuable tool in the
characterization of superconductors and other materials. Information such as the critical
temperature, T. , the real and imaginary 'parts of the dielectric constant, e' and E".' and the
power absorbed by the material' can be obtained using microwaves. The zero resistance property
of superconductors has also been used for the fabrication of microwave cavities.-6, However,
most of the research performed in the microwave/superconductor system has been at temperatures
near or below the critical temperature of the superconductor.

Baghurst and Mingos' determined that copper oxide (CuO) strongly absorbs microwaves
at a frequency of 2.45 GHz at ambient temperature. YBaCuO7., was later synthesized from
precursor materials using microwave crncrgy. 6'0 Chandler ct al" used microwaves to provide
energy for the tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transformation in oxygen on samples sintered
conventionally. They reported a superconducting fraction in the microwave annealed samples
twice that of the samples conventionally annealed. Cozzi'2 sintered superconducting YBa2 Cu3O7 .,
pellets to low densities using microwaves at 2.45 GHz and 800 watts.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

YBa2Cu3O,.. powder was produced by a solid-sutc synthesis reaction from
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Y20O," CuO,'" and BaCO3"* powders with a nominal purity of 99.9 %. The powdcrs wcrc
weighed to achicve a Y:Ba:Cu ratio of 1:2:3 and mixed with an equal volume of dcionized watcr
to homogenize the powders. The slurry was dried and calcined in an alumina boat at 970 'C for
eighteen hours in a box furnace. The loosely sintered block of YBa2Cu3O.,. was removed from
the boat and ground into a < 300 micron powder in a Diamonite mortar and pestle. The powdcr
was calcined again at 945 *C for four hours in a tube furnace with an oxygen flow of 100 mI/hr.
This was followed by a slow cool to 600 °C and a four hour hold before furnace cooling to room
temperature. Hueberger'3 reported this process to yield single phase YBa 2Cu3O,. The
YBa2Cu3 ,0, powder was-ground to < 125 microns and millce with zirconia media with ethanol
in a polypropylene jar for five hours. Wu" reported that this process in not detrimental to the
phase purity of the powder. The powder/ethanol mixture was thec, diluted with ethanol to
approximately ten volume percent solids and allowed to settle for fifteen minutes. The ethanol
and fines were decanted with samples of the settled powder and fines rrtained for x-ray analysis.
Wuit has shown that this removes any minor-phase particles of smaller size and lower density.
The remaining ethanol was evaporated and the agglomerated mass was crushed into powdcr.

A suspension of fifty volume percent YBa2CuO 7., powder in ethanol was prepared with
a one weight percent addition of suspending agent, PVP K-30. The suspension was
dcagglomer,'A by ultrasonication for thirty minutes. The suspension was then aged overnight
on a rolling mill to allow the viscosity to stabilize.

Sample discs twenty millimsters across and five millimeters high were slip-cast using
the suspension. The shapes were formed using polypropylene molds on plaster bats. A 0.22
micron nylon filter was used as a barrier to prevent the fine powders from hindering the casting.
Binder removal of the samples was achieved by heating the discs at I °C/mir. in air to 500 'C
and holding for one hour.

The discs were sintered in a Raytheon Model QMP 2101B-6 6.4 kW, 2.45 GHz
microwave oven using the configuration in figure 1. The nickel foil barrier was used to prevent
arcing between the thermocouple and sample. Pcng'6 concluded that small substitutions of nickel
does not significantly effect the superconducting properties of YBa2Cu3O,.,. The discs were
sintered in air using the times and temperature listed in Table I. The heating rate used was 50
'C/min and was accomplished with one 800 watt magnctron tube operating at 2.45 GHz. The
setpoint during the heat up -and hold was maintained by altering the duty cycle of the microwave
tube as necessary.

The bulk density of the specimens was determined using the Archimedes technique with
ethanol as the liquid medium. The total porosity was calculated from the bulk density and a
theoretical density of 6.38 g/cm 3 for YBa2Cu3O7 .

Phase determinations were performed on the initial YBa2Cu3O7 .5 powder, the supernatcnt
from the settling process, and the three samples sintered for ninety minutes using x-ray
diffraction analysis.

"Johnson Matthcy Electronics, Y20 3 # 1900

"*Fisher Scientific Company, Cupric Oxide # C-472

"-Johnson Matthcy Electronics, BaCO, #14341

.... GAF Chemicals Corporation, PVP K-30 polyvinlypyrrolidone
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Micrographs were taken using a scanning electron microscope* across thc thickness of
the sample discs. Standard quantitative microscopy techniques were used to determine the
average grain size and porosity with respect to position in the sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The bulk density of the specimens increased with temperature for all of the sintcring
times evaluated. There was minimal densification noted in the sample sintcrcd at 750 'C for
sixty minutes and only a small increasc in bulk density measured for the sample sintcrcd at 750
0C for ninety minutes. Similarly,the sample sintered at 800 IC for ninety minutes exhibited only
a small measurable increase in bulk density. The first appreciable increase in bulk density was
achieved by sintering at 850 °C for 90 minutes. At 875 OC, ,ignificant dcnsification was noted
at sintering times of fifteen minutes. The bulk density gradually increased with time at 875 'C
to 5.32 g/cm3, 83.9 percent the theoretical density of YBa2Cu3O,. Figure 2 plots the bulk density
versus time for the specimens at the different temperatures examined.

The x-ray diffraction pattern of the YBaCu3 O,., starting powder contained some peaks
that were not associated with YBazCu 30. Traces of YBaCu•O6 jnd BaCO, were included in
the sample. The analysis on the supernatant showed that it consisted primarily of BaCO, and
Y2BaCuO5 with some traces of YBa2Cu3O7 .,. The diffraction patterns for the three sample
sintered at 875 'C were almost exclusively YBaCu0•7.,, however, the sample sintered for ninety
minutes also contained Y2BaCuO , . This may have been caused by localized melting within the
sample as the microwave field is not perfectly uniform.

Micrographs of the sample sintered for ninety minutes at 875 °C arc shown in figure
3. Quantitative microscopy performed on the specimens show that the porosity is slightly highcr
in the center of the samples sintered for short times. All of the samples sintered at 875 'C had
a much lower porosity than the unsintered sample. This suggests that significant sintering occurs
at 8765 °C even at times as short as fifteen minutes. Figure 4 is the porosity of the specimens
sintered at 875 "C for various times with respect to position across the sample. Similar methods
were used to calculate the mean grain size of the same sampics. Figure 5 plots the grain size
of the samples sintercd at 875 °C for various times with respect to position across the sample.
The grami size appeared relatively uniform across each of the samples and increased with
increasing sintering times. Again. comparing these results to the unsintered sample, there was
appreciable grain growth even at the shortest times examined.

CONCLUSIONS

YBa2CuIO,., superconductors can be densified significantly at a temperature of 875 1C.
In the ranges examined, temperature has a greater affect on the densification of the samples than
the sintcring times. Uaiform grain size and porosity can be obtained using microwave sintering
for specimens up to five millimeters in thickness.
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Table 1. Matrix of Samples Tested.
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Figure I. Setup used to sinter YBaCu,O,., in a microwave field.
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MICROWAVE PLASMA SINTERING OF ALUMINA

Mary P. Sweeney* and D. Lynn Johnson
INorthwestern University
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Evanston, IL 60208-3108

ABSTRACT

A tunable single mode (TM012) microwave cavity was designed to initiate and
sustain a plasma for sintering ceramic materials. Almost 100% of the incoming
microwave energy could be coupled to the plasma under optimal tuning
conditions. An optical fiber thermometer was used to continuously monitor the
temperature of alumina specimens during plasma sintering. The sintering
temperature and resulting density of the specimens were dependent on gas content
at constant net power absorption.

INTRODUCTION

The history of plasma sintering dates back to 1968, when Bennett et.al. first
reported developing a 2.45 GHz microwave-induced plasma heat source for
sintering ceramics.[1] Alumina compacts were found to sinter more rapidly in
a plasma and had higher densities, greater strengths and finer grain sizes than
conventionally sintered specimens. Evidence of enhanced densification in a
plasma also was observed.[2] Specimens that were partially sintered in a
discharge showed a negligible increase in densification upon further heating in a
conventional furnace at the same temperature. However, densification would
continue when the same specimen was reimmersed in the plasma, and its final
density would be equivalent to that of specimens that were plasma sintered
continuously for the same amount of time. These results suggest that a plasma
sintering environment may be more than a simple heat source.

*Now at Raytheon Co., 50 Apple Hill Drive, Tewksbury, MA 01876
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Extensive work in the field of plasma sintering has been conducted for over ten
years at Northwestern University. Microwave applicators and RF and DC hollow
cathode plasma devices have been used to generate plasma discharges. Rapid
densification rates and anomalous heating characteristics were reported.J3-5]
Knowlton first showed that the final densities of RF plasma sintered specimens
were strongly related to the amount of dopant gas present during sinter~ng,
whether directly added to the plasma or injected into the plasma by desorption
from the surface of the ceramic powder particles.[6] Chen further quantified
these results and reported that outgassed alumina specimens did not show any
significant amount of shrinkage in a 100% argon plasma, but could be heated to
sintering temperatures when small amounts of polyatomic gases such as N2, 02,
H2 and H20 were added to the argon. [7] The net power consumption of the
plasma could not be accurately determined for these experiments.

The present work was undertaken to further investigate the effects of plasma
composition on microwave induced plasma heating of alumina. A tunable single
mode (TMo12) resonant cavity that had on-line power monitoring and tuning
capabilities was designed and implemented for the microwave plasma sintering
studies. It has been noticed that a microwave discharge takes on a shape related
to the filled pattern of its electromagnetic mode.[8] The TMo1 2 mode was chosen
because the electric field lines run parallel to the coaxial plasma tube.[9]

EXPERIMENTAL

The single mode (TM012) tunable cylindrical resonant cavity used as the
microwave plasma sintering apparatus was designed in accordance with the
descriptions published by Asmussen.[8] A schematic representation is shown in
Figure 1. The aJjustable movable plate short co the cavity served two purposes:
tuning the TM012 mode and improving impedar, .e matching with the plasma. A
coaxial launch probe assembly was used to transmit 2.45 GHz microwave power
into the cavity. Both the insertion depth of the probe into the cavity and the
position of its short circuit could be individually adjusted to optimize tuning of
the system. The 40 mm I.D. fused quartz plasma tube was cooled by compressed
air and the outer brass walls were water cooled. A microwave power directional
detector was used to continuously monitor power absorption into the cavity.

The alumina specimen configurations were used in this study were 4 mm diameter
x 150 mm rods and thimble shaped specimens, 8 mm ID, 11 mm OD and 10 mm
high. All specimens (30 m2/g alumina with 3% polyvinyl butyral binder) were
isostatically pressed and pre-sintered at 6501C in air to burn out the binder. Both
types of specimens were held stationary in the cavity, with the rods extending

"Baikowski CR30, Baikowski International Corp., Charlotte, NC 28210
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along most of the length of the cavity and the thimbles rested inverted in the
center of the plasma on the end of a single crystal sapphire tube. An optical
fiber 1%ermometer" (OFT) lightpipe sensor was inserted into the interior of the
thimble to provide temperature readings.

Sewn g

Shadw

Gu--de To V~cuwu

Romow

Fig. 1. Schematic cross section of the TM0 12 plasma sintering
cavity.

• Kindly supplied by R.D. Bagley, Coming Glass Works, Coming, NY 14830

Accufiber, Inc., Vancouver, WA 98661
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The sintering runs for all specimens began by subjecting them to a low power
argon plasma to drive off adsorbed gases from the powder particle surfaces
without causing sintering. Gas composition and flow rates were adjusted and the
power and pressure were brought up to their working levels to initiate sintering.

The alumina rods were plasma sintered with varying amounts of nitrogen or
oxygen in argon. The sintering conditions, which were constant for all runs,
were 475 W net power absorbed, 14 kPa total pressure, 10 ml/min STP total gas
flow rate, and 5 minute soak. The diameters of the rod specimens were measured
before and after sintering as a function of position in the cavity. Using the OFT,
the same time/temperature profile was reproduced under different plasma gas
conditions for the thimble experiments. Here the flow rate was fixed at 2.5
mi/min STP at a pressure of 15 kPa. The final densities of the specimens were
determined by Archimedes' method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Initial experiments showed that under optimal tuning conditions essentially 100%
of the forward power could oe coupled to the plasma. Certain plasma operating
conditions resulted in the melting of quartz and alumina after tuning.

The normalized final shrinkage of plasma sintered alumina rods as a function of
position in the cavity is shown in Figures 2 and 3. Rods sintered in a 100%
argon plasma showed no evidence of densification with the same net power that
caused shrinkage with diatomic molecules present. As the overall content of
diatomic gas in the source gas was raised, the shrinkage of :he rods increased.
The length of the plasma hot zone was approximately constant regardless of
diatomic gas content. The enhanced heating effects may be attributed to the
additional heating modes of diatomic gases (atomic recombination). The
maximum temperature (maximum shrinkage) position was located in line with the
coaxial probe, rather than at the center of the cavity as expected for the
undistorted TMO12 ni.Ae.

Figures 4 and 5 show the relative density and normalized shrinkage of the
sintered rods as a function of diatomic gas content. At low percentages, oxygen
provided greater densities and shrinkage rates than nitrogen for the same volume
content and same net power. At higher levels the densification effects of both
gases converged.

Figures 6 and 7 show the time-temperature profiles of thimble specimens sintered
in a variety of plasmas. A summary of the operating conditions and resulting
thimble densities can be found in Table 1. As expected, more net power was
required to bring the lower diatomic gas levels to the same temperatures as for
the higher quantities. Plasma source gases doped with nitrogen required greater
overall net power levels to reach the same temperature as those doped with
oxygen. A significant increase in density was seen with the 50% nitrogen
sintered thimbles.
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Fig. 2. Normalized diametral shrinkage as a function of distance from the top of the
cavity. Indicated are volume percent levels of oxygen in an argon carrier
gas.
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nitrogen in an argon carrier gas.
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Fig. 4. Maximum density of alumina rods sintered in the plasma as a function of
diatomic gas content. Data of Figures 2 and 3.
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Fig. 5. Normalized maximum diametral shrinkage of plasma sintered alumina rods as
a function of diatomic gas content.
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Fig. 6. Indicated temperature-time profiles of alumina thimble specimens sintered
under different oxygen gas contents. Label letters refer to Table 1. Low
power was applied first to remove adsorbed gases from the specimen.
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Fig. 7. Indicated temperature-time profiles of thimble specimens sintered under
different nitrogen gas contents. Label letters refer to Table 1.
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Table 1. Time-Temperature Thimble Runs

Volume percent Net Power Relative

Run ID of Additive Gas (watts) Density

a 50%02 6W 79.1%

b 10% 02 880 84.2%

c 50% N2 870 94.9%

d 50% N2  820 , 93.8%

e 10% N2  1180 83.8%

After the present work was completed, Hansen observed that the OFT reads a
temperature that is biased to significantly lower values because of translucency
of the thimble specimens at the wavelength of radiation sampled by the OFT. [10]
While the temperatures shown in Figures 6 and 7 are substantially below the true
temperatures, it is reasonable to suppose that the error is approximately the same
for all specimens since they do not differ greatly in density (and therefore
translucency).

CONCLUSIONS

The single mode (TMo12) tunable resonant cavity was shown to be a viable means
for microwave-induced plasma sintering. Advantages of this system include real-
time monitoring of the net power absorbed by the plasma and tuning capabilities
to optimize power coupling. Sintering studies with alumina showed that the
previously recognized enhanced sintering characteristics in diatomic gases were
not a function of power absorbed by the plasma, but rather depended upon the
chemical composition of the plasma.
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Section VI. Microwave Processing of
Nonoxddes



"vULTRA HIGH-TEMPERATURE MICROWAVE SINTERING

C. E. Holcombe and N. L Dykes

Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant,* P.O. Box 2009, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831, USA

ABSTRACT

"Ultra high-temperature microwave processing, utilizing temperatures over 1900 C, is
addressed. Primary areas of concentration involve titanium diboride (TiB2 - 3 wt% CrBj
and boron carbide (B.C -2.5 wt% C). Using 2.45 GHz radiation, high-density, crack-free
specimens can be produced. The importance of "casketing" and coverings along with
material interactions is discussed. Comparison of microwaving with convenzional sintering
or hot-pressing indicates that microwaving may be advantageous.

INRIODUCfION

If the area of .ultraO high-temperature microwave processing is defined as 21900*C, then
only a few materials are expected to require such temperatures for sintering. Oxides and
nitrides do not need such high processing temperatures. However, several borides, carbides,
and refractory metals require such conditions. Examples are BC, TiB, ZrB,, HfB2, AIB1,,
LaB, SiB4, Si, SiBC, TaC, TiC, WC, W, and Ta. The prm.ary areas of this investigation
have been TlBf, and BC. These nonoxdes have attractive properties, including high
hardnesses, high melting points (2300 to 3000*C). and electrical conductivity.
Additionally, TiB2 and B.C have interesting commercial uses as cutting tools, armor, wear
components, liners, nozzles, electrod,!s. and evaporation boats. Therefore, these microwave
p.cessing investigations utilizing 'ultra' high temperatures have evolved from sin:ering
studies of these nonoxides.

The primary considerations nf "ultraO high-temperature processing of eonoxides are
(1) equipment (appl~cator cavity with 2.45 GHz capability and appropriate variable power
level, with inert gas an=Wor vacuum capability), (2) "casketing or insulation arrangement
(An area that has been discussed in detail elsewhere' but which cannot be overstated in
importance and will be mentioned throughout this report), (3) material interactions with
each other and with the applied microwave field, and (4) the characteristics of the material
being sintered (surface impurities, degree of agglomeration, overall purity. etc.).

*Managed by Martin Marietta EL-rgy Systems, Inc., for the United States
Department of Energy.
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DISCUSSION

The equipment used for this study is the third generation of microwave furnace that has
evolved and is shown in Figure 1. . Figure 1 (a) shows the front view with two Cober
Electronics Co. 2.45 GHz microwave generators with adjustable 6 kW power output, thus
totaling 12 kW capability; high-vacuum equipment can also be seen. Figure 1(b) shows the
door to the applicator cavity along with the waveguide entrances on either side of the ca% ity
and the mode stirrer.

Figure 2 shows the sequence of processing where the Ocasket' is readied, the optical
pyrometer is used for teml,-rature measurements, the 22001 C specimen is observed through
the viewport (protruded with a grid to prevent microwave leakage), and the *casket*
exterior becom.es hot after 20 minutes at 2200C. The point at which the exterior becomes
over red (over 8004 C) heat generally determines the run time, since additional power or
time heats tae Ocasket" more than the sample.

/(

.Iy fr4 ,

Figu=e L Mrowrc equipment: (a) front view, (b) door to applicator cavity.

Figue2- 2.:ro sng sequenc.
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Figure 3 sinows an assortment of shapes of TiB2 - 3 wt% CrB2. specimens that were
microwave sintered. The work with this material has been presented in detail elsewhere. 2

The interesting observation was that the mateiial actually contained :8 wt% yttrium-
titanium oxide when contained in an yttria grit Ocasket' and processed at 1900 to 2100°C
to yield 095% dense specimens.

j A "casketingn scheme of special coverings was devised' to eliminate the yttria infiltration
so that a comparison could be made with conventional processing of TiB2 - 3 wt% CrB2.
The densities achieved are shown in Figure 4. A "microwave effect"* of enhanced sintering
occurs with this material since the covered (yttria-free) specimen sintered to 94% of
theoretical de'nsity at 1900 C. Higher temperatures only lead to grain growth with
microwaving whereas with conventional sintering still leads to increased density specimens.
Physical properties of these materials are shown in Table 1. Microwaving lead to higher
densities with reduced fracture toughness when no yttria was present. However, the yttria
contamination that occurs when samples are not covered is beneficials in yielding reduced
grain size, higher hardnesses, higher densities, and somewhat higher fracture toughnesses as
compared to yttria-free microwaved or conventionally sintered material.

'@044
1-2.5 cm-I

Figure 3I TiB 2 - 3 wt% CrB2 specimens microwave sintcred.
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Figure 4. Comparison of micmro and conventional sintering of titanium diboridc -
3% Chromium Diboride.
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This study of boron carbide microwave sintering arose from early work' on its microwave
absorption. Pressureless sintering of BC, conventionally and with microwaves, has been
reported.6-1 Initially, our study involved two powders (Grades D and E), with the material
"characterization given in Table 2, repcrted previously." Both grades of B4C consisted of
spherical agglomerates (approximately 100 micrometer spheres, mostly comprised of 1-3
micrometer particulates).

An initial sintering study with small pellets involved comparing the B4C powders with
different additives and with a boiling water treatment, whereby powders were contacted with
boiling water for 3 hours followed by drying and then blending under rapid agitation with
methyl alcohol follckaed by filtering. The addition of 3% carbon derived from gVarcum"
furan resin was accomplished by dissolving the iesin ir acetone, slurry-coating the powder,
drying, pressing int3 a pellet, curing in air to 200°C, and then heating to 1000 to 1100+C
in argon j thoroughly outgas the pellets before sintering. The carbon yield of the
ffiVarcum" was 31.1%.

"Table 1 Physical properties of TMB- 3% CrB2 specimens
1900010 30 rMi. 2100 "C. 30 rn

iWedt C ny w4 an ý on, ljwme4
UtncsmQV 144w Conv~m UioWIo Sc•r ld Cow,,o

6.2 5.7 5.2 6.1 6.1 53

V 111 6 IS iS II 54

HpL -
8.3 Kg Loed)
A Grift 4 4 6 4 12 8

Thoov•sO 5 I 4 94 -A

Table 2. Starting material characterization boron carbide

WOOD SWO&MA',s 5,3 95

S AW P--de Sin 04-3 02-I

S~

1(,21?7) C 209 214
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*Produced by BTL Specialty Resins Corp.. Niagara Falls. NY.
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The effect of the additives is shown in Figure 5. Note that Grade L ý,. Jer consistently
yielded smaller grain sizes. The 3% carbon and boiling water treatment -i I d most effective
for sintering the B4C. Although Table 2 shows that fluorine was below -") wppm and thus
not reported, surface examination of both Grades D and E powders revealea iluorine species.
Electron spectroscopy for chemical analyses (ESCA) determined that the boiling water
treatment removed much of the fluorine contamination, leaving a surface of mostly carbide
and some nitride.

All the pellets of B4C, except those with the carbon additive, cracked somewhat during
processing. Therefore, the further studies utilized boiling-water-treated, Grade D BC with
carbon additive.

Tests were conducted to determine if coatings or coverings could prevent the contamination
of B4C pellets fro m the Ocasketingo material while microwaving. Combinations of painted
coatings utilizing a polyvinyl acetate/chloride solution, 9.5% PVAC in methylethylketone
(MEK) carrier, as a binder were studied.
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U *_ ,1[ ~GRAOE 0
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OWM: PLLrs (. tU .0. m f 9M0*51*o U* ONCALLY AT MU , IT t

Figure 5. Effect of beatment and additives on the microwave densification of boron
carbide

The best system utilized a covering of Grafoil" glued onto a pressed pellet with the
PVAC/MEK binder. Paints using boron nitride (25 g per 75 g of binder), tungsten (100 g
per 25 g of binder), or niobium (50 g per 10 g of binder) were used in various combinations.
The layers of Grafoil were peculiar in their effect on the B4C heatability. Figure 6 compares
the heatup of the yttria grit insulation alone with a pellet of B4C that was coated with
Giafoil only, and a pellet of B4C coated with a combination of Grafoil and a tungsten outer
layer. The latter covering system produces the highest temperature and allows it to be
maintained for considerable time.

Further testing with layering/coatings lead to the system 3 shown in Figure 7. This system
co~isistently allowed the high temperatures to be attained and maintairn qhile preventing
co:atamination of the B4C by the yttria insulation 'casket.'

"*Produced by Union Carbide Corp., L.-kewood, OH.
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Figure 6. Tests with *Caslkets for Higher Microwave Temperatures and Specimen Purity."
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Figure 7. L•yerng system for miraowaving boron carbide that prevents reaction with yttria
grit insulation and yet allows microwave transmission.

There is always some question regarding temperature measurements in high-temperature
processing experiments. With 'ultra' high-temperature microwaving utilizing a
multilayered covering, there is additional concern as to the temperature uniformity and to
the actual temperature reached by the specimen. Thus, a 'casket' was arranged for a
"Hole Experiment' utilizing the multilayered coverings shown in Figure 7. The 'casket"
setup is shown in Figure 8, whereby the temperatures of individual layers and of the interior
of the pellet can be monitored.

The temperature versus time thermal profile for a small BC - 2.5 wt% C (derived from 8
wt% 'Varcum') pellet is shown in Figure 9. The outer tungsten layer initially heats up
considerably faster than does the B4C - 2.5 wt% C pellet. The Grafoil heats up rapidly also,
trailed by the B4C - 2.5 wt% C pel'et. After a few minutes above 1900' C, the B4C - 2.5 wt%
C pellet heats up preferentially over the encapsulating matwuals. At the end of this run, the
power level was rapidly increased to see the effect: the exterior layers increased in

I [temperature rapidly but the interior of the B4C - 2.5 wt% C pellet only slightly increased.
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Figure & "Casket" arrangement for sintering B2C-2.5% C for 'Hole Experiment."
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Figure 9. TIpical thermal profile for a multilayer covered BC-2.5%C pellet (2.54 ca
diameter, 1.27 cm height initially, 12.0g.) while microwaving.

Further 'Hole Experiments' utilizing a niobium outer layer showed the B4C - 2.5 wt% C
pellet to reach 2200WC while the outside was approximately 2120"C. The outside
temperature of the niobium has never reached 22006 C with several tests, nor has the B4C -
2.5 wt% C pellet temperature ever exceeded 2230 C. Therefore, there appears to be an
upper limit on the B4C - 2.5 wt% C pellet temperatures achievable with 2.45 CHz radiation.

A comparison of B4C - 2.5% C processed by microwave sintering, hot-pressing, and
conventional sintering was initiated. Large pellets (approximately 6.4 cm D x 1.3 cm H or
2.5 in. D x 0.5 in. H) were unidirectionally pressed at 28.1 MPa or 4075 psi, leading to
pressed densities of approximately 50% of theoretical density. All pellets were encapsulated
in a multilayered wrapping and sintered at 2200°C for 1 hour in argon. Hot-pressing
utilized 13.8 MPa (2000 psi) and the pellet was pressed in a carbon pack.

The thermal profile for the microwaved large BC - 2.5 wt% C pellet is shown in Figure 10.
The niobium outer coating reached 22000C. The actual pellet temperature is unknown,
since a 8hole' for reading the temperature would have badly contaminated the specimen.
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However, thc actual pellet temperature is expected to be approximately 2200 to 2230*C,
since those are the highest temperatures observed with "'Hole Experiments.0 Figure 11
shows the large microwave-sintered B4C - 2.5 wt% C pellet before and after processing.

ZIRCONIA SIGHT PORT TUBE

I ~HOLD TIME - 60 n.

PELLET OUTSIDE SURFA'E PW F

ism POWER iNPUT

10-11

13j
0 20 4060s 010

TIME IU.-I

Figure 10. Temperature versus time for large multi-layer covered (niobium outer layer)
B4C-2.5%C pellet (6.35 cmn diameter, 1.4 cm height initially, 59.1 g).

All the pellets were analyzed for impurities. Yttrium levels were 175, 130, and 70 wppm
respectively for microwaving, hot-pressing, and conventional-sintering: contamination during
milling of the carbon additive is expected as the yttrium source since all three methods lead
to the low-level contamination, still considerable when compared to the <1 wppm of the
Grade D starting material. The average niobium levels were all below 50 wppm. Other
minor impurities (up to around 50 wppm) of calcium, titanium, iron, and hafnium occurred.
The overall purity, boron plus carbon, of the three pellets prepared by microwaving, hot-
pressing, or conventional sintering was >99.95 wt%.

S.C - 2.5 WM% C, AS-PREESSD

OE2WO
Figure 11. Imrg pellet before and after processing,
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The microstructures of the three specimens are illustrated in Figure 12 (utilizing the etch
technique of Katz et al.). The average particle sizes were much larger for microwaved
material than for conventionally sintered or hot-pressed material; otherwise, the structures
are very similar. A comparison of the three specimens by scanning electron microscopy of
fracture surfaces (Figure 13) again shows the similarity of the structures except for density
and particle size.

POLISHED & ETCHED

- ÷

rirV
COW4WTM1NALLY

ICNOWAVED HOT - PIqESSU SDETERED

Figure 13. FWrw = sf of speimes proesed with die t techniques.

Physical-chemical properties of the large-sized B4C - 2.5 wt% C specimens prepared by
microwaving, hot-pressing, and conventional sintering are shown in Table 3. Acoustic
property measurementsu were used to determine Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio.
Micro-indentation hardness and fracture toughness measurements were determined on
polished, unetched specimens, using the method described by Evans." Chemical purity was
determined by spark source mass spectrometry (SSMS). Average grain size was derived from
counting techniques, and percent theoretical density was determined from mercury
porosimetry results.
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Table 3. Properties of boron crbide-2.5% carbon specmens
(2200 C, 1 h, argon)

CONVENTIONALLY
MICROWAVED HOT-PRESSED SINTERED

.(r 13.8 MPa or 2 ksi)

"YOUNG'S MODULUS 221 361 140
(GPa)

POISSON'S RATIO 0.22 0.23 0.20

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 4.2 3.3 . - -

(MPa" ml/2)

VICKER'S HARDNESS 5 17 4
(GPa, USING 6.8 Kg LOAD)

AVERAGE GRAIN SIZE 17 4 8
(MICRONS)

% THEORETICAL DENSITY 83 93 70

SSMS ANALYSES
Y, wpp 175 130 70
Nb, wpprn 10 15 40
TOTAL PURITY (%) 99,95 99.96 99.97

Sonic moduli and Poisson's ratios were highest for hot-pressed specimens followed by
microwaved and then conventionally furnaced specimens. Comparison of microwave-sintered
and hot-pressed B4C - 2.5 wt% C specimens using indentation fracture toughness
measurements indicates r 25% greater toughness for the microwaved material. The
mechanical properties determined for the hot-pressed E;,C - 2.5 w-% C (i.e., Young's
modulus and fracture toughness) compare very closely to values recently reported8 for similar
density, pressureless-sintered specimens of the same composition. Firthr, work is necessary
with denser microwaved specimens to substantiate the observed apparent increase in fracture
toughness.

Microwaving at 2.45 0Hz and other recent work" indicates that temperatures over 22004 C
are necessary tc achieve densities over 90% of tbsoretical with boron carbide. Higher-
density microwaved specimens of boron carbide may be achieved by producing higher
temperatures through layering or "casketing" schemes, by vacuum microwaving (since
vacuum conventional-sintering yields improved densification),10 by use of low-level additives
such as silicon carbide,' by particle deagglomeration or oxygen scrubbing to change surface
properties or to activate the particle surfaces, or by varying the microwave frequency. One
experiment using 28 GHz radiation (with "casketing" as used with 2.45 GHz radiation) has
indicated the possibility of improved densification of boron carbide. Additionally, a variable-
frequency (4-8 GHz with a 2 kW capability) microwave applicator is currently being
assembled for testing with several refractory m'aterials including boron carbide.

How high a temperature can one achieve with microwaving? Figure 14 shows a boron
nitride crucible that contained molten yttria (nap = 2410'C): the boron carbide pellet
floated up and the Grafoil coverings separated and floated. There may be ways to achieve
even higher temperatures, and more work is needed in this area.
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Figure 14. Melted yttria grit inside a boron nitride crucible containing a boron carbide
specimen.

CONCLUSION

"OUltra" high-temperature microwave sintering at temperatures over 1900°C can be
accomplished through appropr.ate "casketing" and addressing materials interactions. For
titanium diboride and boron carbide, microwave sintering appears to offer advantages over
conventional sintering or hot-pressing--including fabrication speed and possibly superior
properties. Additional work is required to further define advantages of microwaving and to
consistently produce higher density and larger specimens.
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MICROWAVE SYNTHESIS OF METAL CARBIDES

Hiromitsu Kozuka* and John D. Mac!'enzie
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 9C024

Microwave heating of metal oxide / graphite or glassy carbon powder mixtures was
carried out in Ar, utilizing a commercial microwave oven operated at 2.45 GHz and
700 W. Temperatures of up to 1400 - 1500 °C could be obtained within 13 min,
and SiC, TiC, NbC and TaC were formed within 20 min. This method was also
shown to offer a new process for producing SiC whiskers. Not only the amount of
carbon but also the compactness of the starting powders was found to be essential
for heating efficiency.

INTRODUC'TION

Many metal carbides have promise as high temperature structural materials
because of their extremely high mechanical strengths, melting points and corrosion
resistance. Metal carbides have been prepared by carbothermal reduction of metal
oxides, direct reaction betw,, !n metal elements and carbon, and gas phase reaction
of metal halides and appropriate hydrocarbons1. On an industrial scale,
carbothermal reduction of metal oxides is the most promising route due to the low
raw materia's cost. However, reaction temperatures for this route are generally
high. Temperatures as high as 2?)0 - 2600 °C are needed for production of SiC
and 1700 - 2100 °C for TiC 2. If energies consumed in furnace operation are too
high, development of new technologies for saving energy might be a very important
issue for the industrial production of carbides. Another erssential topic is a
processing of carbide wihiskers, which are used to toughen ceramic composites.
There have been several methods used to prepare SiC wh:-kers, such as
vaporization and deposition of SiC at high temperatures under reduced pressure3 ,
reductive decomposition of methylchlorosilane4 , thermal decomposition of rice
hulls5,6, and vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) process where silica is reduced and reacted
with methane in cont .-.t with iron powders7.

Recently the use of microwave energy has been attracting significant attention
as a way of processing ceramic materials. One of the most important reasons for
this is significant reductions in manufacturing costs due to energy savings and
shorter processin ti:nes8. Heating by microwave takes place through
transformation of the electromagnetic energy into thermal energy via absorption of
microwave by microwave-susceptible components. This is particu!arly important
•, microwaves can penetrate powders instantaneously whereas in conven-

tional heating, heat transfer is very slow for powder compacts. Hence int -,'al and
volumetric heating of the materials is possible and the energy conversion effeciency
is thought to be higher than that through conventional furnace heating.

In the present study, the authors attempted to synthesize metal carbides from

* Present address! Institute for Chemical Research, Kyolo University, Uji, Kyoto-Fu 61 i Japan.
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metal oxide/carbon powder mixtures using a commercial microwave oven, in

order to evaluate the possibility of carbide production by microwave processing.

EXPERIMENTAL

For the C/SiO2 mixtures, reagent grade quartz powders (-325 mesh) or silica
gel powders (60-200 mesh), and graphite powders (-300 mesh) or spherical glassy
carbon granules (3-12 pm in diameter)were used. For the C/TiO2, C'Nb205 and
C/ra205 mixtures, graphite powders and reagent grade of TiO2, Nb2O5 and Ta205
powders were used. Mole ratios of carbon to metal oxides, batch weight and
volume, and batch carbon content are shown in Table 1. The powder mixtures

Table 1 Powder mixtures used in the present microwave processing.

Metal Carbon Mole ratio Weight Volume Carbon
oxide (g) (cm 3) content (g)

For C/SiO2
Quartz Graphite C/Si02 10.0 11.0- 13.5 1.2-4.4

-0.7-4 15.0 11.0- 13.5 1.9-6.7
Quartz Glassy carbon C/Si02 = 3 10.0 12.5 3.7
Silica gel Glassy carbon C/SiO2 = 3 8.0 12.5 3.0

For C/ri02, C/Nb205' and C/Ta205
TiO2 Graphite C/TiO2 = 3 8.2 16.5 2.6
Nb2O5 Graphite C./Nb205= 7 13.0 16.5 3.1
Ta205 Graphite C_./a205= 7 15.0 16.5 2.4

Alumn ýtube*

31mn

7mm+,,.:...,:,:.......... , , Fire brick

-C Ceramic wool

Silica glass
window Powder sample

"The end of the tube
inserted in the sample

31mm Fr rc is closed with alumina
l __ _ _ powder compact.

: 11 2mm

Figure I Sample holder and insulator for the microwave heating.
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were put in a clay crucible of 25 mm in bottom diameter, 41 mm in top diameter, 43
mm in height and 3 mm in thickness, which was placed in an insulator made of fire
bricks and ceramic wool and having a window for observation at the center of the
powder for temperature measurement by optical pyrometery as illustrated in Fig. 1.
This was then placed in a plastic bell jar, in which Ar was passed, and put in the
cavity of a commercial microwave oven (General Electric Co. Model JE 1453H)
operated at 2.45 GHz and 700W. Temperature was measured using Mikron M77S
2-color optical pyrometer. Phases in the products were identified by powder X-ray
diffraction measurement using Cu Kca radiation.

RESULTS

Formation of silicon carbide

Formation of SiC from the mixtures of quartz/graphite, quartz/glassy
carbon and silica gel /glassy carbon was observed within 15 min of microwave

(a) 9 1-sic
0 0 Quartz

0
A Cristobalite
A Graphite

0
LU

CA
00 0 0

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Diffraction angle 2 0 (degree)

(b) • 13-SiC (c) * 13-SIC
o Quartz
a Cristobalite
A Graphite

U- U 1
M OL 0

-- I, I - II

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Diffraction angle 20 (degree) Diffraction angle 20 (degree)

Figure 2 XRD patterns of the products from -.:e C/SiO2 mixtures of R = 3 heated for 15 min.
The whole (a) and the central part (b) of the l0 g quartz / graphite mixtures, and the
central part of the 8 g silica gel / glassy carbon mixture (c).
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exposure. Diamond powder was tested in place of graphite or glassy carbon but no
heat generation was found. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns (Fig. 2) of the
products from the 10 g quartz/graphite mixtrue of C/Si02 mole ratio R = 3 heated
for 15 min have SiC peaks of higher intensity for the inner part than the outer part
of the sample. The inner portion of the sample was lightly green in color whereas
the outer portion was black, gray or white. The main SiC phase formed was 3-SiC.
The green-colored inner part of the product obtained from the silica gel / glassy
carbon mixture had dominant SiC XRD peaks.

The 10 g powder mixtures of quartz/graphite of R = 3 and 4 showed rapid
temperature increase up to 1400 - 1500 °C within 4 min as shown in Fig. 3 (a).
Temperature drops observed at about 1400 °C are thought to be due to the
endothermic reaction of SiO2 + 3C --, SiC + 2CO. Heating ability of the mixtures
is reduced with decrease in the graphite content, which can be seen in the time -
temperature curves for the powders of R = 0.85 and 1.

Graphite content dependence of the heating ability changes, however, when
the starting powder mixture is pressed to give denser packing. The 15 g powders
pressed to the same volume as the 10g powders had time - temperature curves as
shown in Fig. 3 (b). The 15 g pressed powder mixture of R - 0.7, which could
not be heated within 15 min for l0 g unpressed state, reached 1500 °C in 15 mim,
and that of R = I reached 1500 °C in 7 min. As seen in the curves for R = 3 and 4,
however, lower heating rates were observed. There was no SiC formation for the
pressed samples of R = 3 or 4.

Scanning electron micrographs reveal the formation of SiC whiskers of
thickness around 0.2 pm from quartz/ graphite mixtures as shown in Fig. 4 (a).
Whisker formation was also observed for the products from the quartz / glassy
carbon mixtures. When silica gel was used as the Si source, however, micrometer-
sized SiC crystals were formed instead of whiskers as shown in Fig. 4 (b).

1500 (a) 1500 (b) U..w

0 
0

0 001

1000 3 10

a 4 ?
E C/Si02 E C/Si02 3 0.75000 085 500 -4

0 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 0

0 5 0 15 0 5 10 Is

Time (min) Time (min)

Figure 3 Time -temperature curves of the 10 g unpressed (a) and 15 g pressed (b) quartz /
graphite mixtures.
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Figure 4 SEM pictures of the heated products from the quartz / graphite (a) and silica gel /

glassy carbon (b) mixtures.

Formation of titanium carbide, niobium carbide and tantalum carbide

Figure 5 shows XRD patterns for the products obtained by heating the
mixtures of graphite and TiO2, Nb2O5 and Ta2C, for 20 min. Formation of TiC,
NbC and TaC is seen in the XRD patterns. Compared with the XRD pattern of the
heated product from the quartz/graphite mixture shown in the top of Fig. 2,
relatively higher yield of the carbides, especially for NbC and TaC, is found for
these metal carbides. Time - temperature curves for these mixiures shown in Fig. 6
reveal that temperature goes up to 1400 'C within 7 - 13 min and the maximum
temperature they had was 1400 - 1500 'C.

DISCUSSION

Factors affecting the microwave heating of oxide/carbon powder mixtures

Heating of carbon particles takes place via the Joule effect caused by
microwave-induced electrical current in the particles 9. Therefore it is reasonable to
find no heating for non-conducting diamond powder. Heat generated in the carbon
particles is transferred through oxide particles and pores, but because of the low
thermal conductivity of the oxide particles and pores, the heat can be trapped at the
interface of the carbon/ oxide or carbon / pore interface. In order to have sufficient
heat generation, however, a minimum amount of carbon powders is required in the
batch, which is shown in the time - temperature curves of the 10 g quartz/graphite
mixture of R = 3 (Fig. 3 (a)).

Skin effect should also be taken into account. Conductive materials have
penetration depth d, defined as the depth at which electromagnetic field strength
decays to I/e of that at their surface, and d is given by
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Figure 5 XRD patterns of the products from the Crrio2 (a), C/Nb2O5 (b) and C/Ta2O5 (c)
mixtures heated for 20 min.
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Figure 6 Time - temperature curves of the C/TiO2, C/Nb2OS and C/Ta2O5 mixtures.
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d =(fto)"I2  (1)

where f is the frequency of the electromagnetic field, a is the conductivity and V. is
the permeability of the material9. Conductivity of 103 0-1cm-1, which is the case
with graphite at room temperature, results in d = 30 p.m for 2.45 GHz microwave,
which is almost the same order as the size of the graphite powders used here. For
the pressed powder mixtures as the 15 g quartz/graphite mixture of R = 3, it is
possible that some of the graphite particles were in contact with each other to form
larger agglomerates, and since the specific surface area of the agglomerates is
smaller than that of non-agglomerated particles, the volume of the skin per unit
weight of graphite would be smaller. This effect is more evident for mixtures of
higher graphite content. As a matter of fact, a dense graphite piece cannot be heated
in the microwave oven and it just reflects the microwave to cause arcing. This is
the reason for the decrease in heating capability for the 15 g quartz/graphite
mixtures of higher graphite content. Similar experimental phenomena were
observed in copper/alumina and chromium/alumina mixtures, where copper or
chromium particles generate heat under microwave exposure10.

Formation of silicon carbide whiskers

The microwave method presented here is a new process for preparing SiC
whiskers. The whiskers are thought to be formed through vapor phase reaction,
since formation of droplets on the tip of the whiskers, which is the evidence of
vapor-liquid-solid processl 1, could not be found. On the other hand, whiskers
were not found in the product from the silica gel / glassy carbon mixture.
Formation of glass and glass melt during heating, which does not happen for quartz
crystals below melting point, might have some influence on the final microstructure
of the product from the gel/carbon mixture.

Thermodynamic consideration on the metal carbide formation

Free energy change AG at various temperatures for the conversion of oxide/
graphite mixtures into carbide/carbon monoxide mixtures was calculated on the
basis of the published data of free energy of each component 12, and the
temperatures where AG becomes 0 were evaluated (Table 2). It can be seen that

Table 2 Chemical reactions for the formation of carbides and temperatures
where free energy change AG becomes 0.

Products Reaction formula Temperature of
AG =0 (oC)

P-SiC Si02 + 3C-- SiC + 2CO 1520
TiC TiO2 + 3C -TiC + 2CO 1270
TaC Ta2O5 + 7C - 2TaC + 5CO 1110
NbCo.98* Nb205 + 6.96 C -- 2NbCo.98 + 5CO 950

*Free energy data of NbC was not available in the literature.
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formation of NbC and TaC is possible at much lower temperature than SiC. That
must be the reason for the observation of the higher relative intensity of the XRD
peaks for NbC and TaC. Better insulation and higher power of microwave, which
enables higher temperature achievement, should improve the yield of SiC.

CONCLUSION

SiC, TiC, NbC and TaC could be produced from metal oxide/carbon
mixtures under micr6wave exposure, and SiC whiskers were found to be formed
from quartz/ carbon mixtures. For the mixtures of higher carbon content,
compactness of the powders was shown to decrease the heating ability.
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** Metals Technology Laboratories, CANMET, Ottawa KIA 0G1, Canada
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ABSTRACT

Ultra-fine SiC powder has been synthesized by the carbothermal reduction of silica
by microwave and conventional firing techniques. Analysis of these powders by
transmission electron microscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy and X-ray
diffraction has shown the formation of P3-SiC. The crystallite size of P-SiC
produced by the microwave and conventional firing techniques range from 30-200
nnm and 50-450 nm respectively. The product obtained from conventional firing also
revealed stacking faults over a number of crystallites.

INTRODUCTION

Nanophase materials have recently attracted increasing interest in the
fabrication of dense advanced ceramics. They are known to possess a variety of
novel and useful properties [1-4], which are often superior to those of their coarser
grained counterparts. Using nanophase SiC particles in conjunction with boron and
carbon as sintering aids, nearly dense bodies of SiC have been obtained by
pressureless sintering [4]. Froes et. al.[5] and Karch et. al. [6] have shown that
ultra-fine grained TiO2 and CZ 2 do not possess the inherent brittleness of their
conventional counterparts. Beside the known improvements in the mechanical
properties offered by nanophase ceramics, the possibility of easily doping them
with impurities at relatively low temperatures through their dense grain-boundary
network (with only a few atomic jumps separating their grain-boundaries) also
allows an efficient introduction of impurity levels into their band gaps. This would
offer a good possibility of controlling their electrical and optical properties.

The use of microwaves in ceramic processing is gaining importance
owing to the inherent advantages of microwave heating. Since microwave energy
can continuously couple to a material and is not limited by the thermal diffusion
process, a material can be heated, at least theoretically, to any desired temperature.
The main advantages of microwave processing over conventional processing are:
(1) high heating rates, (2) instantaneous application or removal of energy thereby
lending the possibility of controlled temporal heating profiles [71, (3) improved
thermal diffusion (4) limited grain growth (however, the time and temperature
dependency would be critical), (5) high energy transfer efficiency, (6) localized
energy deposition and (7) more uniform and better chemical properties.
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Technological benefits would include the possibility of higher production
throughput and a lower capital cost. Thus, Katz et. al. [8] have observed that
sintering of boron carbide could be accomplished with microwaves at a temperature
of 1900 - 2000 *C, whereas conventional heating required a temperature of 2150 -
2200 *C. The cost of microwave equipment was $ 35,000 versus $ 120,000 to
200,000 for the conventional equipment, and the sintering times for the microwave
and conventional heating were reported to be 12 min and 1-2 hr respectively.

The high hardness, high thermal conductivity, high-temperature resistance
and chemical stability make ultra-fine SiC a potentially interesting material both in
fundamental research and technological use. There are two principal routes to
produce submicron silicon carbide: (a) carbothermal reduction of silica or
compounds containing silica, and (b) pyrolysis of silane compounds. The
production of n-silicon carbide from silicious material and the Acheson process of
making a-silicon carbide belong to the first category, whereas the synthesis of SiC
through decomposition of silanes belongs to the second category. The objective of
the present work was to investigate the concept of microwave fast firing
technologies developed at Ceramics Kingston Inc., and to compare the powder thus
obtained with that produced by conventional firing techniques. This paper gives
only a preliminary account of the study initiated. A detailed investigation of the
kinetics of the reactions involved and the structural characterization of the product
formed (by using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy) is underway to fully understand and improve the quality and yield of
the product obtained.

EXPERMENTAL

Conventional Heating
Sample loads of amorphous silica and carbon (up to 3 g) were heated in

graphite crucibles (2.5 cm diameter) in a pulsed resistance heated vacuum furnace
(CKC model JB-1). The thermocouple was located in the reactant material. In all
cases the samples were evacuated at room temperature and the furnace temperature
ramped to approximately 1000 - 1200 "C in 2 hours. After a soak period at the
intermediate temperature the furnace was pulsed to final temperature (> 1500 QC) in
about one minute. Soak period at this temperature was up to 11 minutes. The
samples were cooled to the ambient with the furnace power off.

Microwave Heating
Precursor samples of amorphous sOlica and carbon (a total charge of up to

3 g) were placed in a single mode microwave cavity and heated using microwave
power. The power source was a CKC model WK - 10 - 800 W variable power
unit. Power was coupled via a slide screw tuner to the cavity. The cavity was
pumped down using a Edwards model EM2 - 28 rotary vacuum pump. Base
pressure for all the tests was 0.4 m bar. The forward power for all the tests was
750 - 800 W. Reflected power was varied between 100 and 200 W. Temperature
measurements made at the beginning of the run using a retractable thermocouple
(temperature measurements taken with the power off) indicated that the initial ramp
rate was significantly higher than 10 TC/min. The samples were soaked at the final
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temperature for a period of up to I I min. In some cases p!asma formation was
observed.

Optical pyrometer measurements at the elevated temperatures were
confourcdei by the fact that the outer surface of the sample remained cold while the
inner regions appeared to be hot. Visual observations suggested that the actual inner
temperature of the sample was considerably higher thzn the measured temperature
of 1300 oC, but this cannot be confirmed with any accuracy. Post facto product
analysis indeed confirmed that the temperature exceeded that required for reaction
initiation, but the actual temperature achieved remains unknown. In our experience
fiber optic probes probably give the least spurious temperature measurements in a
microwave environment and further tests are planned using these probes. Typical
microwave power and absorption curves are shown in Fig. 1.

FORWARD POWER
800-

L7•"500-

O400-

D.0o

200 -

100 ..... REFLECTED POWER

o0 110 1'5 2S0 5 30

Time, min
Fig. 1. Typical microwave power and absorption curves.

After completion of the reaction (by either of the above two methods), the
product was scrapped off the furnace and analyzed. For examination by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the powders were collected on holey
carbon films supported on copper grids. They were then examined in a Philips 400
TEM/STEM to determine particle size, distribution and morphology. The
compositions of the powders were determined by energy dispersive X-ray analysis
(EDAX) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). The crystalline structures
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were determined by convergent beam microdiffraction (CBMD). The X-ray
diffraction measurements were performed on a Siemens type F diffractomneter using
monochromated Cu Kx radiation and a Si (Li) detector. Auger analysis was
performed using a PHI 600 model Auger spectrometer. The powder samples were
loosely pressed over a thin indium foil and analyzed with a 10 kV beam at currents
of 0.05 - 1.8 pA. Argon ion sputtering was performed with a 2 kV beam, rastered
over a 4 mm2 area. The powder samples are submicron particles, therefore
individual particles were not analyzed. Generally a 20x20 gm area was analyzed
giving an average analysis.

RESULTS

TEM Dat:
Figure 2 (a) shows a typical TEM micrograph and CBMD pattern of the

stoichiometric microwave processed SiC powder.

a 250 nm b 50 0 nm
Fig. 2 Micrographs of (a) microwave annealed and (b) conventionally fired SiC
samples with stoichiometric amounts of reactants. The inset in (a) shows a CBMD
pattern with [T 1i1 zone axis.

The SiC particles are plate-like and some are hexagonal shaped. They rangw in size
from 30 - 200 nm. The CBMD pattern (shown in the inset) with a [0OIl zone
axis confirms the crystal structure of the SiC powder to be face centered cubic with
a = 0.43589 nm. Figure 2(b) shows a TEM micrograph of a conventionally fired
sample with stoichiometric quantities of precursor materials. These SiC particles are
mainly plate-like, ranging in size from 100 nm to 450 nm. Stacking faults are
observed in many of these particles. The chain-like agglomeration observed in this
conventionally fired material is of interest. At present the nature and strength of the
interparticle bond is not known, but such agglomerations will certainly be
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detrimental for the successful densification of the powders if their bonds cannot be
broken.

Fig. 3(a) TEM of microwave annealed SiC ,ith 2.5 mnol% excess carbon, (b) TEM
of conventionally fired sample with 2.5 mol% excess carbon.

One of the objectives of the present experiments was to study the effect of
small batch-to-batch variations in the silica and carbon contents that may result-
during large scale production operations. For this purpose, carbotherrmic reduction
was carried out in both the conventional and microwave furnaces with 1-5 mol
% excess of carbon over stoichiometric quantities. Figure 3(a) shows electron
micrographs of microwave annealed samples obtained from 2.5 tool % excess of
carbon in the reactant precursor. A significant amount of spherical shaped unreacted
material is observed. This unreacted material was amorphous. The micrograph of
the conventionally fired precursors with 2.5 mol % excess cax,•on is shown in Fig.
3(b). Here again the plate-like nature ot the SiC particles are observed. The
crystalline particle-i range in size from 50 - 250 nm and stacking faults are observed
in some of them.

XPEDfl:
Figure 4 shows the X-ray diffraction patternts of the microwave and

conventionally tired samples with the stihmti uantities of the reactants. The
pattern of the microwave heated sample shows 13 SiC [(S iC)-8H] structure in which
the characteristic peaks are observed at 20= 35.7, 41.47, 60.15, and 71.920. The
[3-(cubic) structure is preferred for structural ceramics applications. The pattern
involves small peaks due to C [ (C) 12H-] at 29 = 63.470 and SiO)2. Figure 5 shows
the XRD patterns of the microwa•ve and conventionally fitred samples with 2.5 %
excess of carbon over the stoichiometric quantities of the reactants. These also
show predominantly the 13-SIC phase in both the samples. The peak at 29 = 35.130
is due to the unreacted SiC)2 while those at 120.87, 132.54 and 142.560 are likely
due to C.
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Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) microwave and (b) conventionally

processed SiC with stoichiornetric amounts of reactants.
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Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) microwave and (b) conventionally fired

samples with 2.5 mol% excess carbon added during firing.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS:

The overall reaction of formation of SiC through carbothermal reduction
of silica can be represented as:

SiO2 + 3 C ----.------ > SiC + 2 COW (1)

AGOT = 609.023 - 0.351 T (kJ/mol)

where AG*T is the standard free energy change for the reaction, and T is the
temperature in Kelvins. The reaction is highly endothermic and proceeds above
1500 *C for a partial pressure of CO below 0.1 MPa. The standard free energy of
reaction (1) was calculated by the usual estimation : AG°T = AH0298 - TAS 0298.

Reaction (1) can be viewed as proceeding in the following steps:

SiO2 ----------- > SiO(g) + O (2)

0 +C --------- > COW (3)

SiO(g) + 2 C > SiC + CO(g) (4)

It has been reported by Bluementhal et. al. [9] that an increase in the
reaction rate with increasing interface area between reactants occurs as the particle
size of silica was decreased. They concluded that the formation of gaseous SiO
occured in all the mixtures of silica and carbon with the C : SiO2 molar ratio from
0.86 to 3.0. Klinger et. al. [10] have studied reactions between silica and graphite
from 1445 to 1765 *C. They observed that the particle size of the SiC reaction
product was close to that of the original graphite particles and that the measured
weight loss data could be explained only by assuming the dissociation of silica iato
oxygen and gaseous SiO (reaction 2), which subsequently reacted with graphite to
form SiC. From their investigation of reactions of rice hulls (containing 10 to 15
wt. % silica and cellulose), Lee and Cutler [ I I concluded that the rate controlling
step for the SiC formation was the formation of SiO. An increase in the rate of
reaction (I) was observed as the surface area of the catalyst was increased. The
formation of gaseous SiO thus seems to be an important rate determining step in the
overall yield of SiC formation. The equilibrium partial pressure of SiO over solid
SiO and carbon is 0.1 kPa at 1430 OC, 0.2 kPa at 1530 °C and 5.1 kPa at 1630 °C
[10]; therefore, retention of gaseous SiO and removal of CO gas, as the reaction
proceeds, are essential to shift the overall reaction (1) in the favourable direction of
high yield for SiC.

The AES data of the microwave and conventionally annealed samples
(with the Auger sensitivity factor calibration done using a single crystal of SiC)
have shown that the total Si/C ratio for both these samples were close to 0.6. Such
a high concentration of carbon was also seen in the other two microwave and
conventionally fh-ed samples, with 2.5 mol % excess carbon over the stoic'hiometric
quantities. This ratio was not markedly changed even after a depth profiling of -
6000 A. In all the samples, the surface carbon peak shape clearly showed the
presence of graphitic carbon and the carbon of carbide. Thus, about 40 at %
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excess carbon (with the valid assumption that the carbon contamination from the
AES system would be equal in both the standard SiC crystal and the fired samples)
seems to be present in both of them. Such a large excess carbon was not noticed in
the XRD data. Therefore, most of the carbon seen in the elemental form remai'ns
amorphous. This was also noticed in the TEM micrographs where a relatively large
number of clusters of unreacted spherical microreactors were observed at many
places with their diffraction pattern showing an amorphous nature. Comparison of
the X-ray diffraction peak integrated intensities of crystalline SiC versus crystalline
silica for the microwave and conventionally annealed samples shows that about 40
at % and 30 at % respectively of crystalline silica remain in these samples. These
data suggest that out of a total of 60 at % Si (as SiC and SiO 2), about 40 at % or 30
at % are bound with SiO 2 in the microwave and conventionally annealed samples
respectively. Consequently, the remaining amount of only 20 at. % or 30 at. % is
actually consumed in the formation of SiC. Further the high amount of about 40 at.
% of unreacted carbon present in both these samples, as shown by AES, also
corroborates with these results. Since only 30 at. % (as compared with 40 at. % for
the case of microwave annealed sample) is crystalline in the conventionally fired
sample, the remaining 10 at. % of SiO 2 seems to remain unchanged from the
original amorphous form.

In conclusion, the work done to date indicates that microwave heating is a
feasible technique for the production of ultra-fime silicon carbide. A small excess of
C (1 - 5 mol %) does not seem to change the crystallite size of the product
formed.The crystallite size of O-SiC produced by the microwave and conventional
firing techniques range from 30-200 nm and 50-450 nm respectively. A preliminary
comparison with conventional fast firing tentatively indicates that both firing
techniques are very similar in terms of the product yield. Further comparative
experiments are underway.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF SILICON NITRIDE SYNTHESIZED BY
MICROWAVE HEATING

J. 0. Kiggans, C. R. Hubbard, R. R. Steele, H. D. Kimrey,
C. E. Holcombe, and T. N. Tiegs - Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6087

ABSTRACT

Recently, a new procedure was developed for the nitridation of high purity silicon
via microwave heating. Silicon samples were processed to various stages of
nitridation utilizing microwave heating and then analyzed by X-ray diffraction and
by scanning electron microscopy. These data were compared to that obtained from
samples nitrided by conventional heating methods.

INTRODUCTION

Reaction-bonded silicon nitride (RBSN) is a leading candidate for several ceramic
components for high temperature fuel combustion. A great body of research has
been devoted to conventional heating methods to produce RBSN materials.
Researchers have shown this process to most likely have two steps--a low
temperature process (1200 to 1300'C) in which SiO (gas) combines with nitrogen
to produce predominantly a-Si3N4 and a later high-temperature process (1300 to
1400 0 C) in which silicon metal and nitrogen react in a liquid-phase process to
produce O-Si 3N4 [1,2]. The overall combined reaction is an exothermic or self-
propagating high-temperature synthesis type reaction [3].

However, the actual process of producing RBSN products has been plagued by
several problems: (1) the need to utilize silicon particulates with high iron content,
(2) high temperature gradients generated by the exothermic reaction itself, and
(3) poor penetration of nitrogen into silicon bodies as nitridation proceeds [1].

In recent years, microwave energy has been introduced as a possible avenue to
achieve superior processing of ceramics 14]. By direct coupling, microwaves can
"volumetrically" heat materials with favorable dielectric properties. This is very
different from conventional heating processes, which rely on external radiant
energy to heat materials. Microwave heating also appears to enhance diffusion of
certain chemical species in ceramics and accelerates certain processes [5].
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Holcombe and coworkers [61 discovered that high-purity silicon metal compacts
were heated quiet efficiently by microwave energy at 2.45 GHz. This paper
presents results obtained from a comparison of the nitridation of high-pnrity silicon
utilizing microwave and conventional heating. Since our ultimate goal is the
sintering of RBSN materials, we have also included some results on the nitridation
of RBSN containing sintering additives.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Samples were prepared by two methods: (1) -100 g quantities of unprocessed
silicon powder* were isopressed at 137 MPa (20 ksi), (2) silicon plus other
additives such as silicon nitride,t aluminum oxide,** or yttrium oxidett were milled
together in isopropanol for 2 to 6 h and dried. The powder was then isopressed as
above. Samples, and the silicon nitride powder which some of the samples were
ultimately packed in, were heated a minimum of 3 h at 140°C prior to furnace runs
to remove any absorbed water.

The insulation arrangement used in the microwave heating experiments has been
previously discussed [7]. A Type "C" thermocouple was inserted into a 0.25 in.
hole drilled to the center of the sample for measurement purpose and for control
feedback to a microwave power controller. In addition to the control thermocouple,
other thermocouples were used to measure the temperature of the surface of the
sample and of the insulating materials. In some cases, an alumina sight tube was
inserted into a hole drilled adjacent to the control thermocouple and to the center of
the sample. This sight tube was used for infrared pyrometer measurements.

Prior to runs in the microwave furnace, the cavity was pumped down to
600 inillitorr and then backfilled with nitrogen. Experiments were performed with
flowing nitrogen.

Comparison heating experiments were performed in a graphite element furnace. In
the initial heating experiments, samples were packed in silicon niride powder as in
the microwave runs. However, this approach was discarded when it was found
that the early exothermic reaction of the nitridation process resulted in premature
melting of the test sample. Results presented in this paper are for the set-up in
which samples were placed in an alumina dish with no surrounding powder. In
these experiments, the furnace temperature was measured and controlled by a Type
"C" molybdenum sheathed thermocouple which was inserted into the fu-nace cavity
at a point near the sample.

*Elchem Corp., Buffalo, NY, Grade HQ, <10 gm.
"t Ube Corp., Japan; Grade E-10.

**Ceralox Corp., Tucson, AZ; Grade HPA.
"ttMolycorp. Louviers, CO; Grade 5600, >99.99%.
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The furnace was purged with nitrogen and experiments were performed with
flowing nitrogen.

Samples were weighed before and after heating cycles to determine the percent
weight gain and nitridation. A weight gain of 66.5% is considered 100%
nitridation. Following the heating cycle, samples were sectioned near the center of
the sample into a 140-mm thick slab. A 30-mm x 15-mm rectangle was sectioned
from the slab for x-ray diffraction studies. A small fragment was also broken from
the slab for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

One important and critical aspect of these heating experiments is temperature
measurements. Figure 1 shows the temperature measurements taken during a
typical nitridation experiment in the microwave furnace. The thermocouples at the
center and surface of the sample differ during the ramp up, but come together at
12000C. Likewise, although the pyrometer measurement is around 100lC higher
than the control thermocouple at 6000C, the temperatures converge near 1200TC.
As previously noted, the sample temperature in the conventional furnace is assumed
to be the same as the thermocouple adjacent to the sample.

In Table 1 are shown the percent nitridation for temperatures from 1150°C to
1300'C and dwell times of 60 and 300 minutes for silicon nitrided during
conventional or microwave heating. The most important result is that the
nitridation of silicon by microwave heating begins at approximately 1200'C;
whereas, the nitridation of the silicon processed by conventional heating begins
near 1250'C. As seen in Figure 2, the percent of nitridation in the microwave-
heated samples was higher. Table 1 results indicate that increasing the hold time for
a given temperature led to greater increases in nitridation for the microwave-heated
silicon than the silicon heated by conventional methods. These results indicate that
microwave heating enhances some processes in the nitridation reaction. An attempt
was made to carry out the experiments at higher temperatures; however,-the strong
exothermic heating of the sample hindered reliable and repeatable results,
particularly in the microwave system. It should be noted, however, that when
a-Si3N4 and sintering aids were added to silicon, the microwave heating
experiments were controllable and near 100% nitridation could be achieved.

As noted in the experimental procedures, sectioned samples were also analyzed by
x-ray diffraction and SEM. Figure 3 shows two x-ray diffraction patterns obtained
from silicon heated to 1250°C for 1 h by conventional and microwave heating.
Data were collected on the peak intensities of two a-Si3N4 peaks CX(102) and
a(210) and two P-Si 3N4 peaks designated 0(101) and P3(210). A formula developed
by Devlin et al. [8] was used to calculate the ,/3 ratio. Note in Table 1 that the V'/p
ratio of the conventionally-heated sample is much lower than that of the microwave-
heated sample at 1250'C, but it is very similar to o/P3 ratio of the microwave-heated
sample at 12000C. At 13000C, both the conventional- and microwave-heated
samples had nearly identical oa/ ratios and similar profiles. The higher P-Si 3N4 in
the conventional (1250'C) and microwave (1200'C) samples at the onset of
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Table 1. Percent Nitridation and o/A Si 3N4 Rados for Silicon Heated by
Conventional and Microwave Furnaces

Heating Temperature Time Percent U/B

Source (OC) (Min.) Nitridation Ratio

Microwave 1150 60 1.0

Conventional 1200 60 0.5 -
Microwave 1200 60 8.9 6.8

Conventional 1250 60 9.1 4.0
Microwave 1250 60 12.6 11.6

Conventional 1250 300 10.0
Microwave 1250 300 17.7 12.8

Conventional 1300 60 9.7 9.2
Microwave 1300 60 13.3 9.2

Conventional 1300 300 11.9
Microwave 1300 300 18.0 9.2
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Figure I Heating profile of silicon nitrided by microwave heating.
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nitridation may be some oxynitride form. These results indicate that the reaction
products of both nitridation processes are similar but are present in different
amounts.

As noted in the procedures, we also heated silicon plus sintering aids. X-ray
diffraction analysis was performed on some of these samples. Figure 4 is a pattern
of silicon plus 10% Si3N4, 2% A1203, and 6% Y203 heated to 1330°C in the
microwave furnace. Note that there is an enhanced amount of the P-Si 3N4 peaks.
These P-Si 3N4 peaks-probably are sialon products. This result is comparable to
what has been reported for similar samples heated by conventional methods.

Besides calculating the a/P3 Si3N4 ratios, we also used another formula adapted
from Gazzara et al. [91 to calculate the percent of free silicon left in some of our
samples. These results were compared to our weight-gain results. For example,
silicon heated at 1250*C with a 60 min dwell yielded a nitridation of 9.1%. When
the x-ray peak intensities are plugged into the Gazzara formula, we obtained 7.3%
nitridation. This is good agreement for these type of experiments.

SEM analysis was performed on some of the microwave and conventional nitrided
silicon samples. Figure 5 shows a 10,OOOX photomicrograph of silicon heated in
the conventional furnace to 1250'C for I h and in the microwave to 1200'C for
1 h. One can see the a-Si3N4 whiskers in both as well as a surface film of Si3N4 .
Figure 6 shows the same two samples at higher magnification. The lumpy-rippled
growth pattern of silicon nitride on the surface of the silicon is apparent in both
cases.

CONCLUSIONS

A comparative study of the low-temperature nitridation phase of high-purity silicon
in nitrogen has been conducted using microwave- and conventional-heating
sources. Nitridation of the 99.95% pure silicon begins at -1200'C by microwave
heating versus 1250*C for conventional heating. Early nitridation levels are higher
in microwave heated silicon. Following the initial burst of nitridation at 1200 to
1250'C, there is a decrease in the rate of nitridation in both cases. However, the
microwave-heated samples continued to react at an appreciable rate (as measured by
weight gain) indicating continued diffusion and reaction of the silicon.

A comparison of the x-ray diffraction patterns indicate a higher level of cc-Si 3N4 in
the microwave-heated samples at the initiation of nitridation. However at 1300°C,
the a/D Si3N4 ratios were nearly identical for both cases. The x-ray diffraction
pattern for silicon plus A120 3 and Y20 3 heated to 1330*C shows an enhanced
amount of the p phase. This finding correlated well with findings in conventional
nitridation studies.
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Figure 5 SEM 10.QOOX photographs of silicon nitrided by (a) conventional
heating at 12500C for I h and (b) micro-wave heating at 1200 0C for 1 h.

A I:

Figure 6 SEM IQ.OO photographs of silicon nitrided by (a) conventional
heating at 12500C for 1 h and (b) mnicro-wave heating at 1200'C for I h.
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Calculation of percent nitridation by weight gain and by calculations from x-ray
diffraction peaks correlated very well. SEM analysis of conventional- and
microwave-heated and nitrided silicon show the expected early whisker growth
as well as coarse Si3N4 growth on the silicon surfaces.
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MICROSTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT DURING MICROWAVE
ANNEALING OF DENSE SILICON NITRIDE*

T. N. Tiegs, M. K. Ferber, J. 0. Kiggans, K. L. More, C. M. Hubbard, and
D. W. Coffey, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6069

ABSTRACT

Microwave annealing of dense silicon nitride-based ceramics can result in
substantial SiO volatilization from the grain boundary phases and compositional
changes of those phases. It also results in further a-to-B Si 3 N4 transformation
accompanied by grain growth. These changes occur at bulk temperatures well
below comparable observations in conventional heating. The differences are
believed due to enhanced diffusion within the intergranular phases.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave heating is of interest for thermal processing of ceramics as reviewed by
Sutton [1]. Current applications include drying, clinkering, sintering, melting,
joining, and fiber drawing. Other researchers have reported increased diffusion
rates and enhanced sintering during microwave heating in oxide-based ceramic
systems [2-5].

Silicon nitride ceramics are the leading candidate materials for high-temperature
structural applications because of their combination of excellent strength, fracture
toughness, wear resistance, thermal shock tolerance and high-temperature
properties. Si 3N4 cannot be sintered by solid state diffusion, but must use liquid
phase sintering techniques. Typically, additives, such as Y2 03 and A12 03, are
utilized to create liquid phases to aid in densification. Microstructural development
and densification occurs by both particle rearrangement and solution-reprecipitation
processes [6]. Precipitation of B-Si 3N4 grains occurs from a liquid phase, and
because of differences in growth kinetics, the B-Si 3 N4 grains grow with elongated

* Research sponsored by the U. S. Department of Energy, Assistant Secretary for Conservation
and Renewable Energy, Office of Transportation Technologies, as part of the Ceramic Technology
for Advanced Heat Engines Project of the Advanced Materials Development Program, under
contract DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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morphologies. It has been long recognized that silicon nitride gets many of its
superior properties from the interlocking structure of the elongated B-Si3N 4 grains
developed during densification at high temperature. Diffusion through the liquid
phase determines the densification behavior, the resulting grain sizes, the aspect
ratio of the B-Si 3 N4 grains and the extent of the a-to-B conversion (6]. The final
microstructure consists of B-Si 3N4 grains (and possibly residual ct-Si3N4 particles)
surrounded by an oxide-based grain boundary phase with a composition dependent
upon on the initial sintering additives used. Further heating of the silicon nitride
under nitrogen can affect the microstructure in several different ways depending on
whether it is done above or below the intergranular eutectic temperature.

If the materials are annealed above the intergranular eutectic temperature, diffusion
continues in the intergranular liquid. This results in completion of the a-to-B
conversion, grain growth and coarsening of the B-phase with a decrease in aspect
ratio and an increase in the average diameter. The rate of coarsening is apparently
dependent on the viscosity of the grain boundary liquid phase and the diffusicn
rate. In conventional heating, significant coarsening in representative processing
times (< 20 h) is observed at temperatures >I 8000 C [7].

Heating below the intergranular phase eutectic temperature is commonly performed
on silicon nitride ceramics to crystallize the grain boundary phases. This is because
that while the liquid phase aids densification, after sintering it can be retained as an
intergranular glass phase degrades the mechanical properties at elevated tempera-
tures. Crystallization of these intergranular phases has been demonstrated to
improve the high temperature mechanical pr-.perties, such as strength and creen
resistance [8]. Conventionally, crystallization is done at temperatures of 1000 to
1400*C depending on the chemistry of the intergranular phase. At these
temperatures a/B ratios and grain size are not affected.

Microwave heating of silicon nitride-based materials has been shown to occur by
coupling to the grain boundary phases [9,10]. Previous results showed that micro-
wave annealing of silicon nitride ceramics resulted in significant grain growth and
improved high-temperature mechanical properties [10,111. In the present research,
further examination of the materials from the annealing process was done to study
the microstructure development with attention to the a-to-B transformation, and
crystallization of the grain boundaty phases.

EXPERIMENTAL

Appropriate amounts of Si 3 N4 ,* Y2 0 3 ,# and A1203t were milled together in
isopropanol for 2 h and then dried with constant stirring. Discs of material
approximately 5 mm (0.2 in.) thick and 6.4-cm (2.5 in.) diameter were hot-pressed
with 24 MPa pressure in BN-coated graphite dies under 0.1 MPa nitrogen for

SUbe, Japan; Grade E-10.
# Molycorp, White Plains, NY; Grade 5600.
t Reynolds, Malakoff, TX; Grade RC-HP DBM.
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60 min. The Si 3N4-4 wt % Y20 3 samples were done at 1775'C and the Si 3N4-
6 wt % Y20 3-2 wt % A120 3 at 1725*C. Densities were determined by the
Archimedes method. The surfaces of the discs were diamond ground prior to
annealing and then machined into bars with nominal dimensions of 3 by 4 by
50 mm after annealing. In a few selected cases, the samples were annealed as
bars.

Microwave annealing was performed in a 2.45-GHz furnace with the materials
packed in Si3N4"* powder (with 2 wt % Y20 3) in an insulation package previously
described [10]. Temperatures were monitored by a thermocouple surrounded by
the specimens. Temperatures of selected samples were also verified by an optical
pyrometer, and the t% ) readings were generally within 20*C of each other.
Conventional heating was done in a graphite element furnace with the specimens
packed in the same powder mixture as the microwave heated materials. All
annealing was at 0.1 MPa (1 atm) nitrogen.

RESULTS

The hot-pressing produced materials that were high density: 3.20 g/cc (98.8%) for
the Si 3N4-4% Y20 3 and 3.25 glcc (99.4%) for the Si3N4-6% Y20 3-2% A120 3.
Examination of tb," materials after annealing revealed significant weight losses had
occurred as a f,..,:ion of the microwave thermal treatment conditions as
summarized in Fig. 1. The conventional heated specimens showed losses <0.1%
for comparable times and temperatures. The surfaces of the microwave-heated
specimens with high weight losses had a "white" reaction layer _0.25-mm
(0.01 in.) thick indicating that the weight losses were predominantly associated
witL tile -ternml surfaces. Prior to further testing of these materials, the surfaces
were grour6 'io remove the "white" surface coating. To keep comparisons on an
equal basis, an equal amount of surface material was also removed from tlhe
conventional!y-heated specimens. No decreases in immersion density were
observed even for the Si3N4-6% Y20 3-2% A120 3 material that exhibited a loss of
-8 wt %. Since SiO volatilization is the main cause for weight loss, a second set
of annealing tests were run where the packing powder was oxidized at 8000C prior
to being used. Those results, also summarized in Fig. 1, show that the weight
losses can be effectively reduced by a protective powder bed, but not eliminated at
the higher temperatures for the less refractory composition. Powder beds are
typically used during sintering of silicon nitrides where the temperatures are
>17000C.

Microstructural i.Anges occurring during the annealing were also significant
depending on the intergranular phase composition and the annealing conditions.
Comparisons made by scanning electron microscopy showed minor differences
between the microstructures of the materials containing 4% Y20 3 (Fig. 2).
However, the microwave annealed specimens with 6% Y20 3-2% A120 3
experienced enhanced grain growth during heat treatment as shown in Fig. 3.

Elkem, Buffalo, NY; Grade Silicon Nitride HQ.
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Accompanying the grain growth was a change in the phase composition of the
materials. Interestingly, the microwave annealing, in most cases, resulted in further
a-to-B Si3N4 phase transformation as indicated in Fig. 4.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to examine the nature of the
grain boundary phases in selected samples. Minor differences of the intergranular
phases were observed between the conventional- and microwave-annealed samples
(14001C for 20 h) containing 4% Y20 3. The as-fabricated samples and those
conventionally heated-contained two crystalline grain boundary phases: Y2Si2O7
and a yttrium-silicon-oxynitride phase. The microwave-annealed sample contained
only the yttrium-silicon-oxynitride as a grain-boundary phase (Fig. 5).

Examination of the Si3N4-6% Y203-2% A1203 materials by TEM showed the
intergranular phases in the as-fabricated samples to be amorphous, as expected.
During conventiona! annealing at 1400*C for 10 h, large grain boundary pockets of
Y2Si2O 7 crystallized with the aluminum existing predominantly in small amorphous
pockets, which is also typical for this material composition. When the material was
microwave annealed for 10 h at 1400'C, there was a significant improvement in
crystallization and, in fact, no amorphous phases were found in this sample. As
noted in the sample conventionally heated under the same conditions, when there is
some residual amorphous phases present, it is due to the aluminum segregating into
discrete areas as the Y2Si2Q7 or other Y-Si-O-N phases crystallize. In this case,
however, the aluminum was found in solid solution within the crystalline grain
boundary pockets in a high Y-containing silicate (but not Y2Si2Q7) as shown in
Fig. 6.

TEM was also performed on samples microwave annealed at 1200'C for 20 h.
These conditions resulted in an inhomogeneous distribution of phases: in some
areas, the majority of the grain boundary pockets had fully crystallized as a high
Y-containing phase with no aluminum; whereas, in other relatively large regions
adjacent to these areas, there were no crystalline pockets, only residual amorphous
pockets. These regions rangec in size from -1 to 10 p.m.

DISCUSSION

Microwave heating of silicon nitride-based materials occurs predominantly via
power absorption by the intergranular phases. Because of the high thermal
conductivity of the silicon nitride and the small intergranular distances, the
temperatures are expected to be relatively uniform throughout the specimens,
especially with the long hold times in the present study. However, a number of
factors indicate that either (1) the bulk temperature measurements are too low,
(2) the intergranular temperatures are higher than the bulk, or (3) diffusion within
the intergranular phases is significantly increased. These factors include the
observed weight losses, the changes in the intergranular phase compositions, the
further a-to-B transformation and the enhanced grain growth.

As stated before, the temperatures were monitored during every anneal with a
thermocouple surrounded by the samples. Temperatures were also checked in a
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few cases with an optical pyrometer and the two measurements were generally
within 20*C. During heat-up, it is conceivable that the temperatures of the samples
could have been higher due to large thermal gradients from the samples through the
packing powder. However, in other tests, we have found that the gradients
diminish quickly (<I h) as the entire insulation package heats up. Unfortunately,
no optical measurements were taken during heat-up of the present samples. Since
the anneal times for the present study were all >10 h, the majority of the anneal time
was spent with small thermal gradients in the insulation package and thus the
thermocouple readings were accurate.

Johnson has recently examined the potential for thermal gradients with grain
boundary heating in polycrystalline ceramics [13]. Heat flow calculations indit..ted
that temperature differences between grains and grain boundaries woil I be
negligible. In the present study with near theoretically dense materials, there. i, "ttle
difference between the grains and the intergranular phases.

Weight losses are not significant in dense materials heated conventic- .-;y until
temperatures >17000C are used, but in the microwave-heated materials, we
observed considerable losses at -1400'C. SiO volatilization from the intergranular
phases would result in compositional shifts favoring high Y-containing phases.
Thus, the appearance of high Y-containing silicates and the disappearance of
Y2Si2O7 in the microwave-annealed specimens are consistent with such a
mechanism. Enhanced diffusion of Si-O species would result in increased weight
losses.

The a-to-B Si3 N4 transformation is known to transpire only by solution-
reprecipitation through a liquid or by vaporization-condensation through a gas [6].
Grain growth is associated with the transformation in the presence of a liquid. In
the present study, the intergranular eutectic liquid temperatures are -1500 0 C for the
Si-Y-O-N system and -1280 0C for the Si-AI-Y-O-N system. Conventionally,
diffusion within these liquids is very low at temperatures just above the eutectic
because of extremely high viscosities, and temperatures >1750'C are normally
required to observe changes in reasonable times. In both material compositions in
the present study, substantial transformation took place at temperatures below the
eutectic: in 20 h anneals at 14000C for the Si3N4-4% Y203 and 1200'C for the
Si3N 4-6% Y20 3-2% A120 3. The Si3N4-4% Y20 3 material microwave annealed at
1400'C for 10 h did not show any further a-to-B Si3N4 transformation, but this
sample also exhibited no weight loss and the high-temperature creep properties
were similar to the as-fabricated material indicating it may be an anomaly [11]. In
any event, comparable observations of a-to-B transformation and grain growth in
conventionally annealed silicon nitrides requires temperatures _3000C higher than
those observed in the microwave. Thus, since the bulk temperature measurements
are not off by that magnitude and the intergranular phase temperatures are not
substantially different from the bulk, the observations must be attributable to
enhanced diffusion within the intergranular phases.
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CONCLUSIONS

Microwave annealing of dense silicon nitride-based ceramics can result in
substantial SiO volatilization from the grain boundary phases and compositional
changes of those phases. Further a-to-B Si3N4 transformation is accompanied by
grain growth. Even considering errors in the temperature measurements,
comparable observations in conventionally annealed silicon nitrides take place at
temperatures >3000C higher than in the microwave. These observations indicate
enhanced diffusion in the intergranular phases by microwave heating.
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Fig. 1 - Summary of weight losses by silicon nitride materials during microwave
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Fig. 3 - Fracture surface Of Si3N4-6% Y203-2% A1203 material annealed for 10 h
at 1400TC. (a) conventional heating, (b) microwave heating.
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conditions were 1400'C for 10 h.
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ABSTRACT

We report the synthesis of nonoxide ceramic powders of aluminum nitride, silicon
carbide and silicon nitride by nonthermal microwave plasma of precursor gases under
conditions of laminar flow. The precursor gases used were trimethylaluminum and
nitrogen for aluminum nitride, silane and acetylene for silicon carbide, and silane
and nitrogen for silicon nitride. The argon gas was used as the diluent/carrier gas in
all the cases. The effect of flow rate of the gases and hence the effect of
concentration and residence time of the activated species in the plasma is discussed.
The microwave energy in the plasma was (50-100) Watts. The product particles
were characterized by transmission electron microscopy, Auger elhc.tron spectroscopy
and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.

The synthesized material was found to be ultrafine (-Snm) and crystalline.
Aluminum nitride stabilized in either hexagonal or cubic phases depending on the
nitrogen concentration.

The silicon carbide formed was mostly cubic-3C accompanied with several
hexagonal and rhombohedral polytypic modifications. The implications of the
occurrence of polytypes in particles of nanometer size are discussed in terms of the
existing theories.

The silicon nitride was formed in the a phase modification.

INTRODUCTION

Aluminum nitride, silicon carbide and silicon nitride are well known ce7araics
which can stand high temperature and offer high strength and resistance to
corrosion. They are being used to replace metals with an advantage of being of lower
density (1-6). Also they are being applied to the microelectronic devices in thin film
form (7,8).

The high temperature processing of these ceramics introduces a variety of
defects, consequently the properties of the ceramics are greatly limited.
Particularly, in silicon carbide the abundance of polytypes and phase
transformations amongst them develop an additional complication. These phase
transformations often result in undesirable changes in microstructure including
exaggerated grain growth (9). The defects compromise the mechanical strength and
thermal properties of the materials. Many of the defects originate from the milling
(Acheson process for silicon carbide), presence of hard agglomerates and post firing
machining. As a result, several groups' have embarked upon gas phase synthesis (10)
using thermal plasma torches and lasers (11-14) to produce nanoscale particles.
However, the former method has generally been unsatisfactory, primarily because of
large temperature and velocity gradients in the plasma. The resulting material has
been highly agglomerated, chemically inhomogeneous and difficult to densify.
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The objective of this investigation is to synthesize crystalline aluminum
nitride, silicon carbide and silicon nitride ultrafine powders via gas phase synthesis
using contained nonthermal microwave plasma under laminar flow conditions of the
precursor gases.

Aluminum nitride and silicon carbide exhibited polytypism. The
phenomenon of polytypism (15-17) refers to the ability of a solid to crystallize into
more than one crystallographic modification with the same chemical composition
but differing .n number and/or manner of stacking of layers in the unit cell. The
implications of the occurrence of polytypism in nanometer sized particles will be
discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reactor System and Gas Flow

The experimental apparatus (Fig.1) consisted of a long (2.1m) fused quartz
tube (O.D=38 mm, L.D =35 mm) which was inserted into a circular applicator of a
microwave source (S-1500 Astex) capable of 1.5 kWatts. This tube was connected to
the mass flow controllers on one end and the vacuum pump fitted with automatic
throttle velve pressure controller on the other. A teflan filter (pore size-10 micron)
was placed down stream to collect the powder. The system could be purged with
argon and/or nitrogen and similarly the exhaust gases diluted.

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus
The synthesis was accomplished by triggering the microwave plasma in the

mixture of precursor gases and the diluent gas argon. The flow rate was limited to
result in a laminar flow to minimise particle-particle collision.

The aluminum nitride was synthesized by triggering the microwave plasma
in the mixture of trimethylaluminum (TMA), nitrogen and argon. An excess nitrogen

was necessary to make hexagonal aluminum nitride. The actual flow rate to
synthesize hexagonal aluminum nitride was found to be 20 standard cubic centimetre
per minute (sccm) of nitrogen, 5 sccm of TMA and 50 sccm of argon. A lower

concentration of nitrogen, 15 sccm of nitrogen with the same flow rates of TMA and
argon resulted in the formation of cubic aluminum nitride. A still lower concentration

of nitrogen (10 sccm) resulted in a mixture of cubic aluminum nitride and aluminum.
The silicon carbide was synthesized by triggering the microwave plasma (50-

100) Watts) in a laminar flow of acetylene, silane and argon. The optimum flow
rates were determined to be 10 sccm of silane, 4 sccm of acetylene, and 160 sccm of

argon to form silicon carbide, and 3 sccm of silane, 15 sccm of nitrogen, and 50 sccm of
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argon in case of silicon nitride. Laminar flow is maintained at these flow rates. It
should be noted that these rates do not quite correspond to thermodynamic
stoichiometric ratios. We deduce that this is due to more difficult excitation of
silane compared to that of acetylene.

The optimum flow ratio was determined by compositional analysis performed
by Auger electron spectroscopy of the collected particles. Higher acetylene flow
rates resulted in excess carbon.

The Langmuir probe was used to characterize the plasma. The details
regarding this are described elsewhere (18).

The particles synihesized in the plasma ball were ultrafine (- 5nm) which
were suspended in the argon stream and were collected on the filter placed in the
quartz tube. The efficiencies as determined by the total amount of particles formed
were found to be 5';,, 20% and 15%. for aluminum nitride, silicon carbide and silicon
nitride respectively.

The powders collected were characterized crystallographically by electron
diffraction and chemically by Auger electron spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy.

The electron microscope samples were prepared by transferring the powder
particles on the holey carbon grid either directly or by putting drops of the particles
suspended in acetone on the grid.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electron microscopic observations of the aluminum nitride formed with
different concentrations of the nitrogen, TMA, and argon is described below:

A mixture of 5 sccm of nitrogen, 5 sccm of TMA and I(M) sccm of argon resulted
in aluminum powder. The electron micrograph and the electron diffraction from
these powders are shown in Figs.2a. and 2b. respectively. The diffraction pattern
corresponded to the aluminum FCC phase with a= 4.05 A.

60nmr •,
Fibs. 2a. and 2b., Electron micrograph and diffraction from the powLr, (see text).

These observations suggest the lack of active nitrogen for the nitridation of
aluminum resulting from TMA. We therefore increased the nitrogen concentration
which resulted in the formation of cubic aluminum nitride (a= 4.12 A), and
aluminum. Figs.3a. and 3b. show the electron micrograph and the electron
diffraction, respectively, from the powder resulting from the mixture of 10 sccm of
ni.rogen and 5 sccm of TMA with 50 sccm of argon. Fig.3b. corresponds to the mixed
pattern of cubic aluminum nitride and cubic aluminum. The broadening of the rings is
attributed to the closeness of the lattice parameters of aluminum and aluminum
nitride a-id the lack of resolution.
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Figs. 3a. and b., Electron micrograph and diffraction pattern from the powder (see
text).

A further increase of nitrogen concentration to 15 sccm with 5 sccm of TMA and 50
sccm of argon resulted in the cubic aluminum nitride powder. The electron diffraction
pattern exhibited from such powder is shown in Fig.4.

Fig.4. Electron diffraction tromn cubic aluminum nitride.
Finally, a still further increase of' nitrogen concentration to 20 sccrn with the same
flow rates of TMA and argon resulted in hexagonal aluminum nitride. Figs.5a. and
5b. show electron diffraction and electron micrograph from such powder. The
diffraction pattern could be indexed on the basis of hexagonal aluminum nitride
phase with a=3.11A and c=4.98,.

jstt

60 en mA

Figs.Sa. and Sb., Electron diffraction pattern and micrograph from aluminum
nitride

Fig.,. shows the electron diffraction pattern exhibiting spots corresponding to the c-
periodicity double that of the ususal c-periodicity without any\ change in the a-
periodicity. This- is e\idence ot the occurrence of pol'typism in aluminum nitride.
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Fig. 6., Electron diffraction pattern showing double c-periodicity (polytypism).

The general appearance of the particles of silicon carbide in TEM is shown in
Fig.7a. The powder electron diffraction pattern (Fig.7b.) from the particles
collected on the filter corresponds to 3C modification wirh a = 4.36 A. The flow
rates used in this was 10 sccm of silane, 4 sccm of acetylene and 160 sccm of argon. An
extensive investigation of a large number of isolated partic!es led to the discovery
of different polytypic modifications (18)

Figs.7a.and 7b., Electron micrograph and electron diffraction pattern from the silicon
carbide powder

When the flow rates for silane and acetylene were increased to 25 sccm of
silane and 10 sccm of acetylene, respectively, the resulting particles were a mixture
of silicon and silicon carbide, indtcating that increased flow rates (decrea-,ed
residence time in the plasma) is not favorable for synthesizing silicon carbide.
Fig.8. shows the powder diffraction pattern which was indexed by reflections for
silicon and silicon carbide with a mixture of 21R and 3C. Noticeably, all the rings
for silicon are spotty. This implies that the number of silicon particles are small
relative to the number of silicon carbide particles. A further increase in the flow
rates to 50 sccm of silane and 20 sccm of acetylene of the precursor gases resulted in
the particles rich in silicon. The electron diffraction from these is shown in Fig.9.
which is indexed by the reflectiou",'j; b lion

Figs. 8. and 9. The electron diftraction patterns trom the mixture ot silicon carbide &
silicon, and from silicon respectively (see text).
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The silicon nitride was formed with flow rates of 3 sccm of silane, 15 sccm of
nitrogen and 50 sccmi of argon (18).

The size of the particles was determined by taking a dark field image
partially enclosing the rings in the objective aperture. Figs.lta. and 1Ob. show the
bright field and dark field images from aluminum nitride powder. The inset in
Fig.lOb. shows the rings partially enclosed in the aperture.

Fig.10a. and b., The bright field and the dark field images from aluminum nitride
powder. The inset in Fig. l0b. shows the partial rings enclosed in the aperture.

Fig.11 shows the AES for the aluminum nitride powder. The oxygen peak is
presumably due to absorption of oxygen by the fine particles during their transfer to
the Auger eectron microprobe.

|1 * N Al

Fig. 11., AES spectrum for alurninum nitride powder.

Fig.12. shows the XPS data from the silicon carbide particles. The particles
were cleaned by argon ions before recording the spectrum. The peak positions for the
silicon carbide in XPS is clearly observed
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Fig.12., XPS spectrum from silicon carbide po~wder

Figs. 13a. and 13b. show the AES for standard silicon carbide and the
siliconcarbide particles, respectively. It can be noticed that the signals for silicon
and carbon in the two spectrums are tallying reasonably. The oxygen peak observed
in the particles Spectrum was expected due to the fact that particles were supported
on magnesium oxide and due to absorption of oxygen. by fine particles during their
transfer to Auger electron microprobe.

&A 70S3-O-
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Figs. 13a. andl3b., AES data from standard and synthesized silicon carbide anwder.

The observations provide evidence that crystalline aluminum nitride, silicon
carbide and silicon nitride can be synthesized in a non-thermal microwave plasma of

a gas mixture of precursor gases ( TMA and nitrogen for aluminum nitride, silane and

acetylene for silicon carbide, and silane and nitrogen for silicon nitride ) and diluentand/or carrier gas argon. Thea particles dre ultrafine (-5 rim).

The flow rates of the precursor ga.es decide the concentration and theresidence time in the plasma bali and hence play an important role in the

synthesis. Larger concentration of nitrogen was required to synthesise aluminum
nitride. Presumably this increases the active nitrogen concentration. Lowerconcentration Aulger flow rate) of nitrogen resulted in cubic aluminum nitride. An
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evidence for the occurrence of polytypism in aluminum nitride has been encountered
too.

The observations regarding synthesis of silicon carbide revealed that silicon
forms at higher flow rates, (50 sccm of silane) . At medium (15 sccm) flow rates a
mixture of silicon carbide and silicon is formed. At lower flow rates (4 sccm) only
silicon carbide is synthesized. These observations support the idea that silicon
carbide is formed by carborizing the silicon nuclei generated by microwave ionization
of the silane. We have separately investigated effect of flow rates on the
crystallinity of silicon resulting from triggering the microwave plasma in the
laminar flow of the mixture of silane and argon. Varied flow rates (and hence the
varied concentration) of silane were used: 5,10 and 20 sccm with 50 sccm of argon.
The crystallinity as interpreted from the width of the x-ray diffraction peak was
found to be the best for the intermediate flow rate viz.10 sccm. The crvstallinitv
corresponding to 20 sccm of silane was slightly worse than that for 10 sccm of silane,
and the crystallinitv for 5 sccm of silane was the worst. It is remarkable to note
that the flow rates'of silane for the best formation of silicon carbide and the best
crystallinity of silico'n is the same, namely 10 sccm.

The aluminum nitride and the silicon carbide formed exhibited polytypism.
The occurrence of polytypism in the nanometer sized particles suggests that the
polytypes are formed during nucleation (Jagodginskie's theory) and not during growth
(screw dislocation theory) (Ref.16 and references therein).

Silicon nitride could be formed within a narrow range of flow conditions.
The Auger electron spectroscopic analysis revealed the preseoce of oxygen on

the surface. This is expected in view of particles being ultrafine and exposed to the
atmosphere before the Auger spectrum analysis.

4. CONCLUSIONS

* The nonthermal synthesis of crystalline nanoparticles of aluminum nitride,
silicon carbide and silicon nitride is possible.

* Aluminum nitride can be synthesized in either cubic or hexagonal
modification depending on the synthesis parameters,

9 Aluminum nitride and .the silicon carbide powders exhibited polytypism.
* The occurrence of polytypism in ultrafine powder suggests that the

polytypes are formed at the nucleation.
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Section MI. Microwave Applications in
Waste Management



THE USE OF *SELF HEATING* CERAMICS AS CRUCIBLES FOR
MICROWAVE MELTING METALS AND NUCLEAR WASTE GLASS

E. F. Sturcken
Building 773-A, Room C-160
Westinghouse Savannah River Company
Aiken, South Carolina, 29808-0001

ABSTRACT

Silicon carbide (SiC) crucibles were used to melt aluminum and copper
in conventional and tuned microwave cavities at a microwave frequency
of 2450 MHz. SiC crucibles were also used to vitrify and homog' nize
mixtures of nuclear waste and glass frit.

BACKGROUND

Microwave heating offers a number of advantages over conventional
electric furnace heating in radioactive environments. Heating is faster
and cooling is faster since, when the microwaves are switched off, no
insulated heating coils are present to delay cooling. The sample is
contained in microwave transparent insulation and the magnetron is
isolated from the cavity so contamination incidents are more easily
contro!led. The microwave unit can easily be remoted, [1], so that the
electric and electronic components are located outside the radiation cell,
thereby simplifying operation and reducing maintenance.

A number of materials can be heated by applying energy to them in the
form of high frequency electromagnetic waves, [2]. The mechanism of
heating depends on the nature of the material, i.e., its electronic,
molecular and crystalline structure and its microstructure and impurity
content.

Note: This paper also appears in Ceramic Transactions Vol. 23: NuclearWaste Management IV.
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Dielectric heating has its origin in the ability of the applied high
frequency electric field to polarize the charges in the material and the
inability of this polarization to remain in phase with the extremely rapid
reversals of the field. There can also be heating due to relaxation and
resonance processes under the influence of the alternating magnetic
field. In addition conduction type heating occurs due to charge particles
forming conducting paths under the influence of the applied field.

The first application of microwave heating to ceramics was due to M. L.
Levinson, [3,4], who patented a "Microwave Kiln' in 1969 and "Methods
of Firing Ceramic Articles Utilizing Microwave Energy" in 1971.

A furnace with more uniform heating and re-7 jiring less microwave power
was patented, [5], in 1981 by S. Maeda, Y. Minowa and H. Komura. The'
unit employs ZrO2 and ZnO as heating materials.

A microwave muffle furnace employing SiC components was described
by E. D. Neas and M. J.Collins, [6]. The heating elements for the
furnaces are housed in microwave transparent refractory insulators and
the furnaces fit into conventional size microwave ovens.

Materials that have high absorption factors for microwaves are described
as 'lossy' and heat rapidly, even in conventional microwave units with
nominal powers, e.g.,600 watts. Some examples of lossy ceramics are
SiC, ZrO 2, ZnO, U0 2 , U30 8 , and Pu0 2 (see other papers in this book).

The crucible material for the present studies was SiC. The first
microwave application of SiC was its use as a high efficiency "dummy
load' to absorb radar and prevent its escape during tuning of radar
transmitters for military application, where secrecy of location was
important to the security of the device.

MELTING NUCLEAR WASTE GLASS

SiC crucibles and a muffle furnace, [6], constructed of SiC components,
were both used to vitrify and homogenize mixtures of simulated nuclear
waste and glass frit. The SiC for the crucibles and the muffle furnace was
housed in microwave transparent fused quartz foam insulation.
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The microwave systems used for melting the nuclear waste glasses were
850 watt multimode commercial units with furnace temperature controls
of +/- 5 oC.

In the Floyd microwave system, an A1203 crucible containing the mixture
of simulated nuclear waste and glass frit, was contained in an SiC
crucible which was mounted in a block of fused quartz foam insulation.
The insulation block was split *n two with cylindrical holes in the top and
bottom so that the SiC crucible fit snugly into the holes.

The CEM Corporation microwave system and muffle furnace*
arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. Heating was more rapid and required
less power with the SiC crucible than the SiC muffle furnace since the
heat source was more insulated and closer to the sample.

MDS Heating System

fan control 0 t E !ý

fan duct

inserts arvn

muffle furnace

door

mattingt r material

Figure 1. Muffle Furnace Arrangement For Melting Glass.

"Model MDS-205, CEM Corporation, Matthews, N.C. 28105
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The Floyd, Inc., microwave system* is more suitable for the Defense
Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) since it is already remoted for
operation in environments that are either corrosive or contain a high level
of nuclear radiation that is harmful to personnel and deteriorate the
physical, mechanical and electronic properties of the instrument.

The dimensions of the SiC crucibles** were .044 m (1.75 in.) 0 D X .038
m (1.50 in.) I.D. by, :089 m (3.50 in.) length. The length was reduced to
.051 m (2.00 in.) for these experiments.

To localize the heating and preserve the SiC crucible for further melts,
the material to be melted was placed in a Pt, MgO, A120 3 or BN crucible
which was in turn placed in the SiC crucible.

Platinum and other metals do not arc when enclosed in SiC crucibles or
furnaces in the microwave cavity because the "Iossy" SiC absorbs nearly
100% of the microwaves, heats rapidly and in turn heats the metal. The
SiC muffle furnace reached a temperature of 1100 o C in about 15
minutes and the SiC crucibles in about 10 minutes due to their smaller
mass.

Mixtures of 3 to15 grams of simulated nuc!ear waste and glass frit were
melted and homogenized in platinum and A120 3 crucibles in less than 10
minutes. These nuclear waste glasses are discussed by C.M. Jantzen in
the next paper of this book, "Characterization of Radioactive Waste
Melter Feed Vitrified by Microwave Energy".

The molten liquid glass was observed to be extremely mobile during
microwave melting; displaying a wave like and sometimes bubbling
motion. This natural agitation is probably due to the high thermal and
field intensity gradients inherent in microwave heating and considerably
enhances homogenization and diffusion in the molten liquid.

"Model RMS-150, Floyd Inc., Lake Wylie, S. C. 29710

Cryston, type CN-137, Si3 N4 bonded SiC, Norton Company,
Worcester, MA., 01615
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MELTING METALS

Metals can be heated, melted or reacted with other materials in a
microwave cavity by placing the metal in a SiC crucible or other ceramic
crucible which has a high absorption factor for microwaves.

The SiC crucible rapidly heats by absorbing nearly 100 percent of the
microwaves then transfers the heat to the metal. The caveat of metal
melting is oxidation; hence all melting must be performed in an inert
atmosphere or under vacuum.

Copper was melted using a 2 kilowatt, resonant cavity microwave
system*, Fig. 2. The "tuned' single mode cavity provided a higher
microwave field intensity through direct coupling of the microwave
energy with the SiC crucible and the metal sample.

r[

L I~

It •. ..

Figure 2. Wavemat Tunable Microwave Cavity.

SModel MCR-1300, Wavemat, Inc., Plymouth, MI., 4817
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In these experiments, the cavity dimensions were continuously adjusted
i.e., 'tuned', to maximize microwave absorption as it changed with

increasing temperature. The copper was completely melted (m.p. = 1085
0 C) in less than 20 minutes using a net power of 575 watts.

The dimensions of the cavity, Fig. 2, were changed with the vernier
controlled sliding "short at the top of the cavity and the adjustable
microwavo "launch" probe in the wall cavity on the right side,
The sample mounting stage is shown at the bottom in the open position.
The inlet and outlet for gas are located on the top and bottom of the
cavity. The cavity is water cooled.

The temperature is sensed through the front glass port by an optical fiber
thermometer system attached to the right side of the instrument panel.
The microwave cavity was designed so that an inert gas could
continuously flow over the sample.

Argon and nitrogen gases were employed in the present experiments;
however nitrogen caused a black oxide to form over the melt. An open
port is available in the top of the cavity to observe or video tape the
appearance of the sample as it heats. After melting, the copper was
observed to bubble profusely throughout the crucible until the microwave
power was turned off.

"As suggested in the case of the glass, the bubbling is believed to be due
to the field intensity and associated thermal gradients inherent in the
microwave heating process. The stirring action provided by bubbling
should enhance diffusion and homogenization and eliminate the need
for mechanical stirrers required for carrying out some s!uggish chemical
reactions,e.g., molten salt reductions of metal oxides.

To preserve the SiC crucible for further melts the copper cylinder, .016 m
(0.625 in.) diameter X .038 m (1.5 in.) length,was inserted in an MgO
crucible, .032 m (1.25 in.) 0D X .025 m (1.00 in.) ID X .064 m (2.5 in.)
length. The MgO crucible was in turn inserted in the SiC crucible whose
dimensions were .064 m (1.8 in.) OD X .038 m (1.5 in.) ID X .064 m
(2.5 in.) length. The MgO crucible was relatively transparent to the
microwave radiation.
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Metals may also be melted with the multimode units discussed above as
long as an inert gas or vacuum environment is provided.

For all of these units, the mass of the 'iossy' material, i.e., the SiC
crucible, or the argon pressure must be adjusted to prevent breakdown
of the argon into a plasma by the microwaves.

CONCLUSIONS

SiC crucibles heated by microwaves were used as secondary containers
to melt and homogenize mixtures of nuclear waste and glass frit and to
melt metals.

The microwave heating system is more flexible and efficient since the
mass and geometry of the crucible or muffle furnace can be designed to
provide the required power and be located closer to the sample than in
conventional furnaces.

During microwave melting the molten liquid is agitated by bubbling and
wave like motion; hence reaction rates and homogenization are
enhanced.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE MELTER FEED
VITRIFIED BY MICROWAVE ENERGY

Carol M. Jantzen and James R. Cadieux
Westinghouse Savannah River Co.
Savannah River Laboratory
Aiken, SC 29808

ABSTRACT

Liquid high-level nuclear waste will be immobilized at the Savannah River Site (SRS) by
vitrification in borosilicate glass. The glass will be processed in the Defense Waste Processing
Facility (DWPF) and poured into stainless steel canisters for eventual disposal in a geologic
repository. Vitrification of melter feed samples is necessary for DWPF process and product
control. Microwave fusion of melter feed at -1200'C for 10 minutes has been shown to yield
homogeneous glasses comparable to those melted in a conventional furnace for 4 hours.
Microwave fusion at lower temperatures for longer times was found to crystallize NiFe204

spinel. The use of higher temperatures was determined to cause significant volatilization and
recrystallization of the glass. Redox measurements indicated that microwave vitrification of

melter slurries may also yield more representative measures of glass Fe2+/fFe ratio of the glass
which is important to melter processing of the glass.

INTRODUCTION

Liquid high-level nuclear waste will be immobilized at the Savannah River Site (SRS) by
vitrification into borosilicate glass at the Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF). In this
facility, control of the oxidation/reduction (redox) equilibrium in the glass melter is critical for

processirg of the nuclear waste. The glass needs to be somewhat reducing to minimize foaming1

of the melt and devitrification of the glass.2 However, overly reducing conditions may cause
metallic species to form in the melt. The metallic species can agglomerate, settle to the floor of

the melter, and potentially short the electrodes in the joule-heated melter.3 6 As part of the
DWPF process control strategy, the glass redox expected in the melter will be detemined by

measuring the ratio of Fe 2+/1Fe in vitrified slurry from the Slurry Mix Evaporator, SME

(Figure 1).7,8 Chemical analysis of the vitrified SME feed will be used to ensure that other

process control constraints are satisfied.9 These constraints are related to glass viscosity,

liquidus, and waste component solubility. 10 The vitrified SME product must meet these

Note: This paper also appears in Ceramic Transactions Vol. 23: Nuclear Waste Management IV.
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constraints before the feed can be sent to the Melter Feed Tank (MFT) and subsequently to the
DWPF melter (Figure 1).

The glass melted in the DWPF will be poured into stainless steel canisters for eventual disposal
in a geologic repository. The canistered borosilicate waste glass must comply with the Waste
Acceptance Preliminary Specifications (WAPS) established by the DOE Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management. 11 Specification 1.1.2 requires the elemental composition of
the glass waste form be reported for all elements present in concentrations greater than 0.5
percent by weight. According to current plans for the DWPF analytical facility, elemental

analyses will be performed on the vitrified melter feed from the MFT.9

TANZ FAlM
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Figure 1. Schematic of the glass melting process in the Defense Waste Procesing Facility
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Melter feed slurries contain many anionic components other than oxygen, making an oxide basis
calculation difficult. Moreover, the slurries c~ntain considerable amounts of organics, formic acid
and tetraphenylborate. After vitrification, however, oxygen can be assumed to be the only anion
present in the waste glass, and the vitrified glass can be analyzed simultaneously with NIST

(National Institute of Standards and Testing) standard glasses for greater precision and accuracy9

Conventional vitrification of SME/MFT slurries takes 4 hours at the DWPF melt temperature
of 1-0,'C. The fusions are-carried out in sealed crucibles so that the carbon volatilizing from

organics controls the oxygen fugacity, fO2, of the atmosphere in the crucible.7 ,8 The oxygen

fugacity, in turn, controls the equilibriurm between the oxidized Mn20 3 and Fe20 3 and the

reduced MnO and FeO species in the glass.

Microwave fusions of crushed rock with Li2B4 0 7 added as a flux have been shown to produce

very homogeneous g!ass in 24 minutes, 12 presumably due to the rapid convection in the

crucible. This technology has now been applied' 3 to the vitrification of simulated nw clear waste
slurries. Microwave slurry vitrification has been shown to significantly reduce the time required

to vitrify slurry samples. 13  In this study, the homogeneity and redox ratio of microwave
vitrified slurries were examined. The redox ratio was determined from the Fe2 +/We equilibrium
in the glass produced. This enabled the optimam time and temperature for microwave
vitrification of melter slurries to be determined.

EXPERIMENTAL

In the preliminary experiments, a wide range of variables and conditions were tested at the
vendor's establishment. Small amounts of sample were used and the usage of A12 0 3 crucibles,

rsed in conventional vitrification, was not examined. The sample size ranged from 1-10 grams.
Simulated SME slurry was dried in a conventional oven while other portions were dried in the
microwave furnace at 10% power for 20 minutes (Table I). In these tests open porcelain, silica,

and platinum crucibles were used and microwave furnaces of different wattage were testedd. 13

The microwave fusions were carried out at varying times and temperatures (Table I). Each
vitrified sample was submitted for x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis so wat the homogeneity of
the resulting glass could be determined. For glasses which were not homogeneous, the
crystalline phase content was determined by XRD. There was sufficient material to analyze the

Fe2+/WFe ratio of two of the samples iL- duplicate. Conventional vitrification of the same slurry
was carried out in duplicate in closed cnucibles at 11 50'C for periods of I hour and 4 hours. The

comparative Fe2 +/I.e redox ratius were determined.

In a second set of experiments, the EWPF reference sample size and temperature were used
(Table II). The tests were carried out at the Savannah River Laboratory with a CEM
Corporation microwave. The performance of A12 0 3 and Pt crucibles were compared. The

reference sample size was 40 to 60 ml. of well characterized synthetic SME slurries. The
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Table . Characterization of Preliminary Microwave Vitrified Melter Slurries

Total Crystal

Starting Temp Time Type of Phases

RunNo. Mateil M (utnW 03il Pe

1 dried 1100 45 porcelain NiFe2O4 spinel

slurry -.

2 dried 1100 240 porcelain NiFe2O4 spinel

slurry & A203

"4* dried -1500 20 porcelain Fe304 spinel

slurry & MgSiO 3

(enstatite) &
2SiO2.3Al2 03
(mullite) &

5" micro- -1500 S porcelain Mnl. 5Crl.504 &

wave NiFe2O4 spinel

died & 2SiO2 "3A12 03

slurry (mullite) &
A203

7* micro- 1200 10 porcelain None

wave
driedl

slurry

8g dried 1200 10 Pt None

slurry

9* dried 1200 10 SiO 2  None

slurry
+ 165
black frit

Vitrified in 100o-watt CEM Model MDS-205 oven; Runs I and 2 were vitrified in a 600-

watt CEM Model MDS-81D microwave dissolution oven that was not designed as a higher
temperature oven.
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Table II. Characterization of DWPF Reference Slurries Vitrified by Microwave

Total Crystal
Starting Amount Temp Time Phases

Run N. Maia C Present

1 microwave 60 1150 15 A120 3  None

dried
slurry

3 IR 60 1150 15 Pt None
dried

slurry

4 microwave 60 1150 15 At203 None
dried

slurry

4 microwave 60 1150 15 Pt None
dried

sluny

5 microwave 40 1153 19 A0203 Nune

dried
slurry

6 D'YPF 20g 1150 15 Pt None
startup
fit (dry)

7* microwave 40 1150 15 Pt SiO 2

dried

slurry

8t slurry 60 1150 4 hrs A12 03  None

9*t slurry 60 1150 4 hrs A120 3  Si0 2

* Si0 2 due to additions of excess frit to these slurries

t Melted in a conventional oven for 4 hours for comparison
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slurries weie dried in the CEM Corporation microwave furnace at 10 to 20% power. Because of
the large slurry volumes the evaporation took - 3 hours. Vitrifications were carried out in
covered Pt and alumina crucibles at -1 150(Y for 15 minutes (Table II). The 11509C temperature
was used in these experiments because it is the temperature that will be used to melt nuclear
wasne glass in the DWPF. Each vitrified sample was submitted for XRD analysis so that the
homogeneity of the resulting glass could be determined. For glasses which were not
homogeneous, the crystalline phase content was determined by XRD. Elemental composition
and redox determinations of these samples will be performed in the future.

The 1000-watt CEM microwave furnace, model CEM MDS-205, was used for some of the
preliminary experiments and for all of the DWPF reference set of experiments. This furnace has
silicon carbide heating elements of 112"-thick disk and bars in a 2" thick refractory shell, which
surrounds the 60 mL crucibles of slurry. The shell has a removable top to allow insertion and
removal of the sample crucible. During sample drying, the microwave was operated at 10-20%
power with the top removed. A high forced air flow, used to keep the interior of the microwave
cool, aided the evaporation. The rate of drying was limited by splattering of the viscous shury.
After evaporation to a thick, nonflowing consistency, the top was replaced and the samples were
heated at full power to 1150cC. The refractory, silicon carbide, and crucible took about 35
minutes to reach 11501C. Temperature was monitored by a thermocouple penetrating the

refractory/ to within 1/4" of the crucible and controlled to within ±5CC> After 15 minutes, the
refractory block containing the crucible could be taken from the microwave. The top half of the
refractory was removed and the crucible lifted out to cool.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-ray diffraction analysis of the dried SME slurries from the preliminary experiments indicated
that the 12000C heat treatment for 10 minutes produced totally amorphous and homogeneous
glass regardless of whether the crucible was porcelain, Pt, or SiO2 (Table I). This is the test

temperature that most closely represents the DWPF reference melt temperature of 1150IC.

Slurries which had been dried and then heated at 1100*C, -50 0C below the 1150CC melt
temperature, for 3/4 to 2 hours formed NiFe2O4 spinel and A120 3 (Table I). The presence of

A1203 indicates that reaction of the glass with the porcelain crucible had occurred. The presence

of spinel indicate that the heat treatment temperature was below the glass liquidus which caused
the glass to crystollize.

Slurries which had been dried and then vitrified at 15001C for 5 and 20 minutes formed several
crystalline phases due to the decomposition of the glass (Table I). This decomposition was
caused by a combination of alkali vaporization and decomposition of the porcelain crucibles,
which only tolerate may;mum temperatures of -1250'C. The crystalline phases observed
included various spinels, mullite (2SiO 2,3A120 3 ), and some magnesium or magnesium-iron

silicate (enstatite or magnesioferrite solid solution in the pyroxene family).
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The Fe2+/IFe ratio was only measured on the homogeneous glasses formed during Runs 8 and 9
because there was insufficient samples for the other runs (Table I). Run 8 was fabricated from
dried slurry and Run 9 was fabricated from 1/4 dried slurry and 3/4 simulated nuclear waste glass
165, which had been purchased from a vendor as a 'fbaf±" hit-like glass making material. The

redox values measured varied from 0.12 to 0.15, which is less than the 0.33 Fe2 +/E~e ratio

specified for DWPF opertion.7 Conventional vitrification of the same SME slurry for 1 hour

and 4 hours indicated that the Fe2 +/,Fe ratio was very oxidizing with values ranging between
0.004-0.017. This indicates that the use of open crucibles during microwave fusion of DWPF

slurries may give a conservative (overly reduced) Fe2 +/IFe ratio due to the rapidity of the
reactions.

During the DWPF reference experiments, directed heating of the area immediately around the
sample with microwave energy was found to be very effective and to allow rapid cycling of
samples. Customizing the shape of the refractory heating block provided the optimum geometry
for the experiments. Using the microwave to both dry and vitrify 40-60 mL of slurry has
significant advantages for processing radioactive material where space in contained and shielded
areas is limited and remote handling of sample transfers is difficult

It was also determined that the vitrified glass samples could be removed more easily from the Pt
crucibles than from the alumina crucibles. This was achieved by thermally shocking the bottom
of a warm Pt crucible containing the glass on a cold surface and then mechanically flexing the
sides of the crucible. The glass usually "popped" out cleanly in one or two large chucks leaving
little or no residue on the inside of the Pt crucible. The alumina crucibles usually cracked or
shattered on cooling with much if not most of the glass firmly embedded or the alumina shell.
The use of Pt crucibles will, therefore, eliminate the need to dispose of cc ... inated alumina
crucibles in DWPF.

Nearly all of the glasses vitrified in the CEM MDS-205 at 11501C for 15 minutes were
homogeneous (Table 11). Only one sample, Run 7, contained crystalline SiO2 . Samples were

also melted in a conventional furnace for 4 hours for comparison (Run 8 and 9, Table n). One
of these samples also contained crystailine SiO 2 since some excess glass forming frit had been

added to this slurry.

CONCLUSIONS

Microwave vitrification has been shown to be an acceptable process for fabricating homogeneous
glass samples for DWPF process control and WAPS reporting. A 1000-watt CEM MDS-205
microwave with a ceramic susceptor block in which the crucible was placed was foumd to give
the most rapid and reproducible temperature response. The glasses fused for 10-15 minutes at
1150-1200'C yielded the most homogeneous glasses. Longer times and lower temperatures
cause the formation of spinel while higher temperatures and shorter times cause significant
volatilization of alkali and recrystallization of the glass. Pt crucibles were found to be
completely reusable. Use of Pt crucibles in DWPF would eliminate the disposal problems
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associated with the usage of alumina crucibles, which become contaminated during the slurry
vitrification.

Microwave vitrification appeared to form more homogeneous glass than conventional
vitrification. This may be attributed to the rapid thermal convection currents set up in the
crucible during the intense microwave treatment as noted in glasses fabricated from crushed rock

with Li2B4 O7. 12

Drying of small amounts of slurry before vitrification, can be achieved in the microwave at 10%
power in 20 minutes. Larger volumes of slurry can take up to 3 hours. Since vitrification takes
only 10 minutes the entire DWPF glass fabrication procedure can be reduced from the current 4-
hour duration to 30 minutes if small amounts of slurry are used. This is actually a larger
reduction in time since -2 hours drying is also necessary for conventional vitrification.

Comparison of Fe+21IFe ratios from the 1200'C/10-minute microwave vitrification in open
crucibles demonstrated that these glasses were more reduced than those vitrified in a conventional
oven at 1 .501C for 1 and 4 hours. The microwave vitrification may, therefore, yield a more
conservative measure of glass redox than conventional vitrification. The reproducibility of the
redox measurement is currently under investigation.
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MICROWAVE PROCESSING OF SIMULATED NUCLEAR WASTE GLASS
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study was to determine the effect of microwave processing on
nuclear waste glass properties. Several experiments were carried out using microwave heating
techniques using b hrosilicate glass frit containing simulated nuclear waste material and borosilicatc
glass frit without waste products. A time study was conducted to determine whether or not
microwave processing can produce a homogeneous glass melt (in less time) when compared with
conventional heating methods. Surface analysis techniques such as FTIRRS and SEM were
conducted to determine the quality of the glasses. Some preliminary short-term leaching
experiments were run to begin determination of the durability o1 waste glasses processed using
micro 'ave heating.

INTRODUCTION

In the United States today there arc approximately 100 million gallons of high level
radioactive waste I I]. The current strategy for storage of this waste is in underground steel tanks.
Most of these tanks were constructed in the late 1940's and early 1950's and are approaching the
end of their projected lifespans. Because of this and the need to find a safe long-term disposal
method, researchers are investigating several proposed systems of waste encapsulation.

Most countries including the United States, who have made a choice, have selected
vitrification in a borosilicate matrix for long-term disposal of their waste. One result of this
extensive research and selection process is the Defense Waste Processing Facility at Savannah
River. This facility which is 95-99% complete will process over 1.5 tons of glass/waste per day
when fully operational.

There is precedence for the use of microwave energy for drying, sintering and joining
ceramic materials 12-6]. The prelininary work presented in this paper proposes perhaps the ncxi
iteration for a radioactive waste processing facility. The objective of the study was to determine
whether or not simulated nuclear waste glass frits could be successfully melted using microwa~e

Note: This paper also appears in Ceramic Transactions Vol. 23: Nuclear Waste Management IV.
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energy 121, and if so, what period of time would be required to achicvc a homogcncous melt, and
finally, would thc chemical durability of the glass be retained. The experimental procedurc for this
application is described below.

EXPERIMENTAL

1quipment/Materials

The microwave energy source used in all cxpcrinicnts was a RadarLine' microwave
operating at 2.45c;Hz. K-type thcrmnocouplcs2 were used to dctcnninc the temperaturc of the
samplc and a Fisher X-Y recordcr was connected to the thcrm•ycouplc to record simple temperature
versus time. Alumina crucibles were used to contain the inL k. Borosilicate glass i'riL (SRL-165
and SRL-165/29.8wt% TDS) were obtained from Westinqhou.c Savannah River Co.

Proceduri

The compositions of the glass frits are shown in Table I and were used as received with
the exception of the mixed frit samples. In the heating rate experiment, 20 gram samples were
weighed out for the SRL-165, die SRL- 165/29.8wt% TDS and a mixture of the two friLs containing
15wt% TDS. The mixed frit sample was milled for 24 hours prior to melting to assure complete
mixing of the two friLs. The samples were placed in fused silica crucibles and set inside a SiC
lined ,.irconia suscptor. A thermocouple was then inserted into the sample. The duty cycle was
set at 70% and the power was adjusted by activating two of the magnctrons (8(X) watts each). The
microwave and X-Y recorder were turned on simultaneously. The gla.s samples ramped up to the
accepted inching poIint for these compositions (I 150('C) in approximately 17 minutes and were held
at that temperature for 10 minutes. In order to maintain the melt temperature it was nccew-,ry to
decrease the duty cycle to an average of 43% ± 5%. Upon completion of the run the samples were
placed in an annealing oven for one hour at 5(0 C.

Similar procedures were carried out for the two homogeneity studies with the exccption
of using alumina crucibles and 30 gram samples. The decision to switch to alumina crucibles was
made after it was observed that the samplcs fractured upon annealing. This was thought to be due
to differences in thermal expansion coefficients between the fused silica and horosilicate glass
samples. This problem did not occur after the change to alumina crucibles was made. Sample
weights were also increased at this time in order to fully fill the crucibles and to insurc that there
would be sufficient glass product for sample analysis.

Raytheon Co. Waltham, MA Modcl# QMP-2101lB.6

2 Omega Engineering. Inc.. Stamford, CT 06906
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Table 1. Borusilicate Frit Compositions

COMPONENT SRL-165 (,t%) SRL-165/29.8,t% TDS
(Ferro AX-581875)

SiOý 68.0 54.1
B203  10.0 6.8
Na2O 13.0 10.3
MgO 1.0 0.8
ZrO2  -- 1.0 1.2
Fe2̀O3  -- 12.3
Li2O -- 4.7
MnO 2  -- 2.9
AI203 -- 4.1
NiO -- 0.9
CaO -- 1.5
Cl -- 0.05
Pb -- 0.05
F -- 0.06

RESULTS

Heating Rate Experiment

The results of the heating rate experiment are summarized in Figure 1. It is clear from
these results that the use of microwave hybrid heating allows the glass frits to couple with the
microwaves and that melting does not occur solely from heat supplied by the susceptor 17,81. This
is evidenced by the rapid increase in temperature between 400-500"C. It was also expected that
SRL-165/29.8wt% TDS and mixed frit compositions would heat at somewhat faster rates than the
SRL-165 frit due to the increased amounts of iron and other metallic compounds contained in the
simulated waste product interacting with the microwaves [91.

1220
1120,

10720,5j 20- -.....-.....-.

420 - -------------- 
. ....

i 220-

I 320 1

0 0 i's 20 25
TIME (mlautee)

Figure 1. Microwave heating rates.
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Homogeneity Studies

One of the important quality assurance parameters in glass production is homogeneity.
In order to test this parameter in our melts, 30 gram samples of the mixed frit were ramped up to
11501C and held for different periods of time. While Fourier transform infrared reflection

spectroscopy (FTIRRS) results showed very little variation in peak number between the samples
(Figure 2). it was clear from visual observation of the samples tiat as soak time increased, the
number of seeds and voids visible in samples decreased. It was also noted that the samples held
for the shorter periods of-time were more prone to fracture during polishing operations.

In a second homogeneity study, the two glass frits were layered one on top of the other
in the alumina crucible, each layer weighing 15 grams. This was done to see if mixing was
occurring during the melt. As seen i; Figure 3 some mixing of the two frits does occur, however.
complete homogeneity is not achieved. It was noted that increasing the length of time of the melt
or changing the positions of the two frits did not have an effect on the outcome of the study. From
FTIRRS results shown in Figure 3, peak position data for scans taken from the bottom of the
crucible can be related to the SRL-165/29.8wt% TDS, in the middle of the crucible spectra
obtained correspond to mixed frit peak positions, and at the edges of the top of the crucible peak
position data indicates a composition closer to that of the SRL-165 without waste products. It is
unclear why the SRL-165 without waste rises to the top of the melt. However, this phenomena
occurs is thought to be due to density differences between the two frits.

1025-
S1024-

S1023-
1022-

0 1021-
o 1019- ............

•., 10 16 - ... •............ .10152

P1 P2 P3

IM time = 0 min time = 20 min time =30 min

time = 45 min f time = 60 min

Figure 2. Mixed frits FTIRRS peak position data. P1, P2 and P3 refer to areas on the disk
shaped samples where IR scans were run (ic, one on the outer edge, center and opposite edge).
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Figure 3. FTIRRS peak position data for the layercd frits. PI-P9 indicates areas on the samples
where IR spectra were gathered, see instCL

Leaching Experiment

A chemically durablc wasteform was onc of the primary objectives of this study. Most
rcsearch in the area long-term disposal matriccs ccntcrs around thc materials' chemical durability
and more specifically, leaching studies, whothcr in field tests or laboratory studies. In order to
ascertain whether we were achieving a sound material with the shorter microwave processing times
a shon (7 days) leaching experiment was conducted in dcionized watcr at 90'C. The results are
shown in Figure 4 and Table 2. A 60 and 10 minute microwave sample, along with a
conventionally prepared sample (conventional heating, held for 24 hours at 1150°C) wcre weighed
and placed in a Tcflon® leaching vessel. Dcionizcd water was added to achieve a surface area to
volume ratio (SA/V) of 0.03cm", the containers were scaled and placed in a controlled temperature
cabinet at 90 0C, and held at that temperature for 7 days. Upon removal, the samples were dried,
weighed, and then cleaned in an ultrasonicator and ethanol for 5 minutes and then rc-weighed.
FTIRRS showed no significant differences between the samples other than the fact that the 10
minute sample exhibited negative peak shifts (what is commonly observed aftcr leaching is a shift
to higher wavcnumbcrs due to loss of alkali ions). It must be emphasized that this is only a
preliminary leaching study and much more work will need to be conducted before any firm
conclusions can be drawn.
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Table 2. Weight Loss Data for Conventional and Microwave Samples

SAMPLE Pre-Leach Weight Post.Leach Weight Past Total Weight
(g) Weight ig) Cleaning Ig) Lost Ig)

Cony. Prepared 1.2383 I.2360 I-.356 0.0027
(t=24 hr)

Microwave 1.0690 1.0677 !.C47S 0.0015
(0=1 hr) -__

Microwave 0.7243 0.7227 0.7224 0.0019
(t=-10 min)

CONCLUSIONS

* Melting and homogenization of borosilicate glass frits is possible with microwave hybrid
heating.

* For the mixed frits, longer soak times appear to improve the quality of the glass.

* For the layered friLs, it appears that some mixing does occur during the melt, however there
is a distinct separation of the two frits even after 120 minutes of microwave heating. This may
be due to density or a weight effect.

* There are no significant differences in the short term leaching behavior between the microwave
samples and the conventionally prepared glass.

# Microwave heating has potential as a processing form for the vitrification of high level nuclear
waste.

FUTURE WORK

This is clearly a preliminary study. More work needs to be done in order to understand how
the microwave couples with the glass along with more work in the area of optimizing the soak
times as well as a more extensive studies into leaching behavior (see Jantzen, this volume).
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ABSTRACT

Soils contaminated with toluene and p-xylene are readily decontaminated at low temperature
without combustion when heated with microwave energy under vacuum conditions. Findings
indicated that the solvent removal rate was increased several times if the soil samples contain
moisture in the form of 3.00 wt.% water. The combination of moisture and vacuum yielded the
best results. This observation can be attributed to the enhancement of microwave absorption
by the water molecule and by partial pressure effects of the water vapor which is generated
upon heating.

INTRODUCTION

Toluene and xylene are extensively used as organic solvents and reactants for many organic
synthesis processes in various industrial applications. However, such simple aromatic
hydrocarbons appear as primary contaminants in volatile organic compounds of concern
affecting the soil and groundwater[I,21. It has been identified that aromatic chemicals in
contaminated soil can cause symptoms of central nervous system depression in human body.
Also, possibilities of photochemical transformation in the presence of NO0 with UV radiation
may result in other toxic byproducts such as nitrotoluene and phenyl nitromethane[3,4].

The most popular conventional methods of contaminated soil treatment include incineration and
landfill disposal. Both of these methods have serious drawbacks due mostly to public and
governmental objections to such practices. It is believed that if the organic compounds could
be removed from the soil for offsite disposal, most of the objections will be satisfied.

A study was made to see if microwave energy could be effective in a thermal process to detoxify
soils contaminated with organic solvents. It was desired to take advantage of the internal
heating mechanism of microwaves and the fact that microwave energy can be utilized in
sub•amospheric conditions. Since toluene and xylene are known as nonpolar aromatic
compounds with very small dielectric loss factors (e" - 0.1 to 0.01), it was not known how

Note: This paper also appears in Ceramic rransartions Vol 23. Nuclear Waste Management IV
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effective microwave heating for contaminate removal would be.

In addition, it was not known what effects the electric field intensity, E, of the equation (1)
power dissipation

P&. - 2w1fe'E' (W/mn) (1)

Where Pg. : Power dissipation
f frequency
4, : dielectric constant of vacuum
E. dielectric loss factor
E magnitue.. of electric field
W :watts
mI length, meters

would have on the volatilization of the organic compounds. Also, behavior of the contaminants
in reduced pressure conditions could have a drastic effect on the effectiveness of the proposed
thermal treatment process.

Toluene and xylene have very low water solubility. However, water is found soaked or mixed
in contaminated soils over a wide range of concentrations. The water molecule possesses a
permanent dipole moment and has the advantage that it generates considerable heat on
exposure to microwave radiation. This fact encouraged P further study of the enhancement of
added water to the volatilization rate of the organic chemicals when exposed to microwave
energy as first reported by Dauerman and Windgasse[5].

It is well known that the boiling point of an organic compound is reduced if the partial pressure
of that compound is reduced. Both the reduction of total system pressure and the presence of
water vapor in the system reduce the partial pressures of the organic compounds present.

The volatilization behavior in different soil grain size was also studied since dielectric properties
of the soil may differ depending on porosity[6]. Also, since sandy soil and day soil were known
to have different physical and dielectric properties, it was expected that the different soil types
would exhibit variations in organic diffusion processes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The sandy and clay soils samples were air-dried, sieved (< m mm), and spiked with toluene or
p-xylene in a concentration of 13,700 or 136,700 ppm. Water was added over a range of 0.75
to 8.00 wt.%. Each sample was placed inside a Teflon vessel (100ml volume), and incubated
for a set time period. When clay soil was exposed to high vacuum during microwave drying,
a filter was placed under the ves.al and this prevented fime dust in the soil from flowing
outward.

Vacuum levels in a range of 60 to 160 Torr were provided via a mechanical vacuum pump. A
vacuum trap with ice water bath was installed between microwave vacuum chamber and vacuum
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pump to collect the organic vapors evolved during microwave heating (see Figure 1). A 2.45
GHz laboratory oven7 was used for the testing program. Due to the difficulties of measuring
the temperature of samples with thermocoupes in a microwave cavity, temperature
measurements were not made for this work.

Treated soils were weighed, and the mass balance of the contaminant was determined. Gas
chromatographic analysis was also carried on the residue to verify the results (see Table 1).

Figure 1. Experimental Design of Microwave Vacuum Processing
for Detoxification of Contaminated Soil

lhtppty 'pau ei

safetyale Ol-oath v

Favor

Tab trle Re ova fpXln rmWtadDyCnaiated

Sogneic& Tp WeCnnD Time P Re movat lmchamberrs

Table 1. Removal of p-Xylcne from Wet and Dry Contaminated
Soils at Constant Vacuum of 60 Torr in Vessel

Soid Type Water Content Drying Time P-xylcne Removal

(wt. %) (min.) (%)

Sand 0.00 40 99.999
Sand 3.00 15 99.756
Clay 0.00 13 96.993
Clay 150 8 99.629

Initial Content of
p-Xylene in Soil (ppm) :13,700
Soil Particle dia. (mm) :0.80

'Model MDS-81D, CEM Corp., Matthew, NC
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Irure IL Effect of Microwave Ineray (Variable Power)
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Figure 4. Effect of Variable Vacuum on YoloUUzaUon
of p-Iylene in Soil (Sand) by Microwave
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RESULTS

The data for the various conditions are given in graphical form and can be summarized as
follows:

1. The rate of toluene and p-xylene removal from soils wa.; progressively increased with
increasing power level (Figure 2 and 3).

2. The higher vacuum (lower absolute pressure) significantly enhanced the rates of p-
xylene removal (Figure 4).

3. P-xylene removal was effective at high and low levels of the contamination (Figure 5).
4. The presence of water in the contaminated soil significantly accelerated the rate of

removal of the solvent from soil and increasing the moisture to the soil greatly rediced
the required exposure time (Figures 6 to 8).

5. Soils of small grain size promoted the rate of removal of P-xylene (Figure 9).
6. The rate of p-xyleun removal from the day soils was higher than that from the sandy

soils (Figure 10).

CONCLUSIONS

The soils are readily decontaminated at low temperature without combustion when heated with
increasing microwave energy under vacuum conditions. The higher vacuum significantly reduces
the exposure time and intensity of the microwave radiation required to remove the hydrocarbon.
Furthermore, it was found that the solvent removal rate was increased several times if the soil
samples contain moisture in the form of 3.00 wt.% water. The combination of moisture and
vacuum yielded the best results. This observation can be attributed to strong interaction
between water and microwave radiation, rapid heat generation due to increased energy
absorption rate, and reduction in boiling point of the volatile organic due to a reduction in
partial pressure.

In sandy soil, the soil texture (grain size) alters the dielectric properties of the wet soil in a
manner that is not fully understood. This in turn modifies the rate of volatilization of the
organic contaminant. Also, clay soil appears to be more sensitive to microwave radiation than
sandy soil thus yielding faster organic extraction rates.
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OXIDATIVE DEGRADATION OF TRICHLOROETHYLENE ADSORBED
ON ACTIVE CARBONS: USE OF MICROWAVE ENERGY*

R. Varma and S. P. Nandi
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

INTRODUCTION

Chlorinated hydrocarbon compounds (CHCI), such as chlorinated alkanes/alkenes,
benzene and biphenyl ctc,represent an important fraction of the industrial hazardous
wastes produced. Trichloroethylcne (TCE) can be removed from waste streams by
adsorption on active carbons. Among the various methods of active carbon
regeneration1 only the high temperature (-10000 C) steam activation serves the dual
purpose of carbon regeneration and combustion of adsorbed species. A carbon bed
loaded with halocarbons (TCE for example) may contain as much as 20% of chlorine
by weight. The product gases will produce severe corrosion in the furnace system.

The primary objective of the present work was to study the detoxification in air-
stream of TCE adsorbed on different types of active carbons using in situ microwave
heating. A secondary objective was to examine the regeneration of used carbons from
the effects of repeated cyclic operations (adsorption-detoxification).

A number of Japanese patents2-5 claim that active carbons loaded with halocarbons
can be decontaminated (regenerated) using microwave radiation in the frequency
range from 0.9 to 4.5 GHz. The prevailing temperature is reported to be in the range of
450 to 550*C. The fate of the adsorbed organics in the processes has not been clearly
indicated.

Major advantages of microwave heating over thermal heating are: (a) it provides
uniform in situ rapid heating, (b) the container vessel can remain at room temperature
while the material in it is heated, and (c) chemical processes can usually be conducted
at lower temperature.

Thermal decomposition (pyrolysis) of TCE was studied by Goodall and Howelett. 6 It
decomposes in the temperature range 385-445 0 C, the final reaction products are
hydrogenchloride and hexachlorobenzene. The reaction is a degenerate branched chain
process, the initiator being chlorine atoms produced directly or indirectly. Similar
"thermal decomposition characteristics has been observed for tetrachloroethylene 7 and
methylene chloride.8

*Work performed at Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439
"**Present address: Washington Street, Downers Grove, Illinois 60515

Note: This paper also appears in Ceramic Transactions Vol. 23: Nuclear Waste Management IV.
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Experimental

A microwave oven (CEM Model MDS-81 with 600 Watts CW output at 2.45 GHz)
was modified to energize a flow-through reactor. Reagent grade trichloroethylcne was
used without further purification. Three samples of active carbon obtained from Calgon
Corporation were used. One sample of carbon contained Cu and Cr which ame expected
to serve as oxidation catalysts. The characteristics of the carbons are described in
Tablc 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of Active Carbons Used in Experiments

BET Surface
Area Composition, wt%

Name (m2/g dry) Ash C"2 0 3  CUO C H N

Base Carbon 1050 8.6---------0.3 0.65 0.55
FCA Calgon 950 20.1 3.8 9.7 78.4 0.83 0.67
PCB Calgon 1100 3.2 - - - --- ------ ---

The experimental set up for investigating the oxidative decomposition (detrdtfication)
of TCE is shown in Figure 1.

VENT

GAS SAMPLE LOOPN

H9 TE -ICARBON g NaOK

SAFETY GAS BUBBLERS MICROWAVE GAS BUBBLER ABSORBERS
DEVICE

Fig. I Experimental Set Up for TCE AdsorptionIDetox~ficaion u~sing Microwave Energy
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A known weight of active carbon (6 to 10 g) was placed in the 12-mm ID quartz
sample tube-reactor which was placed in the microwave oven. The tube was
detachable and could be weighed when needed. The active carbon was dried using
microwave heating and the dry weight of the carbon was noted. Nitrogen gas stream
carried vapors of TCE onto the active carbon at ambient (21-220C) temperature. After
the adsorption step, the sample tube was weighed, the weight of TCE adsorbed was
noted, and the tube was placed back in the cavity. The flow of air was then started
through the carbon bed; the oven was energized at the same time, As will be outlined
later, the major products of reaction from microwave heating of active carbon (with or
without catalyst), with pre-adsorbed TCE, in air streams were identified by mass
spectral analyses to be HCI, CO2, CO, C2 H2C12, etc. The evolved gases were passed
through an ice trap (to remove any high boiling product), a gas sampling loop, and one
bubbler containing 1N NaOH solution; finally, they were passed to a laboratory vent.
Periodic gas samples were quantitatively determined by mass spectroscopic analysis.
Hydrochloric acid produced in an experimental run from degradation of the TCE was
also absorbed in NaOH-solution as NaCl. The chloride was precipitated as AgCI and
determined quantitatively. This step provided an independent estimate of total HCI
produced during an experimental run.

Accurate temperature measurement is difficult during microwave heating. Temperature
of the carbon bed was measured using an extrapolation technique. The temperature of
the carbon bed was measured after 5-min. continuous microwave irradiation while gas
flow through the bed was maintained. At the end of the 5-min. period, microwave
power was switched off, a thermocouple was quickly inserted, and the temperature
was read every 40 seconds. An extrapolation of the temperature-time plot gave the
value of temperature of the bed.

Results

The catalyst-containing carbon was shown to have a slightly higher capacity for TCE
adsorption than did the ccconut-shell carbon. The linear nature of the sorption
isotherm observed indicates that the bed did not attain adsorption equilibrium in the
time allowed for these measurements.

Trichloroethylene does not form explosive mixture with air at any concentration.
Possibility of temperature overrun in passing air through carbon bed can be minimized
by controlling the the mass flow rate of air. As will be seen from the exit gas analysis
of TCE detoxification runs, free oxygen was not present in the exit gases.

Oxidative Degradation of TCE

In one run (No. 107), TCE vapor mixed with moist air was passed through a bed of
carbon particulates containing a catalyst while the bed was irradiated with microwave
radiation. The exit gas analysis for the run show that there wvs no decomposition of
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Detoxification Runs with Used Carbon and Carbon Regeneration

The results in Table 11 indicate that considerable amounts of chlorine is retained by the
carbon after a detoxification run. The volume percent of HC1 in the effluent gas
generated during detoxification at different time (microwave irradiation period) for
carbon with different initial chlorine content is shown in Figure 2. It is seen that the
detoxification efficiency decreases markedly with the increase in the initial amount of
chlorine in the carbon-..

3SElsai~ChNob C~o1.s~Caiba
an ft Oscaffoskien a TCE

: , of : '.

I s 1 s a as 30 O s 410 4i 3 SS a
TWA. ON

Fig. 2 TCE Detoxification as a Fwnction of Chlorine Cone,n of the Carbons

Some attempts were made to remove the chlorine from the used carbon to determine if
a process for regenerating an active form of this carbon for further use in TCE
detoxification can be developed, Passing low concentration water vapor (nitrogen gas
saturated with water at 25*C) through the used carbon bed under microwave
irradiation could remove only -1/3 of chlorine. Using higher concentration of water is
expected to remove more chlorine from the bed. Washing the used carbon with hot
(900 C) water reduced the chlorine content from 6.2 to 1.5 wt %. If we pass a higher
concentration of water vapor (i.e. steam + air) through a used carbon bed which is
heated by microwave, we anticipate regeneration of carbon to be more successful. The
results of this study indicate that, under in situ heating by microwave radiation, TCE
and the detoxification products are more readily desorbed from a catalyst-free bed
than from one containing catalyst.
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TCE. It was evident from observation that no evolution of HCI took place. It is
therefore concluded that TWE does not undergo decomposition or oxidation if it is not
preadsorbed on active carbon. The residence time for the case of horizontal reactor
was too-short for any surface-enhanced reaction to occur.

The remaining experiments were done with TCE preadsorbed on active carbon at room
temperature (220C). After the adsorption step flow of dry or moist (air saturated with
moisture by bubbling house air through a water bubbler at 25"C) air is then started.
The bed is heated by microwave radiation in all cases at the 20% power level. The
total reaction time is 30 min. The carbon bed is weighed again after reaction, and the
used carbon is analyzed for chlorine. Gas samples collected from the product gas
stream were analyzed by mass spectroscopy. A graphical integration of He1 gas
profile vs. time gave an estimate of total HCG formed in any particular reaction. The
chloride formed in the NOH-absorber in each run was determined as AgCl to provide
yet another estimate of total HCI produced.

The data obtained from all detoxification experiments were analyzed in terms of (a)
initial TWE loading in the carbon bed, (b) calculated chlorine loading in carbon bed, (c)
percent of original chlorine loading retained in the bed after reaction (from chlorine
analysis of the carbon bed), and (d) percent of original chlorine in gas phase as HCI,
C2H2C12, and C2HC13 from mass spectroscopic analysis and HCG analysis from AgCI
recovered. The experimental data obtained for a large number of runs for the case of
dry (house) or moist air were analyzed in this manner. The results of material balance,
in terms of chlorine, is reported in Table II.

Table II. Oslon.ne Mass Balance Between Reacnant and Producns of Reacion from TCE ORidation Experimeras Conducted with Microwave
Heatisg at 20?, Power Level. Air RFow at 100U mL/min. and Rcaction Time of 60 Minutes

Adsor�iOf p•nULl- iion/D'ootficaoti
TCEU CP . Ca Cl onr Chlonr, in Gas, nase.' wi% Cslorinc

FIre Loading Loading Carbon Bed Cl as LI as Accounted
Rim Carbon Air Wg) In W/ll in (I% of Original Cl as IICI O as HO C'H'C1' C'HCI, For
No. (Untid) Flow Cuboan Carbon Cl Loading) (from AgO) (Gas. Anal.) (Gas Anal.) (Gas Anal.) q6

101 FCA dry 0.2t7 0.176 37.3 41.3 45.5 4.1 3.9 90.9
106 FCA dry 0.294 0.230 36.0 32.9 37.6 5.2 12.1 909
103 Ose Carbon moist 0.107 0.159 12.5 362 427) 2.2 32.6 9 3i
127 PCs r.oi 0.190 0.146 '9.2 36.5 41.9 5.1 29.2 94.3
102 FCA moist 0.215 0.174 2A.7 52.6 4.7 2.9 3.6 939.
114 FCA noiq 0.269 0217 292 V91.9 375 6.1 10.6 4 3
119 FCA moist 0.169 0.136 351 37.6 432 3.5 6.2 89

*An TCE initially pvadsoibed on carbon bed.
"Cloner mained in &he bed after reaction and as I!O. C5 •1fO. and C5HC1,s••cies in gas mmm.
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Discussion

The temperature range of thermal decomposition of TCE has been reported to be 385-
445°C(6). It is also reported that oxidation of chloroalkanes can proceed at an
appreciable rate at temperature -50°C lower than that for pyrolysis. The temperature
attained in the carbon bed in the present work was in the range from 355 to 4250 C.
Two reaction conditions were used: (a) adsorbed TCE on active carbon reacted with
dry air flow and (b) adsorbed TCE on active carbon reacted with moist air flow. It is
expected that under (a), the reaction products will be CO. C2Z HCl and C12 and stable
intermediates of TCE decomposition. The following reactions should be considered:

C 2 HCI3 + 0 2  -4 2CO + HCl + C12 (1)
H20 + C12 -4 2HCI + 1/2 02 (2)

The reaction (2) as written is endotheronic. The amount of chlorine converted to HCi
under our reaction conditions was difficult to estimate. However. the cumulative
amount of HCl was high:er in case of mioist air runs compared to that for dry air runs
indicating that the reaction (2) contributed to some extent towards the higher
production of HCI. The effluent gas samples in all runs did not contain any free
chlorine. It is assumed that free chlorikie generated was completely adsorbed by the
active carbon bed. Chlorine is expected to be held more strongly by active carbon
compared to hydrochloric acid. Selection of pure trichlorocthylene for oxidative
degradation over active carbon was unfortunate because production of free chlorine can
not be avoided. If trichlorocthylene is mixed with other less chlorinated hydrocarbons
(e.g. CH4 ) and the resultant mixture contained enough internal hydrogen then the
production of free chlorine could be avoided.

The product gases contains both CO and C0 2 . However, the carbon oxides derived
from TCE decomposition could not be separated from that produced from the active
carbon bed. It has been indicated that comparatively lower CO is present in the
effluent gas when active carbon with catalyst was used for detoxification.

The fraction of TCE convened from oxidative degradation in air streams can be
estimated. Since the original TCE is converted into HCI + C02 and most of the C12 is
absorbed in carbon, the measure of the TCE converted may be derived from the sum of
the original chlorine loadings retained in the carbon and those which appears in the
gas phase (these appear as HCI and C2 H2CI2 in Table II). The total single pass
conversion of TCE into degradation products, on this basis, turns out to be greater
than 80% in all cases. The odidative degradation of TCE observed was higl-est with
FCA carbon (i.e., catalyst-loaded active carbon) and with moist air.
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Conclusions

The experimental study has shown that trichloroethylene adsorbed on active carbon
can be oxidatively degradatcd in presence of microwave radiation. Energy can be
transferred efficiently to the reaction sites without losing heat to the surrounding
vessel. One of the decomposition product of trichloroethylene is free chlorine which is
held very strongly active carbon. Hydrochloric acid on the other hand seems to be less
strongly held and appears-in large concentration in the exit gas. Production of free
chlorine can be avoided by using chiorohydrocarbon mixed with sufficient internal
hydrogen. This is also expected to minimize the problem of carbon regeneration
encountered in this study. The results obtained from studies on the oxidative
degradation of TCE under microwave radiation are promising in a number of respects:
(1) the detoxification of TCE adsorbed on active carbon can be conducted at moderate
(<400*C) temperatures, and (2) the used carbon bed can be regenerated. A patent on
the process has been issued. 9
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MICROWAVE REACTIVATION OF CIP SPENT CARBON

I.S. Balbaa and SJ. Oda
Ontario Hydro Research Division. 800 Kipling Ave, Toronto. Ontario M8Z SS4
K.E. Haque. P.D. Kondos and R.J.C. MacDonald
CANNMET, Mineral Sciences Labs. 555 Booth St, Ottawa, Ontario KIA 001

ABSTRACT

Spent carbon from the carbon-in-pulp (CI]) process was reactivated using 2450 and
915 MHz microwave energy. Dry and wet carbon was used in the tests. Reactivation
temperature and dwell periods were varied to determine optimum reactivation and energy
consumption. The results indicate that the important properties of mic.rowave-reactivated
carbon ame superior to those of conventionally reactivated carbon. Microwave heating at
915 MHz is preferred for this application because of its higher electrical efficiency and
greater penetration depth compared to 2450 MHz.

INTRODUCTION

The carbon-in-pulp process is a proven technology for gold recovery from gold leach
pulps. During gold stripping all the chemical species adsorbed are not completely
removed from the carbon, and consequently the activity of the spent carbon is always
lower than that of the fresh carbon. In order to reactivate spent carbon it needs to be
thoroughly acid-washed and heated in the range of 6500C to 850*C in a rotary kiln. The
thermal activation process removes all the moisture, carbonizes the organic mater and
enlarges the pore size. However, inadequate power input, and poor heat transfer often
result in insufficient residence time and lower activation.

Industrial microwave heating at allocated 915 MHz and 2450 MHz frequencies is finding
increased application for processing products including: foods, rubber, and ceramics. Up
to the present time, research work to investigate the use of microwave heating for
reactivating carbon has been limited and additional experimental testing was
recommended (1). On tLis basis. an investigation was initiated to confirm the feasibility
of microwave reactivation of spent carbon and determine the energy requirements.

Note- This paper also appears in Cerami Tranwactions Vol 23 Nuclear haste larnagement IV
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EXPERIMENTAL

Samples examined for reactivation were either wet (80% moisture, dry-basis) or dry. In
the first set of microwave heating tests dry carbon samples weighed 100 g. Wet samples
weighed 180 g. Tests were performed at the two allocated microwave frequencies of
2450 MHz and 915 MHz. The results obtained from these tests were used to estimate
experimental conditions for the larger batches (it, 1.5 kg dry-basis). All samples were
contained in fused quartz crucibles. Each crucible was covered with a high temperature
insulating block (microwave-transparent) which had two access holes, one for the
temperature probe and one for the nitrogen gas inlet. All tests were undertaken in a
continuous flow of nitrogen gas to minimize oxidation and possible ignition of the carbon.

The basic experimental apparatus consisted of three main components: a microwave
generator, an applicator (oven) and a temperature/power monitoring system. Figure 1
shows a schematic of the experimental arrangement.

O0O

I~AW W~OWA~ cPOWERE
000

SODIRATOR APPLCATOR

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental arrangement.

Two microwave generators were used in these tests. The first was a 2450 MHz generator
with a maximum microwave output power of 6 kW and an estimated efficiency of 50%
(ie. 50% of the electrical input is convened into usable microwave energy). The secead
wass a 915 M-iz generator with a maximum microwave power output of 30 kW and an
efficiency of 70%. Microwave power entering the applicator (forward power) as well as
the unused microwave power (reflected) were measured by power meters which were
connected to a computer for data storage.
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The dimensions of the multimode applicator used in all of the 2450 MHz tests were
50 cm wide by 46 cm high by 64 cm deep. The 915 MHz variable mode applicator was
cylindrical in shape with a diameter of 40 cm and a height of 80 cm. Both applicators
contained several openings/ports for viewing, exhaust, temperature measurement and
nitrogen gas inlet.

A high-temperature optical-fibre probe, connected to a computer for data storage and
display, was used to continuously record temperature. The optical-fibre probe was used
to record temperatures above 30(0C. Temperature control was manual but effective.
Following the microwave exposure, the sample was allowed to cool to about 400C and
then quenched in distilled water for subsequent examination and analysis. These tests
included the determination of the gold adsorption rate, adsorption capacity, surface area,
attrition weight, apparent density, ash weight and iodine value.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The best reactivation results on the 100 g samples were obtained when the samples were
heateA to a maximum temperature between 700 and 75(0C with an optimum residence
time of about 4 minutes. Figures 2 and 3 show typical heating curves for the wet and dry
carbon using microwave energy at 2450 and 915 MHz. Table I summarizes so-ne of the
relevant parameters and results at each frequency.

800

700
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Figure 2. Microwave heating curves for 10Og samples (2450 MHz).

Accufiber Model 100. Accufiber Inc., Beaverton, Oregon, U.S.A.
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Figure 3. Microwave heating curves for 100g samples (915 MHz).

The forward and reflected microwave powers were not constant throughout a test. Te
microwave energy was therefore determined by integrating the power over 5-second
intervals. The amount of microwave energy absorbed (ie. forward minus reflected energy)
was very similar for both dry and wet tests at both 2450 MHz and 915 MHz. As
expected, the dry samples required less energy and were heated at a faster rate compared
to the wct samples. The average amount of microwave energy required for carbon
reactivation was 0.181 kWh/100 g dry carbon and 0.232 kwh/100 g wet carbon.

Table 1. Parameters Used For Microwave Reactivation Of 100 g Carbon Samples.

CARBON AVG. M.W. POWER ABSORBED KEATING RATE TO 700"C
FREQUENCY CONDIT'N FORWARD/REFLECT M.W. ENERGY AVG.NORMALIZED

DRY 1.7 10.44 kW 0.194 kWh 105C.mmn'I 83C.mni 'kW"
2450 MHz WET .6 / 0.41 kW 0.251 kWh 73C.mn' I 61"C.min).kW'

DRY 12 10.39 kW 0.176 kWh 114C.min' / 81C.min 'kW'
915 MHz

WET 1.7 0 .38 kW 0.227 kWh 91PC.min' 169'..min 'W'
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Heating rates at both microwave frequencies (ic, 915 MHz and 2450 MHz) were also

quite similar. On average, the normalized heating rate- for 100 g carbon samples was

82"C/min/kW (dry) and 65"C/min/kW (wet). Heating rates w'ere normalized with respect

to the average microwave power absorbed (ie. average forward power minus average
reflected power).

Heating tests on larger 1.5 kg (carbon) batches were also undertaken at 2450 MHz and

915 MHz. Figures 4 and 5 show typical temperature profiles for the dry and wet batches

at both frequencies while Table 2 summarizes the important results. Heating rates at

915 MHz and 2450 MHz were very similar for the dry carbon; however, heating of wet

carbon was faster at 915 MHz than at 2450 MHz by 2.4*C/rain/kW. This enhanced

heating rate is partly due to the greater penetration depth in water provided by the lower

microwave frequency (at 60*C, microwave penetration depth in water is about 3 cm for

2450 MHz and 30 cm for 915 MHz (2)). For the smaller 100 g samples, the effect of the

difference in the penetration depth for the two frequencies would be negligible.

800-
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•. 400

I-,i
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Figure 4. Microwave heating curves for 1.5 kg carbon (2450 MHz).

"normalized heating rates were obtained by dividing the average heating rate by the
absorbed microwave power (ic, absorbed p-swer equals average forward power minus
average reflected power).
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Figure 5. Microwave heating curves for 1.5 kg carbon (915 MHz).

Table 2. Parameters For Moicriowave Reactivation Of 1.5 kg Carbon Samples

-> CARBON AVG. M.W. POWER ABSORBED HEATING RATE TO 700'C
FREQUENCY CON)IT-N FORWARDIREFLECT M.W. ENERGY AVG4NORMAUZ7ED

DRY 3.9 I0.23 kW 1.468 kWh 33'Cjnmm'I /9.ffC~mm'.kW-'
2450 MHz

WET 4.6/ 0.04 kW 3.876 kWh 14*C min`I 3.1*CjnmM'.kW*'

DRY 7.5 I0.71 kW 1.765 LWh SS*C mi') / .6*Cjnin'kW'
915 Muiz

WET S.11I0.61 kW 2.20 kWh 25'Cinim'/ 5.SC~min`.kW`1

For simplicity, test results for the 1.5 kg batches were normalized with respect to a I kg
batch. These results are shown in Table 3. From the results for 100 g (Table 1) and I kg
(Table 3) batches, the absorbed microwave energy per unit mass decreases with sample
size. This effect is a characteristic of microwave heating and is u-,ually attributed to the
'filling factor' Cie. microwave absorption by a material increases by increasing its volume
in the applicator) (3).

In order to compare different reactivation techniques and assess the quality of reactivatedj ~carbon, a number of different parameters was measured. Among the mome important
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Table 3. Energy Consumption And Heating Rates Normalized To 1 kg Batch.

MICROWAVE CARBON ABSORBED MICROWAVE HEATING RATE
FREQUENCY CONDITION ENERGY

DRY 1.0 kWh 13.5"C.min'.kW"'

2450 MHz
_ _WET 2.6 kWh 4.7"C.min'.kW"'

DRY 1.2 kWh 13°Cmin'r.kW'
915 MHz

WET 1.5 kWh 8.3C.min4'.kW'

parameters are the physical properties of reactivated carbon (eg, apparent dens'ty and ash
content), as well as the adsorption capacity and rate. Table 4 gives typical results from
"the analysis of the microwave-reactivated carbon. For comparative purposes, the
properties of fresh carbon and conventionally reactivated carbon are also provided. Other
properties that were c'.-.-sidered and measured were the iudine number, surface area and
attrition loss. Measurement of these properties indicated consistency with the results in
Table 4.

The applied frequency did not appear to affect the properties of reactivated carbon
therefore, carbon reactivated at either 2450 MHz or 915 MHz is simply termed as
'microwave-reactivated'. Conventional reactivation generally increases the apparent
density of the carbon due to shrinkage and structural compaction. In all tests, the density
of the microwave-reactivated carbon was even higher than conventional reactivation,
including the tests performed at 550'C (with a residence time of 2 minutes) and 7000C
(with a residence time of 30 seconds). Comparing the results of the other parameters
suggests that the higher density value did not affect the other properties.

The ash present in the carbon is an indication of the amount of inorganic residue
remaining after complete combustion of organic material in the carbon. Clearly, ash
content in microwave-reactivated carbon is less than half the content present in either
fresh or conventionally activated carbon.

The gold adsorption capacity is a measure of the amount of gold adsorbed on a unit mass
of carbon. As a reference, fresh carbon has an adsorption capacity of about
26 kg AuAonne Carbon. Therefore, carbon reactivated by microwaves has an adsorption
capacity of 80 - 90% that of fresh carbon. Conventionally reactivated carbon has an
adsorption capacity of only 58% of fresh carbon (ie, microwave-reactivated carbon
adsorbs at least 38% more gold than conventionally reactivated carbon). A second
advantage of microwave-reactivated carbon over conventionally reactivated carbon is the
higher gold adsorption rate. As shown in Table 4, adsorption rates from microwave-
reactivated carbon were even higher than that of fresh carbon. This result has been
reported elsewhere (4). Therefore, in the actual adsorption process in a gold mine,
microwave-reactivated carbon can be expected to adsorb more gold than conventionally
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Table 4. Properties Of Microwave-Reactivated Carbon.

CARBON ADSORPTION ADSORPTION ASH APPARENT
REACTIVATION CAPACITY RATE CONTENT DENSITY

TECHNIQUE kg A•nome C (kg Au/tonn C)niA WEIGHT % gV-l

microwave heating 21.0 0.34 038 0.67

(2450 MHz)

microwave heaing 23.4 0.43 0.42 0.69
(915 Mhz)

convennonal 15 0.10 1.0 0.51
heating

fresh carbon 26 0.33 1.0 0.48

reactivated carbon and undertake this adsorption process at a faster rate. These two
factors will result in energy savings as well as increasý..d throughput.

The total electrical energy required to activate 1 kg carbon at 2450 MHz and 950 MHz
is shown in Table 5. The results are based on 50 and 70% efficiencies for the 2450 and
915 MHz frequencies, respectively. It is clear that microwave reactivation at 915 MHz
is more efficient than at 2450 MHz. Another advantage for using 915 MHz versus 2450
MHz is the size of generators. The maximum generator size at 915 MHz is 60 kW
compared to 5 kW at 2450 MHz. By using the 915 MHz frequency the number of
generators required for the process would be fewer, and therefore the control and
relabUity of the equipmet would be simpler. Therefore, from the standpoint of a
practical industrial application, carbon reactivation at 915 MHz appears to be more
attractive.

Table S. Electrical Energy Consumption For Reactivating 1 kg Carbon.

MICROWAVE CARBON CONDITION TOTAL ELECTRICAL
FREQUENCY ENERGY*

DRY 2 kWh
2450 MHz

WET 5.2 kWh

DRY 1.7 kWh
915 MHz

WET 2.2 kWh

R'otat electrical energy is calculated by dividing themicrowave energy required by te
efficiency of the microwave generator, ie. 50% for 2450 MHz and 70% for 915 MIHz.
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At the present time, the cost of energy for reactivating carbon using conventional
electrical heating is approximately $0.083/kg (dry) carbon, based on an electricity cost of

$0.0387/kWh (5). Using microwave heating at 915 MHz and allowing for an additional

10% in losses (for reflected microwave energy), the total energy cost using microwaves
(2.42 kWh x $0.0387) will be $0.094/kg carbon. However, based on adsorption capacity

results presented in Table 4, 0.65 kg of microwave-reactivated carbon will adsorb the

same amount of gold as 1 kg of conventionally reactivated carbon. Considering this

difference in adsorption capacities, the energy cost for microwave reactivation of carbon
at 915 MHz ($0.061/kg) is-about 75% of the energy cost of conventional reactivation.

CONCLUSIONS

The tests confirmed the technical feasibility of applying microwave heating in an inert

atmosphere to reactivate spent carbon from the CIP process. In general, it appears that

the properties of microwave-reactivated carbon are superior to conventionally reactivated

carbon (eg, higher gold adsorption capacity). Testing of the two industrial heating
frequencies indicated that microwave heating at 915 MHz is preferred for this application

because of its higher electrical efficiency and greater penetration depth compared to 2450
MHz. The associated energy cost for microwave reactivation of carbon is estimated to
be about 25% lower than the cost of conventional reactivation.
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INVESTIGATION OF INTERLAYER MATERIALS FOR THE
MICROWAVE JOINING OF SiC

Richard Silberglitt and David Palaith
Technology Assessment and Transfer, Inc.
Annapolis, MD 21401

W. Murray Black and H. S. Sa'adaldin
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA 22030

Joel D. Katz and Rodger D. Blake
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Microwave joining of SiC to SiC was accomplished with
interlayer materials composed of Si, C and Ti. The width of
joints using Si as the interlayer material varied from 3-50
micromcters, depending upon the method of application of the
interlayer material. A joint made from a SiC disk plasma-
sprayed with Si had an interlayer width less than 5
micrometers. There was no substantial variation in Knoop
hardness across this joint interface. Joints were also made via
combustion synthesis of Ti and C powders in situ.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave joining of ceramics has the potential for increased
speed and convenience [1,2]. Joints have been made in
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alumina, mullite and silicon nitride with flexure strength
approaching, and in some cases exceeding, that of the as
received material in a fraction of the time that is customarily
required with conventional techniques [3,4]. This paper
describes the initial results of investigations aimed at applying
microwave joining to SiC and other carbide ceramics.

RATIONALE FOR THE JOINING APPROACH

Microstructural, mechanical and X-ray data reported in Refs. 3
and 4 suggest that microwave joining occurs through the filling
of pores in the interfacial region by intergranular glassy
phases. This mechanism is further supported by conventional
joining experiments in silicon nitride, in which the joining
material is an oxynitride glass very similar to the silicon nitride
"intergranular phase [5,6]. These results suggest the following
general approach to microwave joining: first investigate joining
without interlayer materials, using the intergranular phases
present in the material to be joined; if direct joining is not
possible, then use as a joining interlayer a material that closely
approximates the intergranular phases.

To implement this approach for SiC joining, two different
avenues were followed. First, metallic braze joints were made
using Si as the primary interlayer material. Second, attempts
were made to initiate a combustion synthesis reaction [7] in the
interfacial region to form a composite interlayer containing SiC
or TiC.

PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS TO BE JOINED

The SiC specimens used for joining were disks of Carborundum
HexoloyTM approximately 0.952 cm in diameter and 0.635 cm
in height, rough cut with a wafering saw, with no polishing.

Four different methods were used to prepare and apply
interlayer materials. Three of these methods used blended
powders of Si, C and Ti. The first method consisted of simply
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placing the powder mixture on top of one SiC disk and then
pressing the second disk in place. In the second method, the
powder was mixed with Nyel watch oil to form a slurry, which
was applied to the top of the lower disk. In the third method, a
cold pressed disk of the powder was made, using 1-Eicosene as
a binder, and this disk was inserted in ltetween the two SiC
disks. In the fourth method, a thin layer of Si was p!asma-
sprayed onto one of the SiC disks.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

These microwave joining experiments, with the one exception
noted below, were carried out using the apparatus described in
Ref. 3. The samples were placed in the center of a TEi 03
rectangular microwave cavity and oriented with the electric
field parallel to the disk axis. Coupling of microwave power
from the 2.45 GHz magnetron was accomplished with a
resonant rectangular iris. The dimensions of the iris were
determined experimentally by requiring nearly critical
coupling between the input waveguide and the cavity when the
sample was within the desired joining temperature range.

The power incident on and reflected from the cavity was
monitored with voltage probes inserted in appropriate
positions through the broad wall of the waveguide. The
temperature of the sa:ple was measured through a shielded
hole cut in the narrow wall of the cavity using a two-color IR
pyrometer 2.

The SiC samples and interlayer materials were held in place for
joining by two low loss alumina rods of 0.952 cm diameter.
This sandwich of alumina-SiC-interlayer material-SiC-alumina
was inserted through openings in the broad wall of the cavity,
positioned so that the interlayer material was at the
geometrical center of the cavity, and clamped in place with a

lWilliam F. Nye, Inc., New Bedford, MA 02742
2 Capintec, Inc., Ramsey. NJ 07446 Modcl # ROS-10
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Figure 3 SEM micrograph of SiC joint made with plasma-
sprayed Si coating.

As a prelude to joining experiments attempting to utilize
combustion synthesis in the interfacial region, we used the
multi-mode cavity to react cold pressed disks equal in size to
the joining samples. A disk made from Si and C powders in
stoichiometric ratio was heated first. X-ray diffraction data
showed only Si and C peaks, indicating that no combustion
synthesis reaction took place. Since the Ti-C reaction is much
more energetically favorable than the Si-C reaction (Ref. 7), we
then heated a cold pressed disk composed of 2% Ti and 98%
stoichiometric Si:C powders. The X-ray diffraction data
obtained from this disk clearly indicated the presence of SiC.

Based upon the above results, joints were attempted using
powder mixtures of 4% and 10% Ti, with the balance being
stoichiometric Si:C. No combustion reaction was observed
during the heating of these materials.

An additional joining attempt was made using a cold pressed
disk of about 1 mm in height made from a stoichiometric
powder mixture of Ti and C, in an Eicosene binder. The
assembly of SiC disk-Ti:C cold pressed disk-SiC disk was heated
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using the single mode cavity method. The Eicosene binder was
first observed to vaporize; then as the power was increased a
flame was observed to be ignited at the joining interface.
When this flame extinguished, the temperature of the SiC disks
rose rapidly to 1500°C and stabilized. This temperature was
held for several minutes, and then the samples were cooled by
gradually reducing_ the microwave power, over a period of
approximately 15 minutes. Figures 4 and 5 are SEM
micrographs of the sectioned joined specimens. Fig. 4 was

Figure 4 SEM micrograph of SiC joint made with cold pressed
disk of Ti:C (outer edge).

taken at the outer edge of the specimen. Fig. 5 was taken in
the interior of the sectioned specimen. The interlayer material
in Fig. 4 is orange-white, while the interlayer material in Fig. 5
is dark gray. X-ray diffraction data clearly indicated TiC, T;02
and Ti30 5 , as well as SiC, in the joined samples.

CONCLUSION

Microwave joining of SiC has been accomplished using both a
single mode and a multi-mode joining apparatus at 2.45 GHz.
Homogeneous joints were made using Si as the interlayer
material, applied directly as powder, in an oil-based slurry, or
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Figure 5 SEM micrograph of SiC joint made with cold pressed
disk of Ti:C (interior of sectioned specimen).

plasma-sprayed onto the surface of one of the specimens to be
joined. The plasma-spray technique yielded the thinnest
interlayers, and for these Knoop hardness did not vary
substantially across the sectioned joint interface. Microwave-
induced combustion synthesis was achieved in a cold pressed
disk of Si:C:Ti to produce SiC, using the multi-mode cavity.
Microwave-induced combustion synthesis of a cold pressed
disk of Ti:C placed at the interface was used to join SiC to SiC.
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ABSTRACT

Simultaneous sintering and joining of ceramics, often referred to as green state
joining, is used in producing structural and electronic composites as well as
complex-shaped ceramic components. In this paper, a novel idea of using
microwave energy to simultaneously sinter and join ceramics is proposed. Alumina
green samples are fired and joined in a single mode microwave heating device.
Scanning Electron Microscope and Scanning Acoustic Microscope are used to
evaluate joining interface. Experimental results show that, because microwaves
offer rapid ard uniform heating, fast densification and excellent joining can be
achieved.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave heating is a volumetric process. It provides rapid and uniform
heating so that temperature gradients which are observed in conventional rapid
heating can be avoided. Its application in material processing has produced many
interesting results [I]. Microwave processing of ceramics is especially encouraging.
Using microwaves to sinter alumina , Tian et al [2] has shown that rapid
densification and ultra-fine microstructures can be obtained. Janney et al. [3] has
shown that ceramics begin to densify at a lower temperatures with microwave
heating than with conventional heating. The joining of ceramics by microwave
heating has been studied by Fukusbirna et al. [ 4 ]. Their study has shown that the
dielectric loss factor, which is the determining factor for absorbing microwave
energy, rapidly increase with temperature and the value at 18000C is two orders of
magnitude larger than that at room temperature. Results prove that thermal runway
effect occurs even in the microwave region, thus allowing the microwave heating
and joining of ceramics. As a result, ceramics can be joined and higher joining
strength will be obtained.
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BACKGROUND

Simultaneous sintering and joining, often referred to as green state joining, is
used in producing structural and electronic ceramic composites as well as
complex-shaped ceramic components. In this joining process, the parts to be joined
are green samples rather than densified ceramics. Green state joining can be used in
producing structural composite materials to incrumsz material fracture toughness. In
a study by Boch et al. [5], an A120 3/ZrO 2 larripated composite was made. In that
process, ceramic layers to be laminated were 1rst fabricated by the tape casting
method. The tapes were then stacked and thermoccnmpessed. After burning out the
organic components, the green composite was densified and joined. Test results
showed that greater fracture toughness was achieved even with AlO3/A120 3
composite. In this production process, excellert densification and joining are
needed to increase material toughness. Green state joining can also be used in the
production of multilayer capacitors and smart materials [6]. In which, tape casted
electroceramic layers that have same or different materials are co-densified.
Electrodes for each layer are screen printed before firing in the conventional
method. In a so-called fugitive method, a fugitive layer is placed between
electroceramic layers and electrode metals are squeezed into the fugitive cavity in
the later process. Lower firing temperature and shorter firing time are desirable so
that deleterious chemical reaction between electroceraniic phases can be avoided and
inexpensive electrode materials can be used to miaimize the production cost. The
joining has to be designed so that the electrode material can be squeezed to form
good electrodes. Green state joining also finds application in producing complex
ceramic parts. Advanced ceramic materials have the potential to be used for
precision engine components. However, the use of ceramic materials have been
inhibited by the difficulty and cost of manufacturing complex-shaped components.
Methods such as injection molding, slip casting and pressure casting can be used in
producing complex-shaped ceramic components. But difficulties with defects,
removal of binder/lubricants, control of warpage , lengthy drying cycle, mold
release and drying shrinkage crack limit fast throughput. Those can be overcome by
joining small parts together to form a complex shaped aggregate. Studies conducted
by Bates et al. [7] show that simultaneous sintering and joining is applicable in
producing some non-oxide ceramics for high temperature application. In all the
applications of simultaneously sintering and joining mentioned above, fast
densification, short firing time and excellent joining are always desired. Microwave
processing has the potential to reach these goals.

In this research work, an effort was made to integrate the microwave sintering
and microwave joining to form a simultaneous process so that the joining and
sintering of ceramics can be accomplished at the same time. In doing so, the tedious
tasks of grinding and polishing which are necessary for joining densified ceramics
can be eliminated. The metal and glass interlayers that are often used in ceramic
joining, resulting in lower high temperature strength of the joined components, are
not necessary for joining of ceramics. More importantly, fast production rate and
excellent joining may be achieved with the microwave heating method.
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

A single mode high power microwave heating device which operates at 2.45
GHz is used in this experiment. It is displayed in figure 1. The magnetron and
associated control system can generate a maximum of 3kW microwave power in a
continuous or pulsed form. A circulator follows the magnetron to divert the
reflected microwave to the dummy load to protect the magnetron. A sectior of
quarter wavelengti waveguide, which is equipped with two directional couplers for
measuring forward andtreflected power, is connected to the system next to the
circulator. The impedance analyzer, which has four detectors with fixed phase
relationship, is used to monitor the working condition of the system through
obtaining the reflection coefficient of the cavity. A 4-stub tuner is also placed before
the microwave resonator for the fine tuning of the system.The microwave resonator
is formed by an iris, a section of waveguide and a variable short-circuted
waveguide. The sample is placed at the position where the electric field has the
maximum vale. The diagnostic system has two main components, HP9826 PC
and HP3497A data acquisition system. They collect and process the signal from the
impedance analyzer for calculating the reflection coefficient as well as from the
temperature controller connected to a pyrometer for recording temperature history.
The sample to be sintered, being small, is placed in a quartz sample holder and
surrounded by the insulating material. A small hole is made in the insulating
material to allow the pyrometer to monitor the temperature variation. Upon turning
on microwave generator, the variable short is adjusted so that the microwaves will
resonant inside cavity and microwave energy can be absorbed by the ceramics
efficiently.

HP S9MA DATA
ACQUISITONSYTIME

CAV3U

Figure 1. Microwave Heating System.
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EXPERIMENT

The Bailobaxl alumina powder having an average particle size 3lPm was used
in this study. Alumina powder doped with 0.3% (wt) magnesium and 3% (wt)
PVA was ball milled in the methanol for two hours. The addition of magnesium
was to inhibit grain growth and to promote diffusion. The mixed powder was dried
in the furnace at 80 0C to evaporate the alcohol. The parts to be joined were green
pellets obtained by dry pressing at a pressure of 2800 M'a. Since the surfaces to be
joined were not perfectly flat, a slip interlayer of the same material mixed with PVA
is placed in between parts to be joined. The two gr-en pellets and the slip interlayer
formed a whole body by isostatic pressing wit-. a pressure 150 MPa. The slip,
being viscous, conforms to the asperities of the green surface, so that minor defects
can be filled. The whole joining body was then prefired at 6000C for two hours.
Finally, the sample was sintered in the high power microwave heating system. By
adjusting the variable short plate, the resonance was achieved inside the single
mode cavity. To uniformly radiate the sample, the sample holder is rotated 10
revolutions/minute. Figure 2. gives the microwave sintering history. The
microwave power used here was 600W. The sample heated to 14000C with
heating rate of 100/rmin. The temperature was held at 14000 for 14 minutes and the
power was then lowered to zero in 3.5 minutes. The whole sintering and joining
time was about 28 minutcs. Figure 3 shows the conventional sintering and joining
history.

1500

1250

1000

O0-

5 10 15 20 25 3o0

Time ( Minutes)
Figure 2. Microwave Sintering and Joining History

By using the above stated processing method, the green aggregates are sintered
and joined by using the microwave heating as well as the conventional heating
method with or without a pressure 0.283MPa applied at the interface of the joining.
A total of 4 samples are researched for each condition. The relative density was
obtained by using Archimedes' principle.

1Bailobax Co., Charlotte, N.C. Bailobax-CR-30
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1400 C, 2 hours

C /ramin. C10C/rmin.

Time

Figure 3. Conventional Sintering and Joining History

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Scanning Electron Microscope Study Joining Interface

To examine the joining result, the joined sample was sectioned with a diamond
saw and subsequently polished with a 600 grit sand paper. The joint boundary was
thn examined by the Scanning Electron Microscope.

Figure 4 is the micrograph of the joined boundary of the sample formed by a
pressure of 0.238 MPa at the interface during microwave sintering and joining.
This figure shows that excellent joining was obtained. D,,fects at the interface have
similar dimension to those in the sintered bulk body. The bulk density is measured
to be 94%. The joint boundary was invisible to the eye. Figure 5 gives the
microstructure of the sample which is microwave sintered and joined at 14000C for
35 minutes. A complete densification was realized with an average grain size 2tm.
Figure 6 is the micrograph of the join boundary of the sample which was formed
with no pressure at interface during microwave sintering and joining. It shows that
only half of the boundary was joined. The bulk density is also 94%. Large voids
can be readily seen from SEM picture. These large defects may be formed due to
the non-uniform shrinkage between interlayer and bulk body during fast
densification. However, such large voids can be eliminated by applying proper
pressure at the interface during sintering and joining, which has been demonstrated
by the figure 4. Hence, proper pressure is needed at interface during microwave
sintering and joining. The magnitude of te pressure should be selected such that
excess deformation in the bulk body will not be induced and the voids which might
appeared at interface could be eliminated. The pressure 0.283MPa used here is
based on the several experimental results of the microwave sintering and joining of
green samples. To avoid any excess deformation in the bulk body, the isostatic
pressure may be used. Since the pressure needed is small, isostatic pressure can be
readily realized.

Figure 7 is the micrograph of the joined boundary of the sample formed with
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0.283MPa at the interface during conventional sintering and joining. The picture
shows that because of low densification , the joined boundary can be clearly seen
and different densities were also observed in the joining interface and bulk body.
Figure 8 is the micrograph of the join boundary of the sample which formed with
no pressure at the interface in the conventional sintering and joining. Because there
is no pressure applied at the interface during sintering and joining, the joining
boundary was not dense and some of the sections can be damaged during the
polishing process.

Figure 4. SEM Micrograph of Microwave Sintered and Joined at 14000C for 14
minutcs with 0.283MPa pressure, Bulk Density 94%

4C, ... . .... .

Figure 5. SEM Micrograph of Microwave Sintered and Joined at 14000C for 35
minutes with 0.283MPa pressure, Bulk Density 99%
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Figure 6. SEM Micrograph of Microwave Sintered and Joined at 14000C for 14
minutes with no pressure, Bulk Density 94%

Figure 7. SEM Micrograph of Conventional Sintered and Joined at 14000C for 2
hours with 0.283MPa pressure, Bulk Density 80%

7

Figure 8. SEM Micrograph of Microwave Sintered and Joined at 1400°C for 14
minutes with no pressure, Bulk Density 80%
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Scanning Acoustic Microscope Study Joining Interface

The scanning acoustic microscope (SAM) is a high precision instrument which
focuses acoustic waves to a point on or below the surface of a specimen. The
intensities of the reflected waves are analyzed and compiled to give detailed images
of the specimen at the prescribed depth. This non-destructive technique is
extensively useful in determining the material properties inside of a sariple. Some
relative information about Scanning Acoustic Microscope can be found in [8,9].

The SAM used here was to evaluate the joining interface, and thus determine
the effectiveness of the r- icrowave sintering and joining process. The sample was
polished so that the surface was parallel to the interface. By doing so, the interface
could be evaluated. The distance between the surface and the interface was less than
41.9,tm. The sample was then mounted on a glass slide for use with the SAM.

From scanning electron micrographs of the edges of the interface for the samplt,
which was microwave sintered and joined with no pressure at the intetface, it was
seer that voids existed on the order of 10-20gm in diameter. It follows that a lens
with a resolution of at least lOtm is needed. The 400MHz lens was chosen which
has a resolution of 9.261im and a maximum penetration depth of 41.9ptm. The
objective was positioned so that the focal point could be placed above, below, or on
the interface. SAM micrograph images were taken at all three of these depths.

Figure 9 shows the black and white images of 1mm 2 of the sample at the
interface. The contrast is the result of voids in the sample which cause acoustic
impedance mismatch and strong reflection. The darker regions tell where the voids
exist. From this micrograph, we can clearly see that there are few voids located at
the interface which has a dimension similar to the defects shown on the SEM
picture. For the surface below and above the interface, the SAM images did aot
show any voids. A 1000MHz lens which has higher resolution and lower
penetration capability will be used in the future to evaluate other joined specimen.

'*J .' "-.7• ',

r, 4. ~

Figure 9. SAM Micrograph at interface of Microwave Sintered and Joined at
1400 0C for 14 minutes with no pressure, 100x

CONCLUSION

The experimental results show that simultaneous sintering and joining using
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microwave heating is feasible. This method can be used to produce complex
ceramic components. Its usefulness can also be applied to the production of
multilayer capacitor where several tape casted layers are stacked together. In the
case where joining strength is not strictly required, the pressure applied during
sintering and joining may not be necessary. Further research should be conducted
to examine the strength of sintering and joining of larger samples.
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MICROWAVE JOINING OF Si-SiC/AI/SI-SiC

T. Y. Yiin, V. V. Varadan, :. K. Varadan, and L. C. Conway
Center for the Engineering of Electronic and Acoustic Materials
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT

Microwave energy is used to join high dielectric loss Si-SiC to Si-SiC with Al fail as an
interlayer. Rapid heating with moderate applied pressure has led to excellent bond streaigth in a
short time. The joining was successfully achieved in ?.bout 5 minutes at 1250°C and 1.2 MPa
axial pressure in a single mode microwave cavity vithout damaging the samples. The joined
specimen interfaces were examined using optical miccroscopy and scanning electron microscopy.
The diffusion paths of Al were also detected with electron microprobe image mapping. Average
fracture strength of the joined specimen was shown to be comparable to the original material
strength using the four point bending fractum test. Comparison of Weibull plots for original and
joined Si-SiC has also verified the high strength at the Si-SiC/AI/Si-SiC interface.

INTRODUCTION

For more than a decade, research has been performed on joining ceramic to metal for electrical
and engineering applications. In the 1980's, microwave energy has been successfully used to
join similar ceramics with or without an idhesive ceramic, [1,2.3]. The possibility for this kind
of joining is to heat up the low dielectric loss ceramic. As the ceramic heats up, the loss
tangent will increase exponentially with temperature. Because the energy absorbed by the
ceramic is proportional to the square of the loss tangent, it can be heated up to very high
temperatures and joined in a short time. However, some ceramics do not readily mach this
temperature without adding microwave coupling agents. Furthermore, once the ceramic is heated
to the thermal runaway region, a thermal breakdown effect for local heating can be induced
which could badly damage the microstructure of the ceramic.
In this study, we join ceramic to ceramic with microwave heating. We wish to take advantage
of the positive features of microwave heating and eliminate the negative aspects. Some
ceramics, like silicon carbide, have a high dielectric loss tangent at room temperature and a high
thermal conductivity. Therefore, silicon carbide is very easy to heat up with microwave power to
some temperatures, but not to the thermal runaway region. This is because the high thermal
conductivity of silicon carbide could conduct the heat to the surfaces where it can escape and
thus eliminates "hot spots". We try to use these properties to join samples of SiC together in a
single mode microwave cavity with aluminum as the adhesive. Aluminum metal has been
chosen as a candidate material to join structural ceramics for its low melting temperature and
possible chemical reaction with ceramics in a conventional furnace as heating sources, [4].
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In microwave heating, although Al metal cannot absorb microwave energy, the heat generated

from the silicon carbide can heat up the Al by conduction. Figure I shows the set-up and the

directions of heat conducted to Al metal with microwave power inside the cavity. In

Si-SiC/Al/Si-SiC'joiring, the highest temperature was around 12500 C which could be

reached quickly in a sinle mode microwave cavity without damage to the silicon carbide.
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of Si.SiC/AI/Si.SiC joining with microwave power
(a) single mode cavity (b) heat generated from Si-SiC.
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MATERIALS

Commercial reaction sintered silicon carbide (Si-SiC) samples* were used in this work. The
Si-SiC exhibits a bi-modal microstructure of SiC grains; the small grains range from 2 to 5 pm
and large grains range 100 to 150 gm. This material contains 11% by volume free silicon, and
the bulk dersity was 3.1 gcm"3 . Si-SiC appears to contain no porosity, indicating a perfect
bonding and infiltration between the silicon and the SiC grains. The Si-SiC blocks to be joined
were cut in the dimensions 15 x 10 x 10 mm3 . and all the surfaces are polished with a 15 gm
grit diamond wheel. The twu-surfaces were made parallel to each other to avoid any misnmtch
between them. The Al foil** surface roughness was around I gnm and the thickness was 16 p.M
before joining. To minimize the oxidation on the Al surface and avoid contamination on all the
surfaces, the samples thus prepared were used immediately after cleaning in the ultrasonic
cleaner.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In preparation for microwave joining, Al foil was sandwiched between a pair of Si-SiC blocks.
The specimen was then placed inside the center of a single mode copper cavity (5" x 4" x 2")
with 500 watts microwave power supplied. The power was coupled to the cavity through a
variable iris and tuned to resonate at 2.45 GHz by an adjustable short. By placing through-tube
quartz bars on the top and bottom of the joining Si-SiC, pressure was applied to the specimen
from outside the cavity through tubes on the broad sides of the cavity. These tubes are designed
to provide access to the cavity and are designed to support only modes below the cut off
frequency of the resonant cavity. The whole process was conducted in an air atmosphere during
heating.The heating history was recorded on the joining interface by a pyrometer.
After joining, the specimen was gradually polished to 0.25 pm around the Si-SiC/AIiSi-SiC
interface for optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and electron microprobe
analysis. Original Si-SiC's without microwave joining and joined Si-SiC's were then cut into
rectangular bars of dimension 1.5 x 2.0 x 30 mm3 for the four-point bend and three-point bend
tests. The tensile surfaces were polished and edges were beveled to remove any surface crack
flaws caused by machiningfor all the testing bars. Ten original Si-SiC bars and ten joined
Si-SiC bars were fractured separately using an INSTRON in air atmosphere at a cross head speed
of 0.5 mmimin as shown in figure 2. The two parameter Weibull modulus plot was used for
statistically analyzing the fracture strengths of original and joined Si-SiC's. Three joined
specimens were indented on the interfaces for three-point bend test. In the three-point bend test,
we try to estimate the direction of fracture flows.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For joining Si-SiC/AVISi-SiC, the total microwave processing time was around 5 minutes as
shown in figure 3.The maximum surface temperature was 1250° C recorded in the heating
history. After the temperature stayed for one minute at 12500 C, the power was turned off to let
the joined specimen cool down to the room temperature.

* Norton Co., Worcester, Mass.
00 98.5 vo!% A], 0.5 vol% Fe and 1.0 vol% Si, Reynolds Metals Co., Richmond, Va.
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Figure 2 Schematic diagram of four-point bending test.
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Figure 3 Heating history of Si-SiC/Al/Si-SiC joining with microwave power.
Maximum temperature was around 12500 C.

Figure 4 shows the typical optical micrographs of the joined Si-SiCJAI/Si-SiC interfacv. Since
the highest joining temperature was around 1250r C which could melt the Al metal and the
applied forces on the specimen could accelerate the distribution of melted metal into the pores on
the surfaces of the Si-SiCs, a uniform interface without any cracks was observed at the
interface. Residual stress problems caused by the thermal expansion mismatch between ceramic
and metal could be relieved in the molten metal also.The thickness of the Al foil was reduced
from 16 jun to 5 un due to the force applied in the joining process. Some of the Al is squeezed
out from the interface and some Al diffuses into the Si-SiC once Al has been melted. Figure 5
shows the SEM and electron microprobe photographs. From the variation of Al comnpo-ition
across the joint, Al diffuses into Si but not the SiC grains. It is possible that chemical
reaction between Al and Si might occur to form the strong bonding.

510 Microwaves
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Typical fracture paths of the four-point bend and thre,-point bend tests are shown in figure 6.
For the four point-bend test, the joined Si-SiC fractured away from the interface. Furthermore,
the three-point bend test specimen was notched on the interface, but the fracture path still
flowed into the base material. These indicate th.t the joined specimen has higher bond strength
in the Si-SiCJAI/Si-SiC interface than the Si-SiC base material.

'717ý', 7-, ý -.

200 pin 200Jim

(a) (b)

Figure 6 Fracture paths of (a) four-point bend and (b) three-point bend tests. Arrows indicate
the joined interface.

Results from the two parameter Weibull statistical approach are shown in figure 7 and Table I.
As predicted, the joined specimen has higher fracture strength than the original ceramic. These
data prove that the interface has at least as strong and perhaps stronger than the Si-SiC. The
higher fracture strength in microwave joining has also been reported separately by Palith et al.[2]
and Fukushina et al. [3] for joining similar ceramics without adhesives.
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Figure 4 Optical micrograph of the polished Si-SiC/AlI/Si-SiC interface shuwing uniform

joining. Arrow indicates the joined interface.

"I ""Ka

50 grtn
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Figure 5 Photographs of Si-SiCIAISi-SiC interface on the same position by (a) SEM

(dark phases shows the SiC grains) (b) electron microprobe image of Al on

the interface (Al diffuses into the Si but not the SiC grains).

Arrow indicates the joined interface.
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Figure 7 Weibuil plots of four-point bend strength of original dnd joined Si-SiC fracture
strengths.

Table 1. Comparison of Original and Joined Si-SiC Mechanical Properties

Specimen Average Strength Standard Dev. Weibull Modulus Characteristic
Configuration (MPa) (m) Strength (ao)

Original 215.4 15.1 17 222.2
Joined 2194 14.2 18 225.6
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CONCLUSION

High dielectric loss ceramic to ceramic joining using a metal interlayer with microwave power
has been successfully applied to a Si-SiC/AI/Si-SiC system in a short joining time. Microwave
heating enhanced the diffusion of Al into Si is the key point for high joined fracture stregth.
As is evident from the experimental results, ceramic/metal/ceramic joining is also achievable
with microwave heating.
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MICROWAVE JOINING OF CERAMICS
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ABSTRACT

AIOOH gel was used as a bonding layer for alumina samples to be joined. Microwave
radiation was used as a source of energy in a multi-mode cavity. The gel was brushed on the
surfaces of the substratws to be joined and by applying pressure of 0.6-2 MPa, while heated with
microwave energy, joints of different strengths were produced. The maximum strength was
achieved at 1650 0C and it was approximately 93 % of the original strength. It was found that the
use of AIOOH gel improves the joint quality for samples joined at relatively low temperature. Our
results suggest that bonding occurrei due to a diffusion process at the interface.

INTRODUCTION

Sol-gel processing is of particular interest in the ceramic industry due to the unique
properties achieved in terms of particle size. Sol is a dispersion of colloidal particles in a liquid.
Colloids are solid particles with diameters of 1-100 nm [I]. A gel is an interconnected, rigid
network with pores of submicrometer dimensions and polymeric chains whose average length is
greater than a micrometer. The gel is obtained by heating the sol for a specified temperature and
time, or by any other means that reduce the liquid between the colloids.

The subject of joining of ceramics has attracted a great deal of attention recently as a
result of the increasing demand for ceramics in the high-tech industry. The importance of ceramic
joining arises from the fact that ceramics arc difficult to machine. Since large and complex shapes
are often necessary, a satisfactory joining process is desired.

One of the newest techniques in joining of ceramics is microwave joining. Meek and
Blake [21 were the first to report fabrication of ceramic-glass-ceramic seals using microwave
energy. They succeeded in sealing alumina substrates using a home-type (700 Watt) microwave
oven. The joining temperature was in the range of 700-800°C and the processing time was 99
minutes. They reported that the predominant bonding mechanism was diffusion bonding.

Microwave joining of ceramics in a single mode cavity has also been carried out.
Fukushima, Yamanaka, and Matsui (31 have reported joint strength equal to the original strength
for low purity alumina ceramics joined directly (without intermediate layer) using a single mode
cavity. The joining time was 3 minutes and the applied pressure was 0.6 MPa. Joining of high
purity alumina was also carried out using a lower purity interlayer, but the joint strength in this
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purity alumina was also carnied out using a lower purity intcrlayer, but the joint strength in this
case, was between 70 % and 90 % of the base ceramics. The maximum strength was achieved for
samples joined.at temperatures of 1750'C or higher. Palaith and Silbergliu [4) have used almost
the same approach to join SiON4, A120,, and mullite. However. in their experiments, the joining
process was monitored by using an acoustic NDE system. With this system, different stages of
the joining process can be monitored by analyzing the echoes from the joint interface.

This paper describes a joining process for alumina substrates using a new technique in
which AIOOH gel is the interlayer and the microwave energy generated in a multi-mode cavity is

the heating source. -.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Sample Preparation

Alumina substrates' (94 % purity) were used in this study. These substrates contain 3
wt% SiO2 and 2 wt% MgO. The substrates were cut into 0.45-1 cm specimens using a diamond
saw. The AIOOH sol was obtained by a process described by Clark and Lanutti 151:

900C
AI(OCHI,)3 + H20 -4 AI(OC4 H,)2 (OH) + CIH9OH

AI(OC4H,)2 (OH) + 2H20 -- 2C 4HOH + AIOOH + H20
Acid (Sol)

AIOOH - AIOOH
(Sol) reduce (Gel)

liquid

AIOOH --• c-AI203 + H20
(Gel) i 300°C

The sol was then heated until gelation state were achieved.
Since alumina does not couple with 2.45 GHz microwaves at low temperatures, a

susceptor was manufactured to increase the temperature to the coupling temperature at which
alumina begins to absorb microwave radiation. The susceptor consists of a zirconia cylinder lined
with SiC as a coupling material.

'AlSiMag Technical Ceramics, Inc.. Laurcns, SC 29360
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The Joining Process

Gel was brushed on both surfaces of the samples to be joined. These samples were placed
inside the susccptor and the entire assembly was placed inside the microwavc cavity which contains
eight-2.45 GHz magntrons each with 800 W of power. After applying pressure of 0.6-2 MPa, 3-4
of the 8 magntrons were turned on. Different joining temperatures were auctmpted from 1450,C
to 1650 0C. Also, different processing times wert. attempted (ramp time = 11.3-35 min, soak time
= 10-33 min) to achieve maximum joint strength. At a temperature of 13006C, the AIOOH gel
transforms into ct-AI20 3 colloids [5). After the joining process, the specimens were allowed to
cool in air to room temperature.

Characterization

Bending strength measurements for the joined specimens were obtained from three-point
bending test. After cutting the joined specimens in a direction normal to the joint, scanning
electron micrographs and x-ray micrographs of the joint area were obtained, using a wave length
dispersive electron microprobe.

RESULTS

Indicating the importance of the use of the gel, our results show that at a joining
temperature of 1520 0C, pressure of 0.6 MPa, and soak time of 10 min, the joining did not occur
when gel was not present at the interface. However, under the same conditions, and when the gel
was used, joining did occur. Furthermore, the joining occurred in both cases, %, ith and without gel,
for joining temperatures greater than 1520'C.

The effect of joining temperature on joint quality is shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. Figure
I shows SEM micrographs for samples joined at 1520'C, 1600"C, and 1650'C with gel as a
bonding layer. As shown in this figure. it is possible to discern the joint in the sample joined at
1520*C, while it is impossible to discern the joint in the sample heated at 1650'C. Figure 2 shows
x-ray maps for Si of specimens joined .t 1520cC and 1650"C. In (a), fields depleted of Si can be
observed along the joint, while in (b), a homogeneous distribution of Si is observed. Figure 3
represents the results of the bending strength test of the joined samples compared to the strength
of the original material (as-received material) and the strength of two substrates with no joining.
The maximum strength was achieved at 1650'C and was approximately 93%/ of the original
strength. Another way to estimate the joint quality was to examine the fracture surface to observe
any deviation in the course of the fracture. As shown in Fig. 4, for the specimen joined at i6(XYOC,
there is a slight deviation in the -ourse of the fracture at the joint, while, for the 1650°C specimen.
there is no change in the fracture course at the joint.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. SEM micrographs or thk joint area for (a) sample joined at 1520YC.(b) sample joined at

1600 0C, and (c) sample joined at 1650TC.
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(b)

Figure 2. X-ray maps for Si of (a) sample joined at. 15.20 0C and (b) sample joined at 1650TC.
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Figure 3. Bcnding strength 0f samples joined at different temperatures.
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Figure 4. Fracture surfaces of (a) sample joined at 16(XV'C and hI b)ampic joined

at 16500C.

DISCUSSION

As indicated carlier. AIOOH gel transforms into AlG, colloids at a temperature of

1300'C. Since all joining temperatures investigated exceeded this temperature. thc gel which fills

the voids at the interfacc helps in re~ducing voids at the joint and. as a result, helps in improving

the joint strength.
The other effect of the gel arises from the standpoint of the sintering rates of colloids.

Since the sintering rate is inversely proportional to the particle su/e 16). AL2O, colloids, which are

very small (1-1(X) nm, %% ill have a high sintering, rate. This may e.,plain the improvement in joints

obtained at low temperatures wkhen the gel was used. Another ads antave in using the gel is the

behavior of the gel as an adhesive at room temperature. This means that there is no need for any
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additional means, such as binders, to hold pieces together before or during the joining process.
In addition, the use of AIOOH gel provides consistency in the properties across the joint as the gel
transforms during the joining process to a-AI20, which is the bulk material itself.

The use of the microwave energy has also several advantages from the standpoints of
processing time and power. In addition, it is suggested that the use of the microwave energy has
more than a thermal effect. Microwave energy may have an effect in improving the diffusion of
atomic species across the interface, and this results in strong, hard to discern, and consistent joints
at specified joining temperatures.

CONCLUSION

The use of AIOOH gel in microwave joining of alumina is a useful way to produce strong
alumina-alumina joints. The advantages in using the gel are:

* Reduction in joining time, joining temperature, and as a result, required power.
* The use of AIOOH gel, instead of other materials, as a bonding layer is more favorable
since AIOOH gel transforms into ct-AI203 during the process and this provides a
consistency in the properties across the interface.
* The gel acts as an adhesive at room temperature, this would help in holding the samples
together without using additional binders.

The use of the microwave energy in joining of ceramics indicates that this method is an
efficient way to join ceramics considering processing time, processing power. and th.e possible non-
thermal effects of microwave energy.
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ENHANCED MICROWAVE ABSORPTION IN CHIRAL COMPOSITE
MATERIALS

Y. Ma, V. K. Varadan, and V. V. Varadan
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The Pennsylvania State University
"University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT

In microwave joining of composite materials as well as in high frequency dielectric heating for
processing of polymeric materials, proper loss factors in the joining adhesives and in the
sensitizers are essential. A composite material can be tailored through its chiral microstructure to
attain a desired absoqrtion mechanism. For surface heating as well as in microwave joining, a
fairly high loss factor is produced in chiral composite materials. For volumetric heating, a
preferred loss factor can be obtained using chiral composites to optimi=z the dielectric processing.

INIRODUC1ON

Novel chiral materials and their composites have recendy drawn lots of attention from the research
community as well as from various application groups in the industry. In less than five years, the
in',st originally focusing on the academic research has been directed towards the manufacturing of
chiral materials. In order to tailor such novel materials, dependable equations in predicting their
performance as well as the material properties when they are used in, for example, micowave
joining and processing of materials, arm indispensable.

A chiral material is characteized by either a left-handedness or a right-handedness in its
microstructure. As a result, in a chiral material left circularly polarized (LCP) and right circularly
polaized (RCP) fields propagate with different phase velocities. Because the specific attribute of
chirality is the geometry of the material microstructure. Therefore, it can be brought into the
design and manufacture of artificially chiral materials or chiral composites which would exhibit
similar effects like optical activity but at much lower frequencies, for example, microwave

An incident LCP or RCP field will give both scattered LCP and RCP fields in a chiral composite
medium due to its interaction with chiral microstructures, However, this phenomenon will not
occur if microsuctures are made of lossy dielectric materials. A dispersion equation can be
obtained for either an LCP or an KCP incidence which is suitable for frequency dependent analysis.
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Numerical results for absorption of a chiral layer using the current formalism ar also presented and
compared with measurements made in the microwave laboratory of the Center for the Engineering
of Electronic and Acoustic Materials at Pennsylvania State Univeity. Comparison of atenuaions
among different microwave absorbing composites shows the excellent performance from chiral
moit materials.

CONSITUTIVE AND WAVE EQUATIONS FOR A CHIRAL MEDIUM

Consider a region V occupied by an isotropic chiral medium in which the constitutive relations

D%,cE+NecVx E, BD ltcH+Pcp:Vx H (i)

hold. The properties associated with subscript c represent those of the isotropic chiral medium. The
em field can be transfomed to [I]

tE QL
=[AclC2

Hii QR
LJ

"where the left- (L.() and the right- (RCP) circularly polarized fields, QL and QR, re-spectively,
must sadiy the conditions

(V2 + kr2} QL -0 (V2 + kR 2 QR , (3)

In the above equations, the mati

VA1 (4)

while, L
kL kc /(1-c); aL- - i (Er4/i2J'l

kR"- kc /I{ + kck€ &; R _=- i (ypc/r 1/2.

MULTIPL.E SCATTERING FORMULATION

It is well known that when a wave propagates through a medium containing dispersed particles, the
entrained energy (intensity) is redistributed in various Aixections by scattering and absorbed by
intrinsic absorption mechanisms. By appropriately controlling the host and inclusion properties, as
well as the geometry and distribution of the inclusion phase, it is possible to increase :he
absorption of energy in a composite medium.
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.. Because chirality of the inclusion phase can etance the absorption of electromagnetic waves, a

Snovel microwave adhesive may be made of a losy dielectric material (host phase) containing
randomly distributed microballoons made of a chiral material. The absorption of the
electromagnetic energy of such a composite can be investigated by studying the propagation of an
electromagnetic wave through such a chiral composite material

We consider N(N -4 -e) chiral scatterers randomly distributed in a nonchiral medium of volume
V(V -• so) so that the number of particles per unit volume no = N/V is finite. The incident field
"can be either an LCP or an" RCP one. Here, We consider an incident LCP field, however, the
formulation holds for an incident RCP field as welL For the scattering of waves by those scaterers
located at rl, r 2 .... rN, the total field and the exciting fields outside the scatterer can be
expressed by

"U(r) = Q°L(r) + X QsLi (r - ri) + Z QsRi (r - ri). (5)

Q".j (r) - QOL(r) + Z Q9i (r - ri) (6)

W( -- QsRi (r - ri) (7)

where QOL is the incident LCP field and QsLi and QsRi are, respectively, the scattered LCP and
RCP fields from the i-th scatterer. The exciting LCP and RCP fields at the j-th scatterer are
"expressed as QeLJ and QeRJ respectively. Al the fields in Eqs. (5) - (7) can be expanded using the
basis functions as follows

Q% (r) 1 : ati Re Lz (r - ri) (8)

Qei (r) =- ZCi Re LT (r - ri) (90

.. X- QsLi (r) E E FSi Ou L. (r - ri) (10)

Q.Ri(r) W Di Re R, (r - ri) (01)

QsRi (r) - E G~i Ou R, (r - ri) (12)

In Eqs. (8) - (12), the vector circular functions L and R represent the left- and right- circularly
polarized fields which can propagate in a chiral medium. The relationships between L and R and
the commonly used vector basis functions M and N [21 are through L = M + N and R = M -
N. The qualifiers Re and Ou are associated with the regular (incident and exciting) and outgoing
(scattered) fields. For a time harmonic incident plane field, all the fields have implicit time
"dependence e-iti. The expansion coefficients, except the incident field ai, the exciting and
scattered ones, Le., C, F, D, and 0 am ll unknown which need to be determined using the
boundary conditions.

After substituting Eqs. (8) - (12) in Eqs. (6) and (7) and applying the translation-addition theorem
as well as the orthogonality conditions for the vector basis functions, we have the following
equations for the exciting LCP and RCP field coefficients C and D.

C ai Sri + Z X Z Fxj [oCt(rij)] (13)
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- D~' -Z Z Z GJ((Ul(14)

In the above equations, taqi and (0q) awe the translation matrices whose details can be worked out
in turms of the 3-j or 6-j symnbols depending upon the orientation of the scarterers.

Equations (13) and (14) can be reexpressed in terms of only CI and ID- if the T-matrix (3] is
invokcd For a chimal scatterer, the scattered LCP and RCP field coeffi~ients are related to the
exciting LCP and RCP field coefficients through the following matrix equation:[:TL TLR c

where TL RTRL, andl TRR are the T-matrix elements of the chiral scatterer. The
suesrpsdenote the mode conversion. For example, %A* represents the scattered LCP field due

to an exciting RCP field. The mode conversion will vanish for a spherical scatterer without
chirality and also in this case TL~L is equal to TRR. Eqs. (13) and (14) can thus be converted to the
following

Ciai + EEE z act j+ TL R D , fdxq(rij)] (16)

D~t rnE E E CrLCqi + TRRDt~JM q(rij)l (17)

Because the chiral particles are randomly dispersed in a matrix medium, & configuration or
ensemble average needs to be performed over all possible arrangements over the positions of the
particles in order to obtain the average field which is meaningful in describing the random medium.
Following our previous derivations in multiple scattering analysis (3,4,5.1 when this operation is
done on Eqs. (16) and (17). we have

<Cii- ati + no X Z Z I (TUL eCi>j + TL~R <Drj~i ) G(rij) [a,(rij)Jdrj (18)

<clY>i - no, Z X Xl TRL <q.j>j + TRR <D~j>j ) G(rij)(Pq(rij)]drj (19)

where the angle bracket repesents the configuration or ensemble average. The zubscript associated
with it is for the conditional configuration average, i.e. the position of a given particle is not
random anymore but conditional. Go is the joint probability distribution function which gives the
probability of joint occurrece of two particles separated by a position vector rij. Eqs. (18) and
(19) actually restrict the physical properties of the particles so that all particles are the same except
their orientations and positions which are random. Withouit repetiton, details of these can all be
found in our previous publications [3,4.5].

Equiations (18) and (19) can be used to solve the effective propagation constant kj for an incident
LCP field as dhote work done in findirg the complex effective wavenumber of an effective
medium. Similarly, if an incident RtCP field is considcred, the samne procedure can be used to find
kf. The subscripts L and R tell the nature of the effective propagation constant which is either
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LCP or RCP. The reason is that if the composite medium becomes effectively chiral, the effective
gation constant should bear the sme polariation of the incident field which in this paper is

either LCP or RCP.

The effective wave number <k> a <kI> + i 42> can be solved from the above equations as a
function of the frequency via k, the size and properies of the scatterer via the T-matrix. The real
part <kl> describes the phase velocity while the imaginary pan 4k2 > gives the auenuation of the
amplitude of the average wave in the effective medium. For a nonmagnetic composite material,
the effective loss factor < e"->is related to the effective waenumber K through the following

-< e" > w Imt(<k> / k)2 e] (20)

where e is the relative permittivity of the matix material. Im[ I denotes the imaginary part of (.

Although Eqs. (18) and (19) are symbolically simple and clear, in practice, they are fairly
complicated to solve. The degree of the numerical hardship increases with the increasing frequency.
In one of our papers, some numerical results have been obtained when the composite medium is
considered to be nonchiral [5]. Even for ti. case. the contribution of chirality towards the
attenuation of the chiral composite medium is "- -iderable. In addition, the dynamic response in
attenuation shows quite a broad bandwidth.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the microwave laboratory at Penn State, we have made several chiral samples of dispersing
different volume fractions of metal helices in an epoxy resin (eccogel 1365-90 from Emerson and
Cuming, Inc., Canton, MA). A free space microwave testing facility has been used to measure the
reflection and transmission coefficients of these samples. Details on the measurement setup,
calibration, as well as on the data conversion can be found in [6,71. The experimental procedure
employed to obtain the data reported here is well described in an article in this issue by Ro et al.
(6]. Comparison of the calculated results with those measured are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Attenuations Calculated and from the Transmission Measurements.

Type of Chiral Sample - Rig't-handed and left-handed metal springs of 0.8% volume fraction in

Sample Thickness - 1.17 cm

Frequency (0lz) Loss in dB (Computed) Loss in dB(Measued) 42> (in m- 1 ) (Computed)
Right (Left) Right (Left) Right (Left)

13 - 3.71 (- 3.63) - 3.41 (- 3.27) 36.6 (35.9)
14 - 3.60 (- 3.42) - 3.14 (- 2.93) 35.5 (33.8)
15 - 3,30 (- 3.24) - 2.91 (- 2.77) 32.5 (32.0)
16 - 3.14 (- 3.31) - 2.90 (-2.97) 31.0 (32.8)
17 - 3.09 (- 3.72) - 3.13 (- 3.48) 30.4 (36.8)
18 - 3.07 (- 3.75) - 3.41 (- 3.69) 30.2 (37.1)
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Three microwave composite materials are compared based on their absorbing capabilities. Because
the imaginary part 4k2 > of the effective wavenumber <k> is propxxtional to the attenuation of
such composites, calculated results for those materials are presented for <42> only. The conversion
of 4k2> to the physical dB scale is quite straightforward if the thickness of the material is given.
Table 2 presents computed <k2> for, ferrite powders, lossy die!ectric powders, and metal helices,
all in eccogel with thme different volume fractions. Although the frequency is 13 GHz, because the
sizes of the dispersions are all considered to be much smaller than the wavelength, the results are
for the response in the Rayleigh region. Because of low mass loading of the composites, the
reflection loss for the current situation is minimized which is also verifLd by the experiments done
on the composites with metal helices. The scattering loss has been counted for and it is much
smaller than the absorption loss in the Rayleigh region for this case. From the magnitudes of
<k2>, one can tell that the chiral composite material has the superior absorbing ability compared
to the other two commonly used microwave absorbing composite materials in which the particles
are mansed to be spherical in shape

Table 2. Comparison of Calculated Attenuations among Different Microwave Composites.

Matrixmaterial: eccogel( e2.72+0.067i; I =l+0i)
Frequency : 13 GHz
Type of Dispersions Ferrite Powders Lossy Dielectric Powders Metal Helices

Volume. Fraction <k2> (in m- 1) <k2> (in m- 1) 4k2> (in m- 1)

0.8% 5.52 5.88 36.6
1.6% 5.52 6.23 75.6
3.2% 5.50 6.93 172

In addition, we consider a composite material having three different property combinations and
show the enhanced absorption due to the chiral microstructure. In all the cases, the volume fraction
of the microstructure is taken to be 0.05. From Table 3, it is obvious that chirality in addition to
the lossy dielectric property gives the largest absorption which could be as high as three thousand
times that of lossy dielectric spheres at 1.5 GHz. This fact indicates that for given microwave
composites embedded with chiral microballoons the frequency can be tuned in order to achieve a
maximum absorption like the principle used in the design of microwave oven. We clearly
elucidated the effect of enhanced absorption loss using a step by step approach. First, lossy
dielectric spheres introduce the absorption loss. Next, the lossy chiral spheres increased
dramatically the absorption loss compared to that of lossy nonchiral spheres beyond I GHz. The
last case considers lossy chiral microballoons in a lossy matrix whose intrinsic loss factor is 0.2
and such a chiral composite turns out to provide a much larger absorption. The excess absorption
is mainly from the enhanced absorption due to chirality.

In Table 3 the effective loss factor <t"> is obtained using Eq. (20) in which <k2 > is implicit in
the expression of Im[<k>/kI. The effective wavenumber <k> is calculated through a multiple
scattering computer code developed at our researh center using the dispersion relation (5].
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Table 3. Effective Loss Factors < e" > in Different Composites with Lossy Microballoons
with/without Chirality. (The Relative Permittivity of the Matrix Material is 2.5 + em" i and
That of the Microballoon is 20 + es' i. The Radius b of the Microballoon is 9.5 mm)

C sel. er, =0 Cawe2. cm,=0, Case3. em*=O.1
q- =012 -=02 es" =02
P== 1.0x 10-4m =1.0x I0 4 m

Frequency
(0Hz) <e*> C- <"> <">

0.5 0.1372 x 10-2 0.1419 x 10-2 0.1090
1.0 0.4207x 10-2 0.5619x10 2  0.1157
1.5 0.1280 x 10-1 0.9269 1.006
2.0 0.3290 x 10-1 0.2712 0.3677
2.5 0.7606 x 10-1 0.2126 0.3111

CONCLUSIONS

From the results presented, chiral composite material proves to be one of the best candidates for
microwave absorbers. In addition, when a chiral absorber is considered, a tunable frequency (or a
desired operating frequen,.y) is available by tailoring the size of its microstructure.
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PARAMETRIC EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MICROWAVE ABSORPTION
IN CTHIAL COMPOSITES.
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Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics
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University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT

Theoretical and experimental studies have shown that chiral composites
constructed by embedding chiral inclusions in an otherwise achiral lossy medium
enhance power absorption in the microwave frequency range. Chiral composites
can hence be used as microwave absorbers to achieve rapid heating during
microwave processing of ceramics, glaas, and composites. Power absorption
bands of chiral composites are discussed and the corresponding ratio of the one
turn length of the chiral inclusion to the wavelength in the medium L/c aie
reported. This ratio can be used to optimize absorption at different operating
frequencies. Experimental studies on chiral composites having differe.t sizes of
chiral inclusions are also included.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the exploitation of microwave energy in thermal processing of
materials has caused great interest [1]. The prevalent applications of microwave
power have been seen in the dehydration of various materials and in the processing
of ceramics, glass and composites [2, 3, 4]. The major advantages of the
microwave heating are: 1) high heating rates can be obtained because of microwave
absorption inside the material 2) energy can be applied or removed instantly and 3)
the heating is volumetric rather than surface heating. The fundamental principle of
applying microwave powers in materials processing is due to loss mechanisms
(dielectric and magnetic) in the material during the interaction of electromagnetic
waves. Since many ceramics are difficult to heat using microwave power due to
their low dielectric loss tangent at room temperature, the microwave processing of
ceramics is limited to those which have a high dielectric loss tangent. However,
with the help of a sealing agent or interlayer which exhibits microwave absorption
properties, microwave sealing or joining of ceramics is possible. For example,
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coupling agents such as SiC and Si 3N4 v. iikers have been used to couple
electromagnetic waves for microwave sinteri- • of the matrix materials A1203-SiC
and ZrO2-Si 3N4, which are transparent to microwave -nergy [5]. Recently, the
research group at Penn State has discovered theoretically and experimentally that
chiral composites can enhance microwave absorption [6, 7, 8, 9]. Due to recent
progress in the construction of artificial composites and synthesis of polymers, it is
feasible to design artificial chiral composite materials consisting of specified
materials. Lately, we have developed a method for determining the electromagnetic
properties of chiral Composite materials in the frequency range 8-40 GHz [ 10]. It is
also important to investigate the power absorption bands of chiral composites not
only for confirming the "Cotton effect" phenomenon [ 11] but also for designing
chiral composites as microwave absorbers. From electromagnetic properties of
chiral composites, the ratio of the one turn length of the chiral inclusion to the
wavelength in the chiral medium which maximizes power absorption can be
calculated and will be examined in this study.

Optical activity and chirality have been observed for almost two centuries. The
twin phenomena, optical rotation dispersion (ORD) and circular dichroism (CD),
are the special features of optically active media. They can be explained by directly

- substituting new constitutive relations, e.g., D = eE + P3e V x E and B = pH +
""3p V x H, into Maxwell's equations [8, 121. Here, E and p are the complex

permittivity and permeability, respectively, while D3 is the complex chirality
parameter which results from any chirality (handedness) in the microstructure of
the medium. For a normally incident, linearly polarized wave, the transmitted wave
traveling through the chiral medium is not only rotated but becomes elliptically
polarized due to the existence of the chirality parameter [8, 10]. This results from
the different phase velocities and different absorption for the left- and
right-circularly polarized waves. The reflected wave, however, is linearly polarized
for a normally incident, linearly polarized wave. Hence, one reflection and two
transmission measurements are needed to fully characterize the chiral composite
[101.

The planar chiral composites characterized in this study were constructed by
embedding chiral inclusions (helices) into an otherwise achiral host medium
(Eccogel). Samples made in this research have the dimensions 15 cm x 15 cm x
1.2 cm. For detailed information on how the samples are made, refer to Guire et
at. [9]. A free-space measurement setup was employed to measured the rcflection
and transmission characteristics of the chiral composites. The calibration technique
and time domain gating for enhancing measurement accuracy, as well as the
measurement procedure for the free-space measurement system are referred to
Ghodgaonkar et al. [ 13].

ABSORPTION BANDS OF CHIRAL COMPOSITES

The time-averaged Poynting vector denoted by <P> represents the amount of
power crossing a unit area in the direction perpendicular to both E and H fields
and is defined by

<P> =Re (ExIH) (x)
2
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where Re means thp 'real part of' and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate.
The electromagne-! fields (E and H) in free-space can be expressed in terms of
LCP (left-circularly polarized) and RCP (right-circularly polarized) waves QL and
QRas

E =QL + QR (2a)

H= '(-QL+ QR) (2b)

Substituting Eqs. (2a) and (2b) into Eq. (1), one can obtain

<P>=jRe [TQxj-~Q) (3a)

and

P =I<P>l C2i (SLSL + SRS.} (3b)

where C is the magnitude of the incident field Ec and ir is the free-space
impedance. SL ,ind SR are either the reflection or transmission coefficients for the
LCP and RCP waves, respectively. The reflection and transmission characteristics
for the normally incident, circularly polarized waves can be obtained from the
measured reflection and transmission characteristics for a normally incident,
linearly polarized wave as

SlL = Sl1RmS 1 lcO (4a)

S2 IL S21 WiS2 1cost (4b)

S2 = S21co -iS21MM (4c)

and

S -s cos a$21a 21w co( d
21crog: sin a

where S ico is the measured reflection coefficient and $71co and S21ca are the
measured transmissi.on coefficients at co-polarization position and angle a from
co-polarization position, respectively [101.

The power reflection ratio R = Pre/Pic and power transmission ratio T =
P"T/Pine then can be calculated by

P. 2 -IlL IlL IIRS hR) MloS11
Mnv
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and

--- Si- 21LS21L + 21RS;R}S21cRS2l co + S21crsnSIcrss' (5b)
P.n 2 I2L S

Computations of the power absorption coefficient of the chiral composite

Pin Pe" -r PtrI
A= i=c I-RT (6)

can therefore be made.
The chiral inclusions used for determination of the properties have the

dimensions diameter D = 0.11684 cm, pitch P = 0.0529 cm and one turn length L
= 0.371 cm. From the reflection and transmission measurements S 21,, SIco, and
S21a, the electromagnetic properties of chiral composites e, g, and frcan be
calculated [10]. The wavenumbers for the LCP and RCP waves, kL and klc, as
well as the wavelengths for the LCP and RCP waves, XL and XR, can then be
obtained from these properties [8,10). The ratios of the one turn length of the
chiral inclusion to the wavelengths in the chiral medium, LAL and LAR, at each
frequency for each sample then can be calculated. Table I shows peak values of
power absorption coefficients, A, and the corresponding frequencies as well the
corresponding ratios, LAL and LiAr, for the chiral composites.

Table 1. Peak values of power absorption coefficients, A, and the corresponding
"frequencies as well as the corresponding ratios, L/%L and L1XR, of powe:
absorption coefficients for the chiral composites.

Sample Peak value Frequency L/ L. L/LXt
- (GHz)

0.8% left 0.7626 28.86 0.596 0.610

0.83% right 0.7135 28.19 C.5933 0.578

0.8 racemic 0.7853 28.19 0.589 0.589

1.6% left 0.8516 26.34 0.556 0.588

1.6% right 0.9263 26.50 0.565 0.562

1.6% raceMic 0.8491 27.51 0.585 0.585

3.2% left 0.9281 28.19 0.609 0.672

S3.2 right 0.9881 31.23 0.742 0.693

3.2% racemic 0.9657 30.55 0.693 0.693
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It can be seen in Table 1 that the peak frequencies for the same volume
concentration samples are very close. For the 0.8% samples, the averaged peak
frequency is 28.41 ± 0.446 GHz. While for the 1.6% and 3.2% samples, the
averaged peak frequencies are 26.95 ± 0.56 GHz and 29.99 ± 1.24 GHz,
respectively. The peak values of the power absorption coefficients are also very
close for the same volume concentration samples, but vary as the volume
concentrations change. The values are 0.7538 ± 0.0403, 0.876 ± 0.0503, and
0.9606 ± 0.0325 for the 0.8%, 1.6%, and 3.2% samples, respectively.

It also can be seen that the ratios LAL and L[R are different for handed (left- or
right-) samples but are the same for the racemic samples. This is because LCP
waves travel faster than RCP waves inside the left-handed medium, and vice
versa, while both LCP and RCP propagate with the same speed inside the racemnic
samples [8]. Since the diaference between L.AL and IAR is less than 5% for every
sample, one can use the average value of LAL and LfAR as the ratio LAX with an
error of less than 3%. The ratio LAA varies as the volume concentration changes.
The values are 0.5926 ± 0.01, 0.5735 ± 0.0115, and 0.6837 ± 0.04 for the 0.8%,
1.6%, and 3.2% samples, respectively.

Table 2. 95% and 90% power absorption bandwidths.

95% peak value 90% peak value Frequency
Sample bandwidth (GHz) bandwidth (GHz) (GHz)

0 26.50 - 31.56 25.23 - 32.58
0.8% left 5.628.86

5.06 7.35

0.8% right 125.01 - 30.55 24.59 - 31.56 28.19
0.8%_right 5.54 6.97

0.8% raceniic 25.65 - 29.54 23.31 - 30.55 28.19
3.89 7.24

22.46 - 31.23 21.82 - 32.24
1.6% left 8.77 10.42 26.84

1.6% right 25.01 - 29.88 22.04 - 32.24 26.50
1.6% right 4.87 10.20

S1.6% racemic 25.23 - 31.23 22.25 - 32.58 27.516.0 10.33

3.2% left 26.29 - 32.91 25.01 - 35.61 28.196.62 10.60

26.29 - 37.30
3.2% right 11.01 25.23- 31.23

3.2% racernic 26.50 - 36.9610.46 25.23 - 30.55
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Based upon the data shown in Table 1, the average value and standard deviation
of the ratio L.A. are 0.6038 and 0.05 1, while for the peak frequency they are 28.45
and 1.4828 GHz. The variances o' lie peak frequency and the ratio UkX among
the same volume concentration chiral samples may be due to sample variations and
post-calibration errors. Thus IA, = 0.6038 can be used as a design criterion to
obtain an absorption peak at a desired operating frequency.

It is also interesting to study the bandwidths of the power absorption
coefficients. Table 2 shows the 95% and 90% peak values power absorption
bandwidths for the cibiral samples. The average bandwidths ot 95% and 90%
power absorption coefficients are 6.92 and 10.29 GHz, respectively. The smallest
bandwidths for the 95% and 90% Power absorption are 3.89 and 6.97 GHz,
respectively. The corresponding changes for the ratios LA., are 0.08 and 0.143,
respectively. From this data, one can clearly see that the average values of the peak
frequency 28.45 GHz and the ratio L/X, 0.6038 are within the 95% power
absorption bandwidths region for each chiral sample. Hence, for this special kind
of helix embedded into an epoxy host medium (Eccogel), it is appropriate to use
the average values of the peak frequencies and the ratio L/X, of these nine chiral .

composites to represent the characteristic peak frequency 28.45 GHz and the ratio
ratio LA, 0.6038.

PARAMETRIC EFFECTS OF CHIRAL COMPOSI'TES

In addition to the one kind of helix as discussed above, three different
geometrical dimensions of helices have been selected to examine the parametric
effects of chiral inclusions. Four additional 3.2% left-handed samples have been
made. One of them contains all four different geometrical sizes of chiral inclusions,
which have been mixed well. The other three samples have only one kind of helix.
Detailed description of the raraptts and the dimensions of helices are shown in
Table 3.

The reflection and transmission characteristics for these samples may be
measured in the frequency range 8-40 GHz by employing the free-space
measurement system. The transmission coefficients of some samples, especially
for samples C, D, and E, are less than - 40 dB at certain frequencies. This is very
close to the dynamic range of' the free-space measurement system, hence, it is
improper to use these values to determine the properties of samples.

However, the power absorption of sampleb can also be seen from the reflection
coefficients with metal backing. Fig. I shows the measured reflection coefficients
with metal backing for each sample. It can be seen that the reflection coefficient for
sample D has the largest value over the whole frequency range, probably due to the
big impedance mismatch caused by variations of sample preparations. The
reflection coefficient of sample E has not o.-Ay the smallest value in the frequency
range of 12-37 GHz but also the widest power absorption bandwidth. Since each
kind of helix may have its power absorption peak frequency and bandwidth
separately, e.g., 28.45 GHz peak frequency and 6.92 GHz 95% power absorption
bandwidth for sample A, then combinations of different kinds of helices may cause

* the power absorption bandwidth to increase. The increase in the power absorption
for sample E may be due to the impedance match for the free-space or the
interaction between each different kind of helix. However, no conclusion should
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be made until more is known about the effects of the dimensions of the helix and
the host material.

* - Table 3. Description of the samples and the dimensions of helices.

Dimensions of tehelix
Name (cm) _ _

NameOne III No. of turns
Diameter D Pitch P L

Sample ~ ~ ~ legt AL.18 .5903

I"Sample B 0.11684 0.07294 0.3715 3

Sample C 0.18288 0.0529 0.577 3

Sample D 0.11176 0.254 0.433 3

Sample E Mixed

5-1

Sampl A ape

/7 SampleE
~.20

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Frequency (GHz)

Fig. 1. The reflection coefficient with metal backing for each sample.
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CONCLUSION

The power absorption bandwidths and the corresponding ratios LA. of the one
turn length of the chiral inclusion to the wavelength in chiral media have been
examined. We have discovered that it is appropriate to use the averaged power
absorption peak frequency and the corresponding ratio Lik of different handed

/ and different volume concentrations chiral samples to represent the characteristic
peak frequency and the corresponding ratio 1.k of each chiral sample. Also, both
the power absorptioi-peak value and its bandwidth increase for the mixed sample
compared with the samples which consist of only one kind of chiral inclusion.
Thus the bandwidth of the absorption peak can be increased by considering
inclusions with appropriate LA• values at the frequencies in the band of interest.
Such absorbers can then be used as the interlayer or heating catalyst in the joining
and processing respectively of ceramics.
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MICROWAVE HEATING FOR FIBER-PLACEMENT
MANUFACTURING OF CARBON-FIBER COMPOSITES

Arthur C. Lind
McDonnell Douglas Research laboratories
St. Louis, MO 63166

Frederick C. Wear, James E. Kurz
McDonnell Aircraft Company
St. Louis, MO 63166

The electrical impedance of cross-ply carbon-fiber composites at 2.45 GHz is about 0.6
Q. Since the impedance of free space is 377 Q, 99.3% of the microwave energy incident
on the composite is reflected and little heating orcurs. Our applicator, which
overcomes this problem, rapidly and efficiently heats thermoplastic-impregnated
carbon fibers to fabricate well-consolidated composite structures. This applicator is
suited to an automated fiber-placement manufacturing process in which composite
structures are built up one layer at a time.

INTRODUCTION

Usually, carbon-fiber/polymeric .composite parts have been assembled manually
and cured using autocla,.ve techniques. To reduce labor costs and to enable the
manufacture of composite parts larger than available autoclaves, an automated fiber-
placement process is being developed. In this process composite parts are fabricated
one layer at a time from polymer-impregnated carbon fibers in tapes of various widths.
As the fibers come into contact with the part, heat and pressure are applied to
consolidate the fibers with the part, as shown in Fig. 1.

To achieve low cost the fiber-placement process must be rapid, requiring rapid
heating of the poly-mer-impregnated fibers and the surface to which it will be
consolidated. Microwaves have been investigated for rapid heating and curing of
polymeric composite materials in numerous studies over the past decade.' 4 Successful
results were obtained if the reinforcing fibers were not. electreally conducting, such as
glass and Kevlar. However, if the fibers were electrically cenducting, such as carbon,
it was difficult to couple microwave power into the conp site efficiently and reliably. 2
In addition, previous microwave ovens and cavitit s were not suitable for fiber.
placement processing of large parts because they needed to surround the carbon-fiber
composite part. Therefore, we have invented' and are patenting a novel microwave
applicator for heating carbon-fiber composites external to the applicator. Microwave
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Polymer-impregnated
carbon-fiber tape

Microwave heater

, :, being fabricated

Figure 1. Schematic of fiber-placement process in which large composite parts are
fabricated one layer at a time. Microwaves are shown here as a heating source.

heating is confined to a distance of the order of the thickness of one ply at the surface
of the carbon-fiber composite. This is ideal for the tape-placement process because the
consolidation region can be adequately heated without unnecessarily heating the
composite previously consolidated.

INTERACTION OF MICROWAVES WITH CARBON-FIBER COMPOSITES

The electrical conductivity along the length of continuous carbon fibers is large,
but the electrical conductivity perpendicular to their length is smaller because of the
many poor electrical contacts between adjacent fibers. Thus, the electrical conductivity
of a carbon-fiber composite depends upon its construction and the direction in which
the conductivity is measured.

Measurements of the effective electrical conductivities have been made at
frequencies between 45 and 300 MHz for well-consolidated carbon-fiber composites in
which the fiber orientation alternates between 0" and 90" in adjacent plies.' The
effective electrical conductivity in a direction parallel to the plies, o,, is about 25,000
S/rn. A simple approximation' can be used to calculate oa from the conductivity of the
fibers and their orientation in the composite. The effective electrical conductivity
perpendicular to the plies, a, is about 100 S/in.6 A simple approximation cannot be
used to calculate oa because it is very dependent upon the degree of consolidation.
Before consolidation @y can be as small as 3 S/m.'
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An effective electrical conductivity is used in inhomogeneous materials which
requires that the amplitude and phase of the electromagnetic fields do not change
significantly within the scale of the inhomogeneity. In the case of carbon-fiber
composites the scale of the inhomogeneity depends upon the polarization and the
direction of propagation of the microwaves. For propagation normal t. the plies, the
scale of the inhomogeneity is equal to the repeat distance of the ply orientation
stacking sequence. Since the thickness of a single ply is about equal to 0.13 mm, the
scale of inhomogeneity is about 0.26 mm in a composite having a repeating 0, 90"
stacking sequence. As @ill be seen, this approximation is not always rigorous at 2450
MHz, a common microwave heating frequency, but it is useful for estimates.

When microwaves are incident normal to the surfae of a multi-layer carbon-fiber
composite, the electric field is parallel to the plies and the electric field interacts with
a material whose conductivity is aV. When the microwaves are incident normal to an
exposed edge of a multi-layer carbon-fiber composite, the electric field can be chosen
to be parallel, perpendicular or intermediate to the plies. Thus, depending upon the
relative orientation, the electric field interacts with a material whose conductivity lies
between oa and o,.

The fraction of the power that is absorbeA when microwaves are incident upon the
surface of a conductor is given by'

P/Po= 1 -RZ - Z)/(Z +Z,)] 2 , (1)

where P is the absorbed power density (w/m 2), PO is the incident power density, Z, is
the impedance of free space (377 Q) and Z is the impedance of the conductor. The
impedance Z of the conductor is given by'

Z = (dwdF)/o, (2)

"\N where f is the microwave frequency (Hz) and p is the permeability of the composite,
usually equal to that of free space, p0 = 4x x 10" Him.

The microwaves that are absorbed at the surface propagate into a good electrical
conductor normal to the surface and the power density decays exponentially with
increasing distance, d, ass

P(d) = (H, exp(-d/8)]2 Z, (3)

where H. is the magnetic intensity (A/m) at the surface (d=0) and 8 is the skin depth.
The skin depth, 8, is given by'

5 = (1!xf~xo)". (4)
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Table 1 presents numerical values of the quantities given in Equations (1)-(4) for
2450 MHz microwaves entering the face and edge of a carbon-fiber composite having
a 0%, 90 stacking sequence. The wide range of composite properties shown in Table
1, depending upon the microwave propagation direction and the degree of
consolidation, explains why previous investigators experienced different and unreliable

Table 1. Properties of 0,90' Carbon-Fiber Composite at 2450 MHz.

Direction of Impedance Fractional Skin Surface
Incident Z Absorbed Depth Current, H,,

Microwaves (Q) Power 8 for Absorbed
P/Pe (mm) Power Density

of 1000 w/cm2

(A/cm)

Into Edge' 56.8 0.455 5.87 4.20
o=-(--=3 S/n,
before
consolidation

Into Edge' 9.84 0.099 1.02 10.1
o--C= 100 S/n

Into Face' 0.62 0.007 0.06 40.1
c O'gag=25000 S/m

results. Before consolidation, for propagation into the edges of the a composite,
heating occurs to a depth of about 6 mm. However, as the composite becomes

* !consolidated, the microwave heating occurs only to depth of about 1 mm.
Fig.,For microwaves entering the composite through the face of the plies, as shown in
Fig. 1, the skin depth is only 0.064 mm. This skin depth is less than the 0.26 mmrepeat distance of the ply stacking sequence, so our analysis, which uses an effective
electrical conductivity, is not strictly valid. These results, nevertheless, indicate that
the microwave heating is confined to a distance of the order of the thickness of one ply
at the surface of the composite. This is ideal for the tape-placement process because
the consolidation region can be adequately heated without unnecessarily heating the
composite previously consolidated.

Table I shows that when microwaves are incident into the face of the composite,
as shown in Fig. 1, the fractional absorbed power is only 0.007; hence, 99.3% is
reflected. Our microwave applicator repeatedly redirects this reflected power back to
the composite surface to increase the absorbed power.

Heating power densities up to 1000 w/cm' may be needed for fiber-placement
speeds of 50 cm/s. Such large power densities produce surface currents of 40 A/cm,
which would normally require good electrical contact between the microwave heater
and the surface of the composite to prevent arcing. Our microwave applicator
suppresses this possibility for arcing.
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OPEN-ENDED TEO,, MODE MICROWAVE CAVITY

Our microwave applicator is an open-ended reo.ant cavity based on the TEo,
circular waveguide mode. In this mode the electric field is maximum along a circular
path whose diameter is about one-half the diameter of the circular waveguide. Hence,

";PMagnetic field, H

Electic field, E

: j Heating

Carbon-fiber composite/

Figure 2. Schematic of open-ended circular TEO,, mode cavity. The carbon-fiber
composite serves as a cavity end wall which is heated by the surface currents.

a TEO, mode cavity with an open end'placed against a carbon-fiber composite material
induces large surface currents which flow in circles confined to the composite, as
shown in Fig. 2. Because the currents need not flow between the cavity and the
composite, the heating is not limited by the normally high contact resistance between
the cavity and the composite. Thus, the problem of poor electrical contact and arcing
between the microwave heater and the surface of the composite is eliminated.

The desigr criteria and the electric and magnetic fields of the TE011 mode cavity
are well known.' The length, t, of the cavity at resonance satisfies the following
equation.

"X/ = ?2 [e - (3.8317 )J/2na)'i, (5)

where e is the dielectric constant of the interior of the cavity (e=1 for adl), X is the
free-space wavelength of the microwaves, and a is the inside radius of the cavity.

The magnetic fields at the circular end walls are parallel to the end walls and
radially directed. For a cylinder of radius a, the radially directed magnetic field on the
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surface of an end wall at a distance r from its center is proportional to the derivative
of the zeroth order Bessel ftu-ction. These magnetic fields induced surface currents
which flow in concentric circles, producing a radial power density profile given by

P(r) = P, [J.'(3.8317r/aYJo(3.8317)]h/xa'
.- /i

= 1.96 P, [J,(3.8317r/a)]2/a7, (6)

where P, is the total power delivered to the surface by the cavity. Fig. 3 shows a
contour plot of the radial power density on the surface of a composite produced by a
stationary cavity. No heating occurs in the center or perimeter of the cavity; heating
is primarily in an annular region. In the fiber-placement process the cavity moves
relative to the composite and the pjath along which the cavity moves is heated. The
time-average heating contour on the path of the cavity as it moves relative to the
composite is also shown in Fig. 3. The heating contour for the moving cavity shows
that the heating at the center is about 80% of that near the edges, desirable for
offsetting the conductive heat losses away from the edges.

Cavity wall0

0 '20

:. 010_ _

.. • 90 80
910

90

loo-
i 0 ; -0

-120

20

Stationary cavity Moving cavity

Figure 3. Power deposition contours for stationary and moving circular TE,, mode
cavity.
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The TEo,, mode cavity can be moved away from the surface of the composite
without adversely affecting its heating profile or efficiency, although its operating
frequency changes predictably according to Equation (5). The efficiency, il, of the TEo,
mode cavity heater can be estimated by comparing the measured or calculated1" Q's
of the cavity when placed on the composite, Q,, and when pis ed on a low-loss metal
surface, Q.. The Q is the power stored in the cavity divided 'y the power lost per
cycle. Thus, the reciprocal of the Q is proportional to the total oss which is the sum
of the losses of the parts of the cavity, e.g., top, sides and botto'rr. Assuming the loss
in the metal bottom is smnall compared to the loss in the composite part, the efficiency
is given by

1 -- QJQ,.- (7)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A cavity 17.8 cm in diameter and about 11 cm long was constrocted from copper
sheet metal. The exial position of the top end plate could be ch .- ged to tune the
cavity to resonance. Microwave power was fed into the cavity via a w'sveguide into the
side of the cavity through an aperture whose size was chosen to n. .itch the cavity to
the waveguide. A capacitive screw in the waveguide next to the apt -ture was used to
fine-tune the aperture for different composite materials. During use on a particular
type of composite material the matching screw required no adjustmen•t, but the end
plate required adjustment to maintain resonance if the distance bete een the cavity
and the composite changed.

The measured unloaded Q, of the cavity with an aluminum mttal bottom was
10,400 and the measured unloaded Q, of the cavity with a cross-ply carbon-fiber
composite bottom was 4,500. Using these Q's in Equation (7) the Lfficiency of our
cavity was calculated to be 57%. Theoretical calculations'0 for a copper (tr = 5.7 x 107
S/m) cavity show that Qý, should be 56,900 and Q, should be 5,100, leading to an
expected efficiency of 91%. Thus, we anticipate that the efficiency jf our cavity could
be improved by taking greater care in its construction.

Actual measurements show that Q, does not decrease measurably when the cavity
is moved 1 cm away from the composite surface or if the composite surface has a 30
em concave or convex radius of curvature. This indicates that the microwaves do not
leak from the gap between the cavity and the surface being heated, assuring personnel
safety and efficient operation even when the heater is used to manufacture parts
having complex curved surfaces.

A high-power heating experiment in which a single ply of carbon-fiber/PEEK
prepreg was bonded to the surface of a carbon-fiber cross-ply laminate confirmed that
the efficiency of the TEO, mode cavity applicator is greater than 50%. The power
reflection during heating remained minimal and no arcing occurred between the cavity
and the cross-ply laminate. The heating pattern was annular, with inside diameter
of 6.4 cm and an outside diameter of 11.4 cm, as in Fig. 2.

The microwave applicator has been used in a stationary mode to fabricate carbon-
fiber/PEEK 15-ply laminates about 18 cmn in diameter. During the fabrication of these
laminates they were vacuum bagged to provide a consolidation pressure of about 0.1
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MPa. In these experiments low-power (-1 kW) microwave heating was used to
prevent burning the surface during the five minutes required for the hest to diffuse
through the 15 plies. The interlaminar shear strengLh of these laminates was 100
MPa (14.5 ksi), almost equal to the 103 MPa obtained using an autoclave. The results
of these tests indicate very good consolidation. In fact, higher consolidation pressures
exceeding 0.3 MPa and longer consolidation times at 399" C (750' F) are usually
required in press or autoclave processing to achieve these good results.

These results strongly encourage the application of the TEO, mode microwave
cavity as a heating soiurce for fiber-placement. Microwave heating could be used as
the primary energy source or as a supplementary source. Since power can be applied
in pulses or continuously as desired, this type of heating lends itself to real-time
control.
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DISTRIBUTION OF DISSIPATED POWER IN A GRAPHITE FIBER REINFORCED
EPOXY COMPOSITE HEATED IN A MICROWAVE CAVITY

R. Fritz and J. Asmussen, Jr.
Michigan State University
Department of Electrical Engineering
East Lansing, Michigan 48824

ABSTRACT

Temperature profiles of a carbon fiber epoxy composite disk heated
in a single mode/controlled multimode cylindrical resonant cavity
with 2.45 GHz microwave energy indicate that microwave energy is
limited in its penetration into the disk, from the top and the
perimeter (a skin effect). Initial heating profiles allow an
approximate determination of the penetration depth. In the steady
state, the temperature gradients indicate that the heat flow was
primarily by thermal conduction from the perimeter of the disk,
toward the center and out the upper and lower surfaces.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave radiation-is among the alternative ways of processing
romposite materials. Microwave processing requires an understanding
of the interaction of radiation and materials. As an example,
heating of nylon and wet wood rods and silicon wafers in a resonant
cavity has been investigated by Asmussen et. al. (1), and glass- and
graphite-f iber epoxy composites in a rectangular waveguide have been
examined by Li and Springer (2).

Four significant advantages of microwave materials processing are
worth noting. One is in the area of process control: the tempera-
ture excursion of an exothermic reaction of an uncured material can
be reduced or eliminated by appropriate power control. Secondly
energy consumption is reduced since most of the input energy is
coupled directly into the sample, and not used to heat the air in
the oven (resulting also in a lower oven temperature). A third
advantage is the ability to monitor the cure of the composite sample
by on-line measurement of the dielectric constant, as determined by
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cavity parameter measurements (swept frequency, pow-r coupling or
field measurements at the wall of the applicator). Fourth, smaller
ovens of different geometries can be used, possibly reducing capital
outlay.

The experiments described here employed a cured thick-section
graphite-fiber epoxy composite in a tunable single mode or con-
trolled-multimode cylindrical cavity applicator, excited at 2.45
GHz. Temperaturema were monitored with optical fiber temperature
probes positioned at various depths near the vertical axis of the
disk, and at various radii in the midplane of the disk.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The experimental circuit is shown in Figure 1. The energy source is
a variable (0-100 W) microwave power source (Model MPG 4M from
"Opthos Instruments, Rockville, MD). Incident power is measured by
the first directional coupler, attenuator, and power meter. The

Ole "t TNe EAWKn
PROSE AND KAO

POWER ME/

AITPJAyTIr PRECISION MICROWAV
APPLICATOR

LOAD

f..,• €,.E

"l'Mi ICRIPIOWAVE

_ It FIELD P

111• DIRECTIONAL. AT'TJENUATORt

ATTIENUA OR COUPLE'R

Figure 1. Schematic of the microwave processing system.
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energy pauses through the circulator to the applicator, which is a
7-inch diameter cylindrical resonator with one movable end plate
(sliding short) and variable length input probe. Reflected power is
directed by the circulator to the second directional coupler, where
it is measured by the power meter and dissipated in the matched
load.

An optical fiber temperature measurement syst .el 750 from
Luxtron, Mruntain View, CA) wag used with four -be. Three
measurements were taken for each reading, with an update interval of
15 seconds during initial heating. The probes were located for
radial temperature profiles as indicated in Figure 2. For the axial
profiles, all four were in the center (at 1) at the surface, 1/4,
1/2 and 3/4 of the thickness of the disk (Figure 4a inset).

A half-inch styrofoam support was used to elevate the disk aibove the
bottom of the cavity (Figure 2) to couple energy more uniformly into
the disk. Th,. composite was previously convection cured in an oven,
thus eliminating exothermic heating that would be present in
reacting epoxy, and isolating the microwave heating pattern and
material heat conduction phenomena.

7 INPUT PRO13E~

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Cross-section of the cavity applicator, showing
the supported process material and location of temperature
probes. (b) Configuration ot microwave input probe and compos-
ite disk of 6.4 cm radius and 2.5 cm thickness. The probes are
about 2 cm apart, in the midplane of the disk.

RESULTS

The composite disk was heated at three different power levels-l 18 35
and 70 watts. Several modes were examined. The mode which resulted
in the highest initial heating rate for the described cavity-sample
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configuration and probe locations was investigat'ad in more detail.
The electric field (not included here) exhibited a dipolar pattern,
with an axial variation similar to a half-wave cosine. More field
measurements are needed to determine if the mode is TE, TM or a
combination, since the cavity had a significant material load. In
all cases, the loaded applicator could be impedance matched by
adjusting the cavity short length and input probe to reduce the
measured reflected power to zero, so that all of the input power was
absorbed by the load and applicator walls. It is assumed that the
power absorbed by the applicator was negligible compared to that ab-
sorbed by the composite.

Figure 3a shows the radial heating profile for 18 watts of input
power. The higher curve corresponds to the outside probe so it is

100, TEMPERATUR- TIME PROFILE
18 V
Ls = 11.7 cm

•so l0 =/ I 39 mm

• - 123

S. (a)

20 o to 20 2O 7 ' ' 9 13 i

TIME (MIN)

I00o RADIAL GRADIENT 100O

HEATING 25 COOLING 0

s~o 800T O~-~,

20 : 20 1

1 2 3 4 I 2 3 4
PROBE PROBE

(b) (C)

Figure 3. Radial temperature profiles for 18 W. Figure a
illustrates the temporal variation (heated for 27 minutes),
figures b and c the gradients for heating and cooling, respec-

• tively. The numbers to the right of the plots indicate
elapsed time in minutes.
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obviouu that the microwave energy is absorbed at the perimeter of
the disk an evidenced by the more rapid temperature rise, while very
little microwave energy reaches the center of the disk.

Figure 3b shows the gradiesit of the radial heating profile. since
the heat flow in in the direction of -grad(T), one can see that it
is from the perimeter toward the center. The addition of the
cooling curve shown in Figure 3c demonstrates the heat flow due to
conduction in the initerior and convection at the surface, when the
microwave power wasn turned of f. Note that a high value of thermal
conductivity is indicated by the near uniformity of the temperature
for probes 1, 2 and 3 after about 14 minutes of cooling.

Figures 4a, 4b and 4c show the axial temperature profiles for
heating at 35 and 70 watts, applied for 90 to 100 minutes. Note
that in this figure, the probes. are located along the vertical axis
of the disk, on the surface and at depths of .6, 1.2, and 1.8 cm.
An might be expected, the surf ace temperature (probe 1) exhibited
the highest rate of increase for initial heating, but the lowest
steady state temperature-due to convection (and radiation) heat
losses. A cross-over can be seen from the gradient plot at around
8 to 10 minutes when the interior temperatures are about the same as
the surf ace temperature and then surpass it. As the steady state is
approached, the interior of the disk is at a higher tenperature than
the surface (a reversal of the temperature gradient).

The overall heat conduction for the disk is illu.'trated by Figure S.
During initial heating surface temperatures are higher than interior
temperatures, so that heat flow is inward from the surfaces, pri-
marily by conduction, except for a surface layer of electromagnetic
heating. Around the cross-over time, t,, heat continues to flow
inward from the perimeter of the disk toward the center, but there
is little heat flow in from the top or bottom surface, near the
axis. In the steady state, t,, the axial temperature gradient has
reversed, so that the heat flow is from the perimeter toward the
axis, and from there toward the top (and bottom) faces.

ANALYSIS

During initial heating, the temperature difference between the
material and the surrounding air is small, as is grad T, and cam be
ignored, yielding

Peea 0' 8T C
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Figure 4. Axial temperature profiles. Figure a illustrates the
temporal variation, and f igure b shows the heating gradient for
70 W. The numbers to the right of the plots incdicato elapsed
time in minutes.

or

*3T e * 2*?(2)

Pt Is the power transmitted into the sample at the interface, a is
the material electromagnetic attenuation coefficient, r is the depth
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Figure 5. Heat flow in the sample during initial heating, to,
cross-over, t,, and steady state, t,, based on the measured
temperature gradients.

of the point under consideration, p is the material density, c iu
its specific heat capacity, and 8T/at is the rate of temperature
increase (or decrease).

From equation (2), the ratio of the temperature increase for the
same time intervals at adjacent positions (along the radius or axis)
allows a determination of the attenuation coefficient (or penetra-
tion depth) in that direction:

aT(r 2 ) e-2a(Zr -,1 ) (3)

or
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and the penetration depth is I/a.

In Figure 6 the "skin" effect (attenuated propagation of the
radiation into the material) is apparent from the curvature of the
plate connecting probes 1, 2 and 3. The skin depth can be calcu-
lated from the reciprocal of the attenuation constant, which is
given by equation (4), in terms of the measured temperature
increments at adjacent probe positions. Figure 7 illustrate* the
calculated penetration of microwave energy into the composite from
the axial and radial directions based on the calculated attenuation
constant. It in important that the time of measurement be taken as
close to the initiation of heating as possible to be able to neglect
the heat transfer terms.

4 ~ZMAtIal twougt two

Us te. as ewthe
af

-f

sidAN

Figure 6. initial rate of temperature rise as a function of the
temperature probe depth (vertical) for an axial heating profile.
The low heating rate at probe 4 (0.6 cm from the bottom) indi-
cates that microwave heating from the lower face was less than
that from the upper face.

Choosing time intervals that indicate the greatest temperature rise
at the surface, the attenuation constant between the probe at the
surface and the one below it is 0.87 /cm at 70 W and 2.13 /cm at 35
W. The reciprocals yield penetration depths of 1.15 cm and 0.47 cm,
respectively. The effective value is assumed to lie between these
two. Propagation of microwaves into the sample has been calculated
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and illustrated in Figure 7, comparing propagation parallel (radial)
and normal (axial) to the graphite f ibers. One can see that radial
penetration for a relative transmitted power of 5 to 10 %is about
3 times longer tnan for axial penetration.

P ENE TRATIO N

PLANE WAVE MODEL

P0 RAD$IAL

0 1 2 3 4 5

l, z (C M)

Figure 7. Attenuated transmission of microwave energy into the
sample based on calculated attenuation coefficients in the
radial and axial directions.

CONCLUSIONS

Clearly there is a skin effect for microwave heating in a resonant
cavity applicator along the center axis of the disk, and this
penetration depth is of the order of about 1 cm or less, based on
attenuation values of 1-2 /cm. It is also clear that the interior
of the disk can be heated by thermal conduction when the surface is
heated by microwave energy. Most of the heating is by thermal
conduction from the perimeter of the disk.

Internal temperature gradients could be controlled by heating at an
appropriate input power or pulsing the input power (manually or
electronically) when monitored points reach predetermined reference
temperatures.

Finally, the depth of penetration and therefore uniformity of
heating may be influenced by judicious selection of power source
frequency (eg. 2450, 915 or 400 MHz) and appropriate "oven" design
(size and geometry), as well as by the chemistry of a reacting
sample.
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MICROWAVE HEATING OF CERMETS

Eric Bescher and John D. Mackenzie
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Metals are microwave reflectors. However, it is possible to produce heat by microwave
irradiation in metal-insulator powder mixtures. Copper-alumintu and chromium-alumina
mixtures have been exposed to 2.45 GHz radiation in a 700W multin ode cavity. Temperatures
ranging from 1000°C to 1400°C have been obtained. Heating rates wee found to be dependent
on Zhe weight fraction of metallic filler. Some of the parameters involved in the microwave
processing of metal-ceramic composites are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Metals are known to reflect microwaves. For an electromagnetic wave at normal incidence on
an ideal conducting surface, there is total reflection of the incident wave, and the electric field E
is zero at the surface. In practice, however, no conductor is perfect, i.e. it has a finite
conductivity o. This imperfectness of the conductor leads to a fraction of the incident energy
entering the conductor and dissipating as heat. Therefore, it is possible to exploit the microwave
losses in metals for the fabrication of metal-based composites by microwaves. An obvious
method is the use of metal powder particles dispersed in a ceramic material. The aim of this
paper is to explore some of the parameters involved in the use of metals for the microwave
heating of ceramic-metal composites or cermets. Cermets can be of two kinds, oxide- and
carbide-based, and can be developed in a wide number of compositions (1). They combine the
useful properties of ceramic and metal materials into one system. In the present work, examples
of microwave heating of chromium-alumina and copper-alumina mixtures are presented.

EXPERIMENTAL

Microwave processing experiments were carried out in a 700 Watt 1.3 cubic feet microwave
oven*, operating at 2.45 GHz. The microwave oven was placed in a glove box in which
industrial grade dry nitrogen was circulated. The oxygen concentration was kept at 25 ppm to
prevent oxidation of the metals during processing. The surface temperature of the samples was
monitored by a two-color infrared pyrometer" with a working temperature range from 650"C to
1700"C. The powder samples to be processed weie placed in alumina crucibles from Coors. A
3-inch thick microwave transparent ceramic fiber was used as thermal insulation. The surface
temperature of the samples was read through a 5mm 2 hole in this insulation. For the
experiments ;ivolving compacted powders, the green bodies were fabricated in a 1" by 2" steel
die under 17 000 psi of uniaxial pressure. The alumina powder was reagent grade -325 mesh
from Johnson Matthey. The copper and chromium powders were -325, -200 and -100 mesh,
99+% purity from Aldrich Chemical.

Model JE1453H002, General Electric, Louiville, KY.
-Model M77S, Mikron Instruments Inc., Wyckoff, NJ.
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SThe shape of the particles was irregular when observed under an optical microscope. Mixtures
were prepared in 10 weight percent increments of metallic powder. Typically, a 60% copper-40%
alumina mixture had a poosity of 61 % when loosely packed, and 30% when cold-pressed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Loosely packed powder mixtures

Alumina-chromium and alumina-copper unpacked powder mixtures, when exposed to
microwaves, reached temperatures in excess of 1000°C (Figures I and 2). In the case of the
chromium mixtures below 60 weight percent of chromium, no tempe-ature above 650°C was
recorded after 90 minutes of exposure. In all the other samples, after reaching a maximum, the/temperature slowly decreased, typically at a rate of I to 2"C per minute.

a *~ a

- 60 *

Si1000 0 d:

Ui U

00% £ 20%S30% /

930 %10 0

a

40%

0 10 20 30 40 50 6o 70 0
That (minutes I

Figure 1. Heating of copper-alumina powder mixtures as a function of metal weight fraction.

1300,

90%
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Figure 2. Heating of chromium-alumina powder mixtures as a function of metal weight fraction
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As seen in Figures I and 2, microwave absorption did fleA vary linearly with weight percent of
metal additions. Microwave absorption initially increased with increasing metallic weight
fraction, but then decreased after reaching a maximum for mixtures containing 80 to 90 weight
percent metal.
This effect is more clearly seen in a plot of the overall heating rate (time to reach lOO0*t from
room temperature) versus weight fraction. In Figure 3, this heating rate increases with increasing
weight fraction of metal, reaches a maximum for 80% and decreases. It is more difficult to he-at
up a predominantly metallic powder mixture. Additionally, in high metal compositions, intense
arcing was noticeable in the microwave cavity at the beginning of the experinient. This effect
was attributed to high reflecitions from the sample; it diminished during processing and
disappeared as the temperature increased in the sample.

ac- 2

± 01

40

0 20 40 so 80 100 120

Weight fraction copper )

Figure 3. Heating rate of copper-alumina composites

Compacted powders

Experiments were also carried out with compacted green samples of the same compositions as
above. The effect of compacting the powders on the heating rate was studied. The peak of the
curve described above (Figure 3) shifted towards tho lowir weight fractions of metals. A 70
weight percent chromium mixture, difficult to heat up when loosely packed, became extremely
absorptive when compacted. Concurrently, an absorbing loosely packed 90% weight fraction*
mixture became pcorly absorbing when compacted. A typical shiift is presented in Figure 4, in
the case of chromiu~m mixtures.
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In this case, the best absorbing mixture shifts from a 90% metallic fraction to 70% metallic
fraaton when compacted.

g 200"

s0t

50 60 70 so 90 100

Weight fraction Chromium (%)

Figure 4. Heating rates of loosely packed and compacted chromium-alumina composites.

The combination of these results seems to be consistent with a phenomenon in which heat
would be dissipated primarily on the exposed surface of the metal.

Skin depth and particle size

In order to investigate the effect of particle size on the heating rate, identical masses of metallic
powders alone were exposed to microwaves. The heating rate decreascd with increasing perticle
size (Figure 5). The temperature of the metal powder increased up to the melting point of copper
(106°C) and then stabilized, as the surface area of the powder decreased and the metal melted.
This behavior confirms the importance of the surface effect.
Microwaves penetrate a metal to a depth knoiwn as skin depth 8, where the electric field falls to
1/e of its value at the surface. A simplified expression is 121

8- 2.9 10.2 (px.)/2 (1)

where p is the resistivity of the metal in ohm.meter and X the wavelength of the radiation.
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Figure 5. Influence of particle size on the heating of copper powder.

Table 1. Resistivity and skin depth at 2.45 GHz for Cu and Cr

p

(4im) (urn)

Cr 12.9 3.61

Cu 1.67 1.34

The more conducting of two metals will have a smaller skin depth. Surface currents within this
skin depth are responsible for the heating mechanism by Joule effect [21. The particle size effect
can be explained by considering two mixtures containing the same amount of metal, say copper,
but with two different particle sizes. Table 2 shows that for 10-gram copper powder samples
containing particles of different radii, the one with a particle radius closer to the skin depth is
more affected by the surface currents. At equal volume fraction of metal in a composite, the total
exposed surface area of a sample containing small particles is larger than that of a sample
containing large particles. The volume of conducting medium affected by skin currents is
therefore larger for the small metal particles mixture and the Joule heating is consequently more
important.
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"Table 2. Influence of the particle size on volume affected by the surface currents

Particle radius Volume affected by
(Im ) surface currents (cm3)

10 0.27
1000 0.003

As the volume fraction of metallic filler increases, the heating rate increases. This is in
accordance with variou-T models explaining dielectric losses of mixtures [31. As the metal
particles come closer to each other and the probability of contact increases, the area exposed to
microwaves diminishes -clusters of metallic particles are equivalent to bigger particles with
lower surface -,P.a, and microwave losses decrease. The mixture then reaches a composition ýc
known as the percolation limit 14,51 for the onset of dc conductivity. A similar effect is
obtained by applying a pressure on a powder: as the probability of contact between adjacent
particles increases, the dc conductivity of the composite increases [61 (an increasing fraction of
the inside of the composite is shielded from the microwaves). Good electromagnetic shieldinj is
usually obtained for metallic volume fractions close to twice the critical volume fraction 171.
Our results, showing that is is more difficult to heat compacted metal-insulator mixtures, are
consistent with this observation. This phenomenon is also being reported at the present
meeting in the papers on processing of carbides from silicon carbide [81.

Figure 6 shows a cold-pressed alumina-chromium Gample fired at 1200*C for 20 minutes. The
80 % chromium-20% alumina sample exhibited a Vickers hardness of 55() VHN and a density of
-71% of theoretical density. A sample containing 90% chromium sintered to 85% of the
theoretical density. The mechanical properties of microwave cermets are the subject of an
upcoming publication.

Figure 6. Photograph of a microwave-derived Chromium- Alumina (80-20 wt%) composite fired
for 15 minutes.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that metallic powders can be used for the generation of heat in ceramic-
metal mixtures at microwave frequencies. Some of the most essential processing parameters are
metallic volume fraction, particle size and packing density. The mcrowave absorption of such
mixtures is not linear with increasing metallic fraction but decreases by shielding effect at higher
metal contents. Microwave processing can therefore, with some limitptions inherent to the
reflective characteristics of metals, be applied to the fabrication of cermets.
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MICROWAVE SINTERING OF A1203:ZrO2 CERAMICS

D. S. Patil*+, B. C. Mutsuddy+
Institute of Materials Processing
Michigan Technological University
Houghton, Michigan 49931

James Gavulic, M. Dahimene
Wavemat Inc., Plymouth, Michigan 48170

ABSTRACT

It Is well established that the transformation toughening in alumina-zirconia
(A1203:ZrO2) ceramics depends critically on the ultimate size of the ZrO2

particles in the sintered body. Microwave sintering offers the possibility of
rapid densification, thereby avoiding the excessive grain growth.

In this study, sintering of A1203:ZrO2 ceramics was performed in a
cylindrical cavity applicator operating at 2.45 GHz in the TM012 mode.
Different types of A1203:ZrO2 powders were sintered to densities close to
theoretical using microwave energy. The resulting microstructures were
compared with the materials conventionally sintered.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave sintering of ceramics Is a growing area of interest. It offers
greater flexibility in thermal treatment and allows better control of
microstructure development.

Heat is generated when microwave energy interacts with ceramic materials.
Absorption of the electromagnetic energy inside the material is direct when the
material couples with the microwaves. This particular kind of heating system has
a low thermal inertia, therefore, it provides high heating rates. Rapid heating is
limited by several factors such as some materials are transparent to the
microwaves at room temperature and consequently do not absorb sufficient
microwave energy for heating to occur.

Microwave and radio frequency dielectric heating is easy in a material which
Is polarizable and which efficiently converts the energy absorbed from the

" Permanant Address : Laser and Plasma Technology Division
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Bombay 400 085, iNDIA.

+ Member, American Ceramic Society.
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oscillating electric field Into the thermal energy in the lattice [1,21. The power
dissipated by a dielectric In an electric field is given by

P - 2 x f e (E2/2) tan a 1

where
P - power absorbed-in the material
e- dielectric permittivity

f - frequency of the Incident radiation
E - electric field strength
tan a . loss tangent of the material

Temperature and Impurities can have a profound effect on the energy losses in
cerarrics. Conduction losses are typically found to be predominant at higher
temperatures. As the losses go up the depth of wave penetration decreases,
opposing the goal of uniform sintering. While any decrease in the thermal
conductivity of the material with temperature minimizes the heat loss and
provides a better control on the heating profile. In some cases, Introduction of
impurities can be used to increase the conductivity and loss factor to the desired
level.

The rate of heating increases with temperature for ceramics like A1203 and
ZrO2. It Is tIhorefore necessary to control the power available to the process to
prevent thermal runaway. To Induce the absorption of the microwave energy in
the materials it is necessary to preheat the material before it really starts to
couple to the microwaves 13). Sintering aids which might couple at low
temperature and burn off at higher temperature may be an alternative to the
preheating.

Rapid heating .ýnd sintering of materials minimizes segregation of the
impurities to the grain boundaries while a decrease in sintering time reduces
grain growth [3). In conventional heating temperature gradient causes greater
pore elimination at the surface [4). On the other hand microwave heating creates
higher Internal temperatures keeping the surface relatively cool and allows more
uniform pore elimination. Good uniformity from microwave sintering is not an
easy objective to achieve. It requires a knowledge of the material's high
temperature microwave properties as well as the ability to modify and control
them.

The difficulties encoor, -. d In efficient microwave heating of the ceramics
can be reduced by the i,;e of a tunable resonant cavity. Power absorbed by the
material being propo..oanal to the square of the electric field strength (equation
1), allows more power absorption In materials even with low dielectric loss.
Single mode resonant systems can be designed to yield controlled and very high
field strength which In turn results into high heating rates. This Increase Is due
to the high quality factor *0 of the cavity.
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Toughness is one of the most important parameters in improving the
mechanical properties of ceramics and composites. One way to improve the
fracture toughness of these ceramics Is to take advantage of the phenomenon of
transformation toughning, which Is associated with the zirconia containing
ceramics. The ceramics containing zirconia have relatively high fracture
toughness, and this has been attributed to a number of different mechanisms such
as crack deflection and stress induced tetragonal-monoclinic martensitic
transformation [5, 6]

In the zirconia toughrned ceramics, retention of > 10 volume % metastable,
tetragonal ZrO2 in the matrix Is the key to obtaining the increased fracture
toughness. However, to retain the metastable, tetragonal ZrO2 It is essential that
ZrO2 grain size be less than some critical size which is reported to be in the
range of 0.5 to 0.8 I±m [7.91. This small ZrO2 particle size in the matrix is
important for achieving the advantages of transformation toughening. Above this
critical size ZrO2 grains transform to the monoclinic form. Due to the higher
"temperatures required for the densification of the ZrO2, significant grain growth
above this critical size occurs and therefore retaining desired volume fraction
becomes difficult In the matrix.

To avoid excessive grain growth, hot pressing is frequently being used.
Microwave sintering offers an alternative to hot pressing or pressureless
sintering. Since microwaves provide heating rates higher than achievable by
conventional processing methods, samples pass more rapidly through the lower
temperature regime where surface diffusion is relatively more important and
the small grained microstructure is raised to high temperature where grain
boundary and lattice diffusion dominate over surface diffusion. Consequently, the
grain growth Is significantly supressed.

Microwave sintering of A1203:ZrO2 has been investigated by a number of
investigators 1101. To the best of our knowledge successful sintering of
reasonable size samples of A120 3 :ZrO2 using a single mode applicator has not
been reported. The objective of this study is to show the feasibility of using a
single mode applicator for sintering of A1203:ZrO2 samples. The samples
prepared from three different types of A1203:ZrO2 powders, have been chosen to
Investigate microwave sintering characteristics. The objective of this study is
also to avoid the external use of a susceptor and/or a binder.

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

The experimental system consists of variable power-CW microwave power
supply 3 KW-operating at 2.45 GHi, 2 circulators and matched dummy loads,
power meters (that measures the Incident power Pi and the reflected power Pr),
a coaxial input coupling system, Wavemat's cavity CMPR-250 and Accufibre
temperature measurement system+. The details of the applicator are discussed in
another paper by the same authors In this volume.

+. Model 100 C, Accufiber, Inc., Beaverton, OR 97005.
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SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENT

Three different types of A 12O3:ZrO2 powders were used for this study to give
the parametric variations in the sintering characteristics.
Three different types are : AlZr-J, AlZr-P and AIZr-C.

Starting material for AIZr-J is a commercial grade ZF alundum abrasive'. The
chemical analysis (as provided by the vendor) is : A120 3 -75 %, ZrO2-23 %,
TiO2-0.4 %, SiO2-0.3 %, Fe2C3-0.3 %, Na2O-0.08 %, CaO-0.10 %, MgO-
0.03 %, S-0.06 %. Average crystal size is 17 grm.

The as received abrasive was sieved and the fraction collected between 200 and
500 mesh size was collected for this study. The fraction collected was wet milled
using isopropyl alcohol and zirconia grinding balls to reduce the zirconia particle
size below 1 pm. The slurry was dried under an Infra-red lamp and the powder
was sieved through al00 mesh screen. The zirconia particle size in the milled
powder was examined under scanning electron microscope (JEOL+, JSM-820).

The second lot of powder (AIZr-P) was made by mixing alcoa Al 6SG
alumina" and Cerac ZrO2 (monoclinic) L-1041 to get 15 volume % ZrO2
in the mix. The mixture was rolled with ZrO2 grinding balls in isopropyl alcohol.
The slurry was dried under an infra-red lamp and the powder was sieved through
100 mesh screen. The zirconia particle size in the milled powder was examined
under the SEM and was below 0.2 ;Lm.

The third lot of powder (AlZr-C) was prepared by chemical dispersion of
ZrO2 particles in an alumina matrix. For the sake of comparision the volume
fraction of zirconia was kept the same as AIZr-P. Sumitomo alumina (AKP30-
MG) V was used as the matrix. The following procedure was used in dispersing
ZrO2 in the A1203 matrix. An appropriate amount of ZrOCI2.8H2O++ was
weigned and dissolved in the deionized water till a clear solution is obtained. The
AKP30-MG alumina powder was added to this solution. The resulting slurry was
dried slowly and thoroughly. It was then calcined at 1100 C for 2 hours at a
heating/cooling rate ot 6 C/min. The calcined powder was washed with deionized
water till it was free of Cl" radicals. The washed powder was dried under an IR
lamp and milled using ZrO2 grinding balls and isopropyl alcohol. The slurry was
then dried and the powder was sieved through the 100 mesh screen. The ZrO2
particle size was below 0.3 g.m as seen by SEM.

All three grades of powder mixtures were cold isostatically pressed into
approximately 25.4 mm. dia. x 25.4 mm. long pellets at 276 MPa. No binder was
added. To remove any residual moisture the pellets were held in an oven at 100 C
for 12 hours. As pressed pellets were around 60 % of theoretical density.

* Norton Company, Worcester, MA 01615.
+ JEOL, USA, Inc., Peabody, MA 01960."Alcoa, Aliminium Company of America, Pittsburgh, PA.

Cerac, Inc., Milwaukee, WI 53201.
# Sumitomo Chemical Company, Ltd., Osaka, Japan.
++ Johnson Matthey, Alfa Products, Ward Hill, MA 01835.
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For microwave sintering each pellet was wrapped with a small amount of
fiber insulation to minimize surface radiation. The Insulated pellet was placed at
the center of the cavity base plate.The incident microwave power was coupled
through an adjustable coupling probe. Tuning of the particular mode TMO12 was
accomplished by adjusting the position of a sliding short and the coupling probe. A
hole approximately of 3 mm diameter was made through the insulation to view
the sample surface by the Accufiber optical pyrometer system through a non-
radiating opening on the wall of the cylindrical cavity.

Accuracy of temperature measurement was limited by three factors. First, a
thermocouple was tried but the metallic leads acted as surface wave conduction
paths In the cavity high field region, introducing measurement uncertainties.
Second, errors In sample temperature measurement were due to the
interference from luminous fiber insulation at high temperature. Third, the
emissivity of the sample which is also temperature dependent varies during
sintering due to morphological changes.

Despite these limitations, the recorded temperature did provide some relative
information on the thermal history of different samples. Efforts are now being
directed to get a true estimate of the temperature. With some more modifications
we will be able to measure the actual temperature of the sample to a reasonably
"good accuracy.

The samples were processed in the cavity according to the schedule shown in
figure I.

1200

1000

&600

11

400

200

0
0 100 200 300

Time (min.)

Fig. 1. Microwave sintering schedule of the various samples (1: AlZr-J,
2: AIZr-P, 3: AIZr-C)
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The densities of the samples were measured by the Archimedes method. The
specimens were cut from the sintered samples and were polished to a 0.25 pln
finish with diamond paste and the samples were chemically etched to reveal the
microstructure. The polished and fractured surfaces were examined under the
SEM.

To compare the results of the microwave processing with the conventional
sintering, similar samples of AIZr-J and AIZr-P were sintered conventionally
at 1600 C for 10 hours and 1450 C for 1.5 hours (follovwed by high pressure
sintering in Argon gas, 10.35 MPa, at 1450 C for 2 hours).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Results of the miocrowave sintering of the alumina-zirconia specimens are
shown in Table I

Table I Densification results on various samples

. ..............................................

S.No Sample Sintering mode Time (hours) % Densification

1 AIZr-J microwaves 3.67 95.79
2 AIZr-J conventional 36.00 94.6
3 AIZr-P microwaves 4.50 99.72
4 AIZr-P conventional 26.50 100
5 AIZr-C microwaves 4.42 100

The microstructures of the microwave sintered and conventionally sintered
material are shown in the figure nos 2-8.

The sintering can be described in two stages: preheating stage where samples
are heated for a few minutes at a constant Input power of 300-400 W, and
sintering where the power input is steadily raised. Attempts to reach the final
sintering temperature without preheating gave rise to hot spots, arcing and
eventual cracking of the samples.

The uniform hot zone can only be maintained when the sample Is properly
insulated. The gradual increase in sample temperature is essential to achieve
crack-free and uniformly dense samples. The thermal runaway which is
frequer•tly observed in microwave sintering has been avoided.

The progress in densification through controlled increase in sample
temperature can be monitored by noting a steady increase in minium reflected
power as the material's absorption decreases. AIZr-J sample showed some
interesting features. Being impure, it coupled very well with the microwaves
initially but due to decrease In the depth of penetration the sample failed to
couple well at highe. temperatures and resulted in an Increase in the reflected
power. Nonetheless, this material was successfully sintered to 95.79 % density,
which was higher than that obtained by conventional sintering at 1600 C for 10
hours followed by sintering under high pressure of Argon gas.
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Fig. 2. Fractured surface of conventionally sintered AIZr-P (SEI. 5000 X)

Fig. 3. Fractured surface of microwave sintered AIZr-P (SEI, 5000 X)
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Fig. 4. Polished section of conventionally sinlered AIZr-P (BEI, 5000 X)

I' -

S,, , .s .-

Fig. 5. Polished section of microwave sintered AIZr-P (BEi, 5000 X)
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Fig. 6. Polished section of conventionally sintered AIZr-J (SEI, 5000 X)

4' 1

Fig. 7. Polished section of microwave sintered AlZr-J (SEI, 5000X)
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Fig. 8. Fractured surface of microwave sintered AIZr-C (SEI, 5000 X)

The grain size of zirconia is smaller in microwave sintered samples as
compared to the conventionally sintered samples and is evident from figures 4-7.

The fine microstru-ture can be explained in the light of higher heating rates
with microwaves. The sample passes more rapidly through the lower
temperature regime whare surface diffision is likely to be more dominant and a
rapid raise to high temperature allows grain boundary and lattice diffusion to
enhance densification and retard grain growth.

CONCLUSIONS

A1203:ZrO2 samples of various kinds were successfully densified from 60 %
initial green density to a high density by using a tunable single mode applicator
operating in the TMO12 mode at 2.45 GHz. The times required for conventional
sintering for achieving similar densities were very high.

To the best of our knowledge this is the first successful experiment where
practical sized A120 3 :ZrO2 samples have been microwave sintered to high
density without the need for susceptors around the samples. High density and
ultrafine microstructures in A1203:ZrO 2 can be achieved by rapid sintering
with microwave heating. The ability to control zirconia grain size by ultra-rapid
sintering is critical in achieving the advantages of transformation toughening in
zirconia containing ceramics. Microwave sintering offers a major advantage over
conventional sintering of zirconia based ceramics.
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MICROWAVE SINTERING OF Y203 (3%)-ZrO2(TZP)

Yong-Lai Tian, Bao-Shun Li, Jian-Lin Shi, Yao-Ping Xu,
Jing-Kun Guo and Dong-Sun Yen
Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Shanghai, China, 200050.

ABSTRCT

Microwave sintering of Y(3%)-TZP has been performed in
a TE1 0n single mode rectangular applicator. Ultra-fine
grain sizes of 0.2-0.35 Am and high densities of 98-
99.5%(TD) were achieved as the sintering temperatures
ranged from 1250 to 1600" C. The problem of phase
transformation induced cracking may be solved by raising
the presintering temperature to remove the residual
monoclinic phase in green samples.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years it has beecn of considerable interest for
materials scientists to develop fine grained Y-TZP (Y203
stabilized tetragonal ZrO2 polycrystals) at submicron and
nanosize scales because of its high fracture toughness
and exceptional superplftsticity. Microwave sintering has
been demonstrated to be very promising in developing
ultra-fine microstructure for some ceramics such as A1203
and Al0 3-TiC composites due to its high heating and
densif cation rates1 2 - The present study was undertaken
to explore the feasibility of producing fine grain sizes
in Y-TZP by microwave sintering.

Prior studies indicated two major problems encountered in
microwave sintering of Y-TZP' : (1) It was difficult to
heat up Y-TZP samples from room temperature to high
sintering temperatures in a single mode cavity. (2) Y-TZP
samples cracked frequently at high heating rates. The
reasons and possible solutions for these problems will be
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discussed in this article.

MICROWAVE CIRCULATORJ DIRECTIONAL, FOUR PROBE TEio
GENERA•TOR - COUPLER ' UNI"T - APPI'C'ATOýR

LOADS~l PYROMETER

SMITH CHART1 TEMPERATUREJ

Fig.1 Diagram of Microwave Sintering System.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The commercial TZ-3Y powder of Y203(3 mol%)-TZP* was used
in this sintering study. The average particle size and
the specific surface area of this powder were measured as
0.065 pm and 16.5 m2/g, respectively. The green samples
were isostatically pressed at 294 MPa as 4 mm diameter
rods. The samples were presintered in air at 1150" C for
1 hour.

The 2.45 GHz -microwave sintering system is shown
schematically in Fig.l. Sintering tests of Y-TZP samples
were performed in a high Q rectangular TEI0n single mode
applicator. The structure and components of this
applicator have been well designed for the purpose of
sintering various ceramics 5 . Optimal coupling and tuning
were accomplished by adjusting the position of a moving
plunger and the size of an adjustable iris. Surfac2
temperatures were measured by an optical fiber pyrometer
and controlled by varying input power. Sintering
temperatures varied from 1250" C to 1600' C. Polished
specimens were thermally etched in air at 1200" C for 4
hours to reveal the microstructure. Grain size was
mcasured on SEN micrographs by stereological methods.
Densities were measured by the Archimedes method.

* Tosoh corporation, Japen.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Wilson and Kunz reported that they were unable to heat up
Y-TZP green samples in their rectangular cavity because
of its low microwave absorption at ambient temperature3.
It was noted that although a movable reflector was used
for tuning, the lack of optimal coupling, as no iris
shown in the diagram of their cavity, seems to be the
reason for their-failure of heating up Y-TZP samples.

In this study, a set of circular plate iris and a high
Q adjustable iris were used to investigate the effects of
coupling conditions on heating Y-TZP samples. The
usefulness of high Q adjustable iris in heating ceramics
with low loss factors was discussed elsewhere 5. It was
possible to heat up Y-TZP samples from room temperature
to 1000-1200" C with the small plate iris of 27.5 mm and
37.5 mm diameters but was impossible to do so with the
large plate iris of 42.5 mm and 50 mm diameters. However,
the maximum temperatures reached with full input power
(800W) were limited to below 1250" C and 1000" C with
37.5 mm and 27.5 mm iris, respectively. Sintering tests
were unable to be performed at these low temperatures.

Y-TZP samples were heated up very rapidly from room
temperature to 1600" C or higher with the high Q
adjustable iris. During the heating process, the size of
the adjustable iris was continuously adjusted from 24 mm
at room temperature to 109 mm at above 1400" C (fully
opened). This maintained the applicator in optimal
coupling states of more than 95% energy efficiency at all
times. The wide change of iris size with tempera..ure
indicated that the dielectric properties of Y-TZP
changes dramatically with temperature. A small iris size
was required for critical coupling at room temperature
due to the low dielectric loss. At sintering
temperatures, its loss became very high and a big iris
must be used for optimal coupling. The variation of
temperature with input power for different iris was
plotted in Fig.2. It is seen that using an adjustable
iris instead of a plate iris improved energy efficiency
significantly.

It was also reported previously that Y-TZP 2 reen samples
cracked frequently during rapid sintering-0. We had the
same problem with cracking when the green samples were
presintered at 800" C. The onset of cracking was observed
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to be prior to the commencement of shrinkage. Further
tests with varying the presintering temperatures revealed
that there was a critical presintering temperature of
1150" C beyond which the cracking of green sample could
be eliminated. X-ray analysis of the original powder and
the green sawples identified the existence of 6% and 3.5%
monoclinic phases in the original Y-TZP pouder and in the
green sample presintered at 1100' C, respectively, but no
monoclinic phase vas detected from the green samples
presintered at the temperatures above 1150" C. Fig.3
shows the x-ray diffraction pattern of the 1100' C
presintered green sample. It is known that there is 9%
volume change when ZrO2 transforms from monoclinic phase
to tetragonal phase 6. Therefore, it is reasonable to
believe that the cracking was induced by the high
stresses from the large volume changes associated with
this phase transformation during microwave sintering. In
order to avoid the cracking problem, a presinterlng
temperature of 1150* C Is necessary for eliminating the
residual monoclinic phase.

All the green samples were presintered at 1150" C in air
for 1 hour. The sintering tests were performed at
different temperatures using the adjustable iris for
coupling. Y-TZP green samples were rapidly heated up to
1100" C with a small hot zone initially appeared at the
center of the applicator. A slow heating was followed
between 1100-1200" C to reduce the chance of cracking.
Once the temperature passed through 1200* C without
sample cracking, a stable sintering temperature can be
maintained with constant power supply. Shrinkage
commenced at temperatures between 1200-1300" C. The
samples were smoothly translated through the cavity at
I cm/min and sintered to a high density. As the
temperature increase, a uniform hot zone grew rapidly
over the sample due to the rapid increase nf the thermal
conductivity with temperature. It is signfiicant to note
that thermal runaway phenomena frequently cncountered in
the sintering of ceramics was not observed in the
sintering of Y-TZP which may be attributed to the fact
that Y-TZP has a high melting point and a high thermal
conductivity at sintering temperatures. The temperature
dependence of the density and the grain size as a
function of density are plotted in Fig.4 and Fig.5,
respectively. It is seen that fine grain sizes of 0.2-
0.3 pm and high densities of 98-99.5% TD were achieved
with sintering temp..ratures of 1200-1600* C. A typical
microstructure of a microwave sintered Y-TZP sample is
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illustrated in Fig.6. These results indicate that ultra-
fine low submicron grained Y-TZP is readily achieved by
microwave sintering. However, further decreases of the
grain size to nanosizes seem to be difficult because of
the pre-growth of the particles at the high presintering
temperature of 1150 C. If pure Y-TZP powder without
residual monoclinic phase becomes available, presintering
temperature can thus be reduced and microwave sintering
may have the potential to produce the nanosize
microstructure.

SUMMARY

Rapid sinterting of Y-TZP has been achieved in a single
mode applicator by microwave heating. Critical coupling
and tuning is essential for direct heating of Y-TZP from
room temperature to sintering temperatures. Ultra-fine
grain sizes of 0.2-0.3 Am and high densities of 98-99%TD
can be achieved by microwave sintering of Y-TZP. The
problem of phase transformation induced cracking during
rapid sintering of Y-TZP may be solved by raising the
presintering temperature to remove the residual
nonoclinic phase in green samples. Microwave sintering
has the potential to produce nanosize microstructure if
pure Y-TZP powder without monoclinic phase becomes avail-
able.
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MICROWAVE PROCESSING OF POLYESTER AND POLYESTERIGLASS
COMPOSITES.

Ursula Hottong, Jianghua Wei, Ramakrishna Dhulipala, and Martin C. Hawley
Department of Chemical Engineering, Michigan State University, East Lansing,
MI 48824

ABSTRACT

Keywords:microwave processing; polyester; polyester/glass composite; extent
of cure; dielectric measurement; mode switching

Polyester resins and polyester/glass composites were processed using 2.45GHz
microwave radiation in single mode resonant cavities. An alkyl phthalate
polyester resin (diluted with vinyltoluene) and a unidirectional glass
fiber/polyester (diallyl phthalate) prepreg were examined. In the study of
polymerization kinetics, a 6 inch diameter resonant cavity and a thin film
technique were used to cure neat resin samples. Thermal curing was carried out
for comparison. The extents of cure of the samples were determined using
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometry (FTIR). Faster reaction rates
were observed during microwave *cure compared with those of thermal cure.
In addition, microwave curing initiated the reaction at a lower bulk temperature
in a shorter time. The complfx dielectric permittivity of the cured and uncured
resins at room temperature were measured using a swept frequency method in
a TMo12 mode. Fully cured samples were microwave heated in various
resonant modes in the 7 inch cavity and temperature distributions for each
mode were measured. These measurements were used to determine which
combinations of modes could be used to produce uniform heating of uncured
samples in a mode switching technique. It was shown that a relatively uniform
temperature distribution can be achieved in both fresh and fully cured
composites using a mode switching technique.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave processing has been investigated as an alternative to conventional
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thermal processing of polymers and composite materials. Single-mode,
cylindrical microwave resonant cavities have been developed at Michigan State
University to process polymers and composites with controlled heating cycles.
These microwave methods offer potentially faster and more controllable cures
than conventional thermal methods. Enhanced properties have been obtained
for epoxies and graphite/epoxy composites processed in microwave
cavities.[ 1,2,3,41

Polyester resins are often used as matrix material for composites because of
their comparatively low cost and easy molding at low temperatures. In
addition, they have excellent electrical properties, good mechanical properties,
and require short cure cycles. Typical applications in manufacturing processes
are Sheet Molding Compounds (SMC), Pultrusion, and Filament Winding.

The goal of the research is to demonstrate the feasibility of processing
polyesters and polyester/glass composites using microwave technology.

EXPERIMENTS

The details of microwave processing and diagnostic system have been
described previously [5). There are four major units in the system. They are
microwave generating circuit, cylindrical tunable resonant cavity, fluoroptic
temperature sensing system , and closed-loop, feedback control and data
acquisition unit. The essential part of closed-loop, feedback control is a coaxial
switch which turns the microwave power on and off to maintain isothermal
conditions. This switch was regulated by a dc power supply that was
controlled by an I/O interface board in the data acquisition system. Actuation
of the on/off switch was automated with a computer in response to
temperature feedback from the fluoroptic temperature sensing system.

Microwave processing experiments of both neat polyester resin and
polyester/glass composites were conducted. An n-alkyl phthalate polyester
was chosen for the neat resin studies. Vinyltoluene(30 wt%) was used as the
crosslinking monomer for this study. Benzoylperoxids(1%) was added as a
catalyst. Glass fiber (70 wt%) composites with a diallyl phthalate polyester as
matrix material were used in the composites study. The prepreg was a 1.6cm
wide x 0.3cm thick tape.

In the neat resin study, both reaction kinetics and dielectric properties were
studied. A thin film technique was used in the reaction kinetics study to avoid

* Fluoroptic temperature sensing Model 750, LUXTRON, Mountain View, CA
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large temperature gradients. The extent of cure was determined using Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy*. In the preparation of the thin film
polyester samples, about 4 mg of the resin mixture was evenly distributed on
a potassium bromide (KBr) disk (13 mm in diameter, 1 mm in thickness).
Another disk, with a hole in the center for insertion of the temperature probro,
was placed on the top of the resin. KBr was chosen because of its
transparency to infrared and microwave radiation. Fresh thin film samples were
scanned in the FTIR before cure. Samples were isothermally microwave cured
at 85, 100, and 115 5 0 for various times employing the TE1 11 mode in a 6" dia
microwave cavity. The sample was placed in the center of the cavity where
the E-field is the strongest. The cavity was manually adjusted to maintain the
resonance during the microwave cure. Thermal cure experiments were carried
out for comparison. All samples were quenched in dry ice at specified times and
scanned in the FTIR. The extent of cure of the processed polyester was
calculated using the following formula.

where A 0oo is the area under the analytic absorbance peak of the reacting alkyl
group and A, 600 is the area under the reference absorbance double peak of the
nonreacting ortho disubstituted benzene ring. The reference peak is used to
compensate for possible changes in the film thickness during cure.

In the measurement of the complex permittivity of polymer materials, swept
frequency methods were developed based on a TMo12 mode and the cavity-
material perturbation theory. The detailed experimental procedures were
reported previously (5].

In the microwave study of polyester/glass composites, a 7 inch dia cavity was
used with constant input power of 60 watts. The composite sample was 3 inch
by 3 inch and was made from the prepreg tape. There were two parts in this
study. Thc: lirst part was a single mode study with focus on the microwave
heating char icteristics of a fully cured sample in various resonant modes. This
part enabled us to find the combination of modes which could achieve a
uniform temperature distribution in a cured sample. Second was mode-

FTIR Model 1850, Perkin Elmer, Norwalk, CT
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switching study in which fresh polyester/glass composites were processed
using a combination of the mod3s found in the first part. Several midplane
temperatures and/or surface temperatures were measured during both parts of
the study. In the single mode study, the sample was heated until one of the
temperatures reached 180 0 C or the time limit of 20 minutes was exceeded.
The uncured sample was placed inside a vacuum bag, covered with a
nonporous release film and the temperatures measured on top of the film.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the extent of cure versus time profiles for thermal and
microwave processed thin film samples. Higher reaction rates were observed
in microwave curing as compared to thermal curing. At lower cure
temperatures, such as 85oC, the ultimate extent of cure is higher in microwave
cure than in thermal cure as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 4 shows the temperature-time profiles in microwave cure at constant
power, and thermal cure at constant oven temperature. The sample in the
microwave environment reached the intended temperature faster, and with a
lower peak exotherm temperature than the sample in the oven. Microwave
heating initiated the reaction at a lower bulk temperature than thermal heating.

The dielectric constant c', and the loss factor e" of the uncured and the cured
samples measured using the swept frequency method at room temperature are:

e'= 3.2 + 0.2 and •" = 0.05 1 + 0,003 for the uncured polyester and
e'= 3.4 + 0.3 and e" = 0.033 ± 0.002 for the cured polyester.

Table 1 contains a summary of results for the single mode heating experiments.
Lc and Lp in the second column represent cavity length and coupling probe
length for the single mode heating. Columns 3 and 4 are listings of maximum
temperature differences in the interior and overall, respectively, at the end of
each run. All heating with single modes exhibited poor temperature uniformity.
Runs #2, #3 and #4 had the best heating efficiencies. Due to their high heating
rates, these runs reached the control temperature of 1 80 0C within 7 minutes.
The overall temperature difference ranged from 140 0 C to 57 °C. The interior
temperatures were most uniform (AT = 26 °C) for run #5. The nonuniformities
were due to two factors, 1) the nonuniform E-field and 2) the low thermal
conductivity of the matrix and the fibers. Column 5 shows the relative values
of the four interior temperatures at each location. Numbers of 1 to 4 were
used to represent the location of th~e lowest to the highest temperature. This
information was used to develop the mode switching technique to process
composites using modes with complementary heeting patterns. Runs 1 and 2
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were nearly complementary and were used for mode switching processing.

Table 1 Summary of Experimental Results

LAP AT inside AT all #T-profile heat rate

S cmlmm] high - low

1 6.403118.15 84 OC 90 OC 4 2 3 1 medium

2 8.427/14.31 72 ^C 72 OC 1 3 4 2 high

3 11.50/15.44 68 OC 104 OC 1 234 high

4 11.51/20.75 112 0 C 140 0 C 4123 high

5 11.67/20.27 26 OC 57 0C 1 2 3 4 medium

6 13.17/16.19 71 °C 93 OC 4231 low

7 14.93/12.38 44 OC 44 0C 4 2 1 3 very low

Figures 5 and 6 show the temperature time profiles for microwave heating of
the cured and uicured sample, respectively, using the mode switching
technique. The temperature profiles are relatively uniform compared to the
individual single modes and are controllable by mode switching. The
temperature distribution is within 20 celsius for fresh samples. These
experiments demonstrate the promise of mode switching for temperature
control during curing of composites. Additional benefits may be derived from
variations in power or frequency switching.

CONCLUSIONS

A neat polyester resin(alkyl phthalate diluted with vinyltoluene) was cured using
2.45 GHz microwave radiation and a thin film technique. Microwave cure
kinetics were compared to those of thermal cure. Faster reaction rate was
observed in microwave curing as compared to that of thermal curing. Higher
ultimate extents of cure were observed in microwave curing than in thermal
curing at low cure temperatures. Microwave heating initiated the reaction at a
lower bulk temperature than thermal heating. Microwave heating characteristics
of a fully cured polyester/glass composite were studied using a 7" diameter
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cavity and 2.45 GHz microwave radiation. Heating rates and temperature

uniformity were strong functions of the resonant modes. No single resonant

mode could produce a unihorm temperature profile due to the nonuniform E-field

and low thermal conductivity of the glass/polyester composites. A mode-

switching technique using modes with complementary heating patterns was

employed to obtain a uniform temperature profiles during microwave heating

of both cured and uncured polyester/glass composites.
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USE OF A TM010 MICROWAVE CAVITY AT 2.45 GHz FOR AEROSOL AND
FILAMENT DRYING

D. E. Christiansen and W. P. Unruh
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

As part of the development of a generic spray-drying process for aerosol
preparation of homogeneous powders of complex metal oxide systems, we have
investigated the use of 2.45 GHz power in a bigh-Q single-mode TM010 cavity
coupled directly to aerosols of aqueous solutions. Partial success was attained with
a concentrated solution of ferric nitrate. Although all particulates showed drying,
only a few percent of the particles were fully dried prior to collection. The cavity
operated at a power level just below that sufficient to cause electric field breakdown
in the carrier gas (dry nitrogen). The large inherent dielectric shielding of the
spherical droplets makes it difficult to couple enough power into an aerosol at 2.45
GHz to overcome the heat loss from individual droplets to the surrounding gas and
achieve full particulate drying. The calculated and measured dielectric shielding of a
thin cylinder of water aligned with the cavity electric field is very much smaller.
We have produced heating rates in water -600 times more rapid than could be
achieved with aerosols. This suggests using 2.45 GHz microwave power for
drying extruded filaments and then calcining those dried filaments to ceramic fiber.

INTRODUCTION

The use of microwave power to dry fine sprays of solutions of oxide
systems has several attractive aspects. The solutions may be formulated to produce
complex oxide powders directly as the droplets are evaporated. The evaporation
rates may be adjusted over a wide range, and even controlled in a feedback system,
to produce particular product characteristics. Controlling the nozzle itself to yield
an aerosol of ur.iformly-sized droplets would result in particulates which are quite
monodisperse, and would allow powder production in any convenient size, down
to nanoparticulates, by adjusting the droplet diameter and solution concentrations
appropriately. Furthermore, after the droplet stream has been diied, additional
thermal processing in the same (or a spatially related) microwave field may be
attained. Thus, it seems possible to 6, sign a highly-efficient integrated system to
spray, dry and process complex metal solutions to quality powders in a controlled

4 lmanner using microwaves.
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Initial experiments have been completed using a 3 kW commercially-
available 2.45 GHz microwave source coupled to a single-mode TM010 cavity. The
resulting axially-uniform microwave electric field has been coupled to two different
aerosol generators.

THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

I. The Microwave Supply and Cavity System.

The microwave supply and cavity system is shown in Figure 1. The 3 kW
power generator* is designed for low ripple and stable frequency and power output.
The transmission and coupling system is designed to isolate the magnetron source
from the high-Q cavity, through careful matching, to prevent phase-shifted cavity
reflections from disturbing the operating frequency of the magnetron. This
provides a spectral purity of less than 300 kHz, narrow enough to match over 95%
of the power into the cavity. A variable-stub tuner provides power level adjustment
up to a maximum of 2.2 kW (reduced from 3 kW by system losses) incident on the
cavity coupling iris and allows operation of the magnetron at constant power and
frequency. Essentially all of the incident microwave power is dissipated in the
cavity walls, which are cooled at a temperature above ambient (-300 C) to prevent
condensation. A system of cavity coupling irises, of the beyond-cutoff type,
allows us to externally reduce the operating Q of the cavity from a maximum of
-9600 and to critically couple microwave power from the source into the cavity.

Spray

Tuned Dummy Load Single-Mode
Cavity,TM

Power Monitor 010

Power Monitor Load

Magnetron C ,OF Variable
•/ , Couplers

r. Circulators P w rAjstý

Fgure 1. Functional diagram of the microwave and cavity system.

°Gerling Laboratories, Modesto, CA, Model GL 119.
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This flexible system makes it possible to fully couple any power level into
the cavity and thus achieve any microwave electric field up to, and including,
breakdown in dry nitrogen. Directional couplers allow us to measure the power
bled from the cavity (in adjusting its Q) and to measure incident and reflected
power, thus providing accountability of all power in the sytem. The high isolation
between the microwave power source and the cavity-coupling system provides
great flexibility in setting up the appropriate parameters. We can attain the electric
field intensity desired with a high degree of control and stability of the system.
After a few minutes warni up, the magnetron sou-ce can be run open loop, without
feedback control, maintaining its tuning on the cavity resonant frequency for long
periods of time without adjustment.

11. THE AEROSOL GENERATORS AND GAS FLOW SYSTEM

Two droplet generators have been used in these studies. The first, a
commercial unit*, consists of an ultrasonically -driven nozzle which produces a
polydisperse conical spray (half angle of -40 degrees). It is capable of a liquid
throughput of -2x10"8 m3s- 1 (1-2 ml/min). The conical spray does not conform
well to the axial microwave electric field in the cavity. A significant fraction of the
droplets are able to migrate to the cavity walls and are deposited there in a region
where the electric field is near zero. They eventually accumulate a layer of fluid
and/or dried solute which must be removed mechanically.

The second design, while more difficult to maintain, has been more
satisfactory from the viewpoint of producing sprays which are better characterized
and more convenient to use in the microwave system. A reservoir holding the
solution is pressurized at -30 psi and delivered through a filter to a nozzle whose
diameter is -1/2 the desired droplet diameter. This fine nozzle is mounted in a
piezoelectric transducer which produces an oscillatory disturbance in the laminar
stream of fluid leaving the nozzle. The resulting coherent disturbance (typically
excited at -250 kHz) forces the growing instabilities in the detached stream to be
equally spaced along the flow, so that the droplets generated are uniform in both
spacing and diameter. An example of the droplet stream obtained is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. The droplet stream produced by the coherent generator. Final
diameter is approximately 30gm. This time exposure (-200 sec.) shows the exact
coherence of the stream.

*Sono-Tech Corp., Poughkeepsie, NY, Model 8700-12OMS.
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This stream is directed axially into the microwave electric field in such a
way that only detached spherical droplets enter the cavity. The interior volume of
the cavity is filled with a carrier gas (dry nitrogen) which is introduced into the
cavity through a seive of fine holes in the top cover of the cavity. The droplets are
injected into this flow. Because of their small diameter, the droplets are
immediately decelerated as they enter the cavity and are transported through the
cavity at rest with respect to the carrier gas, moving at about 0.05 ni/sec. Most of
the particulates are deposited on a filter just below the mesh screen which forms
part of the bottom efid cap of the cavity. A mild underpressure is applied to the
filter by means of a small vacuum pump at the exit of this system to enhance the
flow, as desired, and make particulate collection on the filter more complete.
However, the cavity itself is always maintained at ambient (or slightly higher)
pressure during the processing.

With the microwave power being stably coupled into the cavity and the
carrier gas flow established, the droplet generator is started and mounted on the
cavity while running, so only the desired droplet distribution is introduced into the
operating cavity. After a few seconds (enough time to collect particulates on the
filter), the droplet generator is removed and microwave power turned off.
Collected particulates are recovered from the filter for microscopic examination.

OBSERVATIONS

It is observed that drying is very slow at 2.45 GHz . Dried particles are
shown in Figure 3. Only a few were dried fully (as judged from their morphology)
by the microwaves. This result is consistent with the observation that introduction
of droplets into the cavity disturbs the cavity frequency and Q only slightly,
showing that the microwave electric field is only very weakly coupled into the
droplets at this frequency.

A 4fA

Figure 3. A sample of the particles collected from the cavity. Those with
well-developed spherical shells are presumed to have been dried within the cavity
by the microwaves.
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In contrast, a very thin, unbroken cylindrical stream of water couples well
to the cavity at this frequency, as evidenced by the much larger shifts of resonance
frequency and Q. This greater coupling results in much stronger microwave
heating of such a stream than of droplets. We estimate volumetric heating rates as
much as -600 times larger with this geometry. We have produced continuous
boiling and pressurization to 6.9x 105 Pa (100 psi) of a 3001im dia. stream of water
confined in a small teflon tube, with negligible disturbance during operation of the
frequency and Q of the microwave cavity. That is, boiling and superheating took
place so rapidly, with so little extraction of the available microwave power, that the
fluid stream penetrated the cavity only a short distance (perhaps 0.01-0.02 m)
before being converted to steam at -6.9x 105 Pa.

Both results are to be expected from the basic electromagnetic boundary
conditions governing interaction of the applied microwave electric field with the
water solution. The microwave energy dissipation within the droplet is given by

(dqldt)1 = (55.63x10- 12)k"(Eint 2wo W/m3, (1)

where Eint is the rms microwave electric field at angular frequency wo in the interior
of the solution and k" is the relative imaginary dielectric constant of the solution.
For water the relative real dielectric constant at 270C is k' -80. In spherical
droplets a standard calculation using the electromagnetic boundary conditions
shows that the internal electric field is reduced by the factor 3/(k'+2), which
decreases the microwave energy dissipation by -750. On the other hand, because
the tangential electric field is continuous across a dielectric boundary, the internal
field in a long thin dielectric oriented parallel to the applied microwave electric field
is approximately equal to the applied field in the cavity. Thus volumetric heating of
filaments and fibers, suitably oriented to be parallel to the applied microwave
electric field, will be much more effective than attempts to heat small spherical
droplets directly.

Because of the large ratio of surface area to volume for small droplets, this
direct method of volumetric heating cannot significantly raise the interior
temperature of individual droplets if a frequency of 2.45 GHz is used. In effect,
the thermal conduction through the droplet surface to the surrounding gas can
remove the energy deposited volumetrically by the microwave field nearly as fast as
it is deposited. This limitation holds up to and including applied microwave electric
fields as high as breakdown in air, approximately 1 MV/m at 2.45 GHz.

One can respond to this constrast in behavior between droplets and
filaments in two ways. First, because water solutions are polar, exhibiting Debye-
like relaxation, increasing the applied microwave frequency will make the process
of coupling to individual small droplets more efficient. This improvement results
from both the increase in frequcncy (which drives the relaxation/dissipation cycle
faster) and the two relaxation-coupled changes in the relative dielectric constants.
With increasing microwave frequency, the relative real part, k, decreases, allowing
better penetration of the applied microwave electric field, while the relative
imaginary part, k", increases, resulting in more volumetric dissipation in the
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droplet. Second, the relatively strong coupling to oriented fibers and filaments,
even at 2.45 GHz, provides new and novel processing opportunities which can be
exploited at the more conventional processing frequencies now authorized for use.
"These two points are discussed briefly in the following sections.

MICROWAVE-DROPLET INTERACTIONS

We have developed a preliminary numerical model of the evaporation and
condensation of spherical droplets by sequentially solving and propagating in time
the equations of heat conduction and mass transport at the droplet surface. This
numerical simulation has been used to provide a qualitative understanding of the
behavior of small droplets and to provide numerical scaling of heating effects at
higher microwave frequencies.

The first-order differential equationsl2 describing heat balance in the
droplet and mass transport were used directly. Because the internally-heated
droplet is not at equilibrium, no subsidiary equilibrium conditions are invoked. It is
assumed that mass transport is driven by the difference in saturated vapor pressure
at the droplet surface and the partial pressure of the vapor in the gas2 . The latent
heat of vaporization is used to compute, for each time step, the thermal loss due to
evaporation, which is then added to the energy inputs from microwave losses and
conductivity across the droplet boundary from the gas. The temperature
dependences of k' and k"3, the latent heat2 , the saturated vapor pressure of water2,
and the thermal diffusion and mass transport constants 2 were included in the
computation. Higher-order contributions due to radial flow, 2nd-order conductivity
corrections, surface tension, or relative velocity between droplet and gas were
neglected, in the spirit of investigating the main effect of volumetrically depositing
significant thermal energy within small droplets which are at rest in the ambient gas.
In any case, these several corrections make only a few percent difference in the
results1 , and can readily be included in the computations. The numerical results,
displayed graphically,-reproduce both evaporation and condensation phenomena (in
the absence of an applied microwave electric field) in nominal agreement with
published data, including the so-called b2 -law (mass loss/gain proportional to
surface area)l known to be applicable to droplets larger than -100lm dia.
Significant deviations from this surface-area proportional evaporation rate are
obtained at smaller diameters, in agreement with observations.

Introducing the volumetric energy deposition driven by an applied 2.45
GHz microwave electric field produces the following qualitative changes in
modeled droplet behavior. 1) For larger diameters, the initial evaporation rate is
greatly increased, greatly decreasing the total time to evaporation, as a consequence
of the initial elevated droplet temperature allowed by a large volume/surface ratio.
2) As droplet diameter rapidly decreases under external heating, below - 50gtm dia.
the volumetric heating becomes progressively ineffective compared to conduction
loss to the gas, allowing the internal temperature of the droplet to rapidly approach
the dew point in the carrier gas, effectively slowing evaporation. If one starts with
small droplets (say, smaller than -30jim dia.), as would be used in the production
of nanoparticulates, the microwave heating is essentially ineffective at 2.45 GHz.
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Figure 4 compares the evolution in time of droplet temperature and radius for a
40;im dia. droplet with and without microwave heating.

As expected, increasing the applied microwave frequeniy, to take advantage
of the more favorable dielectric parameters, makes a dramatic improvement in the
calculated evaporation rates of very small droplets. Our computations indicate that
it is possible to effectively heat and evaporate quite small droplets at frequencies of

100 1.0

Q8 0  -0.8
0

.60 0,6

E, 40- Without Heating -0.4
2 With Heating /

S20 -0.2

0 = 0.0
0 1 2 3 4 5

Time, Sec.
Figure 4. Droplet size and temperature evolution with and without

microwave heating (2.45 GHz, 750,000 V/m), for an initial diameter 40pgm at rest
in 270C nitrogen having a dew point of -20C.

10 GHz and above, at microwave electric fields substantially below breakdown in

air.

MICROWAVE-FILAMENT INTERACTIONS

Because the internal microwave electric field in a long, thin cylindrical
dielectric oriented parallel to an applied field is equal to the applied field, microwave
heating rates can be achieved which are very much larger than in droplets. As
indicated above, for water at 270 C the heating rate is - 750x higher in filaments
than in droplets. This overwhelming increase in energy deposition, verified in our
experiments on heating a cylindrical stream of water, makes possible a wide range
of processing capabilities for fibrous and filamentary material, provided the
orientation in the material can be maintained parallel to an applied microwave field
during the processing stages.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT MEASUREMENTS

The design of a microwave apparatus suitable for efficient drying of small
droplets requires an understanding of the dielectric constants and cavity interaction
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parameters of typical solutions of mixed oxides or nitrates at higher microwave
frequency. We expect to demonstrate that the measured microwave interaction with
droplets of such solutions can be well understood from published data and our own
measurements. Because the major loss mechanism in our solutions is due to
Debye-like relaxation of the water molecules, only a weak dependence on solution
ionic conductivity is expected. A first step is to make comparative measurements
using both coherent droplet streams and unconstrained cylindrical fluid flows of
water and weak oxide or nitrate solutions. We are presently making these
measurements, by means of cavity perturbation techniques, at 10 GHz and at 20
GHz. Because spherical droplets couple so weakly to an applied electric field, the
use of coherent droplet streams in such measurements may provide a convenient
way to obtain the dielectric parameters of lossy fluids at high microwave
frequencies, where such measurements are quite difficult to make reliably.

CONCLUSIONS

Two conclusions result from this study. First, because of the unfavorable
dielectric properties of water in conjunction with spherical geometry, coupling of
2.45 GHz microwave power to micron-sized aqueous droplets becomes comparable
to the rate at which thermal energy is conducted to the surroundings, even for
microwave electric fields approaching breakdown. Second, because of the much
more favorable geometry, cylindrical aqueous streams are easily heated to
evaporation with more modest microwave electric fields. Thus rapid microwave
drying of aqueous sprays at 2.45 GHz may be difficult to achieve, while processing
of filamentary aqueous materials should be very easy. Because of a favorable shift
in dielectric properties, both processes would be more effective at higher
frequencies.
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EFFECT OF MICROWAVE HEATING ON SOLID STATE REACTIONS OF
CERAMICS

Iftikhar Ahmad and David E. Clark
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611

ABSTRACT

Solid state reaction studies were conducted on a zinc oxide-alumina system. Previous studies
indicate the reaction kinetics of this system are diffusion controlled. Powder mixtures of similar
particle sizes of reactants do not satisfy kinetic models either by conventional or microwave
heating. With larger particle sizes of alumina, where reaction is limited by diffusion of zinc
oxide through the product layer, microwave heating appears to enhance the reaction rate. An
increase in compaction pressure risults in an increase in the amount of product formed by
conventional heating but shows a decrease in product formation with microwave heating.

INTRODUCTION

Microwave processing of ceramics appears to be an attractive alternative to conventional
processing. The emphasis has been mainly in sintering of numerous ceramics and composites
[11. The reduction in processing time and temperature indicate higher sintering rates which are
believed to be because of higher diffusion rates induced by the microwave field [2].

Although calcination and reactions between solids are important in ceramic processing only a
few references, using microwave energy, are available in the literature [3,4]. Solid state
reactions are usually carried out by intimately mixing fine ceramic powders and subjecting them
to high temperatures. Under isothermal conditions, the rate of formation of the product may
depend on the rate of diffusion [5]. Solid state reactions have also been studied by forming
diffusion couples of polycrystalline as well as single crystal ceramics [6]. This investigation
concerns the solid state reaction between zinc oxide and aluminum oxide powders to form zinc
aluminate spinel (the product).

The reaction of ZnO and Al2O forming a stable compound, ZnA4 0, is an initeresting system
and has been used extensively for the solid state reactions studies [6-11]. This reaction occurs
at moderately high temrpratures (800' C and higher). It has been demonstrated that the
reaction is diffusion controlled and it proceeds only on the alumina particle by one-way transfer
of zinc oxide through the product layer [7-10]. Zinc oxide vaporizes at higher temperatures
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1121, so the reaction may be contemplated to proceed by the simultaneous action of solid state
and evaporation-condensation mechanisms [9]. However, the vaporization of ZnO may n•t be
considered as the rate controlling step in the formation of ZnAI2 04 [111.

Since the above reaction is diffusion controlled, if microwave heating results in enhanced
diffusion, it should &lter the reaction rates as well. The objective of this study was to observe
whether microwave heating enhances the reaction of zinc oxide and alumina.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

High purity (>99.9%) alumina powders' we-e used in this study. These powders have mean
particle sizes of 0.181A m, 0.4p m and 0.68p m, respectively. Chemically pure (99.9%) laboratory
grade zinc oxide ' used had an average particle size of 0.-3g m.

Equimolar mixtures of alumina and zinc oxide were prepared by wet mixing in deionized water
for 30 minutes. Small zirconia milfing media was used to ensure proper mixing of the powders.
The mixture was then dried in a conventional furnace C. The powder mixture was weighed in
a fused quartz crucible and placed either in the microwave oven or the conventional furnace
for reacting isothermally in the temperature range of 600 - 1100' C. Specimens weighing 4
grams were pressed " to pressures ranging from 2000 psi to 8000 psi to see the effect of
compaction on the solid state reaction of zinc oxide and alumina.

For conventional heating of the spccimens the furnace was preheated to thr. desired
temperature and the reactant mixture was placed in the furnace. At the end of the reaction
period, samples were removed from the furnace and allowed to cool in air. In case of the
pressed samples, the sample was placed on another similar prt-sed sample of the same
composition to avoid any contamination on the base of the sample.

Microwave heating was carried out in an industrial microwave oven * operating at 2.45 GHz
capable of delivering a maximum power of 6.4 KW. However, only 1.6 K'W were used for these
experiments. Temperature was monitored with a thermocouple and controlled' by pulsing the
output power. Since alumina and zinc oxide do not couple very well at room temperature, a
susceptor was used to assist the powder mixture to attain higher temperatures, where it couples
efficiently with microwave energy. With the susceptor around the sample one gets uniform

* AKP-50, AKP-30, AKP-15, Sumitomo Chemical Company, Ltd.

b Aldrich Chemical Company.

C Blue M Stabil-Therm.

d Carver Laboratory Press.

* Raytheon Radarline Microwave Oven Model QMP 2101A-6.

Inconel shielded K-type thermocouple and Process Controller Series CN8600 from
Omega.
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heating with almost nco temperature gradient within the sample. This has been established in
our laboratory on ultra-rapid sintering of alumina, with what we refer to as, microwave hybrid
heating 113,14].

Quantitative x-ray analysis 9 was used to ascertain the extent of reaction by determining the
amount of spinel formed. A unified matrix-flushing method for quantitative multicomponent
analysis reported by Frank H. Chung 115-18] was used. In this method the calibration curve
procedure is shunted and all components can be determined. The weight fraction of any
component in a multicomponent system is expressed in terms of the intensity ratios 1 and
k-ratios (l] = l/). The use of the intensity ratio makes it :mmune to many sources of
errors [15]. This method was verified to give experimental values within 2 percent of the
synthesized values. The intensities of the 002 plane, 104 plane and 311 planes were used,
respectively, for zinc o-ade, aluminum oxide and zinc aluminate spinel.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Homogeneous mixtures of zinc oxide and aluminum oxide were heated either in the microwave
oven or the conventional furnace for reaction in the temperature range of 600' C-1100" C. No
zinc aluminate (spinel) formation was observed below 800' C, which is in agreement with the
results reported in the literature [7,8]. Hence, in most of the cases only the results for
temperatures 800' C and above are presented.

Since this reaction is reported to be diffusion controlled, an attempt has been made to try to
fit the data obtained to the diffusion controlled Valensi-Cartcr model [71 given by

y,:t = {A-[1+(A.1)Xf'r3. (A.1)(1.X) }/(A-1) = f(x) (1)

where x is the extent of reaction and A is the change in volume between reactants and product.
If f(x) is plotted against the time t, a straight lire of slope Kc should be obtained which defines
the reaction rate constant. In order for the model to hold the straight line should pass through
the origin.

Microwave Heated Sampies

The data obtained by heating the mixture of alumina (AKP-50, average particle size 0.18 p m)
and zinc oxide (average particle size 0.3 p m) in the microwave oven are shown in Figure 1.
They show the weight percent spinel formed versus reaction time for temperatures ranging from
800 - 1100' C. Figure 2 shows an attempt to fit the data to Valensi-Carter model. For
temperatures of 800, 850 and 900' C the straight fines pass through the origin indicating that
for these temperatures the data satisies the diffusion controlled Valensi-Caiter model.
However, above 900' C straight lines are obtained with almrst the same slope with increasing
temperatures and do not pass through the origin. This ind cates that at these temperatures
either the reaction is not diffusion controlled or the model does not hold for reaction with
microwave heating. Since it has been shown that this moccl is valid [71 for conventional

P phlips Automated Powder Diffractometer System Model APD-3720.
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heating, one might wishfully think that reactions in the microwave heating are not limited by
diffusion.

100 0.4
90 - I I

A 9 95 0 o 9C
Q o80 - 0.3 900
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Figure 1. Microwave heating of the Figure 2. Microwave heating of mixture of
mixure of alumina AKP-50 and zinc oxide aluimina and zinc oxide. Attewpt to fit the
at different temperatures. The spinel experimental data to Valensi-Carter
formation with increasing heating time is model.
shown for each temperature.

Conventionally Heated Samples

Since this reaction by conventional heating should satisfy the Valensi-Carter model [71, it
seemed essential to repeat the reactions of the same powders by ccnvcntional heating. F'gre
3 shows the weight percent of spinel formed as a ftin-tion of reaction time for various
temperatures. The data for conventional heating used in Valensi-Carter model is shown in
Fig•re 4.

Comparison and Discussion

In the case of conventional heating of the mixtures, the spinet formation data does not satisfy
the Valensi-Carter model for temperatures above 900' C, but certainly differs from that for
microwave heating. The straight lines for the 1000W C and 110W7 C appear to pass through a
common point on the y-axis, which is not observed in the microwave heating case.

For temperatures up to 90(7 C, reactions both in microwave heating and conventional heating
appear to be diffusion controlled. Above 9007 C there is a abrupt increase in reaction until the
first data point at 15 minutes and then the reaction rate decrease for the subsequent times.
This can be understood by the fact that zinc oxide vaporizes at higher temperatures [12]. Below
900W C the reaction pioceeds because of the contacts of the powder particles of zinc oxide and
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alumina. The zinc oxide has to diffuse through the spinel formed at the points of contact to
allow further reaction and the process is, therefore, diffusion controlled. As the temperature

100 0.4 1 1 1 1

90 0 1100 C
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REACTION TIME IN MINUTES REACTION TIME IN MINUTES

Figure 3. Conventional heating of the Figure 4. Conventional heating of mixture
mixture of alumina AKP-50 and zinc oxide of alumina and zinc oxide. Attempt to fit
at different temperatures. The spinel the experimental data to Valensi-Carter
formation with increasing heating time is model.
shown for each temperature.

is increased the zinc oxide vaporizes and condenses on the alumina particles. This increases
the interface area between the alumina powder particles and tht zinc oxide vapors and results
in much higher zinc aluminate spinel formation at the early stage of the reaction. As the
reaction proceeds the reaction rate appears to slow down. This change in mechanism possibly
explains the abrupt increase in reaction above 90(7 C.

Although there are differences in reaction rate data for the conventional and microwave heating
cases, the main concern is that even the conventionally heating of mixtures does not satisfy the
diffusion controlled models. This can be explained in terms of 'coefficient of surrounding"
which is defimed as the fraction of the solid angle occupied by the small particle on the larger
particle. If the ratio of the dimensions of the smaller particle to that of the larger particle
(dsw < <4gs very small the coefficient of surrounding has a maximum value, that is, larger
particles are properly covered by smaller parti-Jes and in such cases the conventional kinetic
models can be applied. When the ratio d,, /rl4,gets larger the geometric factors are more
important and models of kinetic powder reactions should ttke them into account. In ceramics,
solid state reactions are usually carried out by using fint powders in order to profit from their
higher reactivity. Nevertheless, care must be taen in ushig fine powders of similar grain size
in which reaction rapidly concentrates the produ:t formed un portions of the host grain leading
to difficulties in obtaining complete reaction [9,10].
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The powders used so far had the average particle size of 0.18lsm for alumina and 0.3pm for
zinc oxide thus giving a large value of dc /4.ratio, where obviously thc conventional kinetic
models are going to have problems.

Effect of the Particle Size on the Reaction Rate

Having seen the limitation of the smaller and similar particle size, the next step was to see how
the larger particle size would affect the reaction rate. The larger partide size of alumina were
AKP-30 (average particle-size of 0.4m) and AKP-15 (average particle size of 0.68;m).
Ramachandran [8] reports that the percent spinel formed increases with the decrease in particle
size of aluminum oxide. However, the particle size of alumina used was much larger, that is
84 p m as crmpared to 2 g m for zinc oxide. Figure 5 shows our results for 30 minutes of
microwave and conventional heating of the mixture. At 900' C, the spinel formation decreases
for both microwave and conventional heating, as the particle %ize increases. This can be
understood in terms of the decrease in surface area and the contact of particles of zinc oxide
and alumina. At 1000' C, the spinel formed by conventional heating appears to increase slightly
with the increase in the particle size. It is especially interesting to note that although the spinel
formation with microwave heating was comparable or less for the smallest particle size, as the
particle size increases the weight percent spinel formed increases significantly and exceeds the
values for conventional heating. The reaction reached completion with larger particle size of
alumina (AKP-15), by both microwave (30 minutes of heating at 1000' C) and conventional
heating (30 minutes at 1100' C, not shown). However, with smaller particle size of alumina
(AKP-50) the reaction did not reach completion even after 60 minutes of microwave (Figure
1) and conventional heating (Figure 3) at 1100' C. The increase in the spinel formation with
increase in particle size for both the conventional and microwave heating can be understood
by the above mentioned reasons 19]. The higher values of spinel formation with microwave
heating of larger particle sizes of alumina suggest that microwave heating is more efficient than
conventional heating for the conversion of the reactants into spinet. When the particle size
becomes large enough so that the reaction is limited by diffusion of zinc oxide through the
product layer, microwave heating is beneficial and this can most likely be accounted for on the
basis of enhanced diffusion with microwave heating. To confirm this, the experiment was
repeated a number (five) of times and the values were averaged (error bars in Figure 5) only
for the largest particle size. This observation was further verified with polycrystalline and single
crystal alumina heated in zinc oxide. The microwave heated specimens showed larger
penetration depth of zinc as compared to conventional heating. These results will be presented
later in a separate paper.

Effect of compaction pressure on reaction rate

It has been reported 18] that the percent conversion of the reactants to spinel increases with the
increase in compaction pressure. This trend is obseved in the conventional heating of alumina
AKP-15 and zinc oxide, as shown is Figure 6. However, the trend is exactly the opposite for
microwave heating. The weight percent spinel formed decreases as the compaction pressure
increases. This result seems rather unusual for someone used to thinking in terms of the
phenomenon occurring in conventional heating. But microwave heating, unlike conventional
heating, is dependent on various microstructural properties including the initial porosity of the
sample. A somewhat analogous result has been reported by Varadan [19] where the rate of
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microwave heating of strontium titanate and alumina decrease as the initial porosity decreases.
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Figure 5. Weight percent zinc aluminate Figure 6. Weight percent spinel formation
spinel formation as function of particle size as a function of compaction pressure for
of alumina at 900rC and I00(6C for 30 b,'h conventional and microwave heating
minutes of conventional and microwave at 100(TC for 30 minutes.
heatin

CONCLUSIONS

The reactions between fine powders of similar particle sizes of aluminum oxide and zinc oxide
do not satisfy the Valensi-Carter kinetic model by conventional or microwave heating. Smaller
particle sizes of both reactants may not always be beneficial in acheiving rapid or complete
reactions. With larger particle sizes of alumina where reaction is limited by diffusion of zinc
oxide through the product layer, microwave beating apparently forms wore product. The
increase in reaction rates suggests the enhanced diffusion with microwave heating.
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ABSTRACT

Direct and indirect microwave processing of bulk and thick film type
sensors has a significant influence on performance, such as sensitivity
and noise level, in flux modulated magnetometer devices, developed in
our laboratory. Microwave processing effects the material structures and
thus device characteristics. Our present results represent the first steps
in attempts to configure resistors, capacitors and sensors into a complete
functional circuit by one processing means.

INTRODUCTION

The generation of high quality thick films from high temperature super-
conductors holds promise for high volume applications in magnetic coils,
power transmission lines, high field magnets, passive microwave devices,
magnetic shielding, interconnects and perhaps most importantly in the
new multichip hybrid microelectronic circuits and &ensors which are in-
tended to be operated at high power levels and at frequencies in the
GHz range.
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The advantages of thick films include the conventional ones of flexibility,
reliability, performance and cost effectiveness. The ability to configure
resistors, capacitors and other circuit elements, such as sensors and de-
tectors, into a complete functional circuit for insertion into electronic
control systems is one of the most desirable objectives.
Although thick films can and have been made by a variety of techniques
[1-3] such as plasma spraying, doctor blading and various spinning, dip-
ping and spraying methods, our efforts have exclusively involved the
silk screening process. It is felt that, particularly in the case of elec-
tronic and microelectronic applications, such parameters as thickness,
line width and via control, can be held with greater accuracy than with
any other method.

PARAMETERS RELEVANT TO MW PROCESSING

In spite of the fact that YBa2 Cu3 0 7 has been found to couple reason-
ably well with 2450 MHz microwaves [4,5] and that most of the present
substrate materials do not, at least at lower temperatures, is not suf-
ficient knowledge for the efficient processing of intricate microcircuitry.
A brief overview of the significant aspects and parameters follows.
Electromagnetic theory, as applied to dielectric materials [6], defines the
complex dielectric permittivity as

=' -. j-" = Co .-E ) (1)

where, co = permittivity of free space (8.86 x 10-" F/m),
e--= relative dielectric constant of the material,
r2 = relative loss factor

A variety of polarization mechanisms - dipolar, electronic, atomic and
Maxwell-Wagner - give rise to and determine the value of the dielectric
constant and loss factor for any one material. Both parameters behave
as a function of frequency and temperature. The absorbed power of the
microwave energy which is a measure of how well the heating process
will proceed, is given by,

P = wEoe,'IE I2  (2)

where w= radian frequency and Ei the internal electric field. E1 and c,'
are the primary variables of interest.
Applying the commonly used term loss tangent, tan 6, defined as

tan =-- (3)

yields loss factor = loss tangent x dielectric constant. We can define
the absorbed power as

P = weeo tan 6EiE1 2  (4)
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It will be noted that an increase by a factor of two in the internal field
strength quadruples the power absorbed. Efficient microwave heating
thus requires a high loss tangent or a high loss factor.
To be efficient, the microwaves must penetrate the material. The pene-
tration depth D, at which fields are reduced by a factor of l/e, can be
expressed as,

O.225A
- ,•/i Vl + tan2 6- (

which for tan 6 < 1, i.e., low loss materials reduces to,

0.318A

\/f tan b(6)

A very important parameter in the power expression is that of the in-
ternal field, Ei. It relates to the external field as,

IE 1/EoI = WIE. o/0 (7)

where a = conductivity so that if a > wc 0 (at lower frequencies) we
may, in spite of higher penetration, have E <« E6, and thus inefficient
heating.

THICK FILM SUPERCONDUCTOR SENSORS

The non-linear response of a superconducting thick film to an alternating
magnetic field, can be used to measure an external dc field with great
sensitivity in the nano-tesla range. We have reported the initial device
details elsewhere [7].. In principle the ac field can be applied through
an excitation coil or by direct current injection into the sensor. A pick
up coil and ancillary electronics measure the second harmonic of the
excitation frequency as the dc field related signal.
We have developed these sensors from the earlier reported bulk type
YBa2 Cu3 07 sensors [8j, into co-deposited multilayer thick film devices,
incorporating the sensing element, excitation means, pick-up coil and
contact pads onto a single substrate. The ability to process, oxidize
and package such devices in one manufacturing operation would dearly
be advantageous. It is from this and other aspects, that appropriate
microwave processing is seen to be of benefit.
In contrast to the extended period of time required for sintering and den-
sification in resistive heating, microwave heating takes place throughout
the entire sample volume and, in homogenous materials, leads to sub-
stantially shortened processing times and suppression of grain growth.
The latter point is important from both the mechanical and device phys-
ical properties point of view. Furthermore, shrinkage is reduced and
sintering at lower temperatures, preventing e.g. liquid phase formation,
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is possible. The latter point has not yet been fully substantiated from
a device development point of view.
Differences in thermal expansion at the film substrate interface, often
leads to cracking in conventional processing. This has not occurred in
MW heating under the right energy conditions. Sintering of the active
material, at lower temperatures and without substrate heating, will sup-
presses the reaction at the interface and the in-migration of substrate
elements into the superconductor. It is well known that substitution
in YBa 2 Cu 3 07 ii-detrimental. In the case of A12 Os, aluminum will
substitute for yttrium and copper and lower the temperature of transi-
tion. Shorter sintering times and lower temperatures also reduced out-
diffusion of the superconductor into the substrate and into other device
components and helps in producing sharp, non-diffuse, line detail. We
have started to see the benefits of in-situ texturing, grain boundary
modification and the advantages inherent in hybrid heating. Many of
the advantages will come about as MW processing is coupled with much
needed improvement in process control, which is a must for MW appli-
cations in device fabrication as distinct from MW heating or processing
only.

STRUCTURE OF THICK FILM DEVICES

Our thick films were screen-printed on 25 mm x 25 mm A12 03 or Zr" 2
substrates from ternary metal oxide ceramics powders of YBa2 Cu3 07
mixed with printing vehicles and thinners as available on a commercial
basis. Two starting grain sizes 1-3 pm and approximately 35pm were
used to make up the inks.
The structures that resulted from the as-fired thick films at 930 and
9800C are shown in the SEM photomicrographs of Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
"At 9300C the film-consists of particles approximately 1.5-3 Am in size
which have formed from the sintering of 1-1.5 jm grains, the morphol-
ogy of which is still visible. The remnant structure, whereas continuous,
remains very porous. Necks have formed along the contact regions and
particles have coalesced, but the structure is remniscent of the early
stages of sintering. The intergranular porosity is multi faceted with
contacts of five or six grains quite common. There appears to be no evi-
dence (up to 15,OOOX) of liquid phase formation at the grain boundaries,
which are essentially structural. There is, furthermore, no intragranu-
lar porosity or internal cracking which is quite common in structures
sintered at > 930*C. There is evidence of parting (0.1pMm thick) with
orientation roughly parallel to the surface. X-ray diffraction shows the
material as monophasic YBa 2 Cu 3 0. There is no evidence of the 211
phase.
ID contrast, the thick films sintered at 9800C show a denser structure
consisting of 30-40 um fused areas. From these areas grow lenticular
particles, normally 10-20 Am in length, with aspect ratios of 10:1. This
morphology is characteristic of sintering phenomena in the presence of a
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Fig. 1. YBa2 Cu3 O7 thick film sintered at 93 0 'C

Fig. 2. YBa2 CU3 07 thick film sintered at 9300C, magnified view of center
of Fig. 1.
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liquid phase. These features have also been observed in our single crystal
growth experiments, in which aspect ratios of 50:1 have not been uncom-
mon. Cross granular cracking is abundant. X-ray analysis shows ample
evidence of the development of the 211 phase which is characteristic of
sintering above the peritectic temperature of 9300 C.
When the 9800C sintered material is further processed through hybrid
or direct microwave heating (2450 MHz) the structure takes on the ap-
pearance of stacked platelets (Fig. 4) which seem to have developed as a
result of broadening of the lath like particles in the a-b crystallographic
plane. A more advanced stage of sintering has developed. The material
has been textured. The structure is criss-crossed by cracks which can be
considered primary. The platelets are oriented parallel to the surface,
perpendicular to the slower growth C-axis direction. The 211 phase is
still present.

DEVICE SENSITIVE PARAMETERS

The signal in flux modulated HTS sensors relates to the two component
applied field,

H.(i) = H0 r cos(2-rft) + Hd, (8)

in which the terms refer to the ac and dc contributions and f is fre-
quency. The signal will linearly depend on the applied frequency. The
total time dependent coil voltage depends not only on the physical 'as-
pects but also on sensor device parameters, such as the number of turns
in the pick-up coil (N), the total effective or active sensor area (A and
a constant (k) for each design, reflectin$ the efficiency with which the
sensor field is coupled to the pick-up coil,

Vt - kNNA(dHo(t)/dt) (9)

Numerical Fourier analysis then shows that the second harmonic signal
can be expressed as,

V(2f) s- 2fH.,NA (10)

Thick film techniques can easily cope with increases in the effective sen-
sor area, if desired. The number of turns in the co-deposited sensing coil
will depend on the line width limitations. HTS thick films have already
been found to be applicable in high frequency microwave applications,
and are thus likely to perform well in the present technology. Microwave
processing should aid in the fabrication of the required high resolution
microstructures.
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Fig. 3. YBo4 Cts 3O7 thick film sintered at 9800CFig. 4. , ij

Fg4.Y~a2 Cu3 07 thick film sintered at 93000C and processed by mi-
crowave heating (2450 MHz) to 80000
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Fig. 5. Typical thick film superconducting magnetometer response spec-
trum.

The actual sensor response will critically depend on the thick film mi-
crostructure which in turn is determined by processing. The influence
of this wicrostructural detail is presently being investigated. A typical
response spectrum for devices of the type discussed here, is shown in
Fig. 5.

CONCLUSIONS

Although our microwave processing of thick film superconductor sensors
and detector structures is only in its preliminary experimental phases,
some observations can be made. Microwaves do couple directly to thick
film structures of YBa2 CU3 0 Oy in both sintering and oxygenation pur-
poses. Under the right energy conditions MW processing does not lead
to sensor surface cracking as often observed in conventional heating.
There is little or no reaction of the superconductor with the substrate
and a sharp sensor delineation without diffusion into the substrate is
maintained. In situ texturing is possible. The effect of this on device
performance is yet to be determined.
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ABSTRACT

Microwave energy has been used in ion exchange reactions for four sodiumn-aluminosilicate
compositions. The exchangeable cation in the glass (Na÷) was replaced at the surface by a larger
atomic radii cation (K*). Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), electron microprobe analysis
(EMP) and x-ray mapping were used to evaluate the effect of microwave heating on the extent and
rate of ion exchange in comparison to conventional heating.

INTRODUCTION

Glasses have been known to man f r thousands of years, and their applications have gone from
rudimentary purposes to top-of:the-line technology. Today's world has broadened the usc of oxide
glasses in diverse and far-ranging fields such as telecommunication, electronics and aerospace. The
intrinsic brittle behavior of oxide glasses and their catastrophic failure have been major drawbacks
to their use in applications which require mechanical strength and durability.

In general, brittle materials fail to exceed more than a fraction of their theoretical strength.
This characteristic behavior has triggered extensive research aimed at developing higher strength
bodies. The desired strength can be achieved by various methods that can be split into two broad
categories; bulk and surf-ce techniques. The surface techniques aim at developing a compressive
stress distribution on the glass surface. The resulting strength becomes the original strength of the
glass plus the strength added by surface compression. These surface modification techniques can
be summarized as the following: thermal strengthening, chemical strengthening, surface
crystalhzation, thin coating, cladding, etching and related techniques( I).

Strengths greater than those obtained by thermal toughening can be reached by chemical
strengthening. However, any significant strengthening is unlikely to be achieved within times
compatible with the modern production rates[2], due to the slow reactions involved in the ion
exchange process. For this reason, chemical strengthening techniques arc applied where safety
predominates over economics.
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Within our microwave processing center at the University of Florida, we have been
investigating techniques that could enhance ion exchange reactions. Processes by which deeper
penetration of a selected ionic species into a glass matrix can be achieved when compared to the
conventional techniques.

The present study was undertaken to evaluate the effect of microwave radiation on the ion
exchange reactions of K* for Na" in four different compositions of sodium aluminosilicate glass.
For the four chosen glass compositions, we are reporting the penetration depth and the relative
concentration of the alkali ions achieved after processing. A comparison is made of the penetration
depths accomplished by microwave processing and those achieved by conventional processing for
each of the sodium aluminosilicate compositions.

The sodium aluminosilicate system was found to be the system of choice 4r surface
modification using microwave energy. Indeed, this system exhibits major sln"" changes
accompanied with significant dielectric properties differences when the ratio or -i. !o alkali
ion is taken as a variable.

THEORETICAL BASIS

Ion Exchange Process

Ion exchange rcactioais in oxide glasses arc limited substantially to alkali ions[31. Ion
exchange is a process by which at least two ionic species exchange with each other, as shown by

Where the subscripts represent glass .'nd molten salt solution, respectively. The driving force for
the reactions is a concentration gradient which is the natural phenomenon of mixing. A
constructive approach to this phenomenon is to partially replace an ionic species pre-existing within
a given glass matrix by another with a larger radius. The exchanged glass layer tries to expand.
It cannot, due to restraint from the underlying bulk glass. The surface is thus put under
compression.

The process mentioned above is diffusion controlled. The concentration of the selected species
and its penetration depth are of primary importance and are related directly to the rate of exchange.
The objective was to evaluate the effect of microwave heating on the extent and rate of ion
exchange in comparison to conventional heating.

Microwave Processing

It is reported in the literature that an array of ceramic products have been heat trca:ed in the
presence of microwave radiation. Characterization of these materials revealed major
microstructural differences when compared to those conventionally processed. It is our belief that
the addition of activations other than those of a thermal nature, namely electrical and magnetic,
account for the observed property differences.

Microwave heating is intrinsically different from conventional heating. It is a volumciric
heating in which the sample itself generates heat due to the ability of the electric and magnetic
fields to polarize molecules and the inability of the molecules to keep up with the rapid reversal
of the fields [4]. The resulting dielectric losses account for the volumetric heating. Microwave
radiation falls within a range of frequencies at which the orientation polarization is the predominant
polarization mechanism. There are losses from the other polarization mechanisms due to the
extended tails of the loss curves which arc different for each given system.

In glasses, the ionic dipole motions can be split into two categories: (I) deformation
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polarization in which permanent dipoles oscillate under an applied electric field and (2) defect
associated dipoles which oscillate between several equilibrium positions.* The temperature of glass
plays an important role because, at high enough temperatures, the conductivity of the glass is such
that a discharge of the induced dipoles occurs.

EXPERIMENTAL

The selected compositions in tho sodium aluminosilicate system are shown in Table 1. The
glasses that were studied had aconstant concentration of alkali ions (l 5mol% of Na20). The molar
ratio of alumina to sodium oxide, defined as r, was taken as a variable and was equal to 0.2, 0.5,
1.0 and 1.1.

The glasses were melted in alumina crucibles at 1500*C for 24 hours and annealed at 6000C
for 5 hours. The alumina crucibles were cut to provide workable samples. Care was taken to
disregard the glass areas that were in contact with the crucible walls. The faces that were to be
ion exchanged were polished to a Ipm finish. The samples were coated with a potassium
containing medium'.

Electron microprobe analysis was used to evaluate the penetration depths involved in the ion
exchange reactions. The change of x-ray intensity of the alkali species was found, by several
investigators, to be related to time and to be proportional to the electron beam current, specimen
temperature and bulk composition of the glass [5].

In the present study, we avoided the use of a stationary electron beam and conducted the
analysis using a scanning beam sweeping a 100pIm by I.5.um area. The samples edges to be
analyzed were polished to a 1pm finish.

The ion exchange reactions were performed in a multimode microwave oven' (2.45 GHz)
using hybrid heating [6,71. The samples were placed in an insulating material lined with a
microwave susceptor which, in turn, heated the sample. The reactions temperatures were controlled
with an error of ±6CC using an Inconel-shielded K-type thermocouple.

Table 1. Compositions of the Glasses Investigated.

Components r=0.2 1=0.5 r= 1.0 1= .1 4
Na2O 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0

A1203  3.0 7.5 15.0 16.5

SiO2  82.0 77.5 70.0 68.5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results for the interdiffusion of Na*-K* at 400°C for 30 min are shown in Figure 1. The

Ceramicoat, G-C International Corp., Scottsdale, AZ 85260

2Radzrline Model QMP-2101B-6, Raytheon Co., Waltham, MA.
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general trend is an increasing potassium penetration in the different glass compositions as r
increases from 0.2 and 0.5 to 1.0. As r goes above 1.0, interdiffusion appears to decrease.

If we define Pm and P' as the respective penetration depths of microwaved and conventionally
prepared samples, and AV,. as the difference between these penetrations for the (i) compositions.
We found that Pm., P', and AP',.. all reach a maximum in the r=i.O composition.

Initially, as AI20 is introduced into a binary alkali-silicate glass, only A10,6 is formed 181.
As r increases, there is more formation of AIO 6 along with AlOe. The ratio AIO,/AI0 4
decreases with further increase of r. The AlO6 " concentration goes through a maximum, the point

0.14 1 1 1 1 0.14 1 1 1 1

0.12 - K MICROWAVE 0.12 0 K * MICROWAVE

0 K CONVENTIONAL

0.10rO. 2 Fr=O. 5

r. 0.08 0.08 -

2 1 0.06 - 0.06 -

0.04 0.04

0.02 0.02

0.00 0.00 - I I
0 10 20 3C 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 50
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Figure 1. Penetration depths(in pum) of potassium into the glass compositions.
K-ratios are relative to tugtupite for sodium and biolite for potassium.
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where the activation energy for alkali diffusion is at a maximum. With further increasing values
of r, mainly A0 4 " groups will be formed (91, and both the electrical and steric interactions of the
alkali ion with the glass network decrease. This is reflected by a rise in the alkali ion diffusion
coefficients. Increasing the amount of alumina in the alkali silicate glass reduces the number of
oxygens which are only bound to one network former, either Si'*or AI3 . The number of non-
bridging oxygen ions decreases to a minimum for 1=1.0 in which all the alkali ions are positioned
to the negative charge of the AIO'4 groups (101. The activation energy for diffusion reaches a
minimum for r=l.0. For compositions having 1>l.0, the alumina can no longer be present only
as AIO 4 tetrahedra because of the absence of compensating positive charges. Thus, AIO4 .1
triclusters groups will form. The increasing packing density makes it more difficult for the alkali
ion to move out of or through the triclusters. This translates into a small diffusion coefficient 110].
This trend of interdiffusion is retorted by the conventional curves in Figure 1.

The dielectric properties of sodium aluminosilicate glasses at microwave frequencies exhibit
changes when the compositional factor, F, is taken as a variable 1II. It was found that the
temperature-dependent losses were due to the broad tail of the migration loss mechanisms. The
temperature-independent losses are due to the deformation losses and are not associated with the
concentration of the non-bridging oxygens. Those losses were attributed to resonance with
vibrational modes involving large atomic grouping.

The dielectric losses followed the structural model and were found to increase with increasing
values of r up to 17=l.0 at which the dielectric losses exhibit maximum values. When compared
to conventionally heat treated samples, Pm' can be correlated to the loss tangent of each of the glass
compositions [I I].

Two characterization techniques were used to verify the findings of the electron microprobe
analysis. Figures 2 and 3 correspond to x-ray mapping and SIMS depth profiling of the 17=11.0
composition for microwaved and conventionally processed samples. As shown, there were higher
surface concentrations and deeper penetration of the K* into the 7= 1.0 glass composition that were
heat treated in the presence of micro vave radiation.

Conventional Microwave

Figure 2. X-Ray mapping of potassium in the F= 1.0 composition
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Figure 3. SIMS depth profiling on r=i.0 composition

CONCLUSIONS

It is premature to give definite reasons for the high interdiffusion in the case of microwaveheating. We believe that the vibrational frequency of an ion within a potential well is increased
due to the electric field of the microwave radiation. The rapid reversal of the electric field mightbe increasing the local temperature of the ion, thus making the ionic jump out of the well easier.
More work needs to be done in order to understand fully how microwave radiation affects
interdiffusion.

The ion exchange process using microwave energy provides a means by which deeperpenetration and higher surface concentrations can be a. hieved, as compared to conventionally ionexchanged glass. The sodium aluminosilicate compcsitions having 1=1.0 exhibited the deepest
penetration of K*, as compared to the compositions F=0.2, 0.5 and I.1. A correlation can bedrawn between the dielectric losses of the different :ornpositions and their corresponding K*
depths of penetration.
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METALLORGANIC AND MICROWAVE-PROCESSING OF CERAMIC POWDERS AND
COMPACTS

M.A. Willert-Porada, S. Vodegel; University of Dortmund, Dept. of
Chem. Eng., P.O.Box 500500, D-4600 Dortmund 50

ABSTRACT

Metallalcoholates as ceramic precursors were infiltrated into
porous ceramic matrices and decomposed to sinteractive powders.
Fully crystalline powders with cluster-like morphology were
obtained by microwave heating (2.45 GHz) of the precursor whereas
amorphous powders were obtained 'by conventional heating. After
sintering the mechanical properties of the infiltrated ceramic
are improved as compared to the matrix material. Microstructure
modelling of A12 03 ceramnics towards "self strenghtened" materials
by metallorganic infiltration and decomposition and by microwave
heating is proposed.

INTRODUCTION

Flaw control and toughening are currently the most promising
approaches on the way to structural ceramics with increased
reliability (1). However, an intrinsic separation of these two
approaches exists, in part due to different processing routes
necessary to achieve high strength or enhanced toughness (2).
Addition of fibers or particles to increase toughness often
generates larger processing flaws in the composite compared to
the pure matrix material (2). Microstructure modelling by varying
sintering profiles and employing sintering aids is possible too
(3) but limited because of the strong coupling between grain
growth and density (4). Toughening due to phase transformations
is by now possible in a few ceramic materials only (1,3).
In case of monolithic materials with no polymorphism, e.g. A1 203 ,
which exhibit R-curve behavior due to a coarse grained micro-
structure (5), the development of alternative processing routes
is of particular interest. To beneficially combine strength and
crack resistance behavior of high alumina ceramics, a simultane-
ous "flaw control" and "toughening" processing route is necessary
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in order to balance the amount and size of a coarse grained
region within a fine grained matrix without decreases in density
(5,6). A combined metallorganic infiltration and microwave
heating (MW) approach should for two reasons be capable of
unifying "flaw"control with "toughening":
- infiltration is pore-size selective, therefore reducing the

flaw size by filling the largest pores first
- heating by MW offers the opportunity for local thermal

gradients and therefore for selective grain growth.
The infiltration/decomposition sequence is, in the case of mono-
lithic materials, comparable with the carbon-fiber-composite
(CFC) - technology (7), for polyphasic materials with the work

done by Marple and Green on Mullite/Al2 0 composites (8,9).
Powder preparation by microwave processing has recently been
reported by Kladnig and Horn (10). To our knowledge the direct
decomposition of metallorganic compounds as well as the " in situ
" generation of a powder by MW-heating is not described in
literature yet. Using this approach a microwave-absorbing metall-
organic compound can be decomposed to a second ceramic powder
within a MW-transparent matrix, e.g. Al(OR).3 or Zr(OR) 4 in a -
Al 0 -matrix (6,11) as well as a non absorbing ceramic precursor
wi~hin a MW-absorbing matrix, e.g. SiC/ polysilane (12). In cases
with both matrix and metallorganic compound being MW-active, e.g.
SiC/Al(OR) or Zr(OR) (11,12) selective heating occurs on the

3more lossy material. 4o study the influence of infiltration and
MW-heating on the microstructure development and mechanical
properties of alumina ceramic, the "monolithic" mixture Al(OR) /-
Al203 is used as model system. In this paper preliminary results
are reported.

Sieving porous
PressiV f7.green

-~ bodypowder porous 1 -t l

cms t 1.infiltrration

m e2gdecomportionSin MW or
/_._.et treatmen.tJ furnace

S MW or furnace

ImP MW or furnace

jsintering

microstruct ure "two pawder'"
mnodelled cerminc green body

Figure 1: General processing scheme
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Table 1 . Characteristic properties of the powders.

CT 8000 SG ATIP/furnace ATIP/MW
Composition (%)
Al 0 99.6 not estimated
23 0.10NaO 0.1

Si8 0.07,
MgO2  0.02
grain size . " 0.10 d :0.05
spec. area (m g
293 K 19 35-20 230-98
1073 K/3h - 16 104-98
1273 K/3h 8 - 70
1473 K/3h - 7
% Phase
293 K 99a amorphous crist.unkn.
1273 K/3h - y (XRD)
1473 K/3h - + y (XRD)
Source Alcoa ATIP : Fluka

* 0.1 % added, * no MgO addition, ATIP distilled prior to use

Table 2 . Processing details and characterisation of the compacts.

Matrix Processing density porosity spez2 sufface
(q cm ) (%) (m g

CT 8000 Standard 1.6+/-0.05 58 9 - 10

CT 8000 infiltrated max. 1.76 max. 58 max. 50
& MW-decomp.

*: sieving 500 grm, dry-pressing 60 MPa isostat., prefiring 1273 K/3h

Table 3 . Processing routes for CT 8000-matrix ceramics.

Symbol Description

A firing in a furnace, 1700*C/2h, 100WC/h heating rate
B firing in a furnace, 1700OC/2h, 1200°C/h heating rate
C infiltration of prefired body with ATIP, MW-decomposition
D heat treatment in a furnage, 1450 0 C/ t (minutes), firing A
E heat treatment in MW-oven , 1450 0 C/ t (minutes), firing A
F MW-sintering , 1665*C/2h, 2000*C/h heating rate
F 1 as F with post firing A
G furnace sintering 1665 0 C/2h, 2000WC/h heating rateG 1 as G with post firing A

* SiC is used to preheat the Al 203 (MW-hybrid heating)
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RESULTS

The general procedure is shown in Figure 1. Experimental details
of the processing steps are given in Tables 1,*2 and 3.

Infiltration and Decomposition

The prefired greeh bodies were infiltrated with molten aluminium-
tri-isopropanolate, (ATIP). The spatial distribution of the
infiltrated ATIP depends directly upon the different agglomera-
tion and packing behavior of the matrix-powder (6). The infil-
tration depth depends upon the temperature and viscosity of the
melt as well as upon the infiltration time (6). Decomposition of
the infiltrated ATIP to AlO , C H and H.O can be achieved by

2,3 n 2n . 2beating in a furnace as well as using microwave radiation (2.45
GHz). In MW-heating without ATIP for the same amount of Al203 in
the same configuration (isolation, power level etc.) a decreased
steady-state temperature is reached. When a 100g sample of Al 03
is heated with 195 watts MW-power a steady-state is reached after
60 minutes with a temperature of 100*C. The same porous sample
infiltrated with 30 g ATIP reaches 120*C after 60 min and a
maximum temperature of 2000C after 180 minutes, corresponding to
75% decomposition of the ATIP to Al20 . To achieve the same
degree of decomposition in a conventional furnace a temperature
gradient of 200-2300C in 90 minutes is necessary. At 200 0 C in a
furnace only 40% decomposition can be achieved within 210 minutes.
The powders and compacts from both decomposition routes were
characterized microscopicaly and by surface area and density
measurements. The coarsening behavior has been qualitatively
investigated by subsequent heat treatment. As shown in Table 1
and Figure 2a the morphology and coarsening behavior of the
powders generated from ATIP differ significantly upon the ATIP-
decomposition route. MW-heating yields a fully crystalline powder
with the smallest particle size fraction of 50 rn and rather a
high specific area. A XRD-pattern could not be obtained from this
powder. Subsequent heating experiments and XRD-analysis indicated
the presence of y-Al 203 up to 12000C. TE4 revealed a "cluster"
morphology typical for hard agglomerates or sintered particles.
Furnace decomposition yields a fine powder of globular morphology
with a medium surface area. The morphology of the infiltrated
compacts depends also upon the decomposition route as shown in
Figure 2b. The MW-decomposed sample exhibits a smoother fractured
surface compare to the furnace decomposed one.
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0 1.

Figure 2: a) TEM-micrographs of Al2O3-powders from decomposition
of ATIP in aa) a furnace ab) MW-oven

b) SEM-micrographs of infiltrated CT8000 green bodies
after decomposition in ba) a furnace bb) a MW-oven

Firing

Sintering and heating conditions are given in Table 3. The final
densities and qualitative grain size analysis results are given
in Table 4. Compared to not infiltrated samples, a decrease in
the total amount and a better spatial distribution of the coarse
grains is achieved for the infiltrated CT 8000 SG matrix material.
A "bimodal" microstructure with a fine grained matrix is obtained.
A similar morphology but a lower final density is achieved by
"fast" sintering of a non infiltrated sample. The influence of
MW-radiation on the microstructure has been investigated by
varying the heating profile in' the temperature region below
1600 0 C. Two samples of the same origin reveal differences in the
microstructure when heated by MW compare to the same sintering
profiles in a furnace. The MW-samples exhibit a grain coarsening
not observed at the same temperature and time for samples fired
in a furnace. This difference is preserved upon final sintering
at 1700 0 C/2h as shown in Table 4.

Mechanical properties

The Young's modulus (resonance method), crack resistance para-
meters R (starting value) and R (plateau value) of single edge
notched Bending test bars (SENB) P(5 ) as well as strength measure-
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ment (3-point bend) results are collected in Table 5. Infiltrated
samples exhibit a slightly higher Young's modulus and beginning
R-curve behavior compared to the non infiltrated material.
However, strength measurements show an increased scattering,
indicating the presence of larger flaws in some of the samples.

Table 4 . Microstructure and density (g cm 3) versus processing
route for CT 8000 matrix ceramics.

Processing Microstructure
route bimodal homogeneous

coarse fine fine coarse

A 3.74 - -

B - 3.78 -

C - 3.99 -
240- - 3.91Dt=24 - 3.93 \

Dt=40 - 3.77 -

Et=40
t=240 3.94 - -

E 3.96 - -

Et=40 3.95 - -
F - - 3.86 -

F - - 3.93
C1  - - 3.90 -

G - - 3.95

final density (gcm-3

Table 5. Mechanical properties of the materials A and C
with CT 8000 matrix.

A C

Young's-modulus 350 +/- 10 375 4/- 10
E (GPa)

strength 225 - 275 200 - 300
ab (MPa)

R-curve R0 27 (H2O) 23 (H20)
R0 ,Rp (Jm-) * 25 (air) 30 (air)

R 30 (HO) 43 (H2 0)
p 5 (air) 50 (air)
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DISCUSSION

The crucial step in the processing route is the ATIP decomposi-
tion which gives a large quantity of gaseous products. At this
processing step new flaws can be generated. The scattering in

.b-values indicates the need for further optimization of the
decomposition procedure. In particular, a continuous adjustment
of the MW-power level is necessary as well as a better isolation
and lower heating/cooling rates in order to avoid temperature
gradients due to the cold MW-oven interior.
The effect of infiltration on the microstructure depends upon the
packing and agglomeration properties of the matrix powders, as
described in more detail elsewhere (6). For CT 8000 SG matrix
material the main effect is preservation of a bimodal microstruc-
ture as well as reduction of excessive grain growth. Furthermore,
depending upon the degree of infiltration an increased densifica-
tion is observed (6). However, this effect may depend upon the
powder properties of the "in situ" generated powder. Due to the
large difference between furnace-- and MW-powders a more detailed
analysis of coarsening and densification kinetics upon infiltra-
tion/decomposition is necessary.
The influence of MW-radiation on the coarsening behavior of non-
infiltrated alumina bodies also needs further investigation. As
suggested by Brook (13) and Johnson (14) for sintering of alumina
MW-radiation could selectively influence one diffusion path,
depending upon the heating profile used. In previous work MW-
heating has been used for "fast" sintering of alumina. A fine
grained material has been obtained (14). The material sintered at
1665°C by MW-hybrid heating using SiC exhibits no differences in
density and morphology compared to a material prepared with the
same heating rate in a furnace, as shown in Table 3 and 4.
However, a moderate heating rate was used. On the other hand,
annealing the same material at temperatures below the sintering
temperature reveals more coarsening in the microwave heated
samples. A contamination of the material by SiC or SiO2 has not
been found. In MW-experiments the temperature was measured by a
pyrometer. The pyrometer readings were adjusted to the actual
emissivity of A 2_03 as estimated on furnace heated samples in the
same configuration as the MW-oven one. Therefore, no extreme
difference in the temperature profile of the furnace and MW-oven
heating is expected. The uniform microstructure within the
MW-heated samples indicates little, if any thermal gradients
between the sample interior and the surface. However, the coarse-
ning in the MW-heated samples could indicate an enhanced surface
diffusion. In this case certain sintering/annealing profiles
using MW-heating would be capable of further modifying the amount
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and morphology of coarse grains within a ceramic material.
Combined with the metallorganic infiltration process coarsening
and density of a ceramic could be varied over a very broad range,
not accessible by any of the single processing routes.

CONCLUSION

It has been demohstrated that R-curve behavior of a fine grained
matrix alumina ceramic can be induced by using a metallorganic 7
infiltration and microwave decomposition process. In addition the
amount of coarse grains within a fine grained matrix can be
increased compared to conventionally processed materials with
microwave hybrid-heating. Combination of both processing routes
could provide ceramic materials with a diversity of grain size
distributions and morphology thereby preserving a high density.
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ACCURATE HIGH TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN MICROWAVE
ENVIRONMENTS

Jason Mershon
Applications Engineer, Luxtron Corporation/Accufiber Division
9550 SW Nimbus Avenue Beaverton, OR 97005

ABSTRACT

The paper will explore the use of Optical Fiber Thermomery (OFT) in applications
where coupling of microwave energy is the form of heating. These include sintering of ceramic
materials, brazing, analytical work and other applications ranging from 20(0C to 40000C. OFT
includes both contact and non-contact temperature measurement based on Aluminum Oxide
(Sapphire) optical sensors.

Proper methods of application, beat transfer solutions and expected results will be
explored. Recent developments resulting in total immunity of the sensor technology to electro-
magnetic interference will be explained.

INTRODUCTION

The use of microwave energy as a heating method is rapidly increasing. This
technology brings improved productivity and better quality to many processes. Microwave
heating also causes new issues to arise. Most important of these is twmperature. Temperature
measurements in a microwave field are not always a simple matter. The thermocouple is a
device not well suited to microwave applications due to electromagnetic interference (EMI).
The methods that show best results universally are optical measurements. Optical fiber
thermometry, its advantages, and primarily its applications will be discussed in this paper.

DISCUSSION

A brief description of Optical Fiber Thermometry should begin with the basic principle
upon which it is founded. The energy radiated by any object at a particular wavelength is a
strongly dependent function of absolute temperature. Planck's equation describes this
phenomenon. (See Figure 1). A measurement of emitted radiation from a target at certain
defined wavelengths allows one to make a calculation of absolute temperature. Typically, an
optical filter is chosen that limits the radiation collected by the detector to a certain selected
range of wavelengths. This allows tailoring the measurement for the characteristics of the
detector and surface properties of the target material.
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C2-).*T

Where: Eb(^A 7) = Energy emitted by a blackbody cavity per unit
area per unit wavelength, at temperature T and

wavelength X. (m2* M)

X,= Wavelength (pzn).
T = The Absolute Temperature (10.
C1= Constant:. 3.7 43 * 108 ( (W* t m4 ) /m 2 )

C2= Constant: 1.4387 * 104 ( pm * K)

Figure 1. Plancks Equation

In Optical Fiber Thermometry or OFT, the radiant energy from a heated object is
gathered by sensors of three general types: Blackbodies, Lightpipes and Pyrometers. Each has
its own strengths and weaknesses but all produce the same type of signal; a simple light flux.
The amplitude of this signal at each wavelength is important as this is what uniquely allows
determination of the target's actual temperature. The light is then conducted via an optical
fiber, to a calibrated radiometer, where the temperature is calculated from Plancks equation
knowing the wavelength at which the measurement is made.

For measurements made in which the sensor establishes thermal contact with the
target, the blackbody sensor is used. It consists of a single crystal rod of A12C0 (Sapphire)
capped (on the sensing end) with a thin film of noble metal. This metal film forms a cavity
on the surface when viewed from inside, which becomes hot and emits radiation, according to
Planck's Law, into a sapphire lightpipe. It couples only weakly to the microwave field, tolerates
temperature up to 1900 0C, and is easily configured for difficult access to a process.

Non-contact measurmnents are made with the lightpipe or pyrometer sensors. The first
of these, the lightpipe sensor, is also a rod of sapphire. It however, has no metal cavity.
Instead it gathers light in a cone of apWtoximately 52r from the sensing end which has been
optically polished. It does not couple with the microwave energy, tolerAtes 1900*C and above,
averages temperature over a larger area, and provides ease of access to a process. The
lightpipe sensor can be bent to a wide varbity of custom configuration&

The pyrometer sensor is essentially a small telescope. It is designed to gather light
from an incandescent target at greater distances and with finer spacial resolution. Major
advantages also include simplicity of installation, greater ease of high temperature measurement,
and again, no microwave interference in the measurement.

The advantages of OFT in a microwave environment are several. OFT can be totally
immune to EMI. Its signal/noise ratio is much greater than cther methods and it offers
phenomenal response speed. Microprocessor control contributes to its adaptability and
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flexibility. More conventional means of temperature measurement such as thenrocouples and
Resistive Temperature Detectors (RTDs) have problems with this sort of environment The
thermocouple and RTD sensors conduct and couple with the E field. The sensor becomes self
heated, possibly more so than the material being processed, leading to significant measurement
errors, changes in local heating, and often sensor failure. High teern aur, found in many
microwave applications, can frequently exceed the service temperature of the thermocouple or
RTD itself. With the use of OFT in the non-contact mode, measurement temperature is
virtually unbounded at the high end. Measurements of 30000C are commonly done with optical
fiber technology. Contact measurements can be made as high as 1900C with the sapphire
sensors.

OFT technology allows response of 10kHz over a wide range of temperatures. In
production applications where temperature control is important, the equipment makes
temperature measurements at up to 50/sec. This gives the Proportional Integral Derivative, or
PIT',, controller more continuous data on which to base it adjustments to process power.
Microwave processes tend to be subject to thermal runaway. Typically this occurs when
absorption characteristics of the material improve as temperature increases. Fast controller
response in such situations is critical. Heating rates up to 700*C/sec for various ceramic
materials have been observed in relatively low power cavities.* OFT has demonstrated control
better
than ± IOC at ramp rates to 15000 C/sec.

The first application is a simple single mode resonant cavity. (See Fig 2) used in an
experiment done at JPL in Pasadena, California in November, 1989. The objective was
twofold. Observation of the heating characteristics of a ceramic material called WangiteQ, and
demonstration of the capabilities of the standard blackbody sensor. Wangite'D is used as a
btackbody cavity in certain high temperature or harsh environments.

The results were as expected. Thel ceramic material was strongly self heating. In other
words, it coupled well with the microwaves. With the input power at 26 watts, frequency at
4.62 GHz, in the TM 010 mode a temperature of 6800C was reached in 12 minutes. An
interesting effect was that as heating progressed, the peak absorption shifted in frequency,
leading to a temperature plateau. After the cavity was retuned to minimize reflected power
each time, a new higher plateau temperature was reached. This confirmed the mrazials
unsuitability as a sensor material for most microwave applications.

The second objective involved use of the conventional metal cavity blackbody sensor.
It was equally successfal. Introducing the bare sensor into the cavity did cause a slight
pea'turbation in tuning but the probe was not noticeably self heating. The lower temperature
detection threshold with the equipment used was 400°C. A simultaneous measurement of the
probe top with a sensitive pyroelectric detector detected a small temperature rise from ambient
of 50 ± 20C.

* WIL TINGA*, B.Q. TIAN* AND W.A.G. VOSS*
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PYROELECTRIC DETECTOR

POWER OUT TERMINAL POWER IN TERMINAL

SIDE VIEWPORT
BLACKBODY SENSOR

ZEOLITE PELLET

Figure 2

This small change will be ftuther reduced if the probe is in contact with a solid to
which heat will rapidly transfer. At higher temperatures, the effect of radiative heam transfer
will further reduce the phenomenon.

UMing the probe as a support, a small (3.5mm x 6mm) zeolite pelet with a cavity in
it was heated in the chamber. The blackbody sensor made a measurement of true bulk
temperatutre. This allowed for an effective emissivity calibrRtion of the pyrcelkctric detector.
Use of the word *effective" is key here. The effects of convective cooling will always act to
lower the outer temperature of an internally heated body. For optically opaque or thick
materials, a lightpipe sensor inserted into the material will serve the same function, and have
absolutely no coupling to the microwave field itself. The concept however, was well proven;
that an effective emissivity or heat transfer correction can be developed to allow a proc-ass
controller to track true bulk temperature accurately and repentably with an optical fiber sensor
input.

Optical Fiber Thermometry has been utilized as the only practical means of
temperatur measurement in some very demarnding applications where all else have failed. One
example to be discussed is a high temperature fluidized bed used in the nuclear materials

prcsig field.

"The fluidized bed is contained within a double wall reactor at a process temperature
around 1500WC. The environment was 40% hydrogen, strongly reducing, so the blackbody
sensors in sapphire sheaths are protected by boron nitride outr sheaths.

Before installation and use of the Accufiber OFT system, temperature fluctustions in
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the uncontrolled bed would approach 2500tC, destroying product and process components
simultaneously. Tungsten/rhenium thermocouples failed to measure the temperatures of this
harsh environment. The thermocouples gave no meaningful results until the microwave field
was turned off, making control impossible. With the Optical Fiber Thermometry system in
place, temperature in the bed is controllable with eight separate sensors and the 2500(C
hotspots are an anomaly of the past.

Results have shown that high resolution OFT technology leads to better temperature
control--even when using eiisting control equipment. The OFT signal is practically noise free
and control circuits can be adjusted to respond to much smaller temperature changes. The
ability to measure very small, real changes in furnace temperature enables a control circuit to
respond to the onset of temperature change and rapidly adjust furnace power before the change
becomes excessive. Figure 3 shows an example of this type of control using the Accufiber
Model 100 in a production furnace.

The Figure 3 data was obtained from a 15-year-old microwave component brazing
furnace with an analog control. The OFT signal was converted to a type R thermocouple
output signal and fed directly to the existing control circuit. The Figure 3 data shows that the
furnace was controlled within :t 0.5 *C at 1500C. Moreover, the user found that product
quality improved and remained stable over the first year of operation. The low drift and high
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resolution of the OFT sensor provided significant durability and repeatability improvements
over previous thermocouple performance.

The customer has now installed eight channels of OFT instrumentation for production
control.

Many microwave plasma applications are also well within the realm of OFT. These
techniques are being demonstrated and used daily in applications from 200*C to over 20000C.
The E.M.L immunity ard-non-intrusive nature of this technology make it a natural choice of
temperature measurement for this envirormnL Diamond film deposition, plasma etch and
deposition, and microwave heated MBE are all good applications for optical fiber technology.

Optical Fiber Thermometry has been proven in ceramic sintering operations of several
types The repeatability, resolution, and accuracy make possible the process control necessary
in a highly sensitive, temperature dependant system.

Advantages to sintering in a microwave chamber are many- smaller microstructure,
greater densification, higher product strength, energy efficiency, and lower process time. In
order to fully realize these advantages, a microwave compatible temperature measurement and
control system must be implemented.

OFT' serves as the controlling measurement means on the Wavemat model MCR 2200
Microwave Ceramic Processing System, a system created exactly with the above attributes in
mind. The chamber itself is approximately 0.15 meters in diameter and twice as long. The
system is microprocessor controlled in all process parameters including the closed loop
temperature control. A pyrometer sensor is chosen to obtain complete remote sensing in the
measurement and to facilitate maintenance of the controlled environment inside the chamber.
The pyrometer views its target, the part being sintered, through a quartz window in the side of
the chamber. A polynomial emissivity correlation vs temperature for any particular material
can be developed and entered into the microprocessor controlled OFT temperature controller
if necessary.

Benefits to materials processing from microwave processing serve to make it an
attractive technology. These benefits are often only fully realized when OFT Technology is
used to gain complete procev., measurement and control. Marriage between microwave
processing and Optical Fiber Thermometry technologies is a symbiotic one not unlike the
application of microwave energy to ceramic sintering. The best temperature measurement
possible in a microwave environment comes from optical fiber technology.
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A WIDE RANGE TUNABLE AND MATCHABLE

HIG{ TEivPERATURE APPLICATOR

B. Q. Tian and W. R. Tinga
0 Dept. of Electrical Eng., Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada, T6G 2G7

ABSTRACT
Tuning and matching i1 vital for a resonant microwave material

processing applicator. A wide range tunable and matchable, resonant,
high temperature, microwave applicator is proposed consisting of a
coaxial cavity with a gap cutting its center conductor. It can be
tuned and matched for different gap loads, ranging from air to water,
by adjusting two non-contact short circuit plungers. This scheme
varies the internal impedance or energy storage in cintrast to using
external tuning reactances.

A simple, analytic, lumped parameter circuit Is obtained for an
arbitrarily positioned gap In the center conductor using an artificial
electric wall concept. Based on this, an equivalent circuit model is
built to characterize the Internal tuning and matching mechanism. As
an application example, 3 mm and 5 mm diameter mullite rods were
joined successfully, without an' intermediary, using less than 60 W of
microwave power at 915 MHz for 10 minute..

INTRODUCTION
Recently, interest in high temperature microwave material

processing has been growing rapidly. These new applications of
microwave energy impose new requirements upon microwave applicators.
A crucial one Is the applicator's tuning and matching ability. Most
materials exhibit a temperature dependence resulting in an unstable
applicator Input impedance. For this reason, an applicator tunable
and matchable over a wide range of dielectric properties is desirable.

In this paper, a new, high temperature, microwave resonant
applicator capable of int.rnal tuning and matching to different
dielectric loads is presented. Moreover, an artificial electric wall
concept is introduced to build an equivalent circuit model and to
characterize the applicator's tuning and matching performance.
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Subsequently, as an application example, mullite rods of 3 mm and 5 mm

in diameter are joined with less than 60 W of power at 915 MHz.

APPLICATOR DESCRIPTION
our applicator consists of a coaxial cavity with a gap cutting its

hollow center conductor and two movable circuit plungers, as shown in
figure 1. The material to be processed is held In the gap and in the
adjacent hole regioat- A coupling loop is mounted on one of the short
circuit plungers. The two holes on the side wall are for inspection
and temperature measurement.

inspection hole

Microwave power input I

-* Material access hole

Temperature measurement hole
Figure 1. Schematic of the wide range tunable and matchable

high temperature microwave applicator.

The present applicator was developed from a coaxial high
temperature applicator proposed by TInga,et in 1990.[11 Instead of
using a disk-screw tuner in the former case, two movable short circuit
plungers are used for tuning -and matching the applicator to overcome
the limited tuning and matching capability of the previous design.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
This applicator, loaded in the gap,- is electromagnetically a

complex problem to solve. There are, in the literature, no simple
analytic formula of lumped circuit parameters for a gap positioned
arbitrarily on a center conductor. However, lumped capacitance
formula for a gap at the end of a coaxial cavity are available.f 21
Interestingly, we found that once an artificial wall concept was
established, this formula could be adapted to a gap at an arbitrary
position on the center conductor. Thus an equivalent circuit model
can be developed based on this procedure.

Artificial Electric Wall

As shown in figure 2, the position of an electric wall In the gap
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is designated by di and d2. To determine di and d2, two special cases
can be considered. First, If Lz=O, that is, the gap is positioned at
the end of the cavity, the electric wall is simply the end plate
itself, thus d2=O and di=d. Secondly, if Li=L2, i.e. the gap is
located at the midplane of the cavity and the electric wall at the
mldplane of the gap, di=d2-=d/2, due to symmetry. This fact suggests
that an artificial electric wall may move from the midplane of the
cavity to the end of the cavity as the gap moves from the midplane to
the end. For simplicity, we assume di and d2 vary with Li and L7.
approximately, in a linear fashion, that is

di d(Li+L2) and dz=d-di (1)
d3Lz+Li

CPi CP2 Csi Cv2

ZC CPi Cp2 -

d d2Li L2The artificial electric wall Zin ZL

(a) (b)

Figure 2. The artificial electric wall (a) and the equivalent circuit
(b) of a coaxial cavity with a gap on its center conductor.

Lumped Circuit Parameters

Based on the imaginary electric wall, the gap discontinuity can be
represented by the following lumped parameters as shown in figure 2
two series capacitances, C9i and Cs2, two shunt capacitances, Cpi and
Cp2, and an admittance of Y1M, which accounts for the effects of the
sample and the hole present in the gap. Using the fo-mula in
reference (21, the series gap capacitances can be written as[2]

2

Csl=4rzcoln( ) cor (2)
d i +di

2

Csz=4r2coln( r3 r2• colrr+ (3)
d2 d2

The shunt capacitances of Cpi and Cp2 are 100 times less than Csi
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and Cez for a narrow gap.[31 Therefore, only YmG=mjllm, determined by
the hole and the material's electromagnetic properties, remains
unknown.

Resonant and Matching Equation

Based on the equivalent circuit representation in figure 2, the
input impedance is given by

21r
=ZLcjZctan(-Li) (4)

2w
ZcJZLtan(--Li)

where ZL, a function of L2, Gm and Bm is readily obtained using the
equivalent circuit in figure 2.

Finally, resonance is established when the input reactance

lm(Zin)=O (5)

and a matching condition is obtained when we make

M2Re(Zin)=Zo (6)

where M is the coupling loop's transformer ratio.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE CIRCUIT MODEL

In order to verify the theoretical model, we compared calculated
values to measurement results in the L-band. The resonant frequency
versus gap width for three different gap positions is depicted in
figure 3 and indicates agreement to better than 3.17. for the gap width
over 0-5 mm. Figure 4 shows the resonant frequency versus Li for
three commonly used gap widths of I mm, 2 mm and 3 mm, and the maximum
discrepancy is 2.1%. Verification for the tuning characteristics
predicted by the model is demonstrated in figure 5. Li and L2 are
adjusted to tune the cavity to 915 MHz, and the discrepancy between
theory and experiment is less than 3.5%. These three figures prove the
validity of the artificial electrical wall concept used to develop the
equivalent circuit.

TUNING AND MATCHING CHARACTERISTICS

During heating, property variation of the material in the gap
Invariably leads to detuning and mismatching. For this reason, two
adjustable variables related to resonant frequency, f and reflection
coefficient amplitude, I rl, are required to keep f and Irl at their
optimal values, namely f=source frequency and JrF=0. Theoretically,
the two independent variables Li and Lz can satisfy the equations (5)
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Flure 3. Resonant frequency vs. gap width, d, for different
gap position. Li and L2. Lines are theoretical results

and dots experimental data.
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Figure 4. Resonant frequency vs. gap position, Li, for different
gap widths, d. Lines are theoretical results and dots are

experimental data.

and (6) simultaneously. Physically, the gap field strength may vary

from nearly zero to a maximum for different combinations of Li and L2.

Therefore, resonance and matching can be retained regardless of the

material property variation in the gap. As a result, this applicator
is capable of being tuned and matched internally, eliminating the

energy loss problems associated with external tuners.
The tuning curve at 915 MHz is depicted in figure 5. Figures 6 and

"7 exhibit the matching characteristics at 915 MHz for different
susceptance and conductance in the gap, showing that matching points

will shift towards the middle of the cavity as the susceptance or the

conductance in the gap increases. Besides, our experiment also showed

that.perfect matching can be achieved for loads from air to water.
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Figure 6. Reflection coefficient vs. gap nosition, LU, and

varying gap load susceptance, Bin.

CERAMIC JOINING EXPERIMENT

As an application example of this applicator, a ceramic rod .Joining

experiment was ccoaducted at 915 MHz. The joining system Is shown in
figure 8. Microwave power is tran-smitted into the applicator from a
solid-state 915 MHz power source with a maximum 60 W output. Between
them is a reflectometer to monitor the tuning and matching. Adjusting
the positions of the two plungers we can tune the cavity to 915 MHz
and minimize reflected power. The joining surface of the ceramic rods
is located in the mid-le of the gap, where the electric field is
focused.
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Figure 7. Reflection coefficient vs. gap position, Li, and
varying gap load conductance, Gmn.

I power Reflect°

STemperature
measurement

and recording

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the experimental ceramic joining system

Two mullite rods of 3 mni and 5 mm in diameter were used as
specimens. Their typical chemical analyses are listed in table 1.

Table 1. Typical Chemical Analyses of Mullite Rods.

A1203 S102 M90 N&20 C&O Fe202 Ti02 K20
53.4 42.0 0.04 0.5 0.1 0.8 0.5 0.7

.The rods were first broken and then were joined at the natural broken
.surfaces without flux and other intermediates. A constant pressure
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was applied though two fixed springs at the both ends of the sample.
The rods were held at about 15000 C for 10 minutes using less than 60
W power. Azimuthal uniformity in the joining ',one was achieved
without rotating the specimen due to the azimuthally symmetric fields
in the applicator. The boundary at the interface could not be
detected visually after joining. Bending tests showed that the joined
region was slightly stronger than the original rod for the 3 mm sample
and 71%. of the original strength for the 5 umm one. During the joining
process, the required change in Li and L2 was about 4 cm as the
sample's temperature changed from room temperature to the highest
joining temperature.

CONCLUSION

A new high temperature microwave applicator capable of being
internally tuned and matched over a wide range of sample loading is
proposed and analyzed. The artificial electric wall concept used in
analyzing an arbitrarily positioned gap in the center conductor of a
coaxial cavity is proven valid for small gap widths. Using this
concept, a simple analytic equivalent circuit model was built to
predict the input impedance of the applicator. The calculated results
showed good agreement with experimental data. Owing to its good
tuning and matching ability, a high heating efficiency has been
achieved. Consequently, direct ceramic joining of thin rods can be
accomplished with less than 60 W power at 915 MHz. This applicator
can be used in various microwave high temperature material processing
studies.
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EXPERIMENTAL EXAMINATION OF MATERIAL LOADED CYLINDRICAL
APPLICATORS AND COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL MODELS

J. Asmussen, Jr., B. Manring, R. Fritz, and M. Siegel
Michigan State University, Department of Electrical Engineering

East Lansing, MI 48824-1226

Microwave heating experiments are presented for several different
applicator/load configurations. Techniques are described for measur-
ing resonant frequency, cavity quality factor, and electric field at the
applicator wall. Theoretical calculations of resonant frequency and
field patterns for coaxially loaded rods are shown to compare very
well with experiment. Placement and orientation of anisotropic
graphite fiber reinforced epoxy compisite wafers for maximum power
absorption is established. Finally, a method for uniform heating of
large materials by mode-switching is demonstrated for the case of
nylon disks in TEI I and TE211 modes.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that microwave applicators have an infinite set of resonant frequen-
cies. These resonant frequencies provide the fundamental energy coupling windows
into the cavity. Each single-mode window represents an electromagnetic field focus
and allows energy input into the cavity at a small band of frequencies centered around
the resonant frequency. When material loads are placed in the cavity, and when the
material is heated, the coupling windows change from the empty cavity condition in a
poorly understood manner.

In order to improve understanding of microwave heating and processing of materials it
is necessary to understand the single-mode behavior of these material loaded reson-
ances. Two methods of developing and understanding material loaded applicator
resonances are theoretical modeling and experimental measurement. Methods of
experimental measurement of single-mode material loaded resonances are described
here.
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EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The experiments described here were performed with a 6" diameter, variable eigen-
length, variable coupling, circular cylindrical cavity applicator shown in Figures 1 and
2 11], and with a similar 18" diameter cavity applicator not shown. As shown in
Figures I and 2 the 6" cavity consists of a circular cylindrical waveguide with a fixed
shorting plate on the bottom, an axially variable shorting plate on the top of the cavity
region, and a variable penetration coupling probe in the side about one quarter of a
wavelength from the bottom. Small diagnostic ports 2 mm in diameter are located on
the waveguide and bottom shorting plate of the 6" cavity. These diagnostic ports are
shown as dots on the cavity walls in Figures 1 and 2.

S"-4
-r ,: . 7

*~0 0j 4 S15

Figure 1. Rod-Loaded Cavity. Figure 2. Anisotropic Wafer Loaded
Cavity.

Resonant frequency and cavity quality factor measurements are performed using
standard microwave circuitry and power absorption spectrum techniques, which
together with the normal electric field measurements at the cavity wall, are described
elsewhere [2]. Only a brief summary is given here. For low power experiments,
microwave energy is provided by a sweep oscillator connected via a coaxial transmis-
sion line to the cavity coupling probe. Incident and reflected power are measured and
displayed as a function of frequency on an oscilloscope. Resonant modes appear as
inverted absorption dips on the display which vary in amplitude as functions of the
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coupling. Critical coupling, i.e., zero reflected power, at a desired frequency is
accomplished by iterative adjustment of the cavity length and coupling probe penetra-
tion.

Cavity quality factor, a measure of the ratio of energy stored in the cavity and load to
the energy dissipated, is evaluated by measuring the width of the critically coupled
power absorption curve at the half-power points. The cavity quality factor Q is then

2 1)

wherefo is the resonant frequency and Af is the half-power bandwidth.

Electric field measurements in the interior of a resonant cavity are difficult to obtain
since most measurement techniques disturb the cavity fields. However, it is possible
to accurately measure the normal electric fields at the cavity wall using a microcoaxial
probe. The microcoaxial probe, shown in Figure 3, is inserted into a small port in
the cavity wall. The power coupled out by the probe is proportional to the square of
the normal component of the electric field.

Center Conductor

Heat Shrink Teflon

Outer Conductor

. 1178 -31

0 MOOD Power
Sensor Probe

Digital Head
Power Meter

Figure 3. Microcoaxial Field Probe.
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EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Cavity-Length Dielectric Rods

Resonant frequency, cavity quality factor, and field patterns were measured for a
variety of homogeneous, isotropic dielectric rod loads located coaxially !a the cavity
and extending the cavity length as shown in Figure 1. Study of this configuration is
useful for several reasons. Microwave processing of fibrous materials is often
accomplished by drawing the fibers through the cavity coaxially in a continuous pro-
cess, thus heating the material uniformly 131. This configuration also lends itself to
relatively simple numerical modeling of the electromagnetic fields in the cavity and
material.

Resonant frequencies were measured for several different cavity lengths for alumina
rod loads. Figure 4 is a graph of resonant frequency versus cavity length for a 6"
diameter cavity loaded with a 0.25" diameter alumina load. The cavity was excited in
the TMoII mode. Empty cavity and loaded cavity theoretical values are plotted for
comparison. The theoretical model of this material loaded cavity is described in
another paper in this proceedings [4]. As Figure 4 demonstrates, measurements
are in excellent agreement with the theory.

2.50-
Cavity-Short Configurotion:

2.45 6" Dia. Cavity. 1/4" uea. Load
N Alumina Rod Load: r = - 0.1
o 2.40

TolMode
2.35-

2.30-
S2.25-

C 2.20-
0
C
0 2.15-

2.0 ErEmpty Cavity
Loaded Cavity Theory

2.05- Loaded Cavic y Eipeirentol Pintm .

7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5

Covity Length (cm)

Figure 4. Resonant Frequency vs. Cavity Length for Alumina Rod Load.
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The cavity quality factor was found to be 5,920 for the loaded cavity. When empty,
the measured cavity quality factor was 6,120 for the TMK1 1 mode. For the quality
factor measurements, the cavity length was kept constant at the empty cavity 2.45
GHz resonant setting of 7.8 cm. The resonant frequency shifted down when the load
was introduced. The quality factor can be considered a measure of the coupling
efficiency of the applicator according to Equation (2),

where Q. is the quality factor of the loaded cavity and Q0 is the quality factor of the
empty cavity. From Equation (2) the value of Eff for the measured quality factors
given above is 3%, which is not unreasonable for a low loss load like sintered
alumina, particularly when the load volume is much smaller than the cavity volume as
in this case.

Micro-coaxial field probe measurements were made for a variety of rod-shaped
material loads including quartz (er=3.8-jO.00023), teflon (er= 2 .1-jO.0003), nylon
(fr=3-j0.039), ethyl alcohol (Er=6.5-jl.65), and ethylene glycol (e=14.5-j14.6)
along the axial direction for a cavity excited in the TMo12 mode. Figure 5 shows the
familiar standing wave pattern for the TMo12 mode for loadings with moderate
dielectric constant and low to high dielectric loss [5].

l.O- oa-Vm,,pty Calwtt7

o--Quarts rube. 0.6 cm O.D.
--Teflon. 0.835 CM 0.0.

S0.6 . 0-Nylon. 0.635 am O.D.
*--Ethyl Alcohol. 0.4 cm O.D.

"V - -Ethylone Glycol 0.4 am O.D.
_ --- TheoreU•cal Curve

S0.6

'0 0.4

fna

0.2

0.0*.........~ .
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0. .

Normalized Axial Position

Figure 5. Normalized Axial Field Probe Measurements for Several Load Materials.
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Field Patterns in a Composite Loaded Resonant Cavity

Theoretical models are very difficult to develop for certain material properties and
shapes. One such material load, shown in Figure 2, is a 3' square 1/16" thick
unidirectional graphite fiber reinforced epoxy composite wafer. This anisotropic
material load dramatically changes the resonant frequencies of the empty cavity and
experimental measurements are required to determine the material loaded resonances.
Examples of single-mode measurements are presented here for the m:aterial loaded
mode that is closely related to the empty cavity TE11 2 mode.

Measurements of the radial electric field patterns on the inside wall of the resonator
are shown in Figure 2. The composite was supported in the cavity by thin rods so
that its height and orientation could be continuously varied. The cavity was excited
with a sweep oscillator at 2.45 GHz cw. Output from the microcoaxial field probe
was displayed on a digital power meter.

It was observed that Er was greatly reduced at the cavity wall when the composite
sample was placed in the cavity. The sum of the field measurements around the
circumference is plotted in Figure 6 for different sample heights, showing a minimum
at about 1/2 cm for fiber orientation perpendicular to the input probe axis, and at
about 3/4 cm for fibers parallel to the probe axis. The material loaded quality factor
showed a minimum of 300 for a sample height of 1/2 to 3/4 cm when the fibers were
parallel to the coupling probe, and less than 200 for any sample height when the
fibers were perpendicular to the input probe, Figure 7. The input probe length did
not show a well defined trend, as it was varied for loaded cavity impedance matching.

350.
4- Lr oltW tJo C-O N Prob.

m rtbws-P• por~niculr

250

Sample Height, h3 (cm)

Figure 6. Sum of Er measurements around circumference at 2.7 cm above the
i iapplicator bottom as a fu~nction of sample height.
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Figure 7. Cavity quality factor as a function of sample height. TE112 mode in a
6-inch diameter cavity.

Overall, measurements of the radial electric field component at the cavity wall and
loaded cavity quality factor indicate a sample heigI. of 1/2 to 3/4 cm for optimum
energy coupling to the sample, as indicated by the reduction in the magnitudes of the
field measured at the cavity wall and the quality factor. More energy was coupled to
the sample when the fibers were perpendicular to the input probe, though power
absorption was very high for either fiber orientation (lo&ded Q less than 300).

Figure 8 displays the resonant cavity length as the wafer was elevated in the cavity.
When a dielectric is placed inside a resonant cavity the resonant length decreases.
When a conductor is placed inside a resonant cavity the resonant length may either
increase or decrease depending on where the sample is placed. Figure 8 shows that
the conductivity of the graphite fibers dominated the dielectric constant of the epoxy,
causing an increase in the cavity resonant length.

Investigation of Single-Mode Heating Patterns

A fundamental problem in microwave heating is nonuniform energy distribution lead-
ing to nonuniform heating patterns. One means of overcoming this difficulty is to
process large materials using several difterent heating modes alternately. Since each
mode has a unique energy distribution, switching in time between certain individual
modes can provide a more uniform heating pattern than any one mode by itself. This
mode-switching can take place by either excitation frequency switching or by length
tuning the cavity. The following measurements demonstrate how the alternate use of
two different modes to heat nylon disks can provide more uniform heating.

A 7" diameter nylon disk 0.25" thick was placed in the center of an 18" diametar
cavity excited in the TErn mode at 915 MHz with 40 W of input power. Figure 9
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Figure S. Cavity resonant length as a function of sample height for TE112 mode in
a 6-inch diameter cavity.

shows a cross-sectional view of the cavity and disk with the temperature measurement
positions, labeled I through 4, shown as oriented with respect to the coupling probe.
Also shown in Figure 9 is a cross-sectional diagram of the field patterns for the TE, 1
mode; this diagram is oriented as the coupling probe in Figure 9 would excite the
mode. The electric field is strongest in the center of the disk at position 1. 90° away
from the coupling probe near the cavity wall, where there is no temperature measure-
ment position for this configuration, the electric field is weakest.

Figure 9. Nylon Disk Configuration for TEl Heating.
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Figure 10 is a plot of the measured temperatures versus time for the heating configu-
ration shown in Figure 9. Temperature measurement positions corresponding to those
shown Figure 9 are indicated in Figure 10. The temperature measurements corre-
spond to what would be expected from the TE 1 mode, with the highest temperature
being in the center at position 1 and the lowest at position 4.

80-
"- TEl 1 1

70- Temperature measurements in line
with coupling probe I

12
e. 60- 3

so- Pin40 W

O Pref-2 W al 4al I oOaoo

42)
E 40-a

. o oo °°

30 g''00

0 40 "0 1 o 140 260 240 280 320 360

Time (sec)

Figure 10. Temperature Measurements for Configuration Shown in Figure 9.

A similar experiment was conducted using the TE211 mode which has an electric field
configuration and orientation with respect to the coupling probe as shown in
Figure 11. For TE211, the electric field is weakest in the center of the cavity, while
for TEr1n it was strongest. TE211 is better for heating the edges of the disk than the
center.

The temperature measurements for the configuration of Figure 11 are plotted in
Figure 12. Again, the expectation from examination of the electric field pattern of
TE211 is borne out in the temperature measurements. Figure 12 shows that the lowest
temperatures were toward the center of the disk while the warmest regions were on
the edges. Other measurements, not shown here, for the same modes but for temper-
ature measurement positions at different orientations with respect to the coupling
probe, also demonstrate the heating pattern expected from examination of the modal
electric fields.

These Figures demonstrate the complementary nature of single-mode heating with
different modes. It is likely that a judicious combination of heating modes which will
produce uniform heating under proper time constraints can be found for most cavi-
ty/load configurations. This procedure, called mode-switching, preserves the control-
lability and simplicity of single-mode heating while at the same time making it possi-
ble to heat many materials uniformly.
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Figure 12. Temperature Measurements for Configuration Shown in Figure 11.

SUMMARY

Measurement techniques in lossy material-loaded cavity applicators have been
described for a variety of applicator/load configurations and material properties. Even
for highly lossy material loads with low cavity quality factors, it was still possible to
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measure well-defined standing wave field patterns. Theoretical resonant frequency
calculations were shown to compare very well with experimental measurements for
rod loads extending the length of the cavity. Optimum energy coupling to unidirec-
tional graphite fiber reinforced epoxy composite wafers was achieved by experimental
trials of placement and fiber orientation. Finally, it was shown that single-mode
heating patterns may be combined by mode-switching to uniformly heat large material
loads.

1. Cavity drawings by Leonard Mahoney. A detailed description of the cavity and
location of the di:gnostic ports is given in L. Frasch, Ph.D. Dissertation, Michigan
State University, 1987.

2. J. Rogers, Ph.D. Dissertation, Michigan State University, 1982.

3. Hua-Feng Huang, "Temperature Control in a Microwave Resonant Cavity System
for Rapid Heating of Nylon Monofilament," Journal of Microwave Power, 11(4)
1976, 305-313.

4. B. Manring and J. Asmussen, Jr., "Electromagnetic Modeling of Single-Mode
Excited Material Loaded Applicators," Proceedings of the American Ceramic Society
Symposium on Microwaves: 7heory and Application in Materials Processing, Cincin-
nati, Ohio, April 28-May 2, 1991.

5. L. Frasch, Ph.D. Dissertation, Michigan State University, 1987, 210.
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TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF MICROWAVE PROCESS SYSTEMS
WHICH UTILIZE HIGH Q CAVITIES

John F. Gerling
Gerling Laboratories
Modesto, CA 95351

Gene Fournier
Wavemat, Inc.
Plymouth, MI 48170

ABSTRACT

Process systems utilizing high Q cavities can be subject to dif-
iiculty in tuning, resulting in reduced operational stability and
power coupling. The relationships between aagnetron operation and
cavity Q are discussed, as well as the effects of insufficient
magnetron isolation, varying magnetron output frequency and the
phenomenon known as the long lines effect. Techniques to improve
system performance are also discussed, including those for in-
creased isolation, constant frequency operation and variable Q.

BACKGROUND

Most applications of microwave power in industrial heating pro-
cesses involve the use of relatively crude and inefficient micro-
wave process cavities. However, in recent years the development
of microwave processes for a variety of new applications has led
to new designs of high efficiency cavities. The need for such
cavities stems from the desire to apply relatively large amounts
of microwave power to materials which do not readily absorb such
power. Examples of these "low loss" materials include high purity
ceramics, certain plastics and other materials which can be char-
acterized as having a loss tangent of less than 10-2 [1]. Even
high loss materials can require a high efficiency cavity if the
amount is small compared to the size and/or volume of the cavity.

The use of high efficiency cavities in conjunction with other
equipment commonly found in industrial microwave process systems
makes evident certain limitations in overall system performance
which previously were seldom encountered. Operators of such sys-
tems have experienced difficulty in tuning a load to m-.imize
power coupling and have experienced tuning instability once a
match had been found. The use of a few relatively simple tech-
niques involving common microwave system components can -educe or
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eliminate many of these problems.

Cavity Q

Relating the difficulties and instabilities of tuning to the ef-
ficiency of a mticrowave process cavity can best be done by def in-
ing a quality factor, Q, in terms of the amount of energy stored
in and lost to the cavity [2]. A microwave cavity can be de-
scribed as a-resonant circuit element in a microwave network,
vhere the frequency of resonance of the element is a function of
its characteristic complex impedance. The Q of any resonant cir-
cuit at the frequency of resonance is defined as

Energy Stored
Q =-20 X Energy Dissipated

When a load is present in the cavity the Q of the resonant circuit
is a function of the total energy absorbed by both the cavity and
the load. However, when the cavity is emtpty the Q is a function
of the energy dissipated to the cavity itself.

In cases where the load is highly absorptive of microwave energy
the total energy dissipated will be high, thus the Q will be low,
regardless of the Q of the cavity. Otherwise, if the load does
not readily absorb microwave energy then the Q of the resonant
circuit will be more dependent upon the losses to, hence the ef-
ficiency of, the cavity.

Power Coupling

The Q of any resonant circuit can also be described in terms of
the bandwidth of the circuit [3]. That is,

Resonant Frequency f
Q = (2)

Half-Power Bandwidth (U1 - f 2)

as illustrated in Figure 1. The maximum amount of the transmitted

Peak.------- Power Generated

(Typical MW Source)
reowert absrbedib-3db --------- ---------------
resnncrut

Frequency of Oscillation

Figure 1. Bandwidth comparison between renonant
cavity and microwave power source.
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power which can be absorbed by the resonant circuit as a function
of frequency is represented by the curve.

The importance of the above relationship is apparent when compared
to the output frequency spectrum of a typical microwave power gen-
erator. The power output of the generator as a function of fre-
quency is also represented by its output spectrum curve. If the Q
of the loaded cavity is high then its bandwidth can be small as
compared to the band of energy generated by the power source. The
result is that onlya small percentage of the power generated will
be absorbed by the loaded cavity [4].

MAGNETRON OPERATION

A magnetron is also considered to be a resonant cavity [5]. Under
normal operating conditions a magnetron's resonant frequency of
oscillation is determined primarily by its physical characteris-
tics of size, shape, materials of construction, etc. Other fac-
tors which can influence the output frequency include output power
level, cooling temperature, waveform, age and reflected power. The
output frequency of a typical magnetron operating nominally at
2.45 GHz can vary as much as +/- 30 MHz.

5 MHz A 2MHz 200 kHz

POWER SUPPLY:
Single Phase, 3!Phase Delta-Wye Triode-regulated
full-wave rectified full-wave rectified (1% ripple)
(pulsed output) (15% ripple)

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. Magnetron output frequency spectrums.

Figures 2a thru 2c illustrate typical output frequency spectrums
for magnetrons powered by different types of power supplies.

Because a magnetron is a resonant cavity it also has an associated
Q which can vary depending on the conditions under which it is op-
erating. Thus, the output frequency spectral bandwidth can vary
depending on operating conditions.

The important relationship to consider is that between the output
frequency and spectral bandwidth of the magnetron and the band-
width of tuning of a resonant cavity. Figure 3 illustrates the
relationship between a magnetron operating at 2.45 GHz with a
spectral bandwidth as shown in Figure 2c and a cavity with a Q of
6,000. It is clear that power coupling can be reduced dramatic-
ally for relatively small shifts in output frequency.
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Figure 3. Nagnetron output frequency operating range.

Reflected Power

The effect of reflected power on the operation of a magnetron can
best be predicted using a Rieke Diagram [6] such as that shown in
Figure 4. The Rieke Diagram describes, for a given plate voltage
and current, the relationships between a magnetron's actual power
output and oscillation frequency and the amplitude and phase of
reflected power. The amplitude of reflected power is represented
by annular rings in terms of VSWR while its phase 'with respect to
the magnetron is represented by radial lines where a full 360 de-
grees equals one half wavelength.

Center of output dome
t A,,ii 170F"d ,,&'0 I, l2MHZ

' "'" " 5k ':. 1300 W•,,<,.o

F8P01 du, to VI

0.3751 *~1360W 10.1251

* --.- * Resitirted region
-, .4 _MHz (Do not operate "%

-o0 260 continuously)

Figure 4. Rieke Diagram for Figure 5. Magnetron frequency
2M131 magnetron. locking.

Reflected power for a particular case is represented by a point on
the diagram which corresponds to its phase and Voltage Standing
Wave Ratio (VSWR). The frequency and power lines which intersect
that point represent the operating point of the magnetron. In the
case of operation with a high Q cavity, a relatively small amount
of reflected power can cause enough of a shift in output frequency
to reduce power coupling to the load. The shift in output fre-
quency is commonly referred to as "pulling" of the magnetron.
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During the process of tuning the load the amaplitude and/or phase
of reflected power can change. Depending on the region of the
Rieke Diagram in which this occurs, the result can be that of fre-
quency locking which is characterized as a sudden loss of coupling
after a small change in tuning. An example of this 'phenomenon is
illustrated in Figure 5 where the desired path of tuning is from
point A towards the center. At the beginning of the path the mag-
netron output frequency shifts enough to begin a reduction in
coupling to the load. If tuning continues past point B then the
change in frequency-- and the loss in coupling tend to reinforce
each other causing an uncontrolled jump to point C.

Long Lines Effect

Instability of the magnetron output frequency can also occur in
situations which allow the magnetron to operate at more than one
nominal frequency. System configurations in which the actual dis-
tance between the magnetron and the load is significantly long can
cause frequency jumping and/or a complete breakdown of the output
spectrum [7]. The region of unstable magnetron operation as de-
fined by the Rieke diagram becomes significantly enlarged when the
magnetron is subjected to the long lines phenomenon [8].

TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

From the above discussions it is apparent there are several fac-
tors which affect the performance of high Q processing systems.
primarily the spectral bandwidth of both magnetrons and cavities
and the effect of reflected power on the operation of the magne-
tron. The following concepts can be implemented either individu-
ally or simultaneously to help improve overall system performance.

Magnetron Isolation

When operated into a matched.-load a magnetron's frequency perform-
ance is primarily determined by the magnetron power supply and
cooling system. The adverse effects of reflected power on output
power and frequency stability gives rise to the need for adequate
magnetron isolation. The minimum isolation required for a certain
situation depends upon factors such as magnetron output frequency
spectral bandwidth, magnetron power output level, cavity Q and
maximum expected reflected power.

The use of a 3-port circulator and dummy load to isolate the mag-
netron from reflected power is relatively common for high power
processing systems (9] as shown in Figure 8. The performance of
the circulator and dummy load together is determined by measuring
the attenuation of reflected power (in db) for all phases of re-
flection. A typical circulator designed for industrial use pro-
vides 16 to 20 db of isolation while high performance circulators
designed for laboratory use can provide 25 to 30 db of isolation
at all phases of reflected power.

Figure 6a illustrates how the attenuation varies as a function of
the phase of reflected power for a typical high performance circu-
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lator and dummy load. For most applications an adjustment in the
length of the waveguide between the circulator and the cavity may
be necessary in order to maximize isolation for the specific phase
of the load impedance.

One circulator and dummy load Two sets phase-adjusted for
optimum Isolation

0 2

0- 4e .. 2C0  " - 3/a /2X

Phase Phase

(a) (b)
Figure 6. Circulator/dummy load performance

vs phase of reflected power.

In some processes the complex impedance of a load can undergo a
phase shift, for example as it is heated. It is possible to have
sufficient isolation at the beginning of the process so that power
is coupled to the load and then to lose isolation as the load im-
pedance shifts in phase, thus causing a loss in power coupling.

It is for this reason that more than one circulator and dummy load
combination has been used in a single system solely for the pur-
pose of magnetron isolation. By adjusting the length of waveguide
between the two circulators, the isolation can be maximized at all

-~ phases of reflection as shown in Figure Gb.

Constant Frequency Operation

A fundamental characteristic of all magnetrons is that their out-
put center frequency varies with the level of output power as
shown in Figure 7. As noted previously, such variation in output

Magnetron: 2M1131 Circulator

25- -3 Powe0

2.r5 - P= Dummy Load with
Power Reflector Stub

SD~umnmy Load Ph-sPhaelhmpsdaee

Figrequ 6c. lcltrdmyl ab erormatorue.

vs~~~-u Tuns ofrefetdpwr
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frequency is unacceptable for most high Q processes. However,
variations in power level are a necessary requirement in many
processes. one solution is to operate the microwave power source
at full pover and pulse the magnetron to achieve a variation in
average power. This solution, however, may not be acceptable for
reasons relating to process requirements.

An alternate technique which provides continuously variable power
output at a fixed frequency also involves operation of the power
source at full output. Figure 8 illustrates a configuration which
utilizes an additional circulator. Instead of connecting the pro-
cess cavity to port 2 as is usually the case, the load is con-
nected to port 3. Connected to port 2 is a dummy load which is
allowed to absorb all of the power generated by the power source
operating at full output. By inserting a tuning stub into the
waveguide of the dummy load, power is reflected back to the circu-
lator where it is diverted to port 3. The power then exits port 3
and is applied to the load in the cavity.

Another advantage of the above technique is that it provides a
waveform with a ripple content which is a fixed percentage of
power applied to the load. The power supplies used to generate
the frequency spectrums shown in Figure 2b and 2c provide a wave-
form ripple which has a fixed peak-to-peak amplitude, regardless
of the level of power output. Without the use of the above tech-
nique the ripple may be acceptable at or near full power but per-
haps not at some intermediate power level.

Magnetron Cooling System

As mentioned earlier, a magnetron's output frequency is effected
by changes in the temperature of the cooling medium. All magne-
trons require an external cooling system, usually either forced
air or running water, to adequately dissipate the heat generated
during operation. The output frequency of a typical magnetron can
change by as much as 250 kHz per degree Celsius change in inlet
temperature of the air or water. For this reason it is important
that the cooling system be designed to ensure adequate temp~erature
regul~ation. For the same reason it is important that the ambient
conditions also remain as stable as possible.

Variable Q

Some situations can exist in which the cavity and load Q is so
high that tuning and operational instability seems insurmountable.
In such cases it may be possible to reduce the Q while maintaining
vital process parame~ers, thereby improving both tuning and oper-
ational stability. Ref eriing to equation 1, a reduction in Q can
be achieved by increasing the amount of power dissipated by the
system, either by increasing the size or loss characteristics of
the load or by increasing the losses to the surroundings. The
former may be unacceptable for process reason~s while the latter
can be accomplished using a few simple techniques.

Figure 8 shows a process cavity consisting of two ports. The
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first port is used for power entry. A dummy load is connected to
the second port and is used to increase the total amount of power
absorbed by the cavity. By inserting an iris plate between the
dummy load and the cavity the amount of power absorbed can be
decreased, thereby increasing the overall Q of the cavity. The
operator can experiment with irises of various sizes until the op-
timum Q of the cavity is reached.

The drawback of the variable Q technique is that the cavity field
strength is decreased as Q is decreased. This can be made up for
by increasing the power delivered to the cavity. The net result
is a reduction in the overall efficiency of the system.

Vaveguide Length

To avoid the problems associated with the long lines effect the
microwave processing system should be designed to minimize the
length of waveguide between the magnetron and the process cavity.
The critical length, i.e. the length at which unstable operation
begins to occur, depends upon factors such as magnetron operating
characteristics, waveguide components utilized and waveguide size.

SUMMARY

The difficulties in tuning and operation of systems utilizing high
Q cavities is caused primarily by a narrowing of the resonant
bandwidth, thus creating difficulties in coupling power to the
load. These difficulties can be overcome through stabilization of
the operating frequency of the magnetron by sufficiently isolating
it from reflected power, by allowing it to operate at a fixed
level of power output and by stabilizing the external conditions
under which the magnetron is operating. Alternately, by reducing
the Q of the cavity the resonant bandwidth can be increased, thus
offering greater ease in tuning and operational stability.
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MICROWAVE THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYZER (MTGA)

Edmund H. Moore, Iftikhar Ahmad and David E. Clark
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32611-2066

A Microwave Thermogravimetric Analyzer (MTGA) has been constructed, which allows for
the measurement of weight change of a sample located within a 2.45 GHz microwave cavity,
as a function of temperature. Samples in the powdered or compact form, are heated by
microwave hybrid heating (MHH). These samples are placed inside an inert holder and
subjected to a known reproducible thermal profile, which allows the material to be
characterized. Changes in sample weight may occur due to oxidation, decomposition,
reduction, volatilization, sublimation and/or reactions .% ithin the sample. Results of a binder
removal study and the MTGA will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The processing and fabrication of materials -ith microwaves is becoming more important.
and will become even more important over the next five to ten years. Potential advantages
of microwave processing of materials, especially ceramic materials, include economic, ultra-
rapid heating, uniform and volumetric heating 11,21. Economic advantages may be realized
in lower energy cost an-' shorter processing times. The ultra-rapid heating or materials may
result in enihanced maturials properties. Uniform and volumetric heating may result in
materials being produced with fewer flaws and defects.

The overall objective of our research in the area of microwave processing of materials is to
better upderstand how microwaves interact with materials. A more specific goal, of this
paper, is to understand how microwaves interact with the polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA)/alumina system to effect the pyrolysis, decomposition, removal or burnout of the
PMMA binder. Several binder removal studies have been done on polymeric binder(s) and
alumina, including the PMMA/alumina system 13,4,51. With this purpose in mind, a first
generation MTGA apparatus has been developed.

The MTGA apparatus allows for a material to be characterized in a 2.45 GHz microwave
cavity. The materiais weight change may be monitored as a function of both time and
temperature. Any process utilizing microwave energy as a heating source, that results in a
weight change in the material, may be analyzed with a MTGA type apparatus. Future
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additions of characterization equipment to the MTGA may allow chemical information to be
obtained.

Since small samples are often hard to heat in a microwave cavity, a susceptor has been used
to aid in heating the samples. Therefore, microwave hybrid heating (MHH), a combination
of both thermal and microwave (MW) heating will be utilized for all samples placed into the
MTGA apparatus.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

This section of the paper will essentially be written in two parts. The first part will cover
"the apparatus, that is the MTGA, and the second part will deal with experimental
procedures.

Apparatus

Refer to Figure 1, which is a schematic of the MTGA apparatus. A Zenith, computer (A)
has been interfaced with a Mettler' electronic balance (B) to record weight every 30 seconds.
This data is sent directly into a spreadsheet program, in real time, and the weight versus time
data can be plotted. A temperature display (G), that is an Omega 3 thermocouple
thermometer, is connected to both a temperature controller (i) and a y-t plotter (H). The
temperature controller is an Omega4 microprocessor based temperature controller and the
y-t plotter is a Fisher3 y-t recorder. The y-t plotter allows temperature versus time data to
be plotted and the temperature controller is interfaced with the electronic smart board of the
G.E.' microwave oven (J) to control the processing temperature of the sample (E) being
processed in the MTGA apparatus. The electronic balance (B), temperature display (G) and
the temperature controller (1) are isolated from the microwave cavity (J) and supported by
the cabinet (D). Holes have been drilled through the cabinet (D) and through the roof of the
microwave cavity (J). A pyrex glass sample holder rod (K), with hooks on both ends, is
suspended from the base of the electronic balance (B) into the microwave cavity (J). A pyrex
glass sample holder (M) is connected to the sample hoider rod (K) and samples (E) of either
powders in a crucible or compacts may be suspended from the electronic balance (B).
Alumina insulation (N) isolates the susceptor (L) and the susceptor base (F) from the floor
of the microwave cavity (J). The susceptor (L) is simply a zirconia cylinder, with a thin
coating of j3-SiC paste on the inner walls of the susceptor (L). The susceptor (L) has been
cut in half through the center of its top and a hole has been cut into the center of the top of
the susceptor (L) to allow the sample holder rod (K) and the shielded K-type Omega?
thermocouple (C) to be suspended inside of the susceptor (L). The thermocouple (C) is also

'Zenith Electronics Corp., Glenview, IL Model # ZF-158-42
2Mettler Instrument Co., Hightstoun, NJ Model # PE 360
30Omega Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT Model # 115 KC
4Omega Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT Model # CN 9000
sHouston Instrument, Austin, TX Model # B5137-51
'General Electric Co., Louisville, KY Model # JE1445
'Omega Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT Part # XCIB-K-1-4-3
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A - Computer H - y-t Plotter
B - Electronic Balance I - Temperature Controller
C - Thermocouple J - Microwave Cavity
D - Cabinet K - Sample Holder Rod
E - Sample L - Susceptor
F - Susceptor Base M - Sample Holder
G - Temperature Display N - Insulation

Figure I. Microwave Thermogravimetric Analyzer (MTGA).

connected to the temperature controller (1), used to monitor the samples (E) temperature and
enters through a hole located in the back mall of the microwave cavity (J). The microwave
cavity (J) has a power of 700 watts. The resolution of the electronic balance (B) is 0.001
milligrams and it has a 360 gram capacity.

Procedure

Refer to Figure 2, which is an Experimental Design Flowchart. Sumitomoe alumina powder,
with a median diameter of 0.32 jim, as determined by x-ray sedigraph9, was utilized in all
sample preparations. The alumina powder was calcined at 1050C for 24 hours in a 3500
watt Lindberg 0̀ Oven. DuPont" polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) binder was used in all
sample preparations, and was dried at 50'C for 24 hours, in a Blue M Oven' 2. The PMMA
was mixed with chloroform in a Nalgene bottle. Both the solvent and the bottles, that is

'SFimitomo Chemical America, Inc.. New York, NY Item # AKP-30
'Micromeritics Instrument Corp., Norcross, GA Model # SediGraph 5100
l'Lindberg, Watertown, WI Type # 51894
"DuPont Co., Wilmington. DE Item # Elvacite 2010
12Blue M Electric Co., Blue Island, IL Model # OV-18A
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Calcine Alumina And Dry PMMAj

is7olv1, PMMA In Solvent

Mix Alumina Powder

Into PMMA/Solvent

Wet Roll Mlil

AiVr Under Hood

"Geat

Grind to -c SO Mesh

Press Samples

PrIn TGA/GA1

Chaacerze

Figure 2. Experimental Design Flowchart.

chloroform" and Nalgene" bottles. respectively, were supplied by Fisher Scientific Inc. Once
the PMMA dissolhed in the chloroform, the alumina powder was mixed into the viscous
solution and the mixture was wet roll milled for 24 hours on a U.S Stoneware"' roll mill. The
contents of the Nalgene bottle were then poured onto a sheet of mylar film. which covered
a piece of plate glass. The PMMA, alumina and chloroform mixture was allowed to air dry
under a hood for 24 hours. The mixture was then placed into a Blue M oven and dried at
50*C for 24 hours, to remove any residual solvent or moisture. The mixture was then ground
to less than 50 mesh, which corresponds to less than 300 jim sized mesh openings, with a
mortar and pestle. Either powder samples were used or compact samples were pressed, at

"13Fisher Scientific Co.. Fair Lan, NJ Item # C-603
"4Fisher Scientific Co., Fair Lawn, NJ Item # Nalgene 2104
'|U.S. Stoneware, Mahwah, NJ Serial # CV89305
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27.57 MPa (4000 psi), and used. Compact samples weighed either 2 grams or 4 grams and
the weight percent (w/o) of PNMMA binder used to make the samples was either 4 w/o or 8
w/o. The die used to press the compact samples was 1.27 cm (0.5 inches) in diameter.
Samples were then processed or heated in a tube furnace, oven, thermogravimetric analyzer
(TGA) and/or in a MTGA. In all cases, a static air atmosphere was used in the MTGA and
the oven, whereas a flowing air atmosphere was utilized in the TGA and tube furnace.
Usually, samples were processed in the MN GA first, then the heating schedule of the MTGA
processed sample was mimicked with the TGA. However, for this paper, only TGA and
MTGA data will be discussed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results

Refer to Figure 3, which is a plt of TGA data, for two samples, and MTGA data for another
sample. The upper plot shows sample temperature versus time and the lower one shows the
corresponding change in weight % of the sample versus time. Sample composition was 4 w/o
PMMA/alumina. Two samples, 1.27 cm in diameter, were pressed at 27.57 MPa. One was
heated in the MTGA in a static air atmosphere. The other was sent to Harrop Inc., heated
in a Harrop"6 TGA (with a Sartorius balance) and a flowing air atmosphere was used. The
third one was a 64.51 milligram powder sample, heated in a DuPont17 TGA (interfaced with
a 1090 processor) and a flowing air atmosphere was used. The heating schedule of the
MTGA processed sample was mimicked by the TGA processed samples. However, the
MTGA processed sample was only heated to 400'C, at 18'C per minute, and processed for
a total time of 60 minutes, which corresponds to a 45 minute isothermal hold at 400'C. The
samples processed in the TGAs mimicked the MTGA sample for 60 minute! and were then
heated to 1000°C at 18'C per minute. The compact sample was held at 1000°C for 30
minutes and the powder sample was heated to 1000°C.

Discussion

Microwaves have longer wavelengths and shorter frequencies than infrared radiation
(thermal). In very simplified terms, infrared (IR) heating is accomplished by slow phonon
conduction and micr-" we heating is accomplished by fas: radiant conduction. MHH is just
a combination of the .,wo forms of heating. Calculations or the depth of penetration, which
defines where 63% of the energy of the radiation is dissipated into a mater-.al as heat, were
done using room temperature dielectric data 16,71. The calculated depth of penetration for
alumina is 581.4 cm (at 2.45 GHz) and 0.14 cma (at 10 THz). The calculated depth of
penetration for PMMA was 209.4 cm (at 2.45 GHz) and 0.05 cm (at 10 THz). Samples of the
size used in this initial investigation, in theory, should be heated more efficiently by infrared
radiation and MHH, than by microwave heating. Figure 3 seems to indicate a delay in the
removal of the binder, when using the MTGA apparatus as compared to the TGA. However.
this data shows that the wei3ht losses of all three samples are comparable. An apparent

"Harrop Industries. Inc., Columbus, OH Model # ST-712
1 DuPont Co., Wilmington, DE Model # 951
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Figure 3. Temperature and Change in Weight % of a Sample versus Time for the 4 w/o

PMMA/Alumina system (TGA and MTGA. data).

delay in the binder removal and the heating schedule to 400C, is artificial, as the average

"heating rate was used in programmning the TGAs heating schedule. The TGAs heating

schedules are linear, whereas the aciual heating schedule of the MTGA is more of a parabolic

curve (not linear).
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Several other sets of experiments were conducted in the MTGA, but will not be included
here. Essentially, these experiments demonstrated that the processing of samples in the
MTGA are repeatable, the MTGA is reasonably stable, larger samples heat slower, binder
removal from larger samples is delayed and other sample systems may be processed via
MTGA.

CONCLUSIONS

As the sample size/weight increased, longer times were required to heat the samples under
identical conditions. As the sample weight increased, a delay in the removal of binder was
observed in the MTGA. There seems to be no major advantage or disadvantage to either
MHH or IR heating of these samples. However, an advantage for MHH and/or microwave
heating would be expected for much larger samples. A relation between th• amount of
binder in the samples and the extent of binder decomposition, under identical processing
conditions, does not seem apparent.
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AN APPLICATOR DESIGN FOR PROCESSING LARGE QUANTITIES
OF DIELECTRIC MATERIAL

Van Nguyen Tran
Deakin University
Victoria 3217
Australia

ABSTRACT

Knowledge of the dielectric properties of a material is
essential for a proper design of an efficient applicator. The
paper discusses the interaction of EM waves with a
dielectric material. The analytical solution to the problem
of a line source illuminating a cylinder is discussed. This
then leads to a description of the technique of designing a
now type of applicator for heating a large quantity of
dielectric material. Experimental results are presented and
discussed. The new applicator is capable of operating in a
batch or continuous mode.

INTRODUCTION

The literature on dielectric properties and their
measurements is very extensive. For instance, in a review
of dielectric properties, Metaxas and Meridith [11 provide an
extensive list of publications on the subject. Some recent
techniques of broadband measirement are discussed by
Bussey [2], Stuchly et al [3], Tran et al [4] and Gelinas et al
Is].
Information such as the rate of power absorption, the depth
of penetration, the transmitted power and the reflected
power can be derived from the dielectric properties. Hence a
knowledge of the dielectric properties is es-3rntial for any
study of microwave heating or design of applicators.
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This paper is not concerned with dielectric properties but is
S focused essentially on the electromagnetic (EM) field

distribution inside and outside a dielectric cylinder and a
technique of designing a new type of applicator which
provides more uniform heating in a batch or continuous
mode.

INTERACTION OF EM WAVES WITH A DIELECTRIC

The analysis of the interaction of EM waves in microwave
dielectric heating seems to be confined to plane waves. Such
an analysis provides at least an insight into the problem.
However, the exact solution to many large scale microwave
applicators is still too difficult and time consuming even on
a large computer. Recently, an analysis was reported on the
field distribution inside a simple multimode cavity such as
a domestic microwave oven using a finite element
technique [6]. A CRAY super computerwas required for the
analysis.

Analyzing the interaction of EM waves with an arbitrary
shaped l-ump of dielectric material is difficult. The problem
becomes more compounded when one has to match the
obtained solution with the boundary conditions of the
metallic shielding enclosure.

Fortunately, the interaction of EM waves with an infinite
lengtth dielectric cylinder is a problem to which the
solution is available in the analytical form. There has been
considerable interest in the solution for the field
distribution in such a 21D problem. While the field outside
the cylinder gives information on the reflected energy, i.
the efficiency of directing energy into the material, the
inside field provides information on heating uniformity and
the presence of hot and cold spots.

There are many industrial examples where the solution is
fapplicabie. The~se include drying of timber logs, curing of

fireglass masts for wind surf boards, sintering of ceramic
cylinders and rods and investigating the biological effects
on human parts.

The general solution to this 2D problem is described by
Jones [7] as the solution for the scattering of EM waves
(plane or cylindrical) by a dielectric cylinder.
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The solutions for the fields inside and outside the cylinder
must satisfy the boundary conditions at the interface,
which depend upon the polarization of the incident EM field,
viz. the electric field in parallel with or at right angles to
the axis of the cylinder. If Ei is the field incident to the
cylinder, Ec is the field inside the cylinder and Es is the
scattered field on the outside, then Ei+Es is the standing
wave outside the cylinder while Ec is the standing wave on
the inside. Thus, by calculating the magnitude of these
"quantities, one obtains the reflection from the cylinder as
well as the distribution of the magnitude of the field inside
the cylinder. The expressions for Ei, Es and Ec are given by
Jones (7]. For a given cylinder of dielectric, by applying the
appropriate boundary conditions, one obtains the exact
expressions for Es and Ec from Ei.

Furthermore, the power at each point inside the cylinder can
be readily calculated by applying the Poynting's vector for
power density. Thus the radial power component is given by:

Pr-i/(2we e )E*dE/dr (1)
and the azimuthal component

Po=i/(2we e r)E'dE/do (2)
If the diameter of the cylinder is small compared to the
wavelength, the power distribution inside the cylinder is
quite uniform. However, if the diameter is comparable or
larger than the wavelength, uniform power distribution is
most un!ikely. There are also situations when the field at
the axis of the cylinder is higher than the surrounding.

DESIGN PRINCIPLE FOR A NEW APPLICATOR

When the diameter of the dielectric cylinder is large
compared to the wavelength, the above analysis shows that
the power distribution inside the cylinder is not uniform
when it is illuminated by a single line source. The degree of
unevenness depends on the dielectric properties and the
diameter of the cylinder. What one obtains from the analysis
is the combined effect of power decaying with distance and
the internal standing wave pattern.

One way of overcoming the uneven heating is to deploy more
line sources around the cylinder. In biomedical applications,
an experimental investigation has been carried out by
Wyslouzil et al [8]. The authors demonstrated that an
increase in the 'effective' depth of penetration is possible
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when more than one source were used. If the applicators are
fed from the same source, then the phase relationship
between the different applicators have a very significant
effect (in some cases disastrous effect) on the resulting
heating patterns. It is reported that in the planar dielectric
case, more applicators can be used to heat large areas with
good uniformity. In the case of cylindrical surfaces, there
appears to be Considerable improvement in terms of

uniformity and penetration depth in going from one to two to
four applicators.

The analysis for such a situation can be carried out as
follows. If the solution for a single source is known, then
the solution for many such sources deployed around a
cylnder can be obtained by rotating the source and by using
thye principle of superposition. Some preliminary results
.uom such an analysis were reported in a recent cLnference

In practice, to prevent leakage and to provide adequate
safety for ope~rat~ing personnel, the sources and the cylinder
are) placed inside a shielding metallic enclosure. The
shielding enclosure may assume a

number of shapes such as cylindrical, rectangular or even
arbitrary. However a better use of the enclosure can be made
if its non absorbing but reflecting characteristics are
initegrated into the design of the applicator to create a more
uniform heating applicator.

Assuming that the shielding enclosure consists of a number
of reflectors and if each reflector is deployed on the
opposite side to a source, then any unabsorbed power will be
reflected back to the cylinder for further absorption. If the
dielectric material is not very absorbent, a dangerous
situation may arise: most of the incident power will find its
way back to the magnetron! If the latter is not protected by
a circulator, its operation will soon cease. The rule of thumb
is as follows. F or a given dielectric material, select a
diameter such that after the first pass the power is reduced
to at least 1/4. After reflection on the second pass the
power will be reduced to 1/16. Reflected power at this level
even if all of it finds its way back into the magnetron will
not be sufficient to cause any damage to even an unprotected
magnetron. Furthermore, the left over power after the
second pass can be controlled in such a way that it combines
destructively with the scattered power from the cylinder.
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In this case, the reflection into the magnetron will become
small (a very desirable situation). If the sources are
directional, the mutual coupling will be small.

It has been found that the corner type of reflector is most
appropriate and practical to use. For instance if five sources
are used around-a cylinder then there must be five corner
reflectors. The shielding enclosure will then assume the
shape of a pentagon.

The analysis for this problem becomes the superposition of
many sources :those deployed and their images in the
reflecting enclosure.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the general cross section of the applicator.
Each source is a horn antenna approximating a parabolic
shape to emulate a line source. The size of the enclosure is
selected so that the standing wave in the horn antenna is
minimum for a given dielectric material. Figure 2 gives the
measured results for the following case. The material has
a dielectric constant 7 and a loss factor 1.7, the cylinder
diameter is 150mm and since the material is granular, it is
kept inside a PVC pipe having the same inner diameter of
150mm. Only one source is energized in this experiment and
the temperature distribution measured is quite interesting
Te mperatue measurement is done by a fine Al/I~
thermocouple after each exposure. The exposure time is 60
seconds. The resulting heating pattern is due to the effects
of the source plus the reflecting enclosure and any thermal
conduction which may have occurred during the experiment
and subsequent duration of the temperature measurement.
The heating pattern has a higher temperature area around
the axis of the cylinder. This result is different from the
theoretical results shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the theoretical power contours obtained for
the same dielectric cylinder illuminated by a single source
but without the pentagon reflector system. The side facing
the source is hotter and there is a depression or a colder
spot on the opposite side. Thus it 'appears that the enclosure
has a significant contribution to the overall heating pattern
in this case. Further analysis results involving the enclosure
are being investigated.
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CONCLUSION

The design concept seems to work out well. So far a number
of applicators hve been built for industries. One machine
uses a conveyor belt, another uses a rotating drum, yet
another uses a pump to push a slurry through the pipe
vertically. It is totally flexible and can accomodate quite a
range of materials and trnasport systems. Every system
works satisfactorily with a coupling efficiency greater than
80% relative to the theoretical total microwave output of
all the magnetrons in the system.
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Fig.2 Heating Pattern from a single source in a
pentagomic shielding enclosure.
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Fig.3 Power contours from a single source
without the pentagon shield.
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